
SYSTEMATIC THE 00'!- III

000766 Starting September 1957

As I say, we have a great deal to cover this term. We have much ground to get over. There

are some very important subjects involved and so we will have to move steadily along. You

will note that though it is a three-credit course, there is an extra lecture mark on this,

special, because P11 have to be away about three weeks and consequently I will give more

lectures in some we'ks and there will be three weeks when you rrobably- will have few or none.

I will try very carefully to arrange ass Ignernents in such a way that your total. work each week

should be the nine hours that the three hours of credit will recuire. That is if we have more

time here, the asignements may be due a little later so as to spread on - so that the total

needed in any week will not be over nine hours. And then we can make up for it in the time

I won't be here. The assignments will be posted by the end of this hour for tomorrow and

for Thursay but it will not be due - one assignment for the two days - it will not be due till

Friday morning at 10 o'clock, The assignment deals with material which some of you may have

had before and touches =on material that all of you have had in Church History - a fair Dart

of it. But it is very vital for this particular part of the course. It is an assignment

in Volume I of Hodge. Most of our work is in Volume II of Hodge. But this is a phase which
II

is really a cart of the subject we're dealing with in IM though he discusses it in I. The

particular assignment for next time is from section I Hodge. Now in starting our course

Systematic Theology III, I like to mention that the subject that is taken up according to the

catalog is Soteriology and it covers about two-thirds of the material of Sot eriology. Hodge

arrarges that under the heading "Soteriology" and goes straight through under that title. But

I notice that most theologians,such as Berkhoff for instance, a more recent reform theologian,

and most theologians of various groups, divide un when lodge takes Soteriology, divide up

into two sections - Prestology and Soteriology. And I think that it is a little easier to

nester if we do it that way. That is lodge's section on Soteriology begins with two or three

charters dealing with )eneral Soteriology, then takes up the personal words of Christ and then

goes on with Applied Soteriology. Now as you see the personal work of Christ we might call

Objective Ioteriology. The application of it we might call Subjective Soteriology. Now

'subjective" is used in various senses. I don't like it so much. I mean if you use it in
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the right sense here it fits. But if you take it in the sense of simply somel)odys ideas

of course it's not that at all. But there is that distinction between objective W

looking at what Re has done in itself and the subjective - looking at what He has done in

relation to us. You cannot sharply divide it. But most of the material can be put in

one or the other of these two categories. And consequently we will not start with the be

ginning, of Fodge's section on Soteriology. We'll skip his first two or three chapters on

to where he starts dealing with the personal work of Christ. And in fact we will take two

or three chapters of Volume I that deal with Christ. But we will deal with that as one unit

Christology - which you might call Objective Soteriology and then we'll take a second Dart

Subjective Soteriology. Now as we start - before we start on Christology I wish briefly to

give a little introductory material. Now this introductory material which I'm oing to deal

with now is very vital. Its introductory to any study of theology. Half of you are just

beginning in theology now - Systematic Theology. The other half had Systematics I with

Dr. Killen last fall and Systematics IV with me last spring. As I started my section I gave

an introduction on Systematic Theology - I gave a fairly full one then. I'm not going to re

peat that full introduction but I'm going to reneat a fair portion of it because I think it

is sufficiently important that I wnt to be sure that those who had it last year have it well

in mind and I want to give it to those who are just starting Systematic Theology. Therefore

there will he a certain amount of repetition in this introduction. But it is very, very im

portant material in my opinion. Now this introductory section - we'll divide the course into

three parts - this brief introduction, and then Part I- will he Christology and Part II will

be Soteriology. So first this introduction. Under that I'm going to entitle 6apital

Our Objective. What is our objective in the course in Systematic Theology? I'll deal with

that negatively and positively. Number l-_t_LtLsrot. Our objective in this course is

not specifically a study of the dogmas XXXXXXXit Cof the church . 'Tow that word

"dogma" may be new to some of you. It simnly means teaching - it is the creek word "teaching".

But the word has come to be crystalized into meaning specific authoritative teaching of a.

church - a dogmax. And science has often used the word to mean that which is obscure or unreal,

which is simply founded on sombbody's say-so - a dogma. And the word dogmatic has come to

mean saying something without evidence or saying something with a positiveness which is greater
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than is warranted, and in this sense people in every field of thought frequently become dog

matic. Properly a dogma is simply a teaching. But a dogma of a church has in many cases

come to be something which seems to have an existence by itself U apart from the Bible. And

that is not our belief nor our purpose in this course - to teach dogmas in that way. Berkho±'f

in his Systematic Theology in general follows the view which I hold of the meaning of System

atic Theology. But occasionally he makes statements which seem to slip into this other

(7.25) or instance, in his book on "Introductory Volume to Systematic Theology" he mentions

that it is quite common in Europe to call the subject "Dogmatic Theology". In the United

States it's much more common to call it "Systematic Theology" and he inclines to like the

term, "Dogmatic Theology" a little better. And he has a heading here on page 3' where he

says, "Dogmas arise out of the necessity of the believing community." And in the second

paragraph of that he says, "Dogmas cannot be made to order.Z They cannot be -produced by

individual theologians nor by scientific theology in general and then imposed upon the com

munity of believers from without." Now that it something that I personally am very strongly

opposed to - is any idea of imposing dogmas upon anybody. I do not believe in dogmas in that

sense. I believe in Systematic Theology in the sense of taking what the Bible teaches and

arranging it systematically, but not in dogmas in the sense of things which can be taken by

themselves apart from the Bible and imposed upon a church or upon a group. It is very easy

for views which began as vital views, clearly taught in the Scripture, as time goes on,to be

held as something in themselves apart from the Scripture on which they are based and to be

come dogmas in that sense. Our purpose in this course is not to take up in order the dogmas

in any church and see what this church holds and why it is true. That's not our purpose.

Our purpose is to see what the Bible teaches and to arrange systematically that which ire find

in the Scriptures. So it is not the study of the dogmas of a church, of any church, that is

our subject of study. fl Cardinal Gibbons, who was cardinal of Baltimore 50 years ago, was

very much beloved hi many in the United States, by many oeople who were not Roman Catholics

at all, a very attractive, pleasant man who presented his views in a very attractive way and

did muda for the advancement of Roman Catholicism in the United States. And his book on

The Faith of Our Fathers was widely used to win people to Roman Catholicism. But he says in

this book, "God never intended the Bible to be the Christian's rule of faith independently of
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the living authority of the church." Now that is not a view which is only held in Roa

Catholicism, the view that there is a living authority 6f the church as to what we should be

lieve. My viewpoint in this course, the viewpoint which I believe to be the true viewpoint,

Is that what we believe should not depend on the authority of any charge - Roman Catholic or

Protestant - but that we join a church which holds those views which we believe the Bible

teaches and we work together with others of sirñilar viewpoints with ourselves as to what the

Bible means. And that the source, the old sourse of infallible faith and doctrine is the

Bible. And any church may err, any church may interpret the Bible correctly or falsely for

any human being may err. So our purpose, our objective in this course is aot




study of

the dogmas of a church. That is A. Now b. - small b - XIXjIII it is not a study of the

history ofdogmas orq.hiqgy, That is not our Du.roose in this course. There is many

a course in Systematic Theology which has that for its purpose. Here is the system which

this church believes, YXIM which this grouo believes. Here it is, we show it to you Here

is the history of how these beliefs developed.. Here it is, we show it to you. Now we're

interested in what churches hold and we're interested in what views have been held and how

they have develoned as -people's minds have been active. And that erters in incidentally into

our course quite frequently. But the primary Durpose of our study is not that. It is not
C

the study of the history of dogma or the history of theology. And then (itis not simply

a comparison or systems. Small c, Now I reacted rather violently

(12.) small c, when I was teaching before Faith Seminary was

founded because the view where I was then teaching was very strongly presented that here is

the system of doctrine * and as presented there were a thousand points to that system and if

you varied on the slightest one of them, you were held to have so departed from the system

that logically you mut give up the whole system

Now I do not believe that that is true. I believe that all is inter-related.

I believe that very definitely. But I do not believe that all is equally

clear to us. And I believe that in any systematic Droof there are many things which we can

say we are absolutely certain of and there are ôbher things which are only

situation and we must be ready to change and alter as we study the Bible personally. And so

to study inter-reAtions of truth is vital but to say, "Here is a complete system in which
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everything falls into iDlace, is assuming a human omniscience, a human infallibility thinking,

which creatures who have been effected by sin, cannot have. And so we are not interested

simply in coiwoaring various viewpoints I must say when I was in seminary there was more of

that than I liked in the teaching. Dr. Wisterhart

(l3.7c) taught the Systematic Theology and he was a very great

scholar and had a great deal of interesting material. But there were points at which this

emphasis came in in a way that I would . For instance when he would take

up the Lutheran view and compare it with the Reform view - I knew nothing about it but I got

the impression when he ot through that it was such a foolish view that no sensible nerson

would ever hold it - and I didn't think the Lutherans were uite that foolish - so I reacted

a little hit against his approach for that reason. Now I believe that all systems have

people who follow them who have had times in their desires for logical ap'earance in their

systems, twlste them. And I think we must watch this. Arid we may find in any 'particualr
that

system XX certain points are twisted in their Interpretation and we must guard against it

But I believe that we must examine each one according to what the Scriture teaches, not

according to how it fits into the system




End of Record 1
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not simply a comparison of

various viewpoints or systems though we will compare of course, but Nnm1r 2 Wh It

Number 1 - What It Is Not. Number 2 - What Is Our Objective Here? Under that "all It Is

A Systemttc Arrnraement of Facts.. Dr. Van Tilgh is very, very positive against the object

(1.)facts in everything in part of a

system. And I feel very definitely he's wrong on that. I was thinking the other day as

I walked down the hail, 111 am anxious to see the morning paper to know about things that

happened yesterday. Now if the paper has come it should be beside the door of my office,"

Mr. Elwell brings in the paDers in the morning when they come and he distributes them and

puts mine at the door of my office. Now is the -caper by the door of the office? I can

not be certain. It is only relative my knowledge about this. That is to say - did the

paper come this morning? Nearly always it does. Once in a long time it doesn't

(1.) something like that. They might

forget to bring it up here and the otherz people might get the*ts before I got mine. Mr.

Elwell might be away or might be sick and it might not he hruht in, it might he left out

side. It might be there and somebody might pick it uo intending to

But it might hapoen here. And

so there are various reasons why I can think the paper may be there and it may not. It is

a relative matter - my knowledge of this. It is relative. But the question of whether the

naDer is there or not is UI a question of fact. It either is there or it isn't there. It

is a root fact. It is a definite fact. All the world can think one way or the other and

it does not effect the fact. We could have a vote the people of Philadelphia W.I as

to whether my rewspaper is there or not. And they could vote 98 that it isn't there but

if the paper was there The fact is

definite, the fact is absolute. It is a fact. But the degree of my knowledge of the fact

may be relative. And so as I walked across the camnus towar the place, I may think, ""hat

are the rohabilities? What are the probabilities it was delivered this morning? What are

the probabilities that 14r. Mwell brought it in? What are the probabilities that it has re

mained there where it belongs? I can make a probability scale - the probability is Q our of

10. Perhaps I'm too early and the 1T probability is then '3 out of 10. Perhaps I'm very

early - I can be almost sure it isn't there,yet they might have brought it early and he may
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have gotten up earlier than usual and there might still be a slight prospect. There is a

probability there. But once I get to the door and look at the door, it is no longer a rel

ative matter. It is an absolute matter. I can be ioo% certain - not 99 and 9/10th but

100% certain that the paper is there or that the paper is not there. And it is that way in

theology. I Theology should be a ststemtic arrangement of facts - and there are many

facts which we can know dust as definitely as I stanefore the door there can know that the

paper is there or that it isn't. There are other matters which are just as definitely fact

as that is, but which I am not in a position to know as definitely. I'm standing here and I

cannot see the door. I look at my watch and I say, "It is time that the paper should be

there." But my watch may he wrong. My watch may have gained or it may have lost. Or I

may look at it wrong and misread it. Or one of the other things may have hanned that I

feel may effect the situation. And consequently in life in all our decisions, in all our

thinking, in everything we do, we have to base much upon matters of which we do not have

sufficient access to the data to know for sure whether it is a fact or not. There is nothing

relative about the fact. It is a fact this way or it is a fact it is not. But as far as

our access to data is concerned, our sources of knowledge are concerned, we may be uncertain,

we may have only a relative probability. And anybody who tells you that they will never

act in life unon anything but nure fact, they will never gamble, ou can be sure tt they

simply will never do anything because there are very few situations in which we have access

to all the facts. I want to see an important man at the University of Pennsylvania and I

figure he's always in his office on Wednesdays so I go down there but don't tell him. I may

get down there and find he wasn't there. I may even telephone and. something may happen

after I telephone and he is not there. But I have to take a chance, take a gamble. That

is to say I have to ask without complete knowledge of the facts. The facts are definite

but I don't know about them. And so in what I do there is always an element of chance

from the human viewpoint because of the incompleteness of my knowledge. And that is true

in any subject that you. study. There are certain things you can be ioo% sure of but there

are great many things in which your knowledge is rexiative though the facts are absolute.

Tow that is true of every science, of every (6.5f thought and it is equally true here.

And so b - small b - is almost the same thing as a, said in different language different
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head. SmaJ1-IL, ematj Theology As I Believe It Should Be Taught , As I Believe It

Should Be Studied, a Inpli tu I believe the method of study of Systematic

Theology is exactly the same as the method of any science. There are many who try to put

science in one area, theology in another. The factual world is one area, the world of

religion and philosoby is another. It simply is not time. Our access to the data may be

different but the facts are the same. That is to say in both areas the facts are definite,

they are nositiveut our knowledge of the facts (75) And in

both areas we get truth, not by using our reasoning power but by observing and then using

our reasoning nower in relation to what we observe. But it is the observed fact that must

determine our science in any and must determine our science in theology. The

only difference is that our facts are secure, I will not say but they are

secure to some extent . That is to say you donot incline to

pure facts this way and in religion this way. But in science you secure some of your

facts this way and some this. And in religion you secure some this way and some this.

And the proportion is different in religion than in science. I won't elaborate that now

because I take it up in a second head. But I will go on to 8ct under 2 - What It Is.

Small-la-11 - It Is an Attemt to Observe Inter-relation of Facts, "a" was It Is A Systema

tic Arrangement of Facts. nb" was It Is An Inductive Study. HC IS It Is An Attemot To

Observe the Inter-relation .of Facts. You look at facts and see how they are related. All

facts are eventually related but with some the relationship s ver? far removed. While

with others there is a definite relationshiD and often you can find a very important

rela-tionshipbetween two facts that appear unrelated. But in other cases two facts that a'oear

very closely related are utterly unrelated altogether. If fifteen years ago you had heard

the statement in Chicago that Charles E. Wilson was in Chicago considering improvements in

the carburetors of cars and if you had heard on the same day that Charles E. Wilson was in

New York considering new methods of long-distance telephoning and if on the eyy same day

you heard that Charles Z. Wilson was in Cincinnati at a conference dealing with the making

of big machinery, they would sound like three related facts. Actually they might be utterly

unrelated because Charles EWilson,who is now Secretary of Defense, was then Prsjdent of
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General M tors, might be in Chicago ZU on business for General Motors and Charles Erwin

Wilson, w was then ores ident of General Electric might be in New York on telephone bus

iness and Charles Evan Wilson, who was then president of might be

some othe. place dealing with the business of that company and the three facts would be

absolutel, unrelated. And humanly sneaking it is the purest chance that the presidents

of these hree great corporations were all Charles E. Wilson - only different in the

middle ra . There are three facts which at first sight aunear very closely related

and aetna ly have no relationship whatever. I don't sn-noose it could ha-eDen aain in a

thousand ars that we'd have the nresidents of three such large corporations

(11.) And then again you will have other cases where at first

sight the eIs no relation whatever and when you study into it you find a very close re

lation wi-it h explains the two facts very definitely. That's true in any science,it's

true in h tory, and it certainly is true in theoloEy. An attemnt to observe iner

relation facts. Theology - all Darts of theology are related thou in some the re

lationshi. is xfTm distant, in others it is close. And if we properly study il

any sectio f theology, we touch on a great deal from other sections. There are those

who would ay, "This is wrong that we are now starting some of you on Theology III. They

would say hat you should start on Theology I and then take Theology II and then III and

then IV. ell even if it were altogether wiser to take them in that order - I, II, III, IV

I simi,ly t ok the (12.) under oresent circumstances, when I have to teach

the subjec , to take them in a different order so that I would give one course instead of

two. I ha e not snent years in the study of this myself but I have spent many years in

the study if the Old Testament. And in Systematic Theology if the arrangement of the

material I may be much better qualified to teach Systematic Theology

than sombb dy who has spent 30 years studying . But

it may tak me longer than it would a man who

So I think there would be sufficient

excuse for taking them out of order but actually I don't believe there's any harm in taking

them out of order. Because actually each part is so related to the other that you can't
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11T1T?X properly understand Theology I without dealing to some extent with parts of III and

IV. And in dealing with III, you have no more need of knowing something about I beyond

what you already know from the general than you have in I of knowing something

about III. They all are inter-related. It doesn't matter so much

In a way I wish we could keep it like it's taught in Holland at the Free University, At

the Tree University in Holland they appoint a man when the man who's orofessor dies

(13.5) and he immediately starts with Introduction to

Theology What Is Theology - and he'll take three months. And he will take the subject

and he will give everything he can on the subject, do a thorough exhaustive .ob and a sfar

as he gets this semester - all right, he starts in there then. And it may take him - if

he's very thorogh he may take thirty years. If he's quite superficial he might et

through it in 15. But the students take three years of theology - whatever he haonens to

be dealing with. And the rest of it they study it from the hook and are examined on the

whole subject. And there's something t0 he said for that because it trains them in study-

ing the book and also it gives them a thorouh grasp of one particular section
Free

And the man now professor at the/University of Amsterdam, each year writes a hook

on -about 1 books so far

End of Record 2
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Interpretation without facts is worthless

attemot to observe inter-relations

One thing I like about John Calvin. He always bases his primary teaching on the clear

tements of Scripture and then he took the primary teachings and fits them together

and from them

B nv meth and our method we will put under five heads. 1mhr 1 -Pô Search
in a search__

Y" 72-ta TJherv Py Ae T Found. Tow there's no point, of course/which is

a search for facts where such facts may not be found. For us to start to make a thorough

investigation of the nature of the *i1 atom, without access to a cycbotron or to other

apparatus necessary to would be rather unless you

had excellent books written by men who had these methods. A real course in the nature of

the atom should use the cyclotron, use the methods which can gain access to facts. Un

fortunately probably three-fourths of those today who are studying that subject don't have

access to that But some of them may know more about the subject than

some who o have access to the oroPer machinery becuase they have books written by men who

have access . These men have access to the facts and they write them

down and somebody else studies them and gets t1m not by direct observation but by revela

tion, by communication, by someone who as observed and put down what

they have observed. And so in any science you try to get erect access to the facts, on
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your own observation as much as possible, but you have to spend a great ceal of your time

studying the results of others observations of facts. And in theology there is compara

tively little that you can directly observe with your own eyes - comnaratively little be

cause theology deals with the whole history of the universe and IM we live a very small

part of it. We live a very small part of the time involved, we touch a very small part of

the material involved, we can only see a very small -art of that which is

(3.7) And consequently we have to get the greater part of it by revelation

but material secured by revelation may be just as valid as material by direct observation.

In fact it may be better. I go and take my automobile and look it all over very carefully.

I get direct observation. I get somebody who's an exert in the car to study it and to

write me up a report on what is wrong and to tell me and the learning I get from him by

revelation is far more than what I get by my direct observation because he is qualified in

that area. He may have access to thin.',s that I don't have, he may have machinery for

testing that I don't have and I wouldn't know how o use it if I did have. And so in the

field of theology, most of the facts that are vital are facts that no human being has

access to. And therefore we have to get the facts from one who has access to them. We

get them from the revelation from the one who knows. But what we get are facts which we

are to study and inter-relate and deal with. Just as in direct excerimentation we get

facts which we then nroceed to exanine and to study and to deal with. Our meiod is to

search for facts wherever they are to he found. Tow w will touch unon vaflous matters

connected with human life. We are interested in anything we have observed about human

life, anything we have heard about human life, anyfl observation of conditions in human

life. But most of the material of theology has to deal with matters which are of tre

mendous importance but which we do not have access to a sufficient oortion of to reach

ourselves. We have to have a revelation from one who kno' And so in

any science a great part of the material is secured by revelation but in this science, most

of it is secured by revelation. But we search for the facts wherever they are to he found.

And this is articularly true here in Systematic Theology. It is different from a study

of :Exegesis. You take up the Book of Isaiah and you're interested to know, "What does
Isaiah teach?" But in Svstematics you're interested to know what facts can we learn about
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God? And we ask orselves, "What does Isaiah talk about? What does Genesis tell?

What does John tell?" We are looking wherever there are facts. And since these books

are written by men inspired of the b1y Spirit and kept tree from error, XXU any light

they give us on the subject is valuable lhti for our present purposes. That is our

Now there is a school of rthilosophy today which is

call Logical Positivism which is becoming quite widesnread and in a good many universities

It is almost imnossible to get a degree in Philosophy unless you accept Logical Positivism.

And the Loical Positllst says that such a question as, "Is there a God?" is simply a mean

ingless question. It means nothing. It's no use studying it because it's meaningless.

e says anything that doesn't deal with what you can touch and see and handle is absolutely

meaningless, And the Logical Positivists are doing us a service in Oirecting attention to

the need of checking everything to be sure you have a source of knowlede. Because there

are a great many things that are believed simply on somebody's thinking they have seen

them, somebody having an idea without factual evidence. But they are in error in that they

fail to note that there is another source of knowledge, the source of revelation from one

who knows, and they themselves build their knowledge in various fields of knowledge on the

revelations from those who know the facts in this field. ow do we know the earth is

fouxd? You can easily find out the earth Is round. gust travel around it. But there are

not many of us who can afford to do so. And if we did have the money to do it, we might

not have the time to do it. And so there are very few people who can say from tersoa,al

knowledge, "The earth is round". We know it from revelation. We know It because other

people have told us they have gone around it and we believed them. We know it because

of things that other -oeople have stated to us based upon revelation.

T'To-one can tell us the earth is round because

I've seen it. Nobody can see it comDletely that way. There's no one of us but what

could get in an airplane and they could take us round and round in a different way and

bring us back where we are and who could tell been around the world or not? We

would not know; that is, unless we checked with a map that somebody else had made who'd

been around. And if we did that, we're trusting his statement that lie's been around.
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We're not depending on our own observation. There is a large element of revelation in

such things as that. Not that somebody else says the world is round but that somebody

says he'd gone here and gone here and from this niace to this

(9.) facts which enter in which we ut to

gether and we get the results of the conclusion that the earth is round. Then we cone

The method of Systematic Theology, if it is true, if it

is worth following, must be the same method as the method of science - search for facts

wherever they my be found. And this beads us on to 2 It Must Be Primarily 4

Search In the Bible Simply because that is the only source where much that is dependable

abcut the nature, meaning, and destiny of the universe can he found. In most any other

source it is highly controversial and questionable because those who wrote it did not have

access to sufficient to know about this matter. What is man? What is

his destiny? No man knows. Re does not have access to a sufficiently large portion of

the data. It is exactly as if I were to sit here and to try to tell you the par route

followed for a Los Angeles newspaper - to figure how they o, what directions they go, or

when they go, and so on. There's no possible y I could do it except to get access to

the facts - go there or get the communication from somebody who's been. I would not,even

if I lived there, have access to the data unless I stent months studying it and unless I

could get to the headquarers MIX3XILU and see the plans that

And so here our one source where there is much that can give us valid evidence, is the

Bible and this is a thoroughly denendable source. anything in the Bible will be dependable

because God has and kept the writers from error. But you notice I say

it is a senrch in the Bible. Systematic Theology is not simply a reason. You can

simply read the Bible and receive spiritual blessing. You can simply read the Bible and

you can learn a good deal. But Systematic Theology is a search in the Bible. It is

looking for facts in the Bible wherever you can find them. And a good tart of Systematic

Theology is getting your eyes open with troblems because from one tart of the Bible you

become aware of the -oroblems. And then you read another rt of the Bible that you've

read a hundred times before and never noticed that it contained the answer to this troblem.

But flow with the problem in mind you see that the answer is there. And then you must
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check it and test it to XIAX be sure you're not (11.75) to be

sure it's really there. But Systematic Theology is primarily a search in the Bible, a

search for facts. But our method involves more than a search for facts. People sometimes

criticize the mebitod of theology or of doctrine and it is a method which

can easily become very erroneous because you sirnDly without sudyin them.

And that is (12.) So Number Our Mpthnd Involves Careful

.jacts. The fact is that this verse contains the words - that is a fact. But ex

actly what do these words mean. We must test them in the light of the context and we must

see exactly what they mean. The second Dresident of the United States died on July 4th

11. ow823. The third president of the UnNd States died on July 4th 1823 - same day. IT

there are two facts there. Were they inter-related? Yes They were inter-related.

1ku one of those two men died he asked a question whether the other one was still living.

I think one died in Boston and the other one in Virginia. But each knew the other was in

poor health. The two facts are related. But those two facts are not sufficient to

draw a conclusion that all presidents of the United States die on July 4th

You would need far more than two You have to examine

the facts and see whether there is a connection. Whether the reason why July 4th

When two out of our first three presidents died. And of course

in that case There are facts wzhich seem to be related

but which are not actually beyond a superstttious relationship. We must carefully ex

amine -here's a verse, here's a verse, he"e's a verse - here are ten verses that seem to

say something. All right it true - it's said ten times. No, it may be that if we examine

them carefully you will find that everyone of them actually examined does not

But unfortunately the .y that many students

of theology do is to take a verse by itself and draw a conclusion from it. And that they

take eight verse which seem to say the opposite and they fling them all away on account of

this one verse We must take all the facts and examine them

and if we find nine verses of which eight are somewhat uncertain, and one which seems to

contradict these eight which are somewhat uncertain, is absolutely clear and oositive, we

must stand on the one that is clear and positive against eight which seemx to he positive.
End of Record 3
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(Al paashaus - in the recordthg of this lecture there were certain times when there was a

soueak. To cure this sauaak during the recording of a lecture it seems to be necessary

to lift the recording head and repress it again on the record. Of course this lifting

is done by turning the knob upon the righthnad side of the Sondscriber to the"listen"

po.tion, and then to turn the knob back to the "record" position, and if this is done once

or twice, the recording will no longer be a squeaky one. There is an important feature

of recording that should be mentioned also * that the Soundscriber should be as level as

ossible so that the turntable is not made to turn around in a plane that is not level

with the ground. This also seems to effect the recording of lectures in a good way.

There also appears to be a relationship between the volume of recording and the squeak

that is noticeable even at the beginning of this record. The squeak of course shows

that something is wrong electrically and no recording of the lecture takes -olace when the

squeak is going on. Unfortunately it seems that the last record S3 and this one - the be

ginning of SL had to be recorded at a volume lower than is desirable for transcription

onto paper. There may be something ''rong with the recording head - I don't know. The

Soundscriber now seems to be just about as level as it could possibly be and before I had

thought that the matter of the Soundscriber's being level was the chief factor in deter

mining whether a squaak would occur or not or whether a squeak could be prevented. I

don't know what the trouble is exactly. We may have to use the other recorder for

lecturing Duroses. This one seems to be ok for office dictation.)

We were sneaking this morning about "b" - Our Method. Under that we noticed 1 - The Search

for Facts Wherever They Are to e Found. 2-This Will Be Primarily a Search in the Bible.
- We Must Make Careful Examination of the Facts. Then Ti'mhr L - IOseryation of the

Inter-relation of These Fact Each fact should be studied by itself. I said onee to a
man when he was interpreting something in a rt of the Bible and he simply was reading in-
to it from another sectior, I said, "You should inter.nret it by itself and see what it says."
Be said, "I cannot detest myself of truth." He did not 111 the idea of what I was trying
to get him to do. But I think I was right. I was not wanting that he divest himself of

truth. I was destring that he take each fact by itself and study it alone before studyingit in relation to other facts. If we study everything together we can easily deceive our
16
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selves. We flX can think that we build a conclusion upon them when really we come to it

with a -creconceived idea. 1ow everybody has preconceived ideas and everybody allows his

-prejudices to influence him in Ihis thinking. We are all fallible. But If we are to

make progress in any science, and particularly in theology, we must do the very best we can

to think &ujectively and to see facts as they stand by themselves instead of reading into

them what we think or what we find elsewhere. That does not mean that you ever find the

final interpretation of something by itself. But it does mean that you take one fact

and see how may different Dossible interoretations are there and what are the internreta

tions of it which are impossible. What are the theoies which it very definitely contra

dicts.? You will find that any fact rn will definitely contradict certain theories. You

may find that it definitely proves certain theories. And you will find quite a number of

views with which it fits but which it does not prove. And if you see what the possibilities

are in aach fat taken b:; itself then you. can fit them together without giving undue weight

to any Darticular orobiem. You can put them together an see what is the correct inter

pretation that explains all the data that you ave. And so I like to keep number 3 and

number U separate in my thinking. When we are dealing with fairly simple things we will

not always make this clear that were doing so. But we should actually do it and when we

come to anything that is involved or difficult we should make it very definitely clear to

ourselves as we go on. Then we take each one by itself and see all the -oossibilities we

can find and then we fit them together and see whit is the interretatlon that fits the

most. What is the key that unlocks all the doors? And so after careful examination of

the facts then we see how the facts inter-relate with other facts. What is the relation

ship between them and what is that in common between them through which they both work their

witness. And one will not prove that another is false, but it may nrove that the other

interpretation .s false. But when you think it does try the other .y also and make sure

if two seem to contradict each other - do not simply say, "This is true therefore that must

be false." Try each way and. see what the other (8.5) And if that was

done more a greet many serious errors could have been avoided in theology. And many great

splits and divisions and arguments that have sometimes lasted over decades or centur4s

if DeoDle could learn to examine facts impartially and objectively, instead of letting their
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prejudices and their (9.) ideas and their emotions sway their thinking.

Emotion is a vital thing in sttrring our loyalty. It is a vital thing in nersuading others

of that which we know to be facts, in leading other s, it leading ourselves to act on that

emotion but emotion will lead us astray if there is not in back of it

some clears cool, disasstionate thinking over the facts involved and the deciding of the

basis on which the emotions should act. So this is number Li - Observation of the Inter

relation of These Facts, And number is the same thing in a little more complicated

step ierhaps - &udIi Dothese ad Generalized Statements. This

is true in any science in any field of scholarship. You must

ou must compares you must study. But then we try to formulate hypotheses and general

ized statements which will cover a great number of the facts and then we will

these in turn correct or not. That is number 5 - 6 is another

thing we will do which in a subject like this we must do - and that is Comnarisn of the

Various lnternretat ions that Have Been Advanced;

XECJLXXXJJ]WOCXXXJ(XIXX These Various Theories Should Be Examined,Not As A Source of

Truth But For Suggestions of Possible Lines of Investigation.I was out in the Middle West

a few years ago and after I had spoken at a place, two men came in to see me and I was very

glad to see them, I hadn't seen them for two or three years. They were graduates of our

seminary who had gone to an institution in that area to take advance work for a Doctor of

Theology. And they were interested in seeing me and I was interested in getting their

reactions and opinions (12.) And they told me that Z

they found that the students where they were done their

undergraduate work in that institution and were




Doctors of Theology, they said that these

students had spent much more time than they had themselves in studying divergent views,

taking up any particular matter and seeing all the different aonroaches, this one this way

and this one thnt way and one the other way and their undergraduates put in a great deal of

time in studying on any particular -uestIon, all the various views of a great nany different

writers and interpreters. And they said they had not done so much of that in their course

here. We simply don't have time for so much of that.
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But the:i said that they found this. When it came to coing to the Scrinture and seeing

what the Scripture really taught, they had learned how to do it and they were able to go

into the original Scripture and compare the words and study the context and see what the

Scripture actuall:r said and they found all these students at a great disadvantage in com

parison with them because the y were not learning the way we were

ow since it is a matter of interest, XXX XUXXXXX*UX3

it could he a very interesting thing to take a particular subject and - for instance take an

irterpretation of verse through O commentators and see what they do.Or a view on almost

any matter of theology. It is very interesting to note how many, many writers cony from

one another. You may find one view that three writers hold and another view that 2,5

writers hold. And 2L of the 25 may have copied it from one outstanding nerson. And this

outstanding man may he a great genius, a wonderful thinker who had done remarkable work in

these areas but who on this particular subject may have been hurried and done something

rapidly without careful investigation, reached conclusions which he didntt bother to check

fully. And all these others had simply conied what he said on his authority. I've come

across that sort of thing some of the best thinkers I

knew of. 'N'obody can cover everrthing. And when a person is writing on a big subject there

are ascts of it that he has himself, nersonally, studied but there are other aspects that

he simnly takes it over from nreviot:s onle and comes time they are taken over uncritically.

And so there's nothing gained by counting noses on opinions.

End of Record L
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but I'm greatly interested in the reasons which any ierson advances for his view. And if

it is a first-class thinker and he shows that he has made very considerable study of that

particular point, that is soething but he may not

I would like to know

And so we are interested in comparing views. But we are not going to do what is done in

many cXourses in theology in various places -to nut on the board a set of eight or ten

men and what they think about this and that and the other - comearing all the details of

what each thinks and snending a great deal of time working on that. Those are interesting

studies for investigation. But to determine truth the matter is, what does the Scrinture

say? That's not to say reading other things is not helpful. You can sometimes get sug

gestions from the ver:r worst sources. You can find people with whom you utterly disagree

who will hit upon a brilliant idea upon some point or who will raise a suggestion of some

thing which you can take out of the context of their ideas and you can find great help.

Anything is helpful as a suggestion to investigate because you can study a thing through

and fail to see the most obvious thing sometimes. But if somebod.r says it means this, an

idea you never heard of, it doesn't mean anything that is (2.) but it

does mean a good deal to turn your attention to it and to investigate and see if perba-as

the evidence WUXUXUX bears out what he says. And if it doesn't bear out what he

sa:?s, it may even be that in the investigation of that, you come u-non some other thing that

perhaps nobody's ever noticed in connection with

So there is real value in the study of various views on matters of theology and of inter

eretatior but it is very secondary to the primary purpose of examining the data and seeing

what it says. It is in my opinion just as irneortant to see what the Scripture doesn't

teach as what it does teach. for what is

definitely not touched upon. What month was the world created? You could study the

Bible, as far as I know, from now until Doomsday and never reach an answer. And it's

good to know that we do not have evidence on that and a million other things

Someone comes along and

but we do not have (3.25) And there are

many, many questions about the nature of the deity of Christ, His relation to God, about
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the constitution of the universe and man and all sorts of questions that the Scripture does

rot tell us never said

this way therefore it must be this way. It is unthinkable that it's this way therefore

it's forced to he that way. That doesn't prove anything. And it is good to know that,

keep that in mind. A was our obJective and B was our method and I'm going to simply

mention C because it's so imoortant thought It's really been covered already. C is Our.

Fiaal Au_thoritv Our objective in theology we've noticed - To Arrange the

Facts Systematically to see their Inter-relattonshin, observe how they do constitute a

system. Our method is to examine facts - test them, comare them, formulate hypotheses

from them. But our authority, our final authority, really our only authority in theology

is not what a man feels, it's not the Christian consciousness, not the authorit: of the

church. It's not what seems reasonable to us. It is God's Word. No matter how un

reasonable a thing seems to you, if God's Word clearly states it, if 'od's Word definitely

teaches it, you can stand unon it, that (4-75). An illustration I

used oreviously - 'ou may all have heard me do it. In the Middle Ages people said

there were those who said - the world is round. And there were others who said the world.

cannot 'oossibly he round because if it was, when people got to the other side, they would

fall off. And they were entirely loIcal in that statement. They believed that

everything falls down. Nobody has ever seen anything fall in an: direction xcept down.

Naturally everybody believed, that things fall down. And so if you ot under the earth

naturally you'd fall. It was reasonable, it was logical. It sounds silly to as be

cause we have adopted a different view. We have adooted the brilliant view that

(c.5) that nothing falls down but that everything is drawn towards something

else, that all things are drawn toward each other and the earth being the nearest body of

any size,i't draws us toward it. And this to them would sound utterly rIdicThous in the

Middle Ages - that you could he walking uoside down underneath and yet you wouldn't fall

down because your feet were holding you to the earth, it would sound utterly ridiculous.

But we now are used to that theoy and. the other theory sounds utterly ridiculous. You

cannot disorove facts by theory. You can Invetigate the facts. When you find the
earth is round then you can make a theory as to how you fall to fit with the fact that

you don't fall off. But you cannot say whether it is round or not by your theory as to
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how you fall. That is true in every field.No matter what the Bible says we can accent it

as true no matter how much it contradicts our Drevious ideas. But f we find something

that contradicts our Drevious ideas we must go slow and examine carefully and be sure we're

not misinteroreting before we start (6.75)Well we go

on now to Part I. This was Introduction. How the remainder of this semester will be taken

up with Part I and Part II. And I've already discussed with you what these two parts are.

Part I is The Person and Work of Christ - or more brifly Christologv And under that

Roman numr&L Lis rNip Tmportai of Christo1qand under that }rietn1oy Central in

Ctajj Here we have a Sstematic Theology course I, IT, III, and IV and we are

starting with III. Isn't that illogical? There's nothing less illogical conceivable

than to start with Christ in a course in Systematic Theology because Christ is the very

center of Christianity. It is about Christ that Christianity is built. It is Christ

that differentiates Christianity from all other religions. Probably just about every

teaching of Chritianity,. aside from those related to Christ, can be found to have a

counteroart in some other religion or some other philosophy. But in Christ we have that

which is unioue in Christianity, that which is fundamental in Christianity, that upon which

and around which everything else in Christianity is based. And so as I said you can start

with anyone of the four semesters perfectly all right iut there certainly is no better

place to start than with this because it is the very centeX of Christianity. It's

Christ (9.). There is ro other religion that has anything comrahle to

the nerson of Christ, to the God-man, comparable to the work of Christ, comnrable to the

character and personality of Christ. So much then for the centrality of Christology in

Christianity. Ca-nitaL - Teas Place In History This is under The Importance of

Christology. number under that - Problems In History I was a few weeks ago 4t

the University of Munich in Germany. And there was a big risplay there of books re

lating to the Orient - near and distant Orient. I was interested in those about the near

Urient because of its relation to the Bible. And I saw a book there which interested me.

I ordered. it and a pile of books just arrived from Germany this morning and I hoped that

one was among them because I was going to bring it in and hold it up in front of you. But

it didn't come in that shipment so P11 have to Imagine I'm holding it up in front of the
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class but it Drobably wouldn't make much difference because most of you Drobably couldntt

read the title. It was in German but the title of it struck me when I saw it. It

struck me for two reasons - First, because I was interested in the subject. It Is The

History of Egypt During the Last Five Centuries, and the great days of Egypti.an history

are much earlier than that but that is a period which has many inter-relations with Bibli

cal history and therefore interests me particularly. And since there's so much less

written I was tremendously anxious to get that book - a brief study of the subject by a

good scholar who is unfortuaate that he lives and is connected with the University in

that ncvtion of Germany which has been turned over to Russia. Therefore he is deep in

Germany and his book is pulished in Germany and that's probably why it cidn't get around

with the other books (11.) . But that's the first reason I was

interested in the book but not the reason I mentioned it to you. The reason that I

mention it to you,1TW the second reason AI I was much interested was to see this title

I'd never seen one exactly like it. It was in German but the words translated into English

would be approximately this - "The History and Culture of Egypt During the LaSt Five Centuries

Before the Time Change." Before the Time Change - I'd never seen that kind of book before.

But evidently there under Communist Control it seemed to this professor a little safer a

little more likely that he wouldn't suddenly be seized on suspicion, as a good friend of

mine there was not long ago, cast into prison, brought before the court and when he asked

"What I'm here forhey said"Ior what you've done against Communism' He said, "What have I

done?" They said, "You ]mew what you've done." He said, "I don't know what done."

Well you o back to prison for a while and think about it if you can't think of something.

You go over your life and see if you can't think of what you've done that you deserve to be

in -orison for." Well he prohbly thought he'd better play it safe and not oublis a book

which would magnify (l2. So instead of saying The History of

Egypt During the Five Centuries Before Christ he said The Five Centuries Before the Time

Change. And yet the very use of the words Tiei Change" - that queer expression

attested to the fact that all history is dated from Jesus Christ. It is the one date that

has become established and has stuck and is used and is so-used that even those who hate
God, use it. It's interesting if you'll go down to Dropsie College here - a Jewish 6ollege
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here in Philadelohia you will find that when most of the professors there speak of

(13.), they won't say it happened in 725 B.C.. Theytil say

B.C.E. - Before the Christian era, rather than Before Christ. They will thus avoid

giving specific honor to Christ. But even so it is reckoned that it was Christ that

changed the era. It is hrist that stands at the center of our history. All dates

are related to him. Now this is an incidental thing, a cornoaratively minor thing you

might say, but it is interesting that He is thus prominent in history. You cannot study

the histor;r of the world without coming against the fact of peonle's attitude toward

Christ. But !umberll- His Place In History The UnLueness of Jesus Christ He

is different from any other man who has ever lived. The difference is recognized by

most oeople. You will find that most people will recognize, whenever they may talk

about Christianity being useless and superstitious and all that, most of them will

sneak highly of the character of Christ. I nicked up a book by a terrible unbeliever,

Wiggam he used to have articles in the newsoapers

he wrote some books of simplified science

And I picked up one of his books and he had a chapter on

And If said if Jesus were living today he would be president of the

International Congress of . In other words he felt that Jesus

was so great that actually he would stand

End of Record 5
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We want to get back to this brilliant teacher. We want to get back to this great erson.

We want to get back to Christ. The term, "back to Christ" has been used. by many people

a term getting away from Christian teaching. But most of

us have exalted Christ in this wayand

to attack the supernatural




praise his statements and his teachings and all that. There is

only one book that I have come across

which takes the opposite attitude on this. This is

Harry L. Vaughn, a very prominent professor at Smith College some years ago, wrote a great

many books on history, very highly regarded. He wrote a book on "The Twilight of Christian

ity". In that book he goes through various Christian teachings to show how they are utterly

disappearing and "hristianity is going to die out. He takes as one chapter - he ca1ls"The

Jesus Theory Time" and he takes up the statements that neople make about Jesus greatness and

all that and he tresto demolish it " But how did he demolish it? Does he go into the

Gospel and show weaknesses in the character of Christ? Does he show things that Christ

does that he thinks are not as good. as what peoole do today? Does he show that there is

something erroreous in His teaching? Nothing of the kind. He takes the teaching of the

radical critics regarding the Gospel and tries to take them - after all this is only

imagination of Jesus followers and of later times and we don't know anything about Jesus.

And that is his attemnt to demolish it - is to say what he can

(2.25) But there are many who have said that the figure of Jesus in

the Gospel is not only a unique XXXA figure in history - there was no other like Him - but

there is no figure in literature that is a perfect thing, free from any fault, free from

anything that you can criticize, and yet perfectly natural, nerfectly huian. One book I was

reading on the subject said, "Compare Tennyson's King Arthur, how he tried to represent King

Arthur as the very perfection of life and makes it just a groun of statues. He is uninter

esting - Guinevire and Launcelot and others in Tennyson's Idylls of the King, have a nerson-

ality that is living but Arthur is unreal." And this writer made the same reference to

Daniel de Ronda (3)
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The attempt to create in literature a perfect picture. Here we have this picture in

the Gosnels, this perfect picture which is unequalled anywhere in literature. The

uniqueness of the -oersonof the personality, of the character of Christ. I 'nicked up a

book written by a modernist in Cambridge University - G. H. Glover - and here's a book

on "The Jesus of History" - thing more than another parts modern thought, it is a

new insistence on fact. But we turn into this book and we find him stressing the

uniqueness of the character of Christ. He says, "Where new value has been found in Jesus

Christ, the church has risen in Dower, in energy, in appeal, in victory." He says., "This

one fact stands - the significance of Jesus Christ, a more wonderful thing as we study it."

I pick up a little book by Harry Emerson Fosdick called"The Manhood of the Master" and in

this book you go throuh it and you find no mention of the deity of Christ, absolutely none.

I read this when I was in college. Many of my friends varied in their loyalty

(L.75) had thought that Fosdick's writings were very excellent. Attack on F'osdick

had not begun. Man;: of these evangelicals didn't realize what he said. I was recommended

t read this and I read it - day by day I read it what he brings out about the wonderful

character of Christ. But I was stunned when I got about three-fourths through it to see

how there was absolutely no stress on the deity. And I mentioned it to him and he said,

"Oh well that book's on the man. He'll write another hook orobably on the deity." He

was utterly wrong. But it was interesting that a man with the anti-su'oernatural views of

Fosdick, a man with the opnosition to the supernaturalist teaching of the Scriptures, with

the deity of Christ, or to the entire truthfulness of the Bible, will write a book in which

he will 1Z study the details of the picture of the character of Christ resented in the

Gospels and will come to the conclusion that there is a perfect balance in His character as

presented, not a balance that you take two opposite features and you find that it's dead

level inbetween but that you find T1TT both sides of the

balance given their proper weighting and their proper force and standing together in per

fect harmony. He says, "Perha'os no two ideals are more difficult to ho'd in balance than

self-culture and self-denial." Yet he finds in Jesus Christ both of them in 'nefect bal

ance, in perfect union. He says 2 "that enthusiastic devotion to a cause is most difficult
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a combination with patience and freedom from anxiety. tI Yet he finds both of them perfectly

ocrtrayed in the character of Christ and no conflict between the two. He says that in life

there is a great division between successive generations of men. Mark Twain's"Connecticut

Yankee at King Arthurs Court" with the purpose of humor, shows the ridiculous incongruity

which would arise when a man of one century imagines himself as living in another. But yet

he says that The Master outsnans all the changes and more Deonle in the twentieth century

take Him for the ideal than had ever heard of Him in the first century or in the tenth. He

says that this universal ap-peal of Jesus has overleaped the deep divisions of one race from

another. Kipling says "East is East and West is West, never the twain shall meet" but he

says the twain have met. What is there more significantly oriental than Jesus? What

is there that's more supremely representative of the virtues of the occident than what

we find in the character of Jesus? He says, "We may note still further the way the ideal

of character in Jesus overleaps the deep division between manhood and womanhood. Yet we

take it for granted that both should find their ideal in Christ. We may note further the

appeal of the UK Master's character to successive stages of any individual's growth from

childhood to old age. All centuries, all races, both sexes, all ages find Him a XXXX

Master, their virtue constant. The white light in Him gathers u all the split and partial

colors of our little spectrum.*.aX we consider the significance of this, His work possesses

a fresh and persuasive meaning when He says, 'Ye call me teacher and Lord. Ye do well, for

so I am.'" From one who accepts all the higher criticism, denies the dependability

of the Word, gives up the sunernatural, it is interesting that he would find the character

of Christ a ncrtrayed in the Bible to be so supreme, so unique, so wonderful as he fels

that the character of Christ is. I have a portion here in this little hook of 'osdick and

another portion in a book here by A. T. Pearson of the statement which doubtless all of you

have heard part of at least about Christ by Napoleon. It is a remarkable statement and

worth reading I don't have Napoleon's original here - it would be in French anyway but I

want to combine the two quotations here because - no, I guess the one by Parson gives most

of i. I believe P11 read it from there. He says that Napoleon said, "You speak of Caesar,

Alexander, of their conquests." This is when Napoleon was at St. Helena, the latter tart

of his life. He said, "You sneak of Caesar, Alexander, of their conquests, of the enthusi
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asm they enkindled in the hearts of their soldiers. But can you conceive of a dead man making

conquests with an army faithful and entirely devoted to His memory? My army has forgotten

me while living. Alexander, Caesar, Obarlemagne and myself have founded empires but on what

did we rest the creation of our genzias? Upon forgeries. Jesus Christ, alone', founded His

emDire upon love and at this hour millions of men would. die for Him. I have so inspired

multitudes that they would die for me but after all my presence was necessary, the lightening

of my ye, my voice, a word from me. Then the sacred fire was kindled in their hearts. Now

that I am at St. Helena alone, chained upon this rock, who fights and wins empires for me?

What an abyss between my deep misery and the eternal reigh of Christ who is nroclaimed, loved,

adored and. whose reign is extended over all (ll.2." Quite a tribute from Napoleon

to the accomrlishinents of this alilean peasant who lived and. died in an obscure quarter of

the Roman Empire 2000 years ago. The uniqueness of the character of Christ is something,

is a reason why Christlogy is very important to study in Christianity. What is the ex

planation of Could these ignorant peasants imagine a char

acter such as the great writers of all history have never even imagined? Could they have

made UD such a one. Or if He was real how did He come to be so unique, so Derfect

(12.) and yet so completely perfect. Number 3- The Effect of His Life I

have a quotation herc again quoting one mants quotation from another. I want to read from

Vetner"On the Pcrson of hrist a quotation from Clarence E. McCarthy who died a few months

ago. McCarthy used to be a preacher in Philadelphia here and was a very great preacher

and wrote many books and had a wonderful style and was a good scholar. And this statement

of his is very well put and I want to read it to you. McCarthy says, "Do not he misled or

deceived by the panic outburst of animalism and tyranny and human ferocity which curse and

shadow our world today. In spite of all that, as comred with that hard nagan world into

which the 'osDe1 first came, the world today is a world which has been turned upside down.

Is the world's labor done today by slaves? Is one-half the population of the world today

slave? Are prisoners when taken in battle put to the sword? Are little children exposed

and left to die by their parents on the hillside and in (13.5)? t woman

a plaything and chattel of mankind? To ask these questions is to answer them. The power

that wrought this great change was the Gospel of Christ. Call up one by one the systems of
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darkness and tyranny and superstition which have cursed the earth and which have long since

disappeared. Call them out of their graves and ask them, 'Who smote you? What made you

pass?' And one by one they answer, 'Christ smote as and we died.' Ther9 is gre.t wick

edness in the world. There is much sin, there is much brutality in the world but it is

easier to study the hard, Da,an world into which Christ came and see the lack of consideration

for human life and for human beings. Even with all the good arid beauty you will find cus

toms that have completely disapDeared,at least from our western You will

find tremendous changes a a result of the of tle

teachings of Christ. The effect upon the world of His Life is something that cannot be

rallel1ed by any other, except as that other has been inflaánced. by Him

End of Record 6
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all his sins to be taken away by baptism. And we hear nbout his valor(?) in this

And there were many weaknesses and there were many weak Doints in

If you take Constantine, the first Christian Emoeror and see the legislation lie. DasSed for the

improvement of social conditions in the Roman Empire, Re did more than any five of the

lofty characters, as some of them were, that ruled in the Roman Empire befcre him, put together,

to make life better for the average citizen in Rome. We had. a speaker here in chaDel a few

years ago - J. Leslie Brady. And Brady wrote which appeared in England called, "England

Before and After Wesley" He wrote an abbreviated edition for the American Tract Society

under the name of "This ' which I think went through about 20 different

editions. And the English one is better, its fuller, it's more comolete but the two are

substantially the same as they tell about the Wesleyian revival in England - but not so much

about its religious asoects as its effect on the character of the people. And it shows the

social abuses which were in English life before, many of them

were done way before and the resultant effect on ceQples character of the great Wesley. Now

the modernists talk a great deal XXXXX1XX about social improvement and

(2.5) but if you take the great improvements and. betterments in the world's history you will

find that the overwhelming majority have been by-produ.cts of the activity of true Christian

fundamentalists as they have

The effect upon them has been tremendous. So the effects of His life are a third reason

for His pMce in hstory and then mder this I - Inroortance of Christology is again very

b±ief - the vital questthri - What Think Ye of Christ That is the vital question asked

of the disciples. It is the vita question of people today. You are not saved according

to whether you have a clear understanding of god's sovereignty. You are not saved according

to whether you use the right or the wrong method of baptism or of administering the Lord's

Suooer, You are not saved as to whether you have a clear understanding of a point of ortho

doxy or some oint of Christian interoretation, or some undrstandlng of the 'oets which

are before us. But your eternal destiny denends u-non your relation to the Lord.. The

vital thing - What Think Ye of Christ? So these three heads under Number I - The Importance

of Christology. And then under Part I - Christology - Th Hnmn ature of

Christ... I have found that moct hooks on the subject do not st5Dt with the human nature but
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I think that is the natural place to start. Christ was a man who lived upon this earth.

That is a fact which it is vital for us to understand and to know. I was in - five or six

years ago I received a 'ohone call from Dr. Mclntire and he told me that there was to be a

meeting at Princeton Seminary that night at which the Moderator of the rorthern Presbyterian

Church the Southern Presbyterian Church - it wasn't Princeton Seminary, it was a church in
the seminary

Princeton near ZflU1XU the modern Northern Presbyterian Church, the Southern Pesbytherian

Church and the tnited Presbyterian Church would. all (L75) to

push the union of the three

And two or three of us drove up there.

And these three spoke on why And

then they did not throw the meeting open for questions but they said

And of course from their viewooint that

had the advantage

but on the other hand it meant that they didn't know who wr6be the questions

and consequently in a way it




Well, two or three quetions were read which Dr. Mclntire wrote

and one of them was, "Why not instead of uniting these three churches into one church, why not

unite the three into two churches and have the conservatives form one church and have the

form one And I'm sure that Dr. McKay, the President of Princeton

Seminary didn't know who had written the question but he took it uo and read it and answered

it. And his answer was one of the most revea'ing things I ever heard

comes from a very orthodox background, a little

sector of Scotland. A small sector will have nothing to do with any other. They think

that they're about the only ones that truly are orthodox

He had a long missionary career in

South America before that. I read his book I think before Faith Seminary started, "That

Other America" and it was a wonderful travelogue and picture of South America but I mar

velled that a missionary who'd been 20 years in South America could write a book on South

America describing so accurately and so clearly and yet never once suggesting that what it
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really needed was Christ,Land His Gospel. I found no suggestion an:rwhere in it. But here

Dr. MacKay took up this UUUUXX1IXXU question in his - he read it and then he said, "Well

who are these conservatives and who are these liberals and how is anyone to know who is a con

servative and who is a liberal. After all, these theological differences what difference do

they make? The imnortant thing is we follow Christ, we follow the King, we go on as Christ

leads us. l And I thought if he said that and nut the name Christ

that the ultra-liberal and the ultra-conservative, they can all unite in following Christ.

What does that word Christ" mean? It's a figure for anything you want. It can mean Commu

nism. It can mean ekthical virtue in the vaguest form. XXXXXXcXX It can mean any kind of

ethics or philosophy or idea or anything. It has no tangible, definite meaning as he, and

so many of these neople,use it. And of course that is a terrible thing but the World

Oou.ncil of Churches slogan is believing in Christ but Christ isn't defined - what is it?
way

If we are to know anything about Christ, there's one to know and that's to see what the

Bible says. What doe it say about hrist? And the vital thing to remember about Christ

is that He is a man (8.5), and individual who walked on this earth and.

talked to people here unon this earth and if we are to follow Christ, we must find out who

hrist is and what He did. And so we should start with this which is clear and vital about

hrt - He was a man, He was an individual, As He walked about MIRE for a long time people

didn't take Rim for anything but a man. He was a man. He was a human being. I heard Homeric

speak and he is very much effected by the Neo-orthodoxy. He said, "That was no Galilean

peasant. That was the Lord of Lords." Well, what did he mean? I don't know. But I can't

help thinking that it may be in common with the Josenhus error of the Gnostics. This is a.

gre.t divine intervention in life but not a man of real character who did certain things and

what e did is right. And it is very important that we stand solidy on that track, that

our religion is based upon and related to ani individual, a human being, one who had a body

such as we have, one who had emotions and feelings such as we do, one who had weaknesses and

infirmities, one who needed sleep, one who needed fool.. It was a realman who lived here

upon this earth, who is the founder and the center of our religion. The Humanity of Christ

and so'a"is the Evidence For His Humanity. You can pick u most any theology written 15
years ago and it'll say, "dell nobody questions the humanity of Christ. All the questions are
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on the deity of Christ." But my estimation is to think that today in the Neo-orthodoxy

there is much real avoUance at least of any true belief of the humanity of Christ. He

was a real man. And we'll continue there tomorrow morning at 8 - rather at

Roman numeral II is - The Human Nature of Christ And under this we have £ - Evidence for

His Humanity. Well as you. read the stories of the Gospel you certainly et the impression

of His being a man, born as a man, everybody evidently takes Him as a man, considers Him so

to be. In John 8:40 He reoresents Himself a a man. Call it Number 1- BReoresents




F
Himself as a Man John 8:40 "But now ye seek to kill me, a man that hath told you the truth

which I have heard of God; this did not Abraham." Number - H favortitle for Himself

was "Son of Man". That is very interesting that we find in the Gospels that Re is constantly

referring to Himself, -part ieularl: in the Synoptic Gosoels, as "The Son of Man". "Hereafter

ye shall see the Son of Man Coming on the clouds of Heaven." "The Son of Man has not where

to lay His head ." Fe uses the term "Son of Man" a great deal. Now that does not simoly

mean that He is a man, tht Fe is the on ofa man. It is very clear from the way that He

uwes it that Re means much more than that. But it does stress the fact that He is a son of

humanity, that He is humane He is a man. Now this term does not heptn wth Christ's useage

of it. We find the term "Son of Man" used in the old Testament in Ezekiel and in Daniel. It

is used a fair amount in Ezekiel. It is not used many times in Daniel but the us-age in Daniel

is more conspicuous than the use of it in Ezekiel. In Ezekiel it is used simply to mean man.

One of the race of mankind - God says t Ezekiel, !'Son of Man,stand up and I will tell you

what to do." It s used as the Lord addresses Ezekiel - quite frequently, "Son of Man".

In the Aramaic use 'tSono"is often used for an individual from the class. Like in the

Hebrew Jesus said Abraham ran to the flock and took a son of the flock and killed it and

preoared it as food for the three angelic visitors. The "Son of" is a common term for one of

the group. It indicates out of the group but it indicates more oerhaps membership in

the group. So that would be the natural, orig-nal meaning of this obrase, "Son of Man" and

that is the way t s used in Ezekiel and in any use of it it certainly must include that

phase of meaning. That it is one
End of Record 7
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onewho is the Son of Man The Son of Man, Himself - it means much

than this. And that much more that it means comes from Daniel, because in the Book of Daniel

we have that very remarkable vision in Daniel 7 where we read in verse 9 of the thrones cast

down and the ancient of days did sit but in verse l, "I saw in the night-visions, and, behold,

one like the Son of Man." One like a man, one who as you look at him you say, "This is a

human being, one who is born of human stock,"One like the Son of Man came with the clouds of X

Heaven and came to the ancient of days and they brought him near unto him. And there was

given him dominion and glory and a kindom and all nations and oeoples should serve him."

This is the great useage in the Old Testament of this term Son of Man where in this gfeat

vision, Daniel speaks of the Son of Man coming on the clouds of Heaven and receiving a king

dom to reign over the whol earth. And when Jesus stood before the high priest he said,

"Hereafter ye shall see the Son of Man coming on the clouds of Heaven" and the high priest

rent his clothes and said, "Why He's having a further testimony of His blasphemy" and it's

very clear that he took it that Jesus was saying, "1 am the Son of Man. I am the one who

is coming on the clouds of Heaven." So this term "Son of Man" has a meaning to it as

used, far more than the ordinary humanity. But it does give the idea of real humanity, of

being real and true man. And Jesus in using this term is stressing

(2.5) stressing His great outstanding qualities, He also stressing the

unity bf it. Some have said that MMINX the termi Jesus uses can anr,l more than that, that

He is that He represents the best in man, He represents our race. i'ow

all that is true but all that is an implication which we can reasonably draw out of it. It

is a develoDment. As originally used in Ezekiel, it's just a man. But Jesus frequently

refers to Himself as the Son of Man and this, while it is stressing His }dessiahship, it is

stressing KIXXAXXXX these other things, it is stressing the fulfillment of Old Testament

orophecies, it certainly includes the fact that He is stressing the fact that He is a man.

Now Scripture often sneaks of Jesus as a man. In John 19:5 we have a reference where Pilate

refers to Him and Pilate says "Behold the man'.' Of course that does not prove He was a

man. But it does orove that Pilate considered Him definitely as a man, as a human being.

Now in Acts 2:22 we have the statement where Peter is speaking on the Day of Pentecost and

he says, "Ye men of Israel, hear these words: Jesus of Nazareth, a man approved of God
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among you, by wonders and signs which God did by Him in the midst of you." He is a man

whom God used, a man upon whom God showed His approval. Peter certainly is bringing out

this thought clearly. Now he didn't need (mean?) to stress the thought. The Jews there

thought of Him as nothing else but a man. But If Peter were to say, is God who

has come and done certain things" he could easily have said it in other language which

would not stress the fact that He is a man. He is God but He is also a man. And the

human nature of Christ, humanity of Christ is something which may be neglected and we may

fail to 'put sufficient stress on it to realize that it is a true fact and a vital factor.

So it s wise that we have the evidence in mind for it. In I Timothy 2:5 we find the

statement "There is oneGod and one mediator between God. and men". Who is this mediator?

God? There's one God and one mediator between God and men. God is the second person

of the trinity, that is true. But that's not what Paul says. Paul says there is one God

and one mediator between God and men, "the man, Christ Jesus". e was a man and therefore

can be a mediator between God and men. And in Matthew and in Luke we have His human descent

given. He is recorded as being a Son of Abraham and a son of David and the line is traced

whereby He descended from them. His genealogy is evidence that He was definitely a man, that

He has human nature. Number ..AL - Not Only Does the Scrioture Reoresent Man but it

Lays St pn the Pt_that 1T Wa. in the Flash - Hebrews 2:17 speaks of the fact that

"In all things it behooved Him to be made like unto His brethren, that he might be made a

merciful and faithful high priest in things pertaining to God, to make reconciliation for

the sins of His people.l The 16th verse says, "He took not on Him the nature of angels

but He took on Him the seed of Abraham. And John tells us in one of his epistles that if

any one denies that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh, he is (7.) The

denial that He was in the flesh is definitely anti-Christian and. dangerous. The Bible

lays stress on the fact that He was in the flesh. Number He Develad and Grew Lilc?_

Other Thimn Rings We find in Luke 2, two s'oeciflc statements of this fact. In Luke 2:L,O

we read, "And the child grew, and waxed strong in spirit, filled, with wisdom; and the grace

of God was upon Him." This child that was born became larger. He grew physically. He

grew in spirit. He waxed strong. He became strong in spirit. He was filled J)with wisdom.
And it is more exolicit yet when it comes to verse 52. "And Jesus increased in wisdom and
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in stature and. in favor with Cod and men. (Mentally, nliysically, spiritually, socially.)

"He increased in wisdom and stature and in favor with God and. man." Now we cannot under

stand how He who was God could grow and could grow intellectuallycould grow spiritually,

and could grow socially - we cannot understand that. We cannot understand how He could

lie in the manger, crying for His milk and at the same time be the omnipresent Lord of the

universe, holding all things together and directing the stars in their orbit. We cannot

understand. it but it is a fact which we are taught in Scripture - that He who was God, the

Second person of the Trinity, had never ceased to be God, never ceased to he in Heaven,

never ceased to control all the forces of the universe, that He was at the same time man,

a true man, lying in the manger in weakness, learning to talk, learning to speak, growing

physically and. mentally and spiritually and socially. We cannot understand that but it

is what the Scripture teaches - He was truly a man so that Re developed and grew like other

human beings. We find a statement in Hebrews 2:10 - "It became Him, for whom are all things,

and by whom are all things, in bringing many sons unto glory, to make the captain of their

salvation perfect through sufferings" - to develop, to he effected by the suffering, to grow

through the suffering. In chapter 5:8 - "Though He were a on, yet learned He obedience by

the things which He suffered." He developed and. grew like other human beings and was ef

fected by the exDeriences which He had. Number 6-Poaesed the Essential Elements of

Hun Nature - A Material Body and a Rational Soul He possessed these elements. Reference

is made to them in various references to Him - what He said and what i said about Him. "My

soul is exceedingly sorrowful." He grows in the spirit. "This is my body." "A spirit

hath not flesh and bone as you see me "Since then the children are sharers in flesh

and blood, He Himself in like manner partook of the same." "Every spirit that confesses

that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is of God." I didn't take time to give you all the

references on those but there are many others and it would be very easy to see the evidence

thHe possessed the essential elements of human nature - a material body and a rational soul.

And I will assign you, not this week but a little later, Charles Badge's discussion of this

point. It's not at all comolex -I won't take further time on it now. go on to

Number 7. Number j- He Was jjejt to Normal Human Zmotiona and Limitaticn He was
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subject to fatigue. There are a number of verses which bring out this thought. He lii

other human beings was subject to fatigue. I will mention one - John L:S - 'Now Jacob's well

was there Jesus therefore, being wearied with His journey, sat thus on the well and it

was a'out the sixth hour." Re was weary with His trip. Re experienced the need of sleep

and He slept as other human beings do. In Matthew 8:2L we read that "Behold there arose a

great tempest in the sea, insomuch that the ship was covered with the waves; but He was

asleep, And they came to Him, and awoke Him, saying, 'Lord., save us: we perish.'". e

same incident is mentioned in Mark Re was asleeo. And no-one thcuht it strange

that (lL..) All human beings sleep. We don't exct

God to. He experienced hunger. We might mention Matthew L:2 and 21:1E. In Matthew

4.12 we read "And when He had fasted forty days and forty nights, He was enhungered. And

the temDter came and said unto Him, 'If thou be the Son of God, command that these stones

be made bread." And if He did not suffer hunger, what was the promise o± the tempter?

Why bother? He was hungry. He had exterienced extreme hunger

(lL.5) And then in Matthew 21:18

End of Record 8
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did not do this of course intentionally. He did it as an exam-ole

But it was a real situation

In John 19:28 He called out, 'I thirst".

In Mark 10:la He experienced indignation. In Mark lO:lL He saw this and He wa displeased

and He spoke to them in Fis indignation. So also in Mark 3:5 where "He looked around on

them with anger, being grieved with the harness of their hearts." He experienced sorrow

and anxiety - Matthew 2:37 - we read there that "He took with Him Peter and the Sons of

Ze'bedee, and began to be sorrowful and sore troubled." And in John 12:27 -is my

soul troubled: and what shall I say? Father, save me from this hour. But for this cause

came I unto this hour." He was sorrowing, He was filled with anxiety. He experienced

grief - John 11:35 - "Jesus wept'. "He groaned in the spirit" - verse 33 - and He was

troubled when He saw His friend dead. (2.75) So much

for normal human emotions and limitations. Number - He Suffered and Died Hebrews 2:10

we've already glanced at for another Dortion of the meaning of it. It brings out the fact

that He suffered. He was made perfect through suffering. Luke 2L:L.6 - "Fe said to them,

Thus it is written, that the Christ should suffer." On the cross He cried out, "My God

My Godt Why hast thou forsaken me?" He is not ignorant. He is not showing that He wants

an answer to a problem. He is expressing suffering.

Matthew 27:50 - "He cried with a loud voice and yielded up the ghost". He was a man-God.

John l9:3 - "One of the soldiers pierced His side and there came out blood and water."

Verse O before that speaks of His giving up the ghost. He suffered and died. as a human

being. Tow these evidences which I have given are not all that can be given but they are

the greater part of the soecific evidences on the point. We take along with us the general

impression which is made in the account and certainly it is clearly taught that Jesus Christ

was truly a man. That's something which might seem obvious and yet it has been denied

and I think today

some great emotion, some great XZXXXKKKMYXKXethical standard,
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something that is in the air (5.5) or even perhaps

that we do not connect it with the physical human being who lived and

walked and suffered and hungered and thirsted and died in Calvary.

(Student question) Well, I did hesitate about wondering under which one of these heads

to mention the fact that He was born. Certainly the fact that He was born

but there are other things about the birth which we

will, take in another connection. But as far as the human nnture is concerned, the birth is

one more element in the evidence that He was truly a man, that He was born as other men are

horn. But as a farther implication o± the virgin birth that was

narticular thing might

(Student cuestion) Well, you can say this. He was a perfect human. He probably grew a

little faster than but I don't think it's necessary

(Student ouestion) The picture of Him in

the temple is of one with but it is not a picture that He stood up

and talkkd and all the doctors stood by and listené and said, "My, isn't this wondful this

great genius we have here?" It was rather an impression of a young man who

and He said, to her, "1 must be about my father's business" but

there is no indication that it was the Father's will that He at this time shold step for

ward as a techer sent from God. It's simply as a young boy who has shown great interest.

(Student ouestion) I have heard about that and I don't remember the details. It's a

beautiful statement. There are many so-called apocrynhal gosnels which were written in

the next century or so after Christ and which trtd to build u the story of His childhood

and if you read those it gives a great deal of respect for the simplicity and clearness of

the Gospel. It tells how He was playing with the other children and one of them hit Him

and Fe just reached out. and. touched the fellow and he drooped dead. It tells you how He

made little birds with mud and spit on them and touched them with His fingers and they flew

off. And it's got all this kind of fantasc thing that a person would imagine what it

might be to have (od on earth as a child. But altogether different from what it doubtless

was. He impr9ssed people as an unusually fine person, but still as a child
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ow this particular thing I recall hearing read and it imnressed me as very beautiful but

where it came from and what it was I don't remember. I think it extremely unlikely

somebody's imagination




All I recall, I remember the man who

read it. I heard hiI read It in a sermon, beautifully read

(10.) But I would be interested to

look at it again, to look into it - I shouldn't say to look at it again because I've never

seen it, I merely heard it. I remember it wa very beautiful. I think it was last

night. Just wondering what It was. So much then for the fact that He was a human being.

is The Prfection of His Humanity He was one who gave us an exainole of how human lives

should be lived. He was a perfect human being, not a freak in any way. Not only perfect

in the way that He was able to handle things, the way He was able to speak of them, the iay

He was able to understand them, but perfect in the sense that He was wholly human and en

tirely natural in His haman life. There's consideraile evidence that might be given under

the section of His humanity which could also be touched on under His uniqueness, His place

in history - we dealt with that under that head yesterday. I don't think that we need to

say much about the perfection of His humanity now. I might mention a book by a man namd

Wendling which he calls -the name escapes me. I always think of"The Man Himself"but

"The Man of Galilee" that's it. This book was written within the last fifty years. I

don't know anything about Wendling but it's a book taking a-c the picture of Christ in the

Gospels and showing how unique and how (12.) And

of course there have been many, many tributes to Him through the ages, some of which have

been very exaggerated in their language
but it's interesting to find a man like Renaud, the

French sceptic, unbeliever, writing so symatbeticall about the

marvellous character the most used hook ever written and sneaking of

so many asnects of Christ here as nresented in the Gos-cels - the balance of His character.

I read you some material from Fosdick the other day in raise of this aspect of the char-
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acter of Christ - the balance of in His character, the Derfection of His humanity.

It gave us a picture of human life as it ought to be, as it should be lived - of one who

learned obedience by His suffering, one who gave an examnie of human nture, of human life

as it ouaht to be. The only perfect character who ever lived. And that leads naturally

to c- His Sinlessness. The nicture as we see it in the Scripture oresents Him as one who

was altogether free from sin. He was truly human but He was without sin. I wonder if

many of you have read that novelby C. F. Lewis, "Out ofthe Silent Planet". It was written

I guessx fifteen or twenty years ago. It had come out in little paoerhack editions fairly

recently and it is a piatre of a man being seized here and carried off to Mars by two other

wicked men who think that the people up there want a human sacrifice and they drug him and

carry him along for the purpose. And then he escapes. Actually the people up there simply

.,anted them to bring someone else they could talk to. Arc3 he is a linguist and he learns

the language of Mars. And it's an interesting story. It ends where he is interpreting

for the others to the oeople of Mars a real world

with real creatures - I won't call them human beings because they're different but yet

they're so similar but without anything

and they look

End of Record 9
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and it is an intere"ting thing because it mas so natural the difference between the

natural life and so unnatural a situation we have in this world where we take for grnted

and we even laugh at it. But it is not admirable, it is not that

which should he or which would be man as he was created.

Th& is not a fall upward in that we become conscious of our limitations and set out

to try to remedy them. Adam had limitations. He had endless potntialities of growth

and of development but Adam was without sin until it made life But

in Jesus we have something that is altogether unique and unusual - we have a man who lived

a life that was without sin. And this fact is stressed in the Scripture in a number of

passages and it was stressed by Jesus Christ Himself. I want to call your atention to

certain 'passages which stress it very definitely - the sinlessness of Christ. And we might

start with I Peter 2:22 where we find the statement which Peter makes of Christ, "He who did.

no sin, neither 'as guile found n Tis :ioiith who, when He was reviled, reviled not again;

when He suffered, He threatened not; but committed Himself to Him that judgeth ri.chteously."

What does that mean - Jesus reviled not again? He went into the temple and He turned. over

the tables of the money-changers and He said, "You make my Father's house ani house of mer

chandise." He drove them out. Fe reviled them - the money-changers in the temple. He

called the Scribes and the Pharisees hypocrites. He used very, very strong language in

condemning them for their sins. This is not saying that He did not use strong condemnatory

language. But it is saying that He did not answer the nersonal attacks on Himself with re

viling. And in this regard He is here given as an exam'ole for others - we should stand

for the glory cf our od and our Savior and we should repel attacks upon Him but we should

take the reviling, criticizing, misrepresen'ation of ourselves, which is hound to come if

we stand true to the Word - follow the examle of our Savior who when"reviled, reviled not

again. When he suffered, He threatened not; but committed Himself to Him that jud.eth

righteously." This of course is working out a detail of a statemFnt made in the verse before,

"'He did no sin, neither wags uile found in His mouth." There are three verses in Hebrews

and it's interesting how Hebrews stresses how Fe was made perfect through suffering, stresses

His humanit-T so strongly, but it also stresses Ills sinlessness very strongly. In Hebrews 1:l5
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"We have not a Mh priest which cannot be touched with the fen1ing of our infirmities: but

was in all points tempted like as we are, yet without sin." Re is able to sympathize with

uI But Et- did not yiele to tem-s because Ff~ has been tem-)ted in all points like. as we are.

ptation. He is without sin. Hebrew 7:26 - "For such an hih nriest became us who was holy,

guileless, undefiled, senarate from sinners' and. Hebrews 9:1i-- - "How much more shall the

blood of Christ, who through the eternal Snirit offEred Himslf without XThX spot to God'

sinless, without spot. Then in I John 3:5 - "Ye know that He was manifested to take away

our sin: and in Him is no sin." He lived without sin. II Corinthians 5:21 gives Paul's

statement about it where Paul says, "Re hath made Him to be sin for us, who knew no

Now it is interesting that we have His own testimony to this. That He tells us in John 8:29

we have the words of the Lord Jesus Christ Himself where He said, "He that hath sent me is

with me; the Father hath not left me alone: for I do always those things that please Him."

What a strong statement. And in the same chapter in verse 46 he said "Which of you con

victeth me of sin?" Don't you ever take to yourself this statement of the Lord Jesus Christ.

Don't ever challenge people to find some fault in you because they're nretty ant to find a

good many that you never susnected. And if you doubt it, I'll tell you a mighty good way

to find out. During the next three days take a slip of paper and every time you get irri

tated at something someone else does, jot down what it was. Ever7 time you feel real in

dignant at something, really angry at them, mark down what it was they did. And then at

the end of the three day take zour list and go over it and ask yourself, "How many of these

things have I done in the last two weeks that I was so indignant at other people for doing

now" and if you don't find that you've done at least three-fourths of them yourself, it will

show that your memory's retty short. Because it is a strange -osychological principle

that the very thing we're most indignant at others about is almost sure to be the very

things we ourself do. They are the things that we criticize most in others. Jesus, though,

was willing to say, "Which of you convicts me?" Which of you can bring evidence showing

that I have sinned. And in John lL:30 He says "Hereafter I will not talk much with you for

the nrince of this world cometh and has nothing in me." Satan has nothing in Him. No-one

else can say that. There's no human being who Satan does not use at times. There's no
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human being who Satan does not mislead, whom Satan does not make his instrument at times.

And Jeans' claim to sinlessness and the serenity of His moral and spiritual life are much

more impressive than they would be if He came up with certain background. A man likes t

live in many backgrounds where he will come up, if there's something wrong with him, he's

a oretty ood sort of a fellow and you might have to quiz him a little bit to make him ad

mit that he would belittle,that he does have a few rather simple faults in him. But in

case, He was a Jew trained in the Old Testament with its strong emphasis on the

holiness of God and the sinfulness of all man. He was keenly conscious of the evalence

and power of sin and we find Him quick to detect it in others. More than any other teacher

He pointed out the spiritual meaning of the laws related to the inner life, motives, and

character of man. The most abhorred and strongly condemned of sins to Him was self-right

eousness. He criticized it in the Pharisees "for his self-righteousness". And the ho1t

among the saints of earth have always been those who are most conscious of their own un

worthiness and most sensible of their sin. And yet He with all these reasons why you would

expect Him to be more alert and alive to the presence and meaning of sin and indication, He

was ready to declare that He was without sin and to challenge them to find any wrong in His

person. He carried morality to the highest point (105) attainment

by humanity. So much then on His sinlessness, - What His Humanity Means to Us Why

is it important we believe in the humanity of Christ? Why not just believe in His deity?

Why not simply worship Him who is God and look to Him as God who can do so much for us and

not worry about whether He was a man or not. Well of course ologetically there are very

definite reasons to be interested It is vital that He did live and it is a historical

fact - the basis of our religion. But I'm speaking of it now not from that viewpoint but

from the viewocint of the relation specifically to us. Why does His humanity matter?

Well, for three reasons. Eirst - there cou d.e tnemet humt.

He is one of us and He represents us on the cross. Man could not pay the oenalty of sin.

Only God could pay the penalty - but God couldnot repres'nt man. He could not pay our

venalty because He is not one of us. So the Savior who could bear the sin had to be God in

order that Re could make an infinite sacrifice. He had to be man in order that His sacrifice

could do us any good. S the humanity of Christ is absolutely necessary if His atonement
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is to be effective on our behalf. And it is vital that we retain and stress and recognize

the importance, not only of His deity, but also of His humanity if we are to believe truly

and with any sufficient warrant that we are saved. But there is a..cond reason of great

interest for our stress on His humanity. That is His compassion, His intercession fgr--qs.

He is one of us. He has been temDted in all points like as we are. He knows our infirmities

from personal experience. He knows our (12.75) As Hebrews L.:l5

says, "We have not a hi.th priest who cannot he touched with the ffeling of our infirmities"

someone who is cold and distant - "but one who was in all points tempted like as we are, yet

without sin. Let us therefore come boldly to the throne of grace." Because He was one of

us and can understand us and can have compassion upon us. And here is one of the basic

errors of Roman C.tholicism. Roman C.tholicism doctrinally believes in the 'God

They believe that Jesus Christ is man as well as God. But they forget His humanity, They

pay very little attention to His humanity. They emphasize His majesty and deity to the

almo:t total exclusion of His human qualities, they have come to think

of both the Father and the Son as far removed from us. Almost invariably their pictures of

Him represent the human Christ either as a helpless babe in the manger or a dead Christ on

the cross. And this summer I saw dozens of pictures representing Jesus Christ as a helpless

babe in the arms of His mother or as a dead Christ on the cvoss or being taken don, And

I saw, I should say, 30 such pictures for every one that showed Him in Resurrection and

probably 80 such for every one that showed Him in His human life, in an;7 Dhase or activity

of His human life as a man. They have neglected that Dhase of Christ amost entirely

and what is the result? The result is that they lose the realization of the divine human

mediator who can act as their true representative, one who is able to intercede effectively

with God. And so they have been forced to invent something else and in their roping they

have turned to saints to stand between them and God. and. help them, and also to the idolatrous

worship of the Virgin Mary. They have exalted Mary and chosen her as the Queen of Heaven

and have made her the real mediator




End of Record 10
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capable of feelinc. syntpathy with us and He has compassion for us. It is He who makes inter

cession for us. She was a wonderful woman but she is not

the Lord Jesus Christ, the man Christ Jesus. (Student question)

in compassion - well, that isn't particularly good working but it gives the idea

comission, intercession - this feeling that we can come to Him. It's not merely that Re

intercedes with God for us, but that we can come to Him and expect understanding on His

part and with Him because He is truly man. Well we continue

there tomorrow IWJI1 at this same hour.




(3.5)

majesty and deity to the almost total exclusion of His human qualities with the result

they've come to think of both the Father and Son as far removed from them. Almost invar

iably their pictures and images have represented the human Christ either as a helpless

babe in the manger or as the dead Christ on the cross - I did read this yesterday. I re

member mentioning how this summer I saw so many pictures on the cross - practically none

of Christ in His ministry. They were either the helpless babe or they were the risen one.

I& r. t tot pos
(Student question) Page 87 - fl.s1 book on THE PERSON OF CHRIST. He is not making a

soecial offer of this hook to our students at this time.




(5.)

and his books have been a real blessing. (Student question) No, no by

that at all but we are to understand His compassion realize that

He was one with us, that He can have perhaps an understanding and ap'reciation

beyond what they were able to have. Some of them may have had far beyond

that but most of them But we do have a great advantage in this

dispensation that we have a knowledge of the facts of the Gospel which the Old Testament

didn't have. They looked forward and they could have all the

blessings we have but it was hard for them to have as much understanding as we have. And
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I think at this point that we can have a very special blessing beyond what was possible for

most of them to have. but I think it is easier for us realizing that

Fe s tempted on all points like as we are today, that Re does understand our human natures

to the full, and can be our eder brother, our companion, our friend. And we have something

in our Christian understanding that I think they were entitled to but I think it was harder

for them to realize. Thank you for the question and by the way, let me say this - that in

this course the major points are points I have thought about for years in studying the Old

and Yew Testaments and. am very, very certain as to what I say and what I know. But there

are many subsidiary points into which I am working, I am working on with this course, and

there are many cases where it is a question which reference is best, which

(7.) And please don't simply take what I say and write down

the words and think those words are the answer. If I give a reference you don't hhink

proves a point I'm giving, please call it to my attention. And if I make a statement that

you feel you don't understand the imlications or you question the implications or that you

think doesn't belong here - it is in error - please don't hesitate to raise the point be

cause we can all benefit greatly from the interaction of our minds. We have much material

to cover. I'll have to send a great deal of time simply giving you what I have but that

will be far more worthwhile if we're all thinking together. The question was an excellent

one and I might never have thought of that particular auestion if it hadn't been raised but

I think it is one worth raising. I think if I ever give this course again I will raise it

myself. And so I want you to please participate. We can't stop with any particualr point

and spend half an hour discussing it unless it's a really vital point. But we can sto for

two or three minutes on anything that occurs to you. and any point where you feel that I

haven't pked the best reference or that it doesn't prove the thing, please raise it. I

think we'll all benefit greatly if we do so. Now Boettner goes on to point out how the

Virgin Mary has seemed to fill this for the Romanists. Now it's not necessary to do that.

It is an error. It is a matter of Roman Catholic practice, not theory because theoretically

they hold to humanity in Christ, but they don't stress it. They lay it aside, don't think

much about it. That xqtcolloquy of Erasmus that I mehtioned the point about the ship

wreck. There was another section in which the man said, "Which saint are you going to pray

L7
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to?" And he said, "I'm going to pray to Peter because he's at the gate of Heaven.

He's the nenret one. It'll get to him quicker." And the other one said, "Yes, but

X while Peter gets in to Jesus to pass on your request to Him, by that time we may be

drowned. I'm going to pray to Jesus directly and get it right to Him." It was a

good thought. We do not need an intercessor between us and Christ. Not only is Christ

touched with the feeling of our infirmities and understanding it as fully as anyone could

but He has all power in Hcaven and earth, and power such as no saint could ever dream of

having and such as His mother certainly does not have or dream of having. The third

point under D is His Example. Yes? (Student question) Yes, you'"e getting there into

the problem of the infinite which no man can grasp.

(101) Well, the fact is that God can do all things,,

that Go has all knowledge, He is absolutely infinite. That is true. But it also

is true that in order for God to save us He had to have Jesus die for us. Arid it is true

that there is such a thing - theoretically and actually we believe that the infinite God

has all knowledge within Himself and needs nothing more. But we also believe it is

equally true alon with that that that which He experienced, entering into our experiences

and being actually man, does contribute in some way. We can say as a matter of faith that

the infinite God could understand and enter into all of our exoerl.ences if there had never

been any Christ. We can say that but we can say as a matter of absolute certainty,

with no question whatever, that there having been al Christ, He having not merely known but

exnerienced what it is to be a man, having actually experienced our sufferings, our diffi

culties., our roblems, we can sap that it is absolutely certain that He can enter fully into

our exueriences and difficulties and he to the very fullest the mediator that we need. Now

it may be a matter of making it easier for us to apprehend but it is true that He who

entered into us, He who is the God-man, can understand in the fullest (11.5)

Now I believe an Old Testament saint could, by faiths enter into this fellowshi-c with God

but I doubt if anywhhre near as many did in that age as

and there's certainly no excuse for us not all

But the third is something which the Old Testament saints could not
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have. The first is something - the atonement which the Old Testament saints could have

by faith looking forward that Jesus would The

second is something which makes it easy for us to understand how He can fully symvathize

with us and intercede for us to the very full




(12.5)

The third is something the Old Testament saintS could not have. That is His exarnole.

He lived a perfect human life, an exanrole for us. Now there are some neocle who would say

this is modernism to talk about Jesus' way of life OOXXXXXCXX and oh, I used to hate

that so. Then I was in college and the modernists came and gave us wonderful talks in

which they talked about Jesus' way of life and following His example because that's all

they talked about. And it sounded as if that's all that mattered, following Jesus'

standards and actually it's so much more important to he saved through Him, The Gospel

of Salvation is the vital but the (13.) is vital thing. The modernists

I don't think talk as much about it now as they did then but it is something which simly

because they have held to it It Is a

I Peter 22l - "For even hereunto were ye called: 'because Christ also suffered

for us, leaving us an example, that ye should follow His steps: who did no sin, neither was

guile found in His mouth: who, when He was reviled, reviled not again; when He suffered,

threatened not; Thut committed Himself to Him that judgeth righteous'y." He has left us an

examole that we should follow in His ste'os and it is wrong to

He has shown us how human life ought to be lived.

Fe has lived a perfect life




End of Record 11
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lived a Christian life and we should know what that ima,e is. It is common today to name

certain virtues, certain fine qualities, certain ideas. Here is the ide now let's look

to Christ for strength to follow thnt or let's try to follow that. But after all we don't

really learn about Christ from the Bible. We learn about the ethical standards from the

Bible and we can't judge the Bible by any ethical standards we get from anywhere else. We

must et our ethical standards from the Bible. And we get them above all from Jesus Christ.

The modrnist talks about he1ievin, in a Christ-like God, in a God who is like Jesus Christ

and there he has We believe that Christ Is God but we believe that

God is like Christ, that Christ shows us what God is and gives us an understanding of the

character and the love of God which we co'ld enter into by faith apart from the revelation

of Christ. But it's far easier to enter it, having the knowledge of Christ and

when the modernist talks about following Christ, it's some ideal in his mind., not something

from the work We follow Christ hut what

is Christ? Re's the one who lived on earth 2000 years ago who is today making, intercession

for us. But there's very little we can specifically learn about Rim aside from what we

find taught of what He did when He was on earth. We learn His charadter, we learn His

being we learn His personality from that. And then we are told make inter

cession for us the one who lived then. And so the Gospels

are v-'ry imoortant if we are to learn what Christ is, what we mean with our devotion to

Christ. It is a devotion to one who lives today but one from whom we learn through knowing

what He did then and how He lived and what an example He set for us then. Arid so we have

in our knowledge of the human life of Christ something the Old Testament saintl didn't have.

He could look forward to (2.5)to the blessings God would bring. We

can look hack to the specific knowledge of God we have received through the life of Christ

and. the example we have of how human life should be lived. And there is much thot I be

lieve Jesus did for this very reason to set us an example. Why didn't He just stretch His

finger and say, "Satan be away from me. Satan et out. Thet's all there is to it." Why

did He go through the temptation. He showed how He, the God-man, could withstand. tempta

tion and showed us how we should do it - through the Word of God.. It was the Word of God

which he ouoted to Satan, "Fe will strerhen of the spirit. The spirit rested upon Him
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without measure. Why did He reed the spirit? He was the second person of the Godhead.

He had all power. Why did He need the spirit? He showed us what a man, a real man, in the

power of the spirit,can £X live and how we should live in the power of the spirit. Jesus

'hrist as the man, Jesus communes with His Heavenly Father, prays to Him, lives in fellowship

with His Father -"the spitit resteth upon Him, and led Him, and empowered Him" and He showed

us how, to a lesser degree, at the same time we can have the spirit, enabling us to live a

life as He wants us to (LiP.) And so His examnle is a

vital tart of Christian teaching. And preaching on the Gospels and studying the Gosels

and thinking of the Gospels is not to be neglected. Oh yes, its easy to turn always to the

epistles where we have our Christian teaching more fully expressed and to snd all your time

on the epistles I say if you took only one

epistles of the Gospel. Yes, because the Christian truth is exolained

in a way it couldn't he explained before the atonement had actually taken place in the

epistles. And from the epistles w- get of our clear, positive statements of our fully

develoed arid well-articulated Christian truth than we do from the Gosoels. But the eoistles

without the Gospels are incomolete. The Gospels give us the understanding of who Jesus was

and what He did and wt His character was and what His exam-ole was and are a very vital

part of our Christian truth and we should study them much - not just to find -)roof of the

deity of Christ but also to come to know Christ as He actually was,

and to know His example which we should follow. And some statement like this one in Peter

abcut His example, "who when He was reviled, reviled not again" when he suffered

are wonderful for us to learn. But we should find

actually worked out and much more
(5.5)

So much then on What His Humanity Means To Us. Now - Dia1ofHisliiaty. We find

the humanity, of Jesus Christ denied, not so much as His deity has been denid. It i more

apt to he forgotten And neglected than denied. But we do find those who have denied it. We

find that in the fairly early days of the Christian Church that there arose the error which

we speak of as Docetism - from the Greek word , meaning o seems'. Meaning

"to seem because they held that Christ was God who made eople think they saw a man. He

took the form, the appearance of a man. There was what 1oo'd like a man but that was no
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man, that was (.d. I can't help wondering whether that was what rn:ant when

lie said when I heard him speak at a Lenten service, "That was no Galilean peasant That

was the Lord of Lords." He was a a1i1ean but He was also the Lord of Lords. He was not

only a Galilean, He was the Lord of Lords. But He was a Galilean and the Docetists held

that od simply let neoole see the form, the aunearance of a man. Or He even took a 'Dhystcal

body some might say but it was not a human ersona1ity. It was not a human being. It was

God. And that is not the Christian view. This Docetic heresy became characteristic of

many grous of the Ghostics in the second century. Some of them held that Christ, the God,

the
took ahold of I human person, Jesus, and used Him for His purposes but that Christ is aod,

not a man. Others held that there was no actual body, or that if there wa a body it s

not a body with a human personality. It was God making this body walk around, God making

things look 1ik a body. God could have done that - there were theotimists in the Old

Testament - three men noneared to Abraham and one of them stood and talked with him and

was revealed as being Jehovah, the God of the universe, was talking with Abraham - but He

was not a God-man. He was God taking a human form. That was a theoptimist. But Jesus

was aitoether different from a theoptimist. It was an incarnation. Jesus actually be

came a man. He did not merely look like a man. Now the Mohammedans hold to a certain

bit of what might be called Docetism. They believe that Jesus worked great miracles,

that Fe was a wonderful rophet, that He was a very great man, but that when He was seized

by the Romans, He was snatched away and someone was put in His p&ce, or something in an

nearance was nut in His place so that they say Jesus was not actually crucified. He was

not actually crucified, He was snatched away to Heaven. Fe did not die. The bible says

He did actually die. We say God died because it was the God-man who died but actuallr

God can't die. It was the man who died. It was the human man which died and was raised

again from the dead. And so this Docetism is a very harmful heresy of the early days,

very characteristic of Gnosticism and was very important for two or three centu*&4s. It

had a strong emphasis on the deity of Christ - some of the Docetists did - but the idea

was simply of a supernatural being apearing to be a man. That's not what the Scripture

teaches as. John 1:l14 says, "The Word became flesh and dwelt among us". Hobrews 2:lL

says, then the children are sharers in flesh and blood, He also Himself in like
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manner partook of the same." Most any book written O or bO :Teas a,o about the person

of Christ will tell you the Docetist heresy was prominent in the early church but nowadays

our trule is entirely azainst those who deny the deity of Christ. I'm not at all sure

that the !'Teo-Orthodox believe in a true (10.5). I'm sure that to many of

them, there was a man who wlked, a Oalilean peasant. But what they're really interested

in is not in that man - it is in the other side which breaks through our side. They do

not believe in a true xincarnation in which the other side merely brenks through into our

side but actually came into it and remained in it for 0 years and became a man and there

is today a man in the glory, the man Christ Jesus who is also the second person of the
hunani ty

Trinity. And so the denial of the ZX of Ohrist are today greater, more widespread

than they were forty years ago, I believe. It was sort of taken for grantedtl-ien and today

there is more in that direc'tirn than there was then. But the humanit; of

Christ is a vy vital oart of the teaching of the Bible and of our Christian erDerience,

our Christian life without which there could be no true atonement. If Hr were not 'od Re

could not atone for our sins. His sacrifice would be insufficient. If He were not man,

He could not truly take

Roman numeral II - no I was Importance of 'hrLtology, II was The Human Nature of Christ so

let us male this one III - The Deity of Christ. A - Importance of the Gospel. We can
lose
Ythe humanity of Christ, the understanding but still keep the humanity essential to

kose
Lhritian belief but we 1111 much that is very vital. But we loose the deit: of Christ

we have lost Christianity altogether. The deity of Christ is essential, it is fundamental,

it is vital. "What think ye f Christ?" Thatis the vital, essential cuestion. And

the fact that this man who lived and walked about in Palestine 2000 years ago was actiahl:

the crentor of the universe and was Himself, is the unioue thin about Chrirtianity,

utterly unisue and utterly , and utterly vital, hated by Satan nerhans more

than any other doctrine except the atonement itself. And it is that which Satan has tried

over and over through the ages and it locked 30 or ho years ago as if it was about gone.

Because practically all of the seminaries 40 years ago had given it up, Riven up the deity

of hrist altogether. When I went to Berlin there was a graduate in another Prebyterian
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seminary - we were both ordained ministers in the Presb;-terian Church. He was a xuEdandy

fellow, came from a wonderful Presbytery. But in a good Presbyterian college he'd d. a

third of his faith taken away and in a Presiyterian seminary he'd had the remaining twa

th±tds taken away and he wanted to do good and he loved the church. He wanted to help the

church but he had no belief in any vital Christian doctrine. On e morning he prayed in the

church and - I was preaching in the church one day and he'd take up the coll'etion and

then he'd preach and I'd take up the collection. And when I preached I XX I saw his

face writhing in agony as I preached on the deity of Christ and the resurrection and salvatioh

how painful it was to him to hear these old-fashioned ideas. And I don't know whether my

face showed the same when he preached or not but he nreached on the glory of the common man

and explained how Jacob believed in




But one morning I heard him say thatin his prayer he

used the word Christ - he was praying to Christ. And then he went on and said things which

he would only say about nod. And that night as we were having a cun of chocolate tog'ther

T .said to him, "1 can't understandit. You sounded as if you believe in the deity of Christ"

"No", he said "I have no belief in the deity of Christ." I said, "What do you mean by

deity?"




End of Record 12
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pastor of the largest Presbyterian church. He has a wonderful, pious

a love But the deity of

Lhrist he certainly did not.

many of them have been denying mXXXX the fact

that Jesus is actually God, the Creator and it looked forty years ago as if this would

just be pushed out and lost altogber Today the Neo-Orthodox

T1EC use terminology which is just like our terminology mean

what we mean is hard to say and probably varies from individual to individual. But today

there are many more who would give lip service to deity than there were forty years ago.

nd I believe that in the last forty years there has been a great increase in the number

of trained younger people who believe in Christian doctrine than there was forty years

ago. Then we had a larger number of older men believing They've

been dying off in these last forty years. But then the younger generation is nearly all

But this doctrine, the

deity of Christ, is central to Christianity. So let us look at B- ASrve.jb1ical

Evidences FortDy ocht, And that at which we woiid naturally look first

would be number l- Definite Scriptural-Statements of His Deity. ow there are not a great

many of these but there are quite a substantial number of definite Scriptural statements

of His deity. We do not find many in the Gospels. The Gospels told how He came and

give us the exueriences that people at the time had, gradually coming to learn more and

more until it dawned on three or four what He really was. That is rticularly of the

first three Gospels. They give us the story of His life not simply a theological state

mnt. What we do have in John's Gospel in the very first verse, we have the specific

statement, "In the beginning was the Word and the Word was with 'oc and the Word was God."

The Word, the Logos, the One of whom we are to read in the Gospel of John He was God.

A very specific statement. ow in Hebrews l:P the statement is perhaos not uite as

explicit as this - there is a break in it which is not an exact quotation from the Old

Testament - which makes it equally explicit. "But unto the Son He saith, 'Thy throne,

O God, is forever and ever." Wahn you get that verse in the Old Testament, 'Thy
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throne, 0 'od, is forever and ever' - it is perhaps not nuite so certain who Re's talking

to. But Hebrews makes it absolutely clear who He's talklnp, to. Fe is talking, to His

Son. "And unto the Son H says, 'Thy throne, 0 God, is forever and That cer

tainly is specifically calling iesus Christ, God, in the Scripture. Then in John 1d

we have aain an explicit statement of it - "No man bath seen Cod at any time; the only

begotten Son, which is in the bosom of the ther, He bath declared Him." Now this

nhrase "only begotten" we should look into at another time. I think for the moment we

might simly say that the "only begotten" is highly questionable whether it's translated

quite that way. The one Son would be an equally valid translation. The

unique one, the Son in a sense in which no other is a son. We can truly be sons of od

but not sons of od in the sense in which He was. He is the one (5.5)

Son of sod. TM matter of His being the is a different problem

we'll go into later. There never was a time when He was not 1-jut He was always the Son

of 'od.. John l:1F then is ascribinQ absolute deity to Christ. John 2O:2 is a case

where a human being ascribes deity to Kim. What does that prove? A person, an indi

vidual thought that He was God. Well in the Scripture we are told what this inc1ividual

said and Jesus did not rebuke Him in any way for saying it. "Thomas answered and said

unto Him, 'My Lord and my Iod I". "And Jesus saith unto him, 'Because thou hast seen

me, thou. bast believed: blessed are they that have not seen, and yet have believed.'".
explicitly

Jesus puts the seal of His aporoval u-non what Thomas has said. Someone

said this is not an wxression of amazement but a confession of faith. Th.t would be a

clever way to get around it, wouldn't it? That he was so struck with the fact that Jesus

was actually living that he said, "My odt" as an expression of amazement. But I don't

think in the context we need to take that interpretation. That is similar to the clever

thecry thut some are advancing now to account for the resurrection - that Mary came into

the sepulchre and there was a new tomb just dug there and she was feeling so bad she was

all confused and she thou.ht that was the tomb. She steoed uo and she saw this emoty

tomb there and she thought it was the one He'd. been in and she turned to the gardenr and

said, "Sir, tell me where you've laid Him. Where is He?" And he said, "He's not here
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He's above," pointing to another tomb un the hillside and. she took the. i-ford" above" to

mean Fe's risen which He's not

here, He's above and so this half-crazed woman misunderstood what e said and went

and told the disciples, and from that came the whole idea that Jesus was risen.

It's entirely rossible that could have haioened that a woman half-crazed with grief

should comoletel:T misunderstand a thing like that. But that it should have led all

the disci1es into belief, is of course fantastic. It never could ave given all of

them a belief in the resurrection. (8.5)

And here, rou can try to get out of things but if you read the context, it's auite

clear that Thomas was ex-oressing his belief, "My Lord and my nod" . Jesus said.,

have seen and you have believed. Blessed a-:e they that have not seen, and yet have

believed. Then we have a definite statement in Romans 9:5, which if I recall correctly,

I think the Revised Standard Version explains away. Am I right in that? In Romans

9:5 Paul steaks of the Israelites, "Whose are the fathers and of whom as concerning the

iT1[1 flesh, Christ came, who is over all God's blessed Christ is over

all god's blessed forever. He is God Paul says. But if I recall correctly the Revised

Standard Version - I may he wrong but it was my imoression they say,"Whe is over all. May

God be blessed forever." Making it just a little wish instead of a statement. Well if

that we- the only statement of the deity of Christ in the Scripture, we would be justi

fied XX and right in trying to find some way of XU)OOOOOXXXJXexplaining it away

because XXXiC we would not rest a doctrine U like this on juzt one statement. But

when we have it clearly taught elsewhere and clearly taught aside from the stecific

statement,in many other ways, it certainly is proter to take it in the natural way

that He is Godhiessed forever. How in Titus 2:13 you have the case where the Revised

Standard Version strangely brings out the deity of Christ a little more clearly than the

King James Version does. In Titus 2:13 we read, "Looking for that blessed hope and

that glorious appearing of the great God and our Saviour, Jesus Christ." How I don't

remember the exact words of the Revised Standard Versien but it's my imoression that

instead of saying "of the great God and our Savior, Jesus Christ" that they say, "of

our greot God and Savior". It's something like that that they say. It brings out
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very clearly thet XXXII it is Jesus who e is calling "our great God and Savior" and I

li1 that particular rendering - the Greek can be equally well rendered either way here.

But if you render it as the King James has it, it still teached the deity of Christ.

"The great God and our Savior". Who is the great God and our Savior - Jesus Christl

But if you. put the "our in before then of course no question that it's one

person and not two, of whom you are speaking. In I John 5:20 you have again a definite

statement that He is God. "And we know that the Son of God is come and bath given us

an understanding that we know Rim that is true, and we are in Him that is true, even in

His Son Jesus hrist. This is the true God and eternal life. " Jesus Christ is t1

true God and through Him we secure eternal life, throu,h Him alone. So these are a

number of passages which quite explicitly teach that Jesus Christ is God. But we do

not rest our belief in it simply on these definite passages. At this 'ooint I should

mention the parallel to our second point under The Evidence of theHumanity of Christ

He is called the Son of God. How this is perhaps not quite as strong a voint as the

previous one or as the following one because the questirn may be raised as to wht the

Son of od means and whether it should not be used in a sense in which it would (12.75)

of all of us. But the context shows clearly that that is not true. The references to

the Son of God examine clearly, show nositively, that that is what it means. Matthew

26:61-63 certainly makes that very clear. Verse 63 - "Jesus held His -ceace. And the

high priest answered and said unto Him, 'I adjure thee by the living God, that thou tell

us whether thou be the Christ, the Son of God.' Jesus saith unto him'Thou has said

nevertheless I say unto you, hereafter shall ye see the Son of man sitting on the right

hand of Power, and. coming in the clouds of Heaven.'" The high nriest used the phrase

"the Son of God". Jesus used the phrase "the Son of Man" but both them pointed to

Him as the promised one in the future to set up His kingdom, the deity. "And the high

rriest rent his clothes saying, 'He has spoken blasphemy: what further need have we of

witnesses.'" The high priest ecuated the terms Son of God and Son of man and considered

it blasphemy for Him to use it. Any'ody could be a Son of God - there certainly wouldn't

be any blasphemy for Him to use it. In fact even if He thought - if He were such a de

luded fellow, He thought He was going to come some time on the clouds of Heaven, that
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4-would 1ar1y be blasphemy - that rni.ht be insanity, but hardly blasphemy. But to make

Ftmself od that was blasphemy. And if He had done it wron1y, without it being true,

the high priest




End of Record 13
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this statement, declares that Jesus was actually about

47 or L years of age - that the idea that He was ih His thirties is false - he says that's

what the Synoptic gospels say and when the Synoptics and John differ, he says you're

safer to follow John. And he says John says that they said to Him, "Thou arxt not yet 50
Otw4ted

years old' He says they wouldn't say that unless He was nearly. And then goes

on to gather that 50 was the establishec9 age for permission to preach. You had to be that

old in order to have the right U and authority to oreach. And they objected to Jesus'

teaching. They said, "You aren't yet 50 years old." Well now he says that would be ri

diculous if e were only thirty - so that it's olain that He was nearly 50 and we must fol

low John rather than the Synoptics whereU there's a difference. A man with a great repu

tation as a historian who wrote a book on Jesus in the light of history in which he says

that no real historian as ever studied the life of Jesus before now he has and now

at long last XJOCXXXXXtXtt Jesus appears in the full light of history. And the book is

very interesting because he brings many evidences of deoendability of statements in the

gospel of John. And he claims that the principal facts about the life of Jesus are clearly

historical. But there are certain points like this where he goes completely haywire as to

say, "Fe must have been nearly 50 becaase they said, 'You aren't yet 50". (Student ques

tion - what's the author's name?) Olrnstead - 0-L-M-S-T-E-A-D - I believe his position was

called Professor of Ancient History. He was at the University of Chicago, he died a few

years ago. He's written a history of Assyria, a history of Palestine and Syria, many ar

ticles on historic subjects. He was very highly regarded as a historian - of ancient

history - and he wrote this hook, one of the last books he wrote on Jesus - I forget the

exact title, something like JESUS IN T LIGHT OF HISTORY. But it's interesting to read

(2.5) And, he made very strong arguments for the essential

dependability of the Gospel, particularly of John. Of course he says, "The discourses of

John, that's iffere.nt but the historic statements of narration

(3.) And occasionally though to see a man

of his mutation get into such a logical absurdity as this as to say that because they

said, "Thou art not yet fifty years old," e must have been nearly -you have to look at

the context. What are they talking about? They're not talking about Risright to oreach.
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They're talking about whether se's older than Abraham. "Why Abraham is hundreds and hun

dreds of years ago - why you're not even fifty years old yet." Now do you see how it may

have hapnened? They might have said, "Youre not a hundred years old yet." That wouldn't

prove he was 97. But it is a tremendous claim which the Lord makes here, the c&im of pre

existence. "Before Abraham was, am." and we read that as soon as He said it "then took

they up stones to cast at Him." His claim of continuous existence, even before the time

of Abraham - a tremendous claim and a claim which greatly irritated those who heard it, who

did not believe it XXKJXX1 to he true - as they should be irritated if it were false,

in John 17:5 He claims pre-existence. He rays, "And now, 0 Father, glorify T11 me with

thine own self with the glory which I had with thee before the world was." He claims pre

existence. "The glory which I had with thee be6re the world was." Philippians 2:6 we

read that He being in the form of God "counted not a thin to he grasped to be equal with

God but made Himself of no reputation and took on Him the form of a servant and was made in

the likeness of man." Here Paul represents Jesus as existing before His incarnation and

making a personal choice about the matter - a tremendous claim which he made. And then

in Colbssians 1:16-17 we read - especially in this connection verse 17, "He is before all

things and in Fin all thin.s consist." His ore-existence is claimed in the New Testament

something which no ordinary human being could claim. I don't know that most of these pas

sages, the specific part of them I read, would definitely prove deity. Perhaps the nearest

would be "the glory that I had with thee before the world was." They do though vry

definitely trove the pre-existence which is an essential quality of deity and something

which no human being could claim. Then He is represented in the New Testament as having

a quality of deity which no human being certainly could claim. We find in Hebrews l3:

that the statement is made, "Jesus Christ, the same yesterday and today and forever". That's

immutability. Calvin says that"The incaraation of Christ was not an incarceration." A

very interesting statement. us incarnation was not an incarceration; that is, He was not

imprisoned in human flesh. He remained the second person of the Godhead. He remained the

controlling force in the universe but He was incarnate in human flesh. As a man He was

restricted to the spot where that body was. As God He occupied all the universe

then immutability. He is the creator - something which can be said of deity,
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hardly of a man. John 1:3 "All things were made by Him". Colossians 1:16 - XXX

MYNNYMNX "For by Him were all things created that are in Heaven

and that are in earth; visible and invisible; iether they be thrones or dominions or

principalities or powers; all things were created by Him and for Him and He is before all

things and by Him all things consist." All things were created by Him - surely this could

not be said of anyone but God. He is here called the first-born of every creature and in

Revelation 3:l1 He is called the beginning of the creation of God - beginning there being

the origin. The beginning -that which brought it to nass. Certainly not the first one

created becaase He never was created. His creative power is clearly taught here in John

and in Colossians - He is the one who brought all things into existence.. And then D

HeUpholds i. Not only does He create things but He keeps them going. There

was an English -philosophy a century ago - maybe two centures ago - during that time there

was a philosophy which became very wideepread - the phi1osohy of dè&ty which believed in

a God who created the universe but said that He created it and forgot it. He create it

like a man makes a watch and he gives you. he watch and he takes his hands off of it and

the thing aoes on an is running. He created it but now His hand is no longer upon it.

That is not the teaching of the Bible. The Bible clearly avoids the two extremes of Pan-

(The ism?
theism - that God is the uiverse, and Deism - that God has taken His hands off the universe.

The universe continues because God permits it to continue, He enables it to continue. He

upholds all things. He holds all things together. Colossians 1:17 says "by Him all things

consist". He controls and directs the universe, the pulses of universal life are regulated

and controlled by His constant activity, In Hebrews 13we have a statement that "He being

the brightness of His glory and the express image of His nerson and upholding all things by

the word of His power". He has not only created the universe but He continues to keep it

going and to control. A fifthe statement - "E" - that is very hard to reconcile with

His being merely a man is that to the deaQ We read a general state

ment of this tower in John 5:21 and 2 where we read th "as the Father raiseth un the

dead and quickeneth them, even so the Son quickeneth om He will. The old Znlish "quicken"
/

means to give life / (11.5) He has the power of
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giving life even to those who have died. In John 6:39 we read, "And this the Father's will

that sent me that of all which He hath given me I should lose nothing but should raise it

up a,ain at the last day. And this is the will of Him that sent me that everyone which

seeth the Son and believeth on Him, may have everlasting life and I will raise Him up

at the last days In verse 54 He repeats this claim - "Who so eateth my flesh and drinketh

my blood hath eternal life and I will raise him up at the last day. Tohn 11:25 we find

that He said, "I am the resurrection and the life. He that believeth in me, though he were

dead, yet shall he live." There were others who raised the dead occasionally in the

Scriptures but they did it by a delegated power, Christ by His own power. John 10:17-18

"Therefore doth my father love me because I lay down my life that I might take it again. No

man taketh it from me but I lay it down of myself. I have power to lay it down and I have

power to take it aain" He has the power to raise the dead, He has raised the dead, He

is goin, to raise the dead at the end of the age. We have a case where Elijah brought back

to life one who had died. We have two or three cases like that in the Scripture but none

of them claim to raise the dead by their own power. Nor did anyone claim to have any such

power in the general resurrection of all men,except Jesus Christ. L He Can Forgive Sin.

Hot merely does He state that sins are forgiven, He forgives sin. Mark 2:5-10, Some peo

ple say tlr t the Synoptic ostels present Jesus as the human teacher, that it is John that

has all this su-sernatural paraherna1ia. But in Mark

End of Record lL
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say that here is what would be the simple, xi gret Gospel, just giving the sbry of this
11T=
simple teacher, which was elaborated and enlarged by Matthew, Luke nd that John added all

this but in Mark we have just the simple Gospel story of

a simple human teacher. What Mark tells us how He said, "Son, thy sins are forgiven thee,"

and these people said, "Who can forgive sins but God only?" And Jesus, Derceiving in His

spirit that they so reasoned within themselves - he knew what they were thinking without

any outward effort. "He saith unto them , 'Why reason ye these things in your hearts whether

it is easier to say to the sick of the palsy, Thy sins be forgiven; or to say, Arise, and take

up they bed and walk?But that ye may know that the Son of Man bath powe" (certainly the Son

of Man is not hero just a huma bein4. He is the One who is The human being. The one

who enjoins in himself all the essential qualities of man but is one particular man with very

special standing.)"on earth to forgive sins. He saith to the sick of the palsy, I say unto

thee, arise, take up they bed arid go they way unto thy house." And immediately he arose,

took up his bed and went forth. So He gave this as a proof that what He said was true,

that e did something that everybody would think was utterly impossible, to give proof that

tha th1rg that they couldn't Drove was wrong - He actually was speaking "Son,

thy sins he forgiven thee." In Luke 7:148 we have Him speaking to a woman saying "Thy sins

are forgiven." He is definitely claiming the power to forgive sins. No man has the

rig1i to do this. God alone can do this. The Pharisees' charge of blasphemy was entirely

justifiable if He was not God.. He doe not merely declare sins forgiven. He actually

forgives them. In Luke 7 we have the storyof the two debtors which is dealing- with this

woman and it is in connection with that that He says that the sins were committed against

Him and conseauently that He is able to forgive them. Well there's much more evidence on

this point but this will be sufficient for our present purnoses. We'll move on to tI$

and G, H, and I - I will mention what are often considered as the three scific divine

attributes - Omnipotence, omniscience and omnipresence. G- Omnipotence - the nossess
28:18

ion of all nower. Matthew He makes the statements "All oower is committed unto me."

28:18 - came and spake to them saying, 'All power is given unto me in heaven and in

Revelation 1:8 - 'I am Alpha and Omega (heinri.ng and the end) saith the Lord

who is and was and is to come, the Almi.hty." The one possessing omnipotence, the
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(5.), the Almighty. It's highly questionable whether

in the Old Testament is a direct tratslation of e1 shadar (?) which our

English ersion translates Almighty, but here in Revelation i:e it is a Specific Greek

word, the " " , the Almighty One. In John 17:2 He says, "As thou bath

given Fun power over all flesh, that He should give eternal life to as many as thou hast

given Him. And this if life eternal, that they might know thee, the only true God, and

Jesus Christ whom thou has sent." In Ephesians 1:29-22 - He speaks of the mighty power

which He wrought in Christ, verse 22, "He bath put all things under His feet." He has

no'er on earth, power over disease. Luke Li:38_L1 - power over death. John lL where He

raises Lazarus. Power over nature - He turned, water into wine, John 2. In Matthew 8

we rend of the storm where He said, be still" anr1 they said, "What manner of man

is this that even the winds and the waves obey Him?" A demonstration of His omnipotence,

His almighty power. He had power over demons - Luke L35-Ll. He had power over evil

angels - Ephesians 6 - "Be strong in the Lord and in the power of His might." It is in

Him that we can meet the forces of evil. He has all power in Heaven. He has power over

all things. He is omnipotent. H - He is Omniscient We find this brought out in John

16:30 where the disciples say to Him, "Lo , now speakest thou plainly and speakest no pro

verb. Now are we sure that thou icnowet all things and needest not that any man should ask

thee; by this we believe that thou camest forth from od." They knew that He knows all

things. John 2:2L-25 - "Jesus did not commit Himself to them because He knew all men ad

needed not that any should testify of man; for Fe knew what was in man." Remember in the

first chanter that Nathaniel said to Him, "Whnce knowest thou me?" J"sus arswered, "Be

fore Philip called thee when thou wast under the figtree, I saw thee." Ththanie1 answered

and said to Him, "Rabbi, thou art the Son of God. Thou art the king of Israel." This

does not mean then that there was a big crowd around and in the midst of the crowd, Jesus

picked Nathaniel out under the figtree. Such things as that happen. I ras in the mountains

in the Sierras in California and came to a Dace where they were having a campground. Anda

man was sneaking, a Professor from the University of California was giving a talk on the

geology of the region and I sat down and listened - there were people listening. The next

morning I continued my wa:T on down the canyon and I noticed -I came to a place where there
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were about six little children sitting around eating and tlere was a man serving them with

them an. I recognized him as the man I had heard speaking. There was nothing at all stronge

in my recognizing him - I had watched him speaking for maybe half an hour. But I said

Good morning" and he spoke to me and then he mentioned that he had seen me at the camp the

night before. Well out of 50 people he had noticed and he recalled. He had a good mem

ory. It was something more than that - a good memory and a good sense of observation. If

Jesus saw athaniel under the figtree - maybe there were a thousand Deople there but be ha-o

pened to nick him out for some reason or other. It would show good memory, ood observa

tion but it would, be no reason for Nathaniel to say, "Rabbi, thou art the Son of God." It

is quite evident that when he was under the figree was not when Jesus was anywhere in the

neighborhood. He was in a place distant from there where Philip came to Him and told him

to come and see Jesus. And when he came to Jesus and Jesus spoke hihly of his character,

said, "Behold an Israelite in whom there is no guile." Nathaniel said, "Whence knoweth

thou me?" Jeaus mentioned facts about him which He would have no way to know, "Before

Philip called thee when thou wast under the figtree, I saw thee. " Nothaniel said, "Rabbi

thou art the Son of God.1 Thou art the King of Israel. " He had a knowledge which a

human being would not normally have, would not naturally have. There are many illustrations

of this in the Scripture. He always leaves the impression that He knows all things in de

tail both past and future. He speaks not as the scribe who must bring evidence of what they

say, not as we have to do because we have to gather careful evidence or we're apt to say

that which is completely wrong,but He speaks as one who knows, with authority. It has been

sId Pa~ that His prophetic discourses in Matthew 24 and Luke 21 show a difierent attitude from

the utterances of the nrophets - where they give pictures of the future which od revealed to

them and they see (12.) through a glass darkly and they reveal it but Jesus sDeaks

with authority, ives the impression of one who is not merely passing on what he sees but

who has a corn-olete understanding and knowledge of all this which He is describing. The

only thing in the Scripture that casts doubt upon the fact zXJesus' complete knowledge

is Mark l3:2 where He says, "of that ray and hour knoweth no man, not even the angels in

heaven, nor the Son, but the Father" has kept it in His own heart. So we know thero was

one thing that Jesus did not know - the time of His return. That was one thing which He
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did not know. But that i not to say that Jesus was not omniscient, that He did not know

all things because there was one thXXXXXI matter which od told Him should be kept

from the man Jesus, that that should he shut out of His mine while He was here upon earth so

that Fe did not know the time of His coming but He knew everything, else about it. He speaks

of everything about it with authority - the conditions, the situation, thin.s leading up to

it, the things that do not lead up to it - He knows all things except this one specific

point, the time which "he Father has kept in His own heart. Peonle have taken this and

built a great deal upon it, on the limitations of Christ's knowledge. If He did not know

the time of His coming, they say He emotied Himself when He came to earth. Fe only a

man, had only human knoi.rledge. Tow




(13.5) evidences that Fe claims to have far more

tht He claims to know all things, that He claims to understand every character,

to knor every situation but this one to be kept

in the Father' s heart




His knowledge was limited to that which He heard people say or

had gathered as we gather knowledge. It's taking an unnecessary inference from one point

KM as an evidence to overthrow much clear evidence on other things. If He said when He

was cciin. beck and Fe had not come at the time He said , that wold be an

that He was mistaken. But for Him simply not to say the time and to explicitly say that

the time is kept in the Father's heart, so that even the Son does not knew the time, does

not offset the other clear evidence that He knew all things. Those who have tried to hold

to the deity of Christ and yet(? to hold to the higher criticism of the Old Testament,

have made a gfeat deal. of this point. We'll look at it later on - the theory of

but it's insufficient ground on thich

did not know who wrote the Pentateuch, Just took what eorle said. The third of

these attributes - which I am here calling I- He Is Omnipresent.

End of Record 15
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He ascended to Heaven in a 'body. He is in the body and conseciuently as a man is still in

one place. Arid yet He stated in Matthew 18 that"Where two or three are gathered together

in my name, there am I in the midst of theme What an impression it mast have made on the

disciples as He was walking with them and talking with them, that He would make such a state

ment. two or three are gathered together in my name, there am I in the midst of them,"

and after His resurrection He said in Matthew 28:20, "Lo, I am with you always, even unto the

end of the world," - though you go to the most distant point of the world, I am there with

you, Christians in every place pray to him. I Corinthians 1:2 when Paul writes to the

church in Corinth, "with all that in every place call upon the name of our Lord Jesus Christ,

their Lord and ours." He is everywhere. And prayer would be a mockery if we were not

assured that Christ is everywhere present to hear. He fills all things in every place

Ephesians 1:2:3 brings this thought out - "the fulness of Him that filleth all in all".

What a strong statement of omnipresence. He is everywhere. He fills all in all. Such

a claim zould only be made of deity. It is not so of Satan. Satan is not everywhere.

Satan is a spirit who can rapidly pass from one place to another - has a very gre't range

of knowledge and access but he is not everywhere as God is. ( Student question) As

God He was everywhere, as man He was in one place. (Student question) I would say He

emptied Himself of some of His glory. I wouldn't say He em'otied Himself of any of His

power. Wetll take up that under the second subject. (Student question) That of

course is a very difficult thing to understand how He who claims to know all things could

say that even the Son does not know the time when He is coming. There was one specific

thing which was exp1icy kept in the -power of the Father. I would think that He would

have access to that power but that He, as the God-man, had certain things in His mind

at certain particular times. He could see all history in a flash but Fe would ordinarily

direct His attention to the particular situation with which He was dealing and to those

matters which bore uoon it. And I would think it is not a matt'r that He cannot know but

that He chooses not to know, that He chooses to shut this s-oecific time out from His con

sciousness but that He has access to it. It is the Father's will that it be kept from His

own knowledge and He very willingly acquiesces. But He was not restricted that He had to.
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(Student nuestion) I think that is a bit different because to say that He cannot lie is

simply to say that He is F.oly, that He is free from sin. It is a positive statement that

He is holy and consequently anything that He does will be in line with His character. Of

course there's a distinction 'between a physical act and a description of a moll attribute

like to lie. We perform the physical act - you can say any word that you know the language

of. You can. But if you are a Christian you will not knowingly say words which you be
Now to say that

lieve to be false. you cannot lie in a purely physical sense mean to say that you

don't have the power to say those words. And that would be nonsense. But what it means

is that you do have to confine yourself in your words to that which ex-oresses fact. So

that I don't think that it's quite parallel. He says, "knoweth no man, nor the Son but the

Father hath kept it in His own Dower." I would say that in this case He has deliberately

chosen to exclude from His consexiousness that rticu1ar fact so that when His mind brings

before itself all the facts about His return and the details of it which He gives in such

an authoritative, clear fashion, He is seeing all the facts but He is deliberately exclud

ing from it this one fact which He is leaving in the power of the Father. I wouldn't say

that He couldn't say but that He chooses to keep this in the power of the Father. (Stu

dent cuetion) We have no evidence. We have nothing upon which to base it. But we

have abundant statement that He knows all things. We have one statement made at a spec

if ic time when He said. there to those men, "Of that day and hour knoweth no man, no not the

eon." It seems to me that He would mean that at that time right then and, there, He chose

as God to exclude from the consciousness of Himself as the God-man. Now whether - it would

seem to me there is no evidence there on which to base the idea that it was a continuous

and lasting exclusion. But there's no evidence. purely a matter of theory. (Student

question.) To some extent you could say. But I think we have to go beyond that. I

think we have to say He, as the God-man. Becaase He, as a man wouldn't know whether i'Tico

demus was under a igtree or under an apple tree. It is His divine knowledge

(8.5) that when He says it here, I think it oes be-

yond His human nature. I think it means that He, as the incarnate Son of God, at this time,

chooses not to know. Otherwise it'd be too much As a man He wouldn't

know except as God revealed it to Him. Well He is Omnipotent, Omniscient, and Omnipresent.
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The statemnt is specifically made - we'll make that "J1' - a sort of a summary statement

He possesses All the Fulness of the Godhead - a tremendous statement. In Colossians 2:9

"For in Him dwelleth all the fulness of the Godhead bodily." All that is true of "Toe- is

true of Him - He is god. Now number 3 - this was 2 - did I say Biblical evidence. It is

that but it is of course specifically New Testament evidence. A Survey of Biblical Evi

dence as to the Deity of Christ -stnce He's only sDoken of by name in the New Testament, I

think that title is all right but number is The Old Testament Prediction. (Student

question) Yes, the Roman numeral III - but under that A is The Importanceof His Doctrines,

B is A Survey of Biblical Evidence and under the Survey of Biblical Evidence, Humber 1 was

Definite ScrjDtural Statements of Christ's Deity. Number 2 was Re-Is Called the Son of God.

Number 3is Eels Re-)resented as Claiming to Possess the Powers and Attributes of God and

you are very correct that this should be number 4 instead of number 3 an arabic not a

Roman numeral. Arabic 24. - The Old Testament Prediction - once in a while I get my mathe

matics mixed and I'm glad if you straighten me out. Number Li - The Old Testament Predictions

Ci st_tEe. Will Be More Than aMan. Now that is - I'd say a weasel statement.

I do not say The Old Testament Teaches the Deity of Christ. I think you can say that but

that's not the state niënt I'm making here m guarding it more than that, I'm saying the

Old Testament Dredictions clearly suggest that He will be more than a man. And we look

first t one of those in Micah - Micah 5:2 where we have the prediction of His birth in

Bethlehem and we have the statement made, "But thou, Bethlehem Ephrathah, which art little

among the thousands of Judah, yet out of thee shall He come forth unto me that is to be

ruler in Israel; whose goings forth have been from of old, from everlasting. " What a

strange statement to make in predicting the coming ZXXm king of the Jews. "His goings

forth have been from of old, from everlasting" - "goings forth" - a oor form of the in

finitive. The RV says "whose pedigree is from ancient days" but this is no way to say

pedigre?. The word is never used to represent pedigreei in te $cri-mtu.re anyrhere. There

±s something far more than that in His goings forth from of old, from everlasting, In its

natural interpretation the -ohrase refers to the comin forth of Jesus Christ to create the

world, His coming forth to talk with Ephraim, His coming forth to call Moses, His coming

forth to do the many things of which we are told in the Old Testament that the Angel of
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the Lord did them. And we read about the Anp,el of the Lord and we hear Him called The Lord

and Jesus is Jehovah. He is sod. He is the Ansel of the Lord but He is the Lord. H is

the one who is sent but He is od Himself. And so these many references to the An-el of

the Lord in the Old Testament with the attribution of deity to Him are clearly referred to

in this statement in Micah. He is one whose oin',s forth have been from of old from ever

lasting. How somebody may say His goins forth differs by one letter - make it singular

His goin forth and iis poings forth can refer to His oedigree and His coming that He is a

descendant of David. and therefore you don't want to trove the d.e1tr of Christ by this one

statement. And I'm not doin that but T am saying that it clearly sud,ests that He will

be more than a man. And since we have other factors fitting in with it,we are justified in

concluding that that is what it means and the RSV is not justified in changing it in such a

way as to get rid of the stron suggestion of the deity of the one who is to come.

End of Record 16
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morning at the evidences of the deity of Christ and B - A Survey of Bihlic1 Evidence and

under that, we were on Number L - The Old Testament Predictions Clearly Suggest That He

Will Be More Than a Man. There we looked at Micah 5:2 and saw its clear teaching of His

pre-existence, of His activities prior to His birth - something which surely must have

puzzled many of the listeners and readers. Then in Psalm t5:6 we have a very peculiar

statement, We find there that it is a song in honor of the king - you can't tell at first

sight wheth'r e is talking about Solomon, whether he is talkin about the king who reigned

in Judah, or whether he is talking about one who is to come. The Modernists say that this

psalm is a song for the wedding of Solomon. It says in verse 12"the daughter of Tyre shall

be there with a gift: the kin's daughter is all glorious within" - she's brc:ught

to the kinp. in raiment cf needlework. They say it is a wedding song. But whether the

song is to be taken as an address to a king living at the time or to be taken as a predictète

song, looking forward to the Messianic King - you. have a very strange verse in verse 4

"Thy throne, C God., is for ever and ever; a sceptre of thy kingdom is a right sceptre."

Some insist that this 1I)OX should be, "Thy throne, like God" - that the W-H is dropped

out - the KISSE K.APB - thy throne and then ELOHIM that it should be "Thy thronett with

another KAPH - Illike God is forever and ever". Others try to make it (5,)

"thy throne of God - they divine throne". But you do not have after

nouns that have personal suffixes like that. As it has come down to as it is simolj as we

have it in our English version - that is what the Hebrew said, "Thy throne, God. There's

nothin to connect it with "like God" or "of God". "Thy throne, God, is for ever and ever."

It is of course utterly inconceivable that any human king in those days should be addressed

as God - utterly inconceivable. If it be a Messianic psalm looldflng forward to the coming

king, it certainly suggests strongly that the coming king is Himself to be deity - "thy

throne, 0 god". Again it is a suggestion in the Old. Testament upon which one would not

wish to hang a doctrine by itself but it is a very, very interesting suggestion that we

have this in Psalm L5:. We have another similar suggestion in the 110th Psalm, the first

verse - Lord said unto my Lord, sit thou at my right hand, until I make thine enemies

they footstool." Now of course the critics today say this is a man in David's kingdom,
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telling what the Lord is going to do for David and. so "the Lord said to my Lord.". But it

it in our psalter as a Psalm of David. And David is pictured here as saying this. And

our lord Jesus Christ took it that way. He took it that it was David speaking and he

spoke to the Pharisees who evidently understood it the same way too and He asked them a

question, "What do you do with this statement? How co you understand this?" They

had asked Him questions in Matthew 22. And after He had. answered their questions then

He turned to them in verse 14 - "While the Pharisees were gathered together Jesus asid

them saying, 1What think ye of Christ? What do you think about the Messiah? Whose son

is he?V They said unto Him, 'The Son of David'. He said unto them, 'How then doth David

in Spirit call Him Lord, saying, The Lord said unto my Lord, sit thou on my right hand.'"

If David calls Him Lord, how is He his son? "And no man was a'1e to answer Him a word,

neither durst any man from that day forth ask Him any more questions." They had tried

to catch Him with tough questions, to get Him confused, to get Him to ive amA answer that

would turn one grouD against Him or that would turn another group against Him. And there

will he many cases in your life where that question is asked you which no matter how you

answer them they will turn some group against you. And if it is a matter of standing for

the truth,and it is necessary to turn people against you by standing for the truth, you

should not hesitate. But there certainly are many cases in life where -people bring uo ex

traneous matter which is not necessary to take a stand on, it is not necessary that you

alienate people by taking one side or the other. And in such a case it is Derfectly

reasorable to refuse to answer, refuse to set inveigled into matters which are not essential

to your work and which would sim1y unnecessarily turn people against you. But they tried

to catch Jesus and. they failed. And then when they had failed, then He turned to them

with this question. And the question Dresented to them, a statement in a passage which

they simDly could not understand. The only way you can understand it is to recognize that

it holds that the Messiah is actually David's Lord, that He, though He's a son of David, is

superior to David because He is actually God. Fe is not merely a man, not merely a descend

ant, but is God. He is the Lord of His great ancestor, David. (Student question) Yes

and. he calls His Son, My Lord. The Pharisees could have answered very easily if they
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thought it would. be proper for David to call his son, Solomon, Y Lord. But that is one of

the many ways they attempt to get around these ideas. Naturally they have to get around

them in some way. You take them as they stand, they teach that the Messiah is God and

of course it is the primary teaching of Judaismthat there is one God- one God, therefore

how can a man be God. That is their primary teaching and so they either have to et

around these or to accept the doctrine of the trinity. So this is a very intereting nan

sage, Psalm 110:1 and its auotation by Christ in Matthew 22:L1. Now another intersting

passage in the Old Testament, one perhaps not so well known but equally clear I think. It's

perhaps even clearer - Isaiah t8:16. In Isaiah 48 we have the servant of the Lord speaking.

And this servant of the Lord is mentioned in various sections here in the book of Isaiah.

But here we come to Isaiah !4e:l2, "Hearken to me, 0 Jacob, and Israel my called: I am He;

I am the first, I also am the last. " Who was talking? Clearly, the Lord God

who else could it be? 13 - 'y band bath laid the foundation of the earth" - who can it

be? It must be the lord God. And you get down to 15 * "1, even I, have spoken: yea, I

have called him; I have brought him," - that is, Cyrus to deliver the Jews from Bab.lon

"and he shall make his 'ay DrosDerous." Surely it is the Lord who has brought him. It

could not be Judaism. It could not be Isaiah the prophet. It is the Lord who is speaking

in verse 15 Now does verse 16 change the person who is speaking? Is it still the Lord?

Or does Isaiah stop giving what the Lord says and start speaking Himself? "Come ye near

unto me, hear ye this; I have not spoken in secret from the beginning; from the time that

it was, there am I" - a declaration that He has always been there, that He is all of ex

istence, surely that is God below. But He goes on to say. "And now the Lord God , His

Spirit bath sent me." Now how can the lord God say now, "The Lord God has sent me. It

is an insoluble mystery (12.)a queer sentence from which it is

impossible to get any sense. One way out of it is to try to say it's Isaiah who says it.

But Isaiah say "from the time that was, there am I". In the context of it clearly

the Lord God was speaking and yet He says, "The Lord God has sent me". And Its interesting

that in this verse you have the , you have the Lord God, you have the holy

Spirit, you have Christ. "The Lord God and His Spirit have sent me." Or "The Lord God

hath sent me and His Spirit" - either translation is quite all right. So Isaiah 28:l6 is
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a verse which you just can't make sense out of on any other ground than to find in it a

reference XXG(XXXXXXXOUX to the Trinity, not a full explanation, not a detailed ac

count but a reference to the Trinity. Another verse in the Old Testament which suggests

clearly that the coming Messiah is more than a man - a verse which is utterly baffling if

you do not believe in the deity of Christ, is Isaiah 9:6. In Isaiah 9:5 the Lord is pre

dicting what is going to hapoen. He says, "Unto us a child is horn, unto us a son is given;"

Now of course that can be simply He'brew parallelism. A poetic way of saying the same thing

in two forms. That is often c9one On the other hand there is a possibility that there are

two different thin',s suggested - a child is born and a son is given. The child 'born with

a human nature, the son given the divine nature. It does not exlicir give it. You

could not build a doctrine on it but yo could see how it fits in with the doctrine as

clearly taught in the 1ew Testament. "Unto us a child is horn, unto us a son is given; and

the government shall he upon His shoulder: and His name shall be called Wonderful" - we

have that word PELE used in the story of * I think - was it the prediction of Samson's coming

to MUIEN his parents, where the angel of the Lord said, "Why do you ask for my name, seeing

it is wonderfulY' It is LE - used by the angel of the Lord, the same term

(15.) "His name shall be Wonderful, Counsellor" - a courselling on. Well

an'body could conceivably be called wonderful though it is a term that is more apt to

God - and Counsellor. One could be called Counsellor but that

"His name shall be called Wonderful, Counsellor, Mighty God" - how could

you. call a human 'being "Mighty sod"? "His name shall be called Wonderful, Counsellor,

Mighty Everlasting Father, Prince of Pace." Some translate it "The Father of

Eternity can also mean , in other words it has the same

form. But it certainly doesn't fit the context at all. The Everlasting Father, the

Father of Eternity. His name shall be the mighty God, the Everlasting Father and the

next verse sDeaks about his government upon the throne of David. It is clearly the.

1essiah who is 'being spoken of, the coming king and He is called the Mighty God, the

Everlasting Father. How can a king, a human 'being, who is to reign, who is to be a son of

David, be the Mighty God, the Everlasting Father? It is something that the Trinity makes

clear. It teaches us how it can he. Apart from this New Testament doctrine which the
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disciples only very gradually came to know. And then Peter said "Thou art the Christ, the

Son of God". Jesus said, "Flesh and. blood have not revealed it unto thee but my Father

which is in Heaven," It i something striking, tre

mendous, impossible to grasp without divine help. Here if you take that teaching, this

verse is perfectly uncerstandahle. If you don't it's .ust an insoluble mystery. The

Jewish version says, "And His name shall he called u it just

translates the Hebrew into English letters, just this combination of sound's that is His name.

That's one way to try to et around it. "His name shall he

nd of Record 17
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The Jewish version which says " "That is the Mighty God, the Everlast ing Father, The Prince

of Peace, His Cocnsling a wonderful thing." That way it gets the name out of it which

does not say anything about the one who because it's God who's doing

it. God is doing it. But we don't have any instance in the Old Testament anywhere

of a name in which the subject has about five synonyms like that as one name. A long

sertence - like - we had short sentences something on that order. But nothing of a long

sentence like t1-et with such a long-drawn out subject 1 - certainly very unnatural, very

unusual. It's a more natural internretation that these are different parallels he is

describing. And if you take it in the natural sense it is a sug.;estion in the Old Testa

ment of the fact that when the Messiah comes He will he deity. So much for number . I

have my next indicated as number L but thanks to the ones who told me that this 3 should

be made !i, I'll make the L into a 5. Now Arabic - clusipn Rardin the Biblical

dece. The Biblical evidence s clr and unquestionable to anyone who '!ill accent

the New Testament as it stands - that it presents Jesus not simply as a great teacher,

aiving us moral Jnsight into life - it does that. But it even more than that stresses

that Fe is an object of worship Harry Emerson Fosdick preached a great sermon about

1925 - thirty years ao - he preached a great sermon which was -printed and circulated all

over on "The Peril of Worshipping Jesus", - the old-fashioned Modernists

(i.) a few years ago before Nec-orthodoxy came in, constantly stressed

that Jesus is the greatest man that ever lived, the most wonderful teacher - w' must

follow his grand ethical standards, but that He came to tell as things, He is a teacher

He is not an object of worship. But the New Testament clearly presents Him as an ob

ject of worship, as worthy of our personal worship and adoration. Now before we note

the evidences in addition to what we've air'ady seen -the New Testament does that, we

want to note that this is not any ordinary thing. It is a great evil in the Bible to

worship a man. In Acts 12:20-25 we have a very interesting story of a great and famous

king. And we read about this king in verse 71 that "Upon a set day Herod arrayed himself

in royal apparel, sat on the throne, and made an oration unto them. And the people gave

a shout, saying, 'It is the voice of a od and not of a mnn.' And immediael;r the angel
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of the Lord smote him 'because he gave not God the glory: and he was enten of worrns, and

gave up the ghost." And when we read that the high priest said "This is 'blasphemy"

that Jesus represented Himself as a God - it is true, it is blasphemy if it is not a cor

rect statement. If He is not God, the Bible rei'resentative has uttered 'blasphemy to

claim or receive worship for oneself. When Jesus Christ was tempted of the devil and

the devil showed Him all the kingdoms of the world and said., "All these things will I

give thee if thou wilt fall down and worship thee." Matthew L;lO - "Jesus said unto

him, 'Get thee hence, Satan: for it is writ;en, Thou shalt worshio the Lord they God and

Him only shalt thou serve.'" He quotes from Deuteronomy and sets the seal of His a'p

proval on it in the Gos-eel. The divine order that only the Lord God is to be worshiped.

In Revelations 22:- we find there that John faced a mighty angel who had revealed to

him wonderful things. "And I John, saw these things and heard them and when I had heard

and seen, I fell down to worship before the feet of the angel which showed me these things."

And you might ay can you imacine John worshioDing an angel? Surely John would worship

no-:o--n but God. Was W John fallin at the feet of the angel but worshiing God? Or

was he actually worship'nina the angel? Whichever it be it would look like worship of the

angel. And we read that the angel said to him, "S thou do it not: I am they fellow

servant and. of thy 'brethren the ronhets, and of them which keep the soin.s of this hock:

worshiD God." He is commanded not to worship an angel, not even to worhi God, kneeling

at the foot of an angel which might look as if he were worshipping an angel - but to wor

ship God alone, Worship God. - that is the strong emphasis of Old and New Testament that

only God is to be worshipped and so it is no wonder that when the American Revised Version

came out in 1901 and it tells in it of the man whom Jesus healed, who 'bowed 'before Jesus

and worshioned Him, when they put a footnote in that said "This Greek word worship means

adoration whether extended to the creator or to the creature as here." Dr. Alf, whose

assistant I was for a time, this was before I wrote a. long article in the Princeton Theo

logical Review and wrote to the Nelson Company and made quite a fuss about it -that this

note was a Unitarian concept, a note which denied that He is Christ because it said that

worship was to the creature as here when it was a matter of worshipping Jesus. And it

gave other ($.75) all of which were worshipping Jesus.
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To record of the word being used of worshipping a man and receiving approbation

but not of one with God's approval worshipping a man other than the

man Christ Jesus who is God. And so it is represented in the Bible as a wicked thing, a

wrong thing, a blasphemous thing, a terrible thing to worship anyone except God Himself.

And it is a condemaation of many of the practices of the Roman Catholic Church in which

men how down and kneel before other men and address these other men as if they were

themselves holy - and how before saints and images and shrines and all of that which is

strictly cortrary to the monotheistic teaching of the Old and the New Testament. But

despite this strong. emphasis on the wrong of worshipping anyone except God, we find that

the Lord Jesus Christ accepted worship. In Matthew l:3 - "They that were in the ship

came and torshipped Him, saying, of a truth thou art the Son of flod" after He stilled the

waves. There's not a suggestion that He says, "No, don't worship me, Give God the glory.

Don't worship me. I'm a man." !othing of the kind. In Phiiipoiaas 2:10 we are told.

"that every knee shall bow and every tongue shall confess that Jesus

Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the Father." Every knee is to bow before Him and

to worshi Him. And in Hebrews 1:3 we have a verse from the Old Testament taken by the

author of Hebrews explicitly applied to Christ where it says "For unto which of the

angels said He at any time, 'Thou art my Son, This day have I begotten thee?' and again,

'I will he to Him a Father and H' shall he to me a Son?' And when He again 'bringeth the

first 'begotten into the world He saith, 'And let all the angels of God worship Him." A

(luotntion from the Psalm, attributed here to being when He brings the first begotten into

the world, He says, "Let all the angels of God worship Him." So it is the teaching of

the New Testament that it is right for men to worship Christ, that all men will eventually

have to how to Him, and that the angels of od are commanded, to worship Him. And so the

Biblical evidence presents Jesus Christ as not merely the wonderful teacher which Fe is

and we must never forget that He is nor must we neglect to study the wonderful teachings,

but that more important than that is the object of our worship because He is indeed God, the

second person of the Trinity. So much for B. Then a gaki a1C -Surveyofrronoiis

Views Regard in the Deitr of Christ. I }iesitated a little about how to head this section

because when I say Survey of Erroneous Views, you naura1ly expect that 1, 2, 3, U are go-
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ing to be various erroneous views and tbatts not what I've done. I have sketched various

views which either might he utterly wrong or partially wrong or I have mentioned incident

along the way of the development of the views There are some that I mention here that are

even right in this survey. It is a survey of the thought with special emphasis on erroneous

views. So don't let the heading that I gave you mislead you. If I'd had one more day pre

paring for this lecture I might have thought of a much better heading here. But I think

you et the idea. Under C I have given heads which as I say are not Darallel but they

are (ll..25) * Number is The M41 b4IP and this is definitely an
'bt oS-e

erroneous view. The were a Jewish group in the very earliest days no were

greatly attached to the 1]1( wonderful teachings of Christ and to much of the Christian

teaching but who denied that He actually was God. And before long they were definitely

separated out from the church, recognized by the church as not being within the sphere of

Christianity with their views. Because true Christianity requires the belief in Jesus

Christ as, God, ow lets the attitude of the Gnostics. Now this is not

parallel with the Ehionites because the Gnostics have a much more involved view. And a

view which in certain of its expressions would perhaps deny the deity of Christ but in
1.

others it mi'ht not, The Gnostics - a view to which so many Christians turned in the

second century, that it looked as if all Christianity would come to be Gnostical, then

it completely disappeared. The Gnostics held there was a series of emanations from the

finer being of different orders of ranks - and Christ was one of the very highest of these

emanations. And being so high in the cc1e of emanations they could say he was consub

stantional with God, was 'ivine, was creator of the world, was a distinct 'oerson, and had

IMAKAX at least an apparent or Docetic union with humanity. That is the error of the

Gnostics was more apt to be Docesive,.denlal of the humanity of Christ than denial of His

deity. And yet actually it boils down to denial of deity also because they reduce Him

to t1e category of dependent being - exalted above others but inferior to God, Himself.

- The nites. Plato was a Greek philosopher who presented some very spiritual

teachings. But the Platonic system was modified by Philo and applied by him to a phil

osophical explantion of the theolo'y of the Old Testament. And it had more influence on

the early fathers than the Gnostics had which they were quite able in most cases to redog
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nize as being contrary to Christian teaching. But it was a great temptation to take the

Platonic philosophy and try to fit Christianity into a philosophic mold. I think it's a

great lesson for u to learn - that philosophic viewpoints change from age to ae and from

period to period. Arid a -philosophic, system which everybody in a certain decade thinks is

just perfect common sense it's obvious that this is the philosophic ituation, there's

no uetion about it. Thirty years later they look hack at it and cant see how anybody

could he ciuite so studpid as to have such an idea

End of Record 18
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And then when the philosophy becomes out of date, people think Christianity has become out

of date I think it is perfectly reasonable to show that in line with current thought,

with curret ideas about the universe, that certain great teachings of the Bible may fit

with these. That there's nothing in current ideas which would disprove the Biblical

presentation. But to make the Biblical -oresentation in any way subordinate to any hil

osothc system, even those &ThjCh claim to be Christian philopophic systems is a dangerous

thing. Because any philosophic system represents human thinking and all human thinking

is fallible. And when a cleverer person comes along or when people in general just be

come tired of XI a certain viewpoint, another one is apt to supercede it. And so here

we have the Platonic philosophy influencing many people among the early Christian leaders

and tending to think of Jesus as the divine Logos and interpreting the Logos

(1.) with philosophy and making Him the wisdom of God

rather than the second person of the Trinity. Making Him the Spirit of the Universe or

some such thing. There are some books which Platonists have written within the last

forty :ears which in line with the prevailing material until thirty years ago, seem very

refreshing. And it was very refreshin to read them and to see X the amount of Christian

terminology they used and the way they flatly contradicted some of the materialistic views

that were so widespread. But that doesn't mean that this is any more correct actually than

the material (L.75) Just a differenzt attempt to explain the uni

verse in human And they come and go but the Bible teaches that Jesus

Christ is actually Sod. The Platonists held that God Himself was

but God in nature was the Logos. But the Bible teaches that Jesus Christ is the second

person of the Trinity. He is God and He is also man. 1'umber - Th chins- this

is a term which came to he used rather widely in the period before the second and third

centurxies A. D. The Monarchians were those who put great stress on perhaps on the

deity of Christ but they would put such stress on the deity that some of them would for

get the man Christ altogether. The Monarchian view sometimes has been called the

patripass Ian view becaase stressing the unit:' of Christ XXXXKXXUAX (6.)

Godhead, it made out that the Father actually suffered on the cross. 'Tow God the Father
id suffer through seeing the suffering of His son but it was God the Son who died on the
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cross. And they have sometimes been ca11e Unitarians - and we must say that the Unitarian

ism of Yew England 150 years ago represented. a deviation from historic Christianity which

was very, very slight compared to the great deviation of the Modernists of today. But

the Unitarian movement starting in with this deviation which slightly denied the full deity

of Christ, went on from that point until present-day Unitarianism is in many quarters very

remote from Christianity altogether. Even wishes to put the Bible aside from considera

tion - simply as an ethical system. It's done very far from the early Unitarians. But the

term Unitarian, Mcnarchian, Patripassian - sometimes used for these teople of the early

centuries - many of them are named after Si'jellias. The name Sibellian came to be very

(7.) Sibeilius lived about 250 A.D. and was a very Drominent man.

He travelled a great deal and the name came to be used a great deal. But Sihellianism,arid

the others to some extent believe in a xImoda1ism 4*.LJthat is, one God without

distinction, one nerson who is at the same time Father, Son, and Holy Soirit. These terms

simply reoresent a different ways in which He reveals Himself in the world and the church.

There is a great danger when we try to ex-plain the Trinity by analogy, that we given analo

gies which suggest inodalism. Actually it is not merely a different mode of reveààtion to

the world, it is a different nerson. God the Father, God the Son, God the Holy Soirit - three

persons but only one God. So we mention Sibellianism here in this connection but we go on

to mention number -And Origen on the main noints was certainly

thoroughly orthodox. In opposition to the Monarchians or Unitarians, he insisted on the

distinct iersonality of the Son. He held the view of the Logos in a much more Christian

way than the Platonic way at all. He held that esus as fully God. In the main essentials

Oirigen was certainly orthodox. But Origen took that term "only begotten" and tried to make

out of it a relation in which God the Father begat t} Son but made the begetting something
which was eternally going on and had ben going on from all eternity. Now that a "hilosoohic

for
idea TT15 which we have no warrant in the Scrioture. Father and Son reoresent a relationshio,

not that the Son is made out of the Father, not that the Father gives life to the Son, not

that He gives existence to the Son because the Son has always existed - God is eternal in

three oersons - Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. And so this theory of the eternal beget1Ing
of the Son can be exoressed in such a way as not to he harmful but there is great danger be-
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cause it is clear in the Scrinture that He has always been. The Son is co-existent and co
that

eternal with the Father, and/His life comes from the Fatherthrough eternity there is no evi

dence. The ohzrases that sound like that renresent the relation of the man Christ Jesus

to God, not the eternal relaticnshin of the Son to the Father. Well then number 6 - ArUnisni.

And this, as you know from the Church History, is a view which rent the church for practically

a century between when Arianism began ix in about 315 A. D. and when it ended as far as the

citizens of the Roman empire were concerned in 381 A. D. It continued among the barbarians

for another two centtries - two or three centuries and then died off among them. But they

were not thinkers at that time. They were oole - these barbarians - had been converted by

Arian missionaries and they held to the belief which had been given to them. But they were

not at that time thinkers, interpreters - they were simply holding a formula that made a sharp

division between them and the inhabitants of the Roman Emoire who had given u the views. But

the Arians view from 315 to 3P1 A. D. assumed so great force that it looked for a time as if

it would completely vanquish the orthodox view of the trson of Christ. And Arianism, as

you know, held that Jesus was the very greatest of all God's creatures, that He had. created

the world, that He existed before any other teacher, but held that God created Him and that

there was a time when He was not. It pre-eminence exists in the fact that He alone was

created immediat* by God, whereas all other creatures were created by the Son. He was not

God of Himself but was made God, but having been made God, he is entitled to divine worship.

As you see the difference between Arianism and the Orthodox view in some ways is so close

that the average Christian might not be able to tell the difference . And you will hear

it commonly said that John Milton was an Arianist but if that be so, it is a fact that great

oortions of His noetry oresent Biblical teachings about Christ in a most beautiful way. So
to be

if there is some of it which has U re4ected there is much of it which is a very great

blessing to us. But the Arian view aroused tremendous discussion and division of the Roman

Emiire during this century. (Student auestir-n) Origen held that Jesus was ore-determined,

He had always been. He hd that He was always being begotten, He was eternally begotten but

He had been being begotten from the very beginning. It's a ohilosonhical idea which I'm not

sure whether there's any sense to it at all. But at least it's an idea which seemed to him
a way to get around the use of the term. But certainly did not feel that there was a time
when He was not which the Arians He did not & that He was created.
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He held He was begotten. The Arians say He was created. He was created - He was the first

of all created beings. Well the Arian view denies the deity of Christ. And as you know

when the Council of Nicea met, the reason for the Council was to remedy this confusion and

to state the SDtural doctrine in clear language. And at this time there were quite a

number of irnT,ortant theological works which had not become definitely secial1zed to soecfc

mear!tna and corsecuently you read the roohets before this time and yo will often find words

used in senses, which if they were used after this time they wuld be definitely heretical.

But they use the words in a different sense . In the stggle then a definite terminology

was worked out and adonted to exDress the teachins which are contained in the ScriDtures,

the teachins which the great mass of Christians accerted from the Scri'oture but which hadn't
Arians

been throught true in their implications and in their relationship. And so the LLIi in

the Council were completely defeated and. it seemed in the end when it was evident how the

oeoole took the Orthodox view, the number of Arians who would admit they were Arians, were

hardly any at the end of the Corncil. But in the next few years they came back and worked

their way to the front and soon became very nowerful and then there came another iDarty

the Semi-Arians which tried to make a comnromise between the two - but a comrromise which

still held the basic error of the Arian i'iew. And the statemert of the Nicene Creed, which

denies both Arianism and Semi-Arianism, reads in art, "We believe in one God, the Father

A1mihty, the Maker of all things, visible and invisible and in one Lord Jesus Christ, the

Son of God, only begotten, begotten of the Father that is of the essenee' of the Father. God

of God, Light of Light, Very God of Vry God, Begotten and not made, consubstanial with the

'ather" - that means of the same substance as the Father, not similar but the same - "by

whom all things were made whether in Heaven or on earth, who for us men and our salvation

came down from Heaven and was incarnate and became man and suffered and rose again on the

third day", etc. But those who say that there was a time when He the Son was not, that He

was not before He was made, was made out of nothing or of another or different essence or

substance, or that He was a creature, mutable or susceotible to change, the Holy Catholic

Church anathematizes. That was the conclusion of the Council of Nicea, signed by nracticall

all the members, but almost forgotten within twenty years afterward - as nearly the whole

world went over at least to the Semi-Arian viewnoint. Then it was in 3P1 - number 7- The
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Nicene Creed.T 31 at the Council of Constantino'1e1 the Second Ecurnonical Cmndll, the

Nicene view was established within the Roman Emire And the end which had been oreDaring

for Arianism, throuh constant arguments and attacks and criticism of Athanasius " who stood
-

alone for a time a,ainst the world, and of the Great, and the other pi &P

Cadocian/Fathers - Gregory of and Gregory of -

the (victory which they had been winning over the course of years was nude o ficial and clear

through the action of the Council of WMX Constantinonle. But we will call number F The

AsanCreè&_beeause the so-called Athanasian Creed

End of ReEcord 19
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X of the Council of Nicea and came to be generally adooted, at least among the

western churches. And this so-called Athanasian Creed has nothing to do with Añhanasias

but it presents what they thought Athanasius believed. He was dead twenty years before.

But it was that for which He had stoodthey thought they were exnressing it and so they

called it the Athanasian Creed. They saidttthat whosoever would be saved must first of

all take care that he holdi the Catholic faith, which excet a man nreserve whole and in

violate, he shall wihout doubt erish etc'rnally. But this is the Catholic faith that we

worhi one God in Trinity and Trinity in Unity, neither confounding the ersons nor di

viding the substance, for the Derson of the Father is One, of the Son another, of the

Holy S-oirit another but the divinity of the Father, of the Son, and of the Holy Snirit is

one -the glory equal, the majesty equal. Such is the Father, such also is the Son, such

is the Holy Sirit. The rather is uncreated, the Son is uncreated, the Holy $irit is

uncreated. The Father is eternal, the Son is etrnal, the Holy Strit is eternal and

yet there are not three eternal beings but one eternal being. And also there are not

three uncreated beings or three infinite beings but one uncreated and one infinite being.

In like manner the Father is omninotent, the Son is omninotent and the Holy SrirIt is

oinninotent and yet there are not three omniDotent beings, but one omniotent being. Thus

the Father is God, the Son God, and the Holy Snirit God and yet there are not three Gods but

one God only. The Father is Lord, the Son Lord, and the Holy Soirit Lord yet there are not

three Lords but one Lord only. For as we are corrroelled by Christian truth to confess each

oerson distinctively to be both God and Lore, we are orohibited by the Catholic religion to

say that there are three Gods or three Lords. The Father is made by none, not created nor

begotten. The Son is from the Father alone, not made, not created, but begotten. The

Holy Snirit is not created by the Father and the Son nor begotten but oroceeds. Therefore

there is one Father, not three Fathers, one Son, not three Sons, one Holy Soirit, not

three Holy S'oirits. And in this Trinity there is nothing orior or nosterior, nothing

greater or less but all three nersons are co-eternal and co-equal to themselves. So that

through all that was said above, both unity li Trinity and Trinity in unity, is to be

adored. Whoever whoulci be saved let him thus think concerning the Trinity." Now we
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don't 'mow when this Athanasian Creed was written. It may have been a century or two

after the Council of Constantinople but it exnresses in very clear language, fully devel

od, the conclusion of the groun that God the Father God the Son, and God the Holr

Soirit are one in substance, numerically one. There s only one God but that God the Son

is a distinct oerson from God the Father though one being,one essence. Now that is an

attenrnt to nut in human language what is clearly taught in Scrioture. It is not an at-

temot to exolain, but an attemot to state what is there. We can't exolain t. We can't
basic things

understand it. We can't understand the fflT of life but we can see what they are and

we can accent them. I think of God in my head, in w fingers

(6.5) We can feel on the way certain chemical things that

hannen. We can see certain narts of it but the whole, how it hapoens, W)Xwhat

the relationshin is, we just don't 1iow. And we may never know. At least the whole

universe is full of mysteries which we cannot understand but which we can observe, see,

and we can !mow what they are and we have to stand unon them. And so the Athanasian

Creed is a very good statement, a very good oicture of the facts about this as contained

in the Bible. Now the assignment for today, tomorrow, and the next day Till nut all

in one assignment - one naner - and it'd a very interesting subject and I think that the

amount of time thet it should take, you could easily out into it much more but in the

amount of time for the three assignments you should be able to do a very interesting

study on the subject. I believe it was out on the bulletin board about 12:00 so it

should have been there for some time now and it will fit right into this subject. So

we continue there then tomorrow.

God, that there is no imnerfection in either His humanity or His deity. It is one

thing to understand these technical ooints, to see the exact teaching of the Scrinture

that He is fully man and fully God, it is another to realize their imolications. You

realize the imolications for our own soul - that Jesus Christ is the incarnate Son of

God, that He is deity, that He who came to earth for us, that He who loves us, that He

who sympathizes with us has all the nower of the universe at His disoosal. The incar-

nation is one of the great central themes of Christianity and something which is utterly
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unique in Christianity. There is nothing like it in any other religion. There are things

that are sunerficially similar as when in the Dagan religions the gods took human form for

a time. But that is altogether different from a true incarnation. There are those who

give so much stress to the incarnation that they forget

(9.75) We must never do that. The atonement is the center of

Christianity. The atonement is the vital noint in our salvation. Everything relates

to the atonement. But the incarnation is essential to the atonement and has great mean

ing for us even aiiart from its secific relation to the atonement. The great leaders of

true Christianity through the ages have been filled with love of Christ. Christ has been

central in their thoughts, in their attitude. The love of Christ is so vital that we can

have all the
under
atkir of the theological technicalities and if we do not have the

true love to Christ, it is absolutely worthless to us. It is nossible for one to have

a true love of Jesus Christ, the God-man, and have very noor understanding of the nre

else noints about Him.X Far better to be so - far better to have a Door understanding and

have a correct relation with Him than to have the finest understanding and not have the

true relation. But it is vital for those who are leaders of God that they have the true

relation, that they have the love of Christ. But that, is absolutely essential and it is

also vital that they have a true understanding. Otherwise time and aga.4n we will have

oeonle who seem to be such fine Christians, doing a fine work, but yet who are getting

off in the direction of some heresy which T)erhans does not un to the point effect their

life, effect their attitude. It seems to he absolutely harmless as far as its immediate

effect is concerned. But we can mow that if they continue in that line it will eventually

become very harmful and will do gre*t harm to the church and Christ. And if we have a

clear understanding on these nolnts very often we can show them their errors and correct

their misunderstandings, their ignorance, before any harm is done by it. But if they

nersist in it, if it's imnossible for us to helo them, then it is very vital that we be

able to understand and to see the error and to see when it may become necessary for us

to tart comoany with them - from even neotle who have been greatly used of od in the

nast because we know that the direction they are going is one which is bound to result in

harm and danger to the Christian church. I brought with me a book of ooetry, religious
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poetry because of the section in it on the -noems about Jesus which bring out I think so

very clearly the attitude of the true Christian toward Christ. Here is one by a man

who is connected with a movement which had much that was tremendously harmful in the

movement. But I think that he Dersonally - Francis Xavier - must have had a real love

of Christ as Savior from this roem which he has written which exnresses the attitude

which every true Christian must have toward Christ. He says "Jesus I love thee not be

cause I ho for Heaven thereby, Nor yet because if I loved not I must forever die. I

love thee Saviour dear and still I ever will love thee solely because my od thou art

'-'ho first hast lovest me. For me to lowest deoths of woe thou didst thyself abate.

For me didst bear the cross in shame and manifold disgrace. For me didst suffer -nain

unknown, blood, sweat, and agony - yea, death itself - all, all for me who was thine

enemy. Then why, o blessed Saviour mine, should I not love thee well? Not for the

sake of winning heaven nor of escaing Hell. Not with the ho of gainin aught nor

seeking a reward. But freely, fully as thyself hast loved me, 0 Lord. Even so I

love thee and will love and in thy traise will sing. Solely because thou art my God

and my eternal king)' There are two much better known poems which were written by

St. Bernard - that great Christian of the Middle Ages. St. Bernard, many of whose

means of working are different from those which we use today but one of whom we have

absolutely no doubt that he was a true Christian in the fullest sense of the word.

And St. Bernard in these hymns has shown the very central, main theme of his life was

his love of Christ. "Jesus the very thought of thee with sweetness fills the breast.

But sweeter far thy face to see and in thy oresence rest. Navoice can sing, ncrheart

can frame, Nor can the memory find a sweeter sound than Thy blest name, 0 Saviour of

mankin', 0 Hone of every contrite heart, 0 Joy of all the meek, To those who ask

how kind Thou. artt How good to those who seekt But what to those who find? Aht this

Nor tongue nor 'en can show, The love of Jesus, what it is None but His loved ones know."

Jesus,our only Joy be thee. Thou In thee be all ourXm
through

glory now and xie eternity," And this other one by Bernard - "Jesus thou joy of loving

hearts, thou light, thcu light of men. From the best bliss that earth tin-

Darts we turn unfilled to thee again. Thy truth unchanged bath ever stood. Thou savest
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those that on thee call. To them that seek thee thou art good. To them that find thee

all in all. We taste thee, 0 thru living bread and long to feast uOrn thee still. We

drink of thee the fountainhead and thirst our souls on thee to fill. Our restless

snirits yearn for thee where e'er our (15.75)

Glad when thy gracious smile we see, Blest when our faith can hold thee fast. 0 Jesus,

ever with us stay. Make all our moments calm and bright. Chase the dark night of sin

away. Shed o'er the world thy holy light." These noems of Bernard and this one ef

Francis, it seems to me exnress the attitude which we must have for Jesus, the od-man,

if our faith is to he worth anything at all. If it is merely a matter of words, a matter

of-correct understanding it is useless and worthless. There is no value in dead ortho

doxy. Now of course dead orthodoxy is better than living heteroxy (?) because living

heterodoxy may do a great deal of harm. Dead orthodoxy may not do any harm but it's not

ant to do much good either. It must be a living orthodoxy. Then we go on to Roman

nunthal IV - The Person of the God-man. Number III was The Diety of Christ - we have

looked at R1.s humanity, we have looked at His deity. Now we look at His rerson and

actually the verses we have looked at in connection with these two themes give us the

material that is necessary for us to know. But the vital ooint which we have not

stressed hitherto is that He is one oersori and of course that is very imoortarit - The

person of the God-man. going to take un this particular theme in a way I do not

usually do - usually I go to the Scrioture and see what the evidence is. But we have

seen Scriptural evidence under the two orevious heads which are the background

End of Record 20
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the discussion. And so Xlix XXXXXAIXXAX]IX!XX1X CaDital A will

the doctrine. We have already looked at the errors of the doctrine denying the humanity

of Christ. We have already looked at the errors denying the deity of Christ - seeing the

arguments, some of these which it is a little hard to tell which side they're on because

they get a Jesus that is not really either God or man. But here we look at the history of

the doctrine and note one that we have not looked at before because it deals very snecifically
knoll inarianism

with this oint - that is XIMZU WK.




We don't need to take much time on it here be

cause all of you have had Pre-Reformation Church History and there of course we looked at it

more fully but it is a very easy matter to forget, to become confused on and rather vital to
ADolliarajm

have a clear idea. So we will have just a brief review of the matter of

You remember that Anollinarius was a godly man who stood with Athanasius and who stood for

the full deity of Christ when Arianism was sweepin the world. Anollinarius in the days of

Julian the aDostate. When Julian gave orders that there should be no classics taught by

Christians because he said if man won't believe in the gods of Greece and Rome, how can

they teach the writings about them? A very reasorable statement in a way - but we don't

teach them for their nagan teaching but for the great literature which is involved and for

the many thoughts which are (.5) unrelated And knollinarius

in view of this began to try to write new classics for the Christians to develop
to

not have the ahilityo this in a satisfactory way didn't but two or three clays of

the year so But at least the thought shows something of the

character of the man. He was a godly man, anxious to stand for true Christianity and to

maintain the full deity of Christ. But he faced this roblem - how can Jesus he fully God and

fully man and yet be one nerson? And therefore Anollinarianism advanced a very interesting

theory that taking the Platonic idea ffl of man as made un of three narts - body, soul, and

spirit - the second erscn of the Godhead , Jesus Christ, is a spirit and He takes the olace of

the sirit in Jesus. And therefore there is a human body and a human soul but a divine

soirit takes the -)lace of the human soirit. And the result is that you don't have a real

man. You have a body moving around but not a man. You have a human soul but its

not a man because there is no human soirit. It is a deficient (5.5)It is

only an aotarent man, a seeming man. As if I out on the clothes of a lion and come in
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roaring and try to make you thin' it's a lion. It's not a lion, it's dust aooearing as one.

This makes something that annears as a man but isn't a man because it does not have full, hu

man nature. Anollinarianism did not come to he at all widely discussed. I believe that if

it were not for the other things that came later, we would have thought of it as one of many

adherencies, many small defections from the true teadhing of the Scrioture that is a theory

someboys raised and gained much suonort and forgotten. But in view of what

followed it becomes the first in the series in the chrsta1ogical controversy and this one's

imortance in relation to the others and in relation to the whole matter. And of cr'urse it

is imoortant to us to stand on the fact that Jesus Christ is wholly man as well as wholly

God. And at the Council of Constantinoolê, the first Council of Constantinonle - the second

Ecumenical Council - the great nurnose of the Council was to deal with Arianism and to nut

an end to Arianism - to restate belief in the Nicene Creed -that was the great nurnose of

the Council. Along with that there was a subsidiary ouroose to make a little clearer some

of the articles that had not oreviously been brought out such as the Holy Snirit. The Holy

Soirit had not been under discussion narticularly at the Council, it was the deity of Christ.

And so the Holy Snirit and one or two other matters like that were made clearer in the declara

tions of the Council of Constantinonle. But the Council faced this teaching of Anollinanius

which a few neonle were following and felt that thought the leaders of the Council hated to

say something that was critical of Aooll.inarius - for he was a true Christian and a true

(7.) of Christ - they very oroperly felt that, it was necessary and right for

the orotection of the Christian church on an error to clearly state their conosition. And

so the Courcil went on rcord that this Anollinarian interpretation was not in line with the

Scriptures. It was a theory advanced which denied the true deity of Christ and is wrong.

And so far as I know it's never been advanced again by any substantial roun of neonle. But

it wouldn't be at all surorizing that in any groun of Christians you might be in contact with

that somebody facing this oroblem RKM would oreach the wonderful theory to exolain it all

that was exactly the theory that Anollinarius (8.5) And it is good to

be aware of the -nossibility of the fact that this does not suggest

And so Number 1 (Caoital A?) - Apollinarianism was the theory that there was a divine
- the second nerson of the Trinity taking the olace of the human soirit in Christ -
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and actually it is a denial of the humanity of Christ and was re.iected by the Council of

Constantinople. Number,is Netorianism and when we get into Nestorianism - a to the

historical matter of what Nestorius actually believed, we are in a rather trugh nrohlem.

If we take the matter of what was condemned by the Council we must agree that a real. ser

vice was done by the Council in condemning a very dangerous error. And we must agree that

this error is harmful that we must avoid it, it is vital, a serttce was done to the Christian

church by the condemnation of this error. But the condemnation of the man, Nestorius, is

somethin on which our hi.ntoric evidence is such tht we want to snend a great deal of time

and consideration to decide whether Nestorlus really was a Nestorian in the sense in which

Nestoriansm was condemned by the Council at Ehesus. And it is not necessary that we do

so. God will iudge Nestorius. God will judge these errors and the individuals as to

whether the individuals deserve His nraise or His condemnation. What we are interosted in

is 'Mowing that which we must avoid and which we must hold (10.25)

And Nestoriun ever taught it or not, the error which is condemned is the error of making

Jesus Christ two Dersons. And that of course is a very harmful error. Jesus Christ laid in

the manger crying for His mother and at the same time He was controlling the stars in their

orbits and directing all the rocesses of the universe. But He was one nerson. He was not

two Dersors. He was one nerson. He began at Bethlehem and He existed before the very

foundations of the world. As long as God was, Jesus Christ was the second i,erson of the

Trinity. There never was a time when He was not. But He is not two nersons. He is one

rerson - two na+.ures since the incarnation, one nature before that. Two natures since but

one nerson. Jesus Christ was a -nerson before the incarnation. Re was the second person of

the Godhead. This person has taken unto Himself human nature. He is now the god-man but

He is still one erson. And so the Nestortan error is a very harmful error, one which we

must avo&d. But whether Nestorius himself was actually guilt:,,, of this error we must leave

God to decide because we do not have the time to examine all the evidences fully and if we

did I am not sure we are in a nositior to get - there were all sots of -nersonal matters that

entered into the onnositton to Nes+orius. And the Council of Enhesus which made the decision

is considered by many as (12.) in many ways. Certainly it was

made un of grou-os which were calling one another names, shouting one another down - in many
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ways it was not exactly (12.25)

But in this one ohase of its action it contributed to the advance in our understanding of the

facts which were realized from Christians right from the beginning, but now made exolicit

that Jesus Christ is definitely one -nerson, not two nersons - not a divine nerson and a human

nerson but one oerson. And this one nerson took unto Himself human nature. When we say

He took to Himself human flesh, we don't mean He assumed a human body. We don't mean He made

Himself ac-near to be a man. We mean that He was a real man, that He became a real man, that

He was incarnate in human flesh. And so Nestorianism which was condemned at the Third Ecu

menical Council , the Council of ohesus, the condemnation is a - In 411 A.T). I believe it

was - the condemnation is a real ste-c forward in or understanding of this vital oroblem

and. in our seeing diverencies which can go to a noint where they are very harmful. But in

the case of Nestorius, there wer those who felt he was a great martyr, had been wroneLy

treated, and followed him.Though it was excluô& from the Roman Empire they became very

strong in Persia and their missionary work extended as far as China. And they did a great

missionary work for the Lord. Whether the fact that it entirely died out in China several

hundred years ago, and there are only a few monuments left there to record it now, is rartly

due to error that was involved in it - we don't know. But at least there was much that was

good in the movement and it may be that Nestorius and many of his followers were misunder

stood and misreresented. But a service was rendered in getting an understanding of the

error which is called estorianism - whether we attribute it comoletely to the Nestorians and

to 1'Testorius himself, or not. Number 3 - tJticianism And Uticus, as you know, was the

abbott of a monastery at Constantinoole but most of the leaders in this error were in Egynt

which had been the center of the great onnosition to Nestorius. And Uticianism holds to

the one nerson of Christ but combines the two natures in such a way that you have only one

nature and neither God nor man but a mixture which is neither one. He loses the noints

of His eIty and loses the noints of His humanity. The other name for TSticianism is Mono-

(l.) - "one nature". The Bible clearly teaches that Jesus Christ has two

natures. He is fully God and He is fully man. And so UticIansm gained the suonort of

the greater cart of the Christians of Egy't and made great ooosition to the leadershi in

ConstantinoDle which was onnosing it and the controversy involved in this led to the Council
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of Dh1iOedôfl.. I'm givinE, that a separate head here in the history of the doctrine because

this Fourth Ecumenical Council is orobably second only to the first in its im-portance -The

Council of And a you know at the Pope Leo wanted the Enmeror to call a

council at Rome at which he would have oresided and the moeror refused. And then he said,

'Well don't have a council." And the Emoeror said, "Yes, we must have a council to settle

this matter. " And the Emoeror called a council at Chalcedon in Asia Minor and Lee was

not even rresent at the council. I've mentioned to you before and worth mentioning

again. The cony of OUR SU1DAY VISITOR that someone sent me in Wilmington which had on

the front rae, "Answers to Protestant ouestionst, Ard one question was about the

Ecumenical Council and the answer to it was that it should be realized that XX every ecu

menical councLl was called by a Pore, at every one a Pore iesided, every one became ef

fective because a Pore declared its decision to be right and

That s the exolicit statement of that SUNDAY VISITOR but to refute it you only have to

turn to the Catholic Encycbopedia or to any scholarly Roman Catholic rublication and find

there that at no one of the first four councils - no one of the first four coneils was

called by a Pore and at no one of them was a Pore -resent. They were called by the Emoeror

and their authority they never dreamed required Paral sanction. But it is interesting that

Leo though he was com-oletely defeated in his desire that there should not be a council, or

if there was that it he at Rome and he nresIde, he was defeated in that but he was a good

theologian and he wrote a discussion of this matter of the rerson of Christ which simply

took
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and so at th4.s ioint this Pone, Leo the Great or Leo I, 0. 4.d have a

great influence on the decision of the Council because his statement was in line clearly

with the teaching of the Scrinture. And so at the Council of Chalcedon we have the well

balanced statement that Leo had made, adopted as a true exoosition of the faith of the

church. We teach that Jesus Christ is oerfect as resoects Godhead and nerfect as re

soects man, that He is truly God and truly man consisting of a rational soul and a body,

that He is consubstantial with the Father as to His divinity and consubstantial with us as

to His humanity and like us in all resoects - sin exceoted, He was begotten of the Father

d
before creation as to His UXbut in these last days He for us and for our salvation

was born of Mary the Virgin, the Mother of God as to His huianity. He is one and the same

Christ, Lord only begotten, xistent in t natures without mixture, without change, without

division, without senaration. The diversity of the two natures not being at all destroyed

by their union in the one nerson but rather the oecuJ.iar r,rooerty of each nature being re

served and concurring in one nerson and one subsistence. And at the time of the Reformation

the Protestants declared their agreement with the decisions of the first six enera! Ecumenical
most

Councils. This has been accented bym narts of the orthodox Chri'tian Church since that

time. The Latin Church immediately, joyfully received this confession of the Council of

Chalcedon but it met with great otoosition in Palestine and in Egyot. It is a clear, well

balanced statement for which we are graefu1 to Leo and grateful to the Council of Chalcedon

which met in 451 A. D. Number £- Continued Disagement. After the (5.)

of Islam, the Eastern oortion of the Christian Churchecame comoaratlvely small and far less

important. But at this time it was very large - it was the largest oortion of the Christian

Church - the Eastern nortion. And so the fact that the decision of the Council of Chalcedon

as not accepted by the great bulk of the neople in Egyot is of vital iinoortance at that time.

There was continued disagreement, there was a strong grono which refused to accent it and

which has developed into the Contic church of the rresent day. Now the Contic church was

of course Egynt was conquered by the Moslems so for 1500 years - it was 1300 years at least

they have been an ormressed groun but a grou-o tht has maintained to quite an extent a

Christian testimony to this time, maintained their existence and remained professing Christians
and they have maintained a Mono (6.5tandard. Raw
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Now a large nart of the Christians in gynt and Palestine refused to accent the decision

and there was a ]X loud controversy and long discussion which continued. And after nearly

two cenuries of controversy, the eastern Emneror Heraces(?) endeavored to get a reconcil

iation by saying, Let's agree. Let's make a com'nromise. There are t natures in Christ

but there's onlr one will. That way we'll satisfy everybody and we'll get a comoromise and

uite a rortion of the Monothicites(?) agreed to this modification of the Council of Chal

cedon's decree-c- There are two natures but only one operation, one will, one energy. Well

this was ado-oted - even the Bishop of Rome gave his acqulesence though they nrobably deny

that now. They will say his words can he otherwise l.nteroretod. But they were so under

stood and for a long time it was understood that this one Bishon of Rome had made a great

error in agreeing to this suggestion. Because you don't have human nature 'ibhout a will

the will is a vital oortioxi of humanity. So we'll call this Number 6 - onothellism - the

Atteinot to Resolve the Controversy Over Whether Christ Has Two Natures or One Nature - by

saying He has two natures but only one will. The greater nart of the Monothicites refused

to accede to this. But there was a groun which agreed that He had two natures but only one

will, but it was sneedIly seen that this does not fit the Scriotural requirements - that He

is comoletely human, You don't have a human being without a will. The human nature in

cludes the will. And so Monthellism as we saw in Church History last :Tear was an attemt

to com'romtse, which did not work - which detached a sizeable groun from the Monothicites

and some of them doubtless went along in the end with the orthodox formula. But there was

established a groan of the Meronite Church, nersecuted and driven eastward but maintaining

their identity as a senarate church, holding that Christ had two natures but only one will.

The Sixth General Council, which was accepted by Protestantism as true and as nart of the

standars of the faith, the Sixth General Council held at 0nnstantinoole in 481 A.D. de

clared its belief that in the one nerson of Christ there are two distinct natures, human

and divine and therefore of necessity two intelligences and two wills - one fallible and

finite, the other immutable and infinite. Otherwise there is no oont in saying, "He was

temoted like as we are, yet without sin.' You couldn't temot the divine will. It was

the human will which was tempted but which never succumbed. The human will followed the

divine will. The human will resisted temDtation. He was without sin but He was temoted.

- - - t--____ - - -
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And it has been the view of the whole Protestant Church, as of the whole Latin Church, and of

the Eastern Orthodox Church that Jesus Christ has two comniete natures - not mixed, not con

fused but also not senarated because they were united Ily the net son of the one rson who had

divinity. Yes? (Student question) Of course that is the old theological roblem. Can

you say that Christ was able not to sin or that He was unable to sin? And I think that He

was tamntd in all oints like an we are arid we must admit that theoretically

(ii.) I would not say th;t it was impossible for Him to sin but that it

was t)ossible for Him to refuse to sin. It was tossible for Him to and

the human will followed the divine will. But I would not say-His humanity is not at an

aoneararce, just a oretense. He was a real human being. He was really tired. 'od the

Creator of the Universe controls all thins - how can He be tired? But esus IX, the God

man was tired. He went to sleet). He was hungry. He sa.d. "1 thirst". He was really

tired and yet He had all the mower of the universe (11.75) He

never sinned but there was the theoretical ossihility of sin. The human will, could have

sinned but the human will followed the divine will. He was able to resist the devil and

to live a nerfect sinless life. Well, that is Number 6 - Monothellism. Number 7 - Brief

Conclusion on the History of the Doctrinex. The thing that striked me is - you take the

sim'nle Biblical statement, "Jesus is God. Jesus is a nn. Jesus is temoted in all noints

like as we are. Jesus is the Creator of the Universe. Jesus was born in Bethlehem. " Yr-u

take the simole statements and what do you get? One nerson, two natures. Both natures

(12.5) The two natures not mixed. and yet not serate. How can 1t be? We

cantt understand it. But we can't understand the simlest things in life actually. We

merely see what is there. And we see that this olatform here su-noorts me. I see that. I

out my foot down and I have no fear that I will sink through the floor, none whatever. And

yet I know that scientists have discovered that this is made u-n of atoms each one of which

is at least 99 and 99/lOOths % air or space. Someone said an atom is as if you had a center

which would be like a size of a football - a little larger than that I guess maybe - the size

of this blackboard here - in ?hiladelihia and then it has an electron which ccmnarg the

size would be like say there was a basketball in Tansas City going aron.,d the blackhod here.
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And all inbetween is emotiness. And with all that emntiress why don't I Just sin: ri?,ht

through? Because I'm made Un of thin',s like that and the nlatform is made un of thirs

like that and yet I don't sink. It holds. Why? We don't know. We don't understand.

We unders4and the sim'nlest things In life but we see what is., we stand u'non what is.

Life acts like a series of narticles shot out from a gun. It acts lust like it in some ways.

And yet a seres of --,articles like that would never bend from (lL.)

It acts 1ust lik waves which wculd bend But how can it be

'both and 'rticles at the same time? It can't be but it has similarities te

one, similarities to the other and what it is actually nobody knows. But 'e 'Mow certain

thins about how it acts. How it is that I have a un in my hand and my hand moves. We

can't know - but we do. The central basic things of the universe God has established and

we don't understand and when we get into a vital thing like the character of Christ we

can't understand it but we can see certain facts about it and we can stand on the facts as

revealed in the Scriture. And the fact is that He is one nerson but that He is fully 'cd

and fully man. I cannot see how the Council added anything to our 1nowledae. The facts

are in the Scroture and devout Christians believed them right from the time of Christ. But

oerhaTs they weren't able to exoress them ZUX clearly because they hadn't thought through

some of these narticular 'rohlems. Seventy years ago many neeDle were arguin about the

divinity of Christ. Books were written on the divinity f Chrièt. It was a credal doe

trine - the divinity of Christ. Today nobody talks about the divinity of Christ. Because

neonle came along and said certainly Christ is divine. I'm divine. We're all divine.

There's a s'oark of the divine in all of us and the Christians simnly stonned talkIn about the

divinity of Uhrist but everybody talked about it un to that time.

but since they're using it in that sense, we'll take a new word so they took the word deity.

Far as I know there was never a book written, an article written, or anything un to 70 or

years ago -this book of the deity of Christ. They always snoke of it a divinity. But

today we never talk of His divinity. We talk of His deity because a new distinction has

come to it - the distinction between His being like God and His being God. Peonle didn't
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think of that before. And these councils made neonle think of the distinction and many

neonle who hadn1t thought of those distinctions before said things which in 1- light of

are erroneous. But It mean they had an erroneous understanding

But in view of the distinctio as it worked out

to avoid saying It isn't necessar: that we

give everybody a clear understard lop, of all these distinctions but that we sneak in such a

ay as to avoid And so

these councils did not add anything to our knowledge. Our faith is not based unon the

councils. It is based unon the Word of God. What they did bring out was the clear

meaning of what the teaching of the Word of God meant. Arius(? said, "esus Christ

is not full: God's. The Council of Nicea said, "Yes, He is". Anollinarius said in effect,

"He's not fully man". The Council of
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Utician said, "He is a mixture. He's a nature that is not a divine nature nor a human nature."

And you can't have such a thing - it wouldn't be God and it wouldn't be man. It would he

neither. And so simtle Chri9tians readrg the Bible find a clear answer to this rsroblem,

But the controversies raised the problems and clarified the ideas. So we go on to caoitalB-

FeF1a A was History of the Doctrine. Under B number L is

that Christ is One Person. This is very vital to have in mind. I don't think anyone would

have thought of questioning it if it hadn't been raised. But now that we see and place

stress on the deity and on the humanity it is easy to think of Him as a divided nersonality.

But it is not so. The Scrinture reveals a Father, Son, and Soirit as distinct nersons in the

Godhead. The Father says "thou" to the Son, the Son says "thou" to the Father. The Father

says to the Son "I will give thee". The Son says, "Lo, I come to U do th~r will". The

Father loves and sends the Son. The Son loves and obeys the Father. And the same is true

of the siirit. But there's nothing analogous XXXXaMXXin the case of Christ. The one

nature is never distinguished from the other as a distinct nerson. The Son of God never ad

dresses the Son of Man as a different nerson from Himself. The Scriotures reveal but one

Christ. He says "I, me, mine" addressed. to "thou, thee, thine" and is always spoken of as

"He, His" - it is the same erson of whom it was said, "Thou art not yet 50 years . To

whom it was said, "Thou, Lord, in the beginning hast laid the foundations of the earth and

heavens are the works of thy hand." He is one terson but two natures. Number -This

Person Has Two 6omnlete Natures. He is truly God and also truly man. We looked at this

on the deity of Christ to see that He was truly God., on the humanity that He was truly man1

But now we're interested in it in relation to His person - the one terson has two complete

natures. We have already seen the evidence but I think it would be worth while to look at

a very interesting passage in which the two are more or less brought together - Romans 1:2-5

There we steak of the one person but he refers to the two natures - Romans l:-S and also

Romans 9:5. In Romans 1:3-5 we read, "Concerning His Son, Jesus Christ our Lord, who was

nude of the seed of David according to the flesh" (His hualan nature - He was of the seed of

David) "and declared to be the Son of God with tower, according to the suirit of holiness, by

the resurrection from the dead." According to the flesh He was the Son of David. Accord

ing to the spirit of holiness He was the Son of God with tower. "By whom we received grace
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and apostleshir, unto obedience of the faith among all nations for Fis name's sake." Chapter

95 also nuts the two together. He's sneaking of the Israelites "whose are the fathers, and of

whom as concerning the flesh, Christ came" - as concerning the flesh He was an Israelite.

"Christ came who is over all, God blessed forever.' He is, as concerning the flesh, an Israel

ite but He is God blessed forever. Charles odge gives a very interesting analysis. He

NEW T)oints out clearly that no analogy is comnlete, no analogy is exact in all regards but

an analogy can make it easier for us to understand something that is, foreign to our immediate

exiDerience. And he gives the analogy of the union between our soul and body. It is a per

sonal union. You are not your body. You are not your soul. Your person has both a body

and a soul. Both belong to your oerson. It is a 'nersonal union. Soul and body consti

tute one individual man. There's but one consciousness - it is the man or 'nerson who is

conscious of sensations and of thoughts and of affections of the body and acts of the mind.

It's a union without mixture or confusion. The soul remains stint and the body remains

matter. You take cotter and zinc and you put them toether and you make brass. The con

stituent elements lose their distinctive characteristics and 'oroduce a third substance.

'here's no such mixture in the union of soul and body - the two remain distinct. Neither

is there any transfer of any, of the 'roDerties of the one to the other. No 'nroperty of

the mind is transferred to the body. No property of the body is transferred to the mind.

But nevertheless the union is not a mere habitation, a union of contact, or in space. The

soul doesn't dwell in the body as a man dwells in a house or in his garments. The body is

tart of himself and it is necessary to his comoleteness as a man. As a conseauence of

this union of soul and body there is a communion of attributes - the oerson is the i:,ossessor

of the attributes both of the soull and of the body. We may 'oredicate of the man wbatevr

may be predicated of his 'body or of his soul. He's tall or short, he's sick or well, he's

handsome or deformed but he also is judicious, wise, good, benevolent, or learned. Whatever's

true of either element of his constitution is true of the man. But what 1,s true of one is

not true of the other. When the body is wounded or burnt the soul is not wounded or burnt.

When the soul is penitent or believing or enlightened or informed,we don't say the body is

penitent or believing or enlightened or informed. Each - the 'body arid the soul-has its prop

erties and changes but the terson or the man is the sub.'iect of them all. Therefore inconsist
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tent or aoarent1y contradictory armations may be made of the same erson. We may say

that he is weak, that he is strong. He may have a weak body and be strong-minded. We say

he's mortal and immortal because his soul is immortal but his body will die. His body is

mortal - so we steak of mortal man and we speak of the immortality of man - both are true.

We say that a man is a spirit that will live forever and we say that he's dust and ashes.

Both are true. We have a personal union of the body and the soul. A conseoueace of this is

the exaltation of the body. The body of a man in his life is immeasurably exalted above

those of a brute 'because its in ersonal union with the rational and immortal soul. But at

the same time the soul is not degraded by its union with the body,thoughl it may become so

but it is not naturally. And so we have this ersonal union of body and soul which we can't

understand but we know as a fact. We see it as a fact. We exerience it as a fact. It is

a mystery. Our body effects our soul and our soul effects our body but the two are distinct

and yet they are not serated. At death we become in an unnatural state where the body is

seParated from the soul. And the body ceases to be a body, it becomes slmtly a corse.

Now Christ is one person but there are two comlete natures, just as each of us is one per

son but has a soul and body. I shouldn't say ".ust as" because the analogy is not comlete

but there are enough elements of similarity in it to make it easier for us I think, to un

derstand. The fact that the Bible teaches that Jesus is one erson but two comlete natures

truly God and truly man. We'll continue there in the morning.

End of Record 23
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'J,'J'/j,I (This record is entirely blank but the sides of the next one are again numbered
23 and 214.)

Record 23(2) (October 3rd)

We were looking last time at the Lt1&XAIJ W1IX X1TT1fTX Derson of the God-man.

B - The Implications of the Chalcedon formula and under that head we looked at Number 1

that Christ is One Person. Number 2 = This Person Has Two Complete Natures. He is truly

God and. also truly man. And we looked at the analogy - we looked at the evidence in Ro

mans 1 and 5 - and we looked at the analogy which (3.5) gives of the body and

the soul which are united in one nerson and which effect each other but which are definitely

senarate. The soul knows, the body doesn't know. The body thirsts, the soul doesn't

thftst. They each have their own attributes, yet they are united in one 'ersan. Number 2..

he Two Natures Are United But Not Mingled or fused. This was in orrosition to the

Monothicite view which was rejected by the church so definitely and in the Chalcedonian

statement which was adooted then and which has been adooted I believe by all Prbestant

churches and also by the Roman Catholics and the Greek Orthodox. It is stated that He is

one and the same Christ, Lord, only begotten, existing in two natures without mxture with

out change, without division, without senaration. The diversit of the two natures not being

at all destroyed by their union in the one nerson but rather the neculiar roDerty of each

nature being preserved and concurring to one nerson and one subsistence. That was the formula

which was worked out XXX at the Council of °halcedon which has satisfied most of the Church

of Christ since as to the situation taught in Scrintures that Jesus Christ is fully God and.

fully man. The natures are not senarate, they are not mingled, they are not confused.

There is not a new - many churches today - that is neither divine nor human but there is a

divine nature and there is a human nature, Now Hodge goes on to draw another corollary

from that which I am not going to draw because it is going a little beyond the statement.

But I'm going to mention it to you and. say that it seems to me quite logically to follow the

statement. That is that there is no transfer of the attributes of one nature to the other.

That is still under '3. Hodge takes it as a senarate head. Since number 3 is so very

clearly taught at the Council of Chalcedon and accented by all, churches, I'm making it a head.

number 3. I'm not making this a fourth head but I am mentioning it and saying that it does

seem to me to ouite logically follow - that there is no transfer of the attributes from one
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thing to the other. The natures are not minled, they are not confused though they are

united in Christ. Hodge has a very good statement where he says XMIlhumanity in Christ is

not deified nor is the divinity reduced to the limitations of humanity." I believe that

all orthodox churches would agree on that statement - that humanity in Christ is not deif4.ed

nor is the divinity reduced to the limitations of humanity". But whether all would go do

far as to say there is no transfer of the attributes of one nature to the other - some of

the statements some make could not fit with that, though it seems to me that that is logi

cally required in the statement that they are not mingled or confused but that they are

united in Christ. I don't know as I'll go further into discussion of that at this point.

Hodge has cuite a discussion of it in which he dwells a good bit on analogies and the

analogies make clearer what is meant but I don't think they nrove anything. It does seem

to me that it rather logically follows the statement that the two natures are not mingled

or confused. The actions of one it seems to me would. not he transferred to the other.

We'll have a little more to say about that a little later when we look at one articular

view which is widely held. Yes? (Student ouestion) No, I don't. I don't know of any

verses that -rove that the attributes of either nature are transferred to the othr. I

don't know of any to nrove they are. And it would seem rather logical that they would

not be unless we had definite nroof they are. And in fact is you had definite nroof they

are then it would make a oblern (P.25) in the view which is so def

initely held b the church-that there are the two definite distinct natures and yet the

one 'nerson. It would make a difficulty if you had a verse 'rhich roved that they were

transferred. You're meaning about the transfer aren't you? not meaning about

the number 3 statement that the two natures are united but not mingled or confused. You're

not meaning that - you're meaning that there's no transfer of attributes. It would seem

to me that the burden of nroof would be on those who say there is a transfer of attributes

rather than - Now if there ias a clear statement that said that the man of Galilee

existed before the foundation of the world - that might make a definite xoblem. If you

say "Christ existed before" it doesn't seem to me it does, because you are sneaking of

the God-man. You're not sneaking snecifically of His human nature. That is the view that

has been held by the church is that Jesus existed as a divine 'nerson from all eternity. He
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has a divine nature - the same divine nature as the Father - not another one identical with

it, but the very same one. There is only one God - Father, Scn, and Holy Sirit. But that

He took on Him human flesh in the incarnation. He took to Himself a human neture and. conse

cuently that He had from then on throughout eternity the human nature in addition to the di

vine nature. And therefore as God He can say that He fills all snace and that He con

trols the stars in their orbits but as man He can say that He is thtksty, that He is hungry,

that He is tired, that He needs slee. That is retty definitely the imtression one pets

from the Scriture and I knowothin that contradicts that imnression. Yes? (Student

cuestion - I was .4ust wondering - you're talking about the transfer of attributes mainly

from the God to the man. I was wondering about what we discussed yesterday about God the

Son not knowing the hour - if that would be considered as an attribute of limitation that

might have been transferred in that case to the God. That might be one ''oblem,) There

is a big troblem on that matter - His not 'nowin the time. It would seem to me that it is

the man who didn't 1-now, that His human nature does not know - that His divne nature surely

could make available that fact i it chose. But He chooses net to direct His attention to

it - that the man could not low it unless it was told Rim, that the divine nature c uld know

it if he chooses to oass His attention to it but that He has deliberately chosen to leave

that in the tower of the Father and not to call it to His consciousness. That would be my

interoretation. (Student cuestion - but it says, "not even the Son" - that would certainly

ooint to His deity there.) The Father has olaced it in His own tower where not even the

Son knows - surely that is the God-man, the nerson - He does not know. But I would think

that His divine nature would have the nossibility of knowing. No one of us has in his mind

before his consciousness everything that he knows at all times. You ask me something and

I have to call it to my consciousness - something that I know - I have to call it to my

consciousness to have it available to you. Now yesterday I as walking over there on

Seroentine INIKKK Lane and XIM a man came along with a truck and asked me where is the

7900 block on Serpentine. And I had never noticed any number 7900 on the street anythere.

And I immediately said to him, "Well now the street ends here I believe so I think it must

be that way. I'm not sure what the name of that street is. You go down there a little ways

I don't think it's Serntine but it could be," After I left him I thought, "It would
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have been better if T ted mertir'ned to him that Ser-entthe down at the foot of the hill

joins Rock Lane but after a half a block it leaves Rock Lane, goes up the hill and con

tinues for a mile. Maybe it's over there and that would be a good lace to look. Now

I knew that -oerfectly but I didn't think of it then. I didn't draw it to my consciousness.

Now I would think that human nature would not know the time of His return exceDt as

the divine nature revealed it. I would think that the divine nature had it available and

by a sirtmle act of will could bring it to His attention but that He deliberately willed

not to bring it into consciousness, that He willed to leave that strictly in the Father.

That would be my interretation. I don't know whether my illustration added any light

to it or not. It illustrates a 'noint that is true of the human mind that not all you

know is before your consciousness. Now in this case I tried to hrin that into consciousness

but it didn't come till two or three minutes later. I think the Lord could bring anything

into consciousness but I would say that He deliberately chooses not to brin it into con

sciousness, to leave it out because it is definitely felt best that it he ke'nt in the

Father's -ower - the -recise time. But ever;thing else about it He knows fully because

He makes reference to ethr asnects of it. Well now this matter of their being united

but not rninled or confused we cannot understand it but we can't understand the constitution

of the universe or of ourselves. We can't understand them but the fact seems to he fairly

clear in the Scri'nture and I think we can acce'nt the fact and attem'nts to twist it a little

this way or that to make it seem more reasonable, in most cases get us into confusion and

d iffculties rather than clearing it. And I think that's the great lesson of the Christ

ological controversy - that men try to ex'nlain these mysteries by going beyond the facts

of Scri'nture in this direction or that direction or the other direction (lL4'5)

and in so doing they came into that which soon eroved to be contrary to the clear teaching

of Scri'nture and so was rejected by the Council of Chalcedor. Number L_ 'hej.A

P~erso a,




That of course we have been saytng in connection with these others. These

-oints cannot be absolutely serated. But it is vital to have it c'xY'licit7y stated The

union of the human nature and the divine nature is a -nersonal union that is often called

a hyoostatic union. Hypostasis simply 1EJ bein the Greek word which we translate

- the hy-ostatic union or the 'nersonal union. But it is imortant to realize
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that it is not a mere indwelling of the divine nature such as the Snirit of God indwells in

'eole. The Holy Snirit dwells in each of us the Christians, but we are nr.t divine. He

is dwellis in us u1; we are human ersons with a human nature, md welt by the Divine Snirit.

It was altogether different in Christ's case. TSU5 Christ s a -oerson from all eternity

but this erson who had a divine nature assumed humanity. He did not assume a human nerson.

He did not enter into a human -nerson. He did not take apon Himself a human 'erson. He

took u-non Himself a human nature. And so He first becomes a God-mane a erson with two

natures instead of as reviously, a i-erson with one nature. Yes? (Student Question) God

can assume the rsieal form as Christ did in the He assumed. the

Dhysical form for a tenmorary time but there is certainly no body in

-nurely a tem-norary assunrntion when lie chooses to do that. Whereas in

this rat-re He assumed human nnture to include the body.

And so there is a human body that is united with the aDirit of Christ for

all eternity. But there is also a human snirit - a human body and a human soul which united

were the divthe
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(Student nuestion) Between nerson and nature. Yes. We cannot fully understand the

distinction but we can state that a oerson is one whom we call human. I as a :-)erson sneak

to you as a Derson. A nature does not speak to another nature and call it "you". Nature

is not human. But the oerson has a nature. The nature in the human being includes the

material body and an (3.5) soul or sirit That is included in the

human nature individuality. The nature of course does not

live And there is one di-

vine nature. There are not three - there is one, one od.. But there are three ersons in

the Godhead.And then the one of these three persons has taken to Himself also a human

nature though He Is a God. He has a nature similar to ours. A nature identical with ours

exceit without sin - but it is not our nature. It's a different nature. He as a nature

which is not merely sirni&&r to God, the Father but it is the same nature. There is one di

vine nature. Now that is the terminology which all - (14'.) hold.

But to actually understand it - well we can't understand the basic things of life - ut

that is the way it is exnressed. Yes? (Stu

dent ouestion) Well, it's oretty difficult to say anything could not he but I don't mow

of anything there 2 -(Student question) You say without a human body? Oh no, I thought

now there you're getting away from Scriotural truths into the matter of (5.25)

human ohilosoohy. I'll ive you my ohilosoohy. My oersonal belief is that human nature

includes a soul and a body but that the body which is a Dart of the inherited, human nature

is not a set of chemicali elements but that it is something which organized into a certain

form, into a certain structure. And therefore when neonle say, "Well now suoos4 a man is

shiDwrecked and UI he drowns and he's eaten by sharks and these sharks die and other fish

eat them and then those fish are caught and human beings eat them. How can his body be

raised from the dead? I do not consider the body from which the snirit has gone as a body.

I consider it as mere decaying nbysical matter. But that the body is a orinciple which

will be re-established at the resurrection but it doesn't have to have a single one of those

same elements, but it will have a similarity. There is a form, there is an aooearance, there

are cualities which are XXX*tXXX distinctive of the body, which are not tied to a certain

hit of matter. It can be entirely different matter but be the same body. Now that's getting
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into nhilosonhiing of course and the fact of the matter is definitely that a dead body is

not a 'nart of a person, anymore than if your arm is cut off. If your arm i cut off that's

not a nart of you any more - that's just some chemical element. It's not a Dart of you at

all - it was a Dart of you. Your soirit is Dart of you but there is connected with your

soirit in some way the ''otentiality of organizing the physical into a body - and that is

what we have. That ohysical body is a definite Dart of us - it effects us. The scull ef

fects the body, the body effects the soul. But the soul isn't thirsty, the soul isn't

hungry, the soul doesn't need sleeo. The body is hungry, the body is thirsty, the bcd:T

needs sloe-o. But if the body is injured it can effect the soul and if the soul gets dis

turbed it can effect the body. But they are distinct. The attributes of neither one

are ta:en over by the other. And Paul sa:rs that when we die and go to he with Christ,

we are "unclothe("' -we aro in unnatural state. It is wonderful to be with Christ but we

are not in the natural state. Human nature oronerly requires a body and it of course

this articular bit of chemical element, but this nut into this form. The body is more
laced

the form in 'thich the chemical elements are/and any other elements, any other groun of

elements (8.) So that there can be human nature without a

body but it's not completely human nature - its potentiality as a body has not been exer

cised. (Student question) Yes. Definitely. He had the scull the mind. That

is, He had the one mind which grew. He develoned, He advanced in stature and in wisdom

the Scri'ture says. He gained in wisdom, He gained in knowledge. His human sould grew and

develoned. His divine soul is eternal and infinite and unchanging in His (9.)

His divine soul could not grow because it was already com'lete. His human soul

(Student question) I would think so. I would think so.That is

with resoect to human nature But I do not e'-soaally believe

that Re transferred to the body omninotence, omniscience, omnioresence or any of the other

attributes which are snecifically the attributes of His soul

He gave to His human body the nower to walk on water, I don't think His human body ner se

had the ncwer to a1k on water. But His divine nature enabled Him to walk on the water

when He chose to do so. )CtXC Ordinarily if He stenned in the water He would sink. If
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He walked into the edge of the water when He went do into the water and was bsntized by

John. He stood in the water - He didn't stand on ton of the water. The human body would

naturally sink into the water if His divine spirit did not chose to hold it un. Yes?

(Student qtxetion*- Is your -ohilosophy based on Triehodomy or Dichodoniy?) Personally I

believe in what you might call Polychodony. I nersonally don't believe that you can di

sect the human nature into two divisions or three or six any more than you can take a

chicken and say the chicken is made un of softness and whiteness and the quality of running

around and cackling.. You can't dissect them - they all belong together. You can make

certain divisions for ourposes of thought but you cardraw them sharoly. And that is my

nersoaal theory on this whole long argument about Diochodomy and. Trichodomy. I do think

there is a way in which the body is distinguished from the rest of the oersonality - more

than any other (11,). But yet I don't think the body can erit as a body

anrt from the rest (11.) Yes? (Student question) His body that

died on the cross was raised from the dead and walked about for LiO days and. ascended into

Haven and still exists in the Havens. He is eternal with a human body.

(Student questicn) Definitely - He has a human nature, a human soul, a human will, a human

mind, a human ben, a human body. And therefore He can enter into our lves an symna

thize with us and 'artake of our feelings and be indeed OUT comanion and our friend in a

way that would not be ossible for one who was of an entirely diffeent nature from ourselves.

Yes? (Student question) Yes. I think it was then within three days. But I think He

could have been raised from the dead "ust as well if it'd been ten years later and that had

all been destroyed. I think He could have. I think in that case it most irohably was

(l2.), -erhans not entirely. There is one interesting thing that He

said, "Flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of sod" but after He was raised when they

thought they saw a ghost He said, 11 This isn't a ghost or a snirit. A snirit does not have

flesh and bone as you see that I have." Well now some have thought that flesh and blood

would describe the unresurrected body and flesh and bone the resurrected body - that there

was a different 'rinciie of life that the blood. Now that's ourely soeculation. It may

be so, it may not be so. (Student question) Yes. His resurrected body had certain

'owers which the ordinary body does not lave. My rersonal guess is that our resurrection
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bodies will have similar nowers. That's my "uess. I don't think it's so stated snecif

icll.- in Scrinture. It is my guess that our resurrection bodies, which will be free from

decay, free from weaknesses, will have certain nowers beyond what we have now. But I don't

believe it will be omnioresence. I don't believe it will be everywhere. Xand I

don't believe that His resurrection body was everywhere. I believe that resurrection body

was at that rarticular olace though He and His divine nature filled all the universe - fills

all in all, always has and always will. Yet I believe that resurrection body, though it

had the mower to move from one olace to another in a way that no ordiorry "ody could do,

vet was limited to the narticular nlace where it was. (Student auestien) Yes, alorified

body is another name for it. I would sa:.r that Christ had the glorified or resurrection

body when Hn was raised from the dead and that we will receive at our own resurrection, that

is, if we are dead nd are raised u at His coming, that we will receive the glorified body.

If we are living when He comes back we will be changed, as Paul said. We will not all

die but we will all be changed. We will then be given a glorified body free from infirmities.

(Student oueeticn) In Revelation, John, in his ecstasy, saw very little of a clear oicttre

of Christ. He uses very strange figures to desctbe Him - the great grandeur for one thing

(l.2) And I would have thought the discinles would have felt the same way

when they met on the mountain and Christ anneared to them. They saw it was He all right

but the gloryX On the other hand when they walked with Him out to

Clivet when He was raised, He must have very similar. And

on the road to Amais they just thought this was a stranger com4.ng along. !Tothing oc

curred to them that it was different from an ordinary rson. They didn't look closely

at Him. And then they asked Him to ston and eat with them and while He was eating all

of a sudden He disanneared . So that He had the notentiality but I eubt if there's

a change which they saw there.. Though God would see the

glory (Student auestion) He had His rhysical body and there were

holes in the hands and a hole n His side. (Student question) What will ma'e them un?

End of Record 2L(2)
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,effect body; It had rrobahly certain changes, nrobably certainly blemishes
ne

and it had the rower again to walk. I've heard the stment made by/scientistx that

in matter the electrons are so arranged that we collide with another bit of matter, we

can't rass through it. But he says that it would be ros

sible to have a whole world with them arranged in a different orororticn such that he says

that right where we are, within this world , there could be another world occuryine, the same

snace with '-,eorle in it with hills, with mountains, with valleys, with everything, - all of

which w would not see and we would not fel-but occunying the same soe.ce since the

electrons would he arransed in a different nrorortion. Now live heard that in thesis

whethetXA it's true, I don't know. There is so much in tis whole field of science that

no man could know. But to see those notentialities , to know that matter is not the solid

thing we used to think it was, but that it is an arrangement - there car be other things.

And there can be some arrangement of the chemistry or liysics of this body which would be

different and yet similar (L). We are told we will be

changed - just how There are endless oossibilities

If you had told anybody 50 years ago that President Eisenhower would

talk in Washington and you would see and hear him - he would lift his hand there and they

would see the hand lifting here and they would he able to recognize his voice, to reoo

nize the erressicn (s.)

And yet today it's a common thing. And for the discoveries that we have made, for every

one of the discoveries that we have made, I'd say there are 10,000 other facts that we

don't 'Mow, But it would seem to me. that one thing we can say definitely is that the

reurection body is not tied to the rticular bit of matter which we use sow. You

teke yourself now. I don't know that this is true but I've heard it said that in seven

years every hit of matter in our body changes. Certainly it is true that there is a
D "I IrNVA MW

great deal of matter in my body now that__________ won't be in it. There is a great

clang cnnstantl;r taking lace in the rhysical and chemical elements of my body. And

in the course of many years it might be utterl:, changed and yet there is a union, there

is a continuance. What makes that continuance? I would think that whatever it is that

makes that continuence, that unity, would be a rart of essential human nate and that it
could take to itself entirely different physical and chemical and yet
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be the same body. We get here into areas where there's much

we don't ow but its good to know what we do know snecifically, to know what the iDossibil

ities are that we do know and not to be dogmatic about it. But the Scri-oture does teach

that Jis was a fully man like as we are, temted at all oints like as we are, yet without

sin and describes Him with all the attributes of a man, of a -ohysical human with weak

ness as we hait and yet without sin. And he does on the other hand describe Rim as the

lore of Glory who is all things, not who held. things together but who nulled things together

by the (7.) And all the elements of the universe instead.

of flying apart in all directions remain in a systematized relation be

cause He is holding them together. And He is causing everything to consist - in the inner

structure of the atom and in the relationshi' all the universe - He is causing it so to

continue and so to be. And He didn't quit doing that when He came to aarth. He did it

before, He's done it since, He doubtless did it at the same time. And so His divine nature

was active during that time. But He took to Himself a human nature and walked obut in

Palestine and and was nobody's but was a ral man. H'

didn't take on the annearance of man, Re took on true human nature

It is a great mystery. We cant understand it but we cant understand

the sinrolest things which (e.)
there is that

We can't understand it but we can see what/we can say that is definitely this way. And.

what there is where Deonle have made seculation which have brought into

confusion. Well, is there a further auestion on this -ooint? If not, we o on to

'Tumher )' was that The Union Is a Personal Union. Number 5- The Attributes and AotQ_o.çh

ture Are the Person. We can say ourselves, ' I am hungry, I am

thirsty." I can say I think this and feel this. I can say I have a relaticnshi to the

Lord. I can seak of my body. I can sneak of w soul but it's all me, all related to the

erson. And so it is true of Jesus Christ to say that H- is -ore-existent. He was from

all eternity and it is also true of Him to say He was horn in Bethlehem. And to say that

He was tired, to say that He was sleepy, to say that He was hungry - both are true. The

attributes of either nature may be pro-nerly attributed to the terson. Now it has been

quite common in the church to attribute - to use terminology mro-oerly attributed to one
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nature and a-nly it to the other. Personally I think there is a certain danger in that.

We say that God died on the cross. Well Jesus was the God-man. Jesus died on the cross.

But it certainly was ms human nature that died. It certainly wasn't His divine nature

that died. Nestorius was criticized because he objected to calling the

Virgin Mary, "The Mother of God". Well she was the mother of the God-man. And so it

may not be wrong to call her the mother of God. But it. certainly is not the usual

(10.5) She wac the mother of the man, Christ Jesus. She was the mother

of the God-man but God, the second erson of the Trinity, existed long before the Virgin

Mary did. So the attributes and acts of each nature may be iro-eniy attributed to the

erson and there are cases where' a term which orohably aoolles only to one nature, s

used as a sub.iect and the oredicate, something that. is an act or attribute of the other

nature - but these are not so common. Many are sug,ested so it can be auetioned seriously

whether they really are in that category. Well now let's go on to C - Modern Attitudes.

And there I want to mention number I - the Lutheran Views. Because at th4s -eo&rt there is

more difference between the Lutheran view than the views of other Christians than at any

other point in theo1ogy. But it finds its origin in the matter of the Lord's sunoer.

Martin. Luther strongly onoosed the Roman Catholic idea which he had formerly believed that

the bread and the wine in the communion,when blessed by the oriest, can become actually the

hod:' and blood of Christ and though they look Uke bread and look like -ire, have all the

an-nearance of bread and wine, they are actually the body and blood of Christ - the view of

transubstaritiation which the Roman Catholics hold, he strongly o-o'osed and denied and so do

all Protestants. But he met with Zwingly, the Swiss reformer,who said that the XCAC

bread and wine in communion is a symbol of the body of Christ. He met with him at

Marborough, when Philip of iiesse was trying. to get the Swiss and the German reformers to

gether to defend themselves against the attacks being made, attemots to destrcy them, and

they met and on - I believe it was 16 noints of theology - they agr'ed on all but half a

one - and that related to the Lord's urrner. They found no difference in their exoression

excert or. thet one. And that was that Zwingly said that the bread and wine were just a

ynibol of the body and blood Christ. And Martin Luther wrote on the table - "this is

my body. He said that Jesus said, "It is my body." And therefore it can't be iust a
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symbol. And Luther refused to give him the right hand of fellwwship because of the dif-

ference on that noint, And Luther took a strong conosition to Zwin.ly over that ooirit.

And when winm1y was killed, when the Roman Catholic canton in Switzerland attaced the

Protestants and they had a battle and Zwingly was ca'otain there and. Zwingly was killed,

Luther said it served him right for his wickedness on this point. And Luther took a

very hostile attitude toward Zwinly. And at the very end of his life Luther was battling

against the Sacramentarians - those who deny that when you eat of the bread and wine you

actually chew the body and blood of Christ. Luther was very Indignant aout that and he

took this very strong attitude of condemnation of it and questioned-

(14.5) eat of the body and. blood of Christ IUI XiXC If

bread and wine are not changed into the body and blood of Christ. So

the body and blood of Christ are in with and under the elements. You actually eat of

bread and drink of wine hut the body and blood of Christ ae in with and under the elements.

And the onestion t. asked how can it be in with and under the elements and the answer that

was given is that the body of Christ assumed the (15.) of His divine na

ture. And therefore that the body of Christ is ev'rywher and ao is He everywhere in the

communion - you actually chew the body and blood of Chri. Not that the bread and wine are

changed into - not a transubstantiation - but a consubstantlatton, an existing there

We are on a discussion of the nerson of Christ but this entered into our unde"standirip. of

the erson of Christ and this is the noint at which the Lutherans have officially taken th

osition that the body of Christ received the divine attributes and. crnseouently thaf the

human body of Crist is omnioresent. Now others than Lutherans do not feel thut there is

any Scni'tural evidence W or warrant




End of Record 25
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and the thing that always inmressed me was that Luther wrote on the table - two thjns im

nressed me on that - one is that Luther wrote on the table "This is my body"

but in the Greek I don't believe there's any Greek at all. It's just, "this, my body" but

the Latin translation not having that form of noun and predicate next to each other

so commonly does, the Greek does occasionally, inserts the and

Luther says "This is my body". We must stand unon when he says is. Well now he doesn't

say it becomes the body of Christ - the body of Christ is everywhere so it is there. Yes?

(Student question) Yes., according to that theory I would think so. I would ouite agree.

If it's everywhere when you eat anything you would he chewing it. I would thorouhly agree

with you. It doesn't seem to me that it is an exDedient which keeps that and then it seems

to me that if you take when Christ actually said it and Chrict sat at the table when He said

those words - He said to the discioles, "This is my body. This is my blood . Did those

iscioles think that He meant that body which was sitting there in front of them talking to

them was actually the bread and wine He was giving them. Suose you say, "How did that

football game go last week?" You take a niece of bread and say, "look, here's the fullback.

Here's the halfback. This is the quarterback." And you out this down and you make a renre

sentaticri of them. Nobody would think :,cu meant that actually was the fullback or the half

back. When He was actually sitting there before them and they saw His ohysical body, that

when He said "This is my body" that He meant He'd actually be (4.5) , it

would se°rr to me to be a very unnatural interoretation on their nart. You take the hrase

out of context and you say at the Lordts Surner Jesus said, is my body." It's easy

to think, t'1)oes He mean that this is His actual body." But when He is sitting there talking

to them it seems atterly unnatural to take it that way, much more natural to take it this way.

Calvin said we actually nartake of the body and blood of Christ but not hysically but

sDiritually. We sniritually feed on Him and when Luther heard what Ca1 yin said, he said,

"If they hod talked thnt way in the first Dlace maybe we could have avoided a great deal of

this discussion and argument." Yes? (Student question) They have adooted in th4ir credal

statement - now here is a contradiction it seems to us. They have adoted the Council of

Chalcedon statement. They declare that the two natures are not mingled or confused, that

there are two distinct natures. They accent the Council of Chalcedon statement exactly
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but they go on to say that the attr4.butes of the divine nature, the amniscience, omnftresence,

and omnipotence are transferred to the human nature so that the human nature also assumes

these attr.butes. (Student question) Well, to us it wonid seem to be a dan.,er of that but

they would 'eny it - thely say there is not. But to us there would seem to he a danger. Well

we have to stop here and continue next session.




(7.2)

and this is a subject on which we could very easily send t or three years - Modern Atti-

tudes - because many men have written on the suh.4ect of Christalogy. Many have thouaht about

it, many have made sug.zestions. We have the simple (7.). We have some

thing that is entirely fallible and that has itself, except insofar

as it is reDroduc.ng what is in the word of God. This is 'oarticularly in

this -resent subject because it is dealin.r with a osychology of the LordGod. And you can't

understand the osycholoy of human beings We could say wetve learned a good deal about it

but there's much we don't know. There are a great many facts we mow that are very valu

able but as to the interrretation of these facts,ther' ar new thecves which have 'been de

veloned in the last 50 years which are fighting against each other, which are attemts to

exolain the facts on the basis of theory. Some of them have elements of truth doubtless

but they'll all be stated. differently 50 years from now - there's no doubt of that. And

when you try to explain the eerson of the Son of Ood and comre im with your understanin

of 'mersons as we know then today, you're getting into a field you could soend years of study

on and when you get throuh it will aliX be swept away as 50 years from now they'll have

entirely different ideas of the inner nature of human 'mersonality. But the first of these

modern attitudes that we began to look at last time was a subject which is rot related to

the matter of 'oresent sychology or of unbelievers' attitudes because it is very definitely

a matter of the attitudes of - starting with men at least -men who are very (9.)

leaders and who hold to the Clialcedonian formula

that was number 1 -The Lutheran View. And I mentioned to you last time tha to these of

us who are not Lutherans, it impresses us that the Lutheran views on this matter, ,here they

diverge from the Chalcedonian formula - and they don't in the main because Luther held rigidly
to the Chalcedonian formula and he i.re'ld insist uon every -art of the Chalcedonjan formula
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and so culd. all Orthodox Lutherans - they would insist that Christ is very 'God and that He

is very man, that He has two distinct natures - human and divine and that the latter is con

substantial with the former, consibstantial. with men. They insist He's one 'erson, one

hrist and not two, they would. insist that the two natures are intimately united but without

corusior or change. These are the olnts which seem to e clearly taught in the $cri'ture

which the Chalceöonjan formula nresents and which the Orthodox roe: Church, the 'Roman Cath

olic Church, and all Orthodox Protestant Churches have held - they feel thot in the rovt-

der.ce of od this formula was worked out and stated wIat the Scrieture teaches and not

--,o-jugbeyond it. But the Lutherans have added to it and we feel that the addtion which t}ey

have added is an addition which is related to their peculiar view of the Lord's Suoner. And

this neculiar view of the Lord's Suioer is one which no non-Lutheran really can undersand

because they deny .ust as stronly as we do the Roman Catholic claim that the bread and wine

are charged into the body at-0 blood.. of Clrist. That they feel as we do, is a sirerstitior.,

an addition to Scriotural teaching, somethin, whch is without warrant in Scriture and

which is harmful in its effect - they hold that -very hit as orominert as we do. But

Luther could not et away, shall I say from his early uohrinp,tng, from the emotional

(ll.) , t1-f-, relation to the Lord's Sunner - or shall I say as He would have

said, "You can't get away from the words of the Scrioture, This is my body'". That is

that he bases his argument on and he was very much aa5nst Zwingly, very, very hitter acainst

Zwingls because they said bread and. wine are symbols of the body and blood. And when Calvin

said., "iTo, we do feed unon Christ dynamically and soiritually - we actually do feed uon the

body and blood of Christ." But Luther said, "If they had talked. this way,much discussion

could have been avoided, much unnecessary confusion could have been avoided And it

sc.und.ed when he soke that way as if nerhans he would have been read to accent Calvin's

formula. But he never ?,ot that far. In his latter days he was very much stirred un ah'ut

many things and counted (12.75) and his

closest friend, the man in whom Luther had more confidence than any other human being was

also a close friend of Calvin. And sometimes, when Calvin would write him a letter, he

would wtte back and say, "I don't dare show the letter to the master because he is ust in

such a fever today - it would exito him unnecessarily and. I don't care to show it to him,"
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But after Luther's death Philip Melanethon, who Luther had considered - he had more confi

dence in him than in any other human being, his very best friend and he is ready to out ut-

most confidence in him - people began to call Melandthon a"cryDtal ealvintst'

the
a secret Calvinist. And/people who followed Melancthon they called the PhiliDists and

there were other neonle who were strongly against them and there were various disputes on

various lines and the Lutheran grou-ns got so divided u that the Jesuits said that every

Lutheran church was a different denomiration. And they said. it was getting to he a lot of

different religions and they didn't think it could last long because there s such diver

sity and then a group of Lutrans decided to weld a unity and they organized together, they

worked out a comDromise among themselves which they called the Formula of Concord XXXXIM

Tow we go into this in Church History later. We're only tcuching on it for

But this Formula of Concord took a strong stand against what they called CryDtal Calvinism.

It rejected certain Calvinistic views which we feel that Luther himself strongly held. But

the ruin noint of re.ection as on this noint of the Lord's Sunir. And on this noint they

took a very strong oositien and it is inter-sting that in the Formula of Concord, Section 7,

Article 7 is on the Lord's Sunner. And Article 8 is on the nerson of Christ. And so f

we make a statement that Luther and the (15.25)

most of that groun had heen Lutherans since the time

that they have moulded their view of

the nerson of Christ to fit their view of the Lord's Surer. We certainly have rather

definite evidence for this in the way they have laced it in the Forwla of Concord in

which the Lords Saner is Article 7 and The Prson of Christ is Article 8. And a large

-art of both of them is given to inveighing against those who deny their views on this

noint. So in Article 7 under the Lord's Suoper they X start right out with the matter

of which they attack in the very beginning. It is their strong thing

that they are onosing in the Formula of Concord. They take their stand on the Lore's

Su'rner - "We believe that in the Lord's Suoer the body ad blood of

Christ are truly and. substantially -oresent and they are truly distributed and taken to-

gether with the bread and. the wine." And they continue in this Article 7 dealing with
this -noint. They definitely reject the Roman Catholic view of transnbstart1aion butthey insist that when you take of the bread and wine, you do take of the body

Thd of Record 26
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you actually ta1 them. And of course to some of us who accent that view, we don't

quite see how this answers the basic starting noint. Because their starting point is, "This

is XX my body"and they don't say the bread and wine are the body of Christ. They don't say

that. Thit they say that when you eat of that you also eat truly of the body and blood of

Christ which is in with and underx the bread and the wine. Yes? (Student question) It

never became the body. That s the Roman Catholic view which they definitely deny. And

that to us is the logical inference (3.) that it is based upon the

statement, "This is my body". But they don't say that it becomes a hody.They say it is still

bread and it is still wine but when you oartake of them you at the same time truly are ar

taking of the body and blood of Christ which is in with and under the bread and the wine.

(Student question) Well that - we can't understand their reasoning because what they say

is that the body and blood of Christ is everywhere. And if it's everywhere, why

I don't say I can't follow the logic because I can. But that's

not our nresent subject. Our -,resent subject is the nerson of Christ. Yes? (Student

question) Roman Catholic (L..7)

he does not explicitly wish that what the 'oriezt is trying to do shall not han

nen. If he does that The Roman Catholics for any benefit from

their ceremonies requires a passive sort of a faith. They do not require an active faith.

There is a desire to receive what the church gibes. And, there is no desire to not receive

what the church gives. Of course both the Roman Catholic and the Lutheran agree to the

words of Paul that if anyone nartaketh he receives damnation. They

both recognize that. But the Roman Catholic would say, "If he comes to et what the church

has to give, and has no desire to interfere wj th

They'd say that they agree with us that we are saved by faith but they say their difference

is that we add to it - we say you're saved by faith alone. The Roman Catholics say it's

faith olus, You have to have the faith, but they thin the faith do sort of. It's not

very ex-,licit in relation to Christ. But the Lutherans - there are those who have said as

you mrtae of the bread and wine, if you believe, it's lust nothing - you don't get

anything from it. And the Lutheran denies that - in the Formula of Concord they very ex-

plicitly say that it is wrong to say that the unbeliever does not also eat - everyone eats
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of the body and blood of Christ who artakes - but that those who unworthily and unbelievingly

receive it, they receive condemnation rather than justification for themselves. But this be

lief of the Lutherans, in order to hold it, we think it is, they add to the doctrine of Christ,

the theory that His divine attributes are communicated to His human nature. The human nature

and the divine nature are distinct they would say. They follow the Chalcedon Formula but they

say the attributes of the divine nature are extended to the human nature and therefore the

human nature of Christ is now onioresent, it is everywhere and that includes His body. SC

His body is evr:rwhere. They say, "Now the foundations on which we rest in this controversy

with the Sacramentarians, are the following: The first foundation is an article of our

Christian faith, to wit: Jesus Christ is true, essential, natural, nerfect God and man in

unity of rson inseparable and undivided.. Secondly, that the right hand of God is every

where, and that Christ in resnect to is humanity is truly and in verity seated thereafter

and therefore at -nresent governs and has in His hand and under His feet, a the Scrinture

says, "All things which are in Heaven and on earth." At this right hand of God, no other

man or even any angel, but the Son of Mary alone is seated, (8.5) He is

able to effect those things which we have said." That is, He is the right hand of God and

the right hand of God is everywhere and therefore He is everywhere and everywhere means His

body as well as His soul. But they nowher say that the bread becomes the body or that it

is the body. The body and blond are in with and under the bread. The thing that I can't

see is then why you don't eat of the body of Christ at an ordinary meal. I don't see what

there is of s-necific to this. I don't see how "This is my body."

(p.) But it is based uoon Article 7 I believe, that Article 8 comes. And Article

8 is that the attributes of the divine nature have been - are attributed to the human nature.

Now in some of Luther's first statements there were statements which seemed to say that the

divine is communicated to the human and the human is communicated to the divine, as the two

are combined together. But this was very soon given un. And the Lutheran view as held is

that the human nature received the communicatioh of the divine attributes but the divine

nature received nothing from the human nature. And the human nature of Gh4therefore is

almighty, omniscient, and everywhere present both as to soul and body. And this was true

from His incarnation. Well now that's oretty hard to read the Bible and to think that His
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body was everywhere when H' was walking abort in Galilee. 'Tothin would suggest it

But that is the view (10.5) and.

at this articular noint, we who are not Lutherans, feel that in order to defend a certain

view of the Lord's Surmer, they have gone beyond the Scrinture and gotten into that which

we cannot fel is logical and which seems to us to contradict actually the teaching of the

Chalcedor Formula though they don' t believe it does because they hold to the Chalcedon

Formula "ust and clearly and definitely as we do. Well, we could takex weeks on this

Lutheran view but I think for our nurnose in this class we will have to confine ourselves

to having as clear an idea as we can of what the main -noints of their view are and to go

on - there are books where you can study it at length if yen f,-rd it necessary some time.

Once in a while you'll como across these men who are very much stirred over these things,

who feel, that it must become a basic thing. My oersoaal feeling is if I meet a fine Lutheran

who stands on the Chalcedonian formula as they do, stands for the Word of God, I'd rather

work with him for the salvation of souls and not get into argument with him on whether the

body of Christ is omnioresent. I'd rather do that and I'd rather keen out of what you will

find young men who are on the noint of becoming oroselytes -and in some cases the proselyte

becomes the strongest sunnorter of a view - and in such cases it will he necessary in your

ministry nerhans, it will for some of you, to he able to derl with an individual and to

(l2.2) and from my viewnoint it is IXIXXX necessary to have an idea of what

the view is, to have at least an idea of "hat we think are the main difficulties with it, and

an idea of wher you can go to get further material when it's necessary. If we wer, to go

into it fully here, we wouldn't have the time. At least w will see the different views

that different grours have held and have tried to nresent it logically and we world see the

contradictions among themselves and we would see to how great an extent our criticisms are

valid and where be reasonably attacked. But I don't think that for our

rarticular nurnc'ses that is necessary. And I do think it's necessary that we get to much

more material, where we're dealing more definitely with what the Scrirture says. The hi g

objection seams to me - if the Bible said anywhere that the body of Christ is omninresent,

though it would be hard for me to understand, I would accent it. I would certainly accent

it if it were clearly stated. But I know of no niace where a statement Is made which seems
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to me to be a valid basis on which to build such a conclusion. It seems to me that its based

solely on that statement, "This is my body" and that statement does not seem to me to he sat

isfied by the statement that we truly eat the hod:; and blood of Christ when we eat of the

Communion, if we insist that they are not changed into it, they simnly are in with it, his

bread, that which is in with and under it, is my body is just as far removed from saying

"This is my body" as to say "This bread is a symbol of Christ". Neither one of them is 'x

actly what He said but we alwa:rs (lLi.) and as Christ was sitting there at

the time, I cannot imagine that anyone XXU beside him thought that He meant that this

bread that He held in His hand was actually was His body. Well, I think if the main Doint

is clear I think that is all we had better take time for now. And go on to number 2

Number 2 is of much less im-nortance than number 1 because number 1 is dealing with the view

of e. large number of neot,le including many very earnest Christians through the ages in

eluding a very large groan of very earnest Orthodox neo-ole today - the Missouri Lutheran

Synod - which names most of its schools Concordance after the (15.)

and which holds tenaciously to orthodox Lutheranism to so great an extent that its ministers

will not coonerate in any religious service with anyone who does not accet these views of

the Lord's Su-oner. They have no religious cooneration with those who do not accent these

views. But they are a groun which is nutting its big emnhasis on the great basic things

of the Scrinture. Myer was not altogether at one with them in aite their exclusive stand

and he died about ten years ago I believe - but before that he had a nationwide broadcast

which was thoroughly evangelical and very, vei , spoke

very highly of our work but many of the others do not have as friendly an attitude toward

those who are not Lutherans as he did. T 'as told three years ago by one of our graduates,

a Concord iante Lutheran minister was trying to get He said you

to to our seminary a year or two and then become one of our ministers. He said., "We bad ten

yeats ago three cuarters of a million neole and today we have a million and a half. " They

are growing, ,oir.g fcrrd, and it's based mainly on their strong evangelical beliefs - also

some very good ideas of organization which they have for building churches nd so on. But

unfortunately they hold very strictly to this one 'oint which we do not find in the Scrinture

and on which Now we will a little later look at
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Xenosis and Kenosis grey out of it originally because as you read the Serinture you said,

'How can Jesus Christ walking there and talking with the cliseinles, being hunp,ry and thirsty

needing sleep, hey could His body there be omnirreseRt be everywher;and. be omniscirnt

rnow everythin',ard he omnipntent'iAnd their answer had to he, "Well, e emitled Him-elf."

And so the divine nature also didn't have these things on earth and so therm was a big di

vision between those Lutherans who said that while on earth He did not nossess theso attrihutes

and those others who said He nossessed them but He did not use them while on earth. But that's

Eettin on to Kriosis - we'll look at it a little iater. Now Tumher2 is Isaac Watts Peculiar---

Tjews and this is a views so far as I know held by only one man but he is a man whose name is

End of Record 2'?
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the second isn't actually of any comarahle i.mortance to Number 1 because it's held. by so

much fewer. But we should say this about Isaac Watts. He was an Englishman - a very, very

fine rerson, a very fine Christian - there is no Christian hymnbook I believe in existence

which does not have some hymn by Isaac Watts. And his hymns are very excellent -filled

with scund Christian theology. YOU get real Chrictian emotion in Isaac Watts hymns and you

also get real Christian thinking. They are among our very finest hymns. H wrote hundreds

of them and many of them Any hymnal will have some of them in it. And

Watts wrote a dissertation on the Christian doctrine of the Trinity in which he -eresents the

orthodox view very, very excellently. r3.7) says'In this dissertation the

common church doctrine XC(XJcOC is DreSented in the usual form and sustained by the common

argument with singular neroetuity and force." But Watts also had. a Deculiar view which he

brought Into thre discourses which he wrote in which he maintained. that the human nature of

Christ, the human soul of Christ was ore-existent - not merely Jesus Christ as a divine Logos

but the humanity of Christ, the human soul of Christ was ore-existent. I don't irsonally

feel that there is any ScriDtural evidence for such a view. I'm not sure that very greet

harm is done by it but I must say that most UXXXXKX of what Watts wrote is so very excellent

that it certainly do very much harm to him but it did lead some reoole to think of him as

the (5.) or as having a wrong idea of the nerson of Chrit. In some way he

had derted from the faith of the church - so far as I snow - the only noint in which Isaac

Watts differed from the standard orthodox interoretation cf the Bible - this idea of his that

the human nature of Christ was ore-existent as well as Jesus 0hrist,the second rson of the

trinity. Hodge has half a iDage of the more obvious objections to this theory - first, it

is contrary to the common faith of the church; second, 1t1ttXthe nassages cited in Scripture

for it he thinks are insufficient to teach it. He says if Christ could say, "I thirst" with

out inmlyine that his divine nature was subject to the wants of the material body, so He could

say"all power is given unto me in Heaven and earth"without teaching that the nower vests in

His humanity. And then the idea that Christ's human sac], is the first and most exalted of

created spirit, Hodge says, raises Him as a man beyond the reach of human symnathy, maces

Him farther removed from us than the Angel Gabriel. Now the Bible teaches that we have one

true God who is nevertheless a man like unto is brothers whom we can embrace in the arms of
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our faith and love. Well, we won't even s-nend much time on Watts. Nobody believes it to

day as far as I know but since he was a very great Christian and a figure you come in contact

with it is good to 1ow just one slight deviation in his attitude. Yes? (Student question)

A very good cuestion. It's a nuestion I'm glad you raised because I think it gives a good

occasion to give a word of observation of my own exerience. I find that in life you will.

constantly come against neonle who have something they think is tremendoiy imnortant and

they're hend on it and. it may be very trivial, it ma,r be of no imnortance. It ma' he

something which is a. bad admiration or it may he somethin which is a very 'rind admiration.

But somebody strikes what he thinks is a clever idea that exolains something in a new way

and most cf us feel. that he has (7.5) and

we don't think his exolanation is any good on this narticular noint but he's iust heoied on

it, he's got to keen talking about it and then try to get other neonie to hold it, Ow

Watts was not that bad on this ocint - I don't think he was - but he did write three dis

courses on it. And those three discourses led a good many onle to think that he didn't

hold the orthodox view of Christ because he talked about the human soul of Christ being the

first created of all God's creatures. Well. the Arians say Jesus Christ was the first cre

ated of all. God's creatures. But he held that Jesus Christ the divine Lord, is God for

all eternity. He held the orthodox view but His human soul. was the first thing created.

Well we have no Scrinture statement that He was We

don't have any statement that He wasn't. I rsoaaIly don't see any great harm if somebody

wants to sneculate it might have been. But it does not fit with the strong emohasis of

the Scrinture that He was man as we are, temoted in all noint lilc as we are, but without

sin. The genuiness of His humanity f Israel, born of the seed of David, is so stressed

that if there were a great deal of teaching on this I would think that some of it might get

into XOOC(XQOCemnhasis . As far as I know nobody

(9.) Yes? (Student Pre-existence does

not nreclud.e creation does it?) Oh, he holds it was created. He holds that all human be-

ings have been created. God alone is uncreated. And Jesus Christ, the second '-erson of

the Trinity, is God and he wasn't created. He is from all eternity - but that the U7 very
first thing that God created was the human soul of Jesus. That's what he thinks. The
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Arians hold. that God. the Father created God the Son at the very first - which is altogether

different that is a very harmful view while this is an aberrance that has dangers but is

not in itself narticularly innortant. And I wouldn't even menition it except that Watts is

a figure we're going to come against. It's good to know of his many excellencies but of

this one rather minor (9.75) on such a

(Student question) That may have. But of course in those cases e seemed just to have

taken the aDnearance temporarily, But you will find as you go on in life you will have

peo'nle who are so stirred and enthused about the answer they've got to same nartIcular

noint of theology or of economics or of life in general and they're so stirred about it they

can't think about anything else. I don't think Watts was that bad. but with many of them I

feel like saying, 'Well, why is that so imnortant? Let's take the great things the Lord

has given us and lets work forward on them." I met two Roman Catholic priests at two dif

ferent times and I vas interested at the contrast between them. I was on the boat coming

hack from Berlin after my first year of study there and I ran on to a Roman Catholic 'iest

who had just been in Rome to study. And as I talked with him, he was tremendously interested

in what I had been studying and he had been studying about the higher criticism and about the

evidence against it. And he was greatly interested in the defense of the great doctrines -

in the facts of the Bible, the fadts of Christ's deity and so on. And as !e talked we
was, MM

found that we had a background which/on the -ooints we discussed together,7Vi'y similar.

We found a great symathy with each other in this even though recognizing that there were

differences between us. But we didn't get into those. And I nreached on that boat com

ing back that time and I met him afterward And he said, "You know I was very much tempted

to come in and hear you. Unfortunately I had my ',riestly garb on. If I hadn't had it I

would have come. With it on - there are a lot of Irish peonle on the boat - and if they

had seen me go in, they would have thought it was all right for them to go in too. I

couldn't mislead them that way." But you know I met another one - three months later I

was poir.g back to Germany and on the boat I ran on to a Roman catholic nriest, belonged to

some order, going over there to study - and began to talk with him. And immediately he be-

gan talking about transubstantiation, their narticular views, and how terrible it was not to
believe these things, and so on. And he had that feelin that these things were so tre-
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mendously imnortant. There was no real fellowshiD between us whatever. Now of course I

believe XX salvation by faith alone is tremendously inroortant - and that is the great error

of the Roman Catholic Church. But I do think that we can find some real fellowshio in the

defense of the Scritures with others who are interested. But I was interested in the dif

ference between the attitude of these two neoile - of the one on tht*x specific noint nut

this tremendous enmliasis, the other was nutting the emhasts on th thins which we had in

common. You will find - you say, "What's the difference? Why is it so imnortant?" . Well

man after man will think something is so very imnortant - but I don't think Watts was that

way. He wrote three essays and I don't think it's the harm these did as the harm they

did to his reoutation through eoole who misunderstood them and thought they were much

greater aberrances than they wer. Well now let's go on to number - Kenosis. Kenos is

is a subject on which again we could take a year if we wanted in looking at the many views

and the many different varieties of these views and the attitudes which have been taken.

The main reason its not necessary for us to take a week or two on it is that nearly any

book you read on theology today, on referring to Kenosis will say that these views are of

little imoortance in theology today - that nobody holds them today. It has become a mat

ter of history namely, this matter of Kenosis. But 50 years ago it was tremendously

vital and it may come back - could easily come back. But I don't think the chances of it

are enough that Pd want to put aside other things that are today of tremendous imoortance

for the sake of taking a long time on it. But I do feel that it is wiser that you he

oriented. This Kenosis is based unon a statement in Phlio'-ians which our nglish Bible

translates "emotied Himself" and the Greek word there, the noun derived from emoty is

Kenosis - the emotying. Now this idea of Kenosis begins in the Lutheran Church and un until

lP0 it was hardly held to any extent anyi.rher else exoent in the Lutheran Church. It was

a matter of great irnoortance in Germany un till about 1P50 - that is, during the years

shortly before this. But it was of little imnortance elsewhere. After lF5O it became of

much greater imnortance in. certain other areas. Now the Kenosis finds its origin in the

matter of the oroTlem, if Jesus Christ from His incarnation was nossessed of a human nature

which was omnioresent, omninotent, and omniscient, how does it come that He acted like a

man who was limited and who became hungry and so on - how does that hanen? And so they
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thcubt the answer was feun in this statement "XBe ernptiedXX Himself" . I' better read the

precise nasage, It is not given where Paul is setting out to exolain doctrine to them. e

is in Pht1imians 2 setting out to give them an examnie. e's nt giving a discourse on the

person of Christ or what Christ is, but bets giving an argument that we should show humility.

He says let nothing be done through strife or vainglory but in lowliness of mine , each es-

teem others better than himself. Let this mind be in you which is also in Christ Jesus, being

in the form of God, ccuuted not the being on an eouality with Gor a thing to be rasned, but

emtied Himself, takin the form of a servant

End of Record 2
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and w made in the likeness of man and being found in the fasbon of a nn

and became obedient unto death even the death of the cross

Paul didn't start out to ex-nlain a doctrine here but to

give us an example and in the course of the examole he said that Jesus humbled Himself,

emptied Himself. He did not think that being on an equality with God was something that

must be grasoed. And so some said He gave uo His omniscience, omnioresence, His omnipotence

when He was on earth here and took them back when He was raised from the dead. Others said,

He did not give them up. He always nossessed them but He simnly abstained from using

them at this time." There was quite a difference about it. It was not greatly stressed

in Lutheran theology until the lth century. And during the 19th century there were a

number who had tendencies, which T would call definitely modernistic, tendencies away from

the clear teaching of the Scripture, who took this phase and emphasized it and Hodge in

his second volume deals with a number of these German scholars who took these views

either that the incarnate Christ did not nossess the faculties or that He did not use them.

Hodge shows the error and the weakness in the views of some of these men. There, s an article

in the Herzog(l5) Encyclopedia on Christology. There's one on Kenosis has

some interesting material but the one on Christology nerhaps is even better. In dealing

with the matter of Kenosi it points out that it is pretty hard to hold that e changed

Himself, He gave un that which was essential to His being, He emptied Himself in that way,

without asserting with the Kenotisists LX the growth of the divine Logos who is un

changeable in His nature. God is unchangeable. Man is changeable. Man develoos.

God doesn't. Well, you just about have to hold that Jesus Christ has the two natures

and while they were not separated they were not mixed - or else you get into utter

(5.5) in this form. The view was not stressed much in Germany
after about 1850 XXOCXJ000CjcX but it becomes of much greater imnortance to us after
that because about that time it soread to England and America. And in England and America
the Kenotic view came to be quite widely held by some very orominent British scholars and
writers and some leading American writers too in the last half of the last century. And
their holding of the view was not similar to the hole, n of it of these theologians. In
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the case of many of them we have to feel a real sympathy with them in it because England in

the last half of the last century was faced with the spread IM of the Darwinian theory of

evolution and many highly (.75) scientists who were attacking the suoer

natural. views of the church and being met by many very orthodox divines who had been rather

shifting along lazily and not really working. In the last half' of the last century the7e

was this sharp conflict in which the Darwinians succeeded in nersuading the mass of the

English scholarly world that their views were corrupt and the same is true of the hi-,her

criticism. And so there were good men who believed in the Biblical teaching of salvation

through Christ and the great doctrines of the Bible, who became convinced that the Bible

actually had come into existence through a higher critical orocess. Moses hadn't initten

the Pentateuch - it was a series of writing s of different 'eriods which had come together

by this natural rocess and they believed the higher criticism and yet they believed in

the deity of Christ and they tripe. to recognize that. And what could they do? And they

found in Kenosis a means of holding the Christian doctrine without giving u the Bible.

And so there were som godly Englishmen - BishoD Gore, one of the outstanding, Some

godly Englishmen who desired to hold to Christian doctrine but felt they could not hold

to the deendability of the Bible. And therefore how could Jesus be God and say Noses

wrote the Pentateuh if Moses didn't? Well, He had emrtied. Himself, He didn't know.

How could XXIXXXXII(XKXXAXXA Jesus say these things and still. be God - well He'd emptied

Himself, He didn't know the difference. And so they tried to save the deity of Christ by

adpting this Kenosis theory. Well, it doesn't work. But I think even more interesting
ttAn
XIE the fact that it doesn't work, it exegetically does not work, the doctrine does not

work, if we don't have the Bible we have nothing - I thin- the historical develo-oment is

even more interesting that their whole effort to hold to the doctrine without the Bible

was swet aside in the rogress (q. and today is no longer

But it can easily come again as you find others who believe Christian doctrines and then

become convinced of the higher criticism and want to keen the doctrine. They can try

to find a refuge in ICenosis. Now I have much more resect and regard for somebody who

tries to find a refuge here than somebody who using it as a means of tearing down faith.

You dee you can apnroach it from both sides, It is incorrect, it's wcng, it's not what
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the Serioture teaches. The Scrinture teaches He gave uo His

(9.) but God. It doesn't mean He gave um His rovers . It means He gave uo His glory.

He gave up His standing. He submitted Himself to limitations of human life. He bumbled

Himself is a good translation rather than He emptied Himself - He enrntied Himself of

this standing and assumed the humiliation But it is

a refuge which is a false refuige and today in our life we may find good Christians

trying to use this for a refuge. In such a case we should have sympathy with them arid

try to hello them but try to show them it is not a satisfactory refuge. Well we'll con

tinue at 2:30.

We were sreaking about nosis and I did not give you the names of the various men who

held the view in Germany in the first half of the last century nor did I give you the

names of some of the outstaning scholars in England who held it in the latter art of

the century. But I did mention to you that there were those who took it as a refuge

and I think that is the thing to note about enosis and to a certain extent it can be

said also about some ty-nes of 1'Teo-orthodoxy. It was a refuge for them and at the same

time there were others who went into it as a steo toward unbelief. It could work both

ways. It can be for some an attemot to hold m to the doctrine of hrietianity when

they feel that the foundation in the Word is gone. The Bible's gone, they can't believe

in t any more because it's "ust a result of a critical 'Tocess, various myths and

(13.) that have come together, but they've been trained in these doctrines and

they've been saved through Christ the Savior and they must be saved even if you can't de

pend on the Gosnel, you must be saved and they want to hold. I remember how when I was

in seminary how amused I was to read the introduction to the book IN THE DAYS OF HIS FLESH

one of the reuired books there on the life of Christ - a very beautiful oresentation of

many facts of Christ's life But the author in the front of the book takes the ositicn

iu'actically that as a result of the Kenotic theory and the lateness of ohn, we can't be

sure about the statements in the Bible. They may be so, they may not be so, they may be

true, they may not be - we don't know. He says, can we stand on? Well, when we

read the discourse in the Gosnel of John something in our spirit says this must be

doctrine so we can believe the discourses in John even though we know
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whether any (114.) here in John are correct. Well of course

that's a -nosition of utter shifting sand - nothing to stand on, whatever. And it's a ran

who has come to a belief and he wants to cling to it and the evidence is gone. Well,

Kenosis was held by some very godly ceorle who intellectually had lost their belief and

were trying to cling to their emotions and you must feel a symnathy for them. But it

does not last - it's not a refuge which can abide. And by the beginning of this century

it was pretty well disaunearing. I would like to read to you a little bit from Warfield's

references to it. There are auite a few thoughts that I could take and arrange 1, 2, 3,

a, be, and c, but, I'm not going to do that. just going to read you these two rages

here and you will note some rather important things in it. This is Warfieid's CISPOLCGY

A1"D CRITICISM - cage 375 to 376. It is the article called "The Twentieth Century Christ"

an article which he wrote for the (15.) Journal in 1914. I mention the

date because when he sceaks of views" he means 1914. Now here's what he says:

"The rresent great exten*ion of ourely humanitarian concentions of the nerson of Christ has

its source ± obtained without a gradual develorment

in the rocess of which there has been enunciated a variety of comnromising views seeking

to medate between the doctrine of the true nature and the gross humanitarianism. The

most interesting of these is that wonderful construction which has been mown under the

name of Kenoticism from its vain attemrt to imrress XXXXXXX itself in the declaration

of Paul- Philirnians 2:8 - that Jesus being by nature in the form o± 9od "emntied Himself "

as our Revised Version unfortunately mistranslates the Greek verb from which the term

Kenosts is derivedZ - "and so became man". The idea is that the Son of God in becoming man,

abandoned His deity, extinguished it so to sneak, by immersing it in the stream of human
tendency

life. This curious view bears somewhat the same relation to the £!U%I to think of Christ

in terms of nure humanity, that the Lutheran Chri'tology bears to the onnestte tendency to

think of Him in terms of oure deity. And that was an attemot to secure a nurely divine

though not theoretically denying His human nature. So this was an attemrt

to secure a rurely human Christ without theoretically denying His divine nature. In ef-

fect it gives us a Christ of one nature and that nature nurely human thoh it theoretically
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ain this human nature as really "st shrunken deity.U Then I'll skip a few lines

that refer to other things and tate a little exDlaneticn if we stoD over them but con

tinuing on the next 'age he says, 'Kenoticism takes away our very God. For what kin

of God is this that is God and not God alternately as He choeseX arid lays off and an at

will those sDecific aualities which make God the kind of being we call God.

End of Record 29
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Of course this is all, as Mitchell aptly describes it, ure mythology and the

only wonder is that it en1oyed considerable vogue for a i?riile and indeed has not yet fully

nassed out of sight on the outskirts of theological civilization. I= sU?4 to raise his

erman
eyebrows a little as he remarks that it has gradually died out n but has seemed

to find sutT-orters in England. In Sweden too he adds with meticulous conscientiousness

it was constantly defended as late as 1903 by Oscar Benson. The English writers to whom

he (3.2) are men of brilliant -marts such as D. W. Forrest, W. L. Walker,

P D. Forsythe and latest of all H. R. Maclntire. But even writers of brilliant 'arts will

not be able to fan the XIM dead embers of this burnt-out soeculation to life again.

Humanitarian theorizers are in ITncC search of a true man in esus, not a shriveled God

and no Christian heart will be satisfied with a Christ in whom"we ouote again

"there was no Godhead' at all while He was on earth and in whom there may he no manhood at

all now that He1s gone to Heaven. It really ought to he clear by now that ther cannot

he a half-way huse erected between the doctrine that Christ is both (-od and man and that

Christ is merely man-" The next Daragrah he starts with the words, "On the sinking of

the Knotic sun beneath the horizon there has been left, however, a certain aftrloir

hanging behind it." So you see how in 1914 he felt that this henoticism, which had been

such a strong movement was oretty well dying out and d'isa-m-mearing The reason is that

those who had believed in the divine Christ but were beccming convinced that in the light

of the evidence we must believe in a urely human life, were trying theoretically to hold

to the divine Christ. You give r the Bible you ive u the deity of Christ - the rest

of your doctrine's gone - inevitably though oerha'os not immediately. And if the Christian

doctrines .o, in the next step the Christian ethics go. Those are very imortant things

to realize. Now we won't take longer now on Kenosis but we'll go on to mention quite

briefly four men who are very important in modern thought movements and I just want very

briefly to aention them in their relation to the person of Christ. And th first of these

P11 mentie"n the belief here rather than the man - Number l- 5ociniJsm. Socinus was a

man who lived - an Italian - who was horn in Italy in 199 an who went to Poland and

sent the greater omrt of his life in Poland where he died in lOl--. Socinus is often
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thought of as the founder of Unitarianism. And Unitarians are often called Sc"cinians.

But as Hodge roints out on nages 418. to 420 in his chanter on the 'oe.rson of Christ, So

cinus actually held views and taught views which were far more exalted views of Christ

than are held by those who in Great Britain and America are called Socinians - by whom

hrist is regarded as an ordinary nan. Socinus held to the great exaltation of the auth

ority of Christ, held that all men owe their salvation to Christ, that no-one could he

called a Christian who was not really a worshinier of Jesus, that he denied the ore

existence of Jesus, He believed that He was a man who was given divine attributes and

who, since His resurrection,bad all oower committed to Him on account of this exaltation

and authority, may he roerly called God and is to be worshied. Socinianisrn, like

the Unitarianism of New England of 150 years ago, would be considered by the average

modernist of today almost fundamentalist. But frr'm it, as from the New Eugland Uni

tarianism, deve1ored a ty-.e of religinn which eventually resulted in the churches being

emtted and in the -neole giving un all belief in the suoernatural altoether. It is

an atternt to hold the Christian ethics and to much of Christian doctrine while giving

u-n the main basic teachmn that Jesus Christ is God and has aiwa been God and that He

is one erscn but fully God and fully man. Number 5 - Swedenhorginists. Swedenborg

was the son of a Swedish fiherman born in January l8 and died in 1772. A man of hih

education and of very great scientific attainments, an outstanding thinker, an outstanding

scientist - but when yre read some of his visions of future Heaven and Hell and conditions

you really wonder whether he was in delirium tremens or something. Some of them are very,

very strange indeed. But he was a man of great brilliancy and a very attractive erson

ality and if you cuestion whether Swedenborg is still a factor of any im"ortance at all

when it is now nearly three hunrred years after his birth, aet in a car and drive about ten

miles I north of here to Bryn-Athyn and see there that beautiful greet cathedral which

has been built within the last fifty years by the followers of Swedenborg, where they

hold their sr1rices, and dedicated to the teachings and beliefs of Swedenborg. Swedr.

borginism is not a commrnttve1y large groan but it is very widesi-,read and there are a

good many eot1e who are very (9.5) Yes? Student question)

It's a tremendous cathedral - must he hundreds of thousands, nerha-os millions
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But Srederborg taught thut God was not only essence but form and th?;t form was human so

Gcd is the eternal God-man. one divine essence and can only be one divine ers n

he believed. He taught that man was created in the image of God but the image of God

a man's image right from the start. Men are sinful, born with a evil but they'e

not lost their ability to do good. Christ, he holds, is Jehovah the only living and Jue

God. He denies the Trinity. He teaches that Christ's redemptive work does not consist in

bearing our sins on the tree or making satisfacththe justice of God. He re.ects all

such ideas salvation is entirely sub.iective. Pardon granted on re-nentance. It won't

be necessary for us to attemt to refute these ideas . The -nositive material we've

looked at in the Bible shows that this is not what the Bible teaches but it is good for

us to know a little bit about this hook. Number - Schleiermacher. For anyone who s

interested in theological develomnents of the last 200 years, the name of Schleiermachr

is one of the outstanding names. He lived from 1768 to l83L. He was brought UD amori

the Moravians and he secured from the Moravians - Hodge says he imbibed something of I

their s-oirit and esnecially of their reverence for Christ. When Hedge was in Berlin as

a student he often attended Schleiermacher's church. I did the same. But when I at

tended, he had not been there for over a hundred years. When Hodge attended, he was

actually -)reaching there - o he would know more about Schleiermacher than I would. And

Hodge says'tme hymns to be sung were -orinted on slips of -r-ner and distributed at the

door. They were always evangelical and siritual in eminent degree, filled with Draise

and gratitude to our Redeemer." Toleff said that Schleiermacher when sitting in the

evening with his family would often say, "Hush, children. Let us sing a hymn of -nraise

to Christ." Hode goes on, "Can we doubt that he is singing these -oraises now. To

whomsoever Christ is God, St. John assures us Christ is a Savior." Now this Is interesting

as an indication of how Hodge was imressed by the character and the Dreachin of a man

whose theology was about as different from Hodge's own theology as it could -oossibly be.

But he was Imressed with the fact that Schleiermacher as a young man had received this

spirit of adoration of Christ and love for Christ which characterized so much cf his con

tacts with -neoDle and is so vital in his attenrnted activity. But the work of Schleier

macher would not result in raising tin Poole who would have this same attitude toward
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Christ which Schleiermacher had 'because his theories were very different from the orthodox

teaching of the ScriDture and his belief in Christ was very different from the Biblical

ehritoiopy. He believed in the hstoricai existence of a news sinless, and asolutely

Derfect, man by a new creative act. That man was Christ - a new creative effort. He

held that Christ is the ideal man in whom the idea of humanity is fully realized. He is

divine or od in fashion as a man because man is the ty'e of existence of 'rod on the earth.

He held that in ordinary men, even in Adam, God was imperfectly develoed but that in

Christ without strugc'Le or ODnositton, that God's consciousness or God '"dthin controlled

his




whole inward and unward and unward light. As you read these nresentatic'ns that Hodge

gives of what Schleiermacher actually thought, you wonder if Hode read these views taught

by somebody he only knew through 'books instead of through heafing him niachir,, whether

he would sneak of them as he does here of Schleiermac'ber where he says, "Can we doubt

that be is these nraises now. To whomsoevr Christ is od, St. John assurs us

Christ is a Savior," In theory Christ. was not +od to Schielermacher in the teachin- which

he resented. That's shown very clearly by what I read. But he had a love of Christ,

an emotional relaicn to Christ - theoretically he was tying to exDlain away. And whether

he, himself, actually was saved or not - I would not follow Hode in saying we can e sure

he s saves but reithr would I follww certain friends of mine, some who have been on

the faculty of this seminarm in nast dayswho have insisted that if they sound in a man's

statement something which sounded to them clearly denying the definite teaching about

Christ, that man must be lt. I do not think we can dudge an individual's salvation as

definitely as that - It's our heart attitude toward Christ. And I would think it very

likely that Schleiermacher, as a young man, had a true heart attitude toward Christ, of

real devotion to Him and he may have been truly saved. I don't know. But the result of

his teaching has been to lead many, many to nerdition - I've no doubt of that. I remember

nec-ole asking me, "Don't you think so great a man as osdIck such a wonderful teccher,

is surely saved?" I said, "I don't know. I believe Fosdick as a young man was out on

the street nreaching Christ, having stones thrown at him and rotten a-r.les, and aoing

ahead reacliing in spite of t. And he was fearless in his 'roclamation of the osnel.

Later he gave un his 'beliefs in the Gosiel and his life became one of the great forces
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to tear down things in the GoeI. W 'e actually a Christian in his ycuner days an

consequently truly saved an is saved now but will rgret t1- terrible harm done by the

latter years of his life?




End of Record 30
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But whether Schielermacher was truly saved or not, I don't know. I wouldn't say as Hoe ge

would say, that he was. I say as some others would say that he couldn't have

been. But I would say this that his teaching is definitely (3.). That

no-one can say his teaching Many have been led away, humanly

sneaking , through the teaching of Schleiermacher. He was one of the great theologians of

the last 200 years and his influence went on but it's a nurel rationalistic system. Hodge

says the first objection to Schleiermacher's theory is that it is not and does not ore

tend to he,Eihlical. (Student question) I wouldn't say that because many eonle mis

understand onle's teaching. No, what I say is that the general result of his teaching

has been to MUM lead many peonle away from that through which they could he saved. I

don't think anybody who understood what he said would be saved. I can definitely say

that. Put I remember a conference I attended in Los Angeles where they tried to get

religion, education, and science together. And in the First Congfegational Church

there they had reot scientists, great religionists - they had men who were outstanding

in different fields, sneak at th4s conference jriae religious understanding.

And those men would stand up there and say, "Jsus never knew anything but what He learned

at school. When e died it meant no more to the world than anybody else's death. When

Fe was hurled that was the end. He never raised from the dead.' They would say those

things - the strongest denials of Christian doctrine but they would say it in the most

beautiful pious way. And there were a coanle of old ladies sitting in front of me and

every time (.75)

And they were so inroreesed with the nious nresentatlon. And T7X1 I'm sure a you

heard Schielermacher talking about Christ there was something in the tone of ioice and

in many of his statments which a erson might - rerhans the Lord might use to bring him

to the Lord - we'll knew at the salvation. But I don't think if a erson were really

alert and understood what he was UC giving, I think it would have quite the onnosite

effect. And to his students it did terrific harm. We must distinguish between the

man himself and the effect of his teaching. Sometimes they are rather divergent. I

remember one timew in Los Angeles when there was a man in the Bible Institute went down

the stret and nreached a great sermon on salvation through Christ. And a man coming
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alona there stened forward and acc'e'td Chist ad was saved out -f a Ufe rf sin. And

this student the next day was found to have been guilty of stealin; quite a sizeable sum

of money and he ran off 4ust ahead of the law and disauneared. Itm sure nobody thoht

(6.25)

But the man who was saved through his nreaching was turned from a life of sin and be-

twenty
came an ardent worker for Christ and in the course of the next/W years led dozens,

rerhaDs hundreds to the XI arms of Christ. God used his work even though the

human instnment was weak arid wicked. It works both ways, either way. But Schieter

macher is a great figure in hilosophy arid in theology, but his teaching is not Christian.

Whether he was in his Dersonal relations with Christ, I don't know Number 7 - Next to

Schleiermacher, carrying on the work of Schletermacer,was a man of --r-at rote in the

next generation - O years later, Ritchl. Albright (Albrecht?) lived from

1P22 to leE9. Macintosh - we just read a reference from MacIntosh -says, work be

gun by Schleiermacher was taken un 5,0 years later by Albrecht Ritschl who strove even

more ersistently to vindicate for the historic Christ, the central nlace in his religion."

But Pitschl turned aside from metahysics and from hysical ideas - was Jesus God or

wasn't He? We really don't know these thins he said. What we know is that the ethical

character of Christ reaches us and effects us. And if we know "Toe, as Rather it's be

cause we know Him through the Son. He turned aside even further than Sch1eermacher

from the Bible as a source of truth saying about many of these facts we Just can't know,

we eotilt know. We know Christ by faith, a unique and unaunroachable relatinnshin to His

neole though be:ionc3 this and inter-nreby ideas like the absolute of the Loos is defined

but clear in terms of the obscure. e says we have no concern with the re-existent one

who exists for God only. Our faith is asked for the historic life that began at Bethie

hem.In some ways Ritsehi is the founder of the modernist school of the last century- a

man whose influence was very great until comDarattvely recently. But the end of whose

work was to develon eoDle whose whole stress is on the th1cal and the ideal and not on

the fact of salvation or the belief in Christ as true God and true man. Number P

Modernism... There I'm sim1y siieaking of the general attitude which 4s charact-ristic of
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the overwhelming bulk of the ministers, and certainly of the t}ieolcø,ical -'rofes;ors , thirty

.-ears e.c in the great bulk of our eemin;.rips and of our relipious colleges. The modernism

that then seemed on the way to become absolutely sunreme, made much of Jesus - the historical

Jesus and His human life bu considered Him only as a man - a man who showed 'od to us, a

man who became God-like or a man whom many would say, I believe in a od like Jesus" but

they were giving u all belief in God as taught in the Bible and that the Bible as a source

of 'nowledge I became purely a matter of ethics, nurely a matter of social inrnrovement

and living life in a better way (lo.) That was the old-fashioned

modernism, as we call it now. I remember when I was in college a ircfessor of nhilosoliy

he pave a definition of God which was some high-soundin words.I didn't think it made

any sense so I took one of those words and said, would :rou define that?" And he gave

me a lon, sentence definin that. I took one of the words in that and said, would

you define that?" I did that about five times and then T strunr.. them all togther. And

I said, "Well then ycu ould say od is"- and I aave about 200 words one after the other

Mch when you ot thro gh said absolutely nothing. "Well" he said "you could say it

that way." This man later went on to become 'rofessor a the University of Chicao

Divinity School and I visited him there about ten years ago and he said to me, "Oh, there's

been a great chane since I came here. When I came here I would mention God in class and

the students would s'eak right u and say, 'God? What are you talkinc about? Ther,

isn't any God.' !'one of them believed in God. But I changed all that. They all he

iève in God now." But what he meant by God was exactly what he said about Him. s

what these men believed but they didn' t use the word "God" . It was iust a va.ue something -

and nersonal.
there was nothing real and active/Jc(XX But what he thought he had changed - he'd

made a change in their terminology which made them more dangerous

(12.) An able man, his father had been a devout, ardent Christian

and he uced all his devotion to the tearing down of faith

But the old-fashioned modernism when I was in seminary looked as if it

was on the way to take over the religious life of America. But of c'urse the thing I

used to notice then was how young men who were brought un like Schleiermacher, in an
orthodox, evangelical Christian background , would lose their belief and they would aont
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these vague modernistic ideas of goodness and high ethics and all that and the rF-oT)1e -hey

rreached to just lost interest arid their churches were getting emDty, unless they were

brilliant orators like Fodjck - a few men like that but most of their churches were he

comir ernnty and their 'ork was not succeeding exceDt for the case of a few great ex

cetions. And the church was more or less p,raduallT dying out. And then there came the

new movement we call- !eo-Orthodoxy so Number 4nd what is the attitude

of eo-orthodoxy? Well - when I was in the University of Berlin. you would. go to a class

and hear a man talking about various theories of the Synotic csie1s and whether this

verse came from Mark or whether this verse was wrt of the original (13.5)

or not and it was all very dull and very dry and you hear some of these men giving

beautiful ethics with nothing to sunnort it. And then you'd get into a class where a

man would come in who was following the Yo-orthodox theory and he'd wal. into that

room, the figure of enthusiasm -he'd strut u-n to the frnt and start talking before

he almost got into that nuli,it. Oh, he was just full of XXX ehthusiasm, energy. You

cc.ld .ust feel the difference. The modernism was a new movement - anything really

to stand on. But the Neo-orthodoxy in cc-m-narisinn with the modernism was very apealing

because it had a (lL) and something to stand

on. It was horn largely out of Paul Beth's ex-nerience when-he was trained in the

hisher criticism - no belief in the Bih1 no belief in suernatural facts. Then he

was stor in a church there durir the First World War and there were the eonlr with

their husbands and. brothers dying in the trenches end you could fel the tr edy, the

misery, the reel ity of life. Arid he would look at. those neo-nle and say, "What shall I

Five to this desiring on1e? And he had the feeling he must find something with

some reality. And instead of going back and seeing the folly of the unbelieX1 he'd

been trained in, he tried to hold that but to byDass and to steri Dast it to something

else. And so there developed the Neo-orthodox a-nrroach which is very Teo, but certain

ly not rthodox. But it is a now sort of an attitude - its Schonenhauer and Mtschl

gone a little further. It takes an attitude that senarates the knowledge of surer-

natural from the knowledge of this life to such an extent that you cahnot tell anything,
you can know anything about that side rf it.. You can't know anything about it and
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anything. you say is just a noor attenint to say somethin that roduces some kind of an anal-

ogy, to give you some understanding but you really cant know it, anything you say about it

is r the fact about it. You just can't know anything about it. And so it reduces all

facts about God to just uni1own. But it holds to the belief that there is something, there

is semething in the sun*-historical and that something there is far more irneortant than

anythinp. here and what it is we don't 'now. And that suera-historical

breaks through into this-in some way - into this world. And it is to it

when we're reading the Bible, cw why it shauld hae'en irhen were, reading the Bible in

stead of when we tro reading the Sunday newsnaner - I don't 1--now as the.- have any ral reason

to sar. But it is that's when if. haneens - when you're reading the Bible. And that rtio

of the Bible which you are read ng when this bae'ens becomes the Word of Gc to you. And so

they say the ihle is not Gods Word until it becomes the Word of 'od to you. And that

doesn't mean that until it becomes vivic to you and real and you stand on it, that would be

a truth. The Word of God is God's Word, Even i we all denied it'; it's true. But it

doesn't do us much good until we study it and ma it a onrt of ourselves.

End of Record 31
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and so the: can sa anythin at all and j1 is only a ricture of something in the suDra

historical theory (r,eriod?) So the old-

fas1ioned modernists. We believe that Jesus was spiritual. We don't believe that

The needle just won't star still on the first part of this record

(.5)

to give us some apprehension of what is bsvoud the

and we need to get it to stand solid This is God's Word

and it is from this that all the great

(Student question) (6.25) They say it's not. It's not a source. Well to them

1146
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into what the Bible definitely teaches us about the work of (7.5)

so I'm not going to take more time now but go on to NumberA V. Roman II1I numeral V

(8.5)
question 23 - what offices does Christ execute as our Redeemer? Christ as our Redeemer

executed the offices of a prophet, of a priest, and of a king - both in his estate of

humiliation and exultation. The offices of a prophet, a priest, and a king. I'm not sure
was

whether Calvin XUA the first to use that specific phrase - but it is used by people of

all denominations to some extent though not universally so but in all denominations there

are those who use it - that these are the three offices. And I don't know of any

Scriptural XXIXplace where the three are put together in one statement but it

does seem together about the three - the great bulk of ScriDtural teaching about the

work of Christ. And the three of them were three offices in the Old Testament - three

very important offices in the Old Testament. And all three of them -we are told in the

New Testament - Christ performed. And so we take the first of them - His prophetic of

fice - under that "A" introductory - The Three Offices of Christ - that's what I just

was speaking of - read you this question from the Westminster Confession which summar

izes it. There are those who become disturbed about referring to the three offices

because they say that we must remember that the three are closely related in the Christ

and we can't understand one altogether apart from the other. Now that is true to some

extent but I don't think we need to worry too much about it because they were pretty much

distinct in the Old Testament. And of each of them it is Drophesized that Christ will

fulfill them. And so we will take up this one soecifically as "B" - What A Prophet Is.

Christ oerforms the office of proohet. Well, what is a proohet? Number 1 - In the Narrowest

Sense - a orophet is a mouthpiece for sod. I thought of saying a spokesman but I think a

sookesman may be somebody who uses his own words to give somebody lse's ideas. A prophet

is more than that - he is a mouthpiece, he is a specific one through whom God speaks.
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The proof of that is found in the second occurrence of it in the Bible. You know the law

of second occurrence. The first occurrence of the word "Droohet" in the Bible tells us

nothing about the meaning of prophet. It simply where God says - is it to Abimlech or

(11.) - I think it's Abimlech - God says about Abraham that he is a orophet

and he will pray for him. And that doesn't tell us anything except that Abraham knows

God arid his prayers . It doesn't tell us what "prophet" means.

But the second use of it - the law of second occurrence - which we find in Exodus 7:1

makes it very clear although this a figurative use - very interesting. It is a figurative

use - "And the Lord said to Moses, 'See I have made thee a God to Pharaoh'". Well now

that certainly is figurative - Moses wasn't a sod. Moses was not a od in any sense of

the word. But God made Moses a god to Pharaoh. Well we go on -this is figurative

continues - "and Aaron they brother shall be thy orophet." What is a orophet? A pro

phet is one who has a relationship to a God. Arid what is that relationship? It is the

relationshio that Aaron would have to Moses here. Aaron isn't here a prophet. Moses

isn't hero a God but the relationship of Aaron and Moses is the relationship which a

orothet has to a god. And here we have to speculate because we have an exact

parallel in Exodus Li.:15-l6 where God sneaks about Aaron to Moses He says, "Thou shalt

speak unto him and put words in his mouth and he shhll be thy spokesman

unto the people, and he shall be to thee instead of a mouth and thou shalt be to him in

stead of God." In other words, as God speaks through a mouth, through a prophet, so

Moses must speak through Aaron and declare his will. And so we have here the II definite

evidence that in the narrower sense a prophet is simply one that passes on the message

that God gives directly to him. He is a direct spokesman for God - in that sense no-one

today is a prophet. But then there is Number 2 - In the Broader Sense. In the bvader

sense a prophet is one who brings truth and light. A prophet is not specifically as used

in either Old or New Testament a one who predicts the future. A prophet is one who gives

the message God gives him, one who brings truth and light. Now that truth may be about

the future and no-one except a oroohet can predict the future because nobody except God

knows it. And so the word "proohet" in common oarlance has come to mean one who pre

dicts the future. But it's only a small tart of what a prophet is. A prophet is one who
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brings truth and light. And Jesus Christ has as one of his three offices, the office of pro

phet. So we move on to " -Old Testament Predictions of Christ As Prophet. The first of

those is Deuteronomy Z 18:15-18. And I'm sure that many people might read this and never

dream of its being a prediction of Christ. But it was so taken and I believe it right to

take it. "The Lord thy God shall raise up unto thee a prophet from the midst of thee, of they

brethren, like unto me; unto Him ye shall hearken . . . . . . . . . . .... I will raise them up a

nrophet from among their brethren, like unto thee; and I will put my words in His mouth and

He shall sneak unto them all that I shall command Him." Now if you go on to verse 20, it

says "But the orophet that speaks a word in my name, which I have not commanded, shall die"

how will they know who is the true orohet? - "When a prophet speaks in the name of the Lord,

if the thing follow not, nor come to pass, that is the things the Lord hath not spoken: the

Prophet hath sooken presumotuously, thou shalt not be afraid of him." The passage in the

context could be interpreted as simply saying, "Moses, when you're gone (15.5)

raise up other prophets. I will raise up a orohet like you and the people will listen to

him and get the truth." And so it is certainly a prediction of a long succession of prophets.

It is a prediction of those whom God will send as his messengers through whom the people will

receive God's message. But it came to be understood by them as not simply a declaration of

a succession of prophets but a declaration of a succession of orohets which would lead to

one supreme orophet. And that supreme rophetas the specific individual here oredicted -

even though He is predict&ñg I believe,not merely one individual but the line rhing its

saidclimax in this one individual. And we find in John 1 when they/ to John the Ba-r,tist, "Art

thou that prophet?" What prophet? The one that's spoken of in Deuteronomy. "Are you the

Prophet God said He would raise up?" They were expecting God to send that particular

prophet. It is a prediction of the Lord Jesus Christ. Number 2 - Isaiah 2 and Micah 14"

In Isaiah 2 and Micah & we have two parallel passages which are almost identical. So I

mention them both under one head. But here there is a declaration of a wonderful thing which

is to hacoen in the fuxture -that the time will come when the oeople will all go uc to Jerus

alem to learn the will of God and the Word of the Lord. Out of Zion will go forth the law and

the Word of the Lord from Jerusalem. Now this

End of Record 32
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a new understanding of God's purpose. So it is a prediction of prophetic activity. A pre

diction of the outgoing of light and the outgoing of truth. Number 3- Isaiah 142:1, is telling

about the servant of the Lord and we read there, "He will not fail or be discouraged, till He

have set justice in the earth: and. the isles shall wait for His law." His explanation of

God's command -"the isles shall wait for His law". Verse 6 -................ I will give thee for

a covenant of the people, and for a light of the Gentiles." Jesus comes to give us salvation

but He also comes to give us light. He comes to be a light to the Gentiles, bringing of truth,

the bringing of light. (3.5) of Christ is predicted here in the pre

diction of the servant of the Lord. We'll continue there tomorrow.

We were speaking yesterday - "A" was Introductory, "B' was What a Prophet Is, - Old Testa-

ment Predictions of Christ As Prophet. And we do not have a great many of these Old Testament

Predictions of Christ As Prophet. We looked at number 1 - DeuteroRomy 18 and saw that it

would be possible to interpret it as a succession of DroDhets but people very early seem to have

come to interoreting it as pointing to one who was the great prophet - a oroohet like unto

Moses. And number 2 - we looked at Isaiah 2 and Micah L. with the prediction of the law going

forth from Jerusalem - the prediction of the understanding of God's will would be made clear

in a day to come. Third - we looked at Isaiah 142:14. and saw that the servant of the Lord was

to bring light to the Gentiles. And number. !4. - we look at Isaiah 149:6 - there we find the

servant of the Lord speaking and saying that the Lord has sent to him - the last part of the

verse - "I will give thee for a light to the Gentiles, that thou mayest be my salvation unto

the end of the earth. How do you bring salvation? One way is thhough light. He does not

say the light is a complete one or that it is a sufficient light - "I will make thee a light

to the Gentiles that thou mayest bring my salvation to the world. The world does not orove

that light is necessary. And then in the case of the servant of the Lord, a part of His

work , His saving work, is to bring light. That is the work of a prophet. So much for C

Old Testament Predictions of Christ as Proohet. Now, was Christ a prophet? We look at D

New Testament vidence of His Prophetic Work. We look in the New Testament to see whether

Christ was a proohet. What is a proohet? In the narrowest sense - one through whom God

soeaks, one who takes God's message and oasses it on, one who is od's spokesman or God's
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mouthpiece. Look at Hebrews 1:2 - I'll begin with 1:1 - "God, who 8t vafious times and in

various ways, spoke in time past to the fathers by the prohets . . . . . . . bath in these last

days spoken to us by His Son." The exact parallel. He formerly spoke by the prophets, now

Re speaks by the eon. The Son performed the function of a prophet. So we are told at the

very beginning of the Book of Hebrews. We look at the book of Acts at the beginning of the

Apostles' ministry and we see what they said about Christ - and we find that Peter says in

his great speech in Acts 3, he says in verse 22, "Moses truly said to the fathers 'A proohet

shall the Lord your God raise up unto XX X you from among your brethren, like unto me. Him

shall ye hear in all things whatsoevEr He shall say unto you.'j" He says this is a prediction

of Christ. And so he says that Christ is the fulfillment of that prediction that a prophet

would be raised u like unto Moses. Well we do not find a specific statement about Ch±ist

being a prophet very frequently in the Epistles, though we find references to certain phases

of His orophetic work. But we do find in the Gosoels,references to Him as a prophet. I

will not call your attention to all of them but to some of them. Matthew 21:11 - "The multi

tude said, 'This is Jesus, the prophet of Nazareth of Galilee'". INU did they say that?

That was when they were following Hint as He went into Jerusalem in His triumphal entry. W1r

didn't they say, "This is Jesus the King"? "Tell ye the daughter of Zion, Behold tbKy King

comethH Jesus said He will sit on an ass and ride in" " But the oeople said,

"This is Jesus the prophet of Nazareth." They were both speaking truth. He was coming in

there as king but He also was a prophet and they recognized Him as a prophet. In verse L6

of the same cbaoter we read, "And when they sought to lay hands on Him, they feared the

multitudes, because they took Him for a prophet." That was the people - what they considered

Rim to be - a prophet. And they were not wrong to so consider Him. He was a prophet. In

the Book of Mark we have at the very beginning of the book - in Mark 1:22 - There are a

good many other references in Matthew might be put under this - but in Mark 1:22 we read that

the people in Caernauin "were astonished at His XAXUIA doctrine; for He taught them as one

that had authority, and not as the scribes." He did not teach as the scribes who say, "Well,

here's the evidence, here's the truth, here's what the Word says - it could mean this, but

this is what we must conclude is what it does mean." That's the way we have to interpret

bhe Word. But He was not simply interoreting the Word. He was presenting God's message
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directly. He stoke as one having authority. He was a orophet, not simply an interpreter

of the Word. Mark 6:15 - they spoke of who this was and some said Elijah. "And others said

'He is a prophet, even as one of the prophets.'" In Mark 8:28 Jesus asknd the disciples

"Whom do men say that I am? And they told Him, saying 'John the Battist: and others, Elijah:

others, one of the prophets.'" Well John the Baptist was a prophet and Elijah was a prophet.

So all three answers were that they considered Him as a prophet. Let's turn over to Luke.

Luke 7:16 - "There came a fear on all and they glorified God, saying that a great prophet is..

risen up among us." That was when He raised this young man from the dead. They said a

great prophet is raised up from among us. In Luke 13:33 Jesus Himself says , "I must walk

today and tomorrow and the day following: for it cannot be that a oroohet perish out of

Jerusalem.." Somebody might say that the other references we've been looking at are what the

people thought, maybe the people were mistaken. But Jesus Himself said, "I must go to Jeru

salem because it cannot be that a prophet will perish out of Jerusalem. " Well if He

weren't a prophet that would have no relevance would it? It would mean nothing

(12.25) the fact that He said, "I must go there because a prophet cannot perish

out of Jerusalem" - He must go there to die is evidence that He is a rophet and therefore

puts Himself in this category. Then in Luke 24: we find Jesus on the road to Eminaus, drawing

near the two people who are walking. And XU Jesus says to them, "What is it you're talking

about as you walk -you look so sad?" They say, "Are you only a stranger in Jerusalem and

don't know what's happened?" He says, "What?" They said, "Concerning Jesus of Nazareth

which was a prophet, mighty in deed and word before God and all people". That was the way

they described Him after His death. He was a prophet. Now the Gospel of John is the book
Would

which shows the deity of Christ. It's a book which stresses His Godhead. 'ix a book which

has that aspect of His character to stress, say anything about His being a prophet? Well

John 1:9 says that"He was the true light which lighteth every man coming into the

world." Not merely that He's a ruler, not merely that He's a redeemer, but He's a light,

He's one that brings knowledge. In other words He fulfills the function of a prophet.

In John 1:18 John says, "No man hath seen God at any time: the only begotten Son, who is

in the bosom of the Father, He hath declared Him." He has performed the function of a

prophet. He has made God known to us. In John 3:2 Nicodemus came to Jesus and said,
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"Rabbi, we know thou art a teacher come from God for no-one can do these miracles thou doest

except God be with Him." X1XXXA He recognized Him as one whom God had sent to teach. And

Jesus did not deny it but went on to show other things (iz.5) In John

L.:l9 He talked to the woman at the well and she said to Him, "Sir, I perceive that thou art

a prophet" and she proceeded to ask Him a question for light and information such as only

one who could speak directly from God could answer. And He gave an answer which did not

choose either of the alternatives she gave but gave a different answer. He spoke to her

as a oropbet1. In John 6:iLi they saw Him terform the miracle of the loaves and the fishes

and when they saw this they said, "This is of a truth that prophet that cometh into the

world." They recognized Him as a prophet, not merely as a prophet but as the predicted

prophet, as the prophet whom the Old Testament said would come. Then in John 7:LeO many of

the ieople said, "Of a truth this is the prophet. Others said, 'This is the Christ'". They

did not think of the nroohet and the Messiah as being necessarily the same individual. Some

said He was one, some said He was the other. In reading the Old Testament you would not

find it told you there that the Messiah is going to be the -prophet. There is a prophet ore

dicted and there is a Messiah predicted. Jesus fulfills both oredictions. hen in John

9:17 we jave the blind man. "And they said to him, 'What sayest thou of Him, in that He

ooened your eyes?' And e said, 'He is a prophet'". So we have all the Gospels testifying

the fact that Jesus was a orophet.r- Peter declaring it in his second great sermon and

Hebrews beginning with a reference to it. Abundant New Testament evidence of the fact that

He was a prophet. That was"D"- I'll make "E" - The Nature of His Proohetic Works. What do

we mean - what does He do? I will divide it into certain categories according to when He

does it. Number-1, -.Before His incarnation. Was Jesus a orophet before His incarnation?

Well I Peter 1:11




End of Record 33
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the grace that should come unto you: searching what or what manner of time the Spirit of

Christ which was in them did signify, when He ziitITM testified beforehand." The Spirit

of Christ whidh was in them did signify. Now that we'll say is the Holy Spirit which spoke

through the prophet but the Holy Spirit is here called the Spirit of Christ so the activity

of Christ in connection with the giving of knowledge to the prophets in the Old Testament

and directing them is testified to by Peter in I Peter 1:11 (Student question) Then in the

Old Testament you have a number of times when

(The needle is refusing to atop sliding again )




(L.75)

the Son sent by the Father rather than sent by Himself

and it wouldn't necessarily trove this lOO but you certainly

You have the suggestion there

He had gone forth from everlasting

And then the next reference I'm going to give I would not feel that we have

a soecific statement anywhere in the Scripture - the Angel of the Lord is the Lord Jesus. So

I would not put it in a category like that on which we could be absolutely dogmatic. But I

would say that the evidences point rather strongly. And this next instance I give of it is

also evidence regarding that. (Student question) Yes, it would be a temporary form and an

pearance. You remember the Angel of the Lord apteared to Samson's father arid talked with the

people and they had to bring a sacrifice and then he 1.st touched it and it lit and then he

ascended into Heaven in the flame. Well that wasn't an ordinary man

(6.5) When it says the messenger of the Lord. came, it could have been a oroithet

rather than a divine messenger but when e ascended to Heaven in the flame, that quite clearly
was God Himself. I KM= would say we don't know the orecise moment
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but He looked like a man. We have the three men who came to Abraham - they are described as

men and the three men he orepared a meal for and then he walked with them on their way and

then it said Abraham stood before the Lord (7.) Now it's not dif

ferentiating the persons of the Godhead - He's the Lord. - but the form would have seemed to

have been that of a nn but I don't think it was Jesus. That would be more like the Do

cetists - a body temoorarily assumed while of aourse the Trinity, the incarnation is the

nermanent assumption of a body which-lie was born and grew and is now a nermanent tart of

His being. (Student question) I would gay definitely it's not the glorified body of Jesus.

Whether it looked like the body, whether it appeared similar or whether it appeared

different, I don't know.




(8.) That contradicts

something somebody else has said somewhere - don't quote me too readily contradicting some

body else because very often apparent contradiction, if you take the exact words to explain,

fits together. And then again a person very often sneaking makes an offhand remark about

some aspect of it which he hasn't thought through so clearly as the main

But I personally try to be very careful to avoid these dogmatic from t

Scripture and. I very much appreciate any question very much like Mr. Raos question. "How

do you know that, Sir". I like to distinguish from that of which we can say, "Thus saith

the Scripture" and that of which we can say, "it appears a reasonable conclusion". How do

we know that Jesus was active as a prophet before His incarnation? Peter saystthe spirit of

Christ which was in them did signify" actually that He was active in some way. That which

wasn't oroved so we can't say He was active as a orophet in IXA Old Testament times. Now

was a part of His activities the Dart of the Angel of the Lord? I think it is extremely

likely. I would not be dogmatic on that as I would on the main fact that Re did nerform

oroohetic works. But that He was the Angel of the Lord, I think extremely likely but I would

not be ogxnatic about it. Now the next reference I want to give here is in Isaiah 148:16

we have a prophet speaking and this prophet says - in verse 15, H1, even I, have spoken"

he's a prophet but what has he done? He has called Cyrus, he has brought XX Cyrus and

Cyrus is going to be prosperous and successful because of his bringing - well that's not
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Isaiah. It's Isaiah presenting the words of the (10.) And these words

Isaiah is speaking - because Isaiah couldn't bring Cyrus or make Cyrus prosperous - this

says, "Come ye near unto me, hear ye this: I have not spoken in secret from the

beginning: from the time that it was, there am I." That certainly is a U ZILX claim to

eternity. From the time anything existed, there was I - or from the time these things began,

I was there - well, that's not Isaiah talking but it is a DroDhet, one who makes revelations,

one who brings God's truth, is sneaking. And he says, "From the time that it was, there am I:

and now the Lord God and his Spirit bath sent me." This one who has ore-existence, this

one who has attributes of deity is one whom the Lord God bath sent. So that certainly could

be a member of the Godhead who has been sent by God and he mentions also in the same verse,

"and his Soirit sent me" but the syntax is not clear there whether he means the father and

the Spirit sent the Son or the Father sent the Son and the Soirit. It could be taken either

way. In fact I think one version takes it one way and one the other because the Hebrew

doesn't prove which of the two is meant. But at any rate it does resent a8n Old

Testament times - who was God and who was sent by God? And I would think that this is

rather definite evidence that Jesus actually did a oroohetic work before His incarnation

and also I would think that it is evidence that would fit in with the evidence that the

Jesus in the various cases.
Angel of the Lord was the Lordj XXXX But as to whether the Angel of the Lord assumed

a form like that form which was born to the Virgin Mary, which grew and develooed as a

human being and is the oermanent body of the human nature of the Lord Jesus Christ, as to

whether it was identical, similar or entirely different, I just don't think we know, that

we have any way of knowing one way or the other. And for that matter, of course, we have

no idea of what the Lord Jesus looked like. We just don't know. There's no Dicture pre

served of Him, there's no eye-witness descriotion oreserved of Him, there was nobody on

hand to make movies. Painters in the Middle Ages have tried to conceive of an annear

ance which would carry their idea of the character of Christ and tt i purely their imagi

nation. And some of these ideas, some of these pictures convey an idea of a character

which seems to fit with the Scriptural presentation and therefore I think can be heloful,

can be a means of blessing. But we should always remember that it may not look the least

bit like what (13.) Well now so much for His oroohetic
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work before His incarnation. Number? - In His Earthly Life. That of course is the

Drincipal thing to us - His prophetic activity in His earthly life. We know far more

about His earthly life than we do about His activity at any other time - His stacific

activity at any other time. And in His earthly life He was a prophet or He performed the

work of a prophet in vafious ways and at various times and I'm going to subsume it under

5-A - His Prophetic Activity in His Earthly Life - I mean not what He said but what He did,

what He was . Perhaps you might say His Life and ExamDle. It's more than that, it's not

just His example. Because what we mean by this is that He was a prophet in the sense that

He revealed God to us, gave us light and information about God, not merely through what He

said but also through His character, through wkt He was He showed us what God is. And we

have a way of knowèág the character of God by knowing what Jesus Christ was. So that is

a orovhetic activity. It is a revelation of God to us, a revelation of the sort of being

that God is and a revelation of the sort of life that God desires. And there is stress in

the New Testament on the fact that we are to follow His 'xamole. First, before I mention

following the example, the verse we read in Hebrews said that Re was - "God spoke through

the Son" -now does He just mean the words of the Son? He says"the Son" - verse 3 - "who

being the brightness of His glory and the express image of His oerson" - the Son who re

veals God to show us what God is and what God is like and also of course showing us how

God wants us to live,through His example. WE have not so many stresses on the example in

the New Testament but it is definitely stressed. Jesus Christ said in John XXI 13:15

"For I have given you an example, that ye should do as I have done to you." What had He

done? He had Just washed the disciples' feet. And so once a year in Rome the Cardinals

get down on their knees with a pail of water and wash the feet of a dirty beggar in order

to follow the example of Christ. And they literally follow His example. There is one

group - not one of the largest groups but a fairly sizeable group of Christians, broken

into a number of different sections now, some of which are quite orthodox and some of which

have a great deal of modernism in them - but which hold that it is an ordiance Christ was

giving to wash one another's feet and therefore that it is necesy and oart of our relig-

ious service that we should wash each other's feet. Now there is - I do not find in the

context any evidence that Jesus meant
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that He wants us to Derform menial tasks for one another. He wants us to help one another

and of course there are those who go around criticizing one another so that everybody else

hates them But most of us aren't that way and we'd say

isn't that a shame that he does that but I wouldn't mention it if He

would be displeased with me if I were to say anything critical of Him 80 I will keep quiet

when I am in his presence - of couzse behind his back I might point it out to other people

and very aorooriately in placing a responsibility

which can be remedied with a little thought

on their part, to risk their dislike and risk their disliking us by trying to find a tactful

way, when they're alone and not embarrassing them of pointing it out. You'll even find

that most reoiDle will immediately

Christian humbly thanks you for it




I taught public speaking and Homiletics

When you point out any fault he's almost sure to im-

mediately begin defending himself - that's not what he meant to say at all and you misunder

stood. And your criticism is entirely groundless he's entirely convinced and he's so anxious

to defend himself and he doesn't bother to see whether he (5.)

And your hope is that the other oeo'ole in the class

but if we can learn to let others wash our feet

That is the main thing about the Dale Carnegie system

of course - he never criticizes, never criticizes. But when somebody does something rather

poorly, he praises the next one for their excellence in that regard. That way he tries

to avoid That's his basic point and often very effective.

But we're speaking now not about the precise matter of what Jesus' washing the feet means

for us. We are speaking of the fact that Jesus said, have done this for an examule to

you." I have given you an examole that you should do as I have done to you and I don't

think we have to confine the work to the one matter of washing the feet. I think we can

say that He wants us to learn much from His example and to take Him - one way in which He
is a orophet is by His example. Now in Philippians 2:5 we have the passage we looked at
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yesterday in connection with Kenosis and we noticed there that Paul was using it not to ex

plain a theological doctrine, though we are justified in drawing from anything Paul says,

any valid evidence about a theological doctrine, but his purpose in giving it is to present

Jesus Christ to us as an examtle. "Let this mind be in you which was in Christ Jesus." And

it's a little hard for me to see how it would be an example if Jesus laid aside His om

niscience, omnipotence, and omnioresence - even assuming that He could. How would that be

an examole to us - we couldn't do such a thing anyway. But He's an example to us in lay-

(prominence?)
ing aside His glory and. His omniscience and taking upon Himself the appearance of being a

mere Galilean oeasant, taking the form of a servant. But certainly he uses Jesus as an

examole - to that extent He was a prophet. Then there is another verse which brings it

out even more clearly than this in I Peter 2:22. In I Peter 2:22 we find that - well it

should be 21, I Peter 2:21. Peter says "For even hereunto were ye called because Christ

also suffered for us, leaving us an examole" - that's the orothetic tart - "leaving us an

exam-ole" - "that ye should follow in His steps". It goes on "who did no sin, neither was

guile found in His mouth; who, when He was reviled, reviled not again." What an exam-ole

for us. He is talking about both His preaching work and His oroohetic works in this verse.

But there's considerable evidence on the oroohetic work. When I was in college, the modern

ists were always coming around giving beautiful talks on Jesus' way of life and following

Jesus' example, with nothing of his Sairiorhood, until you got so disgusted with it you just

never wanted to hear them preach again. I don't think they do that so much now.

(8.'5) But the fact is that it is an over-emphasis of one part of

His work, or let us say and enrnhasis without emphasizing others, should not lead us to fail

to see its proner emohasis -that His oroohetic work of His life as our exanrole is a vital

tart of His ministry to us. (Student question) An example. Simply the exanmle. I'm

giving as the first way in which He gave us this proohetic work as "a" -,His life and Exam-ole.

That is that there are two aspects to that - I really should have 1 and 2 under it. Number

1 - He Showed Us What God Is Like - that was being a mouthoiece for God and a revelation of

God. to show us what God is like - that was a prouhetic work. Number 2 - He Showed How We

Should Live - that is a oror'hetic work. He showed what God is like and He showed how we

should live and if you spent all your life thinking of the wonder of having a God like Jesus
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was and trying to live a life like Jesus did, you'll get nowhere. Because there's not power

in us but it is - you need the other things but you need this too. You need the knowledge

of God. This was a vital part of His prophetic work. Number 2 - His Teachings. The

old-fashioned modernists tended to talk about the wonderful teaching of Jesus as if that's

all there was. Professor Detter of Crozier Seminary wrote a book on XJesus, the Jewish

Teacher! andealled THE CHRISTIAN RABBI and his claim is that Jesus was a wonderful teacher

in beautiful, ethical things and along came Paul with his supernatural

ideas - and took this one who was simply a teacher and made of Him an ob-

(Vetter?)
ject of worship. Well his idea - Detter's idea is utterly wrong but the first part of his

idea is not,in itself, wrong. The first part ts true - Jesus was a teacher and a wonderful

teacher, but He was much more than that. We must not overlook His teaching. I was in a

very interesting group a year and a half ago where we were discussing the possibilities of

making some revisions and improvements in the Scofield Bible in order to bring out an

edition that would be even more helpful to the Christian world than this one has been.

nd as we discussed it, one of the men there, Dr. Wilbur Smith, spoke out very strongly.

He said, "I was brought up in as fine a Christian background as you would ever find in the

Moody Church. IIXIAXAXIt was as wonderful a background,as wonderful a Christian emphasis

as you could ever find. You know they all were reaching on the Epistles and they never

took the Gospels. The words of our Lord and the teachings of our Lord were just laid aside

and forgotten. Everything was about these wonderful, fine teachings in the Epistles but

there was this neglect." And he was very critical of the neglect which he had experienced

as a child and evidently in recent years had come to the feeling that this was an unfortunate

and wrong neglect. The teachings of Jesus - some of them (12.5)

study them in great detail. Some of them study them in such a way as to explain them away.

ut there are those who study them in such a way as to hunt for wonderful, ethical meanings

in them and applications to our life and that is good and we should do that ourselves. It'

not the main thing but it is a vital thing. God didn't give us these four long books in the

Gospel just for the tart in them which presents the wonderful teaching about

That is right but there is much else that is tremendously important

and it is the work of Jesus as - His teachings. Now this is of course a
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subject we could discuss at great length. It probably would be good if we had subeads

under here about the authority of His teaching, about the manner of His teaching, about the

clarity of His teaching, about the way in which He got to the very center of an idea instead

of staying around on the -nerimeter, about the way in which He sometimes used perimeter

statements of what seemed like little (13.4) but He used them to

take neople's attention away from minor things. He always used them for that and to get

to the main -noint. What a silly quibble it sounds like when somebody comes and says, "Do

you pay taxes to Caesar?1 Let's see you pay them certain Scri-oture.

They said, "Caesar". Well He said give to Caesar what is Caesar's and give to God what is

God's. What a silly quibble it sounds like at first. There's Caesar's name on it, there's

Caesar's picture. But do you give it to Caesar because Caesar's icture is on it? If I

get a newspaper that's got Eisenhower's picture on it do I give it to Eisenhower? It sounds

like a silly quibble. But it is,you might say, a Deripheral argument turning on a phase of

s-neech which is used to direct their attention to the main cent ral fact that it isn't Durely

accidental that Caesar's name and Caesar's -nicture are on the coin. But it is indicating

the fact that Caesar is establishing and maintaining order which make it possible to carry

on economical and industrial life and to live and to have many advantages you wouldn't have

otherwise. And therefore it is only proper that you should my your share in that great

(14.) which Caesar oerforins. "Give unto Caesar that which is Caesar's"and

it gives Him the excuse to bring in the even more imnortant "and unto God

that which is God's." There are these little quibbling things in His teaching but they

are always directed to direct your thoughts to the main point - never to direct it away

from the main point, as they do in ordinary human beings so very often. There is so much

that we can say about His teaching and I hope you will study it and present it and make it

a vital part of your ministry but of course if it's all there is to your ministry, your

ministry is nothing. So I said for"- His Teachi. Number c_- His Predictions. Now of

course Number c could be part of b. His predictions - the ordinary idea of a nronhet is

that he's a nn who predicts the future and we know that a nro-ohet is much more. A oroohet

is one who gives us God's ideas, who presents what God wants us to have and there may be no
orediction of the future whatever involved In it. But since God knows the future, there may
be. And so even in the ordinary,common sense of prophet, a man who predicts the future,
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Jesus was a very great prophet. Look at Matthew 24 and 25. Look at the Dredictions which He

made about the future of the age, about events which would occur. Look at what He told us in

Luke - how Jorusalem would be trodden down of the Gentiles until the times of the Gentiles

were over - a prediction which the Emperor Julian with all the power of the Roman Empire

tried to destroy and failed. Jesus made predictions of the future which have come to pass.

Mohammed played safe - he never predicted a thing. He told you a little about the very end

of the age - said they could expect a rooe(?) across in Jerusalem, across the Valley

there, from the temple across to the other side and everybody'd have to walk across it. And

the Mohammedans could walk across it easily and the unbelievers would fall over and down to

Gehenna and be burned up - and Christians have Jesus as a supporter and a helper, some of

them would make it across, but the people who did not

End of Record 35
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across Africa and up through Euroi,e and that there was U

any specific thing about the future prior to the very end of the world n many instances. And

the Lord of course predicted many things in His earthly life that came to pass in a comDara

tively short time thereafter. He showed a knowledge of the future ich only a prophet could

have-,D - His Miracles. A part of the work of the Old Testament oroohets was to nerform mir
iheir messages

acles. And these miracles were -performed XflN to authenticate/and Jesus said that

(3.5) If you won't take my word, see what I've done, see the

healing that I have done. The miracles are a part of this oro-ohetic work and

and thenE - His Post-Resurrection Teaching because in each of the

four Gosoels at the end of the Gospel, we have an account of His being with His people and

talking to them and explaining things that previously they could not understand, giving them

light. And when Acts begins we find that Jesus," through the Holy Ghost, gave commandxnent4ZX
howed Himself alive

to His Apostles IA whom He had chosen, to whom He alsof after His passion by many infallible

proofs,being seen of them forty days and speaking of the things rtaining to the Kingdom of

God"- Acts 1:3. Forty days Jesus ex-olained the things pertaining to the Kingdom of God to

His discioles. Luke 24 brings this out - how He eDoke to them"and beginning at Moses and the
wIxuwIprophets, He exootnded in the Old Testament the things relating to Himself."f There were LO

days of oroohetic ministry after His Resurrection. So much for Number 2 in His earthly life

which is certainly the main portion of His prophetic activity but it is not all. Number3 I

will call His Prophetic Ministry Between His Departure and His Return., Now this word "De

parture is a rather (5.5) - His death, it might mean His ascension

and I have intentionally made it for this reason: that His teaching after

His resurrection is certainly part of His earthly life even though He hadn't glorified

Yes? (Student question) His prophetic ministry

His oost-fesurrection teaching put under the orevious head but here

I have an "a!!-. which I entitle "The question',' because here is a point on which we cannot be

dogmatic - the question of His descent into Hades. I have made this here simply a question

the question of His descent into Hades. We read in the Apostolic Confession that He de

scended into Hell and some say He descen&d. into Hades. When I was in seminary I was rather
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shocked simply from the (6.5) situation when the professor of theology

said, it says, 'He descended into it means He went to Heaven." And it seemed

to me as if it were, at least, quite a sharp contradiction. But it was

actually the word which we sayHellW here in the early forms of that was "Hades" and Hades

means the place of the departed - and it does not mean "Hell",it does not mean the place
the confsion

of eternal suffering at all. Nobody when they say/ He descenuea into Hell" means He was

tortured or suffered A in Hell. But the b&raae simply means He went to the abode of de

parted spirits as can easily be shown by checking the use of it in Old and New Testaments.

But there is also I Peter 3:18 to 19 which says that Christ was"put to death in the flesh,

but made alive in the spirit; in which He also went and Dreached unto the spirits in orison".

And there are various interpretations suggested for this. Some say that He went to those

who have been saved by Him Drevious to this and transferred the place of their abode to a

different abode. Went and announced to them the fulfillment of His works. 'ome even say

that they were those who now heard and had an opportunity to accept Him though most Christians

would certainly reject that because there's no Scriptural evidence that anyone has another

(9.) after they've gotten . A good many interDreters ex-

plain these phrases, not as referring to the time after Jesus' death at all - but that when

He went and nreached to the spirits in prision it refers to His oreaching when Re was on

earth here. Some say that it means that through the spirit Jesus Christ oreached through

Noah to the disobedient who lived before the flood, ooor spirits imprisned when Peter wrote.

There are various interpretations of it and I don't think it's wise at this point for us to

try to determine what the correct one is. I merely want to say here that if there was a work

of presenting truth to those who had already died or an announcement to those who had died

and were saved,fulfilling His work, or anything of that kind, this would be a part of His

prophetic work (10.5) Now there are so many who feel

that it's nothing of the kind - that these phrases are to be explained as belônging to some

other oart of His activity - that I simply list it as a question - £ - The Question of His

Descent to Hades. And small "b" is His Work Through the Holy Spirit - which we'll look at

next time
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Mr. Steele has asked me whether the Bible anywhere says Jesus is the last r,rophet because W

of the Mohammedan belief that there's a series of oroDhets, each greater than the other, that

Jesus was the greatest prophet up to that date but that Mohammed was a greater one because

he came later. Dr. Zwingerle was onee asked by a Mohammedan, "Is there any reference in the

New Testament to Mohammed? Any prediction about him? Any prediction about a prophet after

Jesus?" And he quoted a verse that said false proohets would come. I don't think there's

anything to suggest the coming of another oroohet after that prophet "who is the one like

unto Him". But a specific statement - the last, the final one, or anything like that

there may be but I don't recall it. Now we were speaking just at the end of the hour about

the oeriod between the departure and the return. Under that we looked at small "a" - The

Question of His Descent Into Hades. And I was asked further question about that after class

whether we couldn't go into that a little further and I think perhaps a little bit more

would be of vè1te but I would say this that general questions about what it means - His

Descent Into Hades - would perhaps be better dealt with a little later when we speak of the

humiliation of Christ and perhaps we can take a little time on it at that point. But I

think just a word more on this point would be good because our oresent suggestion is The

Prophetic Work of Christ - Was There a prophetic work at that time? Was there or was
would

there not? Well, as far as the statement, "descended into Hades" is concerned that/=I not

in itself at all certainly say that there was a oroohetic work. But there is one verse whibh

does suggest it rather strongly. Possibly one or two others which might be suggested but I

don't think there's any that's very strong though except well-I Peter L:ZX6 - X"For unto

this end was the Gospel preached even to the dead, that they might be judged according to

men in the flesh, but live according to God in the spirit." I don't think there's much in

the immediate context to necessarily tie that up with this period. That one certainly could

be taken in a more general sense auite readily. But I Peter 3d8-19 is the passage which is

difficult. It says there that Jesus "being out to death in the flesh, but made alive in the

spirit; in which He also went and oreached unto the spirits in Heaven". What does that

mean spirit in which He also went and preached unto the spirits in Heaven"? Does

that mean that there was a preaching of Christ at this time to the dead between His death

and His Re9urrection. Charles Hodge has quite a lengthy discussion of this passage under
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the subject of The Humiliation of Christ which we will come to a little later. It is in

Volume II on page 618-19. We will look at that under that later head but just under this

present auestion - Was There a Prophetic Work Done At That Time? Well one thing that Hodge

points out is that wherever Christ is spoken of as treaching, it refers to the orocuimation

of the Gospel, wherever this verb "Qarusen"(?) is used. And he says "Therefore if this means

that Christ after His death and before His Resurrection, oreached to spirits in rrison, it

would seem to mean that He preached the Gospel to them. And according to the faith of the

whole church -whether Roman Catholic, Lutheran, or Reform - according to the view held b

all branches of the professing Christian Church - that is except for a few peculiar sects

perhaps or something 1i1 that - but the large groups have always held that the offer of

salvation though the Gospel is confined to the present life." And he feels that it would be

a very strong objection to the interpretation of one passage to make it teach a doctrine

taught nowhere else in the Scriptures. Well of course there are many who think that this

means that Jesus oreached to the spirits in orison but don't think it means that He oreached

to them of the Gospel, that He gave them a chance for salvation. And of course it could be

a prophetic work even if it wasn't a preaching of the Gospels. So if it was that would come

under our head. Bret Snyder in 1828 - a German theologian - said, "AS God once through Noah

exhorted men to repentance and threatened to bring u'oon them the flood as a punishment, now

Jesus nreached redemption
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rather than that e gave a new ooDortunity to us. There are some today who vote that this

not another lace.
passage means that He went to the 'olace where the saved wereandfXt's oossible that that han

II
Dened.

But I put this in our heading here as a question - The Question of His Descent Into Hades

by which I meant to say, if there was a preaching of Christ at that time, it would be a tart

of His prophetic work. It's interesting to see what the Form of Concord says about the

descent. You are familiar I believe with what the Form of Concord is. You'll be more famil

iar with it a little later when we get to it in Church History. But I mentioned it in con

nection with the Lutheran idea of Christ a little - how this is a formula to get together

XU as many as possible of the Lutherans and to stop the great divisions which seemed to be

coining in among them. And this was adopted and enforced by the secular nroblem(?) through

most of the Lutheran area. There were many who didn't agree with it but they lost their

positions and it became the central teaching. And it is held to most tenaciously by most

of the Orthodox Lutherans today - such as particularly the Missouri Lutheran Synod. In this

there is an article - Article 9. It is interesting, the arrangement of it. It isn't meant

for a presentation of the faith - in the Oxford Confession is thetr creed. This is an extra

formula - the Formula of Concord. So it deals with particular matters under dispute - like

Article 7 is the Lord's Sunoer and Article 8 is the Person of Christ. Article 9 is the

Descent of Christ Into Hell. Here Is a translation of what they say. "There has been a dis

pute concerning this Article among certain divines who orofess the Augsburg Confession. When

and how our Lord Jesus Christ, as our Catholic faith attests, descended into Hell. Whether

this came to pass before or after His death. Moreover it has been asked whether He descended

in soul only or in divinity only or indeed in soul and body, and whether this came to ass

spirlttally or (3.) It has also been disouted whether this article

is to refer to the nassion or the glorious victory and triumph of Christ." That is: some

would say it is nart of His humiliation, some rart of His exultation. It continues, "Now

inasmuch as this article of our faIth,as also the foregoing, can be comorehended neither by

our senses nor our reason, but is to be received by faith alone, we have by unanimous consent
agreed that this matter should not be disputed about but should be belived and taught as
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simply as possible. And in this resnect let us follow the godly teaching of Dr. Luther,

who in his discourse held at Torgow(?) in the year 1533, unfolded this article in a most

godly wise, cutting short all curious questions, exhorting all Christians to a pious simplicity

with this: XXXXXX*KXX For it ought to be enoughi for us to know that Christ descended into

Hell, that He destroyed Hell for all believers, and that we, through Him, have been snatched

from the power of death and Satan, from eternal damnation, even from the jaws of death.

But in what way these things have been brought to pass, let us not curiously inquire but let

us reserve the knowledge of this thing to another world, where not only this mystery but many

others in this life, have been simply believed by us, shall be revealed, things which exceed

the reach of our blind reason." !XXIXXI Next is Article 10 on Ecclesiastic service. That's

a very interesting statement isn't it? An attempt to point out that this is not a vital

matter of the faith and let's not dispute about it, let's not make

(Lj.5) But it does recognize an area of a difference of opinion among earnest

Christians. Now Hodge says in this oassage to which I was referring you - he says that

according to the Lutherans "Christ, after His death, descended to the abode of evil Spirits

not to preach the Gospel but to triumph over Satan and despoil him of his power." I think the

sentence Hodge makes would be pretty well substantiated by what I read to you just now.

They hold that this teaches a destruction of death as far as believers are concerned, a tri

umph over Satan. But as to how it happened and the details - they say let's not dispute

about it and let's not go into that. The Westminster longer catechism has a statement in

which it says, "Christ's humiliation after His death consisted in His being buried and

continuing in the state of the dead and under the power of death till the third day which

has been otherwise exnressed in these words, 'He descended into Hell'". Of coi.se if you

take Hell in the sense that it is Hades - which was the original Greek, it's translated

"Hell" there - and Hades in the New Testament is the same as Sheol in the Old - what it

means is simply that he went to the abode of denarted spirits. This seems not to have

been in the original form of the Apostles' Creed but to have been inserted in the Creed later.

Hodge says it was introduced in the fourth century and then not as a separate or distinct

article but as merely explanatory., He was dead and buried: that is, He descended into Hell.

This we will look at a little further on this subject - The Humiliation of Christ - later.
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But there is enough in this I Peter massage and in one or two other expressions which might

be Dointed to - like where He led the captivity caotive - Ephesians - which suggest that it

may be that some could be justified in finding a reference to something which was done by

Christ right after His death in relation to departed spirits. If so, I question whether we

have evidence to really know. It might be that if we study these tassages very carefully

the Lord would give liht to someone to have a little further evidence on what He did if

there is a reference to anything done at that time, if they're not to be taken as many

scholars take it, as a reference to other phases of His work and not to something at that

time at all. But if He did, it would be a part of His prophetic work. He did not make

atonement for IX special individuals and He did not so a oriestly work. It would hardly be

simply a kingly work, hardly an exercise of His powers, His royal authority - it would be a

prophetic work. So I put it here as a question - The Question of His Descent Into Hades

meaning that those who think that He made some oarticular announcement to departed souls at

this time, it would. fit at this point into His oroohetic work. Those who don't, "a" would

simply be a reference to those who do. And we'll look a little further at the matter

under The Humiliation of Christ later. Now we go on t'o B" - His Work Through the Holy

SiriL- Is Jesus now active as a prophet? Let's look at Acts I. See if it throws any light

on it. Acts 1:1 - there we have a statement made that "The former treatise have I made, 0

Theophilus,of all that Jesus began both to do and to teach." "Began both to do and to

teach" - doesn't that imply that He is continuing now? He certainly is continuing His

intercessory work. Is He continuing His orophetic work. Is He through the Holy Spirit

giving us light today? Well in John 16 Jesus tells us that the Holy Spirit will come

and there He says in John l6:l2-l - "I have yet many things to say unto you, but ye cannot

bear them now. However, when he, the Spirit of truth, is come, he will guide you into all

truth: for he shall not speak of himself: but whatsoever he shall hear, that shall he speak

and he will show you things to come. He shall glorif me for he shall receive of mine and.

shall show it unto you. All things that the Father hath are mine: therefore saith I that

he shall take of mine and shall show it unto you." The Holy Spirit is Christ's repre

sentative, it is His instrumentality. While it is the Holy Spirit which led the men of

God in writing the New Testament, and. which brought proof of it, and who guides the people

who guide the people of God today - e is acting as Christ's representative. 169
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We cannot distinguish always mong the three persons. Christ is in us, Christ is active in

us. The Holy Spirit. God the Father. But there is a true sense in which Jesus Christ

was nerforming prophetic work with the Apostles in giving them new truth in addition to

what they'd been able to absorb and what He could give us while on this earth or even after

His Resurrection, that goes into Paul's Epistles and Peter's writings. I think we can say

there is a sense in which there is a continuation of the prophetic work of Christ. He

brought light to them, further light, and now the prophetic work is mostly in the Bible.

We get our truth from the Bible. But there is some extent in which God leads individual

Christians certainly, in which he leads them, brings light which illumines their minds

as they study the Bible and this, while it is done in the main by the Holy Spirit, must be

extended to some extent with the prophetic work of Christ. Yes? (Student question) Well,

I. don't want to be dogmatic at that point. His prophetic work on earth here was a very

vital part of His ministry. His prophetic work after the Resurrection is a very, very

vital tart of His ministry. As to how great an extent the rophetic work continued, there

is not much on which to base a strong statement on it. "He began" suggests a continuation.

It does not (12.). The Holy Spirit is His representative and so He is

working through the Holy Spirit but it is the Holy Spirit who is working. The Holy Sp irit

is God. I would not stress this narticularly but I just feel that in the outline it should

be noticed. And also one other verse - Acts 2:32 where Peter says in his first sermon on the

day of Pentecost, "This Jesus bath God raised up whereof we all are witnesses. Therefore

being by the right hand of God exalted and having been received of the Father the nromse of

the Holy Spirit, He bath shed forth this which ye now see and hear." The Holy Spirit bath

been sent by Jesus Christ. He's been sent by God, He's been sent by Jesus Christ. There's

only one God. There aren't three Gods. We cannot sharply differentiate the three persons

of the Trinity. We do not believe in three Gods. We belive in one God. But we belive in

three oersons in the Godhead. And the emphasis on the work, the orophetic work of this age

is the Holy Spirit. It is the Holy Spirit who applies Christ's

I do not feel narticularly agreed if someone said, "We weaken our whole discussion by

mentioning prophetic works of Christ at all On the other hand I do

think that these are sufficient to justify consideration at least of
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what would appear to be a part of the prophetic work. The great emphasis of the i)rophetic

work is certainly And then Number 14- His Future

Prophetic Ministry. There are certain suggestions again. The main emphsis of His Drophetic

ministry is in His earthly life. But there are certain suggestions - we've already looked

at Micah Li. and Isaiah 2 where it soeaks of the fact that X His law will go forth from Zion

that they will come up there to worship His law. He as king, in the millennium, will be

orimarily king but surely also He will be giving us light. He will be explaining things to

us. He will be oresenting understanding of things. He will to that extent be doing a

prophetic work. And then there are three references I would just mention -John 16:25.

In John 16:25 we find that
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"These things have I spoken unto you in parables: the hour coEeth when I shall no more steak

unto you in parables but shall tell you plainly of the Father." When is the time that is

coming? Does that refer to immediately after His Resurrection or does it also refer to

eventual light we will receive from Him. John 17:26 - "And I have declared unto them thy

name and will declare it." He says this right before His death - "I will declare it". Is

His oroDhetic work to be continuted to some extent as a art of His work on through the

millennium to eternity. Revelation 21:23 - "The city hath no need of the sun, neither of

the moon to shine on it for the glory of God did. lighten it and the Lamb is the light thereof."

Light is certainly a function of the prophetic -bring light. "The Lamb is the light thereof".

I don't think that's a literal exoression. I don't think he means that we don't need the

sun and the moon because light goes out from Him - I think it is picturing His function as

bringing us light, truth, and understanding. He is the light thereof. Well! these other

phases are certainly not the main thing. His oroohetic work as in His earthly ministry is

considerably stressed and is extremely imoortant. So we go on to "F" - The Imoortance of

the Prophetic Work of Christ. I thought of saying the degree of inioortance but I think "The

Importance is all right. There are two subheads under it which give both sides. Number 1--

1.t-is, Necessary and Vital. The simplest oerson can understand that simply through faith in

Christ they can be saved and can know nothing else about Christ and can be saved. There are

those who have a very minimum knowledge of Him.XX such a nerson after they are saved can

hardly go out and oresent Him in a way that is apt to lead many others to Him and if they do,

they're apt to lead them into confusion and twisting of ideas that in the end brings great

harm to these people (3.) It is necessary to know something of truth,

to know something of facts and God has given them in His Word. And a great rart, a very

vital function which Jesus performed is His teacht, His example, His understanding of

truth which He gives to us. It is a very vital and necessary thing. If you put all of your

stress on it, that is wrong. But we should not go to the other extreme and put no stress on

it. It is imnortant to recognize and to nroerly stress the prophetic work of Christ. But

number -2 - It Is Not Sufficient By Itself. There were those in the Old Greek days who thought

that if they could decide what goodness is, they could understand really how people ought to

fti live. That was what was needed. That was all. Well that is something that is needed.
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It is very important to have a correct understanding of evidence, a correct understanding of

what we ought to do. It is very, very important. But that in itself cannot solve the nrob

lems of the world, Dr. Machen's illustration is very goodl - of a man going u to somebody

on the street and. saying, "I've got some good news for you." "What is it?" "Keeo the corn-

The commandments are very he1ful to show us how we should live. But it is not

good news that we have a duty to obey them. The good news is something else. But we need.

the understanding too. We need the (14.5). We need it very much. It is

very vital but it is insufficient. When I graduated from college there was a young woman in

the class who came to New York to study at the New York School of Social Service. I don't

know whether that was a somewhat communistic organization or not. That was aulte a while ago

and maybe Communists had very little hold in this country. But I know this - it was an or

ganization which taught that if you could get peole to having the right attitude and the

right approach that that's all that was necessary. And they taught all this about social

brotherhood and. fellowship and. all this. Probably it wasn't Communist because they put great

stress on force and. this, so far as I know, wasn't like that. But she was there for a while

and then one time when I was at Princeton Seminary, we had a reunion, some of us who'd been

together in Occidental College and. we met at Princaon and. went for a little walk there and

we got out into the country and came to quite a nice estate - it was oen to the ublic. We

walked in and there we saw a little ond. And on the Dond maybe - big as half of this room

on this pond there were three beautiful KIM swans right near us - very, very pretty, swimming,

a very beautiful scene. And as we watched one duck came waddling in way over there - as far

as the back of the room - and. when the duck got into the pond one of the swans picked. un and

went across - half swimming and half flying it looked like to me. I never saw a swan move

like that before - headed back toward the back of that pond just as fast as it could. go and

got to where that one lone duck was and began biting It in the neck and -nersecuting it until

it drove the duck out of the ond. They didn't want any duck in their ond. So those three

swans had that ond that was big enough for 200 swans to themselves. They wouldn't allow any

duck in their uond. And the girl - I'll never forget - her eyes got as big as saucers as

she looked and she said, "Why, that's unsociable." It was just a shock to her to find that
in the animal creation there was such suffering and such lack of social good qualities - that
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those swans would. drive a duck out that way. And I have told it in talks over and over and

over many times because I was so inioressed with that as an illustration of the incomoleteness

of the attitude which says that if you know what is right, that's enough. It is important to

know what is right but something more is needed. And Jesus' work as Droohet was very, very

vital and very important but if that was all there was, we would be yet in our sins and we

would simply have to snare (?) at His wonderful teaching instead of glorying in what else he

does and then the further benefit we get from His teaching in the light of the further aspects

of His life. And so we go on now to Roman Numeral YT- The Second of Christ's Three Offices

That of Priest. You notice lie has three offices - prophet, priest, and ling. And now we look

at the second of His three offices, that of Priest. And under that - "a!' is Definition. Under

that Number-.is The Distinction of Priest From Proohet. We just looked at the prophet - now

what is the basic difference between oriest and orohet? In Burkhoff's Theology I found a

vey nice little statement on this - the distinction between a priest and a prophet. He has

a nice expression for certain things which I thought would be good to mention to you as he
was

says them. "The orophet U appointed to be God's representative with the people, to be His

messenger and interoret His will." He's primarily a religious teacher. "The priest, on the

other hand is reuresentative with God." You would think the prouhet was greater,

wouldn't you? And of course the modernists today constantly speak about the conflict between

the priests and the oroDhets in the Old Testament. And Dr. Alwyn(?) I remember how disgusted

he was with the writing of one of the modernists about Ezekiel - you know Ezekiel came from a

priestly background - and this modernist began his book on Ezekiel with the words, "When the

priest or the prophet with a priestly mind stumbles into making a wonderful statement, the

statement is usually not nearly as wonderful as it seems." That was his judgment of Ezekiel

(10.) Ezekiel all over these rirophets here, this group that was

standing by their vested interests and getting these sacrifices and having this domination

over the peoole and holding old-fashioned suoerstitious ideas as against

the prophets with their social consciousness who were bringing these great ideas of truth and

progress. Well of course, no true Bible believer holds that attitude at all though the atti

tude is correct as far as individuals are concerned (10.) There's
no question Hal individual priests, and of course of individual prophets also, fell into
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wickedness and selfishness. But it was easier for a priest to do it than a orophet because the

riest had an established position with a steady income. And the prophets were not an estab

lished, steady order in Israel. God raised up a orophet here and He raised u one here, raised

uo one here and He might use this man a while and use this man awhile. But the priests are in

ducted into office and they hold the office and they perform it. But as Burkhower (Burkhoff?)

says here, "The orophet represents God with the rople. The priest is man's representative

with God." He has the special orivilege of aooroach to God and speaking and acting in behalf

of the oeoole. It's true that priests were also teachers. But their teaching's different

from that of the prophet. The latter emphasize the moral and spiritual duties, responsibil

ities and privileges but the priestin their teaching functions stress the ritual UX ob

servances involved in the proper ao'oroach to God. So the priest, as a priest, was man's rep

resentative before God, while the -oroiDhet is God's reoresentative for man. Yes? (Student

Question) Oh, this that I was just referring to -Berkhoff's SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY, rage 369.

Now 80 much then on the brief statement, simply of the distinction of priest and orophet.

That doesn't tell you much about a priest but it does tell you something- that the prophet is

God's representative with man, the Driest is man's representative with God. But both are ap

pointed by God - because man can't simply organize himself to go and storm his way into the

oresence of God. His approach to God must be directed and controlled by God and so that gives

you an interesting phase but not the totality by any means. We'll look at number 2 - Old

Testament Uses. And it is interesting in connection with this matter of priests, as with var

ious other matters that the Bible does not start out to give us a definition and a clear ex

planation and then logically to deal with it. We have to attempt to do that with all subjects.

But the Bible comes to men lost in sin and gradually brings them knowledge. There Is a progress

of doctrine in that God comes to us and opens things up to us and brings ideas to us that lead

us away from XXI the sin, from the pain, from the background - and in the Bible we have all the

truth we need in our religious life. But it is presented in the way in which He gave it

steo by step to people. And He gave nothing that was false but He gave more complete as He

vent on. And so we look at the word "priest" and its useages in the Old Testament. And.

there is only one word which is used for a godly Driest - and that is the word "kohen". There

is a word "kemar" for a heathen priest which is used in just one case, but we wont need to
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bother with that. tiKohenti is used many, many times and "Kohen" is not just used for a godly

priest - it is the ordinary word for "priest". And so we look at the concordance to see how

this word "Kohen" is used and we find that the first useage of it in the Old Testament is

Genesis 14:18. It does not occur until that instande. And there where we have the word, it

speaks of Meichizedek and. says he was the vriest of the Most High God. And Abraham gave him

power. But that doesn't tell us much of the meaning of the word Driest. It's very interest

ing that it's the first use. Now the next u.seages are in chapters 41, 46, and 47 - and they

are referring to heathen priests, everyone of them. Joseph married the daughter of Poti

lDherah, Driest of On. When he bought all the land of Egypt for Pharaoh, he did not buy the

land of the nriests but the DriestS had a Dortl.on assigned to them of food they were keot

alive. Anyway they didn't have to sell their land liI the other a did. So of all the 8 or

9 references tottpriestu in Genesis, only one refers to a gody priest and he was not an

Israelite. All the
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Exodus 2:16 refers to a priest but it's a Driest of Midian. And this priest of Midian had

seven daughters and one of them married Moses. So he's referred to as the father-in-law of

Moses in two references also. So the first three uses in Exodus refer to priests of Midian.

And then all of a sudden in chapter 19. we have three references to Israelite priests. In

Exodus 19, the chapter which tells of the making of the covenant between God and the Deo

ple and the giving of the ?en Commandments which actually is given in 20 but led unto in 19,

God gives the Israelites the promise "Now therefore, if ye will obey my voice indeed and keep

my covenant" (Was it not rash of them to say they would obey His voicefl"then ye shall be a

peculiar treasure unto me above all ueople for all the earth is mine and ye shall be unto me

a kingdom of oriests and a holy nation." So if they would keep this covenant they would be

come to Him a kingdom of priests. Well surely that's a rather igurative use of the word.

They'd be a kingdom of priests - he doesn't mean every one of them would be a priest but

He means that they would be a peoole who could come to Him as man's reoresentative, a kingdom

of priests, a kingdom of oeople who would be characterized by this ability to make inter

cession (2.) to the Holy God. Certainly a wonderful promise which he made and

they would have been very foolish not to have done everything they possibly could to avail

themselves of it. But it tell us a great deal about the meaning of the word "oriest".

But in the 22nd verse of this chapter we read, "And the Lord said unto Moses, 'Go down,

charge the people, lest they break through unto the Lord to gaze and many of them oerish. And

let the iDriests also , which come near to the Lord, sanctify themselves lest the Lord break

forth upon them.'" We've had no mention uo to this point of the establishment of priests.

But here we have the Israelite priests referred to - here and again in verse 24, the same

way - "Let not the priests and the people break through." So there must have been priests

among the Israelites in Egypt and these priests would seem to be doing the work which-God

later organizes it, establishes the oriesthood - it's to be the family of Aaron - they must

have been doing a similar work. And after all that work had been done by Abraham. He of

fered sacrifices and so did Isaac though the word "priest" is not used otherwise in Genesis.

So we find there was the establishment of an office of Driest and then God appointed Aaron

and said the priests should be of the family of Aaron but the duties of the priests, as

brought out in the Old Testament, are to be man's reoresentative in coming before God.
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They are to make sacrifices, they are to Dresent the prayers, they are to do what is necessary

in making intercession for the people and renresenting them before the Lord. We get a little

more sneetfic light on this in the book of Hebrews. We shall take as number,3 --- 1 was

Distinction of Priests from Prophets, 2 Old Testament Useage, 3 Definition in Hebrews. And

here we have three verses in Hebrews which throw rather definite light on what is meant by

a Driest. Hebrews 5:1, "For every high priest taken from among men, is ordained for man in

things relating to God, that he may offer both gifts and sacrifices for sins." Here is a

man, he is ordained of God to be a priest, so it's divine apoointment. He is ordained of

God. He is a man, but ordained of God to offer gifts and sacrifices for sins. Verse L.

stresses this idea that he's anoointed of God. "No man taketh this honor to himself but

he that is called of God, as was Aaron. God must appoint one as a priest or he cannot M do

the work, he be an effective priest. And then Hebrews 7:25 - 24 sneaks of Jesus that

He continues as an unchangeable priesthood "Whereby He is able to save also them to the ut
that come unto

terniost, 11511111M God by Him, seeing He ever lived to make intercession for So

we have the priest's work including representing men before God - coming before Him a

their representative to bring gifts, to offer sacrifices, and to make intercession. That is

the work of the Driest - he is man's representative before God to do that which is necessary

if man is to be received before God. That was EOXA!XXIXXU number 3 - Definition.

Number-4- (6.25) of the Meaning of Sacrifice. What's the noint of all this

sacrifice anyway? Why are they come to offer sacrifice? Well, there have been various

scholars have offered various internretations. Why do they have these Driests so early? We

find them among heathen countries. We find them in Egypt. We find them in Babylon. But

we find them among the Israelites even before they came out of Egypt and we find God an

nointing Driests there for this work of offering sacrifices. What is the nuroose of the

sacrifice? Well there are five theories which have been advanced. The first of these is

the gift theory. The sacrifices were originally nresents to the deity in order to establish

good relations and secure favors. The ideaz that sacrifices are a gift to the deity to

establish good relations and secure favors. Well this certainly is insufficient to explain

it. It's based on an extremely low conceotion of God, certainly not in harmony with the

Scriptural representation. And it does not explain why the gift should be brGght always in
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the form of a slain animal. And when the Bible speaks of offering gifts to God, they always

seem to be referred to as an exoression of gratitude, not for the ouroose of courting God's

favor. Sacrifices do that but we have no suggestion that simoly U a gift wild do it.

So this interpretation is not satisfactoty. B - The Sacrânental Communion Theory. This

has been advanced by some modern scholars based on the totemistic idea of reverencing an

animal which was supposed to share in the divine nature. On XX a solemn occasion to slay

an animal to furnish a meal for a man who would thus literally eat his god and assimilate

the divine qualities. We don't find anything in Genesis or anything in the Old Testament

to fit in with this idea. Some pagans may have held this view but it certainly doesn't

fit with the Biblical interpretation of why they oerformed sacrifices. The Sacramental

Communion Theory - the idea that there was the animal - the totemistic idea - they rev

erenced the animal that has something of the divine in it and they eat the animal and

thus have communion with God as manifested through this animal. Well it's a modern theory.

You certainly would never find anything in the Bible on which to build it in the first

olace and very, very little that would fit with it and much that would look in a very dif

ferent direction. A third theory - the Homage Theory - that man felt dependent and de

sired to render homage to God. It was to show man's XXU feeling of deoendency, his de

sire to show his submission to God. Well we do show our relation to God, our deoendence but

certainly that is not what is stressed in the Bible and why should this be in the form of

slaying an animal. There's nothing in the Bible to exolain that. Then 4th - the Symbol

Theory - this regards the offerings as symbols of restored communion with God. The blood

is the symbol of life brought uoon the altar, signifying communion of life with God. Well

it's pretty hard to see how this would fit with the idea of Abraham in placing Isaac on the

altar at all. And the sacrifices - there's nothing to suggest in the Bible this is the

reason. It is a modern theory based upon interpretation of primitive religions and not a

matter which we get from the Bible. The fifth theory is the theory that the sacrifices

were made as expiation - the Theory of Expiation, the theory that the slaying of the animal

was a vicarious atonement for the sins of the (11.25) And this is cer-

tainly suggested by many statemens flUXUX1 in - nothing in Genesis would suggest it

unless it be Genesis 8:21 where we read about Noah's burnt offering, "The Lord smelled the
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sweet savor and the Lord said in His heart, 'I will not again curse the ground any more

for man's sake'" The Lord recognized the offering as an expiation for sin or as

reoresenting man's sin. I don't care

It would fit. But as you look at the Old Testament oresentatior, certainly

they fit far better with this idea of expiation than they do with the other theories

And it is interesting that among heathen nations generally the sacrifice is seen quite

commonly to have been regarded as expiatory.

End of Record 39
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appointed by God and the third Tassage we noticed was Hebrews 7:25 where it sneaks of Him as

making intercession for us - "Wherefore He is able also to save them to the uttermost

since He ever livetla to make intercession for them." Then we took un Number - Theory of

Meaning of Sacrifice. And we noticed that various modern scholars have suggested various in

terpretations -and among the interoretationa which are at oresent considered of the meaning

of sacrifice, there were five at which we looked. We mentioned the first four of these to

show that they were not sufficient. The gift theory - a gift brought to establish good re

lations and secure favors - not completely wrong but certainly far, far short of the full

meaning. Second - the sacramental communion theory - the idea of having fellowship with the

go reoresented by the animal which is slain to furnish meals to the man - certain things in

this which represent certain aspects (l.7) but leaves out the mainfeature.

Then the homage theory according to which they simply were exoressions of homage and derendence

certainly far short of the facts. And then the symbol theory - that they are symbols of restored

communion with God, symbols of man's sin and man's need of helo. Certainly there's much more

in (2.25) The fifth - the theory: in other

words, that they represent expiation. That the sacrifice is brought as a means of propitiating

the AXMXX deity and a means of bringing a recomoense and a means of offering a substitute,

having it go through the death that the person himself deserves. There is a certain element

to the other theories but certainly the overwhelming great portion of the truth is with this

theory, so much so that instead of discussing it under this head, I'm going to give it a sep

arate head by itself.X Number L was various theories. I'm going to call number 5 -Truth (Proof?

that Sacrifice in the Bible is Primarily for the Puroose of Exoiation. Now under that a small

- We Must Admit that Before the Mosaic System is Established, We do Not Have a Clear State

ment of the Puroose of Sacrifice. We have it there but we do not have a clear statement of

where it came from or why it is there. But it is there, oeople are doing it. We have, how

ever one book which is dealing with events either outside of Israel or before Israel. There is

no clear proof when Job was written. But in Job we have an account of a god;ly man in a re

lationshio with the true God but evidently not connected with the Mosaic system. There is no

reference to the Mosaic system, the Mosaic establishments, to the Mosaic laws in the Book of

Job. And in this Book it surely would show the divine attitude toward sacrifice, apart from

the Mosaic system. We find in verse 5 of the 1st chanter that "When the days of their feast-
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ing were gone about, Job sent and sanctified them (his sons and daughters) and rose up early

in the morning and offered burnt-offerings according to the number of them all: for Job said,

"It may he that my sons have sinned and cursed God in their hearts. Thus did Job continually."

Certainly as far as Job is concerned, expiation is in this verse, clearly the purpose of the

sacrifice. Burnt offerings for his sons in case these eons have sinned and cursed God in

their hearts. Now we do not have much clear statement of the purpose of sacrifice urior to

Moses. But we have evidence that it was carried on and that it was considered imDortant. And

we have evidence in Genesis 1 that the kind of sacrifice was imoortant because there in the

very first reference to sacrifice we read in verse 3 that "in the orocess of time it came to

pass, that Cain brought an offering of the fruit of the ground to the Lord. And Abel brought

the firstlings of his flock and. of the fat thereof. And the Lord had respect to Abel and to

his offering: but to Cain and his offering He had not respect. And Cain was very wroth and

his countenance fell. And the Lord said unto Cain, 'Why art thou wroth and why is thy count

fallen? If thou doest well, shall thou not be accepted and if thou doest not well, sin lies

at the door." The word there translated can just as well be translated "Sin offering".

"A sin-offering lies at the door" - there is need of a sin-offering. Now it is not certain

that that is the correct translation there - it is a rather difficult verse in any event.

Yes? (Student question) Yes, we are in a difficult position because we have so little given.

If you take Genesis L by itself, all that you have is the statement that God was nleased with

one and not oleased wih the other. And then you have the statemewt that God said to Cain,

"If you don't do well there is sin" - or a sin-offering - "lying at the door". Well now this

second verse may show the ouroose of sacrifice as an exniation which would require the shed

ding of blood. On the other hand, we can't be dogmatici As far

as the first is concerned, we are not told anything up to this ooint about Cain's character,

we're not told anything about his attitude, we're not told anything about any command as to

tyre of sacrifice. All we're told is Abel brought a certain sacrifice and the Lord had respect

to it. Cain brought a certain sacrifice and the Lord didn't have respect to it. That's all

we're told. And consequently, as I said, it is not clearly stated before the Mosaic system

what the meaning of sacrifice was. But we are faced with a oroblem here. Why is it - and as
far as the chaoter itself is concerned, there is no evidence before that on the difference in
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the character of the two men. And as far as the later tart of the chanter is concerned, we do

find Cain going on in his self-righteous way and becoming a murderer. We have nothing told

about Abel excent that later in the Bible he's referred to as righteous Abel, but nothing here

in this chanter about his character. And so the theory can be advanced, the sacrifice had

nothing to do with it. It was simply the attitude of the two men but you have no proof on the

attitude, it is 'pure conjecture. But it is a nossible conjecture. And therefore I am not

building a conclusion on evidence here, on that. On the other hand you don't have any evi

dence that the nature of the sacrifice was the determining fact. But you do have the fact

that when the Mosaic system is intDvèuced, it is definitely said that without shedding of

blood, there is no remission of sin. You have the thing definitely established which already

was existing to some extent among the people before. Now had God revealed to Adam that this

was the tyre of sacrifice necessary, had He done this, I think we are justified in guessing

that He had. We find in the urevious chanter that God made mad clothes of skins for them in

stead of the fig leaves. He made that for which it is necessary that an animal die in order

o provide for them. The evidence as to the meaning is contained almost entirely after the

Mosaic sacrifice is instituted. And as far as Biblical evidence is concerned, the only solid

thing I know of, previous to Mosaic, is the statement in Job - and even that may not

(10.) So that - now Hodge and Burkhoff both give extensive arguments

X!A and evidence based on Noah which I don't think is complete, though it may be so, and

extensive arguments based on the attitt.d.e of other nations around - what evidence we have

that it is unlikely this idea of expiation was just started in somebody's imagination and

so on. All of that may be MX worthwhile, but it's a sneculative tyre

(10.5) As far as the Bible is concerned I feel that it is better for us to

say, it is not clearly stated before what the meaning is but there are evi-

dences which at least look somewhat in that direction, which do not contradict the evidence

later on, which are a little hard to explain without the evidence Iter on and therefore I

think we're j.istified in carrying it back and saying that God has revealed to Adam that this

is the king of sacrifice that was needed that (11.5)

As far as this chanter alone is concerned, it is orobable that it was the attitude of the

two men and certainly when you get back to it and certainly if God had commanded an animal
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and Cain said, "I don't care what He said. When I've got food I'm going to bring it." His

attitude was certainly a very vital fact. But also it would in that case involve that there

was the matter of his not Derforming the function which God had said was to be done. Other

wise there's nothing here said about Cain's attitude at all. Why did he bother bringing a

sacrifice at all? The Lord was not oleased with his sacrifice and Cain was angry that He

wasn't. He certainly gives the impression of thinking, "Well, if I'm going to give Him a

oresent, He should be happy about it. I don't have to be (12.)

But there is a lot that we have to assume because our evidence is later on. And I oersonally

think it's better to admit the fact. Nothing against expiation being the ouroose orevious

to the Mosaic system. Job 1:5 may be before that time and if so it's definite evidence. But

of course it may be later. Noah when he came out of the ark made sacrifice. Most of your

orthodox theologians assume that in the context you can see that it was expiatory sacrifice.

But I dow not feel myself that it is convincing that it was. There's no evidence it wasn't,

but there's no convincing evidence in the context that it was. And this rarticular case of

Cain, it seems to me that it is reasonably exolained (13)but there's no

proof. but we can ex-olain it in the light of

later evidence. So I would feel that we must say it is not clearly stated XX before the

Mosaic System is established but there is abundant reason to think that that which is the

idea afterward, definitely was at the earliest times. But then we go on to "b" - we find that

it is clearly stated in connection with the Mosaic System. It is clearly and repeatedly

stated in connection with the Mosaic System that sacrifice is -orimarily for the -ourooee of

exoiation, that it is primarily for the purpose of reorsenting the means of a sub

stiti to receive the vunishment judgment of God.

Now this evidence - there is abundant evidence -after the establishment of the Mosaic System.

It 's a question of how much of this we need to take time to look at. Particularly in Levit

icus is the evidence very (lLi.5) In Leviticus we find that - in the first

chapter. He says that a man if he makes a burnt sacrifice, he offers it of his own vthintary

will at the door of the tabernacle of the congregation for the Lord

End of Record LO
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sacrifice as a means of substitution to Him, to wash away his sin, to receive the wrath of God

which would otherwise come uDon him. In chanter this is very clearly stated in verses 29,
and slay the sin-offering

31, and 35. "He shall lay his hand on the head of the sin-offering/in the place of the burnt

offering." He lays his hand on it as reoresenting himself. Verse 31, the last Dart - "And

the Driest shall make atonement for him and it shall be forgiven him. And the end of verse

35 - "and the priest shall make an atonement for his sin that he hath committed and it shall

be forgiven him." A expiation, propitiation of God, release from the guilt of sin as a result

of the performance of these sacrifices. Chapter 5, verse 10 - "He shall offer the second for

a burnt-offering, according to the manner; and the priest shall make an atonement for him for

his sin which he bath sinned, and it shall be forgiven him." Similar statements in Levitieus

16:7 and 17:11. It is brought out particularly clearly in Leviticus 16 in the account of the

Day of Atonement. There in the Day of Atonement in chanter 16, we find in verse 21 - "Aaron

shall lay both his hands upon the head of the live goat and confess over him all the iniquities

of the children of Israel, and all their transgressions, even all their sins; outting them

upon the head of the goat and shall send him away by the hand of a fit man, into the wilderness:

and the goat shall bear upon him all their iniquities unto a land uninhabited: and he shall

let go of the goat in the wilderness." And then it continu's how the other goat is there

destroyed, is burnt, and verse 30 - " on that day shalt the priest make an atonement for you,

to cleanse you that ye may be clean from all your sins before the Lord." In Deuteronomy 21

we have a very interesting incident, or rather a rule to aDol to certain instances. "If one

be found slain in the land which the Lord thy God giveth thee to nossess it, lying in the

field, and it be not known who hath slain him; then thy elders and thy judges shall come forth

and they shall measure unto the cities which are round about him that is slain: and it shall

he, that the city which is nearest unto the slain man, even the elders of that city shall take

a heifer of the herd, which has never been worked with, and which bath not drawn in the yoke;

and the elders of that city s]Ll bring down the heifer unto a valley with running water, which

is neither olowed nor sown and shall strike off the heifer's neck there in the valley. And

the oriests of the sons of Levi shall come near; for them the Lord thy God hath chosen to

miniter unto him, to bless in the name of the Lord; And all the leders of that
city who are next to the slain man, shall wash their hands over the heifer that is beheaded in
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the valley: and they shall answer and say, 'Our hands have not shed this blood, neither have

our eyes seen it. Be merciful, 0 Lord, unto thy neople Israel, whom thou hast redeemed and

iruiXXIXX lay not innocent blood unto thy neople of Israel's charge.' And the blood shall

be forgiven them. So shalt thou 'nut away the guilt of innocent blood from among you, when

thou shalt do that which is right in the sight of the Lord." These oeoile had not killed

the man but they had guilt upon them because it had ha'n'nened in their land, near their town,

Perha'ns they could have nrevented it, oerha'ns they could in some way have seen that it would

not haonen. At any rate, there was innocent blood upon them. It had. been shed, there was

resoonsibty, there was guilt. And they make this sacrifice and they wash their hands over

it and there is an ex'nl.ation, a mo'ement of the guilt which is upon them. And it's very in

teresting to note how the 'nrohets when they are 1G11(TI(X prophesying the exile, the

peoule of God, the godly 'oeorthe know they are 'nart of the nation and implicated in the sin

of the nation - the guilt is upon them. Here the guilt is u'non the 'neo'ole for the fact of

this murder among them. There is no possibility of indifference to sin round about - in the

Scri'ntures. But clearly the ex'niatory as'nect is here stressed. Now if you turh over to the

orohets - you look at Mich 67 where you have an interesting statement in which the -prophet

says "Will the Lord be oleased with thousands of rams or with ten thousands of rivers of oil?

Shall I give my first-born for my transgressionx, the fruit of my body for the sin of my soul?!

The idea of expiation is certainly very clearly brought out in this (6.5) of

the orophet to the , showing that that was a 'nersonal meaning in sacrifice in

the Mosaic System. There's no question of that - that in the Mosaic System it was exoiatory,

it was oroolbitory, it was a removal of guilt and of sin. Now number 6- Summary of Our Defi

nition of Priest. We should say that the oriest is one quite different from the

(7.) He is man's renresentative before God but he is a reoresentative whom God,

Himself has a'noointed. His orimary 'nuroose is to offer sacrifices. He also is to make in

tercession. These sacrifices which he offers are definitely related to the sin of the people.

They are related to the needs of the peole, of having it become 'nossible that a just God,

that a righteous God should look with favor, rather than with detestation upon them. There's

a statement by Wm. G. Moorhead in the International Standard Bible Encyclopedia which I'd

like to read to you. It is - mine is the first edition of the Encyclooe&ia. I don't know
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whether the later editions have the same rage numbers or not but it's in the article on

"Priesthood" - the last oaragraoh. Moorhead says, "Priesthood springs out of the deenest need

of the human soul. Men universally feel that somehow they have offended the Dower to whom

they are resnonsible, to whom they must give account of their deeds. They long to apnease

their offended Lord and they believe that one who is authorized and qualified to act in their

behalf may secure for them the abbrogation of nenalties and the nardon they seek. Hence,

nresthood connects itself most closely with sin, with guilt and its removal. The

(8.7) the intervention and intercession on their behalf of one

who has liberty of access to God and whose ministry is accented. In short, the priest ithe

renresentative of the sinner in things oertaining to God. He is the mediator whose office it

is to meet and IUX satisfy the claims of God unon those for whom he acts and who secures

the nardon and the favor that the offender must have if he is (9.25)

And this,and more than this,we have in our great high nriestl, the Lord Jesus Christ."

So much then for A - Definitioni of Priest - one

of our Lord's three offices. Then we go on to B -Yes? (Student question) Denends on your

definition of the words "established order". There is a vital difference between a Driest and

a nroohet. It is understood that the priest must be God's aooointed man. And the priesthood

is an order which is established in a hereditary line, goes down normally from father to son,

may be changed if the Lord chooses, but which is established - everybody knows who the priest

is that God has armointed to whom He comes for renresenting Him before God in the Old Testament.

The nronhet in the Old Testament is one who sneaks for God and it would have been possible for

God to have said, "I will annoint the family of so-an-so, the father and the son, they are the

men through whom I will sneak." God could have done that. But God did not do that. The

oroiDhets do not come from a hereditary line. They don't come from any narticular class. Some

of them are kings, some of them are shenherds, some of them are very poor neonle, they come

from various circumstances. A Driest could have his tins and his downs, his changes, as all

man do. He could be a very good man, anxious to serve the Lord, he could fall into siniç he

could be carried away with his pride, but still he could perform the office. And unless his

attitude got too bad, he might continue in the office because it was the thing God had com

manded him should he done in carrying out God's will. But a oronhet had a task very different
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because he had to take the message directly from God and give it to the people and if the

prophet falls into sin or is lifted up by his own pride, he is very apt to give his own words

instead of God words. He has a task in which he can't sim-'ly go to a book and see what it

says and act on it, even if his mind is filled un with other things. He has to be given over

to the Lord and therefore we find that the Lord has never established an order of DroDhets

which goes on in a coninued succession. But the Lord touches a man here, touches a man there,

and the Lord uses a man as a Dro-ohet and then ceases to use XX him. And we have men whom God

has really used who turned away from God or whom God ceased to use and God is using someone

else. Now the only refererce that we have to established grours of orohets ar the one when

Ahab called in the 'oroohets. And they all came and did what they were told. nd then it

was quite obvious they were giving what they were told to do. And the kin's (13.)

said., "Isn't there another man who's a orophet? We can find out what he says." And he says,

"Yes, the"e is another one but I hate him 'cause he gives what I don't like." And they b"ing

him in he's the one, , that God is using at that particular situation. Well

the same is true of Elijah and Elias. Elijah comes out of the wilderness - whops ever heard

of Elijah? God touches him like God raised up Amos as he stood caring for the sheep and fixing

the sycamore tree. God said, Amos go orophesy to the 'neole." God said to Elijah, "Leave

the desert and come in and give a message for me to the king." Nobody'd ever heard of Elijah

before but Elijah gave the message and. they thought this was some old. fool, making crazy pre

dictions. But when it didn't rain for three years, they saw he really had sooken from the

Lord. And then we have the school of the -oroDhets mentioned.. But these schools for the

oroohets say, "Do something"and Elijah 'nays no attention to it. And. when Elijah disaptears

the sons of the oroohets say to Elias, "Let us go hunt. Maybe the spirit of God lifted him

uo and cast him down in some valley." Elias says, "Don't do it. Don't do it."X They would.

seem to he oeoole who were genuinely moved with a desire to be tied up with 'nro'ohetic works

but there's no evidence that God used them as an organization. Now there were the followers

of individual true oro-ohets and from among them God mightraise one un. When Elijah was

going up into Heaven, Elias like to be your successor." Elijah said, "You've asked

(li'-.5) God will have to give you if you're
to be my successor." I think the evidence is very clear. It's true there are many, many
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instances that could be given that if it's a matter of the SDirit of God taking ahold of a

man and speaking to him. And He might continue speaking to him off and on for a long time

or he might cease.But the priest is an established order. A man is ordained to be a Driest.

A man is annotnted, he is set apart, he has the ceremonzy, he's established as a Driest. But

a orophet -God said to Elijah




Elijah came running after him. Elijah said, "What do you have

to do with me?" As far as actual is concerned there is no evidence

End of Record 14.1
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Elijah doesn't say, "Yes, I've

annotnted you. You're the one in line. Youre to follow." Elijah says, "You've asked a

very bard thing but if So that the difference between

the Droohets and the priests, at this ooir.t, is rather clear in the Old Testament. But let's

get back to the oroblem (prophets?). It's not extremely vital for the relations of Christ.

It is vital Now B then is The 014 Testament Predictions

of the Coming Priest. And we have noticed in the Old Testament a very clear prediction of

the coming orophet. We have many predictions of the coming king. But the predictions of

a coming oriest. We must say Number 1 - These Are Not Nearly As Numerous as Those of the

Coming Priest. We find in Jeremiah 33:17 - "Thus saith the Lord: David shall never want a

man to sit upon the throne of the house of Israel: neither shall the priests the Levites

want a man before me to offer burnt-offerings, and to kindle meat-offerings, and do sacri

fice continually." He said said there is a continuation of the office of the riest. But

it isn't even given in the singular here that there will be one great priest. There is per

bans a better reference for our ouroose in Zechariah 1111 6:1]. - the Lord said - now this

is very interesting because of the emphasis it gives to the oriest. The Lord says, "Take

silver and gold of them, and make crowns and set them on the head of Joshua, the son of Jeho

zakak, the high priest: and speak unto him saying, 'Thus saith the Lord of hosts, Behold the

man whose name is the Branch: and He shall grow um out of His place and Re shall build the

temple of the Lord: and He shall bear the glory, and shall sit and rule upon His throne:"

(that doesn't necessarily mean He'd be king. It might mean that He would sit on the orttst's

seat and would administer the matters connected with the 'oriesthood) "He shall be a priest

upon His throne: and the counsel of oeace shall be between them both." "Between them both

maybe "He shall sit ucon His throne" refers not to Him but to the man who led the oeoole

back - the ruler. We won't take time to go into the tsecise question of interpretation here

but we do see that Joshua is told that He is to be a 'oriest upon His throne. There is a

coming oriest. I don't think anybody thinks Joshua was the one. He's merely taken here as

a symbol, a sign looking forward to the coming One. Now we have a rather interesting pre

diction of a coming priest which is rather strange because it doesn't fit with the various

mentions about the Aaronic priesthood, the priesthood of the Levites - it's Psalm 110. And

there we read, "The Lord bath sworn and will not repent: Thou art a priest forever after the
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order of Meichizedek." Here is a prediction of a Driest, a priest forever after the order

of Meichizedek. And then in Isaiah 53 we find that there is somebody predicted and it says

of this person who is predicted in verse 11, "By His knowledge shall my righteous servant

justify many and He shall bear their Iniquities,,,,,*.* and He made intercession

for the transgressors." He is not here called a priest but that which it is said that He will

do is certainly very similar to that which a Driest does. In verse 10 before that it says,

"when thou shalt make His soul an offering for sin" and it can just as well be translated,

"when His soul is made an offering for sin". If it says "thou shalt make" it doesn't neces

sarily mean He's a priest, but if His soul makes an offering, He is making an offering - He

is doing the work of a priest. Certainly of you read that He is going to bear their iniqu

ties, that He makes intercession for the transgressors, it rather strongly suggests the com

ing of a priest. Now as you see, specific predictions of the coming of a great priest are

not comparable with the number of specific predictions of the coming of the great king in

the Old Testament. And in the New Testament we never have Christ called a priest except in

the Book of Hebrews. But the Book of Hebrews very clearly and strongly calls Him one.

Number 2 - Yet the Idea of a Great Coming Priest Seems Forcibly to Have Caught the

Imagina-tion-ofthe Jews. Yesterday I received in the mail from Vienna a reDrint of an article in

German by Professor Schubert who is a professor of XfflflXUXXXXX Hebrew and Old Testament

in the University of Vienna,which is on the relationship of the testament of Judah, Chanter
0.. v

24 to the --a1 material. This was no surprise to me because I heard him give the lecture

that is contained in his reprint sent to me. I heard him give it in Munich about 6 weeks

ago. But what he got out in the lecture is something which is already in various books in

English. It was nothing new - but he brought it out very clearly - that was that among the

Jews prior to the time of Christ there was the expectation of the coming of a great Driest.

And the thing he referred to,I have since looked up, certain books I had read on the Dead

Sea Scrolls to see whether they had stated practically what he said - books which were nub

lished a couple of years ago - and I find it there stated just what he gave, though not ev

eryone accepts it. But he referred to an Apocryphal book - the Roman Catholics would call

it "apocryphal" but we would call it "pseud-eoigraohica!!J: that is to say, it is a book of

Jewish religious material which neither the Catholics nor we consider to be inspired. We
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have two big volumes utstairs, APOCRYPHA and PS=-EPIGRAPH of the Old Testament edited by

Professor R. H. Charles - I think he's Cambridge. No, he's Oxford. They're edited in con

junction with many scholars by R. H. Charles. They're tublished in 1l3 - Charles devoted

many years to the study of this anocryphal and Dseud-enigraDhical material. And here I have

the testament of Judah, Chanter 24. See these are the testaments of the twelve patriarchs.

Somebody imagined that God had spoken to the twelve sons of Jacob and given them each a

oronhesy(?) about the future - one for each of the twelve. They were written by some pious

Jew in the time of Christ or within the three centuries before, probably some time before.

They are treserved. in Greek, not in Hebrew. But here we read, "And after these things shall

UNIX a star arise to you XXXXXXXXXXX from Jacob the beast(?) and a man shall arise like the

Son of Righteousness, walking with the sons of men in meekness and righteousness and no sin

shall be found in Him and the Heavens shall be opened unto Him to tour off the spirit, even

the blessing of the Holy God, and shall tour out the stint of grace upon you and ye shall

be unto Him sons in truth and ye shall walk in His commandment first and last." And the

footnote says - Charles says "Chapter 2L., two Messianic fragments, verses 1 to 3, sneak of

a Messiah, probably from Levi." And students of these testaments of the 12 patriarchs have

for many years felt that there was tredicted in them , in the original form(which they think

has had Christian internolations put in here and there) a coming priest and a coming king.

And the coming triest was the Messiah from Levi and the coming king was the Messiah from

Judah. And the coming priest they consider as greater than the coming king. Professor UIX

Allegro had given radio messages in England in which he has declared that all of our Christian

ideas about Christ are derried from the ideas of the _____ sect. He says they extected

their own teacher, the Teacher of Righteousness - they thought of him as nersecuted and cru

fified and exoected to rise again as a oniestly Messiah, not a kingly Messiah. Now Allegro

just inserts this little word "oniestly" there so's to be a little nearer his sources and

without stressing it. Because he is trying to maim out that the Qtmran texts are very

similar to Christian teaching. But the testament of the twelfth patriarch, many scholars

have held that in its original form it teaches two Messiahs - a Messiah of Levi who is a

priest, a Messiah of Judah who is a king - and the oriest is greater than the king. But it's

interesting how (12.5) the Qiimran material. It is interesting
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to find, as Shubert brought out and as has been noted by others, that in the Qu.mran material

you have this same idea. Now if any of you don't know that word - Q-U-M-R-A-N - small b.

Small a was The Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs. Now I imagine most of you know the

word Qu.mran(?) by this time. But in case there's anyone who isn't quite familiar with it,

I think every Christian worker today should be familiar with the wvvd. Fifteen years ago

very few teoole had ever heard of it. But today it is a word of considerable importance.

As you know these Dead Sea Scrolls have been discovered in various places. But the greatest

number of them by far has been discovered near an old ruin which has been for many years

called The Ruin of Quinran. And there have been many caves found near. The first one was

right there. And there've been many others that have a great deal of written material.

And it is thought that the r,eoole who lived in this place of Qumran, when the Romans overran

the land to destroy Terusalem in 87 (A.D. 7 or 70?) , that they hastily hid their manuscripts

in these caves. And now they have been found. And Professor Allegro says that they thought

their great founder had been ersecuted and crucified. That's purely imagination on Allegro's

part - there's nothing of a crucifixion in this Qurran material anyway - and it doesn't even

(must be?)
say their leader had died, much less that he was crucified - though we know it wasn't Christ

(l4.2) leader many years before - and expected to rise again as

priestly Messiah. This material is much that is very vague. But it is very clearly said that

the Qumran Deople exDected the coming of two great leaders. They though the end of the world

was just ahead - the end of the age. And these figures were coming very soon. And there's

no evidence that they thought their Teacher of Righteousness was one of the two figures.
AlleEro' S

That's AXI1IAXI imagination. And Wilson un in New York who wrote the best seller, it's

his imagination too. There's no Droof in the manuscrints. But it is clear that they ex

i,eced two Messiahs. Now you know the word "Messiah" simply means annointed. They exrected.

two annointed figures. And one of these was a priest and the other was a king (or a Prince,

as they call it) and the king was inferior to the oriest. And they exoected these figures to

come quite soon. Well now that shows that the oassages in the Old Testament, though they are

comparatively few, nevertheless




End of Record 42
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We're looking at the second of Christ's three offices - the office of Driest and at B - Old

Testament Predictions of the Coming Priest. And we notice that under 1- that these are not

nearly so numerous as those of the coming king. In fact I've only come across four that

would be at all clear - I'm not sure that the first of those would even be called a priest today.

But the New Testament explicitly tells us He is a i,riest, He has the office of Driest. And in

addition I think it's very interesting to notice Number 2- That the Idea of A great Coming

Priest Seems Forcibly to Have Caught the Imagination of the Jews. Now the first of those

evidences for that is not so extremely clear - t.he evidence alone from the testament of the

the twelve Datriarchs - because most scholars think that this material which was written by

Jews has a Christian edition(addition?) - the only edition that's been preserved, that it

has Christian interpolations. And yet most scholars are agreed,and have been for a long time,

that in this testament of the twelve patriarchs you find tradition of two great Messianic fig

ures - a priest and a king - and the Driest oerhaDs greater than the king. And then - The

Qumran Material. I expect all of you know a little bit about the story of the discovery of

the Dead Sea Scrolls - how they found them in this cave by accident and how much more mater

ial has since been found - till today practically every scholar in the world is convinced

the y come from the time of Christ or the two centuries before, and show us actual copies of

the Bible as it was written at that time, and of the literature of this Jewish sect which

made the conies. The one outstanding scholar in the world who does not accept this today is

Professor Zeitlin down here at the DroDsie College who argued for an hour and a half at

Munich this summer before a large group, that these are a late medieval writing of no value

at all, nothing about ancient times, absolutely worthless practically. But hardly anybody

follows (2.c) Professor Rauley of England, who introduced

him, said, "I don't know why I should have been seted to intvoduce Professor Zeitlln. The

only reason I an think of is that he and I hold such diametrically opposite views about the

Dead Sea Scrolls." And when he finished, he said in his discussion,after his long tirade

on how worthless they are, "They call it Hebrew. I've studied Hebrew all my life and I can't

understand it." And another Jewish orofeseor in the Jewish Theological Seminary in New

York, from the back of the room yelled, "If you can't understand it why don't you keep still

about it? Let other oeople talk about it that can understand it." But the attitude of
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the unbelieving scholarly world when the Dead Sea Scrolls were discovered and gave such won

derful oroof of the cooying of the Old Testament manuscriots, was to say, "It's a fraud and.

it's late(?). But nearly all have given that up - men of any standing - exceot Professor

Zeitlin and he's taken the oosition so strongly that he'll orobably stand to it for the rest

of his life. Even though, as another Jewish scholar said to me, "I pity him when I think

of the time coming when no-one will go to hear him any more." But last year he gave big

lectures in New York and Philadelphia and had crowds out to hear about the Dead Sea Scrolls.

What he says about them is that there just isn't any such thing - they're just worthless.

But nobody else (u.) today. And among the unbelieving

scholars-today they believe they are genuine but instead of seeing the wonderful evidence

they give of the fact the Bible is deoendable, they look at them as the source from which

Christianity has come. Some of these men say - this book by Wilson which apoeared first in

the New Yorker and then was a best seller, claimed that Christiity is just a taking over

of the ideas of this Jewish sect. And a great English archaeologist said in an article in

the Times of England, that there's very little we can be sure of that is actually connected

with the life of Jesus. But here at Qumran you can walk through the very halls through

which He walked, sit at the tables at which He sat, as He studied there at uinran - and

that's oure imagination. There's not the slightest evidence to Christ uo wihh the Q,umran

group in any way, shape, or form. But the Qumran groun had a great teacher who started the

groun - and nobody knows when he lived -some time within a neriod of 200 years and we know

oractically nothing about him. They just call him Teacher d Righteousness and they had

great admiration for him as the one who started their sect and oresented their views. And

they referred to him as the teacher of righteousness and they referred to the wicked Driest

who nersecuted the Teacher of Righteousness. And Louis(Lewis) and Allegro and a few others

are quite convinced that this figure was, as one French professor 1W DuPont Sumiere says,

"We see the Man of Galilee was an astonishing re-incarnation of the Teacher of Righteousness."

Actually there's nothing astonishing about it because they had a leader they had great re

gard for who was persecuted. That's the only similarity. They say he was crucified. There's

no evidence for it in the world. They say they exoected him to be raised from the dead.

There's no evidence for it in the world. It's absolutely clear nobody thought he was raised
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from the dead and nobody thought of his life UUXXII1XXXXas sacrificial or vicarious or

anything of the kind. But it is evident,when you read these scrolls to see what they

teach, instead of reading them to try to find an alleged origin for Christianity, that while

this was an eschatological sect, expecting the end of the age right soon, and looking for it,

and looking for the Messiah - they weren't looking for one Messiah, they wereiC(1 looking for

two Messiahs - they were looking for the great annointed priest, Messiah of the tribe of Levi.

And they were looking for the descendant of David , the Messiah of Judah, who would be secondary

to the priest of the tribe of Levi. And there's nothing at all in their doctrine to show

that they thought the teacher of righteousness would be raised to be one of these two, nothing

whatever. But of course some of their men say they believed he would be raised from the

dead and be the oriestly Messiah. When they say that "priestly Messiah" the average 'person

hears the address over the radio otherwise realize that oriestly Messiah is any dif

ferent from what we believe Christ to be. Actually the Q,umran doctrine is altogether dif

ferent - two Messiahs, not just one Messiah and there's no evidence they thought the Teacher

of Righteousness would be that one either. But it does give a witness to the fact that cer

tain of the Jews at least who were tremendously interested in the Scripture, copying it

carefully, dozens of conies of almost every book of the Old Testament, tremendously interested

in Scripture, believed it was God's Word, believed that a great oriest was to come, an

annointed one whom God would send. And in view of the slight amount of evidence there is

of such a thing in the Old Testament, it is very interesting that it would have such a great

hold on the imagination of at least this much of a section of Judaeism. Well, we do not

have then such a great deal in the Old Testament about looking fora oriest. And we find

that among Jews there was the exoectation of a oriest, even though there's no reference in

the Gospels to this exoectation. As Jesus walked about among men some thought lie was a

proohet. Some thought that He was the oromised Messiah, the Son of David, the King. We

have no evidence that anybody said, "He is the priest that would come." But as we look

back at His work, that is to us oerhaos the most outstanding art of His work in His earthly

ministry, His activity as priest. That is what made it possible for Him to be our Saviour.

And so we are very glad that we have the Book of Hebrews which AX lays its stress on this

which is not stressed in any other part of the New Testament - on Him as riest. Yes?
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(Student question) Differentiate? I'm not differentiating. I'm merely saying that these

are two distinct evidences Dointing to the same thing. (Student question) That is a dif

ficult question to answer categorically for this reason - that the material in the testaments

of the twelve patriarchs is to some extent rather vague and the Qumran material is extremely

vague. But what I'm saying is that most scholars who have carefully studied the testaments

of the twelve oatriarchs, are convinced that it predicts two Messiahi, the greater one to

be the oriest and the lesser one the king. And many scholars who have carefully studied the

Qumran material are convinced that it oredicts two Messiahs; that is, they were looking for

ward - theres no orediction, it's not oroohesized. The twelve oatriarchs claim to be orop

hets. This is simoly the rules of the life of this sect that lived in this sort of a mon

astery and some of it is their commentaries on various (10.) But in the

course of their comments you see that they were looking forward to the coming of the great

Driest and also the coming of the Prince who would stand by and suooort the Driest. (Student

question) Where did they get it? Now that question again should not be answered in just

one word. I would say that those people who wrote these twelve ratriarcha and these who

wrote the Qumran material were oeople who were in the stresses of difficult situations and

who studied and thought and guessed and imagined a gi'eat deal. And you do find that they

have a great many ideas in these books that are without any foundation whatever. But this

one which they stress,UXIU would seem to me, in view of their great interest in the Old

Testament, it would seem to me to be inevitable that they understood the Old Testament that

wy. I think they could get ideas from other sources

(11.25) You can trace it - they get an idea from here,

an idea from there, an idea from another olace, and some out of their head. But I do believe

that they are an evidence that - if there was nothing like it in the Old Testament, I'd say

it was fantasic. But we have these few references in the Old Testament which are sufficient

for our puroose. But what I'm saying is that these few were interoreted that way by at

least some Jews who looked forward to the coming oriest. Of course I don't think they saw

the real implication that he was after the order of Meichizedek and therefore from the

tribe of Levi. The order of Melchizedek doesn't say He's going to be of the tribe of Judah.

(12.) Somebody'll read that "the order of Melchizedek"and they won't
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think it true. But when Jesus explained it to them, He said, "How do you say'He's going to

be a Levite?' This says'after the order of Meichizedek'". That suggests

other or it's in Hebrew. Any further question on this? If not then we go on

to c. b was Old Testament Predictions of the Coming Priest and we were interested to see

that though in Christ's earthly life, of His three offices, that of Driest is the largest.

You take most any book of theology. You take Hodge here. Take Berghoff. You take other

books of theology. Some of them don't bother about it but most of them talk about His

three offices - oroohet, Driest, and king. And it'll have two or three pages on his activ

ity as prophet. They(ll maybe have three or four an his activity as king and they'll have

fifty or sixty on his activity as priest. The tendency of theological books is to give the

overwhelming mass of attention to it - and not wvongly because in His earthly life that was

what was most vital anitJesus' earthly life - His activity as Driest. That was the vital

thing which He did. But yet as He was walking about among men, what they noticed was His

oroohetic activity rather than His oriestly activity. And some would realize He was going

to be the king. They would see His kingly activity, either shown to some extent or pre

figured and. -promised. But His priestly activity they did not understand when He was with them.

It was only looking back on it that they understood it. And then when they realized about

His death and His meaning - mo"e and more they saw how that was the big vital thing about

Him, about His first coming - His priestly activity. But they didn't realize it at first.

And so we do not have in the Gospels any place I recall, any reference to Him as a Driest.

The exolicit statement that He's a oriest I believe occurs only in Hebrews. But it is a very

outstanding Dart of His work and yet His activity as Driest has nothing like the stress or

importance that His activity has as the offering which the Driest made - and of course that's

where He differs from all other oriests. As the Book of Hebrews tells us - they made an

offering of an animal or something. He offered Himself. And so the most vital thing about

Him is not the activity as the offerer, as the oriest, but the activity as the offering which

the ortést makes

End of Record 43
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in the New Testament because the big stress is onBim as the offering, rather than as the of

ferer. But He was the offerer who made the offering - no other like him. So His priestly

activity is tremendously imDortant but the most imDortant thing about it is what He offered

and what He offered was Himself. So I believe the study of Christ - there's no question that

the study of Christ as the offerer Droperly comes under this heading - His Office As Priest.

But it is quite different from the activity of the ordinary priest who is offering something

other than himself. And so we take up c- reuiurat1ons and Predictions of the Coming Sac

rifice. You might say that b s predictions of the priests to come. c is predictions of the

work the priest is to do - and that's the most imDortant thing, the work. I've entitled

this Brefigurations and Bredictions of the Coming Sacrifice and under it number 1 is The Old

Testament Sacrificial System. People did not understand altogether,when the Old Testament

Sacrificial System was in orogress, that the system was simoly a prefiguration. I said ore

figuration first rather than orediction first because we're dealing first with the orefigu

ration. The whole sacrificial system was a type(?) and I believe that as oeole saw it and

thought about it they would come to realize this - that it is a tight, that it is a figure,

that it is something sinrnly UXA looking forward to it rather than being the thing itself.

But I'm sure there were many who didn't realize this-who thought you offer a sacrifice and

it's atoned for, you're forgiven. Well of course it is true - you offer a sacrifice and it's

atoned for but it's not atoned for because of the value in your sacrifice but because of the

value in the sacrifice which your sacrifice typifys or orefigures and looks forward to. And

so the whole Old Testament sacrificial system is a ore-figuration of the sacrificial activity

of Christ and we will rapidly mention a few heads under it. Number 1 would. be Old Testament

Sacrificial System. Just running over it raoidly - we've already looked at it a little under

the heading of the question of it being expiatory. a- The Institution of Sacrifice After the

Promise of a Corning Delivery. This is somewhat conjectural so it is not a matter to be dog

matic about. It is something that fits in wihh the evidence we get from elsewhere - not to

build the structure u'oon but to see (3.75) how it fits

in this instance. Genesis 3:15 the Lord says, "1 will out enmity between thee and the woman,

and between thy seed and her seed: he shall bruise thy head, and thou shalt bruise his heel."

The oromise of a coming deliverer and the first sacrifice we find mentioned is in Cha-0ter 4:3-4.
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Now it is a conjecture,but I think a rather reasonable one, that God exDlained to them what

kind of sacrifices were to be made. And did He explain that this orefigured the real sacri

fice or were they to gather that from thinking about it? We're not told. But Le did in

stitute the sacrifice evidently right after He gave the Droinise of the coming deliverer. Now

it's good in our Bible study to distinguish between two things - one, the clear ScriDtural

evidence upon which we can build a doctrine two, the further Scriotural indications and il

lustrations which we can use in clarifying in our own minds and making it vivid and effective

in our life and in the lives of others. This is definitely in the latter half rather than

the former half. b- I barely mentioned here - Sacrifice From Adam to Moses. We spoke al

ready of the fact that we don't know much about the sacrifice during this time. To bow great

an extent did these DeoDle realize that it was nothing in itself, that it rictured what God

would orovide. We don't know. But then c --The Promise of Sacrifice In the Tabernacle

The Tabernacle was the building erected in Exodus as an illustration, a type, a picture of

God's dwelling with His oeoole. And in this Tabernacle, where was the (6.)

glory, the glory of the oresence of God dwelling with His oeoole, in this tabernacle the

first thing you came to as you entered was the brazen altar - the altar of atonement, the

altar where the burnt offerings were made, the altar of the sacrifice - the entrance, the

means that God had orovided by His order that the brazen altar be put there and by His regu

lations for the establishnt of priests who performed the sacrifices which were brought

to win people entrance to the tabernacle with the other things typified in the prayer, the

study of the Word, orogress in the Christian life - all of them conditioned uoon entering

by the way of the sacrifice which God orovided - it's rromise in the tabernacle. d- The

Day of Atonement. We look at this Leviticus 16 under the other head and saw how clearly

Leviticus 16 is brought out. The fact that once a year it was necessary that they go

through this ceremony, getting rid of their sins, and they out their sins on a scaoegoat,

a goat which was cast out into the wilderness, bearing their sins with it. Well, nobody

with any sense would think that a goat could carry their sins away. How could a goat do

that? Perfectly obvious that it is a figure, it is something to drive home a teaching to

their heart - a teaching that God is providing a way to get rid of the sire- that that way
involves their being borne by another, their being taken from them by Himself.
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Then e - The Continual Sacrifices. There were the sacrifices in the tabernacle and in the

temple every day, the steady regular sacrifice, stressing the fact that everything in their

life was based uoon and related to the Driestly work, the clearing u'o of the obstacles be

tween them and God, winning the favor of God, winning the DroDitiation, expiating their sins

the provision God would make for making it oosstble for them to be His DeoDle. And then

small f-The Special Sacrifice - the sacrifices which they brought at narticular occasions,

the sacrifices which they brought in relation to rarticular sins - which remembered the fact

that time after time in their lives it was necessary to look to God for cleansing from their

sins. And then in the develonrnent there comes IXA - small g - Restriction of Sacrifice to

One Place. And this would be an interesting element in the teaching function of the sacri

fice. You would think, "Well, you make all these sacrifices. You make them anywhere and it's

far better to make them anywhere than to make them nowhere." But the time comes when God regu

lates it and says'tll the sacrificing is to be done in the one place which the Lord will

choose. The Lord will command. Here is this one olace where the sacrifices are made UXXA

for the whole nation." And bringing home further to their thoughts still further the idea

that it is something God provides, something God regulates, something God directs and some

things which has a unity to it - one thing to which they look forward with a certainty. Deu-

teronomy 12 stresses this. Of course the critics say Deuteronomy cannot have been written

and
until MIX long after the time of Samuel because Samuel goes about IXA sacrifices in many

olaces. But the orimary command was to sacrifice and an imoortant thing about it was that

sacrifice was to be nerformed at the one place - best to do the sacrifice right where God

commanded, but better to have the sacrifice than not to have any at all. I saw a tract once

"Jews Search for the Blood" or something like that - I forget the exact name but it was a

tract which ouroorted to be written by a Jewish Christian who told how as a boy he had

heard in his 4rthodox Jewish family that reading of the law - the five books of Moses are

read over and over in every Orthodox Jewish family, many of the children know them by heart

and great stress is laid on them and then other oortions are read in connection with them

but the great stress is on these - and Leviticus - over and over the blood of the sacrifice,

without shedding of blood is no remission of sin. Over and over and yet Judaism today has
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no sacrifice. Why? Because God commanded they were to sacrifice at one place and for hun

dreds of years they sacrificed at Jerusalem and when the temple was destroyed, the olace

where they sacrificed was no longer accessible to them. Even today it is in Arab hands.

Twenty years ago the Jews could get un to the edgeof t and down below there could wail at

the Wailing Wall. But today they can't even get to the edge of the temole - they're off

there two blocks away and they cannot get to it and there have been no sacrifices since A.D. 70

no Jewish sacrifices. They are obeying the lesser command and ignoring the greater command.

But it drives home to one who thinks about it the fact that the sacrifice has been completed.

That to which it looked forward has been finished. So this command was very interesting in

the development of the divine economy - this restriction to one place, particularly with its

results which would have been very hard to have oredicted or understood at that time. Then

h - an interesting thing about this matter of sacrifice -XKKXXXKXSUMIXXMXKKKMKkm

T%"TMxX1UX1MMXKMMUx5MMM 'MM was the sacrifice something in itself

or did it look forward to what God would do? Very interesting - h -Prophetic Objections

to Abuse of the Idea of Sacrifice. Look at Isaiah 29:1- "Woe to Ariel, the City where Datid.

was'. Add ye year to year. Let them kill sacrifices IM yet I will distress Ariel. They'll

be having (12.5) again, , and raising forts and so on,

bring it down to the ground. And God says make all the sacrifices you want and it won't

help. Well, why not if God has commanded to sacrifice? Because the sacrifice is only a

sign of and if the right heart is in back of the sacrifice, it is absolutely

worhhless, it accomplishes absolutely nothing. The sacrifice is a means of carrying out

God's command, it is just a form, it is worthless. And Micah says in 6:, "Wherewith will

I come before the Lord and bow myself before the high God? Shall I come before Him with

burnt-offerings, with calves a year old? Will the Lord be pleased with thousands of rams

or with ten thousands of rivers of oil? Shall I give my first-born for my transgression,

the fruit of my body for the sin of my soul? He hath showed thee, 0 man, what is good; and

what doth the Lord require of thee, but to do justly and to love mercy , and to walk humbly

with the Lord thy od?" And we have other similar oassages in the oroohets and the critics

say you have on the one side the ori'sts who think all this cerethony is the important thing
and on the other you have the oroohetic movement which says what is needed is holy living,
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mercy and justice, and all this foolishness of sacrifices and traunings is absolutely worth

less. And that is the critical idea of the conflict between the i,riest and the rroDhet.

But it is an idea that is false to history and to the Bible because the very proohets that

talk this way about sacrifices, themselves oredicted the continuation of the sacrifice and

lay great stress on their imDortance. They are not criticizing sacrifice. They are criti

cizing sacrifice as something in itself. Sacrifice as a orefigurement of that which the

Lord will do, received with a heart that is humble before God and looking for what God will

proide,is an absolute necessity. That is

but sacrifice as a form is absolutely worthless. It
Doint 1

has no fflXXA whatever. I heard a most wonder talk on the radio one morning

End of Record 44
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light in the desert unsatisfactory going along to helD this useless sort

of life. And he just seemed to be leading un to giving the Gosrl in a wonderful way. And

then after all this leading u-n, his grand conclusion was, "Have you been to Holy Communion

lately?" And what a let-down it was to me - the need - and then a ceremony. And you got

what the Communion signified. If you have in your heart what the Communion sign5.fes, it may

be a beautiful witness to others to r)erform the Communion. And as you think on Christ while

you're taking it, you may receive real blessing. But the Communion as an end in itself is

exactly what the nronhets As you sacrifice, what good is it? "Thousands

of rivers of oil" - it's nothing. The orophets stood here and attacked the sacrifices and

the priests stood here and extolled the imoortance of ritual.

(i.) The other interoretation - that the oriest -nointed the true

significance of the sacrifice -they were 'ofitless, they were nothing in themselves. They

were a orefiguration of what God would orovide - the sacrifice which the Driest, the XW

true Driest would make. And so we go on to number-2. Number 1 under c - Prefigurations

and Predictions of the Coming Sacrifice. Number 1 was the whole Old Testament Sacrificial

System but number 2is just one narticular thing - The Brazen,Seroent. This is a story which

caught the imagination of the people. And therefore though it has very small soace in the

bible, it was something which doubtless had a great deal of interest. We read the story in

Numbers 21 8




The people sinned and God sent seroents among them. And

the neonle came and said, "We've sinned." Here was confession and here was reoentance.

"Pray the Lord to take away the seroents from us." And Moses prayed. "And the Lord said

make a fiery sernent and set it on a Dole: and it shall come to -nass that everyone that is

bitten, when he looks upon it, shall live. And Moses made a serent of coor and put it

upon a nole: and it came to nass, that if a serpent had bitten any man, when he beheld the

sernent of brass, he lived." Just two verses, three at most, five at very most about

(3.c) but it was doubtless something which had a tremendous

effect on people's minds and hearts as they thought of this and as they realized that it was

a figure to imoress a truth upon their minds that something must be orovided to which they
would look and receive help from . And Jesus Christ said that Moses
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lifted uo the serpent, "even so must the Son of man be lifted in,". Now did the DeoDle connect

it with sacrifice? We don't know. We have no way to know. Jesus did because His two verses

that's John 3:14 and two verses later He gives them John 3:16. Did they or did they not. But

it suggests one aspect of it, takes one ioint of it. It a Drefiguration in the Old Testa

ment which they think about and -ponder about what to do. And it is an examle,not only for

Nicodemus and the -People of Jesus' day and hefore,but for us too when we are in trouble, dis

couragements, difficulties - to look to that which God has orovided. Turn your eyes to Him

and find your oeace and your comfort and your solution in what He orovides

(4.5) though this in itself has nothing XX& that would suggest

(Student question) I'm sure a great

many did not but I think that there is sufficient evidence !16t and that

as time went on, more and more of them would realize that

exolain it to them. But it is true that others would simoly take the thing in the barest

and there will be misunderstandings as there are in everything. (Stu

dent question) I think on the brazen seroent they certainly would have because in itself,

it's so silly. Take a statue and put it u-o and you look at it and you get cured from a snake

bite. I mean in itself it's so silly that it takes a very orimitve mind to accept it as

simoly a fact in itself. I think that many -oeoole might so accent it but most peonle realize
it is God who cures

that it's what God has ordered, it's what God has provided - XXXUAXIX1¬1, not that bit of

corner p there on a oole. But God wants to do it this way for some reason - to imoress ev

eryone. sure many of them would come to realize that and in connection with the sacri

fices, many would not. But the big argument in Hebrews is the blood of bulls and goats can't

take away sin. These things must reoresent something and can. Anybody who thinks about it

Hebrews says (6.) themselves, they couldn't oossibly. (Stu-

dent question) No, not saying that. I'm not sure how much understanding is necessary.

But I am saying that an attitude of looking to God for the salvation of these oromises through

the means which He orovides would lead to salvation. And someone who had that attitude could

have very little understanding. And someone who did not have that attitude could have a

very wonderful understanding of what it meant and what it was looking forward to and all that

and go through the sacrifice just as a mere form. It's the same way today - you have oeo-
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le today who have the simplest, most rudimentary understanding of any theology whatever but

who have a simple heartfelt realization that God has Drovided a means for their salvation

and that they look to Kim in simple faith and take what He's Drovided. And that's about all

they know. Their understanding is the most fragmentary. Some people who are saved have the

finest of saving faith. And there are other people who understand all the theological sublties,

who can explain all the points exactly fully, and never look with a heart devotion to Christ

for salvation -and are lost. It is not necessary to know very much for salvation. But it is

necessary to know a great deal if one is to be an effective servant of the Lord

(8.25) and it is God's desire that those who are saved shall go on to under-

stand more, to have a better comprehension, in order that they may grow as Christians. And

if we have the oiortun1ty to go on and K CTT11X don't, I'm sure the Lord is very disap

pointed. But there are those who have the opportunity, some of whom would be among

the finest saints in Heaven. And it's the same thing today

A oerson thinking about it, they'd realize that taking a pigeon and killing it, isn't going

to acconrnlish anything in itself - but it's doing what (od commands and in some way it repre

sents real orogress. (Student question) Oh nobody was saved except through being an Is

raelite. (Student question) Well, all we know is that UU Peter said to Cornelius in

Acts 10 In which when Peter thought that he was a Jew and God saved the sews -they were His

people and somebody else wants to be saved, let them come and become a Jew and then he could

get God's salvation. But when God led Peter to go to ornelius and Peter saw that God had

led Cornelius to send for him, Peter under the leading of the Holy Spirit said in Acts 10:34,

"Of a tiruth, I perceive that God is no resecter of persons but in every nation he that

feareth him, and worketh righteousness, is accented with Him." That's what Peter said. We

have no right to say that a oerson has to he a Jew to be saved. We have no right to say

that. And we have no ground on which to say how much knowledge is necessary. But we can

say this - that the peonle who apart from the direct sresentation of the Gospel and of the

teaching, with the direct presentation here wher' we have it, the number who truly accent it

from their hearts, is small. The number who reject it is great. And it's (10.75)

case here. People without the opportunity There are few indeed who

will seek righteousness and follow after and desire to find the true God, to find His revela-
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tion. But I can say this that if a ne"son is born in the heart of Africa or China or the

South Sea Islands and he truly in his heart seeks after the lord, I believe the Lord

(11.25) and I believe He always would. It wasn't being an Israelite
could
U save them but it was an awful lot easier for an Israelite to have it imoressed UDOn his

mind - the need of salvation and the imoortance of it. That is getting a little off the sub

ject but not a good deal - it's oretty close to the main thing. X (Student question)

!o, He said"In the blood is the life" and that may be an anticinationof modern scientific

knowledge because orior to 300 years agolc even 200 years ago, XUi( when someone was sick

they'd bleed him - take some blood out of him. They didn't realize the Imoortance of the

blood and the circulation of the blood was only known during the last 300 years. But yet

we have a definite thought here in the Bible that the life is in the blood. And it is

definitely thought that without shedding of blood there is no remission of sins. It isn't

the fact of this chemical material that is blood - it is the life which is imoossible with

out the blood. It is the giving of life and it reoresents the life that we have

(13.5) (Student question) Yes. When a oerson put is hand

on his head, he's identifying so my life

is given the idea of nutting the

guilt uoon that one which bears And it's an idea which hardly

would have occurred to them.

But as with all other ideas, you have to gradually get it, gradually more

and more understand it as God reveals It this way and that way and the other way and gets the

idea
End of Record 45
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but with God dealing with humanity, He gradually brought our minds to the

realization. Number 2 then was The Brazen Sernent and number is Predictions. These have

both been Prefigurations. Now number 3 is Predictions and this is Predictions of the Coming

Vicarious guprer And in the Old Testament we've seen how little we have of soecific ore

dictions of the coming priest but we have two passages which are so mysterious and so

strange that they constitute a series of words that just mean absoutely nothing until you.

get this concept of Vicarious -e - and then that's the key that opens up and makes every

thing click into place and you see how meaningul they are. And those two passages are that

22nd Psalm and the 3rd chapter of Isaiah. And there are two rassages in the Old Testament

in which there is a -prediction, a description of One who is to come who is to suffer and

through His suffering is to bring salvation. It is a picture of the sacrifice made nersonal

in the oerson of a Son. And all other attempts to exolain these Dassages, they just don't

satisfy, they don't reach any conclusion, they contradict one another, they have to divide

it up into sections because as they stand, this is what they describe and they don't fit any

thing else. But in that 22nd Psalm you have verses 1 to 21 which describe the sieeI and

verses 22 to 31, which describe the result of His suffering. And how amazing it is that one

has suffered like this and because He has suffered like this, the meek will even be satisfied

"All the ends of the earth shall remember and turn to the Lord and all the kindreds of the

nations shall worship before thee all that eat fat on earth sill sit, eat, and

worshio: all they that go down to the dust shall bow before Him, none can keen alive his

own soul. A seed shall serve Him and it shall be accounted to the Lord for a generation."

What a picture of the results of the suffering described in the early Dart of the chanter.

What sense does it make? Peoole must have pondered over XXX what it did mean, t±ted to un

derstand, tried and then Christ cores and it fits exactly as

it describes the work that He did, the suffering that He went through, and its result in the

carrying out of the -nriestly work of sacrifice for His neonle. And then in Islah 53 you

have the same thing looked at from a more external view. Psalm 22 looks at it from the in

ternal view, from this whole feeling and exrrience. Isaiah c3 - which really begins at

52:12 looks at it from the external view. "My servant shall deal orudently, He shall be

exalted and extolled and shall be very high." How will He be so great? How is He going
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to accomplish this work? Why by humiliation - what a queer thing to say. He's is going to be -

"His visage so marred more than any man, and His form more than the sons of men" and as a result

of this humiliation "so shall He sprinkle many nations". What a strange thing to say. And

Peter says that that's exactly what He did. Because in I Peter he refers back to this. He

addresses himself to many nations - "Pontus, Galatia, CaDoadocia, Asia, and Bithynia: elect

according to the foreknowledge of God the Father through santification of the Spirit, unto

obedience and sprinkling of the blood of Jesus." All these nations have been sorinkled by

the One who died to free them from sin, to cleanse them, to make them able to take a place

in Heaven with Him. And so you have this marvelous statement which makes no sense in any

other way whatever than as a orediction of vicarious suffering through which people will be

saved. And then we go on and have the description of His suffering here in 53. And then

after the descriotion of His suffering, we read, "Yet it pleased the Lord to bruise Him: He

bath out Him to grief: when His soul shall make an offering for sin"(or "when thou shalt

make His soul") - it's whether you think of Him as the offering or as the one offering - He

is both. "He shall see His seed, He shall orolong His days and the pleasure of the Lord

shall prosper in His hand." Verse 8 said "Who shall declare His generation. He's cut off

from the land of the living." No posterity, no continuation. This says He'll see His

seed, He'll see His generation, "He shall see of the travail of His soul and be satisfied..............

and He shall bear their iniquities." The prediction of the work accomplished

through suffering. The orediction of the vicarious sacrifice carried out through an in

dividual. And a person can make no sense of 53 or 22 except on this interoretation. And

when you find (6.25) it gives

erfect sense to the sacrifice. So someone without any New Testament at all, if he makes

any sense out of Psalm 22 and Isaiah 53 ought to find a full and satisfying interoretation

of the facts -but how can he? Even the disciples didn't understand it until Christ ex

iDlained it to them. Well, we continue there tomorrow. Prefigurations and Predictions of

the Coming Sacrifice. And there we looked first at the Old Testament sacrificial system

which people must have come gradually to realize could not in itself provide salvation,

that it was a figure, that this represented the fact that something objectively must be done

if one is to be saved. God provides the means, the very animal they AM bring, grew as a
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result of God's power, God's grace, and God's direction. It reoresented the Man and reore

sented H18 death and animals could not be a real substitute. There must be something more.

But those who realized that God would provide and they were reoresenting what God would do

for them and had simole faith that God would orovide, would be in exactly the same oosition

as those who today realize that God has orovided. They were not saved as a result of oer

forming a sacrifice any more than we are saved as a result of going to a Communion Service.

But the sacrifice typified what God was going to do and the Communion Service typifies what

God has done. And so the study of the Old Testament sacrificial system in great detail, in

order to see the exact relevance of many of its points - as taking things about Christ and

suesting them and driving them home to oeople's minds, is not of great initortance to us to

understand the words of Christ because we have the reality and this is the shadow. And we

can know far more about it than the Old Testament eoole could ever know because we have the

reality, we can see what it was, we have the understanding, we have the explanation in the

Epistles - and for our understanding it is far more important for us to understand what

Chrit did and what it means than to understand how it was typified in advance. But for

Homiletical ourooses, for illustration, for study, for making it clear to oeoole -from

that viewpoint, it is very interesting and valuable to study different asoects of the sacri

ficial system to see how this represented this, and this this, and how they tyofied and

represented and drove home to oeoole's minds that which was most vital of what Christ was

going to do. Well that was number 1 - The Old Testament Sacrificial System and then we

looked at number 2 - The Brazen Sernent. Number 2 was very brief in cornoarisOn with number 1.

It was very brief because there's only a few verses on it, but it is a very interesting ore

figuration and one which must have lnmressed the eonle's minds and hearts very greatly. And

we know, as a matter of tact, that the brazen seroent was kept. They put it un there in the

wilderness but they kent on looking at it and remembering the story for hundreds of years.

W Can anybody say how we know that? Raise your hand if you know how we know that the

brazen seroent was kept for hundreds of years. Mr. Sutton? (Student answer unintelligible

on record) Yes, thank you Mr. Sutton. We are not told through all these years anything

about the brazen sernent - you'd think the thing disapneared. But as Mr. Sutton points out
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in the days of Hezikiah we read that God caused them to destroy the brazen seroent beeause

people were worshipping it. Well they couldn't destroy it if they didn't have it. And

they couldn't have started to worship it if it hadn't been there for them. And the chances

are individuals had worshiooed it off and on through the oeriod inbetween. There was a

wrong use of it on the oart of some. But my guess is that for everyone that used it wrongly

there were a hundred that simply looked at it as an interesting historical memento - at

least till shortly before it was destroyed -an interesting historical memento of what had

haooened in the wilderness but as they looked at that, they remembered the incident and they

remembered the fact that God had done this thing -what does it mean? It orefigures what

God is yet going to do. And of course Jesus Christ said that it was definitely so. He

said that as Moses lifted uo the seroent in the wilderness, even so must the Son of Man be

lifted UD, that whosoever believeth on Him might not oerish. Just as they lifted u the

serrnt in the wilderness that whoever looked at it might not oerish. Looking at a bit of

cooer wouldn't keen them from oerishing. It was the look toward God and that which was

representative of what God was going to be doing. So it prefigures the oriestly work of

Christ even though it's quite out of the line of the ordinary direction of the religious

work of Israel. Number 3 - Predictions of the Coming Vicarious SufferX1er. I am not ore

pared to say there are not more than two, but only two have occurred to me and those are the

two I've mentioned - and those two may be the only ones. And ever build an important

teaching on one verse of Scripture. And go slow about building an important teaching on

two oassages of Scripture. But we are not dealing with two verses here. We are dealing

with two lengthy oassages which bring out the matter in considerable detail and oresent

somth1ng which if you take the rest of the Old Testament and read it and think what is

here oresented? You may find suggestions, hints and so on, of this. But the thought of

these two strikes you as something with little direct teaching elsewhere, little clear ore

sentaton, little of a sharo oarallel for it elsewhere. And if there's only one of them, you

might throw uo your hands and say, "What is he talking about?" But when you find two of

them saying the same thing so clearly, you then are justified in saying, "Here is something

definitely taught. Let's look elsewhere in the Old Testament and see the various things

that ooint in this direction and then look to see what it really means - as the New Testament
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brings it out. And of course that is the problem which the Jews have today. They have the

problem of sacrifice - they don't have it. Perform all the laws, go through the forms and

ceremonies, follow as clearly as you can - but if you read the law (and they read it in their

synagogues) clear through you read all these nassages about sacrifice and they just are omitted

neglected as far as any fulfillment is concerned. They u*tz aren't done. You read in

Leviticus, "Without shedding of blood is no remission of sin." And then you go on - follow

the law, try to observe its orecents and its teachings. Every child is brought before the

full synagogue and is made a child of the law, a son or daughter of the law. But they're

not carrying out the law. They're just neglecting it. And if that is true of the law of

the sacrificial system, it is equally true of these two Passages. They try to explain them

away. They try to give other nossible interoretations. None of them fit. Nothing works.

They fit nerfectly as oredictions of the Coming Sufferer who will nerform the great piece of

work
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Psalm 22 which we locked at rather fully last year in our course in Poets and we glanced

rather briefly at Isaiah 53 in which we have exactly the same teaching as Psalm 22 but ore

sented from the objective rather than the subjective viewnoint - but the same teaching ex

actly. Isaiah 53, as you know runs from Isaiah 52:13 to 53:12. And it is so clear, the nrc

senAt ion of this chapter. What a problem for anyone who wants to accent the Old Testament

and will nt accent this. And it's so interesting that in the great section of Isaiah run

ning from Chanters LO to 55, in which the oeotle are oromised they're going to be given a

deliverance from exile, and not only deliverance from exile but deliverance from sin which

has caused the exile and which if not dealt with will cause another exile - in this there

aooears this cryptic figure of the Servant of the Lord. And as you read the description of

Him you find He's to be a orophet, He's to be a light to the Gentiles, and so on - you have

a little about Him and more and more as you go through those chatters. But then you find the

great climax of the teaching of the Servant of the Lord is this 53rd chanter. And the phrase,

"Servant of the Lord" is used over and over and over in these oassages and then now you quit

and after 53 you never record it as Servant of the Lord. You record it as Servant of the

Lord, the (2.) Servant of the Lord. But that ohrase which is so stressed

and built uo to, it stoos - here is the climax of this section of (2.2)

You might say it's the climax of the book also One who's

going to make intercession for the transgressors, the One who's going to jiify many because

He will bear their iniquities , of the One on whom the Lord has laid the iniquity of us all,

of the One with whose strines we are healed, of the One of whom it is said the chastisement

of our peace is laid upon Him. Phrase after Phrase in this 53rd. chanter brings out clearly

the teaching that One is coming who is going to bear the sins, not just to be a sufferer,

not just to be a wonderful natient sufferer, but to beat the sin, to make intercession, to

justify the specific (3.25) very clearly.

This chapter alone shoufl make it impossible for anybody to deny the close connection of

the New Testament and the Old Testament and the fact that the same central theme runs

through both. Well if this were a course in oroohetical books we could take two or three

hours AS it is we have noticed its orimary relevance

and we don't want to overlap with the oroohetic course so we will go on to-A_- Jesus'
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Activity as Priest. It's very interesting how we have in the Old Testament the ticture of

the Coming Ones - the coming Dro'nhet, the coming Driest, the coming king. We have these

three offices of Christ. Each of them is seoarate in the Old Testament. Rarely was a king

a -oroDhet -oh, occasionally. Extremely rarely was a king a Driest - only once that I know

of. A DroDhet was not ordinarily a Driest nor a priest ordinarily a prophet. They are

three distinct offices in the Old Testament. But in connection with each of them we-learn

that One is coming who will fulfill it. And although there was a sect of the Jews who

looked for the coming of the great priestly Messiah, the coming great high Driest out of

Levites to whom the Son of David would be subordinate, this was hardly likely the belief of

the mass (5.) They were interested in looking for the great

king who would deliver them from the Romans and they were interested in the oroohet who

would give them new light and new understanding. But we have no reference in the Gosr,els

to their looking for the coming of another oriest. Of course in the New Testament days the

-priesthood had fallen to a very low ebb. The r)riests were Saducees and the religious

neonle, the devoted DeoDle in Israel, many of them had little use for the high oriests be

cause they realized the corruotion of the secular-minded Saducee high oriests of the day.

Theta interest was in getting through the oroohetic asoects - of course they performed the

sacrifiees, they did the rites and ceremonies oroperly. But no-one seems to have suggested

that Jesus was going to disolace this high Driest. He was a great oroohet, He was going to

be king, He was going to be the ruler - some feared He was a threat to Caesar, some feared

He was a threat to Herod. Herod tried to kill all of the oeoole who might oossibl be of

the right age to be this One, in order to get rid of Him - of the coming king. But this

asrect of the oriesthood, the coming Driest, we find not mentioned in the gospels or in

any book of the New Testament except the Book of Hebrews. And we find that the prophet is

mentioned so much and the king is mentioned so much that it's almost you would think that

this was not fulfilled oractically. But then you come to the Book of Hebrews and in the

Book of Hebrews you would find seventeen (l7)different olaces where it specifically uses

the word "Driest", and reoeatedly says that Jesus Christ is our high Driest. And if you

take the teaching of Christian oeoole and of Christian theologians and of orthodox Christians
in general, through the nearly two thousand years since the time of Christ, it is that which
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connects un with is Driestly activity which has taken the overwhelming bulk of the attention

hardly mentioned exceDt in one book - Hebrews. And yet it is the thing that is distinctive

of Christianity because it is the vital (7.5) The

others are imoortant, the others are vital U - the '-roohetic works and the king. But the

priestly work is the thing which makes the difference between a Christian and a non-Christian.

You can believe all the truth the orohets gave but if you don't have the oower, if you're

not redeerned,it doesn't mean a thing. And you can look forward to the coming of a great king

who will set the world right but your're not one of His men. You can't belong to Him if

you don't know Him as Driest, if His priestly work is not satisfactory for you. It is for

this age at least, the outstanding. And when they in Revelation 5, when they look for

someone to open the book and solve the mystery of life, they ask for who can do this and

they find that the one who is able to do it is the Lion of the tribe of JwIah. So you

look for a great king. John looks about and he sees a lamb, as it had been slain. It

is the Driest who solves the mystery of the universe. The oroohet explains it, shows the

need of it, shows the sin, shows the weakness. The king works out its results, establishes

the righteousness which has been won in princiole by the Driest's activity, does the work

which is made oossible because of what the priest has done, but it is the oriestly work of

Christ which is the center of Christianity. And yet He is not referred to snecifically

anywhere exceot in the book of Hebrews. There's olenty that fits in with it elsewhere but

a snecific statement is not found to my knowledge anywhere exceot in the Book of Hebrews.

But in the Book of Hebrews we have this godly man - half of the great Christian scholars have

been thovoughly convinced it must be the Apostle Paul who wrote Hebrews and an equally great
have been

half, equally prominent, equally godly, equally scholarly IM absolutely convinced that it

could not nossibly be Paul who wrote this book. And the opinion is amazing to find who's on

one side and who's on the other but there seems to be no rule or reason - some are impressed

with the arguments that it must be Paul, some are irnoressed with the arguments that it

couldn't oossibly be Paul. But whether it be Paul or not, all orthodox Christians acceot

the Book of Hebrews as a part of (10.) It was the Holy Snirit - whether it

was Paul He led or some unknown - it was the Holy Spirit who led. And this Book of Hebrews
does not once in some rare verse make a reference on which we are going to build a doctrine
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but seventeen times it sneaks of it and it discusses it at great length because Hebrews is

bridging the gao between the Jews with their knowledge of and love &I for the Old Testament

and they can't auite see how the New Testament can really be true, they don't understand it

it is bridging the gap. You mi,ht say it is a later filling un of the oroblem. God deals

with us as children, as we are, leads us on in our ideas. And He sent Jesus to do this work

and in the course of doing it, He gradually makes clear (ii.)

But we don't fully understand it until after His death when the Holy Spirit leads Paul to see

the significance of His nriestly work. And then the full realization of it we do not see

until we get to Hebrews. And then Hebrews doesn't give us anything new. It simply takes the

Old Testament and makes it clear - not only makes it clear but sets the seal of divine cer

tainty upon IX the fact that it is the correct interoretation which fits together in this way

the Old Testament. Well now of course the rest of the New Testament has considerable stress

on the sacrifice that Jesus made. On Him was the rrfect sacrifice, Him as the Lamb of God.

And after all it is the sacrifice that saved us. It is Jesus Christ's offertory. It is the

sacrifice that saved us and so the stress is very rightly on the sacrifice and His fitness

for sacrifice. But you can't have a sacrifice without a (l2.2). And so

it is very oroner to include the sacrifice under His ortestly work, to see Him as a vital

nart of His oriestly work. He was not "ust somebody who stenoed un there and who was told

what to do and did it. He as Driest offered the sacrifice and that is very vital - He gave

himself to die on the cross. He tells us in John 10 that He was going to give Himself. We

find the statement there in John 10:18 where our Lord said (17) "Therefore doth the Father

love me, because I lay down my life, that I might take it again. No man taketh it from me,

but I lay it down of myself. I have power to lay it down, and I have power to take it again."

He is the one who lays down His life for the sheep. He makes the sacrifice. The sacrifice

which He makes is that which saves us but we have the sacrifice which He makes without

Him making the sacrifice and Him providing the sacrifice. And so while the sacrifice is much

more orominent in the New Testament, aside from the Book of Hebrews, than the sacrificer, yet

they both belong together. And we do call it the oriestly wovk of Christ and it is vital to

see how - even though people saw Him as a oronhet and some gradually came to realize He was

the king - He was the Christ, the annointed king - they come eventually to realize that His
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key work of all was thework as Driest. And then we can look back and see how He fulfilled

this work of Driest. I'm not going to take time to look at all the refrences in Hebrews.

You can make a thorough study of it after the assignments are given. I trust that you have

gathred a great deal of value from it. In this matter you can go on and you can study a

great deal in the future because there is so much to gt that is so vital in it. But we

want to look now in addition to the things that we find in Hebrews at the asDects of His

life and see how He fulfilled the work of the Driest

Ed of Record 47
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the fact that He is roer XXXXXX for the sacrifice, that He is the perfect sacrifice, is

a vital matter. But less vital, and yet very vital, is that He is proterly a priest, ful

filling the triest's work, not only in preparing the sacrifice, but in being fitted to 'ore

sent the sacrifice. And so we find, that He fulfills the command of the Old Testament as to

a 'oriest. He performs the work, He fulfills the command, some of them not literally though

all of them actually. And of course one He does not fulfill to be of the family of Aaron.

But as Hebrews points out, Re belongs to a different order, the order of Meichizedek; that is

to say, He is a king He is one who is not of this which was established to

put order among the 'oeo'ole, to have the rriests be of a continuous line. He is not from

that line. You can't have Him from the male line of two distinct families -the king and

the oriest king, but He does fulfill the specific command. If a man

were to be a prooer Driest what does lie have to do? Well, he has to be circumcised. Every

'oroner Israelite had to be circumcised. And we read in Luke 2:21 that when eight days were

accom'olished for the circumcision of the child, His name was called Jesus. We find in Levit

icus that the roer Jew, the one who is carrying out the commands of the Lord, is to be ore

sented in the temple when he is forty days old. We find this in Leviticus 12:4 and Luke2:22.

"When the days of her purification, according to the law of Moses, were accomlished, they

brought Him to Jerusalem to present Him to the Lord." Then there was a custom among the Jews

that a child of the law, a true Israelite, was to be brought between the ages of twelve and

thirteen to Jerusalem to the annual f'ast of the Passover in order that he might be confirmed

and made a son of the law. And Luke XX 2:42 tells us that "When He was twelve years old,

they went up to Jerusalem after the custom of the feast." And they brought Him un there and

He was confirmed in the temole as a son of the law - not merely did He go through a form

of confirmation there. He went beyond that. We find that He stayed and talked with the

doctors at the temple, asking them questions. He said to His mother, "Whist ye not that I

must be about my Father's business?" And so He showed His fulfillment of this in reality,

not Just in a form, though definitely. And then a oriest had to be consecrated and we find

in the Old Testament that the work of a Driest began when he reached the age of 30. That

was the age at which a Driest could enter u'oon his -nosition, uoon his office. And we find

that Jesus, at the age of approximately 3Oç began His activity before Israel. Before that
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we have no evidence of His doing any miraculous work, preaching any sermons, presenting any

teaching - we have no evidence of His undertaking specific religious work. Doubtless He did

what an ordinary good Person would do. But his taking on leadershio, starting out, calling

His discioles, beginning the active work, was done during those three and a half years after

Fe UXXX3XX was thirty. Now at that time a Driest would ordinarily be consecrated. We

read in Exodus 29:t4.-7 that the command was given to Moses, "Aaron and his sons thou shalt

bring to the door of the tabernacle of the congregation and shall wash them with water. And

thou shalt take the garments and shall out UDOfl Aaron the coat and the robe of the enhod:

Then shalt thou take the annointing oil and notr it unon his head and an

noint him." And so He was washed before the door of the taberracle of the congregation and

He had the annointing oil poured u-con His head as He began His ministry. Now they did not

take Jesus before Herod and install Him as king in a way that would have immediately started

a great strong and immediately turned Him unright against Him on Herod's nart. That was not

the Lord's (6.25) And he did not bring Him un to the temple in such a

way here as to immediately arouse great ouoosition from the Saducees against Him. But the

reality of it would seem to have been carried out in the light of the Lord. We find that in

the third chanter of Matthew here it is told that He came to John and John the Bantist said

of Him either shortly before or shortly after this, "Behold the Lamb of God which taketh away

the sin of the world." That would be Putting the stress on the sacrifice rather than on the

sacrificer. We'll look at that under our next head. But it shows that John was cognizant

of His nriestly work at this time . John didn't look to Him just as a great oroohet, not

even as a coming great deliverer or king who would establish rower. Re looked to Him as a

Driest, the one who was going to carry out that ]KIM to which all the Old Testament

sacrifices noirted - the Lamb of God that takes away the sin of the world. But we read in

verse 13 here of Matthew 3 that "Jesus came from galilee to the Jordan unto .'ohm to be ban

tized of him. But John forbade Him, saying, 'I have need. to be bantized of thee. Comest

thou to me?' And Jesus answering said unto Him, 'Suffer it to be so now, for thus it be

cometh us to fulfill all righteousness.'" In the Scofield Bible at that point there W is

a footnote which says, "Why one who needeth no repentance should insist upon receiving a TZ

rite which signifys confession and repentance, is nowhere directly explained. It may be sug
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gested (l that Jesus was now to receive His annointing with the Holy Soirit unto His threefold

office of orophet, priest, and king. In the Levitical order (Exodus 29:14.-?) the oriest was

first washed, then annointed. While Christ's rriestly work did not begin until He offered

Himself without soot to God, and His full manifestation as the king-oriest after the order

of Melchizedek awaits the kingdom, yet He was then annointed once for all. " And then

when Jesus came from being washed we read that"Jesus, when He was baotized, went UD straight

way from the water: and lo, the heavens were ooened unto Him, and He saw the Soirit of God

descending as a dove, and. coming uoon Him: and lo, a voice from heavens, saying, 'This is

my beloved Son, in whom I am well oleased." And so it would seem reasonable to interpret

the baptism of Christ here as His consecration as a priest, as the carrying out of that which

was done to Aaron, where he was washed before the door of the tabernacle of the congregation

and then annointed and whether the washing of John 1(K renresents to some extent the

annointing also as well as the washing, is hard to say, but certainly what the annointing

signified - the coming of the Holy Soirit - for certain was fulfilled here in a most re

markable way because at this ooint the Holy Soirit descended in the form of a dove, and

imbued Him for service which He, though He was the Son of God, nerformed in the rower of

the Holy Soirit. And His ministry begins about this time -He immediately went into the

wilderness to meet Satan, stand the temptation, and ther began calling His discioles and

undertaking His work. Then we have Him in His work IDerforming orincinally the activity

of a oroohet but also oreoaring the way for the carrying out of the activity of the Driest.

We have the long niphts when with His orayers to His Father, making intercession for His

discioles. WE have His many declarations such as this in John 10:18 that He was laying

down His life Himself, offering it - it wasn't taken from Him at all - 'No man taketh it

from me" as He said. We find that in Matthew 26:28, just before He made His actual sacri

fice - at the Last Supper we find that He took the cuo and gave thanks and said, "Drink ye

all of it; for this is my blood of the new testament, which is shed for many for remission

of sins." Now I don't think that anybody there sitting at the table would have said that

that means that this wine that we drink now is actually His blood. I don't think that God

ever imDlied it. But I think they all understood that He was using this symbolic action

as a means of imressing on their minds and giving them to understand that He was nerforming
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(12.) that His blood would be shed for the remission of sin. He

would. XXflXXXXIX make the sacrifice and Derform the Driestly duty. And then the Book

of Hebrews tells us how He went within the UIKXI!.1IXitXX1XXXX veil for us. The veil of

Tartition was rent at His death. He terformed a sacrifice, He did the work of a Driest

to the (12.5) Now there's much more we could say about this AAXXXXKUX

UUNIPMEWUMMUMMIEMEM d- His Activity as Priest - but I think most




XMIM

YiXI4XU additions we would say would be based on the statements in Hebrews and of course

there is much there that would be very much worth going into. But some of it we touched on

in different asrects of His work. He was a man like us. He can represent us fully. He

has the right to be a priest, He has fulfilled all rites and He has done that which is

commanded for the Driest but He has not fulfilled to be of the seed of Aaron but that was

predicted in the Old Testament that there would be a Driest after the order of Melchizedek.

And the very first Driest mentirned in the Bible is Meichizedek who was of a kingly, Driestly

order and then much of the stress in Hebrews is of course on the sacrificex made - that the

sacrifice made was one which was Dermanent, comDlete, sufficient. It did not have to be

reT,eated. And so that takes us on to caoital E- The Perfect Sacrifice. Yes? (Student

auestion - When does 1irist enter into the veil - or behind the veil? Can we take that

oort Ion when He aDoears
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Now there is a matter which I have not examined in the fIfl case. Does

it say, "Touch me not

There are those who say that when she came to Him then He said something He wouldn't say

later there was a definite situation, "Touch

me not for I am not yet ascended to my Father". But there is this other that there she was

almost in a disturbed state of mind situation and her

TIIEIMYI Actually of course

we speak of His ascension at the end of the fourth day - and that is the only verse in which

I can teaches that there was something that hap-

pened after the beginning, that hadn't happened previously. I would question it, I would

think it's too little So I would question whether right at that

point is the ooint where this would fit in that He - is there only one reference in Hebrews

where that Darticular statement is made? "Within the veil"? I think it is - in 6:19

"which hoDe we have as an anchor of the soul, both sure and stedfast and which entereth

into that within the veil: wherein the forerunner is for us entered, even Jesus." I would

incline to think that it reoresents the high priest going into the very presence of God

into the holy of holies - and Jesus did that when He made His sacrifice and He continues(d?)

and we are I doubt

(2.5) (Student question)

But I would think that it would be most likely that the

body, the general appearance of which was similar to what

we have. But if it wasn't Of course we don't

know a gfeat deal about precisely what clothes they wore




(Student question) Well by "the

glorified body" we mean the body that is free from the danger of decay as a permanent con

dition and has the possibility of going through ordinary matter - as suddenly He'd go

through doors and - He certainly did that during the forty days. And I don't think there

would be any question that during the forty days He had a glorified body. So I don't see
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any reason to question that (Student questioN)

and we shall all be raised and

we shall be changed. We shall not all die but we'll all be changed into the likeness of His

glory. It would seem to me the evidence is quite definite. This really is a matter of gen

eral eschatology - the nature of the resurrection rather than it

would seem to me that the evidence is oretty definite that He assumed then those changes in

the body which we will assume when we are raised. Yes? (Student question) My guess is

that He will but those are (5.75)My guess would be that-we

don't know about this at all - thinking about ordinary human beings. But my guess would

be that a person who had undergone something for the Lord, so that He had suffered for the

Lord in some way that left something that would be like a disfigurement on him but which

really would be a badge of rejoicing and of glory because it was borne for Christ, that to

some extent something like that might be left in the glorified body on one of us as an in

dication of what we had born for Him. But that if we have undergone miseries in this life

unrelated to that or if something of that t ype is such as would be a cause of humiliation

rather than glory, that it would be entirely removed. Now that's ourely a guess but I think

it's a reasonable one. Yes? (Student question) Well the orobabilities are there would

not be a great deal of that sort of thing. But there might very well be some of it. We

don't know. I think it's very likely there would be some but it might be a bare minimum.

I do think that His nailorints and His side would remain. I do think that. Whether that is

carried on to oeople - the Lord will do what is best. There might perhaps be sozneting like

(7.) It's just like - what will we look like? Will we be

young people or elderly oeople? What will it be? The Lord knows and he'll work it out

the best way. Yes? (Student question) There are those who think they did. Personally I

think that it may be that in some cases it was different. I know it was different from our

present body which is (8.) But my guess would be, even though it's

different from our present body, that it would be far inferior to His glorified body and to

the glorified body that we will have. My guess would be that while Adam was innocent and

he was perfect and he could not die - yes, my guess is that there was a great oossibility

for developing, for growth, for lmnvovèng and for eventual glorification - if he had stood
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steadfast. Yes? (Student question) Well, that is jumping of course - making specula

tion. It is possbill - now I heard a man talk once, a Bible teacher, who maintained that

Adam and Eve before the fall had a sort of a glorious TY-X1(IT1X lightening in which they

were clothed (9.25) but they did. not wear clothes

in the sense in which we wear them - and that that garment of light was removed at the fall.

It may be so - we don't know. But this we do know, that in their state of innocenee there

was nothing wrong with the sight of anything that was natural because it was (9.5)

in no sense subject to sin or to But that after the fall came and

wickedness came into the heart, that which would be perfectly normal and right, would become

that which could be dangerous and could be My guess would be very defi

nitely that Christ did not appear to them simDly with a covering of light in this case be

cause the men on the road to Emmaus took Him to be just an ordinary person. But He cer

tainly had some clothes on. Well now I don't think the Lord bothered a great deal about

having to get these urecise clothes. The Lord could nrovide clothes but I think that He

certainly didn't want to (10.25). The Lord Drovided

clothes that looked somewhat similar to what they were accustomed to. That would not

become a startling feature of the resurrection. The attention would be on what

He certainly did not look utterly different from the ordinary. Now we haven't gotten

started on it yet, have we? Yes? (Student question) Twelve years seems to be the custom.

I don't know whether there is. There's not a command. Whether there is a reference to

custom I don't know. But it is a custom which was observed by the Jews at the time of

"hrist and which they have today. But I don't recall any command for that urose.

Well we'll continue there tomorrow.
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and. we have Him consecrated as Driest though it is not snecifically stated

performing this and the annointing of the Holy Spirit comes upon Him and then W

after the three years of His orophetic activity, in which He is also showing Himself as the

sacrifice without blemish - and that is why He says, "Which of you convicts me

of sin." It is made apparent He is the Holy Lamb of God, that He is the One without

blemish and without spot. That is being demonstrated through His prophetic activity.

Then we have Him at the night of the Last Supper saying that "this is my blood which is

kept for forgiveness of sins" bringing out very, very clearly the priestly asoects of His

work - though the stress is on the sacrifice rather than on the priestly activity oer se.

Because actually a priest does not X save - it is the sacrifice which saves but the

priest presents the sacrifice. And so Jesus in His priestly activity is tremendously im

oortant but it is Himself as the sacrifice, rather than the one that offers the sacrifice,

though both are necessary. You can't have the sacrifice w!thout it being offered. And

so Ive divided His activity as priest really into two Darts: D - His Activity As Priest

and E - The Perfect Sacrifice. And this is very important for the understanding of the

doctrine, to realize that it is not explained really till you get to Hebrews and that the

great stress is laid on the sacrifice rather than on the uriestXXhood. - though what you.

get from Hebrews the priesthood is also stressed. The facts are there - His activity as

orophet, His activity as priest. But the stress is on the sacrifice and as we think of

what the sacrifice did, it is not explained in clear outline until we get on quite a dis

tance. We find though that at the very beginning of His ministry it is brought out very

clearly in John's Gospel. John there in the first chapter tells us how Jesus began His

ministry and in verse 29 we read, "The next day John seeth Jesus coming to him, and saith

'Behold the Lamb of Godlwhich taketh away the sin of the world'". There is the clear

statement. He is the sacrifice. He is the sacrifice, He is the one who offers Himself

so He is the priest but the figure of the Lamb is used because the sacrifice is far more

important than the fallible men,the Driests in the Old Testament who offer the sacrifice

and who were a very imperfect tyre of the perfect one that Christ would be. The Lamb had

to be without blemish. The priest did not. The priest was a man who was set apart for the

work to keep it in an organized fashion. He came from a hereditary line and his character
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did not effect the efficacy of his work. But the sacrifice which they presented had to be

without blemish. And Jesus of course is the Derfect priest but He is the Holy and sootless

sacrifice. And so John said, "Behold the Lamb of God which taketh away the sin of the world".

And then in the same chanter we read in verse 35 and 36 - "Again the next day after John stood

and two of his discioles; and looking upon Jesus as He walked, he said, 'Beh&l the Lamb of

God'." Here he doesn't explain it. You'd wonder what does that mean - Lamb of God? If

we didn't have our Christian background we would wonder. What would it mean to be the Lamb

of God any more than to be the 1XU guinea pig of God or the cow of God or something else?

Why should you say The Lamb of God? But of course they, probably with their Jewish back

ground would think of the Passover lamb and certainly those who heard Him speak in verse 29

would have known: "The Lamb of God which taketh away the sin of the world. " And it is

very interesting to note the figure that is used here - "the Lamb of God" - there were all

sorts of sacrifices that were made -for sin, for individual disobedience, for individual

wrongs. There were all sorts of regular sacrifices - any kind of clean beast might be sacri

ficed. But the lamb specifically suggest to you the Passover. And the Passover sacrifice

is a sacrifice which is made not merely for sin of an individual but it is a sacrifice which

is made in connection with the guilt of the nation as a whole. The Passover occurs at one

time at which one specified time this lamb is offered by each family but a lamb for a house

hold. Not a lamb for each inidivMual but a lamb for a household. And all the lambs

slain at the same time throughout all of the land and (6.5) they remember the

first time it was done when God punished the sin of the Egyotlans and passed over the sin

of the Israelites who had slain the lamb and who had the blood on the doorposts and immed

iately after which, God led the peoole out from Egypt and delivered them from that oppression

and led them out into their wilderness journey. and so while it is true that all of the

sacrifices reresent the sacrifice of Christ and the emphasis of all of them is tied up

with it and there are points in all of them which are useful and heloful for us in our un

derstanding of what He means to us, yet it is striking that the one that is picked for the

special emphasis by John, and the one which is taken and used in Revelations where He is

(7.25) the Lamb, the one that is particularly applied

the one that is taken in IsaIah 3 where so he wont
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The one who is taken and singled out for this earthly temptation is one which summarizes all

the work of the sacrifices in a Dresentation which is not merely here to sin we make a

sacrifice, not merely here in the great point in life at which we particularly need to be

assured of God's cleansing, of God's Dresence - but here is the great event in history

of God's people when He delivered them from oppression, when He brought them out into the

wilderness, when He caused that the sins of the Egyntians which was nunished with the

slaying of the first-born of every house, was not visited uDon them because He

(8.5) God made a orovision for their deliverance.

And so when we say "Behold the Lamb of God" we are not sinmly thinking of sacrifices in

general,though all sacrifice is related to the work of Christ, but we are thinking of the

inference, the beginning of the Christian life, the exit from gyot, the escane from the

oppression, the beginning of the wilderness journey in which God goes with the neonle,

leading them,directing them, helping them, blessing them, ounishing them for their errors,

and guiding them to (9.) We think of the special thing

that this Lamb was remembering this great event

and it stresses the thought that Jesus is not being sacrificed

over and over WXXXXXXXXXXXXX but that there is one great sacrifice which He makes which

is the essential thing in our emphasis unon our Christian And so John at

the beginning of the ministry of Christ gives this keynote to us, calling Him twice by this

name.- that's John the Baotist. Now the Gospel of John goes on through the book giving ev

idence that Jesus is God, giving evidence of Jesus' remarkable character. It does not say a

great deal, exceot an occasional nassage here and there, about the aspect of the sacrifice

and his oriestly work until He gets near the end. But at the very beginning lie lays down

this (10.) and connected with that is the fact that over in John 19:36 where

we have at the end of the book the actual crucifixion, we read that "These things were done

that the Scriotures should be fulfilled, a bone of Him shall not be broken." And where do

we find that? We find that in the statement of the Passover - that the lamb which is sacri

ficed for the Passover, not a bone of it is to be broken. It is not found snecifically in

reference to other sacrifices and it is never given U in a passage which we would say,
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"Here is a prediction of Christ" if we did not have the New Testament. It to simply a law

of the IUXXXXZX Passover. And this law of the Passover John said was particularly typical

of Christ, fulfilled in Him in that none of His bones were broken. He is the Passover Lamb.

So we start John with the Passover Lamb and we end it with the Passover Lamb and inbetween

we have the Lamb displayed to prove that it is without blemish and without soot. In I Peter

1:19 the same figure is used and made quite explicit where Peter says that "Ye know that ye

were not redeemed with corruptible things, as silver and gold, from your vain manner of be

haviour received by prediction from your fathers; but with the orecious blood of Jesus

hrist as of a lamb without blemish and without spot which verily was foreordained before

the foundation of the world but was manifested these last times for you." Peter says we

have left our background, our vain received by orediction from our fathers

we have entered into a new life, not because a payment has been made for us, not because

it has been ourchased for us with material things, but we have been redeemed by the blood

of Christ, the Lamb without blemish and without soot - again a very clear allusion to the

going out of Egypt and the starting of the wilderness journey, to the deliverance from the

Egyptian bondage, all the representation of the oppression and misery the Israelites went

through and the entry upon this wilderness journey. Now I received a letter about ten

years ago from the Inter-Varsity Fellowship in England and they told me that they were pre

Daring a commentary on the whole Bible and they said that they had begun it before the war

and a number of parts had been written though a number had not yet, but that they were

anxious to get it out in a hurry and now they found that the section on Numbers - I forget

whether the man who wrote it whether it wasn't satisfactory or whether the man who was sup

posed to write it had died in the meantime or found he couldn't do it or something - anyway

here they were with this particular spot which they needed so, and would I fill it, would I

take the Book of Numbers and orepare them a commentary Well, I

was very glad to help out but my
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and so they asked me to write on Numbers and I said I would be glad to do it and I set to

work looking through it. And my first impression was that the book is very, very poorly

named. It should not be called numbers at all. Genesis should be called "Beginning" - it

fits it exactly but you say it in Greek so people won't know what you mean. And Exodus should

be called "The Going Out From Egypt" - evebody would know what they were talking about. But

we say "Exodus" and some people dontt know what even the Greek name. And Leviticus - if we'd

say "The Book of the Levites" they'd know what we're talking about

And we say Deuteronomy saying the

Greek. If we would translate the Greek into English and say "The Second Giving of the Law"

or "The Second Presentation of the Law" people would know what we are talking about. But

when we come to the fourth book, we take the Greek name IAithalefl and we translate it

it's the only one we translate of the .xLxI4fiveZ3. And the other four all have names which

exactly describe the book in the group and this one, the Greek through some queer average,

gave a name which does not describe the book at all - it's a very, very poor name and it

scares people away from it. And instead of leaving it in the Greek so they won't be bothered

by it, they think it's just a name we translated into English to scare people away. And of

course Numbers starts with a numbering of the neople. And then you go on for a while and

you've got another chanter and another numbeting. But if you leave those two chanters out

there's no reason in the world to call it Numbers. And why should

(2.) The Hebrew Bible, which often

gives just the first word of the book for its name, and doesn't

as the Greek for the books - and therefore we were very wise to name the others

- in this case calls it "In the Wilderness" and that describes it.

It is the oicture of the wilderness. And the more I study the book, the more I come to feel,

and the exnression (2.5) that here above all is the book
Christians.

for XKKEZIW Some Christians are always going back over their past sins, and are always

regretting their miseries of the past and wishing they could find relief from them. God has

brought us out of Egypt. XXXXXXX---We praise Him for what He has done but if we believe on

Christ, our sins are laid on Him. We receive much guidance, yes, much value from

and they're wonderful for evangelistic purposes. But the "hristian has come out of Egypt
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and Exodus is an interesting picture of what God has already done for him and you must not

be going back (3.5)

But there iTh then there are other Christians who think they're in the oromised land already.

And they believe they're already oerfect. And they get pretty disgusted when they find

errors and blemishes in others. They say, "What's the matter with this character? Isn't

he a Christian? What's he got blemishes for?" And I've even heard peoDle say, "Why, a

bunch of fundamentalistst They do things the oeoole of the world would never do. You

wouldn't find such peoole in the world ." Well,

they don't know people in the world of Satan because the depth of wickedness that you find

in those who haven't touched on Christ, far exceeds anything you find among true Christians,

even though some of them have (Li.) But the fact is that we have not

yet and before we get there we

have and there's lesson after lesson in Numbers for

us to having come out of Egypt but looking forward to

with God' oresence with

them, God's ourposes for our life




And so the great, vital transitionAl In our lives, which

comes when we become is represented particularly by the

and the figure of the Lamb of God ties us right up to that - and Peter here

ties us up to it, "Ye are redeemed from your conversation received b

you hav1a long ways to go

But your justification is complete and the Passover Lamb reminds us of the whole Passover

Service and now we've noticed that John brings this out very clearly, John the Baptist

the Gospel of John. We've noticed that Peter brings it out - well, maybe Paul didn't agree

with him, maybe he had a different opinion. But let's look at I Corinthians 5:7 - "Purge

out therefore the old leaven that ye may be a new leavened lump, as ye are unleavened. For

even Christ, our Passover, is sacrificed for us." And so Paul (5.75) ex

plicitly ties up the sacrifice of Christ to the Passover, explicitly ties it to tbat.And. In

Hebrews in 9:l1-l we have a very wonderful stress on this sacrifice Christ made, not the

specific reference to the Passover there. The author of Hebrews says, "But Christ, being
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come and. high Driest of good things to come, by a greater and more perfect tabernacle, not

made with hands, that is to say not of this building, neither by the blood of goats and.

calves, but by his own blood, He entered into once into the holy -olace, having obtained

eternal redemption for us. For if the blood of goats and of bulls and the ashes of an

heifer sprinkling the unseen, sanctified unto the purifying of the flesh: how much more

shall the blood of Christ, who through the eternal Spirit offered Himself without spot to

God, purge your conscience from good works to serve the living God?" The love of Christ,

who through the eternal spirit, offered Himself without spot, against(?) the unblemished

sacrifice - Himself, without spot to God. "And for this cause XXXXXXXXXXXXXUX He is

the mediator of the hew Testament, that by means of death for the redemotion of the trans

gressions that were under the first covenant, they which are called may receive the prom

ise of the eternal inheritance." And then when we get to Revelation we find that in these

great visions of the very consummation of the ages, we find that it is the Lambi, as it

had been slain, that answers the problem of (8.) and that is able to on

the seal of the books and to solve the problem of our understanding and the future of our

And in verse 9, "And they sung a new song, saying, 'Thou art worthy

to take the book, and to ooen the seals thereof: for thou wast slain and bath redeemed us

to God with thiy blood out of every kin and tongue and people and nation and bath made us

unto our God kings and priests;'" And so we are made kings and priests through Him

who is our great high Driest. But we are all priests if we are saved. through Him. We are

all priests but we are figures, He is reality - He is the real priest. He is the one who

made the offering. And this offering is not merely the passover offering but the sacrifices

entered into every phase of the light of the Israelites. All of His imoortant events in

His life were reoresented by sacrifice. There is the continual sacrifice which is cafried

on at regular times. There are the snecial sacrifices on soecial occasions. There are the

extra sacrifices for sin, sacrifices for intentional sin, sacrifices for unintentional sin,

sacrifices for accidental errorX - there's all this in the Old Testament and all this is

summed up in the death of Christ. And 80 while the emphasis is on Him as the Passover Lamb,

yet He is the sacrifice that fills all our needs and at every point in our Christian life,

the priesthood of Christ is continued because He makes the sacrifice that brings us into the
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Christian life, that atones for our sin as we go through the Christian life, that should

signalize our conduct at each point of the Christian life, that should be central in our

attitude at every step of the way, in what He has done by virtue

(10.) And it's interesting to me how t1

atonement of Christ, how the Lamb, the sacrifice, is stressed right from the beginning to

the end of Revelations. There is a thought that I wish I could get across that I have not

succeeded so far. That is to say, I know fine men who believe the most orthodox teaching

of the Gospel of Christ, and I've heard them give sermons in which they bring out the

(10.5) so clearly and so plainly that nobody could possibly have any

misunderstanding of it. But hear them give a sermon on some other point and it's

very interesting, very helpful, vefy fine - but there's no mention of the atonement. And I

believe that it is vital that the oriestly work of Christ conditions every single aspect of

our life and I don't care what the sermon is I am preaching if I do not have an audience

of which I have great reason to believe that every single one there is a Christian, if there's

even the possibility there that one isn't I feel that somewhere in the sermon, as a servant

of Christ, I should bring out clearly (11.25) And I feel that no

matter what subject you deal with, your conclusion can very well point people to Christ',- to

the Lamb of God, who gives meaning to all the others. Now that's not done in the Gospel

because the teaching is gradually being given, You're gradually coming to the aporehension

of it. But all through the Old Testament there's the stress on the subject, and all

through Epistles and all through Revelations there is the stress on And

sometimes I feel that putting faith in Christ doesn't just mean I'm ready to sign a creed

and say you can't be saved exceot through Christ. But it means I feel it's so important

that I'm constantly stressing it and constantly presenting it. And it fits in with every

subject All the (12.) of the taber

nacle were sprinkled with blood, every single one of them. And every single subject UiIU

in the Christian life is sprinkled with the blood of Jesus

And so I am greatly disaooointed at hearing some

godly massages by some wonderful oeoole, who have given so much

but just failed to bring in the
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to tie it up to the very simple pattern of the Gospel. And everything is

after the Resurrection. It's implicit, it's in the background (13.)

but it's not brought out by the And there are many references

in the prophets too even though there it is not always quite as Now

let's go on to number VII. Roman numeral VI was Christ's Work As Priest. You would

think that Number VII would be Christ's work as king but we are going, instead of having a

lot of subheads under number VI, to give some other heads which really are Dart of the

section of Christ's office - the office of priest. And we will eventually come to a number

which will be His office of king. I thought that was better than to have one big head and

then to have to get down to Alpha and perhaos to Alla as subhead than to give a lot - simply

to give some more (13.75) . So number VII I'm going to

call Erroneous or Incomplete Theories of the Atonement. Now as I give that title, those of

you - many of you have already started on the assignment - and all of you when you get to

it - will think that I am
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try to use terms mi a clear sense so that people know exactly what you mean. It is important

but we cannot expect that we can tie down terms so that it will stay permanently the way

Terms change as people change. There is no such thing as one set language.

There's been a big argument in the last generation about correct English - what is correct?

What is correct in any language? Who says what is correct? Some Deople will tell you that

the best German is the German of Hanover. Others will say that's because the king of England

came from Hanover Well, they'll tell you the cor

rect English is the way they speak in Oxford and Cambridge. There isn't one Englishman in

fifty will talk that way. It may be correct but it's not the way it's done.

But a language is something that is in orocess

orocess of changing. That's the way languages are. I believe

that in language we should follow the advice that has been given about fashions and about

habits -"Don't be the last one to adopt the new customs and don't be the first one to do it."

That is,on these different matters. Try to be somewhere in the middle

And in languages - I hear people say things today that make me writhe, because the words we

useTTtCXATrTJI% today are different from when I was a boy.

I try to force myself to use them in a sentence or people

won't understand what I'm talking about because

Well, technical terms we try to hold but we can't hold them permanently - in any science there

is a steady change - as something is adopted and liked better. It's very interesting in the

field of archaeology - how if you'll take up any book written about the study of ancient

Babylon - 140 years ago you'll find they're talking about "Assyriology" and the "Assyrian"

language. Today nobody uses the terms any more because there's no Assyrian, there's only

one dialect of the language. Today they've gone back to the earlier stage of it and there

will be cities called (3.) and

now they call it Akkadian and nobody knows what you mean anymore

That is the new termi and if you say Assyrian today you mean the study of a narticular dia

lect. But if you're using a book from forty years ago, when t says Assyrian you understand

it means the whole language. That's to that there is a change. Now

iltAhodges arguments about the word "atonement" are correct. He says the word is ambiguous.
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It is not nearly as good a word for this as certain others because it is ambiguous. And yet

he says it's not sufficiently comprehensive. Re says the atonement is only Christ's suffer-
it is

ing through death but his saving work includes his whole life as well. And he says ZUIXII
useage

a deviation from the established XU of the church of the reformation. And he'd rather we

would seak of the "satisfaction" of Christ than of the "atonement" of Christ, because that's

the term that was used in the time of the (L.). But since Hodge wrote

100 years ago, Christian useage has moved on to where the atonement today as used among

Christians doesn't mean simply . It means His whole work.

And that is what the word "atonement" has come to be used for now. While the word "satisfaction,

has come to have certain useages in our common speech which perhaDs can somewhat

(L.t5). It's one difficulty - of using a word in a science that's often

used in a common terminology. Like a student said to me once, "How can anybody question

evolution? Everybody can see the evolution - of the evidence of a child into a man."

Well, as a result of that, I try to keeD from using the word "evolution" in any sense but the

technical word sense that it is the development from one simple cell of everything, all the

complexities of life,by a natural process - that's what the word "evolution" technically

means. But when we talk about the evolution of our system of education or the evolution of

the methods of teaching at Faith Seminary or sornefr[ng like that. A31 we're speaking of is

development, change, progress - a constant feature of life. But if we come to use

the term "evolution" a great deal in these senses it would just completely confuse oeoole

in . And. it is a very difficult thing to use such terms that are not used

in other senSes - I think that's orobably the real reason that the term"atonement" has re

olaced "satisfaction" "Satisfaction" in ordinary life means something entirely

different. Atonement has only one meaning actually - the theological meaning. We don't

use it. That is, we might - I might say "I want to make atonement for what I did yesterday

(6.) We might say that but we're not apt to. It's not common

to use it in any but the theological sense. And so it's a good word now for that reason.

But whether it's good or bad the fact is that it has won acceptance and it is today the

regular word which people use for the saving work of Christ. Well the saving work of

'hrist included in one sense all His work as prophet, as priest, as king, but in a specific
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sense, the saving work of Christ is His priestly work, because that is specifically that

which saves. The prophetic work gives us knowledge. The kingly work works out that which

is won by His saving. But the priestly work is sDecifically that which saves. And so atone

ment today, as used by most orthodox priests, simply means the saving work of Christ.

And so if we understand that that is the sense we use it in, we can lay aside Hodge's ob

jections to the word,IU as being objections to the word in the sense it had in his day, but

not in the sense we use it today. And so I'm using the word "atonement" now in a general

sense, as most books today do, for the saving work of Christ. And I'm taking up Erroneous

or Incomplete Theories of the Atonement first now instead of trying to take up understanding

of the correct interoretation of it. I think that this opens our minds a bit to various

Dossibilit!es and prepares us in a way for the understanding of the correct explanation as

we come to it. Of these - first - we will call "all The Theo~!7 of the Early Church. And

almost any book that you will read on the history of doctrine or the history of the doctrine

of atonement or something like that, will tell you that in the early church, the common

theory of the atonement was - what I'll call number 1- TheRansom toSatan Theory. Now I

don't think that is really quite an accurate statement of that as the theory of the early

church. Hodge points out a very interesting fact - that in the early church the stress in

argument was upon the matter of the person of Christ. That was the big problem that for

many, many years was argued over and discussed and finally they got a clear understanding

of just what the Scripture teaches. And then the question of sin and grace - the grace of

God in relation to our sin was the question in connection with the Augustinian-Philatian

controversy that took up the great Dart of the attention of that time. But the UIUIX

explanation of why is it that Christ saves us and what does His death mean, does not seem

to have been in general a big matter of discussion. They took the words of the Scripture

That He gave His only begotten Son that whosoever believeth on Him shall not perish". "Be

hold the Lamb of God that taketh away the sin of the world." Jesus died for our sins - they

took that, they believed it, but they didn't soend so much time trying to think it through.

nd therefore a clearly thought out statement of what the Bible teaches on this matter, did

not come till much later. But that doesn't mean that neoole didn't believe the truth of

it. Surely most of the Christian leaders believed the truth on this matter but they didn't
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put it into words and they didn't work it out so well. And this theory of the ransom to

Satan is found in many of the church fathers but it should not be taken as their full un

derstanding of the matter. They saw an (10.5) in the idea of a ran

some to Satan. And there were quite a number of them who do state this view and it contin

ued for quite a long time before it finally disappeared. Now Hodge on page 56L-5 is discuss

ing the theory and mentions the fact that there were a number of various interpretations of

it. The stress in it is on that He Jesus delivered us from the rower of Satan - the atone

ment delivered us from the Dower of Satan. Well there were some who said according to the

vrlncjDles of the rights of war, Satan conquered Adam and thus became the rightful owner of

him and his posterity, hence he i called the god and prince of this world. Well, he is

called the god and orince of this world. Satan did, through the sin of man, receive a power

over the world - there's no cuestion of that. But then they said, to deliver man from this

dreadful bondage, Christ offered Himself as a ransom to Satan. Satan accepted the offer and

renounced his right to retain mankind as his slaves. Christ, however, broke the bonds of

Satan whose Dower was founded upon the sinfuliness of his subjects. Christ being divine and

without sin could not be hMd. subject to his power. Now you can see right away that this is

speculative thinking on the part of (12.25) to try to explain our re

lation to Satan. Because immediately somebody will ask, "Well, why did Satan accept Christ

as the ransom for man because he knew that Christ could break his Dower. Chiret was God.

How silly of Satan." Well then the answer would be given, "Satan didn't know Re was god.

His divinity was veiled by His humanity. He thought that perhaps He was a very high angel

or something, unspeakably superior to other men, but yet that 11 He could be taken as a

ransom. He was fooled." Well, it's not satisfactory at all. For the second form of

the theory doesn't regard Christ as a k ransom to Satan but a conqueror. Satan con

quered mankind and made them his enex. Christ conquered Satan and thus acquired the right

to deliver us. And the th±td form of the theory is that the right and power of Satan

over man is founded on sinX XXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIIZXXThXUJLXIThXX UI but that

when he brought about the death of Christ who was free from sin, he exceeded his authority

and therfore justly forfeited his authority over men altogether. Now you find suggestions

of this in many of the early fathers. But you can see how s-o&ulative the theories are. No
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worse than many a theory that you hear today. You'll find propounded XXXXXXXX*XU today

even among godly people on different aspects of Christian work. When we try to look at

them closely we see these imperfections




asDect of it - it's that way with any false

theory. You bring out its weakness - it makes us gasD to see how weak it is. But often

they are presented so cleverly that even godly teople are led astray by them. And in this

case we must recognize that ther' is a big asuect of truth in that which is in back of this

theory. Because we read in I John 3:8 - "or this ourpose was the Son of Cod manifested,

that Re might destroy the works of the devil."

End of Record 52
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and that how we're saved, purpose, the Son of God

It is an important mart of but it is not the central

feature of it. Then in Hebrews 2:l!4-l5 - "For as much then as the children are partakers

of flesh and blood, He also Himself likewise took mart of the same, that through death He

might deth'oy J1 him that had the mower of death, that is, the devil and deliver them,

who through fear of death were all their lifetime subject to bondage." Now these two

massages we looked at show us that these men weren't making up things out of their imagina

tion. They have some good Scriptural grounds on which to build the theory that our salvation

is the result of Jesus destroying the power of Satan. But it should leave us a warning to

recognize that one or two verses are never a sufficient number for the building of a doctrine.

Any verse in the Scripture is true and we must not explain it away but we must interpret it

in relation to other tarts of the ScriDture. And when we look at other passages of Scripture,

we find no warrant in these to say that Satan, though he is a terrflible opponent, a great

oerson, an able antagonist, so great that we can not overcome him our own selves - that he

is not that God has subject to Satan (2.5)

and that God had to do something to overcome Satan. God could overcome Satan

if lie choose to do so. So Satan has won a rower over us and Satan

is a great force in our lives and he comes and tries to lead us astray constantly. And

Satan has an authority in this world. He has it only becauseGod chooses to permit it. And

God, by His sovereign will could (3.) And so it

was not necessary that Jesus die in order to destroy the works of Satan. There were other

reasons why it was necessary but one thing accomplished by it is the destruction of the

work of Satan. It is one thing accomplished by it. It is an important thing that we can

say that by virtue of what Christ has done, we can and

we can resist him in the power of Christ. We have the Dower to destroy his work, not in

anything we have but in what Christl We must know

that Satan is a real uerson, a real antagonist, a terror - and that the power to defeat him

resides in the blood of Christ and nowhere else - we must not overlook that. And so the

fathers had their fingers on the real facti, a real true matter - that our

our victory over sin is the result of his ding. But it is not
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It is not the necessity, it is not that God.

couldn't overcome Satan in any other way. There must be some other reason why it was

necessary for Christ to die. It simply is not reasonable that He would have to die in or-

der to satisfy anything which Satan Well we'll con

tinue there next Tuesday.

In class last time somebody mentioned that I had last time not given as many subheads as

usual but had rather dealt with the matter in a more general way and thought that it miht

clarify a bit if I followed my usual oractice of giving plenty of sub1eads. And so I

thought that I would take the material that I dealt with under £ - The Theories of the

Zany Church, Number 1 - The Theory of a Ransom to Satan and would give the subheads under

it. I believe we had already discussed these so it orobably won't take much time and yet

if there's any point in it that isn't clear as I give it, please soeak up because it is

iDossible that I have expressed it a little differently here than I did or at least dif

ferently than you thought it was. So under The Theory Of A Ransom to Satan I made a

small ttatt - Elements of Truth in the Theory. And under that number 1 iaaaa-- -----------------

fl The Bible Calls Satan The Prince of This WorldX And Attributes To Him Sur ral

Power To Injure Mankind And To Lead Mankind Into Slavery To Sin. Those facts are stressed

in this theory and we are grateful to have them stressed because they are Scriptural facts

and we should be familiar with them. We could give a fund of references under it but I

haven't done it at this oarticular ooint. Number (2 The Bible States That Jesus Was

Manifest T. the Works of Satan. And under that I gave you two references

first John 3:8 and Hebrews 2:14-15. That was under small "an - Elements of Truth in the

Theory. Then small -1rrors in the View. Number (.1 Destrutiôn of the Work of

Satanls AnIt condrLPuro se of the Work of Christ, But Would Never By Itself .............................................................................................................................................

Make the Atonement Necessary., Now instead of giving two subpoints under that, I'm giving

them as two additional co-ordinate points - they could be put as subheads. Number (2) The

Theory Attibta&_t_Sata &i O.r...Mankind Which God Had to Buy Off. Actually Satah

is Himself a Rebel Against God and Has No Right That God Must Respect. Number (3)Satan'

Verff --Gad- Qhoo.s .Foris




Mm Holy Purposes to Allow Him to

Continue for a Tim!j Number (4) It Is :Because Man Has Broken God's Law That Re Is Sujç
2
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To Some xtent To Satn To Free HimmT, the Essential Requirement Is In Some Way to

Meet the Demands of God's Law. Number (Te Idea ofaRansom To An Enemy Implies Two

More or Less Equal Forces The Bible Teaches That God Alone is Sovereign.

End of Record 53
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man has fallen into Satan's oower. God wants to get him out of Satan's power so God has to

give Satan a ransom. Well that's exactly what they found in Eurooe in XU war all the time.

King Francis of France in the 16th century was captured by the Spaniards. They held him a

orisoner in Madrid for two or three years while the French were arranging what ransom they

would pay. I read the Memoirs of the Prince of Wales in some magazine and he told how in

1914 when England went to war and he immediately went to his regiment. And he marched and

oracticed and shot guns and did all kinds of things for a period of six months and then the

orders came, they oroceeded to the boat and went over to France - but the order was he

stayed in England. So they put him in another regiment and he helped in training them and

then they shipoed them off and he stayed in England. He got quite unset about it and he went

to see the Prime Minister. He said to the Prime Minister, "I want to go to France and fight.

I want to take my part the same as the rest. Suppose I should get shot. I've got two or

three brothers, they could carry on - heirs to the throne just as well as I can. There1s no

reason I shouldn't go and take a risk of i1 being shot as well as these other young fellows

who are going to France." The Prime Minister said, "Of course you're entirely right on

that. If you would guarantee to me that you would be shot over there, we wouldn't stand for

a minute in the way of your going. But there's no guarantee that you would be shot. You

might be taken orisoner. If the Germans had you as a Drisoner, the ransom they could de

mand for you would do an awful lot more harm to the British nation than your being shot

would and just substituting one of your brothers." And it shows this principle of ransom

which was an active principle in that situation and could easily become so. And it has

been all through the history of war. Ransoms are often a factor. But for a ransom you

have to have two forces which are more or less equal. They had a big strike in San Francisco

a few years ago. And the strikers tied up everything and no trucks were allowed to move

from San Francisco - nothing at all at the time. One day - about the second day it was on

the leader of the strikers came over to the Presidium and he asked to see the general in

command of the Presidial of the military headquarteri in San Francisco - the United States

government had headquarters there - and he said to him, "Now we have this big strike on

in San Francisco and there are no trucks moving. We don't want the army to be in any way

interfered with by this. I've brought over here some orders signed by me to permit the
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army trucks to iass at liberty through the city - so that the strikers won't overturn them or

uDset them or cause any difficulty to them like they would to any ordinary truck that passes.

I brought these so you can give them to your drivers so that they won't have any difficulty."

And the story I heard was that the general ordered him off the Diace. Told him that the

United States Army didn't take orders from any grouc of strikers. Their trucks would travel

when they wanted to. And I think we would all agree that he was right in that attitude.

They were not an equal enemy who could give a right to him. They could do this toward peocle

with whom they were on terms of equality. When somebody kidnaps a person, holds them for

ransom, we do not feel that it's the right thing to pay ransom. And if the ransom is caid,

if the government gets ahold of the person, they are severely punished for it because it

requires a force, a ransom does, which of an enemy that you destroy, therefore you

have to pay a ransom as the next best thing. Well now the idea that God has to pay a ransom

to Satan puts God and Satan on terms of equality. And you cannot put a righteous God on

terms of equality with a wicked enemy - if you do you have Persian duality, you don't have

chrIstianity. LUXUX It is true that the Son of God was manifested to destroy the works

of the devil. It is true that we have fallen into Satan's power and that I God wants to

rescue us from XX Satan's power. But the reason we're in Satan's power is 1111"I not be

cause Satan has any right over us that God must recognize. The reason we're in Satan's

cower is because we have sinned and we have fallen from God in that means and therefore,

God chooses, as a reasonable (5.5) to permit us to be punished. So that

this fifth point I think is very importat. Number (6) I don't think we'll need to more

than mention. Number is The Idea that God Deceived Satan, Which Is Involved In Most

Forms of the-Thenr, Is Without Scriptura]1onnati2n. I've already read you Hodge's sum

mary of the views which some advance - how could it be that Satan would accent Jesus Christ

as ransom. He knows he couldn't keep Christ. Well, he didn't realize it was Re. God

fooled him, made him think that this gfeat miracle-working one here was worth all these

people he had in subjection and He'd give Him to him and then he found he couldn't hold

Him. Of course that's ridiculous. God does not deceive Satan. And that is a great weak-

ness in the theory - that the theory was unable to work out a way in which it could be

explained that God would owe a ransom to Satan and Satan would accent the ransom and yet
Satan would be destro:red as a result, wouldn't have the ransom permanently. It didn't work.
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But right there a word of caution I think should be given - and that is this: That the idea

in it that Satan might be confused, that Satan might be deceived is not so wrong. The idea

that God deceived Satan is wrong. But Satan is not omniscient - he is not like God. God

tells us in the Scripture about those who reject the truth that he gives them over that they

might believe a lie. God does not deceive us and make us believe a lie but when we reject

the truth, the inevitable result is we believe lies. And if you want to see one of the most

comical things, if it weren't so tragic, that I know of. It is this: You will find neople

who don't want any of this superstition about a god coming down from the sky, living as a

man, having God dying on the cross, and all this. They believe in everything straight com

mon sense - you know the attitude - everything is common sense, clear, logical reasoning

and all this supernaturalistic Daraphernalia is all -they don't want anything like that.

Now the interesting thing is that you take the "peoole who assume that attitude toward the

Gospel and it Is amazing in how many instances you find them eventually falling into the

craziest superstitions - going and consulting astrologists, IIXX consulting soiritualist

mediums, or using suoerstitious things (it haooened on a certain day of the week or a cer

tain number) and their lucky term things, and they'll fall into the grossest and craziest

suoerstitions these people who claim to be so very, very clear in their thinking that they

cannot accent any suoerstitions like our Biblical story. The thing that impresses me over

and over is that there is a mystical element in the universe and you can't get away from it.

And the clear, reasonable, mystical element oresented in the cripture is a lot easier to

believe than the things that most -oeoole swallow, who deny this

(9.25) God gives them over to believe a lie. And so there is no doubt of

it that Satan is deceived. I don't mean in the atonement. I don't mean that he accepts a

ransom - no ransom is offered. But Satan is deceived at point after point. Satan really

thought that he could lead Jesus into temptation. He really did. Now he could ponder

over it. He could say, "I know this is the second oerson of the Trinity. I know He's God.

I know that He can't fall into temptation." And yet there was Jesus,a man, tempted as we

are, living among human beings, a real man - and Satan actually tried to lead Him astray

and offered Him all the kingdoms of the world if He would fall down and worshin him. "You

don't need to go through any suffering on the cross, you don't need to have this misery.
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Just - you can have all the kingdoms of the world - just worship me." Now of course if

Satan really thought about it he realized how silly he was - that the God of the universe

could be tempted. And yet he really thought it was oossible and really undertook it. And

Jesus stood the test and it wasn't just that God intervened and made it simple - Jesus in

His human nature, did it and stood it in the power of the spirit and by quoting the Scripture

as the answer to Satan's tempting. But Satan is deceived, he is confused, as we are. Every

one is confused exceot God and we get into the most confused, crazy ideas. And I think what

I ended with in the Chaoel this morning - if we think clearly we see how silly it is for

scoffers to say, "All things continue as they've been." And yet we're the very ones who

in our lives - it's easy to see how an unbeliever can be so interested in these little pleas

ures of life that he fritters away half his time. But that a man who really believes the

issues of eternity are at stake, can fritter away his time, the way so many of us fritter so

much of our time, simply shows how little clear, sensible thinking most of us do. You had

a question? (Student question) Well, now there's that word "know". I think he does know

but I think he refuses to admit it. (Student question) He realizes he is fighting it but
able to.

he hopes against hone that he'll be 1XIzti&t He hones against hone that he'll be able to.

He really thinks at times he will. And at other times he doesn't. I mean it's lust what

many a man has done. Look at Hitler. Hitler started out - he thought he was going to con

quer the world. And I'm sure that for a long time he thought he would. But the time came

when it became absolutely clear that he couldn't and yet he kent on. And he ke'nt on for

quite a while just looking for a lucky break of some kind. And I'm sure Satan knows what is

orec3icted and he knows what his ultimate end must be. He knew what it orobably would be

when he started on his course of disobedience and yet he just keens hoping for a lucky break,

wishing for it. I mean it's exactly the way he would reason - and the way even Christian

people - many ooints they make, they fall into error, they fall into sin, they know God is

going to punish them, they know the result will inevitably come -but they do it (13.)

They are deceived. The Scripture says, "Be not deceived." God

Well number g-The Reepit.u1a.tion Theory of Iraneus. Now that's a crazy

name - wondering how far back that name's been given because it's a name you hear in

science, in evolution a great deal, and it has nothing in the world to do with that. But this
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theory is found r.rticularly in Iraneus. In Iraneus the theoryHthat Christ recapitulates

in himself all the stages of human life including those which belong to our state of sinning.

By XJX His incarnation in human life he reverts to the course on which Adam by his sins,

started humanity and thus becomes a new leaven in the life of mankind. He communicates

immortality to those who are united to Him by faith and effects an ethical transformation

in their lives by His obedience con (l&i.5) with the disobedience of Adam." Now

this is not a widespread theory in the early church but Iraneus was a very Drolific writer

and man of considerable influence.




End of Record 54
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Systematic Theologies s
)

don't even refer to it at all - it's just . I will, however,

give three points about it. Small _-View Is largely peculative And Is Not Sup

ported By Scripture,. I'm not saying "denied", I'm saying "not suotorted" that Is to say,

there's a lot of . And how many books there are on the character of

Christ and on the atonement and on the meaning of life that are written, just s-oinning

theories out of -oeople's heads. People try to explain things by spinning theories. And a

good bit of this is that y. Parts of the theories y be right. We can't say they are

if we don't have Scriptural evidence. - J.is Is.Ind.eed.Called the Second Adam But Th

Major Emphasis In the Scripture Is On His Earning Life For Us- not of His recapitulating

the whole life of the first man. c- The View Has No Relationship To the FreuentB.1..j

LnsQhrist As A Sacrifice You could think of the sacrifice as typifying a

ransom but it hardly typifies this. Now as I'm bringing out then, there are some elements

of truth in this theory -there definitelyare. Jesus is a second Adam but the theory

goes much too far and it is not stressing the 'orinciple points - the principle matters

about the atonement. That leads us on to number - an observation, a very important

observation - It. Is Important To Note That These Theories Do Not Fully Re_present Th_Atfltiide

of the Early Church. Now this is an extremely important point. It's the same ooint which

we had in connection with Christology. The time comes when in the course of controversy

a statement is hammered out which re-nresents the Scriptural teaching in a reasorble form

and which the Christian Church in its entirety accents. But that does not mean that people

didn't believe it before. It means they did not exnress it so clearly. The oerson of

Christ as taught in the Formula of Chalcedon is clearly contained in the Bible and was be

lieved by the early Church Fathers but they didn't any of them express it then. And one

would try to explain one phase of it and in emphasizing this pee he would get off into

a dispropottion of statement which would confuse some other phase. But we must say that

hristians as a whole had an apprehension of the character of Christ even though not a

clear statement. They knew He was God, they knew He was man. They knew the natures

weren't mixed, they knew that they weren't separate. They knew that which the Chalcedon

theory teaches but they hadn't out it into definite, clear formulation. And so when we

find a theory which is incomolete or is erroneous, it does not mean that even the maker
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of the theory, necessarily was in error actually in the basic things of the nerson of

Christ. And the same is true about the atonement. These men, these early fathers, tried

to ex-r,lain by stressing this idea of a ransom to Satan and that was stressed for perbaos

a thouaand years. But that doesn't mean that they did not also have very considerable ao

Drehension of true Christian teaching about the atonement. But there had not been hammered

out a clear statement TIT of it or a clear understanding of some of its vital noints.

Though they apprehended it, they did. not comorehend it all together. And as evidence of

that, it is interesting that Iraneus, who liilili8this recapitulation theory - in fact

gives great prominence to it - also ex-Presses the idea that the death of Christ satisfied

the justice of God and thus liberated man. Now that's quite different isn't it from the

recaoitu.lation theory - that it satisfies the justice of God and thus liberated man.

That's what the Scripture teaches, Iraneus read it but he did not formulate it clearly and

did not stress it, but in trying to exolain 1'more or less forgot it. But he

does mention it elsewhere very clearly - that the death of Christ satisfied the justice of

God and thus liberated man. Now that's quite different isn't it from the recapitulation

that it satisfied the justiceof God and thus liberated man. That's what the Scripture

teaches. Iraneus read it, he said it, but he did not formulate it clearly - he oerhaos

did not stress it but in trying to explain the theories, he more or less forgot it. But

he does mention it IM elsewhere very clearly - that the death of Christ satisfied the

justice of God and thus liberated man. Now we find the same thing in relation to the

theory of the ransom to Satan - that even some of the Fathers who put great stress on this

and say much about itelsewbere in their writings will clearly bring out & the principal

points of the true Scriptural teaching on this matter. Thus Hodge says on -page 566, "Iven

Orégan, so unrestrained in his thinking and so disposed to exolain Christian truths -philo

sonhically, teaches the true Scriptural doctrine with nerfect distinctness." That is Origen

will give this about ransom to Satan,and so1on. You ask him to explain the death of Christ

he may use these very words and yet you'll find that in discussing the Scrioture he will

bring out some wxxwhere the clear statement. As Hodge quotes his comment on Roman 3:25-26

he says there -" When He had said that in behalf of the whole human race He had given Himself

a redemption, now He adds something more sublime because 'God sent Him forth to be a propi-
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tiation through faith in His blood, b which it is evident by the offering of His body He

might make God Dropitious to men and by this He might show His righteousness: for God is

just and the just one was not able to justify the unjust one.' For that reason He wished

to be a coming between of a Dropitiatr in order that through His faith they might be justi

fied who by their own workd were not able to be justified.'" There in discussing Romans 3:25-26

Origen brings out clearly the essential features of the atonement in discussing these verses.

But then when he discusses the atonement separately he doesn't think to go to these verses

which he has already clearly explained in the true sense but brings in this material about

ransom to Satan. And some of you may not be able to read the Latin very easily on 'oage

566 so I gave you the English. Then the other quotation that he gives,1 don't think is

quite as important. He said that Origen also says in his comments on Leviticus, "Therefore

He placed also His hand unon the head of the ; namely, e out upon His head

the sins of the human race." Now that's the same idea but it's not nearly as clearly ex

tressed as in the first one which is his commentary on Romans 3:25-26. So that is the im

nortant thing to realize, not only about the early fathers but about ourselves also. We

can have an aDorehension of Christian truth without being able to explain it clearly and

exoress it clearly and when asked to explain a certain ohase, we may devélon some theory

that may not be very good when actually in going through the Scrinture we have seen and

understood the very true answer to the oroblem. I think it!s vital that we all think

thDough what we believe and what we understand the Scripture. And it's a great service

that theology does to us, and that councils and creeds have done for us, to take some of

these things that are clearly taught in the Scriptures and put them in clear, crisp language

so that we can get to the meat of it. I don't mean that any of these are new discoveries

but they are new expressions of that which ceople had apprehended and understood from the

Scripture all along. So much then for this point number 3 and that finished t- the dis-

cussion of these two theories of the early Fathers of the early church. We take up B -

Ansel m
The Satis,jo (1033-1109) That's when Anselm lived and he was an

Archbishop of Canterbury. And when you mention Canterbury you immediately think of England.

And when you think of England and you realize that Anselm lived from 1033 to 1109 - to how

man of you would those dates immediately suggest something of great interest? I was just
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interested in how many would immediately think of anything. Would you raise your hand

just for interest. About half or a third - of course if a "ne'son hasn't had much of med

ieval history they might not be familiar with that but it is one of the vi4&1 dates in

the history of Engbish-sDeaking oeoiDle - it's 1066 - because that's the date of the Norman

conquest of England. And very soon after the Norman conquest, Anseim was head of the

English church. And we think of those days as semi-barbarism in England. But there in

Canterbury was an archbishop who was one of the great sbholarsof the history of the church.

And Anseim wrote a work called, " CL.I!Q EUJS "(12.25) which means

"Why Is God Become Man?"x It is interesting that in 8trongTheology he quotes Crippens

History of Christian Doctrine about Anselm's treatise in which he says, "Although many

theologicans have recognized a relation of atonement to God, none before Anselm had given

any clear account of the nature of this relation. Anselm's acute, brief, and beautiful

reatise entitled " cijr Of- LIS no/vi o " constitutes the greatest single contrtht

tion to the discussion of this doctrine." Now that's a strong statement - "the greatest

single contrib?ation" in all history Drobably to the discussion of the atonement is

work, " C () D('S He-Al o ". Because while I am listing this among erroneous

or inconrnlete theories, and it is to some extent erroneous, and to a very considerable ex

tent incomDlete, yet it marks a great step forward, you can almost say a greater ste for

ward than has been made since. And this writing was a very, very imDortant writing in the

history of theology - "constitutes the greatest single contriubtion to the discussion of

this doctrine." nselm showed that UI whatever man owes, he owes to God, not to thedevil.

Anselm's writing brought an end to the idea of the ransom to Satan. He showed that what

ever man owed, he owed to God, not to the devil. He brought an end to the theory of a

ransom to Satan. Anselm showed that the true line of the understanding of the atonement,

that it is the reconciling of God's attribute

End of Record 55
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phases
could be practically stated as a conflict between two XIM of God's chafacter - now that

be a true statement. That'd be a crass statement. But the fact is - it is in

the divine nature that we must look for the erolanation of the atonement. Now Anseim was

carried by the attitudes of the day into an erroneous interpretation on this but the error

that he made is far less than the advance that he made. His theory is sometimes called

"the commercial. theory. I'm not sure it's a very good term for it but it is applied to it.

He grinds the atonement in the very nature of God. He says that sinz consists in the

creatures withholding from God the honor which is due Him. God was robbed of His honor by

the sin of man and it is necessary that this be vindicated. And this could be done in one

of two ways - by punishxment or by satisfaction to the honor of 'od. And so the mercy of

God -prompted Him to seek it in the way of satisfaction, and more particularly throu'~Ih the

gift of His son which was the only way, since an infinite satisfaction was required. So

Christ rendered obedience to the law but Anseim says this was nothing more than His duty as

a man, so did not constitute merit on His tart. In addition to that, however, He also suf

fered and died in the performance of His duty,and since He as a sinless being was under no

obligation to suffer and die, He thus brought infinite glory to God. This was a work of

super-arrogation on the Dart of Christ which merited and also brought a reward. But since

Christ, Son of God, needed nothing for Himself, the reward was passed on to sinners in the

form of Iforgiveness of sins and a future blessedness for all those who live according to

the command of the Gospels. He was the first to work out a rather complete doctrine of the

atonement and it marked a tremendous step forward over any statement that had been made be

fore. But there were certain incoumletnesses in it and certain errors in it. And so we

will mention certain subheads under our discussion of the Satisfaction Theory of Anseirn.

Number-1_- TI-14A Vi.iz is Great Advance

That th ffct of th Atenmnt Relates j j1t Jnto Satan That is

a very important thing. But how can God bring a sacrifice to God? How can God oropitiate

God? That leads us to the second point. Number_2_- Lt-Marks-an j Thought By Its

Recognition of the G=3iaain&__Qf__the_Atonement !a the RelatipnshioL1o of God's Attributes.

Anselm says that God's honor was injured. His honor must be upheld. But he also says that

His mercy desires that man shall not suffer for it and consequently that He tries to find
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a way of satisfying His honor but at the same time, making His love and His mercy effective.

(Student auestion - Dr. MacRae, going back a little way, would you soell that Latin - ) Yes,

CUR D!tJS HOMO. This second ooint i a very important one. It's one which would not easily

have occurred to a person. Now we do find it suggested in Iraneus. We find it suggested

in Origen, but not in their discussions of the atonement - rather in their discussions of

certain Scrintural verses. It is a thing which -people aporehended but they didn't explain,

they didn't state, they didn't truly understand it. And Anseim made a great step for

ward at this point. This thought of Number 2 is brought out very clearly in one verse of

the Scrinture - a very important verse in the whole subject of the atonement - Romans 3:26

"to declare, I say, at this time, His righteousness: that He might be just and the justifier

of him which bath faith in Jesus" - the two attributes. God will be just, God's honor to

be vindicated and at the same time, God to be the justifier of those who deserve eternal

punishment for their sins. The thinking there is already in Paul. but it had not been fully

comorehended. And Anselm saw the point and brought it out in that great treatise of his

CUR DEUS FOMO. So it marks a great advance in thought in this way. Number _I-- U_Iz_An_.

Objective View Holding toaReal Atonement. That is a vital thing about it. Now that's

a difference from a ransom to Satan and was a means, you might say, of deceiving Satan or

you wonder what right did Satan have over man. And this right was only a matter of theory.

But here we have something - that man deserved this oenalty and it must be naid. God oaid

it. It's an obectie view - some call it commercátl since a certain amount is raid for

that. Well, it's a poor comoarison but actually thare is an element

(8.5). Yes? (Student question) No - that God might remain just. If God simply

pays no attention when His honor is destroyed, He no longer is just. So there's one attribute

of God - His justice-which is maintained. But if God is just, men who have sinned must be

destroyed. God's love desires that men shall not be destroyed but His justice must be vin

dicated. Consequently His love Days the nenalty. Thus His justice is vindicated and also

His love finds exoression. Well, now Anselm was very, very close to it. But he called it

"the honor of God" rather than"the justice of God". That was a statement which fit with

the thought natterns of the day which thought of the king and his honor,and so on - a

thought pattern we don't have today - which I think led him into that error. Because
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actually while there's an element of truth in that, it is the justice of God rather than

the honor that is the real Doint at issue. And so that we find is point Number "It Errs

In Grounding the Necessity of the Atonement 'n the Honor of God Instead of In His Justice.

The thinking was not so clear It that Doint and you can see what the cause was of confusion.

But it was a great steD forward in our understanding af the atonement. Well. I guess we'll

have to stoD here for now -we do not meet this afternoon. This afternoon I meet the

elective in Isaiah at 2:30 instead as has already been announced to them. So our next

meeting is tomorrow at 11:30.




End of Record 56
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Satisfaction Theory of Ariseim and we mentioned the great importance of his work OUM DEUS HOMO.

That work of his brought out very clearly the relationshiD of the two natures of Christ to

the atonement - that only an infinite sacrifice could make a satisfaction to pay for the

injury that had been done to God's honor. That therefore, it was only God who could make

the sacrifice. On the other band it is man who must ray the sacrifice and therefore God be

came man, in order that God could be able to pay it and that man could be able to receive

the benefit - God must become man. What was the exact point I was on the last time? What

number was it? Number -It Erred in Groundtn

of God Instead of In His Justice It is very easy to see how in the day of Anseim, such an

error could have been made because at that day it was customary to have the lords and kings

and dukes be considered as so very suDerior to the ordinary person that their honor, their

orestige was tremendously important and an injury to the honor of the king or the leader

was just about the worst crime that one could commit. To us in Americax that seems rather

fantastic. We have no such feeling but I understand that in the Orient it is very common

of almost everybody. I've been told for instance, that in China - I don't know how it is

now, but ten years ago, twenty years ago in China - everybody's honor was so very vital to

them that for a man to lose face was considered the very worst thing that could hapren to

him. I heard of a man, for instance, who had a servant in China who was cheating from him.

He was taking a deduction for himself from what he oaid for what he was ourchasing for the

home for this missionary. I understand that all who did marketing would simoly charge more

than was -aid and that was considered to be their Troportion of the graft that all the ser

vants took. But this man was taking a very considerable amount and the man instead of crit

icizing him, accusing him of it - which would have made him lose face and would have put him

in a position where it would be bard for him to work for him - he simply spoke to him about

the fact that others were getting things so much more cheaoly and therefore he must be being

cheated in the market. They must be charging him too much - made him feel that he was

losing face by bringing things at too high a once and therefore he reduced immediately very

substantially the amount that he was collecting out of what he brought. That thing was

constant in all dealings in China - the thought of a person losing face. Some would even

commit suicide if they felt they had lost face. We don't have that concept here so much
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either. And yet I'm sure that if you will examine your own exr)erience and your own thought,

you will find that very, very often 1W you do things because ôf the thought of what reoDle

will think of you, where it really doesn't matter or really shouldn't matter. I remember when

I was in college and I would want to find somebody, I would go and hunt and do all kinds of

things to try to find a certain address but to go ui to oeoile on the stre't and ask them

where it was - I had a cringing from their not courteously helDing me, their feeling that I

was interfering with them, that I was disturbing them. I held back from them - a certain

sensitiveness there - which is the same thing exactly - the feeling that they would think

less of you, that you were bothering them. And yet I found that when a visitor came, when

a cousin came from the east, an elderly cousin and she wanted to look UD a reà&tive some place

and I wanted to find that relative - that feeling was entirely gone. I was doing something

for somebody else and I would go u to anybody without the least hesitation and ask for helD

in the situation: whereas,ust doing it for myself, I had that great hesitation about it.

And I think it's the same characteristic, something that we want to get over, we want to do

what is right, what is best and not worry too much what oeoDle think of us. But this thing

develoDed naturally in the Middle Ages into this gfeat feeling of the honor of the king or

of the official and naturally God's honor would be the greatest of all - His honor and is

majesty. And so it was very natural for Anseim, the Archbishop of Canterbury, the head of

the English Church, and seeing William the onqueror the ruler in England, the one whose

honor was so vital as! the head of UXXXflX England over the Normans - it was very natural

for him to think of how the honor of God was injured by Adam having disobeyed God and the

great affront and injury to God's majesty by this. Now we go too far in the opoosite direc

tion in overlooking this astect altogether. But I do think that we are right in pointing it

out as a major weakness of his theory - that he put the honor of God as the central thing

instead of the justice and the holiness of God. It is God's justice, it is God's holiness,

which is injured by man's sin and which must be oroDitiated, which must see the oenalty en

acted. And so it is an error in Anselm view; but comoared to the great goodness the view

did, it Is a very minor error - but it is a definite imorovement in the view to understand

that it is God's justice, God's holiness rather than His honor. But as his view stands, it

is the honor of God which is impugned by man's sin and satisfaction must be given to the
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honor of God. To this extent, the view is not satisfactory today. Anselm, of course, de

serves great credit for his bringing out clearly the objective nature of the satfaction

of Christ - and that it's not a satisfaction to Satan but a satisfaction to God. And it

is a satisfaction to one of God's attributes. But he did not make clear what the attribute

was and gave very strongly the impression in some of his statements that it was God's honor

rather than His justice. Number jgrows out of this quite directly -

Stress
t TUI P the Pact that Christ by Suffering Endured the Penalty of Sin. That

Jesus Christ 1UXIKXUXX was actually bearing a penalty was not brought out clearly in

An-elmview. It is the recompense for the injury done to God's honor, or the affront to

His majesty. It is the satisfaction of this rather than a penalty for sin that is stecifi

cally brought out. And so this is a weakness in the view - this Number 5 - a very minor

weakness comoared to its very great excellence. Number 6--is a point which is stressed by

some theology but which I think is not worthy of the stressing which they give it, of crit

icism of Anseim's views. Number 61- It Provides Some SlihtYoundat1on For the Roman

Catholic Error of Works of Suoerarrogation. Xli It is as Anselm exoressed it - Jesus as

a man owed God the living of a sinless life. But as a sinless man He did not deserve

death and therefore his dying was making a satisfaction, giving something extra which he

did not need to give - and so this is a work of superarrogation which merits and brings a

rewqrd. Now that is a basic feature in Roman Catholic theology - that there is such a

thing as superarrogatory merit in which the saints have done more righteous works than they

need to so they have a su-oerarrogatory merit, and the Pope has oossession of this treasure

of the merits of the saints and. he can use it to give indulgences to other people. There's

absolutely no Scriptural warrant for the idea that anyone of us can do anything which is

beyond what we owe to God to such an extent that it can comoensate for the demerits of

others. But while I do feel that this word superarrogation can be in a way applied to

Christ, I do not feel that even if so applied, it makes a proper foundation for the idea

that there is sunerarrogatory merit of saints or anything of the kind. So that to me this

is a very minor criticism of Anseim's views. However, since a number of theologies do

stress it a bit, I've mentioned it - that it provided some slight foundation for the

Roman Catholic IT1 error of works of suoerarrogat ion. Professor Berkhoff in his theology
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stresses this noint, I think, wrongly. He says, "The death of Christ according to this view,

is merely a trihhte offered voluntarily for the honor of the Father. It constitutes a super

arrogatory merit comoensating for the demerits of others. I This is really the Roman Cath

olic doctrine of nenance aoolied to the work of Christ." I think he's quite wrong. I think

it suonlies a slight foundation but I don't think it's a orooer foundation because in the

oroper sense the word sunerarrogatory - Jesus work surely was surely suoerarrogatory: that is

to say, Jesus did not have to die. He had to die if we were to be saved but He did not have

to save us. There was no necessity uoon Him to MIX save us. Man had sinned against God

and man deserved the nenalty and man could have borne the nenalty and God would be irfectly

just and right in consigning us all to eternal destruction. There was no reason why Jesus

had to suffer in our behalf. It was His love that chose to suffer in our behalf. It was

His wonderful grace that led Him to make a sacrifice for us. It is purely undeserved merit,

undeserved goodness - which is what grace is - undeserved goodness of God on our nart to do

this and that in a sense might be called suoerarrogatory. The fact that there is no such

thing as the sunerarrogatory merit of a man is altogether different from the fact that Jesus

Christ did what He did not have to do in securing for us salvation. So I don't feel that

Eerkhoff,and most other theologies - I don't say most, Hodge was not one who made this

statement but most of them do - I do not feel that they are right in giving the Roman Cath

olic doctrine of nenance apolied to the work of Christ. I don't think anything of the kind.

I think it is something which can be erroneously used by analogy to that

(13.5) And certainly that doctrine did not begin from

Anselm's teaching either. That had its roots long before Anseim. It is not the foundation.

So I said simnly "It Provides Some Slight Foundation" - I even hesitated about using this

noint at all. I think it's good to give it though so's to XU have the chance at least to

say how weak it is rather than how strong. Number? - ItIs Too External Without Sufficient

Now I'll read you again what Berkhoff says

on that. "In representation there is merely and external transfer of the merits of

hrist to man. It contains no indication of the way in which the work of Christ for man is

communicated to man. There is no hint of the mystical union of Christ and believer nor of

faith as accenting the righteousness of Christ. Since the whole transaction aoears to be
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rather commertal, the theory is often called, "The Commerial Theory1't I think Berkhoff

again is too strong in his criticism of Anseim on this r,oint. I think we should note that

Anseim, in this very writing of his CUR DEUS HOMO, stressed the fact that if Christ was to

die in our stead, He must be man. He must be man and thereby is associated with us. I

think also that it is true that we must lay great stress on faith as the means of aDDropri

atlon of Christ's death. But that's not the atonement. That's the aoolication of the

atonement to ourselves




End of Record 57
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this one thin2,,the atonement,and make it clear - its nature and its im-nortance. It made it

possible for God to be just and still to be adjustable." It is too He

might have said, "It made it possible for God to maintain His honor

I don't know whether he would have expressed it that way. Paul expresses it in a way which,

if Anselm bapened to think of that -particular verse, I don't think they had concordances

available in those days, he would have seen in it that it is better to make it soecifically

"justice and holiness" rather than "honor". But that is within the divine beingz and that

it is the relationshin of God's attributes, was a very great contribution to the understand

ing of the atonement - something which Paul has already exoressed but which oeo'ole had not

K1lI1Xstressed. And so this criticism of Anselrn's then is a criticism which really is

a criticism of his taking this one specific thing of the atonement and dealing with it by

itself rather than a criticism of his view as a whole - it is not the atonement, it is the

aplication. And the mystical union of Christ and believers - I think there is a great

advantage in outting more stress on it than Anselm did. But that doesn't mean there's

error at this Doint in Anselm's view. I think the one serious oint where it errs is in

stressing the honor rather than the justice. Yes? (Student question) Yes, the sentence

I stated was that it is too external, without sufficient emphasis on the unity of Christ

and His teaching. You notice I don't say it denies the em-ohasis or that it does not give

it at all - I say "without sufficient enrnhasis". This is a slight criticism of the view.

Now/Anselm's XZXX*X whole theology there may be a very great criticism but the criticism

is of not having clearly brought out the Scriotural teaching of justification by faith. It

is not a criticism of the view of the atonement. On the view of the atonement he did not

give us a complete and altogether satisfactory view but certainly far suoerior to most other

views, and made a real contribtion to our understanding of it. And number - It Fails to

to the Activ




That is to say, he said Jesus as a man

owed it to God to live a sinless life. His death is something extra He did not owe. Now

the satisfaction which Christ gave includes not only His death but also His sinless life.

But that is a matter which I believe we should take up under our positive study of the

Scriptural teaching about the atonement rather than our looking at these various theories.

And so I merely want to state AX this oint here - I want to state it and it is a vital
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point but I'd rather not go into it here. We'll go into it rather under the head of our

positive considerations. Here I'm comparing it with the fully correct understanding and

pointing out a shortcoming. But we'll deal with the shortcoming later. For the moment

we will move on to "C". Capital C is The Moral Influence Theory. Now there are in many

various theologies there are various arrangements of these views. Many of them will arrange

them by starting with the worst views and getting to better and better and better views un

til they get to Anseim's, which is not completeX but is excellent so far as it goes exceDt

for certain deficiencies and this one rather serious thing of putting the stress on the

honor rather than on the holineseXof God. But I have thought that oerhars It would be more

illuminating to arrange them in the order in which they came to the front - and for that

reason I have placed first the early Fathers, then the view which had such great interest

in the Middle Ages and laid such a foundation for our further study, then I'm going to

mention a view which came into prominence right in the time of Anselm but which has come

into greater Drominence in more recent years. That is, I'm arranging them in more of a

historical way than a logical one. That isn't to say this is better than the other. I

think that in order to understand them proDerly you should arrange them in both orders.

But this is the order we're following at this time. And so that exolains why C is a theory

of altogether different type than B. C Is The Moral Influence Theory You will even find

theologies that say Origen held the moral influence theory. Well, I read to you yesterday

that Origen was mighty close to the substitutionary i.nteroretatlon in relation to the hol

iness of Christ. But what he says on that is XU in his commentary, a more detailed

description. Origen has a presentation of the matter of the ransom to Satan discussed under

that head. Origen w±ites voluminously. He wDcte hundreds and hundreds of things. XXXXX*1XU

He was always talking and had half a dozen shorhliand writers taking down everything he daid.

He had a voluminous mind -quick of perceotion - but he covered so much ground that naturally,

pn things that he was not directly working in, you can't exoect him to be altogether con

sistent. On his main central things he was very consistent. I'm putting him here after

Anseim because the first man who prominently presented this and who presented it with such

emphasis that it can be considered his view, rather than something that might be simply

extraculated from something he said, is Abelard. Abelard lived from 1079 to 1142. Now I
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would not expect any of you to remember the date of Anseim though I hots you have them in

your notes so you could compare them if you desire. But I would think that every one of

you would remember that we mentioned yesterday that 1066 the conquest of England by the

Normans occurred midway in Anselm's life and after that he was the Archbishoo of Canter

bury. Now with Abelard you notice 1079 is 13 years after the conauest of England that

he was born. Actually he has no connection with England. He lived in France, he was
a

one of the schoolmen who had in some ways XXI very romantic life, and many peocle like to

look back to him as a crecursor of a great many features of modern thought. He had a

life - there was much that was interesting and much that was evil in it - it was greatly

over-romanticized by some. But he was a brilliant thinker and he advanced the Moral

Influence Theory. The theory has been held in many different ways by different writers,

particularly in more recent years. But the fundamental idea of it is the opposite of

Anselm's - that there is no principle of the divine nature that necessarily calls for

satisfaction on the part of the sinner - you see the direct opposite of Anselm - that the

death of Christ should not be regarded as an expiation for sin but as simcly a manifesta

tion of the love of God. Some people call this, therefore, The Love of God Theory. I

don't think that's a very good term for it because any view of the atonement traces hack

to the love of God. But this is a view which traces it back merely to the Love of God

and finds no tension between the love of God and the holiness of God at this noint. It

is merely a manifestation of the love of God, suffering in and with Ris sinful creatures

and taking uoon Himself their woes an griefs. This suffering did not serve to satisfy

divine Justice but to reveal the divine love and therefore to soften human hearts and lea&

them to recent. It assures sinners that there is no obstacle on the part of God which

would crevent Him from nardoning their sins. Not only can He do this without receiving

satfaction but He's eager to do it. The only reouirmnt is that sinners come to Him

with renitent hearts. So the Moral Influence Theory of the atonement is that Jesus died

on the cross and when DeOlDle see what he did on the cross, it softens their hearts and

makes them tender and makes them turn cenitently to Rim and seek His forgiveness. And

that is the Moral Influence Theory of the atonement which has had tremendous influence,

particularly in the last century. Yes? (Student question) No, I think (10.)
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Now there may be some point where - like with Origen - maybe some place where he seems to

be presenting something similar, but his basic ooint would be the governmental,which we

will call "E" rather than (io.). The love of God then causes the

sinner to repent whenhe. sees that love in what Jesus did. Now Abelard was the first one

who ardently presented this view and there are various ones who have. But the most out

standing perhaps is Horace Bushnali, so that the vêèw is even called by some "The Bushnelian

Horace Bushnell lived in iM1AzLI Connecticut - he was a 'oastor in Hartford
4-

DA~11 4-




About
for many years. His dates are 1802 to 1876. XX 1856 he sDent a couDle of years in Califor

nia for his health. Some of his inmortant writings were done while he was out there in

California for his health at that time. Horace Bushnell wrote many very influential books

and some have regarded him as one of the most outstanding American theologians of the last

century. Bushnell very strongly advanced the Moral Influence Theory of the atonement. He

did this in a work which he published in 1866. It is called Vicarious Sacrifice Grounded

In Principles of Universal Obligation. They all used long titles in those days. Nowadays

teople usually refer to it as Vicarious Sacrifice. And Bushnell says in this book, "His

work terminates not in the release of nenalt les by due compensation but in the transforma

tion of character and the rescue in that manner of guilty men from the retributive causations

orovoked by their sins. " Coleridge gives the same view in his Age to Reflection. Cole

ridge gives an illustration of the Moral Influence Theory of the abonement. Coleridge says,

"Imagine a woman who has a prodigal son who deserts her and leaves her destitute. That

son has a friend who takes his -olace and nerforms all filial duties to the unhappy mother.

The orodigal, won by the exhibition of goodness on the Dart of his friend, returns to his

home renitent and reformed. How unreasonable and revolting it would be to say that the

friend has made ex-oiation or rendered a sattfaction to justice for the sake of the nrodigal."

I don't think the illustration is such a good one but it does give Coleridge's view - it

oresents his view.
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presented in various forms but essentially it is as we have Dresented it. Hodge gives

various forms of it which have been found. Well now we have a few considerations about

this and I would like to look at the positive first and so number 2 is ositive. Number-?_

This Theory Points Out An Important Result of the Atonement Which Should However Be Dis

tinii1 'ynm thp Atnement Itself I John L:l9 - "We love Him because He first loved us."

I remember hearing a man who was a graduate of Princeton Seminary fifty years ago. He went

over to Arabia as a missionary and he became known as a great linguist there, a great stu

dent of Arabic and he did a tremendous work among the Arabs. But he came back to Princeton

and he sroke in Princeton, gave a series of ThYMIX missionary lectures there when I was

a student. I remember Dr. Robert Dick Wilson had been looking forward so to the coming

back of this man who had studied a lot with him and been so interested in the linguistic

things that Dr. Wilson was outstanding in and he looked forward to his coming. And how

he felt when Vaness gave his lectures and in his lectures took quite a generally modernistic

tone. And I remember those lectures-they were brilliant - they showed the need among the

Arabs of medical work, of care for their bodies and all this story of their suffering

that just wrung your heart as you saw the conditions, just longed to helo them. But there

was no gospel. There was no idea of a oerson being lost and needing a saviour -anything

like that. I remember one time how he was telling in the course of one of them about his

telling about Christ and describing the character of Christ and he said as he presented the

character of Christ, when he got to where he told how Chhist died on the cross, how this

man just broke into weeDing and his soul was touched by.it.WAnd I thought if he could only

realize the centrality of the cross in the story of Christ. To him it was all a character,

a beautiful character, a noble life, and all that - but the centrality of the cross in all

Christian work is something that the old-fashioned modernist tended to overlook and not to

realize. But it is right here that the work of Christianity XIXXXXX1 has had its greatest

effect - the moral influence of what Christ did for us, the moral influence of the atone

ment is a very real factor, and a real fact, and something that we should not fail to util

ize and stress. But it is not the atonement, it is the result of the atonement. And so I

believe we should notice that. My point here is not altogether positive - it is partly

negative. The theory points to an important result of the atonement and we must stress it,
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we must know that it is vital. But it is not the atonement itself. It should be disting

uished from the atonement itself. And number _3- T Theory Denies Any Real Objectivity

To The Atonement. That is the vital thing about it. It is exact oosite from Anseim.

Some will say Anselm's is commercial, it's too external. Well, this is the exact oDDosite.

What did Christ's death do? It makes us see how much God loves us. But did it actually do

something in the world? Did it actually make a change in God? Did it actually ay a xenalty?

No, they say, nothing of the kind. The Moral Influence Theory denies its real objectivity

to the atonement. And that leads naturally to what to me has always seemed to me to be one

of the most important matters in connection with this Moral Influence Theory. Number l4.- It

Falls .tr,RpItzeThIf There Is No Objective Reason for the Atonement, Its Moral Influ

ence Ineyita1yM.istCeae. 1TU1F1( Just look at how much I love you. Here you are in

a desperate situation and I cling here with one hand to the roof here and the other hand

down and I'm holding you and. keening you from falling until somebody can come and rescue

you. And I do that in terrible Dam and anguish and misery. Aren't you going to have

a tremendous feeling of gratitude for me for doing that for you? Won't that make a tre

mendous difference in your attitude toward me if I do that for you? Surely it will.

It will have a great moral influence on you that I do that for you. But now look here - I

want to show you how much I love you. But you're out there in that situEtion. Yoixtre

not in any particular danger. You're standing there out in the street. Now just look how

much I love you. I'm going to hang here - one hand up here and the other down - in a very,

uncomfortable awkward position -and I will hang there until I'm just pretty nearly ready

to go to pieces with the strain of it in order to show you how much I love you. Well, you'd

say, "The Crazy fool," wouldn't you? What does it mean? If Jesus Christ did not accomp

lish anything by his death except to show us how much e loves us, how would it show us how

much He loves us? If it only has moral influence, it has no moral influence. If it does

not have an objective reality, if it does not do something in God's economy, if it does not

accomplish something (7.5) how does it make me love Him - to 1IXXLXX

have Him show me how much He loves me by going through that terrible agony of the cross.

Well, what's the sense of it. What's the need of it? Why do it? He could just as well
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have gone on teaching another ten years. He could have given us more of His wonderful

teaching and He could have died like Socrates did with his disciples around him, giving

them beautiful philosoDhical theories and explaining the mysteries of the universe. How

much finer that would be than for Him to die the death of a malefactor in cruel anguish

on the cross, unless something was accomplished by His death on the cross. If there's an

objective reality to it then it can havea tremendous moral influence on me, that He would

do so much for me. But if He didn't do anything for me XJX except to have a moral in

fluence on me1 then it has no moral influence. Yes? (Student question) Yes, if we

had sufficient goodness that all we need to be saved is for us (8.75).

(Student question) Well, they did not - they did not have any real sense of deDravity.

If there is real deDravity of man such that it requires a divine act to change him, why

there's no reason why the atonement should change him. But if man sinmly needs to be

awakened to the good that is in him and stirred up to turn and take a different attitude,

why then something that will have a moral influence,would give a wonderful example,

might do that. But how would His death then have moral influence if His death didn't

accomplish something srecific in God's (9.5) There have been very

good. people who have been taken and cruelly treated and we feel very sorry for them.

We feel angry at those who treated them that way but it does not lead us to a feeling

of gratitude or love for these oeople specifically or the feeling that we must do some

thing to them if they simply were victims of circumstances. And

if He wasn't a victimi of circumstances, asif He had the power to lay down His life, well

how did it show His love to me that He laid down His life unless in so doing He actually

paid XXKXKUAIXX a oenalty for me of some sort, unless He in some way made things dif

ferent for me by the way that He acted instead of (10.5)

You're entirely right - the Moral Influence Theory of Atonement cannot stand alone if it

only has moral influenfce - why you must also have a different view of sin, a different

view of man's life, a different view of what is necessary, than the orthodox. It brings

with it a whole host of ideas. But I'm dealing with sDecific Doints of the the atonement

being a moral influence - if it's only a moral influence,it's not. If it's something

else, then it can have tremendous value. So let us stress the moral influence of the

atonement. Let us hope, let us utilize, let us make it as effective as we can in our
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preaching but let us realize and stress also that there's much more to it than just

moral influence. In fact I don't think it's right to state the atonement is moral

influence. The atonement has moral influence. The atonement leads to moral influ

ence. But it's a distinct thing from it. And these people have done a good service by

calling attention to that but they've done a very bad service by their negative attitude

toward there being any reason or objective (11-5). And it is very in

teresting at this point to see that as Hodge points out, Horace Bushnell raised in a con

servative, orthodox Congregational background in New England and moving away from it, and

denying one doctrine after another, not completely but taking a steo this way that really

laid the foundation for modernism right down the line on many points, yet is very much

under the influence of his background and his love for the church and his love for the

Bible.And all this of course makes his negative influence all the more effective. But

Park says toward the end of his book, which denies that there's any such thing as Christ

bearing DeoDle's penalty, but that His work is a transovmation of character.Toward the end

of it he says that there is a very great necessity of our putting stress on certain things

that the Bible presents about the atonement. Bushnell says in this book, "We want to use

these alter terms - He's my sacrifice, I count Him my offering, I come to God by Him and

enter into the holiness b:, His love - we want to use these alter(ar?) terms just as freely

as they are used by those who accept the formula of expiation or traditional satisfaction

for sin. In just their manner too when they're using them most oractically. We can't af

ford to lose these sacred forms of the altar. They fill an office which nothing else can

fill and serve a use which cannot be served any other way." Well Hodge says he denies ev

erything he says by these and other things we quote here at the end of this book. Bushnell

says, "Plainly there's a walk here. How XIIX shall we come to God by help of this martyr?

How shall we turn ourselves unto it so's to be ustified T1(Y1KX and set at peace with God?

Plainly there's a want here. And this want is met by giving a thought form to the fact

which is not in the facts themselves. They are put directly into the molds of the altar

and we are called to accept the crucified God-man as our sacrifice and offering or oblation

for our oropitiation so's to he sprinkled from our evil conscience, wabhed, ourged, puri-

fied, cleansed from our sins.t1
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Well how are we, if it's mere form? We cant be. There must be an objective reality ZX to

it or you can't have moral influence. And Strong and Heath deals with this, which he calls

a Bushnelian theory. He has a section where he sneaks about Bushnell on his deathbed. And

I don't think that what he says would prove the point quite as fully as the full quotation

that Hodge gives. But taken in connection with Hodge's statement, what he quotes about Bush

nell's deathbed, can be very interesting as showing how the moral influence is certainly in

sufficient, is certainly not enough to really have the influence that they tried to 'Out to

it by itself. He says that, Strong says that L. W. Munhaiser - so I don't know how true this

is. I think Hode's is better evidence but at least it's interesting. He says that Munhalser

says that Horace Bushnell in his dying moments said, "I fear what I have written and said

uon the moral idea of the atonement is misleading and will do great harm." And as he

(1.75) further he cried, "0 Lord Jesus,I trust the mercy only in the shed blood

that thou didst offer on Calvary." Well, now did Bushnell say that on his deathbed? Whether

he did or not he says practically that in what Hodge quotes from the very book, at the end of

the book. He says we must use this terminology. But what does the terminology meani if it

doesn't mean that that blood of Christ shed did something for us merely than simply to move us

to a moral " And Schleiermacher denies any satisfaction to God by substitution.

He said, "Consider the idea of reparation, comoenstion, satisfaction, substitution as wholly

Jewish, (2.5) only to a narrow-minded neoole." He says he hates in

religion that kind of historic relation and desire to replace external and historic Christ

ianity by a Christianity that is internal and subjective. And yet according to Strong,

Schleiermacher on his deathbed had assembled his family and a few friends and himself ad

ministered the Lord's Sapoer, and after orayin' and blessing the bread and oronouncing the

words, "This is my body, broken for you", he added, "This is our foundation." As he started

to bless the cup, he cried, "Quick, quick, bring the cuo. I am so hapoy." And then he sank

back and was no more. And Richel,the father of Rich&ànism, which was carrying forward the

work of Schleiermacher and was so effective until the neo-orthodoxy of recent days - it was

oerbaos the strongest element in the modern trend - Richel wrote very strongly against any

objective atonement, holding to sthmply the moral influence view. But Strong says that Richel

in his History of tism (Li..) Ii severely criticises Paul Gerhard's "0 Sacred
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Head Now Wounded - in grief and shame ,"etc. He severely criticized this as describing

physical suffering. But when he came to die he begged his son to reDeat the two last verses

with him, "0 Sacred Head Now Wounded". And Strong concludes the mention of these deathbed

stories with a statement, "In general the convicted sinner finds peace most quickly and surely

when he is oointed to the Redeemer who died on the cross and endured the Denalty of sin in

his stead." I don't think that they necessarily trove a great deal, these deathbed stories

of these men, because the men had been brought un with a background which impressed these

ideas on their minds when they were young and on their deathbed they came back to their

thought and they stressed them and after a lifetime of denying them and attacking them, I'm

not sure whether - it may prove that they were real Christians who'd been deceived of Satan

and injuring the work of God hrough their life and came back on their death - it may not.

I don't know. But this, it does seem to me to nrove - that their idea of a moral influXence

UX1A in the atonement actually rests back on the idea that the atonement does ëomething,

that it doesn't merely have moral influence. To me it denies the moral influence theory, the

fact that when they come to exolain it, when they come to stress it, they have go back to

putting stress on the actual objective fact that Christ's death, Christ's blood, Christ's

suffering is our oidiy hope. Not just that I can change because of how much he loves me

but that in some way it is (6.) Well, as you know I've had some extra

classes in this course which have given us some lectures ahead and we've not given assign

ments for those classes. We will give assigneñhs for the regular meet.ng time, whether we

meet at those times or not. I orobably will not be able to meet for about two weeks after

this class in this course in Systematic Theology but we are a little bit ahead and so that

we won't be quite as Much behind in the end as we might be otherwise. But I will oost the

assignments.

Simoly a matter of moral influence then - it is good to have moral influence on some oeoole

even if you don't get it at other oeriods. But ZU if there is any real objectivity, if

this moral influence results in saving people, then there's no ground whatever on which they

would be saved before the actual life of Christ. Now we go on to .Caoi.talD - The Example

Theory. (Socin) Socinius was an Italian at the time of the Reformation who became very

active in Poland. Socinius was the founder of modern Unitarianism and his views had many
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points at which they differ from our orthodox Christian views although much less so than

present-day Unitarianism does. In fact Socinianism as held in his day, would seem like

a comDarativey mild type of modernism today. But the view of Socinius was that Christ re

vealed to us the way of faith and obedience and the way of eternal life by giving an ex

ample of te obedience, both in His life and in His death, and thus lnspkting us to lead

a similar lifei. The word "examole" covers the theory oretty well - that the important thing

about the life of Christ is the example which He gives to us. And therefore we are saved

by following His examole. Comment number .L..- This View Actually 'ives UT) £11 Idea of a Real

Atonement. It gives up all idea of a real atonement because it simply is an examole to lead

us to a better life. Number-2,-:- TheSpcinian View is Bound Up With Various Unscriptural and

Heretical Dpctrj Actually you cannot consider the Socinian theory of atonement without

considering the whole Socinian viewpoint about Christ which revives Pellagianisin with its

denial of human depravity and its assertion of the natural ability of man to save himself,

which holds to the idea that the man Christ was adopted to be the Messianic Son of God, thus

denying the deity of Christ - it's tied un with various heretical views. And so the Socinian

view cannot be considered simply as a view of the atonement in itself - it's Dart of a complete

view which is very different from the Scriptural teaching about the work of Christ. Numberj_

t T Nat 'Raged Scripture Which Nowhere Represents Christ As An__Example for Unbelieving

Siners,utQnly for Christians Now there are two very fine references about Christ as our

example and we should not fail to give Christ His proper place as our example. But to whom

is he oresented as an example? I Peter 2:21 - "For even hereunto were ye called: because

Christ also suffered for us, leaving us an example, that ye should follow in His steps." We

should follow in Christ's steps verse 21 says. Who should follow in Christ's steps? Well

let's read on and see what Peter tells us about the example. "Who did no sin, neither was

guile found in His mouth." Very inroortant for the Christian to follow the example of Christ

to turn away from all who have sinned to avoid all (12.5) continuing - "who, when

He was reviled; reviled not again" - a very important feature of the example of Christ for

the Christian - "who, when He was reviled: reviled not again: when He sufferedp threatened not

but committed Himself to Him that judgeth righteously". But look at verse 24 - surely the

example ends with verse 23 because verse 24 tells us something about Christ which would never
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be an example to us - "who His own self hare our sins in His body on the tree, that we, being

dead to sin, should live unto righteousness by whose stripes ye were healed." He can't be

our example in bearing our sins. We can't bear sombbody sins. But He makes it possible

that we should follow His example because He has saved us from sin. He has borne our sins, He

has been our substitii, He has taken our -olace, He has caused that we could become dead to sin

and could live unto righteousness and that we could be healed by His stripes. So this won

derful passage in I Peter 2:21 following, on the examle of Christ,presents Him as an example

to the believer and shows a great imortante that the believer should follow Christ. But it

does show that it is foolish to even think of being able to follow bhrist except as we have

had the objective atonement, except as we have had. our sins borne by Him on the cress, been

healed by His stripes, been made dead to sin through what He did, and enabled to live to

righteousness through what He did. So that this verse does not present a being saved by

following His examole but it presents those who are saved by his death, oroceeding to follow

His example
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says "He abideth in Him by himself also was even as He was". Who should walk like Christ?

The one who wants to be saved can be saved by walking like Christ? No. The one that says

that he already has been saved says that Jesus is abiding in him, he should follow Jesus' ex

ample and walk as Jesus walked. And thereby he is evidence to the world that he is sneaking

the truth and not a hypocrisy when he says that he has been saved by Christ. ScriDture no

where presents Christ as an examole for the ungod'y sinners, but presents Him as an example

for the Christian as to how he should live. We find in Philippians 2: a strong exhortation

to be like Christ, "Let this mind be in ye which was in Christ Jesus". Let this mind be in

you which is in Christ Jesus but to you who are exhorted to have the mind in you which is

like ehe mind, that is in Christ Jesus, are those who are described as those for whom He died,

those who have been saved through His death and who are now following on to live as He wants

them to live. Number,- Like the Moral Influence Theory Example Theory Gives No

Ground On Which Old Testament Believers Could be Saved,Since They Could Not Possibly Benefit

by Christ As An Example- As you notice then both of these theories we have just looked at

are theories which abondon the oriestly work of Christ (2.75) They are

turning their attention more to the oroohetic work of Christ than the priestly work of Christ.

They are making out that they are saved by the oroohetic work, they are abandoning the oriestly

work. There is no tie-un between the Old Testament sacrifices and what Chrit did, in their

mehhod Th of thinking. (Student question) Anyone who lived before Christ's time couldn't

know about Him as an example. If that's what His atonement was, it wouldnot save Old Testa

ment believers. But of course that again could be




(3.) under ooint 1

that this view actually gives uo all idea of a real atonement. Now a steo forward, in a way,

is made by i.- The Mystical Theory - a step forward, but not a true steo forward unfortunately.

The Mystical Theory is like the Moral Influence Theory that thinks of the atonement exclusively

as exercising influence on man to bring about a change in him. But it differs from it in that

it does not think of it in the conscious, but in the mystical area - the sub-conscious area

of thought. It holds the view that Christ wh,n He became a man entered into humanity and by

the incarnation became a part of the race in such a way that His life came into the race and

the race is changed through the incarnation. And thereby humanity becomes changed because of

the incarnation, because of Christ becoming a tart of us, and thus our pollution is removed and
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we are changed because he becomes a part of us (5.) going with

us and conseauently we are improved and changed and cleansed from pollution. Now that is the

Mystical Theory which was in the last century and a half it was hèld,though with differences

of details by such men as Schietermacher, the great founder of modern theology in Germany;

by Edward Irving; and various others who held different views of this and you will find some

books written from time to time. When I was a student there were some rather orominent ones

which advanced (5.75) XXXit isn't the atonement that's vital, it's the

incarnation. There's a real incarnation - God became man and thereby we are saved - that His

divine life enters into humanity and humanity is raised to His level. And we don't need any

pain of oenalty, death or shame, nothing like that -but that the life of humanity is raised

and cleansed because the Son of God came and entered into humanity and raised it. And some

very beautiful books were written on this which have led some people into using very fague

language which they have felt is the Gospel - and. it is not just ordinary modernism

(6.5) mystical expression. But it very fortunate to notice

about this theory - Number 1- It Is Purely Speculative and N Any Sense a Summary of

Sertptu.r1 Teaching. Some of these theologies that will give a series of discussions of the

view of the atonement and will present this argument and that argument and this view and that

view and then along in the last one maybe they'll tack a word on - "It should also be noticed

there's no Scriptural foundation." It seems to me WXXX they are turning the thing all

around and looking at it from an utterly un Chrisitian view, even though they're written by

very orthodox Christian men. The basic question regarding any theory is, "Is it taught in

Scripture? Is it based on Scripture? Is it what Scripture -presents?" And Yhen someone

talks very (7.5) about Christ being God incarnate in human life and us

thereby being saved because we share in his mystical life - what does the Scripture say?

Where does it say it? It's a hugh sneculative field. It is not what the Scripture

teaches. Number 2- This Theory is Wrong in Thinking of Sin Siinnly As Pollution And Ignoring

Lhaact aLcuil The Bible teaches that sin brings death, that the soull of sin deserves

and will receive punishment, that there is guilt attached to sin, not merely

(8.5) And the Theory, the Moral Influence Theory forget the pollution

recognizing that sin is real 'pollution
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of the race, not merely something that we should. avoid in the future, but something that has

injured us in the past. But it is woong in falling to note the even more important fact of

guilt back of guilt connected with sin. Number 3- It Has No Answer To the Question of How

T1ae Who Lived Before the Incarnation Can Share in the Redemption of Jesus Christ. It has no

answer to that question. If Jesus Christ performed a Driestly work and offered u a sacrifice

in giving the real carrying out of that which was typified and foreshadowed in the sacrifices

of the Old Testament. It is easy to see how He can do this work for those who look forward to

it and who nerformed sacrifices representing it. And He has fulfilled that upon which they

based their (9.5) wherein their faith was laid. But in the theory like

tht - the Mystical Theory - by entering into human life, raised the level of the race,

there's no way how that could be retroactive certainly. And therefore it has no answer to

this question - how those who lived before the incarnation can share in the redenmtion of Jesus

Christ. Then F - I don't want to take long on F because it is not widely held but it is another

'xample of the same sort of thing as E; i.e., someone who thinks about the atonement, the fact

that we are saved through Christ and then works out a theory to account for it instead of

going to the Scrii,ture to see what the Scripture teaches and trying to summarize the teaching

of the Scripture. And thIsjlsThe Theory of Vicarious Repentapce a theory advanced by a

man named JtKIU MacCloud Campbell. He oresented this view that the way that J.is saved us

is because He repented on our behalf - that a perfect repentance would avail as a sufficient

atonement for sin and Christ offered to God in behalf of humanity the record of repentance

and by so doing fulfilled the conditions of the Scripture. His work really consisted of vi

carious confession of sin on behalf of man. Now regarding this we will mention certain points.

Number 1- This__Theor1s Somewhat Better than the Last Mentioned In That It Recognized the

Retributive Justice of God and the Demerit of Sin But It Also Lacks Any proper Scrintural

Foundation You recall that Jeuus wept before God with bitter tears at Gethsemane. Was He

rei-enting for the sin of mankind, beseeching forgiveness for us? He said, "Father, if it be

thy will, I would that this cup pass from me. But not my will, but thine" -altogether dif

ferent. It is not the 'nicture of Christ contained in the Scrioture. And it is not the ex-

planation of the atonement contained in the EDistles. It is what comes when oeoole turn aside

from the Word of God but try to hold to some of the doctrines and give soeculative exolanations
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which they think satisfy their own minds but which miss those vital

aspects of Scriptural truth and do not satisfy others. Because our knowledge in these things

must be gained by seeing what the Bible says, not what impresses us as reasonable. So it

lacks any proper Scriptural foundation. Number 2- The Bible Presents a Sinless Christ There

fore He Oould Hardly Repent for Sin
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(Student question) He could not be reDenting for any sins that are known - that's our second

ooint. Now the questions Mr. Mitchell has raised are very excellent questions and we'll deal

with them Number Wh1le4hB1ble Declares that Christ Shares Our Hu

manity And Is Able to Sympathize With Our Afflictions and Temptations, This Sympathy Is Cer

tainly Not Reoresented As Being the Whole, Or Even the Most Inmortant Part of His Redemptive_

Work Number Li.,- This Theory Has To LowAView of the Demerit of Sin, In Thinking ThaAny
Be A

Sort of Reoentance Could By Itsèbf flI'U Sufficient Atonement That great hymn, "Rock of

Ages" brings this out very clearly. "Could my tears forever flow. All for sin could not

atone. Thou must save and thou alone." Number 5 deals with the question Mr. Mitchell raised.

Number -WUlp,-Qne May Bear Another's Penalty, jt Is Hardly Reasonable to Think That One.

Could Perform Another's ReDentance. Repentance is subjective and vicarious renentance is a

contradiction in terms. For one who XU is himself a sinner and implicated in sin and has led

others into sin to repent for the sin of the group in which he has a large factor of blame

and is -oerhaos to quite an extent responsible for having led others into it, could be recog

nized in asking for a lessening of a punishment of the others implicated with the one who

was the ringleader. That would be quite reasonable. But the one who himself was sinless

and could not be blamed with having the sin himself, or having led others into it, to repent

for others, is hard to reason. He could conceivably bear their nenalty. The sinlessu4

bearing the penalty of the sinners. But to recant for tb is a subjective matter. It's

like my enjoying your dinner. I can't enjoy your dinner for you. I can be han-ny whether

you are or not. But I cant enjoy your dinner for you. I can sympathize with the sorrow

of someone else who has had a loss. I can synmnathize with that sorrow but I don't feel

their sorrow the way they do. It's subjective. I may nay the loss of an object but i can

not bear the sorrow for them. It's a subjective thing (6.5)

that is different altogether from KU an objective thing

Yes? (Student question) He can ask for forgiveness for others, yes. But for Him to reoent

for others. You see - someone has done a terrible thing toward you. Someone has treated

you meanly - and you see that nerson is veyy, very sorry for what they've done and you feel

like forgiving them for it because you see how sorry they are that they did it. But for

someone else to feel sorry for their having done it while they don't feel sorry at all that
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they did it, would hardly take the place of it. Somebody says, "Look here. My brother stole

this thing from you. Now I want to make it up for him. Don't do anything to him, don't

hold it against him. I'm going to y for it. I'm going to make up the loss to you. You

can accent the nenalty being taken on the other erso.But somebody says, "Now brother

stole this from you. I want to reent on him. I'm going to be very, very sorry that he
to steal;

did it. I want to renent." A man can be very, very sorry that he seat the brother/ He

can renent that the brother was his reoresentative in doing it. He sent him and he shouldn't

have and he's sorry. He's eoenting for his own sin. But he's renenting because the brother

stole it while the brother feels just the same as he did before - it just doesn't click. It

doesn't take the olace of it. It's subjective rather than objective. And so a vicarious

renentance is quite different from a vicarious (8.5) Well we go on to a.

the Governmental Theory, Now in the theories thus far I have dealt with them oretty much

in chronological order. We started with the Ransom to Satan Theory and we took Anseim's

Theory of Satisfaction and then we looked at these various modern theories which have been

advanced,more or less in the order in which they have arisen. But I skIoed the governmental

Theory which would normally have come, as far as the order in which it was advanced, before

the Mystical Theory - between the Example Theory and the Mystical Theory. I skipped because

I felt that the Mystical Theory had. so much in common with the two before it - much more than

with the Governmental Theory. The Governmental Theory is quite a different type of theory

so I left it until last, though it actually was in the 17th century that it came to the front,

After the Example Theory which came in the 16th century but before the Mystical Theory which

came in the 19th century. But I left it until here because it is such a different type of

theory - the Governmental Theory which I'm calling G, quite appropriately. Now the Govern

mental Theory is a theory which has had many who have supported it at various periods and it

was advanced just before the time when the Pilgrim Fathers came to America. It was advanced

by a legal scholar, a thologian who s a lawyer named Grotiu. Grotius in the Netherlands

advanced this theory about 1610. And this theory was a theory that the atonement was nec

essary for the preservation of the divine government - that in order that God the moral ruler

of the universe can maintain His moral government, it is necessary for Him to display to all

the world the fact of His hatred of sin, the terrible nature of sin, and therefore, He does
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this not by collecting the penalty, not by executing the penalty, but by causing Christ to

suffer in order to demonstrate to the world the inviolable nature of the law and God's holy

displeasure against sin. Thus the Governmental Theory is that this is the vital thing about

the atonement. God in order to preserve the integrity of the divine government of the uni

verse, must make a display to the world of the inviolable nature of His law, of the terrible

ness of sin, of the necessity of carrying out justice, and therefore He causes Christ to die.

But Christ did not bear your penalty or my 'nenalty - He did not substitute for us. He did

not take our place. The Denalty due to us did not come to Him. But XXI a general penalty

was performed that way and that having been done, the name of God's justice has been vindicated

and now God can roceed to give mercy to all who retent. That is the Governmental Theory.

(Student question) It was not a soecific bearing of your 'nenalty or my 'nenalty at all. But

it was a general reoresentation to the world of how terrible sin was that God must execute

a penalty against it by causing His own oerfect and divine Son to suffer. Number L- This

Theory Is Tar Suoerior To The Other Just ixaxnples In That It Recognizes God's Place As the

Moral Ruler of the Xfl1 Universe. I think that is ao'narent from what we've already said

about it. So we can go on to Number - It Falls Far Short However In That It Makes God's.

Punishment of Sin Merely Arbitrary Instead of a Necessary Revelation of His Righteousness,

As Is Taught in Scripture




End of Record 62
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There's an arbitrary LM thing - why should your sin and. my sin be punished by Christ's

dying2 if He doesn't substitute for us? He doesn't represent us. It's an arbitrary thing

of - you might say it's like the German's capturing a city in the Netherlands, holding this

city in Holland and there are things done to their trooDs and they grab fifty prominent cit

izens and they say, "Now if these things don't cease, we're going to kill these citizens.

We're going to hang these fifty men as a punishment upon this city for these injuries against

our soldiers, unless they cease." Well, it's an arbitrary punishment. These fifty men

some of them may have been implicated in it, most of them may not. Many of them may have

had nothing in the world to do with that which was done. But to hang up those fifty orom

inent men impresses everyone as unjust. It is not paying to the sinner the penalty that he

deserves. There is no way in which these fifty men properly reoresent the oarticular men

who have done this thing. It imoresses the punishment of the hostages - it imoresses every

one as unjust and arbitrary rather than as a nrooer ounishment. It did not have a s'oecific

and definite relation to the nenalty that is due nor a substitution relationshii showing

why it is reasonable that this one should bear the penalty for this other. It falls far

short in that it makes God's ounishment of sin merely arbitrary, instead of a necessary

revelation of His righteousness, as is taught in the Scripture. The Bible says that it

was necessary that Christ suffer if God was to be just and the justified of Him that be

lieveth in Jesus. Number-3_- Like the Moral Influence Theory,It Fails to Explain How the

O1s±antL$ajnts Were Saved Number 1+' Like the Moral Influence Theory It Fails to

Accomplish Its Puroose. A real execution of the oenalty might make a -orofound impression

on the sinner, but a mere arbitrary infliction is only a sham. I (Student ouestion) Be

cause He didn't deserve the oenalty and there's no relation between the amount of the pen

alty and the amount of the sin -it's just arbitrary. H Summary and Conclusion Regarding

Erroneous and Incomplete Theories of the Atonement. I've been in a little bit of a oroblem

in this oarticular subject of the atonement because either way that you go about it, you

wish you'd gone the other. That is to say, to take first the matter of what does the Scripture

teach - it's the logical way. What U is the correct view and what are the erroneous ones?

But there is great advantage in taking uo the correct view in having your mind somewhat ooen

to the various ways oeoole have interoreted it, And seeing the various auoroaches that have
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been made in order that you can see XIXX to how great or little an extent the Scripture

fits them. So there is a great advaI.age in taking up the erroneous views first. On

the other band the answer to the erroneous views is seeing how the evidence fits the correct

view and you don't want to go through all the evidence twice - once in connection with the

erroneous views and once with the correct views. And so the clearest way would be if you

can take up the erroneous views very briefly, opening u certain features,IUX then go into

the other views, and then go into the erroneous views again - but that wouldn't be a very

logical outline. So I took up the erroneous views first and I think it's very helpful

RaRomlooking at the view of The To Satan, looking at Anselm's view of Satisfaction, looking

at the Governmental, and looking at the Moral Influence view, to have the idea of those

four different approaches well in mind as we look at the Scripture and see what light the

Scriptures throw on it. It's very, very helpful and so from that extent I think it was

an excellent thing to take them up first. But when we get into the detail of these various

views, XXXII there is a lot first that would, in a way, be better afterward. Well now the

one thing that we notice in all these views is that the vital cuestion is to how great an

extent does it fit with the Scripture? That is the vital question. And that of course does

away with half of these things right away. A third of them are views which are 'ourely s'oec

ulative. They are people's attempts to explain the atonement. They are a human effort an

from the Christian viewpoint the question is what does the Scripture teach us? And in re

lation to that general question - what does the Scripture teach? - we have this general prop

osition that the Scripture teaches XZ the priestly work of Christ, that He's the fulfillment

of the Old Testament sacrifices. And regarding a number of these the question is what re

lation do they have to the sacrifices? How (8.) priestly work at all.

That does away with quite a number of these. Now the early fathers I believe had a true

understanding of the Scriptural teaching. But among them there came out - they did not ex

press it in ABC form - and among them there came up this idea of The Ransom to Satan. And

we've noticed the Ransom to Satan represents a real Sc1iptural matter - that Satan has power

over us. And so it is a vital thing -but it certainly was looking at a side issue rather

than the main issue. Anselm's view of Satisfaction is very near to a satisfactory summary of

what the Scri'oture teaches - but it falls short in that it does not recognize that it is the
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justice of God that is at stake. It makes Otherwise it's mighty

close. The Moral Influence theory emphasizes a very vital facbor but it is a side thing.

The Governmental theory emphasizes a very vital factor that has not been so clearly expressed

perhaps before the Governmental theory was expressed. And I think it's helpful to have it

exvressed but we must not atop with it, we must go on. And the Governmental aspect is much

clearer when we see the full detail. Well we'd better say a little more on that than we

could say today very well, so we'll continue here tomorrow.

Last time we began to look at H - Summary and eonciusion Regarding Erroneous and Incomplete

Theories of the Atonement. By the way,this is our last meeting of this class this week.

We have a meeting in Church History tomorrow morning at 8 o'clock - but no other meeting

of any class that I will conduct until next week when I hove to hold all classes as

scheduled. Now, we have mentioned seven different theories of the atonement and as we

look at these seven theories of the atonement which we mentioned, we notice that the first

of them was theories held by some of the early Fathers - and the outstanding one of those

was the theory of A Ransom to Satan. This would be an objective theory, wouldn't it? Man

was Satan's vossession, vrisoner - and God had to nay a ransom to Satan in order

that man could be free. Now we do not believe this today. But the reason we don't believe

it is because we believe Satan has any power exceot what God permits him to have. It

is not that we don't believe that man is in Satan's Dower. Satan has Dower over man and

man must be freed from Satan's power - and this is accomolished by the Lord. It is not that

the idea of freedom from Satan through the atonement is wrong, but that it is not the orincipal

feature of the atonement - it is a sideissue, it is a by-product. God could free man from

Satan without an atonement. But if He did, man would speedily fall into Satan's Dower

again if there was not an atonement. It is an objective theory then but a theory which has

a wrong understanding of the atonement as to who it is to. Now our second was the Satis

faction theory of Anselm - and this is a theory which is so near the Biblical teaching that

some people think that it is the very theory that the Reformers taught. But the Reformers'

teaching differs from Anselm's on one or two vital points. So this is not the correct

theory but it is very, very near to it. We notice that this Satisfaction theory of Anseim's
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is an objective theory. God's majesty has been damaged by the sin of man and there must be

satisfaction to the majesty of God. And it is necessary that the atonement make this satis

faction.XX It is an objective theory. Our criticism of the theory is that it makes God's

majesty rather than His justice that to which satisfaction must be given. But it is an ob

jective theory and that is a very vital part - the atonement is a real atonement according to

'nselm's views. Then we called C The Moral Influence Theory and that we notice is very

different from the two previous theories because it is not an objective atonement. It is a

subjective atonement. The purpose of the atonement is not to do something to God but to do

something to man. The puroose of the atonement is to touch man's heart and lead him to turn

to God according to this hikeory. And as we noticed, according to this theory, there's no

atonement at all. The word "atonement" is an uttetly false word of the Moral Influence

Theory. There is a moral influence from the atonement. It is a vital thing, it is something

we stress in our preaching. It is something that is vital in our Christian work but it is

not the atonement - it is a by-product of the atonement. The atonement is an objective thing

and it if it is not an objective thing, there is no moral influence from it. For Jesus

hrist to undergo terrible suffering simply to lead us to see how much God loves us, but

nothing was accomplished by the suffering, is silly. It wouldn't lead us to see how much

God loves us. It would lead us to have no confidence, no respect for the intelligence of

God at all. I want my little boy to see how much I love him so I go and I hold my hand in

the fire and get it burned. And it hurts terribly and I say, "Look how much I love you."

Well he says, "How do you show how much you love me by burning your hand in the fire?

What good does that do me? You'd love me a lot more to keep your hand in good condition

so you could do something for me instead of burning it in the fire."

End of Record 63
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in a burning building in terrible danger of being killed by the fire and I were to come in

and rescue him, and in the course of rescuing him were to get myself badly burned, I would

expect him to love me greatly for what I had done to save his life and to see the scars of

the burning upon me and to have his love and his tenderness toward me aroused in subsequent

times as he would see those. There would be a great moral influence upon him because they

really did something for him. The atonement isn't an atonement at all unless it be an ob

jective atonement. And so the theory 1 and 2 - A and B - were objective theories. Now C

is a subjective theory of the atonement. It's a way to explain away the atonement and say

there isn't any Ti11 atonement, say we don't need an atonement, to say that we need some

thing else. I had an experience about five years ago when I was out in California - T met

a man who was a leader in the Christian Businessmen's Association. I'd met this man earlier

and this man had told me how he had joined a church of the Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A.

in his neighborhood in San Francisco where there was a minister who was very true to the

Word of God. Therefore this man went and joined that church. And he said, "1 feel that I

can help to keep that church true for quite a time with my influence and my activity and

the amount I can give. I can hold it tuDe even after this minister's gone." Well, the

minister died and this man got in touch with different ones for advice on the man to get in

his olace and they thought they had it in an Englishman, a man whom they considered a very,

very orthodox man. And so I was in San Francisco and I thought I would go out and visit

this church and I'll see this bussinessman whom I think so highly of and I will hear this

man preach whom I had met before and with whose orthodox testimony I had been well im

pressed. But I got to the church and found the businessman was away and so was the mini

ster. And the minister in order to be sure of his standing with the Presbytery and sure of

his continuance there had gotten an assistant oastor who would be aulte satisfactory to the

Presbytery. And so I heard the assistant nastor oreach and I'll. never forget his sermon.

He was a returned missionary and in his sermon,wbich was on The Prodigal Son, he told us

that the sermon of the Prodigal Son showed the condition of Deoole in life. The Prodigal's

father loved him and wanted him to come back and all that's necessary is that the prodigal
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turn around and come back - and that's all that is necessary that we turn around and go

back. And how wicked was the elder brother who stood in his way and didn't rejoice at

his coming. And the thing for us to do is not to put obstacles in people's way but to

tell them all that God loves them thoroughly, God loves them and wants them to follow Him

and all that is necessary is that they realize they are eons, they are Ions of God and we

want to lead them to realize their sins. I saw the business man a few days later and told
-3'f

him what sort of a sermon I'd heard and he was just as shocked as I had been. But it

showed the inevitable result of a compromising relationship with which he tried to carry on

that which is true and that which is sound in combination with that which is unsound

(3.75) you inevitably get into that sort of situation. But it was very

effectively presented - all man needs is to realize his sonshio and turn back to God. He

needs nothing more. Well that's the Moral Influence theory of atonement. All you need is

to see how much God loves you and turn to Him. But if that's the case you don't need the

atonement at all. It's not a theory of atonement, an explaining away of the atonement.

And the same is true of D - The Example Theory. It is an explaining away of the atonement.

There is no atonement if you hold the Socinian or Example Theory. Now of course E - the My

stical Theory is an objective theory. According to this a change is made but the change is

made in us. The change is not made in God, it is made in us. And the change is mane in

that Christ has entered into human life and has changed human life in some way by being

oart of it through His incarnation. There is no real atonement, but there is a definite

objective change that has been made in us according to this theory. Then F -the Theory

of Vicarious Re-nentance - &8 there's no Scriptural warrant that that's how the atonement

was accomplished. But it is a theory which believes that it is necessary that something

be done to meet the justice of God, to meet the demands of sin. But what is done is not

what the Scripture requires, according to this theory. And then G - the Gov'rnmental Theory

is a theory which holds that there is an objective atonement but the atonement does not meet

the penalty of sin but simply gives a demonstration to the world XU of the fact that God so

hated sin that He will have a penance, that He will punish His Ion for sin generally but

there,Is not a specific carrying out of the penalty of the sin against God. So it is an

objective theory but we have seen its weaknesses. Now in looking at these we have seen
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what is necessary in a real atonement, what the things are, the conditions are which it must

meet. And those of course are met in the Biblical (6.) about the atone

ment and so we go on to Roman numeral VIII. VII was Erroneous and Incomplete View of the

Atonement. VIII - Biblical Teaching Regarding the Nature of the Atonement. As I told you,

it was a Droblem which to take first. What the Scripture teaches is what matters so in a

way this should come first. But I thought taking the false theories first or the incomplete

theories, would open our eyes to the nroblem perhaps in a way that would make us more ready

to see the clear teaching of the Scripture then simply going into it without having the

problems more clearly before us. Neither way is satisfactory but I thought I'd do it this

way this time. So we're taking Roman numeral V1Ijiext - Biblical Teaching Regarding the

Nature of the Atonement - which really would be a mart of Christ's priestly work under that

head but I'm making a separate Roman numeral for it. Under this !!a!! It TL.Objective.

That is very important. We have noticed it in connection with these others. It is so im

portant that we will deal further with it. Objective number j- This Is Indicated By the

Analogy of the Sacrifice The priestly work of Christ is performing a sacrifice. And we

have the Old Testament sacrifices which are the type for the analogy which is fulfilled by

the death of Christ and this is verylç very clearly taught in the Scriptures. The sacrifices

are an objective thing. They are not performed in order to touch people's hearts. They

are performed in order to have a relationship to God, in order to do something as far as

God is concerned. It is an objective thing, the performance of these sacrifices. We find

in Hebrews 9:22 the clear statement made "without shedding cf blood is no remission". It

is necessary to do this if remission of sins can occur. Something specifically happens,

not merely in us, but in God. There is a change made in God's relation to us. There is

an obiective atonement through these sacrifices. This is the definite teaching of the

Old Testament about the sacrifices - that they are necessary to do something as far as

God is concerned. And of course the New Testament makes clear the blood of bulls and

goats can't take away his sin but something must take it away. They represent that which

can perform it. It must be an objective. Ephesians 5:2 refers to Christ as a sacrifice

Christ has given Himself for us "an offering and a sacrifice to God for a sweet-smelling

savor. Christ had shown His love by giving Himself and offering for us to God. Giving
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Himself as that which should make a change in God in His relation to i. The sacrifice is

an objective thing. Romans 8:3 states, "What the law could not do, in that it was weak

through the flesh, God, sending His own Son in the likeness of sinful flesh and for sin,

condemned sin in the flesh." He performed the justice of God against sinful flesh through

that which Jesus Christ did -the carrying out of the sacrifice is an objective thing.

I John 1:2 and 1:7 brings this out very clearly that an objective thing was acconrnlished

by the death of Christ. "We have seen that eternal life which was with the Father and

was manifested unto us" - something soecific has been done. God has oerformed. a definite

thing in relation to us. 1:7 says, "the blood of Jesus Christ, His Son, cleanseth us

from all sin." There is a definite thing done to us through His death. I John 3:5 says,

"Ye know that He was manifested to take away our sins". It is an objective thing done to

us by God, not merely a change in us, not merely a subjective, but there is an objective

atonement. Hebrews 9:28 - "Christ was once offered to bear the sins of many". Verse 26

sneaks of the sacrifice of Himself. There is an objective thing done, a change made in

God because of a sacrifice to him. So much then for 1 - It Is Indicated By the Analogy

of the Sacrifices. Number - It Is Definitely Taught in the Bible That It Is An Obectiy

Thing the atonement. I think the verses we've already looked at bring that out rather

forcibly. We might look further though - Romans 1:18, "The wrath of God is revealed from

heaven against all ungodliness and unrighteousness of men." Something must be done and

changel that wrath to an objective thing. Romans 2:3 the same thought - the necessity of

something to be done to change, to move, to satisfy, the justice of God. Romans 5:9

"Being now justifiedby His blood, shall we be saved from wrath through Him." An objective

thing done - effecting our relation to God, effecting our justice in the sight of God through

what He did. Verses 18 to 19 brings out its objective nature very clearly - "Therefore as

by the offence of one, judgment came UDOfl all men to condemnation, even so by the right

eousness of one, the free gift came unon all men unto justification of life." There is an

objective thing done. By the obedience of one, shall many be made righus. Galattans

3:10 - "As many as are of the works of the law are under the cursel"- he objective nature

of the relation to God - something must be done to remove the curse, to change the atti

tude of God toward the sinner. Euhesians brings it out very clearly - 2:3 - "That we were
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by nature the children of wrath" but verse - that God bath (14.5) us to

gether with Christ. The Scrinture clearly teaches that it is an objective thing, that

the atonement not merely effects our hearts and changes our attitude, but it does some

thing to us, it does somethin to God's attitude toward us

End of Record 64
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to mean the very oooosite of what they originally meant.

and conseiuently the word atonement is often

But if there is an atonement at all,it must be an objective atone

ment. And the Scrioture teaches that the oriestly work of Christ is an objective work,

that we are different not merely in9 feelings are affected, not merely we are

but there is a change in us and in God's relationshi-o to us because

of what Jesus did on the cross. B- The Sa1ture reaches that the Atonement Is a,

Satisfaction to the Justice of God. Anselm's explanation that it is a satisfaction was

a very great steo forward in our understanding of and that it was a satis

faction to the nature of God. There is no-one higher than God who can lay down a law

that God must obey. But God is rot lust arbitrary will able to just take a whim and do &

thing this way, that way, and the other, as He might take a notion to do. I find in the

administration of the seminary the great task to do is to lay down certain Drinci:Jes and

to carry out those orincioles. Someone comes to me and says, "Well now I would like to

be excused from writing this paper. I'd like to be excused from taking this course. I'd

like to be excused from doing this or that." He's a nice fellow and a oleasant chap.

He's very busy with other things, good things. I'd like to say, "Well, certainly. I'm

glad to give you. any -orivilege you want do anything in the world I can do for you."

That is my whole desire - to give him anything that he wants. You rniht say that was my

love, that was my desire, my feeling toward him. But on the other hand, I have to think

there are certain orincioles which must be maintained. I must show love not merely toward

him but toward others. If I nermit someone to get a degreewithout doing any work, the

value of the degree for everybody else that has done some work, is lowered. And it is doig

an injury to everybody else who has that He's earned and. somebody nets it

without earning. So you have to set a standard and you have to try to maintain that

standard. Arid, you have to think, "Is this just? Is this just to give this person a cer

tain relief from this thing when you are not giving It to everybody else?" You have to lay

a certain standard on which anyone that meets this 'narticular condition, can qualify. And
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so every case has to be brought up, not as an individual case but as a matter of a relation

ship to a principle. Such that nobody else can say, "Well, you gave that person a privilege.

You didn't give it to me. That isn't fair." Such not merely that no-one else can accuse

you of unfairness because you granted someone else permission and didn't grant theirs. It

must be such that no-one else can, in later years, or could in later years, accuse you of

unfairness by saying, "You gave that person that permission and I would have asked for a

similar permission if I had known that that was what you were doing. But I didn't know it

and I went ahead and did it." You have to have a standard which is worked out and made

known to everybody in a reasonable way. And thats not an easy thing to do. But it takes

a great deal of thought (l.25) to do it in a

thoroughly just and oroper way, so that the degree means something definitely and so that

it means approximately the same thing in all cases. We had a man when I was in Princeton
was

Seminary who", fl1jLXAustrali1_ he was a blind man X XXXXXXXX*XX1i and he went to school

to study for the ministry and in the school he got all kinds of modernistic teaching and

he conroletely lost his faith. And having completely lost his faith, in his second year of

seminary, he quit the seminary and he gave u his faith comoletely. And then he went and

he helped other blind eople. And there among those others, the simole faith of some of

them, brought him back to his faith in the Word of God. But he didn't know what to do with

all these problems. He had been convinced that there's nothing to the atonement, there's

nothing to the word of God - it's full of mistakes - and you can't believe in the person of

God in the sense in which Christianity is held. Now this simple faith of others brought him

to feel that XXXXIXKliXThIIXXXXXXU1 these things must be right. And he heard about

Princeton Seminary which in those days was giving a scholarly defense of the Word of God

and standing for the absolute denendability of the Christian religion. And so this fellow

there in Australia hunted around and got friends to help him and raise money and made the

long trio - which was very difficult in his blind conditon - all the way from Australia

to Princeton. And he got to Princeton and he gave us a testimony in chapel of what it

meant to him to get to Princeton where he could get good sound teaching of the truth of the

Word of God and of the deDendability of the Christian teaching - and. go out and make his

life count for God. And three days later I looked around and I didn't see him anywhere
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and I said, "What's happened to this fellow? I hope he's not sick." "Oh, yes", I was told,

"The long trip and all the strain and everything put him in such a nervous condition that

he just couldn't stand it. " And so he decided there's no use of standing anymore and he

nicked up and left. And I said, "Well, my!. He came all this distance in order to finish

his seminary course. What a shame. He could have stayed here and rested a little and then

finished the course." "Oh", they said, "According to the rule of the school where he was

there in Australia, he made a real effort to finish his course. He made all this trir, here

and now his nervousness and his sickness have irevented it. So they'll give him the degree

anyway." So he would get his degree though he had learned nothing by the long trip, the

arduous efforts he'd gone through, the misery he'd gone through, and the amount of money that

had been expended. Well now that made it sound like a very pitiful thing - to give a man a

degree because sickness prevented him from finishing his work. But it is not a just thing.

It is not a rooer thing. That man was no better fitted to serve the Lord than if he hadn't

made that long trip. He had not learned the things he had come to learn. He had not done

the studying he needed to do. He would take a degree and go out into the world with the

degree upon him, which was supposed to mean he had done a certain amount of work and he hadn't

done it - he'd taken sick and been orevented. And so it was an immoral thing

(7.5) It was a thing which made the degree have an unequal meaning as apnlied

to different people and which led that man to go to all that effort and exoense and then en

couraged him not to stay and get the value that he came for. Well, now this is of course U a

far more imortanti matter than (7.75) which I've been using

as simile, but the justice of God must be arrnlied. And God must maintain His justice and

must maintain His moral law and must oerform that which is necessary in order that God be

lustice. The justice of God does not have to be a greater God standing over God saying,

"Here are rules which you must apply." It does not have to be something in the universe to

which God has to submit himself. It is an attribute of God. But it is an attribute of

God which if God is God, must be applied. And so there are two subheads I'd like to look at

under this heading B - That It Is A Satisfaction of the Justice of God and Number..Lis that

Justice Is A Vital Attribute of Go There are certain verses we have just looked at which

I think point rather definitely in this direction. We read in Romans 2:12 that "As many as
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have sinned without law should perish without law and as many as have sinned in the law shall

be judged by the law." Justice is an attribute, a vital attribute, of God. God must be true

to His character. We attribute intelligence, knowledge, power, holiness, goodness, and truth

to God. The Bible nowhere says, "These are the attributes of God." But we find in the Bible

evidence on all. We have (9.75) in our interpretation of the Bible when

we note that these perfections belong to our own nature, that is to say we have something of

everybne of these in our own nature and we see that to a proper personality they are necessary,

and we naturally suggest that it would be strange indeed if they were not in Him in whose

image we are created. We find His attributes manifest in His works and we find all of them

revealed in the work. And if this is true of these other attributes, it is certainly equally

true of His justice. We consider that a man who is a good man must be a just man. He is one

who must follow justice in his dealings and we certainly expect God to be as true as a man

in this regard. We donsider that we would be surprised indeed if He was not just to the

most wicked man, The man who is the most determined in his denial of Christ and his denial

of Christianity will be found at times critiicizing things as not being just and showing his

exoectation here that it is right and oroper that there should be justice. Justice should

be carried out. Man may accuse God of being unjust but they show that their exoectation is

that God, if He is a true God, wi'l be a just God. Justice is a vital attribute which man

expects to find in God and which we do find in God's dealing with the world. We find in

His works of providence, as interpreted in the Bible, that He sent punishment UoOfl city,

upon nation. He worked out His justice and it was an attribute which reautted to be worked

out. And Number j- God Cannot Tail To Carry Gut The Demands Of His Justice In Romans 3

we have a great massage on the atonement in which this orincile is brought out very clearly.

Romans 3:26 - "to declare His righteousness that He might be just and the justifier of him

that believeth in Jesus." God must be just. He cannot be a justifier without being just.

He cannot simply say, "Well, forget it. You've sinned. You've broken the justice of God.

YOU've broken His holy law but jnt forget it - do what is right from now on." God's jutice

must be satisfied. That is the great teaching of course of Romans 1 and 2 - that the whole

world is guilty before God, that God's justice requires punishment for all those who have

failed to live in line with the perfect holiness which God requires. And he takes up the
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various types of oeoole - the Apostle does in Romans 1- 2, the Gentiles in 3, the Jews. And

he shows that thoughi they may have very beautiful ideas, their lives do not comare with

them -that they deserve death, that theyeserve eternal Dunishrnent, that they deserve the

outworking of God's .iustice against them. We read in Romans 3:19 "We know that what things

soever the law saith, it saith to them who are under the law: that every mouth may be stopped,

that all the world may UXX1UU become guilty before God." Now we'll take C -_ The Atone

ment Is Necessary If Man' Sir Is To Be Forgiven. There are theological discussions as to

the necessity of he atonement




End of Record 65
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but it is a necessity that there be an atonement if U man's sin

is to be forgiven. Under this - Number 1 - The Bible Teaches the Terrible Nature of the

nllution of Sin When people deny the necessity of the atonement it is quite certain that

they fail to realize the Biblical teaching about the pollution of sin. Not only the Biblical

teaching but the fact of it which is apparent to every person if he will think about it. I

was much impressed with an article in the Reader's Digest once by a psychologist who told

about getting convicts together in the Trenton State Penitertiary in New Jersey and having

these men get together to discuss why they were there - because he said that it was very

interesting that if you discussed with any one of them why he was in the oenitentiary, he'd

always been framed. Re's always there because somebody else was mean and did something and

he doesn't deserve to be there and of course you 'noint out that he did steal a car, he did

kill a person - sell, but look how much worse is this other oerson and they're walking around

free - they're not here. There were plenty of reasons why he shouldn't be there in every

case. But it was most interesting to get the gvoup of them together and to let them say

these things in front of one another. And once a rather friendly attitude was established,

in which the men were interested in talking rather freely and expressing themselves, well while

everyone was -Perfectly willing to defend himself right down the line, yet once a man started

to do it the others were erfectly ready to tear him down and show how ridiculous his self

justification was. And it was very easy to convict each one of them of his crime and his

wickedness, and to show that he deserved to be there, by the attitude that the others took

toward him. And it shows t1it each one though he is completely blinded where he, himself,

is concerned, and excuses himself from all wickedness that is in him, he as a pretty acute

sense for it in other Deople, and a pretty acute sense for seeing the ridiculousness of

the pretenses and the shams and the defenses that others out up, even though he outs them up

just as badly himself, not realizing that he does at all. If we realie the oollution of sin,

if we realize how bad a thing sin is, we realize that it is utterly impossibke that God can

simply say, "Well, let's forget it. Just realize you sin, let bygones be bygones, and it's

perfectly all right." I 'nut this under two heads - Number 1 - The Pollution of Sin or the

(3.25) of Sin. It is a doctrine - the total de'nravity of man - which we

hear about a good bit but which we don't have to have Scrioture to orove. It's very easy to
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prove it if you will have much contact with most any human (3.75). There is

in their character that fundamental corruption of the moral nature and bias for evil which

effects every Dart of their nature. When we say that a person has total depravity, that a

person is corrupt in every , we don't mean that the d.eDravity U of any

person is as bad as it could possibly become. Of course not. Man was made in the image of

God and much of the image of God remains. There is much evidence of goodness that remains in

man - in the most wicked man. But every Dart of man's nature is effected by sin to such ex

tent that every sinner is totally destitute of that love to God which is the fundamental re

quirement of the law -that every sinner is supremely given to a Dreference for himself toward

God; that every sinner has an aversion to God which on occasion becomes active enmity,that

every faculty is disordered and corruDted by sin; that a sinner has no thought, feeling, or deed

of which God can fully approve. This is a fact which is very easy to observe in other people

and some unChristian thinkers have been very strong in their Dresentation of the depravity of

mantkind in general. In fact it is amazing how widespread it is to get people talking about

other people - to find how ready they are to recognize the depravity, the pollution, the sin

within them. If one realizes the terrible nature of the pollution of sin, one realizes that
sim

one could never AXIXLAA say, "Well, let bygones be bygones. Just forget it." God's justice

must deal with the matter. And Number_2- The Bible Teaches the Terrible Nature of the Guilt

and Necessary Penalty of Sin, God said, "In the day that ye eat of it, ye shall surely die."

We read in the Scripture that the soull that sinneth must die. We have very clearly stated

in Scripture that God must Dunish sin, that there is guilt as a result of sin for which the

penalty must be met. The cäiial of the necessity of the atonement Xinevitably invol's a

failure to realize the terrible nature of sin as taught in the Scripture, And the terrible

nature of the 'nenalty of sin which must inevitably be meted out to us if God is to be a just

God. Number-j_- Only An Unscritural Idea of the Results of Sin Can Su'noort the Thought That

Man Could Be Forgiven Without Satisfaction Being Made Romans 1, 2, and 3 is of course the

very best evidence on this, though there is an abundance of statements in the Scri'nture about

it. The Gentile moralist makes the most beautiful pictures of how man ought to live in this

world. And when he gets through making the picture he falls into the vilest of sin as Paul

points out here. And. if you want proof of it today, go to any of our universities. And it
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is most remarkable to see the beautiful teaching that you find as to bow life can be made

beautiful and how wonderful man's nature can be and then see right along side of it the

immoral practices and attitudes which are 80 widely held and are advanced and considered to

be normal things among the DeoDle who are the most educated, the most highly trained in our

civilization today. The corruDtion and the inevitable guilt and oenalty of sin - obviously

human-like and so clearly taught in the ScriDture. I think it is an aspect which we ought

to stress because the general attitude today is to overlook it. I am assuming that everybody

who could, looking un to the life he has, a just God, a good God is never going to injure any

of His 'oeonle - but we need to see the terrible nature of the sin in the world - in our own

world and in the world of ((9.75). We need to take some of the outstanding

instances that are before us Ill of the wickedness of man. We need to drive them home to our

peolDle. We need to drive them home to our own thoughts. We need to realize the terrible nature

of sin. Take a man like Hitler, sending millions of DeoPle to the gas chamber and causing the

terrible torture and - his life ending simply with a shot from a gun, an instant's misery at

most - anyone must recognize that jufltice requires that there be a proper retribution, a nrooer

penalty for the sin of a monster like Hitler or like Stalin, someone of that type. And. you can

see how it is the same in kind only perhaps a little greater in amount than the sin of the

wickedness that you find. in every human being. The necessity of an atonement if man is to be

saved is something that needs to be nreached much more. The law is a Dedagogue to bring us to

Christ. The law is a guide for us in our sanctification but law needs to be preached in

order to show us our insufficiency, to show us our wickedness, to show us how an objective

atonement is a necessity if eternal death is not to be our fate.

End of Record 66
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VIII
At our last meeting we had begun Number - Biblical Teaching Regarding the Nature of the

Atonement. And we looked at A - It Is Objective - which is, I believe, very imoortant. We

looked at B - It Is A Satisfaction to the Justice of God. We looked at C - It Is Necessary

If Man's Sin Is to Be Forgiven. Under that we saw 1 - The Bible Teaches The Terrible Nature

of She Pollution of Sin. 2-The Bible Teaches The Terrible Nature of the Guilt and Necessary

Penalty of Sin. 3-Only An Unscriptural Idea of the Results of Sin Can SuDoort the Thought

That Man Could Be Forgiven Without Satisfaction Being Made. We were right there at the end

of the hour. I would like to call your attention in addition on this point to three verses

that I did not mention last time. Habakkuk 1:13 - "Thou art of ourer eyes than to behold

evil, and canet not look on iniquity." The heinousness of sin, its pollution and its guilt,

is something that is not realized by most of us today. It is therefore necessary that we

stress this ooint - that God must deal in justice with sin. Psalm 5:U-6 is another of many

verses that bring out this fact - "For thou art not a God that bath pleasure in wickedness,

neither doth evil dwell with thee." I was interested once crossing the Atlantic Ocean to be

placed in a room with a young Episcopal minister who had been a missionary in Alaska. And

he was very straightforward in his ethical standards in his life. He was very devoted to

his work and very strict in carrying it out. But I was interested that he told me that there

was a man whom he knew in New York who - a rather wealthy young fellow who used to have

drinking oarties and who thought it was rather an interesting thing to have oresent at them

a man who didn't drink - and so he used to invite him to these parties. And he got quite

a kick out of being present at these narties and seeing these other people engaged in all

sorts of things that he personally would have been horrified to have any narticipation in

himself - and yet to just be sort of on the edge of it gave him quite a kick. And I think

that this verse here describes the Lord - "Thou are not a God that bath pleasure in wicked

ness." It is necessary we know something about wickedness. It is necessary that we are

able to warn peonle against it. It is necessary that we know its reality. It is necessary

that we see the situation in our age and that we stand strongly uoon these matters. But it

is easy for us to find ourselves - even though we would never think of oarticioating in it

deriving a certain pleasure from being on the edge of it. I know when Dr. McCaney was here

he would rreach on the sins of Philadelphia and be would nut on his clerical suit and take
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an elder and go and visit the haunts of vice and iniauity, the night clubs - simply to see

what was there and to use it for sermon material. But he went so dressed that it was -per

fectly a-ooarent that he was in no sense rticioating and he took with him an elder also.

I've heard of other ministers who have gone, in gathering material for sermons, and have suc

cumbed. And people have felt that while that was their ostensible motive,oerha-os their

conscious motive, that subconsciously they were allowing themselves to be dragged into taking

pleasure in iniquity even though they felt that they were abstaining completely from partici

pating. It is very easy for a person to hear of some clever dishonest dodge that has been

pulled and to enjoy seeing the cleverness of it. And even though one would never think of

doing it oneself, to have a sensation, to take a pleasure in it. And of course, on the other

hand I don't think the lord wants us to be in such an attitude that people think we just have

no participation in life. You have to go out of the world altogether if you're going to

have no contact with anything that is wicked. We should live normal lives, narticipate in

the wholesome Dleasures of life, but there is a line there between taking a oleasure in

iniquity, which the Christian needs to watch. And I think this verse is helpful for us ner

soaally and it is good for us to remind us of the character of God, that He is not a god that

has pleasure in wickedness. He is filled with pain, with sorrow, with misery at seeing the

wickedness of mankind, at seeing believers fall into any sort of wickedness. XXXJLX*UZPX He

cannot look upon us with enuanimity. "Neither shalt evil dwell with thee. The foolish shall

not stand in thy sight. Thou hatest all workers of iniquity. Thou shalt destroy them that

speakUleasing. The Lord will abhor the bloody and deceitful man." And there are many

other verses in the Old Testament of course which bring out this 1'very fully but in the

New Testament, as we've already mentioned, the great section for it is the first three chap

ters of Romans. And particularly is this specific thought brought out in Romans 1:18-20 and

in verse 32 - "For the wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all ungodliness and un

righteousness of men, who hold the truth in unrighteousness." The wrath of God, the anger

of God, the hatred of God - God hates sin. He must if He is a just God. "Because that

which may be known of God is manifest in them; for God hath 8hewed it unto them. For the

invisible things of Him from the creation of the world are clearly seen, being understood by

the things that are made, even His eternal power and Godhead; so that they are without excuse
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And all oeople, if not consciously, subconsciously realize the hatred of a just God. They are

without excuse even though they may push it into the back of their minds till they are per

sonally ouite unconscious of their real guilt. Verse 32 - after a description of types of

wickedness says "Who knowing the Judgement of God, that they which commit such things are worthy

of death, not only do the same, but have pleasure in them that do them.'! Thor which commit such

things are worthy of death. NumberJ'CQjexa.tiQn.of an Objection to the Necessity of

,the Atonement




ao.d.Juferior to Good Men Who Love and Freely Forgive Those Who Do Them Wrong

This objection was certainly in the mind of those who wrote the book from which Bishop Oxm

quoted. with aporobation, when he told that story about the boy who heard the statements in

the Old Testament about God's wrath against sinners and God's determination to punish them

and said, "The dirty bully. I hate Him." And it is the attitude of many people that if

God is such a God as described in the Old Testament that hates sin, instead of being like a

man who you would know who has a loving kind spirit and is iust pleasant and gracious and

forgives many thins that you do against him, that this is a God which would be "a dirty

bully". This is a God who is inferior. A good man can freely forgive everything that any

one may do against him. Now that is an objection which is rather widespread - to the belief

in an objective atonement - the recognition that man cannot be saved without such an atone

ment. It is a rather widespread objection and so it is imoortant that we take a little

time to look at it and see just what the true situation is in this regard. So I have a

few subheads under this. Small() - This Objection Fails to Discern That God Cannot Simply

Be Comtared to a Private Individual You take an individual man and here is a private in

dividual and someone comes and steals from him and he says, "Well, you need it worse than I

do. You take some more." And sometimes that has touched a man's heart and has had a good

effect in the end. There are such instances. But when you read in Victor Hugo's story

about the Bishop who took care of a man just out of orison - kept him overnight and treated

him nicely and in the morning the man ran off and took the silver out of the oars onage W

with him. And then when the police caught the man and brought him back he said, "Why he gave

it to me." And the bishop said, "Yes, I have given it to him." Well for the bishop to do

that as an individual,and save the man from being sent back to prison,might be a very good

thing. But for the bishop to do that with property which might not be his but the oroperty
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of the church, which had been given for another Purpose altogether, might be highly questionable

as to whether it was the bishop's right to do this, as to whether it was Proper at all for him

to do. You take a man who is President of the United States and somebody writes a letter in

the rarer in which he criticizes the musical attainments of the man's daughter. And the man

might show a wonderful forgiving spirit and say, "I won't call the man any names, I won't say

anything against him. I will just comoleteLy forgive him for what he has done against me.

That's one thing. But if the man is not a private individual - he is President of the United

States and it is Proved that people have stolen the defense secrets and have given them to

another nation and have Placed the safety of all the citizens of the United States in jIUJLX

jeornrdy by what they have done, and he simply pardons them, says, "Oh, it's all right. Go

your way and don't be punished." - he would be worthy of imnpeachement. Such an action would

be false to his trust, to his Position - he would not be acting as a private individual but

acting as a man who had responsibility, had taken on himself laws which he had promised to

enforce. He is in a different situation altogether from a private individual. And we simply

cannot compare God to a private individual because God is far more than a private individual

and far different from any ordinary human being. So to develoo this thought a little further

we take (b God is the Judge All the Earth His Justice Reauires Equal Treatment for All.

This is very different from the situation of an ordinary individual.

End of Record 67
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Traffic court is one examDle.Here's a man in traffic court - this man is a very, very

lovely kindly rerson and he has a friend who has broken the traffic laws - driven at 70

miles an hour in a 3 mile area. He says'That's all right. I'll just tear uo your ticket.

You're a good friend of mine." It shows a wonderful soirit of love. But he would not

be considered to be doing his duty as the iuge in the traffic court.Iftt is imoortant for

the safety of people that that law be enforced, it must be enforced equally. It must be

done in a fashion which is equal justice for all. You must either say it is not necessary

that people (i.) or we must restrict all

Now judge in this traffic court and he's gotten a lot of peoole there

who are accused of breaking the traffic law, a law which is felt necessary for the safety of

the citizens and the judge says, "Well now there's no necessity of these people all paying

the penalty. I'll just pick out two or three as examoles and I'll give them a very heavy

penalty. The rest I will just let go free." He might feel that he was maintaing the dignity

and majesty of the law and upholding the standard of justice but most people would not feel

that way, oarticularly those uoon whom the -penalty was laced. They would feel that it was

utterly unfair, utterly unjust to put the penalty upon them and let the others go free. And.

oeoole in general would say, "Well if I break this law the chances are P11 be one of those

let go and not one of the very few he punishes." What I mean is this is the Governmental

Theory of the Atonement - the theory that you show the majesty of the law by one infliction

and then exoect that everyone will obey the law as a result and maintain the standards of

Justice. The only way the standards of justice can be maintained is by an equal justice to

all. Our President of the United States, he has a position of great imoortance and we de

sire to do everything possible to make him comfortable(?). But the people of the United

States were infuriated, and rightly so, if the story was true which was told - the story

that when soldiers were wanting to go home for the furlough period - the little time at home

that was possible during that time - that a soldier, a common soldier, was bumoed out of the

line because a (3.) that the President of the United State's son, who

was an officer in the army, was sent Now whether

the story is true or not, if the sddry is true, people were orooerly angered, and righy so.

And people who wanted to hurt the President, were glad to repeat such a story because they
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knew that if it was true, people would be rightly aggrieved about it. It was not maintaining

a standard of justice, a standard of equality. The standard must be carried out or you have

(Li.) and justice is necessary. And we must ground our justice in

the character of God. God must have justice or he cannot be God. You had a question?

(Student question) Yes, now of course that gets a little further. We're dealing now

with a matter that God, if He is a just God ,must deal equally. Now we get on to the fact

that in this life people are not dealt equally. That is a fact. I heard this famous

British preacher in England preach in Union Seminary and he preached there on the subject

in Genesis where Abraham says to God, "Shall not the Judge of all the earth do right?" And

Dean Inge said, "shall not the Judge of all the eath be right? Well, we look at life and we

see inequalities. Some people who do a lot of wickedness and who have a happy life, nothing

goes wccng with them. Other people who aren't hanoy (5.5)

or who have some affliction in life. You see inequality." He took up all the different

interpretations of it and then he said, "Well there are some people who say there's inequality

in this life, that righteousness isn't worked out in this life, but there's a life beyond the

grave in which equality is worked out. Well, we can't know anything about that so there's

no use " So his final conclusion was, "Shall not the judge of all the

earth do right? We know but we see any evidence Well,

the fact is that just from human observation

(6.) But we have the teading in the Bible that God is a just God. And

all of our human establishments are grounded upon the belief that there is such a thing as

justice which a just God has established. And consequently we believe by faith that God will

oerform justice bt the justice will be brought about after this life rather than in this one.

So that when we find God punishing UX A (6.25) and punishing Annanlas and

Sapphira in a world of sin, in a situation such as we have here where is God's justice is

to be immediately displayed, every human being must be we can only

say that God will in the end work complete justice, but that at present He is doing that which

will accomplish certain necessary things along the way. And so He shows us the nature of

wickedness and that fate which must come to all of us eventually by what

(SI?.) And He doesn't say, "I've done this.U The majesty of my law is maintained.
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Now the rest of you are forgiven." But He says, "This which has been done to them is a

sample of what will be done to you unless atonement can be made." It's a good question

(Student question) No, I wouldn't say for that ouroose. I

would say for the maintenance of the princiole of justice. For the satisfaction of His

attribute of justice, that it 10 necessary. (Student question). Yes, because of what

His nature is, what His ckhracter is, He must maintain justice. Now He is not maintainng

justice now in the world. The world is under the dominion of sin and there is injustice

and wickedness. But we believe that God being what He is, will eventually bring justice

to all - and it is taught in the Scriotures that He will. ( Student question)All earthly

illustrations are incomolete and in this one, God is certainly not orecisely comirable XAJItII

to the judge in the traffic court because the judge in the traffic court is carrying out

man-made law which we maje by trial and error to see what will accomplish the ourpose desired.

*heeas the laws of God are the fundamental laws of morality and justice which are inhereahly

right and must be carried out. It's a different situation. There is also civil law which

God makes but our traffic law is soecifically a human device and a oerson does not become

morally wrong because he drives over 60 miles and hour in one state and over 55 miles an

hour in another state and another state over 50. His moral attitude does not vary with

the law of the state. But it is a human attempt to do something that is necessary. So

that it is an illustration which shows the fact that the judge as a Judge is altogether tif

ferent from the judge as a 'private individual. And that the idea U that the judge, if he's

going to be a good man and just forgive everybody freely, it just doesn't work. And if it

doesn't with him, bow much less can it with God. It is to illustrate the necessity of justice,

of equality in justice. And it is also to illustrate the fact that God is even less like a

private individual than a judge in the traffic court. It cannot exactly equivocate but

neither can anything. But I think it brings out certain 'ooints rather well. Then of course

if this is true in the traffic court it is even more true in other courts -that there must

be some sort of a standard of equality if justice is going to be maintained. You can't say,

UWeI11 show how we will keeo people from murder. We will show how terrible murder is. We
m

will cause one IM be executed and the rest of them we'll give two weeks in jail. i

met a young German 20 years ago, 25 years ago, who had made a trip to the United States and
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he told me that kxil when he came here he went to the immigration officials at Ellis Island.

He was here on tour and he said that they took the various Germans on this boat - this was

about l30 before any of the tension had built un - and they put them all together there

and a minor United States immigration official came into the room and he said that one of

these men,JLJL the most prominent of the group, was a man who was outstanding in some oar-

ticular line of work, had a great deal of money and was highly thought of in Germany - his
Bist

name was Schmitt. And this American official step,ed up and said, "mi du Schmitt!" which

is using not the polite form but the form you'd use speaking to a dog or a little child.

Of course it might be that you didn't idnow much German and didn't realize it but to the

rest of them it sounded very, very harsh to address him this way, "Are you Smith? 11 And

the fellow said, "Yes". Then, "What are you coming to the United States for?" Well

he was coming here on business. Well, was it legitimate business? And so on - who was he

going to see here - and the way he went after that fellow - who was coming over here on an

important business deal with Drominent connections in the United States. This young fellow

was just coming as a tourist and he didn't have any legitimate reason for coming. He was

just coming -o look around and see the country and he thought, "My-, if he goes after Schmitt

that way, what'll he do to me?" But after the official had talked with Schmitt and dealt

with him that way for about 10 or 15 minutes, then he took un the other 25 or 30 there and

asked them about 2 questions each and stanmed their passports and shinned them on through

and Daid no attention to them. Well the effect on those oeople, if it was necessary to ex

amine everybody very, very carefully to be sure that no-one was getting into this country

falsely or here for some wicked purpose - why to deal equally with everyone might convince

those people of the majesty- of the United States and the necessity of being very, very

careful who's admitted to this country. But when you single one fellow out and deal with

him that way and then let others go by with a stamp on their passport, you simply give an

imDression that's arbitrary and unfair. And the only conclusion you can reach, which I

think is the correct conclusion, is that this minor immig.ation officer wanted to show his

importance and wanted to browbeat somebody who ordinarily he wouldn't be in a oosition to

even talk to. He wanted. to browbeat him and show his imoortance and when his imnortance

was satisfied he let the rest go through. Man inherently reacts against that sort of thing;
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We exoect justice. We ex'oect equality. We expect fairness. We exoect that oeoole be

dealt with oersonally to our need and not that we will simoly be dealt with arbitrarily.

It is a very fine thing for an individual to forgive anybody else who does anything against

him. But God is not in that situation and it is God's Justice which must be satisfied and

which must deal fairly with all in orooortion to their deserts. Now we noticthe story-.

of-the situation of a judge or a traffic court or anothercourt. (2 Note the Story of Eli'

Eli was a good man. Eli was a righteous man. 'li was a man who was devoted to the Lore.

We find that in I Samuel 3 we have a wonderful picture of Eli. We read in verse 8 - "The

Lord called Samuel again the third time




End of Record 69
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such an attitude would not be loving at all in comparison with the 'Thich sent His own Son

to die, which went through all the which performed all this not

simply as just a display thinking that would win people or a display to show the importance of

the law - but as an actual meeting of that which was necessary if man was to be saved. He

provided ani objective atonement even though it meant misery and suffering and death for His

Son. It was the greatest imaginative display of far greater than the

law that those who imagine it say that this makes God inferior to a man who is just easy-going

and loves everybody. It is a far greater manifestation of love than the action of any man

could be in disregarding justice or in failing to return evil for evil. Now those were under

point number (Is) - Consideration of an Objection to the Necessity of the Atonement - That This

Makes God Inferior to Good. Men Who Love and Freely Forgive Those Who Do Them Wrong. We have

another objection to look at and this is oerhaos even more imoortant than number (Is) . Number

- Consideration of a Second Objection to te sityof the Atonement That It Makes

Schism in the Trinity There are those who say that XX the oenal theory of satisfaction places

a goat(?) (2.) between God and Christ - reoresenting God as the stern judge who

insists on the execution of justice and Chit as the pitiful Savior who interposed and satis

fied his legal demand and appeased His righteous wrath. And that is the attitude of many peo

ple. God the righteous, stern, cruel judge - Jesus Christ the loving savior. The Roman Cath

olics have carried that a step further - they think of Jesus as the stern judge and so they had

to have Mary as the loving, sympathetic one who comes in as the intercessor. But it is not a

true objection to the atonement - this objection that it makes the character of God the Father

and the character of Christ so different and leaves us to oraise Christ and forget God the

Father - beaase R¬a C A r hc Thfiirp nf the riune_.d-.

And we need to discuss that and other noints here and we have much ground to cover and I had

to miss several classes two weeks ago and some last week and we'll have to another week later

so I wish I could meet with you this afternoon but it will be imDossible. But we'll try in

succeeding weeks to make up these lecture hours as we have very imoortant ground to get over.
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God, who has carried out the work of salvation, not simDly the second

person of the Trinity. Our most familiar Gospel verse is John '3:16 and that begins with the

words, "For God so loved the world, that He gave His only begotten Son". The love of God,

not simply the love of Christ is clearly taught in the Bible. I John 1:9-10 brings this out

very clearly - "If we confess our sins, He is faithful and just to forgive us our sins, and

to cleanse us from all unrighteousness." It is God the Father, it is God the Triune God who

is delivering us from sin. II Corinthians 1:3-u - "Blessed be God, even the Father of our

Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of mercies, and the God of all comfort: who comforteth us in

all our trihulation." The love of God the Father is here stressed. Eohesians 1:3-5

"Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who bath blessed us with all

spiritual blessings in heavenly places In Christ: according as He bath chosen us in Him

before the foundation of the world, that we should be holy and without blame before him in

love: Having predestinated us unto the adoption of children by Jesus Christ to Himself, ac

cording to the good Dleasure of His will." It is the love of God the Father as well as the

love of Jesus Christ the Son, which is stressed in the Scripture, in the entire Word of God.

Ephesians 2:Li-6 - "But God, who is rich in mercy for His great love wherewith He loved us,

even when we were dead in sins, bath quickened us together with Christ." He does not mean the

second ierson of the Trinity when e says"God". He either means God the Father or he means

the Triune God. In either case the love of God the Father is stressed here in the New Testament

and of course the love of God is frequently stressed in the Old Testament. So (was The_Lore

of-( th 1'Mhr JA elearly Taught In the Bible As Well As His Just ic,,and small j4) is 1a

Just ina nf cod the Son is clearly taught in the Bible as Well as His Love Look at what our

Lord Jesus Christ said in Matthew 5:17-30. There are those who consider that Jesus is simply

the loving Saviour, the One who wu1d not for the world do anything to hurt us. Re is simply

the kind friend - all this is true - He is all these things. But He is also the righteous

judge. Matthew 5:17 - "Think not that I am come to destroy the law, or the prophets: I

am not come to destroy, but to fulfil." Verse 19 - "Whosoever therefore shall break one of

these least commandments, and shall teach men so, he shall be called the least in the kingdom

of heaven: but whosoever shall do and teach them, the same shall be called great in the king

dom of heaven. For I say unto you, that exceot your righteousness shall exceed the righteous-
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ness of the scribes and Pharisees, ye shall in no case enter into the kingdom of heaven."

He says in verse 2 -"And if thy right eye offend thee, pluck it out and cast it from thee:

for it is Drofitable for thee that one of thy members sh ould perish, and not that thy

whole body should be cast into hell." What a harsh thing, what cruelty, what an attitude of

anger that He would cast our whole body into hell and that the danger of that is so great

that we would be wise to take our eye out, oluck it out and cast it from us, rather than to

have Him do that. "And if thy right hand offend thee, cut it off and cast it from thee: for

it is profitable for thee that one of thy members should oerish, and not that thy whole body

should be cast into hell." Jesus in this oassage stresses the law of God and its binding

force. This justice of God is pronounced by God the Son as well as by God the Father. In

Matthew ll2l-2& we find that Jesus said, "Woe unto thee, Chorazinet Woe unto thee, Bethsaidat

For if the mighty works which were done in you had been done in Tyre and Sidon, they would

have reoerited long ago in sackcloth and ashes. But I say unto you, it shall be more tolerable

for Tyre and Sidon at the day of judgment, than for you. And thou, Caoernaurn, which art ex

alted unto heaven, shalt be brought down to hell: for if the mighty works, which have been

done in thee, had been done in Sodom, it would have remained until this day. But I say unto

you, that it shall be more tolerable for the land of Sodom in the day of judgment, than far

thee." What a strict attitude toward the law of God. Sodom we think of as the very repre

sentation of iniquity, wickedness, of violence. There was nothing in Capernaum to compare

with Sodom. Capernaum compared with Sodom was a place of righteousness and neace and gentle

ness and holiness. But Jesus Bays Capernauin had an opportunity which Sodom did not have and

it did not take full advantage of its opportunity. And e says"it shall be more tolerable

for the land of Sodom in the day of judgment than for thee." And in Matthew 25 Jesus

describes Himself as coming and sitting on a throne and having DeoDle come before Him and

saying to them, "Depart from me, ye cursed, into everlasting fire, orenared for the devil and

his angels." "1 was a stranger, and ye took me not in: naked, and ye clothed me not: sick,

and in prison, and ye visited me not. Then shall they also answer him, saying, Lord, when

saw we thee an hungred, or athirst, or a stranger, or naked, or sick, or in prison, and did

not minister unto thee? Then shall He answer them, saying, 'Verily I say unto you, inasmuch

as ye did it not to one of the least of these, ye did it not to me.' And these shall go

away into everlasting punishment: but the
rjteoue

tnto life eternal." Jesus Christ
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pronounces the justice of God, pronounces the condemnation of sin, that sin is so terrible

that it would take eternal punishment to Droperly IIWU (13.) those who

continue in sin against God. The justice of God is clearly taught in the Bible as God the

Son, as well as His Father as well as His justice. And L1

Theifinre In Attitudes jwaxd5jnnere Is Not Between Two Persons of the Godhead But

Between Two Attributes of the Triune God Now it is true that the average person in the

Middle Ages z*16T got an idea of God as the cruel, tyrannical judge who would punish the

least infraction of the law with extreme penalties and Jesus Christ as the loving one who had

intervened. Or they went beyond that and thought of Jesus Christ as the cruel, arbitrary

judge and the Virgin Mary or some of the saints

End of Record 70
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In his poem which he wrote the light of the Middle Ages, gives a -picture

in it, in his Golden Legend, of a Miracle Play as typical of the sort of plays which were pre

sented then in order to give people an understanding of Christian teachings. And it's very

interesting how Longfellow brings this out. Now of course this is not an original statement

from the Middle Ages. It is Longfellow's understanding. Longfellow is trying o give an idea

of these Miracle Plays as they were presented then and understanding. And Long

fellow was God. He was a man who knew a number of different languages

had read extensively in them, who studied the history of the Middle Ages for his writings very

extensively and it is interesting to see how he pictured this view - which he pictured as being

presented in the Middle Ages in this Miracle Play to bring to simple, uneducated peoDle an un

derstanding of Christian truths. Now this selection here I wanted to read has been read on more

than one occasion at our recètion but I feel that it is worth reading again with the thought

not simply of the presentation but of

seeing the thought as he brings it out and seeing what he considers to be the thought of the

Middle Ages on this Doint. He has the Miracle Play beginning with a picture of heaven and

there Mercy, at the feet of God, saying, "Have ity, L"orc3t Be not afraid to save mankind,

whom thou hast made nor let the souls that were betrayed perish eternallt" And of course

when we say 'mercy" we're not thinking there is a nerson who actually is called Mercy, we're

thinking of the quality of mercy and you think of this auality as a quality of God. It is

really the quality XXXXXX*XX of God which is being presented here even though it is the

form of one who bears the name of mercy. Mercy says, "Be not afraid to save mankind, whom

thou hast made nor let the souls that were betrayed perish eternallyt" But Justice said,

"It cannot be, it must not bet When in the garden niaceci by thee, the fruit of the forbidden

tree he ate, and he must diet" and. Mercy says, "Have Dity, Lord! Let nenitence atone for

disobedience, nor let the fruit of man's offence be endless misery." Justice says, "What

penitence proportionate can eter be felt for sin so great? Of the forbidden fruit he ate and

damned must he bet" God says, "He shall be saved if that within the bounds of earth one

free from sin be found, who for his kith and. kin will suffer martyrdom." And then the Four

Virtues say, "Lord, we have searched the world around from centre to the utmost bound, but

no such mortal can be found: despairing, back we come." Wisdom says, "No mortal, but a God-
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made man, can ever carry out this plan, achieving what none other can, Salvation unto all'."

And then God says, "Go, then, 0 my beloved Son'. It can by thee alone be done, Bythee the

victory shall be won o'er Satan and the Fall'." You. see how the teaching of it being the

justice and the love of God, not God the Father and God the Son. (4.25)

God the Father has a part which He performs in the work of redemption. XXXXXXXXXX God the Son

has a Dart which He performs in the work of redemption. God the Father has a part He oerforms

in the judgment. God the Son has a part He performs in the judgment. But the Triune God,

God the Father and God the Son must and will carry out the demands for justice. The holiness

of the Triune God must be exerted but God the Father and the Son show the love of God in

working out the way in which justice can be satisfied and at the same time man can be saved.

Now though this is written by Longfellow only a hundred years ago, he writes it to oresent

the thought of the Middle Ages. And we want to move on a little to a hundred years after the

beginning of the Reformation. And there we find a great English writer and thinker and noet,

John Milton. And John Milton in his great poem, "Paradise Lost" presents a picture of a

council at which this oroblem is dealt with. And it is interesting to see how John Milton

his oresentation of it, depicts exactly the same situation, depicts not that God the

Father is a righteous judge and that God the Son is the loving one who steos in and inter

venes, but presents the righteous God, the Triune God, as considering the oroblem how can

God be just and at the same time justify human beings who have sinned and who are implicated

with the sin of Adam? And so Milton presents the God as a loving God but a God who must

perform justice. I wish we had time to read the whole of the third book. But that would

take too long. Milton is not read as much today as he used to be because he has these long

flowing sentences. And we're used to little short jazzy ones. And so you look at Milton

(7.) but when you break them up and see

where the breaks are, you get the wonderful flow of this, one of the very great of English

ooeta(poems?). I will begin here in Book III at about line 203 where we read, "Man disobeying,

disloyal, breaks his fealty, and sins against the high sunremacy of Heaven, Affecting godhead, I

and so losing all, to exoiate his treason bath nought left but to destruction sacred and devote.

He with his whole posterity must die. Die he or justice must; unless for him some other able

and as willing, pay the rigid satisfaction - death for death. Say, heavenly powers, where
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shall we find such love? Which of ye will be mortal to redeem man's mortal crime, and just

the unjust to save? Dwells in all Heaven charity so dear'. He asked; but all the heavenly

auire stood mute and silence was in Heaven: on man's behalf patron or intercessor none ap

peared, much less that durst upon his own head draw the deadly forfeiture and ransom set. And

now without redemption all mankind must have been lost, adjudged to death and Hell by doom se

vere, had not the Son of God, in whom the fulness dwells of love divine, His dearest mediation

thus renewed: Father, Thy word is past, man shall find grace; And shall grace not find means,

that finds her way, The seediest of thy winged messengers to visit all thy creatures and to all

comes unprevented, unimolored, unsought? Happy for man so coming; he her aid can never seek,

once dead in sins and lost; atonement for himself or offering meet, indebted and undone, bath

none to bring: Behold me then; me for him, life for life I offer: on me let thine anger

fall: Account me man: I for his sake will leave thy bosom and this glory next to thee freely

put off and for him lastly die well please: On me let Death wreak all his rage: under his

gloomy iDower I shall not long lie vanquished; thou. hast given me to -nossess life in myself

forever: by thee I live, though now to Death I yield and am his due all that of me can die;
that

It i not Jesus God who dies, it is Jesus the God-man - "all/of me can die" "Yet that

debt paid, thou wilt not leave me in the loathsome grave, his prey, nor suffer my unspotted

soul for ever with corruption there to dwell: But I shall rise victorious and subdue my

vanquisher, spoiled of his vaunted spoil: Death his death's wound shall then receive and

stoop inglorious, of his mortal sting disarmed. I thvQugh the ample air in triumph high shall

lead Hell captive, maugre Hell, and show the oowers of daiiess bound. Thou at the sight

please, out of Hraven shall look down and smile, while by thee raised I ruin all my foes,

Death last, and with his carcass glut the grave: Then with the multitude of my redeemed shall

enter Heaven, long absent, and return, Father, to see thy face, wherein no cloud of anger shall

remain, but -Race assured and reconcilement: wrath shall be no more thenceforth, but in thy

presence joy entire." And then let's skip three or four lines - "But soon the Almighty thus

reolled: 0 thou, in Heaven and earth the only "oeace found out for mankind under wrath. 0 thou j

my soul complacence'. Well thou know'st how dear to me are all my works, nor man the least,

though last created: that for him I spare thee from my bosom and right hand, to save, by
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losing thee awhile, the whole race lost. Thou therefore, whom thou only cast redeem, Their

nature also to thy nature join; and be thyself man among men on earth, made flesh, when time

shall be, of virgin seed, by wondrous birth: be thou in Adam's room the head of all mankind,

though Adam's son. As in him perish all men, so in thee, as from a second root, shall be

restored as many as are restored, without thee none. His crime makes guilty all hi.s sons;

thy merit, imputed shall absolve them who renounce their own both righteous and unrighteous

deeds arid live in thee transplanted, and from thee receive new life. So man, as is most just,

shall satisfy for man, be judged and diet, " myiilxxx Milton brings Cut some of these

thoughts as you see, very clearly. But it is the justice of God but

it is God, the Triune God who plans the grace, works out the atonement, who shows His love in

that God gives His only begotten Son to die that we might live. There is no schism in the

life of the Trinity in this teaching of the 1U.U substitutionary atonement. There is no

division within the (odhead. It is a looking at various attributes of God and seeing how one

attribute must be satisfied if man is to be saved. And how the other attributes can be
(vi?)

placed in the state of man. Number..L- Conclusion Reardin the Necessity of the Atonement

If Man Is To Be Saves We've been looking at small (e) under 5 - now number 6. We have

seen the evidence that the nature of sin is such that man must suffer eternally. There caa

be no salvation unless there is atonement. Now there has been much discussion - is the

atonement a necessity? To understand that rightly one must interpret what do we mean by a

necessity? Each time I have referred to it I have said a necessity if man is to be saved".

God is not bound to make atonement. God has no obligation to make atonement. God has

created man and man has sinned and turned away from God.. And God's justice must be satis

fied. And man must suffer eternally unless the nenalty of sin can be borne in some other y.

So that the atonement is not a necessity to God but it is a necessity if man is to be saved.

There is no other way. There is much discussion among theologians, oarticularly in the Middle

Ages - did God arbitrarily say, "This is the way that I will save man." Some said, "God could

have said anything. This is what He chose to do." Others said, "No, We couldn't possibly

be saved any other way. It was absolutely necessary." I think we must say this. We have no

possibility of saying that there is absolutely no other possible way in which God could have

done it. We can't say that. But we cant say that there is certainly no other way that would
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be an easy way. We can certainly say that. God does not sinrnly choose to make a c.isDlay of

His love by going . God took a way which would make it Dossible to execute

the , to perform the judgment

End of Record 71
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we certainly can see it could not have been done any easier way because certainly God would

have done it the easier way if it could be done in an easier way. If you have a child in a

burning building and you want to resoua that child, you may rush in and grab the child, and

carry the child out and in so doing you may get rather badly burnt. But you're not going to

stop on the way and let yourself get burned twice as badly just to show your love. Your burns

mean much if they are necessary to savethe child. If they are just the olain result of care

lessness - you didn't have sense enough to do it in a sensible way - and as a result you ve

all sorts of injuries which were entirely unnecessary, that does not increase the child's love

for you in any real way. It is that they were necessary that makesthem " And

you can't say, I think it's ridiculous to say that there is no possibility of any other way

by which man could be saved. I think we can say there is no possibility of any easier way by

which man could be saved and we have no evidence that there is any more difficult way which

might, which could have. It was necessary that this be done and the fact that the Son of God

should fini9 it necessary to go through all that He went through shows how serious our sin was

and how necessary it was (2.25) if we were to be saved. Did you

have a question? ( Student question) I don't think He could demonstrate

it very easily if He created another race and showed His love to them. Well that wouldn't be

man. Man would have to suffer first. love doesn't mean that wherever there's any way

that anything could be made more comfortable for man, God has to do it. It doesn't mean that.

It means that we find evidence of how wonderful the love of God is and God does

but there's no necessity of God's doing it. God. chose to do it. There is necessity that

God ounish us. We chose to sin. God did not force us to sin. We chose to sin. Man de

liberately fell into sin and each one of us deliberately has gone further. We haven't made

the choice - God is required by His love, by His justice, to oerform the punishment. Then

God can choose in His good pleai*re to redeem us and in redeeming us He shows His love. The

justice is required to be shown because the situation is such as to force it. You might say,

"If God is really loving He won't let Satan suffer eternally. He certainly will save Satan."

(L.5) God has no obligation whatever to save Satan. Satan

has deliberately turned against God, has brought terrible misery into the universe God has
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And fle has not chosen to save Satan. There is no evidence that He has chosen to save Satan.

But God so loved those whom He has redeemed that He has chosen to go through this terrible

suffering in order that His justice may be met. See, the choice of sin i our choice, not

God's. The choice of salvation is God's choice, not our choice. But the sin having been

chosen by man, justice must require that a oenalty be Daid. God must display his justice

toward sin once sin has been committed. Now sup-oose God had never created man - there would

be no sin and therefore His justice would not need to be exerted. If it were there, He would

be just but He would not be exerting Denalties because there would be nothing which would re

quire them. Now love does not require that it be shown toward any Darticular person. They

often say that an attribute of a human being (6.)

the person who goes through life and does not have children, has a lack -there's something

missing, there's a craving, there's a parental instinct there. But that instinct is satisfied

in most cases with two or three children, satisfied quite completely with two or three chil

dren. There is many a person who rather than have six children much prefers to get a

(6.25). That is to say they're longing for children, their love of chil

dren is satisfied with one or two. You might say that it would be grand to have 500 children.

If you really love one, think if you had 500 you loved as much as you do the one. But there's

no necessity. We cannot exert all our instincts all the time, all our ener1es(?) all the time.

We exert them when there is a situation which calls for them. Now God's love leads Him to

seek means of showing His love but He is not obligated of necessity to show it in any particular

direction. The love of God could be satisfied with the relation of the persons of the Godhead.

It is exhibted for us because He chooses to do it. And it is wonderful that He chooses it

but it is entirely of His grace and nota necessity on His tart. (Student question) I

think Mr. Etird's Doint was that if you went through the ScriDture you'd find more emphasis

on holiness than on love. Now an ernohasis which just emohasizes UIXKUI love and leaves

holiness out altogether does not really show the love because the way in which His love is

shown - the greatest way is in finding a way in which He can still be holy and yet can save us.

And so it's a matter of the purpose of the (8.). The holiness of God does

show His love because it shows how great the love is that finds a way to meet the demands of

the holiness. And as talks about the love of God and gives the impression that
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God is like an over-indulgent parent who lets his children get away with anything at all be

cause he thinks that's showing love

(8.75) And these attributes - they're not like forces within something that are

pushing out and they've got to be equalized or neutralized. It's not like that. But it is the

character of God that sin must be ounished and justice must be done. And then it is the char

acter of God that He shows how wonderful is the love that He has by finding a means to save

men fTorn the results of their sin. There's no obligation on Him to save anyone. (Student

question) Well now that is really a question that belongs in Systematics II rather than III.

I mean we can touch uoon it here but we can't take a great deal of time because next semester

we will have to take a good bit of time on that. But I believe that it's not only a matter of

Calvin's teaching but I think it is a matter of observation of life - that every child that

is born into the world very soon manifests tendencies and attitudes which certainly lead to

overt sin. Now the question might be debated as to whether these attitudes are in themselves

sinful or not. But there's no question that that to which they lead and every result to that

which is deliberate and voluntary, it is a fact of life that we find that all men are sinful.

And the Calvinistic teaching holds that the Bible teaches that the inherent sin which we in

herit is already sufficient to bring God's wrath and punishment on us. But I don't think in

connection with the atonement that it is necessary to Drove that point. Nor do I think that

today it is particularly necessary in dealing with people to stress that point because it is

a clear fact of observation that there is sufficient sin in each one of us to deserve God's

wrath altogether apart from the fact of our relation to (11.) . So I feel

that simply as a matter of the effective way of oresenting it today, that to put the stress on

our deliberate personal sin which we all have committed in due time, is absolutely unanswerable.

And the other we can get into ohilosoohic argument - It's good for us to get clear understanding

but it is not necessary for the understanding of the atonement - our deliberate, voluntary

saving of each one. It is a fact - where does it come from - that's an interesting thing to

learn if the Bible gives us evidence. But aside from that altogether, it is a face that it

is He. And it is a fact that each of us has sinned so against the holiness of God, against

the justice of God, against our fellow-men, that we deserve terrible Dunishment. I think

Jesus Christ (12.) in Matthew where He points out
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he who looketh upon a woman to lust after her has already committed sin in his heart and he

that is angry with his brother without a cause has already committed murder in his heart.

Well the human court has to deal with the matter of what actually haprened. You take a man

who hasn't got a good Dosition, he's not well-known, there's not a lot to (12.5)

to try to maintain his reputation. And he gets in a situation where somebody does something

that irritiates him. And he reaches out his hand and he kills that person when another per

son in a different situation would feel just as much of (l3.

but who would be reatrained by thoughts of of what would happen. Now the

second person is just as much a murderer and there is no one of us who has not at times been

so angry at other peole,and often over the smallest things. I remember one time twenty-five

years ago when I was going u a trail. And here was just a bunch of youngsters going up

this trail in Yosemite Valley, California. And I started walking a little faster. I wanted

to be the first and I was getting along and getting ahead of the others and I got a little

tired and I storned for a rest for a second. And a small boy came around the corner and

shot ahead me and then on that narrow trail he stuck his arms out and walked this way in such

a way that when I got up you just couldn't DosSibly get past him. And he went a lot slower

than I wanted to go. I don't think he could have gotten to the top as soon as I could but

he stuck his arms out and stood there and there was absolutely no way without physical violence

to get past him. And of course if you've never been with mountain-climbing groups you don't

realize what a tremendous 'oride they get out of being the first u a mountain, tremendous. And

I've never put so much interest in that phase of it myself but I was with a group that attached

tremendous inmortance to it - "Who was the first up? Who made the first climbs And, here he

was just sticking his arms out and holding me back there and I'll tell you I just felt like

grabbing that fellow and tossing him over the cliff there. And I just held myself to keep

from - and the biggest thing keeping me from it was the thought of what it would mean to me,

the thought of what Deople would do to me, the thought of what people would think of me and

all that. It was a tremendous deterring force

End of Record 72
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I don't think there are many times in our lives when the nature of the sinful impulse is

quite as clear to our conscience as it was to " But there are other

times when it is just as real I often thought of some

body else who's in a situation where there's some narticular crime that's very simple for

him to do - he'll think nobody'll ever know about it and he gets great benefit from it

and he jumps in and does it and I may have just as much urge or twice as much urge as he to

do it but I have more to lose. And there's more to keep Lx'4mefl from doing it. But that

doesn't make me any (1.25). I'm just as guilty - as Jesus said the one that is

angry with his brother without cause is just as guilty of murder as the one who is nerhaps

half as angry but more skillful in nlanning a way to do it so he won't get caught, or oerhaos

has reason to think that he won't get caught. Man cannot judge, we have to go by results.

There's nothing else we can do. But it would be unjust for God to go by results. God has to

go by the real attitude, which is the sin, rather than by what the external evidence is.

And so the Biblical teaching is that the wickedness of our heart which comes out with each of

us, the wickedness of our desires,which with all of us shows itself in some cases, but with

most of us it's held back for motives of personal selfishness rather than for love of God or

desire not to do that which is wrong (2.25)

But God shows His love in that He makes it such that no-one needs to suffer this

Well, when we get into the divine things, into the real

understanding of the universe, there's much that we cannot fully understand - we can't fully

exnlain it ourselves. We can see what the Scripture teaches and that is what God

And we can fit together as far as we can see

but there will be many a point that we

And we can hone and turn to God But in any

science there are many things that we just understand

(Student question) Yes, that is a very inmortant . That is a part of not

this Dresent question but the second nart of the atonement - if man is to be saved, but the

question of and that
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And appreciate your raising it and if I don't deal with. it fully satisfactory, nlease raise

it again. But I think it will be better for us to take it in order a little later. So let's

go on then to UI The Moving Cause of the Atonement And I think we can say this - I think

we have to say this - that the Bible teaches that the atonement is a result of the good pleasure

God " That is to say, God chooses to do it. That is why the atonement occurred - not be-

cause God by some force in His nature was compelled to but that God chose to reveal His won

defful love by performing the atonement. We read in Colossians 1:19-20 - "For it pleased

the Father that in Him should all fulness dwell; and, having made eace through the blood

of His cross, by Him to reconcile all things unto Himself" It pleased the Father to do this.

The word "Father" is inserted - used to say "It nleased God" but it is the good pleasure of

God. Gaiatèans l:-4 - "Grace to you and peace from God the Father, and from our Lord

Jesus Christ, who gave Himself for our sins, that He might deliver us from this oresent evil

world, according to the will of rod and our Father. And in Isaiah 53:10 we have a nrohecy

of the work of Christ. We read that "He eahil rolong His days and the leasure of the Lord

shall prosper in His hand." He will accomplis that which it is God's good nleasure to per

form. The reason for the atonement, the moving powers of the atonement, is not that God is

in any way compelled to do it but that it is His good pleasure to save from the result of

man's sin. Now number 2 is a word of caution about this you might say. Number 2 The

Atonement J..Notesult of Mere Arbitrary Will on God's Part When you say the good plea

sure of God some will think that you mean that it is just arbitrary will. Somebody says

I just want to do it this way and that's the way that it has gotten to be done. Now that is

a character of Calvin. But there are Calvinists who state things that lend themselves to

the misinterpretation of that is what they mean - that God is simply blind will, arbiterily

choosing to do things a certain way and that is the way they are done. You can read Romans

9 where Paul sneaks about God's fore-ordination and you can interpret it that way. But in

the light of the charter as a whole, in the light of the rest of the Scrinture, it is not so

that God simply is arbitrary will and does whatever a mere whim would lead Him to do. That

is not the cause of the atonement - it is the good pleasure of God but it is the good pleas-

ure of a wise and loving God, not mere arbitrary will. I think this is very important to

mis
avoid =interpretation at this point which can lead to a character and to accepting a
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character which can, I think, do harm (8.') or for rejecting it and of

a view as a result of a character. It is not the result of mere arbitrary will on God's

art. Number-.-J,- It Results ?rom the Wisdom of God in Displaying Both His Love and His

Justice It is the wisdom of God which leads it to be His good tleasure to display His love

while at the same time carrying out the necessary demands of His justice. Romans 3:2-26

combines these ideas where it says that "All have sinned, and come short of the glory of

God: being justified freely by His grace through the redemDtion that is in Christ Jesus:

whom God hath set forth to be a oroi,itiation through faith in His blood, to declare His

righteousness for the remission of sins that are nast, through the forbearance of God:

To declare, I say, at this time His righteousness: that He might be just, and the justi

fier of Him which helieveth in Jesus." It results from the wisdom of God in displaying both

His love and His justice and it is God's good Dleasure to do it - that is the moving rower of

it. Now Thp Teehe& tit tianar aen- though we won't start that today.

Now most books dealing with the substituionary atonement will, use the word"vicarious" and

then they have to explain what they mean by "vicarious" and they mean substitutionary. So

I think it's better to use "substitutionary" in the first place. Vicarious of course is the

common term for it - a vicar is one who represents someone else. It was that in the atonement

Christ represented us, that He was doing it as our representative. A few years ago when I

was a member of the Presly,rterjan Church in the U.S.A., there was a statement nassed by the

General Assembly which ws oassed on two or three different occasions and this statement was

because neoDle were able to use the machinery of the church in such a way as to get neonle

ordained who didn't hold to certain fundamental doctrines and there was no way known to

handle the matter, to get rid of them. Peorle tried and they got stultified in the machinery.

And these 'neonle who believe these doctrines were ordained or there were cases taken

in which it seemed as if the modernist an-nroach of denying truth, of (13.)

certain essential truths were being lost. And so the general Assembly made a pronouncement,

made it several times in different years. But in 1923 was the last time when they voted to

make this -nronouncem'nt (you don't need to take this down. I'm "lust dealing with one of them

now but I want to give you the background.) * (1) It is an essential doctrine of the Word
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of od and. our standards, that the Holy Spirit did so insolre, guide, and move the writers of

the 'Holy Scripture as to keep them from error. (2) It is an essential doctrine of the

Word of God and our standards that our Lord Jesus Christ was born of the Virgin Mary. (3) It

is an essential doctrine of the Word of God and our standards that Christ offered uo Himself

a sacrifice to satisfy divine justice and to reconcile us to God. Now that's the one we're

inter'sted in now because that fits with our immediate subject of discussion. (14) It is an

essential doctrine of the Word of God and our standards concernirg, our Lord J'sus Christ that

on the third day He arose again from the dead in the same body with which He suffered and with

which He also ascended into Heaven and there sitteth at the right hand of His Father making

intercession. (5) It is an essntial doctrine of the Word of God and a suoreme standard of

our faith that our Lord Jesus showed His oower and love by working mighty miracles. This

working was not contrary to nature but superior to it. Now those five statements

wre made by the General Assembly and there were some peonle who were very dissatisfied with

,them. I've seen various 'oublications by some friends of mine at Westminster Seminary in

which they have dealt with
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and these five points they don't so often repeat and the reason for that is that and the reason

for that is that the folks with the Westminster seminary emphasis, that these five points are

noints which are essential to general Christianity and not specifically reform.. And they feel

that the issue of our day is the feform faith and it is vital that we have the reform faith.

I think the reform faith is proof while I think that the essential is the great doctrines which

are common to all orthodox Christians. But this enactment by the general Assembly here, was an

enactment which might conceivably have been made by UI any church body because it deals with

great central teachings of the Word of God - that Jesus Christ worked miracles; that Jesus Christ

was raised from the dead with the same body with which He suffered; that He was born of the

Virgin Mary; that the Holy Spirit did so inspire , guide and move the writers of Holy Scripture

as to keen them from error. Now a year later the document known as the Auburn Affirmation

was issued and signed by over a thousand ministers of the Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A.

And this Auburn Affirmation is an attack upon this statement about these five *

(1-75). And first it denies the first of them - that the Bible is free from error.

1100, I believe, ministers say in this Affirmation - "We hold that the General Assembly of 1923

in asserting that the Holy Spirit did so inspire, guide, and move the writers of Holy Scripture

as to keen them from error: spoke without warrant of the Scrioturés or of the Confession of

Faith." Thus they deny the verbal inspiration of the Bible. They explicitly deny that the

Bible is free from error. But then the Auburn affirmation after dealing thus with the first of

these specifically to deny it, take up the other four matters and on the other four matters

they say, "Some of us regard the particular theories contained in the deliverance of the General

Assembly of 1923 as satisfactory explanations of these facts and doctrines." Get the point

"some of us regard the particular theories" which I read to you "as satisfactory explanations

of these facts and doctrines but we are united in believing that these are not the only theories

allowed by the Scripture and ~
no
YLt standards of explanations of these facts and doctrines of our

religion. And that all who hold to these facts and doctrines, whatever theories they may em

ploy to exnlain them, are worthy of all confidence and fellowship." Now what are the facts and

doctrines which people hold to while denying the theory that Jesus Christ showed His oower and

love by working mighty miracles? What are the facts and doctrines they hold to if they deny

that theory? Is not that the very doctrine which the Scripture teaches - that He worked

miracles?
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Now of course the one on the Resurrection -"He rose again from the dead with the same body with

which He suffered and in which He also ascendeth to Heaven and there sitteth on the right hand

of His Father, making intercession" - that most Christians would think was a fact and a doctrine,

not a theory. They say, "We hold the fact but we don't think it necessary to hold this theory."

Well, what other theory is there but what does away with any Resurrection altogether. "The

Lord was born of the Virgin Mary" - maybe you may hold the fact that He was born but deny the

theory that it was from the Virgin Mary. But I think most Christians would hold that the

Christian doctrine, the Christian fact is, His Virgin birth. Well now the one of those that

we're now dealint with is of course this stment that"Christ offered u Himself a sacrifiee

to satisfy divine Justice and to reconcile us to God." Is that simply one of various theories

of the atonement or is that the fact, the doctrine which 1s contained in the Scrinture? I've

looked into oulte a number of books of theolog:' on this natter of the substitutionary atonement

and I find that most of them immediate1: say, "Well, now it is substitutionary for the following

reasons"and then they start in - or they say it isn't for the following reasons and then they

start in and they give very hilosoohical arguments. And they give discussions of how it fits

with other theories. And they give (5.) and then about ooint 5 or

6 they get on to saying that either the Bible does teach it or the Bible doesn't teach it. And

nersonally I think that is an absolutely wrong emphasis. I feel that if we hold the first of

these matters here, which the Auburn Affirmation attacks; that the Bible is free from error,

that it is our way of getting truth in spiritual things, then that the first auestion to us

is - what does the Bible teach? Does it teach that Jeus Christ offered Himself up U a sac

rifice to satisfy divine justice and to reconcile us to God, or does it not? Thatis far more

imr,ortant than whether it seems reasonable to us. far more imnortant than whether it

seems to us to fit with other doctrines. It's far more im-nortant than whether it seems to

us to be reasonable. If something seems unreasonable to us, we should examine very, very

carefully before we say what the Scripture teaches. If something annears reasonable to

us we may he quickly convinced of what the Scripture teaches. But if it apnears unreasonable

to us, we're not going to take somebody's say-so. The Scripture teaches it, we must examine

it very, very carefully for ourseif but if we find it's what the Scrinture teaches, that's

what settles things. And so in this noint about the atonement, that it is substituttonary,
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I am going to start with the ScriPture. What does the Scrioture teach on it? And I'm going

to start on it with the Old. Testament evidence first. The New Testament evidence is oerhaos

more direct but simply as a matter of temporal convenience we'll start with the Old Testament.

Number 1 - Its Substitutionary Nature Is Indicated By the_Fact That It Is Presented As

Fulfillment of Old Testament Sacrifices What was the nature of the Old Testament sacrifice?

This is the priestly work of Christ we're interested in now - the work of offering uo a sacri

fice (7.5) and of course it was Himself that was the sacrifice which was of

fered. And it is clearly taught in the Scripture in the New Testament that the New Testament

writers considered that Jesus Christ was the fulfillment of the Old Testament sacrifice. "Be

hold the Lamb of God whthch taketh away the sin of the world" is the way John introduced. Jesus

in the first chapter of John. He is the fulfillment of the Old Testament sacrifice. Well,

what were these Old Testament sacrifices? The Old Testament sacrifices were a bringing of

something on behalf of the sacrificer to be presented as a substituta for the -oenalty of his

sin. They were a oayment of the penalty of the sin in order to make a reconcilition ètween

the sacrificer and God. In Leviticus l:L. it taught that there is to be a mark of personal

identification between the sacrificer and the sacrifice - "And he shall out his hand uoon the

head of the burnt offering; and it shall be accented for him to make atonement for him." He

personally identifies himself with the sacrifice which is made. It is his substitute. In

Leviticus l:2O-22 we have an important section in the description of the great service of the

day of atonement. And on that day of atonement there are two goats which are taken and one of

those goats is made a sacrifice and is killed for the people, his blood is brought within the

veil and sprinkled upon the mercy seat. The other goat we read in verse 20 - "And when he

bath made an end of reconciling the holy place, and the tabernacle of the congregation, and

the altar, he shall bring the live goat: And Aaron shall lay both his hands upon the head

of the live goat, and confess over him all the iniauities of the children of Israel, and all

their transgressions in all their sins, putting them unon the head of the goat, and shall send

him away by the hand of a fit man into the wilderness: And the goat shall bear upon him all

their iniquities unto a land not inhabited: and he shall let go the goat in the wilderness."

Thus on the day of atonement you have two different representations, but the one thought. The

one is taking a goat to represent the neonle and kill him as sacrifice before the Lord. The

- -"--- - ______
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other is taking a goat as renresenting the sin-hearer, that which takes their sins, and sending

it off into the wilderness so that it is lost, it is gone. Thus by two various nictures

there is displayed that God accents something else as our substitute to take our penalty, to

carry away from us the result of our sin. (Student questions) Yes, the first aspect was

that the one goat was killed as a sacrifice bearing our 'nenalty in the sense of 1ng killed

and offered un. While the other goat in order to show the fact that our nenalty for our sins

is taken away, the other goat is driven out into the wilderness after there has first been a

confession over the head of this goat of the sin of the peonle. Now of course the goat can't

take their sins and carry them awayiit is purely a picture. But it is nurely a nicture of

that which God can do - that God can accept a substitute for us as our representative and

lay our sins upon it. In Leviticus 17:11 there is the statement made "the life of the flesh

is in the blood: and I have given it to you upon the altar to make an atonement for your

souls: for it is the blood that maketh an atonement for the soul." The sacrificial animal

in its death, takes the place of the deat due to the offerer. It is forfeit for forfeit.

And all these sacrifices, as the Book of Hebrews explains to us, all of these sacrifices are

ore-figurations of the one great sacrifice, Jesus Christ - brought out in John's statement,

"He is the Lamb of God that taketh away the sin of the world, brought out in the many state

ments about Him in Hebrews, brought out in other statements in the New Testament which refer

back to the whole Old Testament sacrificial system which lore-figured Him. Number-Z_- Zhe

Snhstitionary Charagter oL.tbe Death of Christ Is Clearly Taught In the Great Old Testament

Pr.oL.,E.is..JJôrk In Isajg,5jl2 to the End of 52, the last verses of

one passage-- Well this picture here in Isaiah 2

End of 'Record 74
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how His servant is going to deal with our sin and as a result to sirinkle many nations as a

rilt of what He does. And this is specifically referred to in IUU I Peter, verses 1 and 2

where he is echoing the phraseology of Isaiah and saying that it is fulfilled in Christ where

he says, "to the strangers scattered throughout Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocta, Asia, and

Bithynia, elect according to the foreknowledge of God the Father, through sanctification of

the Spirit, unto obedience and sprinkling of the blood of Jesus Christ." He is referring

back to the specific prediction of Isaiah and saying it is fulfilled in Christ. Now what does

Isaiah say that Christ is going to do? He says in verse 5, "He was wounded for our trans

gressions, He was bruised for our iniquities: the chastisement of our neace was upon Him: and

with His stripes we are healed." Just look at the personal nronouns in this verse and the

next one -"He was wounded for our transgressions, He was bruised for our iniquities: the

chastisement of our neace" - the chastisement AIX, the Dunishment that JL1XXX1XX would give us

oeace, is laid on Him "And with His stripes we are healed". The next verse - "All we like

sheep have gone astray: we have turned every one to his own way; and the Lord hath laid on

Him the iniquity of us all." The substitution of Him for.us in bearing our enalty. We

skip down now for the moment to verse 11 - "He shall see of the travail of His soul and shall

be satisfied: by His knowledge shall my righteous servant justify many: for He shall bear

their iniquities." Whose iniquities? The iniquities of the many whom He shall justify,

whom He shall save from the sin, whom He shall cause to have a standing before God in which

they are regarded as Justified because their penalty has been paid. and they no longer are

responsible to pay the penalty. They are justified before God. And the 12th verse brings it

out again - "because Re bath poured out His soul unto death: and He was numbered with the

transgressors and He bare the sin of many, ' - He bare the sin, He carried the sin of many.

Now of course that doesn't mean He became sinful. It doesn't meaa He became wicked but it

means that He carried the guilt of many - that He took it away, that He took it upon Himself.

And so Isaiah 53 is rather unique in the Old Testament, There is not much else that is sim

ilar in a prediction of this asnect of Chriss work. There is of cnurs the whole sacrificial

system which presents this asnect. But as to specific -ored.ictions about it, there are

not a great many in the Old Testament. But this one chapter is certainly a

(Li..) and extremely definite in what it presents about the priestly work of
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the Lord. Jesus Christ. Well now we go on to the New Testament. Number_3_- The New Testament

Teaches TltIasue flied In Our Place alatians 2:16 and 20 - I'm just going to mention these

two verses right here on the general theme and then I'm going to take some specific headings

under this. Galatians 2:16 - Paul. says, "Knowing that a man is not justified by the works of

the law, but by the faith of Jesus Christ, even we have believed in Jesus Christ, that we might

be justified by the faith of Christ, and not by the works of the law: for by the works of the

law shall no flesh be justified." How are we going to be free from the nenalty of our sin?

How are we going to be placed in a nosition where God can look unon us and see us as those who

'before
are not guilty Him, deserving condemnation, to see us as those who are .'utified? He will

see us that way if we fuif till the works and the law our whole lives and never put any sin

u'oon us. But as he said no flesh can do that, not since Adam's sin. We have not the rower

to do that. And so he says we can "be iustified by the faith of Christ" instead of by our

selves fulfilling the demands of the law - verse 20 he says, "I am crucified with Christ" - I

am associated with Christ in His crucifixion. It is as if it was I who died there on the cross.

Now this teaching of course is brought out at many points in the New Testament, in all Darts of

the New Testament, but we will take un a small (a) under this, dealing with one s-oecific asnect

of it. Lj. Th- Mnr Iii Ph Nw Testm That Jesus__Christ Died For

S1nnpr Now we will discuss these verses in detail but first to simply look at a number of

them. Matthew 20:28 - "The Son of man came not to be ministered unto, but to minister, and

to give His life a ransom for many." He died for sinners. He made His life a ransom for

many. Mark 10:Lj.5 - "For even the Son of man came not to be ministered unto, but to minister,

and to give His life a ransome for many." Luke 22: 20 -"This cup is the new testament

in my 'blood, which is shed for you." John 6:51 - "and the 'bread that I will give is my

flesh, which I will give for the life of the world." John 10:11 - "1 am the good shepherd:

the good shepherd giveth his life for the sheep." Now I'm only giving this that Jesus died

for sinners at this point. I'm not saying, of course, that the good shepherd, that the shep

herd died - well, the shepherd does die 'because the sheep would die if he didn't, doesntt he?

The shepherd gives his life for the sheep. He gives his life to keep the sheen from dying.

So that in a way it is a substitute, even if the shepherd dies for his sheep. He dies for

sinners. Verse 15 of the sane chanter - "I lay down my life for the sheep."
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Verse 18 - "No man taketh it from me, but I lay it down of myself. I have flower to lay it c'own,

and I have Dower to take it again." John 15:12-13 - "This is my commandment, that ye love one

another, as I have loved you. Greater love hath no man than this, that a man lay down his

life for his friends." Surely that is a substitutional death. He laid down His life in order

to keen His friends from having to lay down their lives. Suppose I say, "1 want to show you.

how much I love you. Look here, I'm going over here and kill myself then you'll know how much

I love you." You wouldn't think that proved I love you. You'd say, What a

fool you are. You could do us a lot more good to keen living and give us a few lectures

than ycu could by going off and killing yourself. What good does that do us?" But if by

my dying, it -orevented you from dying, that would be a different situation. That would be

giving my life for you. Romans U 5:6-8 - "When we were yet without strength, in due time

Christ died for the ungodly. For scarcely for a righteous man will one die: yet "peradventure

for a good man some would even dare to die. But God commendeth His love toward us, in that,

while we were yet sinners, Christ died for us." He died for sinners. Romans 8:32 - "He

that spared not His own Son, but de1iverd Him u for us all, how shall He not with Him also

freely give as all things?" He soared not His own son but delivered Him up for us all.

II Corinthians 5:lL. - "If one died for all, then were all dead." There's substitution isn't

it? "He died for all that they which lived should not henceforth live unto themselves but

unto Him who died for them, and rose again." All we're looking at at the moment is that He

died for sinners. But here certainly we have the subetitutuonary element in the thought of

the verse very definitely - one died for all, then all died. They surely didn't die-if He

tries to find out what causes this Asian Flu and He's afrathi a great many people will be killed

from it so He gets busy experimenting and He takes some of the germs and He injects them into

His body and ke result is that He dies but that the scientists in studying how it works out

in Him, learn how to save other Deonle. He might give His life for the benefit of others to

save them from the disease which He IIfiUX made us learn how to cure through His death. But

we would not then say that if one died for all, then all died. That statement implies that

it is more than for the benefit of all, that it is in their place. If one died for all then

all died. Surely it is as if they had died. He is reDresenting, He is substituting for them.

He is not merely doing it for their benefit. Now I'm not saying that all these verses we're
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looking at contain within themselves the idea of substitution or the idea of snecific taking

the niace of us. I'm saying that some of them do as we're noticing. But they all show that it

is for the benefit of sinners that He died. II Corinthians 5:21 - "For He hath made Him to

be sin for us, who knew no sin; that we might be made the righteousness of God in Him." That

certainly sneaks of subdtitution there. He died for us - the benefit for us is there shown.

But more than that, there is an equivalent presented - He takes our sin upon Him, He who knew

no sin is made to be the sinbearer for us,"that we might be made the righteousness of God in

Him" - there is the substitut4on very clearly. Galatians 3:20 I read to you a couple of min

utes ago. Galatinas 3:13 -"Christ bath redeemed us from the curse of the law, being made a

curse for us."Christ has loved us and given Himself for us , an offering and a sacrifice to

GodXXXXXUI1UXU for a sweet-smelling savour"- Enhesians 5:2

End of Record 75
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I Thessalontans 529-10 - "For God bath not apoointed us to wrath but to obtain salvation by

our Lord Jesus Christ, who died for us." I Timothy 2:5-6 - "For there is one God and one med

iator between God and men, the man Christ Jesus who gave Himself a ransom for all." That is

substitution - a ransom, gave Himself a ransom for all. Titus 2:lL - "Our Saviour, Jesus

Christ, who gave Himself for us, that He might redeem us from all iniquity." Hebrews 2:9

"We see Jesus, who was made a little lower than the an

gels for the suffering of death, crowned with glory and honour: that He by the grace of God

should taste death for every I Peter 3:18 - "Christ also bath once suffered for sins,

the just for the unjust, that He might bring us to rod." I John 3:16 - "Hereby oerceive we

the love of God, because He laid down His life for us." Now we've noticed looking at these

verses, and there are others that might he selected because it's a very prominent thought in

the New Testament - looking at these we notice that they all bring out the idea that we se

cured benefit through His death. He died for us in the sense that we secured benefit. But

some of them bring out the idea quite clearly that He died in our nlace, He died in our stead,

He died as our representative or as our substitute. I want to develop that point inJ

Sth s t jfut ie"y tutaL,H c h The

Preposition XJX11 Is Used I'd like to call your attention thus to Matthew 2G:28 - "The

Son of Man Is Come Not To Be Ministered Unto But to minister and to give His life a ransom

for many." And this word ANTI which properly means the setting of one thing over against

another is generally employed to signify commutation or substitution, is used in this verse

in Matthew 20:28 and in the parallel in Mark lO:Li.5. Now we have developed that idea of

ANTI into being against something which is quite the oyoosite of being for it, to be against

it - we speak of the Anti-tuberculosis League - those who are against tuberculosis. But

originally one of the commonest meanings of the word was over against, substituting for,

instead of, in ilace of. And the fact that this is common meaning of the word is brought

out very clearly in its use in other Dassages which are not connected with the matter of the

death of Christ. For instance in the Septuagint, which of course is not inspired. It Simply

is a translation of the Old Testament and so we do not wish to establish any doctrine by the

Septuagint
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but by the Hebrew. But the Septuagint is a translation of the Old Testament into the same

language used in the New Testament, and is an extremely valuable instrument for determining

exact meaning os words. And in the Septuagint we find this word ANTI used when Eve said in

Genesis Li.:25 - "God bath armointed me another seed instead of Abel", in place of Abel - this

is not for the benefit of Abel but it is as a substitute for Abel. This has only the thought

of substitution. It does not have the thought of benefit or the thought of being against but

the thought of substitution. Genesis L4.:L we read, "Wherefore have ye rewarded. evil for good?"

Jose-oh says to his brothers - and they don't know who he is - "I've done all these good things

for you. Why have you given evil for good?" That means in olace of good, that means over

and against good, as a substitute for good. And in Genesis L7:l7 Joseph bought all the land

of Egypt and he gave them bread in exchange for horses and flocks and cattle - in exchange

for - it's translated. XXXXXXXXXX*UjX And in Deuteronomy 10:6 we read that"Aaron died and

Eleazar his son, ministered in the rrlest's office in his stead." And "in is stead" in the

Setuagint would be this ANTI - in place of him as his substitute. In the New Testament this
A

word ANTI is used in this same sense repeatedly. reigned in Judah in the room
d (Matthew 2:22)

of his father, - over against, in place of. The old English says"in the room of"

I don't think he necessarily lived in the same room as his father but in modern English we'd

say "in the place of". The idiom is slightly changed but the meaning is identical. In

Matthew UU 5:38 Jesus Christ said, "Ye have heard that it bath been said, 'An eye for an eye

An eye ANTI an eye, and a tooth for a tooth - a tooth ANTI a tooth.'" That's a "for" in our

language but not for the benefit of but as a substitute for - an eye is a substitute for an

eye. In Luke 11:11 our Lord says, "If he ask a fish, will he for a fish give him a serpent?"

Does this mean if he asks a fish will he for the benefit of a fish give him a seroent or does

it mean in olace of the fish, as a substitute for a fish he will give him a seroent? And in

Romans 12:17 Paul said, "Recomoense to no man evil for evil" - not evil for the benefit of

evil but evil in the i,lace of evil. It is the substitution which is ciuite commonly in this

word ANTI. Now we noticed how in Matthew and in Mark it is used "He gave His life a ransom

for many." What does this mean to give it as a ransom? I was in Berlin hudying and work

ing in the museum 1I in Egyptology a well as in Assyriology back in 1931. And at that
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time in Egypt the Egyptians were very anxious to get Nephertiti back. Nephertiti was the

XXXX daughter-in-law of Tut-A , the great Pharoah of Egypt who believed in the

one god. This Pharoah's wife was Nephertiti and the Egyptians before and after his time

make their art very stylized so that one Pharoah can take over an image reresenting another

and just put his name to it. But at this time they tried to make art realistic and this

statue of NeDhertiti is one of the outstanding examr,les of ancient Egyptian art. And it is

in the museum - at least it was then - in the museum in Berlin. And the Ep,yDtians were very

anxious to get Nephertiti back. She was the wife of a great Pharoah of Egypt, was one of t1

greatest examples of Egyntian art. And they were so anxious to get her back to Egypt - and

then one da:T it came out in the news-ners in Berlin -"The Museum Folks Are Agreeing to Send

Nephertiti Back to Egypt And The Berlin Museum Will Lose One of Its Greatest Treasures'. How

Terrible This Is And there was all this raving in the newsnapers and the museum had to how

to the public feelinc. and say, "No, we won't give Neohertiti back. We're going to keen her

in Berlin." Well I was talking with the folks in the museum and they were very much u'Dset.

They said, "What's the sense of all this silly jingoistic stuff in the oaer which makes it

impossible for us to send Nephertiti back? Nephertiti is a very great work of art but we

have other works of art from that period in our museum. It is fully re-oresented as far as

that oeriod is concerned. " But they said. the directors of the museum in Cairo had agreed

in exchange for Nehertiti to give us a straight Egyptian statue from 300 years before her

time and another from 600 years before her time. We were getting five different statues in

return for this one of Nephertiti and they fill in gaps in our museum, in our understanding

of Egyptian art, where we don't have anything. So we were benefiting by it - and now on

account of this jingoistic talk in the T)apers and everything, we just had to call off the

deal and we don't get anything. Well now you see the Egyptians wanted 1\Teohertiti and they

were giving a ransom for Neohertiti. They were giving other works of art, which o the mind

of the ieo-r,le in the museum in Berlin were worth more than Neohertiti was - but to the mind

of the Egyptians to get back the statute of the great wife of Pharaoh they were willing to

give a ransom. And of course to the rank and file of neole in Berlin - they didn't know any

thing about these other statues - but here's this great treasure of the museum v Neohertiti,

were giving it up and they were offended. There was a time about a year or two ago when a
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man in Switzerland died and when he died immediately the director of the museum in that town in

Switzerland rushed over to his home and saw the hei of this man who had died and bought from

them a little spoon, knife, and fork and a couple of very plain dishes and for these dishes

he maid a couple of thousand dollars - which the heirs were very tickled to get. He had tried

to buy them from the man himself but had been refused - he had a sentimental interest in them

and insisted on keeping them. But as the museum director left the house he saw two repre

sentatives of the Soviet Embassy coming to the house and they would like to have bought these

things but they failed to buy them. Lenin's knife, fork, spoon, sour dish, and -niate which he

had used when he was a refugee in Switzerland back about 1Q10 when he lived as a boarder in

this person's house. The Russians wanted to get them and now the museum in this city had these

things - I forget whether it was Basle or Zurich. And so the musetin director in Switzerland

secured from the museum in Moscow some very valuable pieces of art which might be worth mer

bans $200,000.,if they could be murchased,but they couldn't be purchased anyway because they

were such rare works of art, and he secured these for his museum in exchange for a couole of

common little dishes and a knife, fork, and spoon. The Russians were willing to may a heavy

ransom to get these things for their museum because they were connected with Lenin, their

great leader. And so as a substittte these statues were given, as a substitute these dishes

were given - both are examples of ransom in our day. In our day when we consider kidnapping

as a crime we do not commonly have such a thing as ransom for a person because we consider it

wrong to hold ersons for ransom. But in the Middle Ages it was a common thing. And of course

the Fathers, many of them, thought Christ died as a ransom to the devil for us. That Is wrung.

The devil cannot claim a ransom. But the figure of a ransom is one used in the New Testament

and a good figure because He died as our substitute. He gave His life for our lives, He maid

the -nenalty in place of us.

(Al Paashaus - THE CHRISTIAN BEACON of January 31, 1957, page 2, carries the five moints

of the 1923 General Assembly and also a story on the Auburn Affirmation as written by J.

Gresham Machen.)




End of Record 76
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We started () The Bible Teaches the Substitutionary Atonement. We noticed under that (1)

Its Substitutionary Nature Is Indicated By the Fact That It Is Presented As A Fulfillment

of the Old Testament Sacrifices. And we noticed how the Old Testament sacrifices were

identified with the person who brought them and represented him. (2)Vhe Substitutionary

Character of the Death of Christ Is Clearly Taught in the Great Old Testament Predictions of

His Birth - Isaiah 52:12 to the end of 53. And we noticed there Darticularly those verses

where it spoke of His specifically representing us, bearing our sins, taking our penalty upon

Kimseif - our guilt laid upon Him. (3) The New Testament Teaches That Jesus Died In Our

Place. Under that we glanded. first at Galatians 2:16 and 20 - good general verses on the

subject. Then we took up small (a) There Are Many Verses That State That Jesus Died For

Sinners - and I read quite a large number. Then (b) The Substitutionary Nature of His Death

Is Particularly Clear In Certain Verses in Which the PreDosition ANTI is used. And these

verses were where He was a ransom in our stead. And so we discussed a little of what that

matter of a ransom is. We saw that it is not a ransom to Satan. It is a ransom to the justice

of God. But we saw that it is an idea which is very specifically substitutionary. And that

this substitutionary idea is represented there by this preposition ANTI which indicates "in

Diace of" like when Archel.aus ruledANTl his father, Herod - in olace of his father, Herod.

The preposition ANTI is very clear presentation of this idea of "in place of" or "instead of".

(ci Ce jQ ages Which Djot Use the Preposition ANTI B&Qt the Idea of Sub

stittMon Particularly Clearly. - And here I want to call attention to three oassages in

particular. The first of these is II Corinthians 5:lLi._15 - "For the love of Christ constrain

eth us because we thus judge, that if one died for all, then were all dead: and that He died

for all, that they which live should not henceforth live unto themselves, but unto Him which

died for them, and rose again." Now particularly that phrase "if one died for all, then were

all dead". If you say that one man gave a present or say that one man won a prize which he

gave to us, you wouldn't say we all won the Drize unless he reoresented us in winning the

prize. That is to say to do something as a benefit for us, to do something for a helD for us,

would not mean that we did it. You say that the plumber came and he turned on the faucets

so we can all get water. Well then if the plumber turned on the faucets for all of us, that

doesn't mean that we all turned on the faucets. We got the benefit of it but it does not mean
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that we all did it. XXXXXXU This is very important - that if one died for all, then

were all dead. That very definitely is substitution - or else in logic it doesn't follow

one d
whatever, there's no sense to it if it clearly . something for our benefit. One died

for all then we all received the benefit of His death - that's sinrnle. But one died for all

then we're all dead - that is not simple if He merely did somethinp for our benefit. It is

sensible only if He did it in our place as representing us. So this II Corinthians 5:lLI-l5,

which does not use the preposition ANTI, brings out the substitution idea very, very clearly.

And then Galatians 3:13 - another passage in which the preposition TI is not used. but in

which this substituttonary idea is also brought out very clearly - "Christ bath redeemed us

from the curse of the law, being made a curse for us: for it is written, 'Cursed is every one

that hangeth on a tree'". How did Christ redeem us from the curse of the law - that the

curse was transferred to Him, that He reoresented us in bearing the curse, that He became our

substitute, He was made a curse for us - thus He redeemed us from the curse of the law. Unless

there is definite substitution in this, there's no sense in atonement. He redeemed us from

the curse by being made a curse for us. But that is the second ssage here which does not

use the preposition ANTI and which brings as the idea of substitution very, very clearly.

Now a third nassage is I Peter 3:18 - Christ also bath once suffered for sins, the just for

the unjust, that He might bring us to God, being out to death in the flesh, but quickened by

the Spirit." Now this ANTI is not the oreposition used here but this is a case where the mean

ing of the verse Is very, very clearly substitution - that He suffrd for our sins, the just

One who deserve to suffer for sins, suffered for the unjust ones who did deserve to

suffer for sins. (Student question) Yes, we'll look at that in just a mixtiff but right a

the moment I'm merely pointing out XXXXIM (8.5) of contrast (context?)

very clearly. That is, we do not from the preposition, as in the case of ANTI - the meaning

of the preposition shows you that it's substitution. In this case, we're not paying attention

for the moment to the preposition. We are saying that the context shows clearly that the

preposition must indicate substitution regardless of what other meaning it may have had.

relates directly to the question Mr. Bixier iust asked - An Objection Has Been Raised

BaRñ On tIi Fact That the Mqt common Preiositipn Used In Statements That Jesus Died For
14

Sinners Is Not ANTI but "AR We have noticed how many various statements there are tIat
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Jesus died for sinners. Well now there are a very few of them that use the reposition ATI

which srecifically conveys the idea of "in place of" or "instead of" - very few. Most of
HVPI9R

them use this oreposition And so the ouestion has been raised does the Bible teach

that He takes the lace of sinners or simoly that He does something from which sinners bene

fit - simoly that He does something and that He came to earth as led that He should come to

earth to die, but He is not soecifically reoresenting us in hearthg the oenalty. Well what

I've just said I 'as going to call (a_The__Mt

-"-is uThrie Benefit of". (b) However UPAR also may be used to mean "iri\.
P1

the olace of". However, IUPAR also may be used to mean in the olace of". It's nothing

strange that one oreposition should have various shades of meaning. What does the En1ish

prepositbn "for" mean? What does the English orenosition "by" mean? In fact most any

preposition in any language has various possible meanings. He lived by the side of the road,

he came by Christmas, he did it by hook or by crook - we have various meanings for oreoosi

tions . Now has as its most common meaning "for the benefit of" but it also may

be used to mean "in the oLace of" (iHUP#4 Is Often Used in the Greek Classics to

Sin1fy Dying Instead of a Person This very excellent book on the atonement - TEE DOCTRINE

OF TFE ATOMENT by Crawford is the best treatment of the sub.iect that I've come across yet.

This book has Apoendix A in it which gives references from the classics of some of the nuniëcus

instances in which the phrase means "dying instead of a nerson". The classics naturally

throw much light on the meaning of words. The Bible shows us what the teaching is. The

classics tell us nothing of what's truth except as someone who wrote these classics tells us

what he observed. They tell nothing of spiritual truth but they are of tremendous value

toward knowing the meaning of words in the language in which the New Testament is written.

(j Is Used In This Sense In Other Contexts In The New.Testament. What I mean by that is

that the word HDPAR, not speaking about the death of Christ, is used in such a way as to make

it evident that it does mean "in the place of" in certain olaces in the New Testament.

End. of Record 77
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the 13th verse in the last chanter of Philionians. There we find the English translation
lhis runaway slave

Paul says about Onesimus, XXX)OXXX whom he is sending back to Philemon/and asks Philemon to

receive him kindly but he says of him, "whom I would have retained with me that in thy stead

he might have ministered unto me in the bonds of the gospel: but without thy mind would I do

nothing." Therefore he sends him back - he says otherwise he would have kept him "that in

thy stead he might have ministered unto me in the bonds of the gospel" Now this" in thy stead"

is our English translation of the preposition FtJPAR - the orenostion used in most of these

cases where it says Jesus died for sinners. Now very clearly this that he might have

ministered for the benefit of Philemon to him because it was for Paul's benefit XXXX that he

would. have ministered, not for benefit. It is as Philemon's reoresentative as

doing that which Philemon might otherwise have done - in Philemon's place. So here where

ANTI would have expressed the idea exactly CUPAR i used to express exactly that same idea.

Another instance is II Corinthians 5:20 - "Now then we are ambassadors for Christ, as though

God did beseech you by us: we pray you in Christ's stead, he ye reconciled to God." And this,

which our English translates "we pray you in christ's stead, be ye reconciled to is in

the Greek HUPAR - we -)ray you on behalf of Christ, we pray you as Christ's representative,

we pray you as His substitute, we pray you as taking His place, we pray you in His stead.

It's not simply "we pray you for the benefit of Christ" - certainly not, it is as Christ's

representative, it is in his stead. So there are these two cases where the English rightly

translate HUPAR as "in the stead of" or "in the place of" where it is not speaking about the

atonement at all, that is, not directly - which are evidences that this word HUPAR can mean

"in the place of". Though it can also mean - it more common meaning is "for the benefit of".

Now (.c.) In Some Passages Where HtJPAR is Used The_Context Very C1eaBrings Out the Idea of

Substitution Now you see the difference in the anoroach of this point from our orevious

noint. Under 3-(c) I said that certain other nassages, which do not use the prenosition A1'VI'I,

bring out the idea of substitution particularly clearly. That was an evidence that this was

the New Testament teaching - a definite, clear evidence not only that there are passages using

ANTI, which clearly present the substitution idea with their picture of a ransom and so on,

but that these three passages which I named there - II Corinthians 5:11415, Galatians 3:13, and

I Peter 3:8 - anart from any question of (5.), they clearly bring out this
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idea of substitution. Now on this point - L.(c) I'm rointing out as against the ob,ection that

in the majority of cases its not ANTI but HUPAR that is used, Pin oointing out that in these

three nassages the context very clearly teaches us the substitutionary nature of the atonement

and uses the nreposition HUPAR rather than ANTI which is an evidence that anywhere that HUPAR

is used that may be what the author has in mind. Neither Peter nor Paul will say, "Now I'm

going to bring out substitututon - I've got to use ANTI" because in the three cases they very

definitely teach substitution and they use HUPAR. We've seen elsewhere that HUPAR can mean

substitution. Now we are noting that in these XIAAXLlWI two cases - Paul and in one case

Peter -use HUPAR snecifically to show substitution as the context indicates. Therefore it

is ossible at least thatnany other cases where it says that Christ died for sinners, the idea

of a substitute is in the mind of the writer. But these three it is very definitely there and

(6.25) Then (d The Reason That HUPAR Is Used More Frequently Than ANTI in

This Connection Is That It Brings Out Both Ideas 49 That of Benefit and That of Substitution

You see ANTI is simly substitution, not necessarily any benefit at all. This man was fired

and another man was put in his place - that would be ANTI but it could not be HUPAR. He's put

in his place but it is a case of not benefit but the very opnosite - but it is substitution.

But in the atonement we have substitution for sinners. And so there are three cases in which

simply the substitution idea is given. But in most cases the benefit idea is naturally also

stressed. So in three we have noticed the context very clearly brings out that the substi-
qthertution idea (8.) but in the many/cases that I've read to you where it says

Christ died. for sinners it uses a preposition which indicates not merely substitution but

which also indicates benefit and it is for our benefit as a substitute - He did it for us

in our place and resulting in our good. Thus when Paul says that he would gladly have had

Onesimus stay there in Philemon's place to serve him, the benefit comes to Paul but it is in

a way a benefit to Philemon because it is making possible for Philemon to show his gratitude

to Paul for having brought his message of salvation by making this man available to him.

Paul says, "You owe your very life to me. It would be a very little thing for you to be doing

things to heln roe and I would have thought of keeping him to serve me in your stead - not for

your benefit , to my benefit, but there is an element of your benefit. "In your stead" is the

main idea of it but the benefit idea is also there in some respect. And when we say
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Christ's stead be ye reconciled to God, the 'benefit is to the neoDle we say it's to. We're

offering them the benefit of being saved. We are nresenting them the messages for their bene

fit, not for Christ!s benefit, for their benefit. We're doing it in Christ's stead. But there

is a way in which it is Christ's benefit because it is extending His activity by using us as

His instrument. And so though in that case, the nrimary idea is substitution, there is also

a certain idea of benefit. Now in all these other cases where it's specific - He died for sin

ners, the just for the unjust, He died in our olace, it is our benefit. And it is our benefit

by the fact that He takes our nenalty unon Himself. Now I've out ,(;I-In rrentheses under D

here - The Primary Idea Is Benefit But the Substitution Is the Method by Which the Benefit

Comes. (2) He Takes Our Sins On Himself, Thus He Benefits Us By Dying In Our Stead. And here

in this connection I'd like to mention IT Corinthians c:21 - "For He bath made Him to be sin for

us, who knew no sin: that we might be made the righteousness of God in Him." Here again is the

(12.). Here is the benefit. We receive this benefit. It is done for

us - "that He made Him to be sin". Now that doesn't mean He made Christ X a sinner. Christ

was not a sinner. Christ was free from sin, entirely free from sin. But it means that He

place upon Christ the penalty of our sin. It means that He laid on Him that penalty which be

longed to us and thus made Him bake the result of our sins upon Himself. He became sin for us

that we might be made the righteousness of God in Him - there is the substitution in two ways

our sin laid upon Him, His life laid unon us. Our sin irnouted to Him, His life imputed to us.

Our sin borne by Him, His righteousness bestowed unon us. So IT Corinthians 5:21 is a

(13.) as a further instance of the evidence that it brings out both

ideas-that of benefit and that of substitution. Now that was (2) under D - that of substitution

under XXMLXMXXKXKM L" Now we take 5 - The New Testament Clearly Teaches That Christ

- Died to Pay the Penalty ofOur Sins. This is a further evidence of the substitutionary nature

of the atonement - is to nay the nenalty of our sins. Small a - This Was Clearly Predicted

In Isaiah 53:5 and 8. - We notice that Isaiah 3

End of Record 78
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penalty of our sins In verse 5 - "He was wounded for our transgressions

He was bruised for our iniquities: the chastisement of our ace was uoon Him and with His

strines we are healed" -substitution very clearly, His , our "oenalty. And then

verse 8 "For the transgression of my oeoole was he stricken". The people transgressed, He

represented them in bearing the oenalty. And then small b-.--,It Is Clearly Taught In Romans

Lk:25 - "Who was delivered for our offences". It is our offences on account of which He was

nunished. U1X Small c - Also In I Corinthians l:3 - "For I de

livered unto you first of all that which I also received, how that Christ died for our sins'

that He died for us. Here that He took our penalty

unon Him. That which was due to us, came to Him. He died for our sins according to the Scrip

ture. Also in II Corinthians 5:21 (that we iust looked at under another head) - "For He hath

made Him to he sin for us, who knew no sin that we might be made the righteousness of God in

Him." Also in Galtians l:Li - gave Himself for our sins". He gave Himself on account

of our sins - the unisbment due to us, He took unon Himself that He might deliver us from

the Dresent evil world, gave Himself for our sins that He might deliver us from the nresent

evil world. He ded to nay the penalty of our sins. And f - Also in I Peter 3:18 - we looked

at that with the secific thought of substitution. Now we're looking at it from the soecific
still

thought of a nenalty which we're taking/ under the theme of (3.5) I Peter 3:18 -

"For Christ also hth once suffered for sins, the just for the unjust" - we loo1d at the

words "just for the unjustt - reoresenting us, the just suffered for the unjust. Now we're

saying the just suffer'd bearing the renalty of the unjust, suffered for sins the just for the

unjust and this suffering was in order that He might bring us to God. So much for number 5

The Bible Teaches Substitutionary Atonement. Number.6 - An Objection Has Been Raised,

_Questioning the Possibility That One Should Bear the Penalty of Another. Now in answer to

that, the first matter that we note is that XXIX whether a thing seems reasonable to us or not,

if the 5crirture teaches it as a fact, it must be reasonable. So under that a - The Fact Is

Clearly Taught In the Scripture As We Have Seen It. God gave us our reason in order that we

should use it to determine our steps - to determine what we should do. But our reason is an

instrument which takes the facts that are known to us and comoares them and studies them. Our

reason does not in itself have the possibility of giving final answers to anyone. Our reason

takes the evidence we have and compares it and studies it. And we must use our reason. But
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we cannot take our reason as final. God's Word is final. Someone said 300 or 1400 years ago, I

guess it was 500 years ago, somebody said, "I would like to take - the earth is not flat but it

is round. I'm going to take a boat and go around the earth." And somebody else said,

perfectly unreasonable. How utterly ridiculous. The earth of course isn't round. Anybody

can look and see that it's flat. But supnose the earth was round. When you got to the other

side you would fall off. It's the unreasonable thing that you could go arouhd it." Well

that was Derfectly reasonable and logical because it fit in with their exDerience. It fit in

with their experience - they had never known anything else. And eventually somebody did go

around the world in XX a boat and there was the fact - they had gone around. Therefore the

world must be round even if reason says, "It can't be, because you'd fall off as soon as you

got to the other side." Then Sir Isaac Newton took un the question, "Why don't you fall when

you et to the other side.X Here is the fact,you don't. Why don't you?" And he suggested

the theory that you don't fall down, which everybody knew erfectly, but he suggested that the

testimony of our senses was wrong - that we don't fall down, but we are attracted to a body

and that this earth is the nearest large body and attracts us to it. Therefore it will draw us

to it from whatever side we hatmen to be on. Now if it was today -that's common knowledge.

But reason says it is imoossible until we found it was a fact and then our reason worked un an

exolanation to account for the fact. That is, fact must come ahead of reason. Whenever your

reason tells you something is unreasonable, you are wise to stop and go slow and be sure that

you're not simply accepting a fact on somebody's say-so without clear evidence. But when you

get facts, your reason must then explain the fact - it cannot explain the fact away. I was in

Switzerland one time,thirty years ago, and I was at a table and they were discussing different

matters and I haprened to recall reading in the oar about A!nanullah, the King of Afghanistan,

who had just been fired, and he had rented a house in Switzerland and he forgot his key. And

he came to the house and he couldn't get in so he climbed un the side, climbed up through the

window, and somebody saw him. And they renorted to the oolice and they took Amanullah to the

oolice station and he said, "Why I'm the King of Afghanistan and this is my house." And they

said, "Well, you look like an ordinary burglar to us. We saw you climbing uo to get in. "

Fe said, "Well, I forgot and left my key inside when I went to town. I had to get in so I

climbed ur and went throup,h the window." It took him four hours to establish that he really
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was the ICing of Afghanistan and that was the house that he'd rented. I told this at the table

and when I finished it, a young woman from ur1ch looked up and she said, "Say, that story isn't

reasonable. Couldn't be." I said, "Well, I read it in the pa-per." She said, "Yes, but the

paper is sometimes wrong. It just isn't reasonable." I said, "Why not?" She said,

he went out of the house and locked the door. He couldn't have left the key inside or he

couldn't have locked the door, so the fact that he had locked the door proves that his statement

was wrong that he left the key inside." I said, "Well, that's reasonable but over in our country

we have a certain kind of lock which you can just shut the door and it locks itself, but you

need a key to unlock it." Immediately one person sooke un and said, "Ya, em Yale." They had

heard of these Yale locks and so immediately it was reasonable. They had read there were

such things in America. They had forgotten about it and they hadn't realized there were such

things in Switzerland. But having forgotten about it, the thing was unreasonable. Now here

was the fact and the fact indicated that it was reasonable. And 80 the Scripture teaches that

the Denalty is transferred,therefore, we can't say that it is unreasonable to transfer it - if

i is a fact that makes it reasonable. However, when we find a fact in the universe somewhere,

in God's Word, or in science, or somewhere else when we find a fact which arrears to us unrea

sonable, if it's clearly established as a fact that it is reasonable, but we will usually find

that if we examine a little further we'll find in our reason itself there is something already

in exr)erience we've had, which can throw some light on it though it DerhaDs couldn't have set

tled the matter. That i to say, reason usually - usually there's enough similarity between

facts that there is something similar somewhere. itnd so we note that while the fact is clearly

taught in the Scripture as we've seen it - I think I should say that b - Also Human Analogies
Truth.

Will not Necessarily Determine Divine XfflXX]mIX Because after all there's much in the

Truth of God for which we don't have enough to give a full and satisfactory exolanation.

End of Record 7
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6 - Objection Has Been Raised Questioning the Possibility That One Should Bear the penalty of

Another. Under this a - The Pact Is Clearly Taught in the Scripture As We Have Seen. And

that is a basic thing in anything is the fact determined, rather than theory. But if facts seem

to contradict theories, then we thust test the facts very carefully and he sure they are facts

before altering our theories. b - Human Analogy Will iot 1Tecessarily MTXKNXXMKNXKffxx

Determine Divine Truth. Reasoning, as a matter of fact, consists of the antlication of

analogies. We become used to something KM in one sphere and then we see how it aonlies to

another. There was a man who was an assistant nastor nearby, who had taken some graduate

work in various things, who thought he'd like to learn a little Babylonian. And he came in and

took the course in Babylonian. And when we were about on our fifth class - I forget the orin

dole now - but a certain Principle of Babylonian grammar came up, some narticular usage. And

he couldn't see it. He said, "I can't see how the Babylonians could do such a thing. Why we

don't use words that way." He started giving English analogies. "It just didn't fit at all",

he said. "Words couldn't mean it like that," he said. And I thought, "How can I try to make

it clear to him. That's the way the Babylonians talked. That's what they did in this r

ticular thing." And I started in trying to ex-)lain and he couldn't see it - it just didn't

make sense to him. Then I hao'ned to recall that two years before he had taken a course from

someone else in Arabic and done very good work in it. And I remembered that the same orinciple

which was in the Babylonian was also in the Arabic. So I said, "Oh, but you remember in Arabic

there's such and such." "Oh, yes of course", he said and that just settled it. All his

questions disanneared. I'm sure when he took it in Arabic he was learning a language and he just

cot the language - this is the way they do and he got it and thought nothing of it. Now he was

taking an the Babylonian, he was a little older, had a little more time - he took un this orin

dole and it didn't sound sensible to him. Once I showed him the same thing was in Arabic, it

.lust solved it for him. And that's the way that our reasoning is as a rule - it is a matter of

analogy. You could tell somebody that when you take any liquid and you cool it off so it be

comes a solid, it becomes smaller. And 95 at least 61T of things in life are that way. So

a man would readily accent your statement. Then if you cam along with one particular thing

which didn't do it, he'd say'That's utterly unreasonable". But you'd immediately say, "Yesi,

but look at water when you make it a solid - it enlarges instead of contracting like practically
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everything else." That would immediately convince him. We think by analogies as a rule. I

remember once in Berlin when I was studying there, I used to go to the American 6hurch there.

And I remember an English family used to come to the church and there was a girl there in the

family who one evening was remarking about something. And they mentioned somebody was going

to come and sneak, who lived in a certain section of Berlin. "Why", she said, "only very common

neonle live in that section of Berlin." She caildn't imagine that such a person could come

from this section of Berlin. That was her idea. Now you'd XXUA meet two or three people

from this section and find they were very nice oeonle. Your attitude is changed. That's the

way that reasoning is. It is a matter of comparing analogies because we do not have the mind

of God to know all facts. We have to comoare analogies. We have to think that way. We do

that - it's part of our life. But we must realize its limitations and we must realize that

when we get facts, our analogies must be changed or enlarged to fit the facts or the other way.

Even in such a thing as different aspects of human life. We try to understand light and we

explain it as being similar the motion of little narticles that would be shot out - and it's very

helpful. But then you find that there are aspects of life which don't fit that at all. So then

we say'Vell then it's like waves and that explains that. But the two are inconsistent. We

don't know what light is. We can't understand it. But we can get analogies of periods of

certain distance and of others of a certain other distance. And so if this is true of earthly

things, it's especially true when we get into divine things, that human analogy does not nec

essarily determine divine truth. And I think as a vital word of caution there I'll put as

number 1 underneath it - Supernatural Matter May Entail Pacbbie not Present in Earthly Couni

rts It's not that there's anything unreasonable in God, in theology, in the universe as

God has made it, but that there are new factors not oresent in earthly counterparts. A hundred

years ago - well, I guess you'd have to go further - say 120 years ago if you'd tell anybody

that in Washington, D.C. peèple heard that President Polk had been nominated for the Presidency

of the United States five minutes after it happened in Baltimore, 14.0 miles away, and they'd

say, "Youre completely crazy". Nobody could ever get a message like that to a distance of 140

miles in five minutes. Absolutely impossible. But if I recall correctly, the first message

sent over the telephone was the message to tell of President Polk's nomination for the Presidency.

14.0 miles - and inside of a few seconds it was there. That became a commonplace. Now 40 years
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ago people began to talk about sending messages without wires and they were told that's utterly

unreasonable. You can send a message on a wire of course, but to send a message without wire

is utter nonsense. impossible. Today that's a commonplace. Eve7y time we turn on our

radio, television - it's perfectly commonplace today. Even in ordinary things of life there

are all sorts of new facts. They don't change reason but they enlarge it by giving us new

facts. And supernatural matters are not in any sense unreasonable. But they may entail

factors not present in earthly counteruarts. So much for b, now This Is PaitLcularly True

Ip the uestionof Justice, Since Earthly Courts In the Nature of Things Cannot Fully Ad,-

,minister Juptice. We have to recognize that as a fact that it is necessary that our courts

have an idea of justice. If we do not, we sieedily fall into a terrible situation. Our courts

must have an ideal of justice. It is very common for our courts to show a pict.bre of the blind

goddess holding the balance in front of her. She see - there's no subjective thing enters

in, it's purely a matter of rxire juetice we're trying to apply. We must have the ideal. But we

cannot apply the ideal in human life for a number of reasons. Ci Human Judges Cannot See The

Heart Pure, true justice must take into account the attitude of the heart, not simply the

actions. A man can make a mistake, a simple mistake, which can work terrible devastation. A

man can have a most terrible, wicked attitude of heart and be afraid to do anything about it.

Or he can try and simply fail in his endeavor. The human being cannot judge the heart but it

is the heart that would determine justice, certainly, rather than the results. So that we can't

have real justice because we see the heart. (a Human Judges Must Look At Results Rather

Attitude. Cik in the Sermon on the Mount makes it very, very clear how culpable our

attitudes are and how terrible. And how the attitudthat everyone of us has shown at times

are as bad as any attitudes ever shown by the worst murderers. But the human judge cannot deal

with the attitude, he must deal with the results simoly because we cannot see the heart. You

will read it in the oaper most any time about someone who has been attacked and seriously in

jured. And the man who attacked is being held in jail, waiting to see whether the other person

lives, because if the other oerson dies, then he can be punished as a murderer. If the other

cerson doesn't die, the penalties are far less. And yet what makes the difference may be the

skill of the physician, not in any sense a commrative 2 greater or lesser crime on the tart

of the man who oerformed the act. And that is true in so many different asoects in human life.

It is utterly silly to have the skill of the physician determine how severely a man is punished.
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It's not just but it is necessary in human life. We cannot come nea'to the application of true

justice than that. Number Human Judges Being Limited In Knowledge Cannot Deal In Absolute,

Jiat.ica.. I spoke of their not seeing the heart, their having to go by results rather tlui at

titude. Now the human judge doesn't know the full background. We try to learn something of it.

It makes a big difference - something is being done along these lines. It used to be a hundred

years ago that a person who's committed a crime might be treated as a murderer even though he

was red.ly not resoonsible for what he was doing. Today we go to the other extreme and they make

a plea that a man was"temporarily insane" during the few minutes when he oerformed. the crime.

And sometimes they get away with it. Of course there are doubtless cases where it is true

where a man is really out of his mind and it's not just to treat him like a man who in cold

blood set about to injure someone else. (li lii,nn Tii1g Are Hampered By the Universality of Sin

If everyone were ounished for his real acts, everyone would be in prison. The judge has to deal

with the events as they come before him, with the particular charge that is made. And he has

sin within himself also which makes it impossible for us to let judges play God. I was so im

pressed once when I went to municipal court in Wilmington and I saw this man uo there with his

black robe on and the way that he played God was really very inspiring to watch. There was

somebody brought before him who had made a distnbance in a taproom. And the question was why

had he made the disturbance. And he tried to get into the real cause of it and show the family

situation involved and how about the people who apprehended - what their personal morals were.

And he tried to deal with it like a Solomon in giving perfect justice to the different people

in it. And really I admired the way the man stood up there and took case after case in this

municipal court in Wilmington and handled it in such a way that the

End of Record 80
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get into the
merits of the cases to see what the real situations are and deal so fairly with all, of these

oeonle. I really admired the man. You can imagine how shocked I was six months later to

read in the aper that this judge, who was also a lawyer, had been convicted of embezzling

funds from a widow who had put her money in his hands to take care of, and he had so juggled

accounts that it'd all gotten into his hands so that none of it remained for her and as a re

sult he was fired from his Judgeship, was put into the workhouse and Delaware was one of the

two or three states left in the union which still bad the whipping

which was under discussion in the editorial of the paper was whether for so heinous a thing

as the way this man had treated this poor woman -robbing her of her money - whether it would

not be a proper thing in this case to have the whipping post administered to him. And here

was this man who was a judge, who had stood up there and played God, and yet in his heart there

was that sin such as there is in everybody, and in his case he found opDortunity of expressing

it to his own advantage in this way. The judges are all sinners and they cannot administer

justice. And so we have to work out systems of trying to use our courts in order to get along

for the welfare of all of us in a condition of sin -altogether different from what it would be

with not a man nlaying God but with God actually ruling, or what it would be in a situation

where there was not sin in the judges as well as in the -neople. And so we say number (5 Human

Judges Must Quite Genjy Think of the-,-W&fare of tBo4yof Citizens As An End In Itself

Rather Than Of the Princi of True Justice. An interesting illustration of this is the

develooment of our laws in relation to debt. 150 years ago in 1'ngland, I guess in this country

too, if a man went and borrowed money from somebody else when he had no means of repaying it,

he was able to fool the other oerson and make them think that he could get the money back of them

so they lent him money and he took that money and he s-r,ent it and enjoyed the results of it and

there was no way to pay it back, the courts quite uroperly considered him in exactly the same

situation as if he had stolen the money, as if he had broken into the other man's house and

had taken it without his knowledge. It amount s to the same thing -instead of using physical

force, he had used lying words to make the other man think that he had the ability to return

it or that he had the desire to return it. And consequently the other man would go to the

court and say, "This man has borrowed money from me and he is not paying it back'and the courts
would very justly out the man into prison as a -oroper nenalty and result for stealing money in
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this y - of oersuading somebody voluntarily to give it to you under false uretences instead

of actually going and knocking him over the head and taking it away from him. The moral situ

ation is exactly the same whether I hit you over the head and take something out of your pocket

and run off with it or whether I come up to you with lying words, leading you to think that I'll

give it back to you next month when I have no intention in the world of doing so. The moral

DrinciDles are exactly the same. And. so it was very common for people to be imprisoned for

debt. But it was found. that there were so many cases in which a man was unable to pay his

debts, not because of his own intentional robbing somebody else, but because things hadn't

worked out the way he had expected, when he really had thought he would be able to repay it.

And it was also felt that the man who lent him the money should have been a little more careful

and investigated first as to whether he could return it before he lent it to him, that it became

a principle of our law that there is no such thing anymore as imprisonment for debt. Now logic&

and morally there's just as much reason to out a man in prison for lying to you about his in

tention to repay the money that he persuaded you to lend, as for nutting the man in for stealing

into your house and taking it off when you're not looking. But for the welfare of the body

politic, for the welfare of the citizens as a whole, it was adopted as a Drinci1e that for

debts all that you can do is to seize his oroprty. And if he doesn't have any -oroerty

there's nothing you can do about it. Here's a rich man comes along in a car and he's a

little bit careless and his car hits yours and does you some damage and he has to pay you,

or his insurance company has to ay you. But here's a man that has no money at all and he's

got an old run-down car, in which, however, he's able to go retty fast and he pays no at

tention to anybody else and tears down the street ignoring the danger to others, and his car

jams into yours and knocks it over and does you tremendous damage and the fellow simply has

no insurance and has no oroperty and there's nothing you can do about it. You're just out

your car and you can't get a cent for it. Morally XXX pure lubtice would demand that the man's

attitude of heart be punished. But we have adopted the principle that imprisonment for debt

is not allowed anymore in our country. If you lend somebody some money it's up to you to make

the judgement that they'll be able to pay it back because if they can't pay it back there's

nothing you'll ever be able to do about it - your're just out your money. And that's not
moral, it's not just, but in a world of sin it is the best expedient we've been able to work
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out for getting along and keeping the body as a whole running fairly smoothly. And that quite

naturally leads to principle number(6)That Princiyles of Human Justice _Are Constantly Ogjg.

The matter I just gave of the matter of jail) for debts is a good instance, of course, of that.

A man was telling me one time how he worked for a collecting agency. And he said'If you would

go into a house and say'I'd like to see so-and-so about a debt that he owes that he hasn't paid'

why that man could bring Droceedings against you and could have you put in jail or fined U for

having advertised the man's debt." He said that he leave a note on the table where

other people in the house could see it asking the man when he would pay his debt because that

would be illegally advertising the man's debt. So he said what he was going to do was to get

a cars and just put on it an advertisement for himself saying, "I collect bad debts". hat way

he wouldn't be accusing anybody else of not paying their debts but he said if he stoDned the

car in front of a house and left it there while he was inside for awhile , they probably would'

pay rather quickly (9.). He would be free from any injury. He hadn't said

the man owed him anything. He was just advertising his own business. Well, it shows the nature

of the little technicalities which are necessary i the administration of human justice but

which don't enter in to real justice. And so these various points live mentioned here under c,

this is tarticularly true IM in the question of justice since earthly courts, in the nature of

things, cannot fully administer justice. Nevertheless we go on to__d Yet Human Courts Do Have

L T.1m1tr Degree the Idea La_Penaity Being Paid!omeone Else. Under that number (1j

Four Types of Punishment Are Found In Human Courts,. These four are A Pines B Deprivation of

D,- Death. These are the four types of punishment of which we

naturally think when we think of ounishment and (11.5) of justice. We find in

the Old Testament specific commands involving this third type - infliction of nain - an eye for

an eye, a tooth for a tooth. There are circumstances under which pure justice, true justice

would demand that sort of treatment. A man who maliciously puts out the eyes of another, true

justice would mean that he would lose his own eye for it. And 1400 years ago this type of

punishment was extremely common in all of our courts - infliction of pain. I don't know how it

is today, but 10 years ago Delaware was one of the very few states XIX of the union which still

had the whipping post. And I was at a meeting one time at which there was a debate over the

question: Should Delaware maintain the whipping post or should it be discarded? And one man
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made a big argument for its maintenance. He said there are types of crime to which nothing else

will serve as a deterrent. He said Delaware has never had a major case of kidnapping and he

claimed the reason was the kidnapters knew that in other states that while there was a certain

danger of the death penalty, I don't know whether they yet had it at that time, yet if there

was not actual killing that that was extremely unlikely,and otherwise it was a matter of being

in jail for a certain time and. getting out, but that they were afraid of whipi,ing and that they

did not have (13.) and that he thought they were other things. He thought that

it was a good thing to maintain. It is the general attitude of our whole AU feeling in modern

times is against it and our courts have done away pretty generally with the infliction of pain

or bodily injury as punishment for any sort of crime. Certainly not any Drinciples of oure

justice - there are many crimes for which nothing else would seem to be a reasonable retribution

if man were (13.75) But the question is whether man is sufficiently capable

in a world of sin, for it to be a desirable thing for man to attempt to use. So it has pretty

largely disappeared




End of Record 81
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So that today, the crimes for which death is the penalty, are very, very few. So that that leaves!

that most of our crimes are treated in one of two ways - either with fines or with deprivation

of liberty. And 0 I make number42.)_nly The Fir4o LllCommon Today. That

is most of the Denalties, which are given in our courts today;- consist either of fines or of

deDrivation of liberty. Number (>-The, Fjr of These(Two Main Ty-pes of Punishment That Still

Exists Today To Any Great Extent In Our Courts) I Be rjyAdmissibleTo Payment By A Third

Pgy Even Though Often It Is To Some Extent Interchangeable With the Second, hjs_Not

Thus_Tranb1e.. That is, that is our attitude today toward this. Very often - I remember

when I was in college, prices were much lower than they are today, but I remember one of our

faculty members went 10 miles over the speed limit in a certain section of Los Angeles and the

penalty given him was $10.00 or 10 days. And at that time that was quite common - so many dollars

or so many days/in the county jail. Today there are many, many things for which the penalty is

an alternative. You can pay a certain fine or you can spend a certain amount of time in the

jail. So many dollars or so many days. Well I suppose what we consider as the more heinous

crimes are not payable in fines but require imprisonment or death rarely. But imprisonment is

the usual thing. Yet probably the greatest number of inflictions in our courts today consist of

fines. And I remember when I was in college and just the week I graduated, theXU1XUXpolice

came down and they stuck in a little ball right in the middle of the corner just two blocks from

the college, where you left our little side street and turned up on a somewhat more main street

as you went out toward town. And they stuck this thing right in the middle of the intersection.

I don't know bow it is now in Los Angeles but at that time there were a great many of these in

different -narts of town. But there'd never been one there before and the law there was that in

turning any corner to the left you had to go around the center of the intersection. So here was

this. So I came out from thecollege and I didn't even notice it, and I turned the corner as I

usually did. I su-nuose I went around the middle of the intersection, maybe I didn't - I didn't

notice. But when I got half a block down the street a -policeman stepped out from the corner of

a building where he was hiding and stopped me and looked at my operator's license and gave me a

summons to appear in court. So they got about 30 of us that morning that way and I think 25 of

the 30 had friends who were connected with the court so only about 5 of us showed up. The rest
didn't have any. But I went down to the court the next week and I got to the court and I
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waited. and they called the name of one of the other students. He stenoed up and they said, "You

are charged with not going around the corner of the intersection. Are you guilty or not guilty?"

He said, "Guilty." So they said, "Fine - $15.00." And then they called his name again and he

said, "I Just maid". "Well", they said, "but you didn't have your operator's license with you

at the time." He said, "No, it was in my other suit. I had just changed." "Fine - another $5.00

So he said, "I've only got $3.00 on me". "Well, go up to jail then - over here." So he went

over and sat next to some thieves and criminals there waiting to be taken off to jail. He sat

there waiting. Then there was a girl in the senior class who got up there and she stood very

Drettily and faced the judge and when Ihe said, "Guilty or not guilty?" she said "Guilty of

failing to go around the button but not guilty of failing to go around the intersection." So

the judge asked her wasn't the button in the center of the intersection but she insisted they'd

out it too far on the side. And the judge didn't feel like taking the time to go and make a

thorough investigation so he said, "Susoended sentence". So then immediately they called my

name. He said I was charged with not going around the center of the intersection and "Guilty

or not guilty" I said my case is exactly the same U as that of Miss Savitte. So there was
but let me go too

nothing he could do!- he didn't even give me a suspended sentence. So I could walk out of the

court a free man but the other fellow was sitting over here with the hardened criminals waiting

to be taken over to jail. But I had had warning of what kind of fines they were apt to give in

that court so I had come prepared as he didn't. So I stepped up to the bailiff of the court

and I handed him $20.00 in cash and they let the other fellow go. I am glad to say he repaid

me a week later for it. But they didn't necessarily know anything about that and they didn't

care. I stepoed un, I paid his fine, he was free. And that is the common accented orocedure

in our courts. Fine a man - that is the penalty for the crime. The man is resnonsible for

the theft - if he doesn't pay the fine he will be put in jail. He may be ounished severely if

he doesn't pay the fine. But anybody can -pay the fine - they don't care who pays the fine so

long as the fine is paid. That is the principle of the possibility of the transferring of a

penalty is admitted in our courts and regularly used as far as the penalty consists of a nay

ment of money, but not as to other means of punishment. That is, in our courts, in our situ

ation, as it is today, it is a standard accepted. And so our point here was that human courts

to a limited degree have the idea of a penalty being paid by someone else and that the fine,
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the first of these, is regularly admissible to -payment by a third party, even though often it is

to some extent interchangeable with the second which is not thus transferred. Well now of course

somebody may say, "What's the justice in that?" And of course the answer is that there is no

such thing as true justice in human relations. Because, as a matter of fact, you take a fine

and how can it be equals Here is a man that you fine $15.00 and he's got to go to a lot of

work and effort and struggle to get that $15.00. It puts him in a tough situation to get it.

There's another man to whom the $15.00 doesn't mean more than 15ˆ would. There is an inequality

there. Well, then saou1d we do away with fines altogether? It seems to be a good expedient
no

to use fines. And we do it. But other types of punishment are/less unequal. I was reading

about a penitentiary where a man was released and they got a telegram, "Please save my cell

for me -be back next week!." Wanted his same cell back. He found living much more comfor*.áb1e

there in the penitentiary than he did anywhere else. They say that there are a number of oeo

ple in our penitentiaries who stay there right along because to bhem it is a more Dleasant life

than they are capable of - or erhaps not "capable", Derhaps they haven't had the training or

the background to know how to win for themselves a place in life that will be more satisfactory

than that to which they have been accustomed. But you'll find that every winter in our cities

that there are men who terform some minor misdemeanor in order to be put in where it's warm

and where they have regular meals provided for them. It's no punishment for those men. It's

no calamity for them. While there are other people to whom a day or eek is a terrible

oenalty. It varies tremendously with the individual. It varies with the type of the punishment.

You take the way some of our Deople are treated in orisbn now - they're put on a farm somewhere

where they have everything you might say that could be pleasant for them and hardly a guard in

evidence there. They're really almost treated better than the average person who's outside.

The object is rehabilitation and if it works it's good because our purpose is not true justice

we cannot do it under human circumstances. But there is inequality of all sorts. But it has

seemed to be a reasonable thing in the development of our (11.) to have

fines such that this phase of the penalty can be transferred, can be applied by a different Der

son. It is simply a recognition of the fact that there is such a thing as oenalty which inheres

noon a gin, that must be taid but that there are certain things under which the penalty can

reasonable be applied by another person. Now of course for us to make all penalties inter-
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changeable would. -probably not work in human circumstances on account of the sin that is in us

and the inequalities. We've worked out a system which works fairly well but it is far from

satisfactory but it is Derhas better than any other/that man under resent conditions is

caDable of developing. However, we should go on to m_(Z This is a little different but

I think it should be mentioned here for the sake of completeness. (Li) jic C.tts Recogize

To Some Extent A Liability of a Parent for a Child's Misdes&pw' I don't know to just how

great an extent that is carried out but I do know that the principle is ooerative to some extent

that the court recognizes the responsibility of a (13.) under certain

circumstances. Then small ( - still under (j Objections toOne Bearing the_Penalty-e-f

..Another--,j) It Is Vital, However, To Note That the Atonement of Christ is In Some Regard Very

DifLe..retJrom Any Earthly Situation. Under that number 1 - God. Knows All of That an4..4s Ab]e-

TOut True Justice That is different than the situation with any earthly judge. You

can think of a penalty as a definite tangible thing which can be to some extent serarated from

the sin that is the cause of the penalty. With God, who knows all the facts and understands

them in a way that you can't expect of a human judge who has to look at the results rather than

simply at the attitude - yes? (Student question)

End of Record 82
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the judgments upon this earth, that into them would enter to quite an extent some of the same

principles that must enter into human justice today. That is to say that prevention and general

effect have to be very largely and consequently you find cases

in the Old Testament where 1XIXXI there are severe judgments meted out in order to try to stop
extreme

a thing before it got started, judgments which are not at all ti1 in váw of the atti
extreme

tude which is back of the act , but which would be very iI!UIiKX sometime if

you think only of the actions. From the human viewpoint they would seem unjust because we

couldn't possibly apply them wherever that same act occurred. But God sees the attitude - they

are not too severe in line with the attitude but He does not mete out similarly to everyone

that has that attitude. But to some at the beginning of (1.5) in order to

warn us of the nature of the punishment which we will all receive in eternity if we are guilty.

Yes? (Student question) A judgment like that performed by human beings is be

cause we are not able to mete out justice. But a judgment like that performed by the Lord

is certainly not harsh for the attitude which is involved. It would not be harsh judgment

if He destroyed everyone because we all for our sins, for our disregard of His laws, deserve

far worse than that. In fact our punishment in eternity, if we remain in our sin, is so great

that rnY in comparisôn the mere fact of being killed on this earth, is nothing. But into

His judgments in the Old Testament there enters to a very large extent, His ureration of the

way for the maintaining of the truth of God 11! intact in one piece and keeping it from

(3.). So that there was an objective in mind which was served by

it. And from the viewpoint of absolute justice, if this life was all, it would be unjust be

cause similar is not meted out to all of us. You might say for that matter Gd punished the

Israelites for their sins, sending them off into captivity. The people who took them into cap

tivity were a hundred times worse than they were. The moral life of the Israelites was way

superior to that of the Babylonians and the Assyrians but God was judging them in line with the

opportunities they had. And He was punishing them for their attitude, not for their

(3.75). It's a very good question, very vital. Well the atonement of Chr1 then is

different from any earthly situation because number 1 - God Knows All the Facts and He Is Able

to Mete Out True Justice. Number- Man's Sin Against God Deserves Eternal Suffering.

Number 3 - God, the Righteous Governor to Permit the Transfer of the
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PenaltIn ThiQ.Q. That is to say, we are not saying that there is a principle that any

penalty can be transferred, not at all. But we are saying that in the case of the atonement,

God, the righteous governor of the universe, for reasons sufficient to Himself, has agreed to

permit the transfer of the penalty and in any system of justice there is someone who has an

authority to do what seems right to him. We have it in our state - a governor can pardon

a criminal. Now it is not understood, it's not expected that the governor will just arbi

trarily pardon criminals but it is our feeling that there are cases which require apecial

activity in which there are soecial alleviating circumstances and there should be a power

resident in some responsible nerson of making a special arrangement where he thinks wise.

And consequently we permit a governor to cardon a criminal. I remember fifteen years ago

they had a big case here with officials from the federal government coming in to try many

leading citizens of Chester, Pa., on charge of conspiracy to break the Volstead Act and the

amendment against liquor. And they had a case which went on for weeks

which involved very prominent politicians in Pennsylvania and they proved their case that

these people had conspired to sell liquor freely and to break the Volstead Act and they con

victed them. And then when they had been convicted, just then the prohibition law was re

pealed. And immediately it was said, now, this law that these oeo'ole have been con

victed under is nolXlonger in existence. Therefore these people should go free." And the

thousands of dollars that have been spent and the days and days of active work that had been

spent in proving that these men had conspired together for their own financial advantage to

go against the laws of this nation, were simply forgotten and they were released and there was

no penalty against any of them. I thought at the time it was utterly unjust. After all

they had conspired to break the law whether the law had changed now or not. But it is an

accented principle of human jurisprudence that somewhere in the body politic there is a su

preme authority which can set aside oenalties for reasons which he thinks wise. Now this is

altogether different from that. It destroys the justice of the universe if God can simply

set aside oenalties. But God,as the supreme governor of the universe, can agree to permit

the transfer of a nenalty when He thinks wise. Well, we will continue there tomorrow.

A question has been raised questioning the nossibility that one should bear the penalty of

another and under that we looked at A - The Pact Is Clearly Taught In the Scripture as we have
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seen. B - Human Analogies Will Not Necessarily Determine Divine Truth. C - This Is Particu

larly True in the Question of Justice Since Earthly Courts in the Nature of Things Cannot Fully

Administer Justice. D - Yet Human Courts Do Have to a Limited Degree the Idea of a Penalty

Being Paid. By Somenne Else. And we notice there that fines, which are the commonest penalties

in human courts, though not the strongest by any means, can regularly and readily be paid by

anyone. And then E- It Is Vito.wey.er to Not Tthe Atonement of Christ Is In Some Re

gard Very DifferentJim rtl4y Situation. Under that we notice 1 - God KnowsKnows lLlhL

Facts and Is Able to Mete Out True Justice. 2- Man's Sin Against God Deserves Eternal Suf

fering. _- God, the Righteous Governor of the Universe Agrees to Permit the Transfer of the

Penalty in This Case. And we noted that there must always be with any law a suoteme author

ity which can determine how it can be done in absolute fairness. And. we have certainly not

laid down a regular principle that any nenalty can be borne by anyone. But we are noticing

the fact here that this is a matter which God, the righteous governor of the universe, permits

which He considers to be fair and (11.). Now we have of course, the same

thing that our government nermits the transfer of a fine, no question is ever raised on it.

We do not permit the transfer XU of time in jail. The deprivation of a man's time is some

thing which can't be transferred but the deprivation of a man's money can be. And yet for many

things we have the alternative - so many days or so much fine. And to some people 13"UR is

much more important and to some the other. Actually to some neo'ole the deorivation of liberty

is no penalty at all while to other people it would be a very terrible thing. And the same

exactly is true about the fine. But we arbitrarily permit it in the one case and. do not ner

mit it in the other. I don't say it's altogether just or reasonable the way we do it but it

is the best we've been able to work out yet. Now God, with His infinite wisdom feels that it

is just to permit this particular transfer of sentence. XXXXXXX*I1XX (Student question)

Well now history is a very big field. My guess is there have been but I do not know the facts.

In our oresent arrangement it is not permitted. In our nresent arrangement in this country

at least, in our western civilization. But I am sure there have been cases - there is an old

story, maybe some of you are familiar with it,from Greece - I don't know whether it's history

or legend. I think it's history - of Damon and Pythias who were supposed to be two very close

friends. And one of them had been seized by the ruler of a certain area in Greece and was ac-
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cused. of a certain crime. I think as a matter of fact Derhans he was not guilty but he was

considered to be guilty and he was sentenced to be killed. And the sentence was to be executed

after three weeks and he begged that he might be permitted to go home which was outside of

the territory of the ruler and see his parents and promised to come back. And the ruler said

that he could not permit that he was sure he wouldn't come back RPM if he did.. And then

his friend interposed and. said, "Put me in orison in his place and if he doesn't come back you

can kill me in his place." And the king readily agreed to that and put the friend in orison

in his stead and let him go. And he went home and something ha-rioened. at home that delayed. him.

And then he started back and ran into a flood or something that held him back so that he was

quite late in coming. And. of course they had. no telegraph in those days. The king and. the

people naturally thought that he'd. just run off and. let his friend. take his penalty and so they

brought the friend out and they were all ready to execute him when this man came running up.

He'd. been rushing the last part of his trio just as fast as he possibly could in order to get

back and save his friend's life. According to the story the king was so struck with his love

for his friend., that he would insist on coming back when the friend. was ready to bear the pen

alty for him, that he forgave him and released him altogether. Now it's years since I read

the story and I may have some of the facts AJI erroneously in my memory. But it would show

that there was a case where it was considered to be permissible by this particular ruler

End of Record. 83
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tithent question) I know that in the United States it was considered up until I don't know

how recently, but at least within the last hundred years it was permitted. Because in the

Civil War there was a draft in which men's names were drawn by lot, at least they were in

the early part, and these men were drafted and a man had. to either go or give a substitute

that was acceptable and it is my impression that when Grover Cleveland ran for President of

the United States that the opposing party in the (1.25) said that he

had been drawn to fight in the Civil War and that he had hired a substitute and that the sub

stitute had gone in his place and had been killed and that therefore he should be considered

as having given his life for his country and not as available now to be elected -oresident.

But that was considered perfectly all right at that time to hire a substitute. Now of course

I know it is not now because we had a case in - I guess in both wars wasn't it - Grover

Cleveland Bergdoll - I think he was named after Grover Cleveland. He was a very wealthy

man who was drafted and who fled this country I think, went to Germany, who esca'oed being

in the army and then he came back secretly after the war and hid here for a long time before

(2.). He wanted to be in this country, he wanted to be a citizen

of this country but he wanted to avoid service. He was a very wealthy man - I think eventu

ally he went to jail - in the last ten years didn't he? Served at a prison fort for it.

But he of course would have gladly paid a large sum of money to be excused from it. But he

was not permitted to pay a sum of money. He was sent to orison. If he had broken a traffic

law he would have been fined the same amount that I would be fined. He would simply pay

the money and never even notice the difference. But to some others of us the payment of a

fine might be a much heavier loss to us than a certain amount of time deprived of liberty.

It is a matter on which custom varies but the essential principle that there are conditions

under which a penalty can be transferred is one which is recognized to some extent in all

countries (3.25). And of course it is something which has to be reg

ulated and the atonement does not rest upon a general rinci,le by any means, that any pen

alty can be transferred, not at all. But the penalty can be thought of as distinct from the

attitude of mind, of sin, or the human quality that produced the crime - we do that in all

of our courts, in all of our Jurisprudence. It is a distinct thing and the penalty can under
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certain circumstances, in certain cases it is uossible for it to be transferred - that is
that

recognized in all jurisprudence. And we are noticing now as number E/X The Atonement of

Christ is in some regards very different from any earthly situation. There are circum

stances about it which make it very different from simply a matter of my doing something

wrong and somebody else paying the penalty in an earthly court. There are some very defi

nite unusual features of it - first, that God knows all things and is able to mete out true

justice: second, that man's sin against God deserves eternal suffering; third, that God,the

righteous governor of the universe agrees to permit the transfer in this case: fourth that- --

Christ's bearing of the penalty is entirely voluntary. And this is a matter which should

be definitely borne in mind in this connection. Christ's bearing of the penalty is entirely

voluntary. PeoDle will object to the substitutionary atonement on the ground that it is un

just. It is wrong when someone has committed a crime, to punish someone else for it. We

readily agree that when one has committed a crime, to single out another and punish him for

it would be wrong, would be U unjust, would accomplish no proper purpose. That is the

thing which is often done in war when an army is holding a territory and the Deonle in the

territory injure the soldier. Hostages are seized and often executed. Probably all armies

in the world have done this but the opponents have always objected that it was unjust and

wrong to take individuals and to punish them for the misdeeds of others.UX But this is a

selection by t law of the bishops and forcing upon them a penalty for something they have

not done but others have done. The atonement is altogether different. It is a voluntary

act on Christ's Dart, taking upon Himself the penalty - not an infliction upon Christ of a

penalty which He does not deserve but a taking upon Himself by Him of the penalty which

others deserve. It's a very different thing. That is extremely important - the voluntary

nature of the bearing of the penalty on the Dart of Christ. He says, "1 lay down my life.

No man taketh it from me. I lay it down of myself." He did not owe a debt to the universe

as we do - we who are children of Adam uDon whom death has come for our sins and all of whom

will die if our Lord does not return first. We owe death for ourselves - we cannot give our

lives for anyone else - we owe the debt of death for ourselves. Christ did not owe - he

had the power to lay down His life and the Dower to take it uo. He laid it down voluntarily

on our behalf. Then number 5 is a very important matter in this connection. I Christ
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Christ as Assumed A Unity With His Peenti,t1èng Hi n1,pesent Them, Though Not Impli

cating Him In Any Responsibility For Their Sins. This is a very important matter of it - that

Christ is intimately united with those for whom He died. We are His people and He re-oresents

us. Now this having gotten down to 5, under (e) I'll put three subheads under this - I'll use

Greek letters - small pha His Incarnation Makes. Himne With n .i.t.- He is God and man.

He is one of us. He can represent mankind as being Himself a man. He is one of us, there is

a unity, a general unity of Him with mankind. The Incarnation is essential to the atonement.

But betg- He Has Assumed a Federal Headship Over All Who Follow Him. I Corinthians 15:22

"For as in Adam all die, even so in Christ shall all be made alive." There is a relationship

between Christ and His people very much beyond any relationship that there can be between any

two human beings. He has a federal relationshin to us which He has assumed. John 17:9-12 He

says in His great high priestly prayer - "1 pray for them: I pray not for the world but

for them which thou hast given me: for they are thine and all mine are thine, and thine are

mine: and I am glorified in them. And now I am no more in the world, but these are in the

world, and I come to thee. Holy Father, keen through thine own name those whom thou hast

given me, that they may be one as we are. While I was with them in the world, I keot them

in thy name: those that thou gayest me I have kept, and none of them is lost, but the son

of rerdition: that the scripture might be fulfilled." He speaks of His people, those who

are in Him, as having a unity with Him. He is theft federal head - He has an authority then

to reoresent them. And then we go on to _- He Iq Jgtkrjate1,v United With His Peo-ple.

There is a mystical bond of union between Christ and His eoo1e. We find in the 8crinture

that He sneaks of believers as abiding with Him. He is TVTWM a vine and we are the branches.

We are planted together in the likeness of His death and shall also be in the likeness of His

resurrection. We are bearing about in the body the dying of the Lord Jesus. The life also

of Jesus must be manifested in the body. Paul says, "1 am crucified with Christ.' We are

quicked together with Christ and made to sit together in heavenly places with Christ.

In Philippians Paul prays that we may know the Dower of His resurrection and the fellowship
(life?)

of His suffering, being made conformable to His death. Lu light is hid with Christ in God.

There are many verses which show the close union of believers with their Lord. He is inti

mately united with His people. That's number 5. Number 6-
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This is brought out in Revelations 1:5-6 where the

rayer is made unto"Jesus Christ, who is the faithful witness, and the first begotten of the

dead, and the Drince of the kings of the earth. Unto him that loved us, and washed us from

our sins in His own blood, and hath made us kings and priests unto God and His Father." He

is a divine oerson and consequently the value of His suffering is infinite. We read in

Hebrews 9:28 that "Christ was once offered to bear the sins of many; and unto them that

look for Him shall He apoear the second time without sin unto salvation." Hebrews has a long

section dealing with the efficacy of the sacrifice of Christ. It says in 725 "Wherefore He

is able also to save them to the uttermost that come unto God by Him, seeing He ever liveth

to make intercession for them." And 7:27 -HIM Who need.eth not daily, as those high

priests, to offer up sacrifice, first for His own sins, and then for the people's: for this

He did once, when He offered u Himself." He is a divine person and consequently the value

of His sacrifice is infinite. Number 7-ItIseCULL AdmIt GA Tgjujustice Cannot

rmjt ranser of Penalty Where It Is Felt That This Would Result In An Attitude of In

difference Or Hostility To Law_




End of Record 84
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But we should note that Christ's atonement wins for us, not merely freedom from the penalty

of sin, but also a new nature, growth in grace, and eventual perfection in holiness. That's

a very imDortant noint about this matter of the oossibility of transfer of oenalties. Now

look at the statent - the first part of it said that human justice cannot permit the trans

fer where it is felt that this would result in an attitude of indifference or hostility to

law. Surely that is the reason why,in human justice the transfer of the denrivation of lib

erty is not permitted. A person has committed a crime - he must, himself, serve the time.

But if it's a matter of a fine,somebody else can nay the fine, Now why if somebody else

can pay a fine, can't somebody else take your place in prison. Certainly because it is felt

that this would result in an attitude of indifference or hostility to the law - if a wealthy

person could simply hire somebody else to represent them. And therefore it is this the person

must do himself. Tow of course, as a matter of fact that is just as apt to come in some

cases from a matter of a fine and there are individuals in whom it would be exactly

(3.75) to whom the deorivation of liberty is no penalty at all/but

to whom the money wild be much more of a penalty. But that is the reason surely why we do

not nerrnit it. But in the case of Christ the Scripture never presents the idea that we can
if

nay the oenalty and that/somebody else pays the -penalty, we can go ahead and sin as before.

There's no such thing. Christ's atonement does not win for us merely (l.25)

We are told that he died that whoso believeth on him miEht not perish-but it doesn't stop

there - but might have eternal life. All those who receive from him the relaxation of the

nenalty also receive from Him a new nature. They receive sanctification, they receive

growth in grace, they receive the assurance of eventual perfection in holiness. The atone

ment does not merely win for us the removal of penalty. That is a vital nart, a necessary

part, the first and orimary part without which nothing else can come. But all of the

things we have in the Christian life are the result of the atonement. All of them are won(one?)

for the truth of the Word. of God. In the one you cannot take part without taking the other.

It all comes together and consequently,this reason why we would not readily permit the trans

fer of certain tynes of nenalties from one individual to another, this reason does not apply

here at all. (Student question) Now that is a very, very interesting question. That's more

of a question of inspiration isn't it rather than of atonement? (Further student question)
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to, I dont quite think so. I think that as I Peter says that they to whom was revealed, that

the oronhets oredicted the sufferings of Chr and the glory that should follow and they were

searching into what or what kind of man or time the soirit of Christ which was in them did

signify. I think that they understood a great deal. They orobably understood a great deal

more than we realize. And one thing - they had the background of the sacrifices. They had

the whole extensive sacrificial system which the Lord had introduced and which they had had

for years whereby the guilt was transferred to the sacrificial animal. And the animal was

killed for their sins.And so there are a great many of these concepts which were doubtless

familiar to them directly or indirectly; that is, either ccisciously or to some extent.

Some concepts would be more familiar to them than to us because that had not been continued

in this dispensation. And so we learn the thing directly in reading about Christ where they

had the conceots drummed into theft consciousness week after week. And then Isaiah fit in

with that. Probably the chances are that Isaiah understood a good deal more of what his

Drediction meant than the peonle understood to whom he gave it. But it's hardly likely

he understood all of it. He understood a good bit and the Lord enabled him to go beyond

what he actually understood but orobably some of them understood a great deal and probably

all of them understood some. I don't think that it's simply a matter -now the Lord

conceivably for instance the Lord could give me a formula for an atom bomb which he could re

veal to me and I could write it down with a lot of mathematical and chemical symbols and I'd

have no idea what any of them meant. I could write it down and I could go and take it to a

scientist and he could proceed to make it and I wild just be a telegram, a messenger in the

way, knowing nothing of what it was. Well now the Lord could do that but I don't think that

He did it. I think that in His messages in the oronhets all through the Scriptures they un

derstood a great deal but I do think that He gave them material beyond what they understood

so that there are added things and added understanding that laker ages can get. But the

basic essentials of these I think they did understand. (Student question) Yes, that is an

omniission which I'm not sure any of us can fully understand. It is a point which has been

recognized by the Christian Church right from the beginning - I think by all parts of the

Christian Church - that the sufferings of Christ have a meaning and a significance far be

yond what any suffering by any ordinary human being could. mean. You might say, "What does
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this mean, one man being crucified? Why there were thousands of people who were crucified.

Many, many have been crucified. But Christians from the very beginning have recognized that

in the crucifixion of Christ there's something different, there's something beyond the mean

ing of any human being being crucified. And the reason for that is that He was God - He was

God, He was sinless, He did not deserve to die for Himself. There was an infinite value in

His sacrifice far beyond anything that could he imagined for the sacrifice of (10,

It 13 a mystery - in the atonement there is an element of mystery as there is in all of God's

dealings - but t,articularly nerhans at this noint in the infinite value of the sacrifice.

Well that point 7 then was a rather long one and I think we have considerable evidence on it

in various Scriptural statements. Look at Romans 8:24 where we find that "the law of the

Spirit of life in Christ Jesus hath made me free from the law of sin and death. For what

the law could not do, in that it was weak through the flesh, God sending His own Son in the

likeness of sinful flesh, and for sin, condemned sin in the flesh; that the righteousness

of the law might be fulfilled in us, who walk not after the flesh, but after the Snirit."

In other words - He did not come simply that we might be released from the nenalty of sin and

left exactly as we were. But He came that the righteousness of the law might be fulfilled

in us. He came that we might be not only re.eased from nenalty but that we might be given a

new life, that we might be enabled to walk in the spirit and not simnly in the flesh. U Our

sanctification is a result of the atonement. It is secured by the atonement. II Cor. 5:15

"And that He died for all, that they which live should not henceforth live unto themselves,

but unto Him which died for them and rose again." He did not die that we should simply be

released from the nenalty of sin and let to go and sin over. He did not die that we should

simnly be made like Adam was - innocent but sub.iect to nrobation. He died that we should

live unto Him. We read in Enhesians 5:25-27 -"Christ also loved the church and gave Him

self for it" - why did He give Himself for it? - "that He might sanctify and cleanse it

with the washing of water by the word, that He might present it to Himself a glorious

church, not having spot, or wrinkle, or any such thing: but that it should be holy and with

out blemish." Our sanctification is included in the atonement, not merely our justification.

It is a result of the atonement. It is won by the sacrifice of Christ. Cal. 1:21-22 - "And

you, that were sometii alienated and enemies in your mind by wicked works, yet now bath he

reconciled in the body of His flesh through to present you holy and unbiameable and
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unreproveable in His sight." Not merely to present you unbiameable but to -oresent you holy

and unblameable and unreoroveable in His sight. un the body of His flesh Heath won for you

not only justification but also sanctification. Titus 2:l14 - "Who gave Himself for us, that

He might redeem us from all iniquity, and purify unto Himself a peculiar oeoole, zealous of

good works." And. Hebrews 9:lL - "How much more shall the blood of Christ, who through the

eternal Spirit offered Himself without spot to God, purge your conscience from dead works to

serve the living God?" The blood of Jesus purged our conscience from dead works to serve the

living God.




End of Record 85
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who, is own self, shall bear our sins in His own body on the tree" does not continute that we

shst]dbe free from the penalty - that is true in the vital part but he continues that we being

dead through sin, might live unto righteousness." Our sanctification, our living unto right

eousness is a part of the result of the atonement won for us by the death of Christ on the cross.

And then a sub-noint under this number- a small It Should Also Be Noted That Recention of

"TTY tj1Eftts of Christ's Death lsInseparable From True Repentance on OUJzL

Hereof course we are in the divine sphere, the sphere of God's mysterious dealings. But it is

necessary that one JIM truly repent of the sins for him to be a recipient of the benefits of

the atonement of Christ. And of course that is - I'm sure that many an earthly judge feel

justified in remitting a penalty on assurance of true repentance. I'm sure that many would if

there were some way and I'm sure there is many a case in human justice where a parent has done

much for an erring child and where the judge has felt it proper in view of what the parent has

done to make certain concessions or certain lightening of the penalty with the understanding

that the child also is renentant. Now renentance is not the cause of our forgiveness, not at all,

but it is always there X in those who benefit by the death of Christ. Now that concludes the

discussion of number 6 under E. That is it concludes my nresent discussion of this particular

objection - The Possibility That One Should Bear the Penalty of Another. The atoneinent,like

everything else in the universe,is a divine mystery. There is much that we understand.

But there are in it also certain factors MY" in which we can at least find analogies to human

experience and certain definite differences from human experiences which we can observe and IM

thus see that while it is not something which reason could have worked out and predicted, yet

it is something which we can understand to quite an extent. And then we take up as number 7

this is still under E - the fact that the atonement is subs titutionary - number 7 Consideration

of the Objection That To Allow Our Penalty To Be Borne By Another Is Bound To Result In Disregard

of God's Law. There are those who say that the atonement is injurious in its practical tendencies

that you cannot have holy or righteous or godly or law-abiding people if they believe that all

their sins - past, present and future - have been borne by Christ, that He suffered for them and

we have therefore no penalty to fear, no reason to think that there is danger for ourselves in

it because He bore it for us. This objection then is a very common objection to the substitution

ary atonement - that it is injurious in its practical tendency because it will result in disregard
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for od$s law. And it must be admitted that as a matter of theory it sometimes does result in

such a disregard. There are those who, talking about faith in (od, will speak as if they had

no interest in God's law because Christ has redeemed them from the law, He he saved them from

it and you can get the impression from what they say that they think'We can go out arid live

any way we want. Christ has saved us. There's no penalty on us anymore." But actually true

believers in the substitutionary atonement of Christ do not mean that even though their words

may sometimes give that impression. So point under this is - A_Mattr Of Fact It Has Not

ui Phi Rcgult. The idea that Christ substituted for us, that on the cross He died in our

stead, that He bore our oenalty, has not had this result of leading to disregard for God's law.

As I said, you will find Deoule who will give you that imuress ion the way they talk but that is

not what they mean. It is a misunderstanding. And,as a matter of fact, it's not had this re

sult. A very interesting thing - if you take northern EUTODS - 100 years ago in northern

Europe everywhere that was the picture of the substitutionary atonement, that Jis bore our

sins on the cross, we are free from the Denalty - we live in Him and not trying to follow the

law and avoid infractions of it which wiould send us to Hell if we make them. Whereas in

southern Eurot there has been for the last 300 years an almost comDlete control of that form

of doctrine, which makes salvation not simply a matter of salvation by faith but faith and

works combined. Christ has borne a mart of our sin on the cross but whether we are saved de

mends on how we live now. I've seen magazines out out by Roman Catholics, widely distributed

in this country, with big headlines "Salvation Not By Faith Alone" and of course that is one

of their big arguments that this is immoral, this Protestant doctrine that Jesus raid it all,

"all to Him I owe - nothing depends on how I (8.5) my salvation. It all depends

on what He did on the cross. But the fact of the matter is that you find a standard of

morality in the Protestant nations that is way ahead of that in Romanist nations. Now that

is still true but it was far more true 50 years ago than today when there was far less modernism

in the Protestant nations and the teaching of the substitutionary atonement was much more

widespread than it is today. There is 'plenty of sin in Protestant nations but there is an

attitude of regard/for law far beyond that which you find in the Roman Catholic nations. You

can see the difference when you go into Holland or into Switzerland - I was reading a coucle

of years ago - I was on my way over to Europe and the fellow next to me had a book, "Practical
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Guide to EuroneH or something like that ,written by some American who had travelled around -and

not giving just technical information but giving information which he thought would be helpful

to travellers who wanted to go over and have a good time the way he did. IUXUXU It was a

rather low-tone book - he was telling where you'd find all the fine nightclubs and all that sort

of thing in different countries in Europe. And this fellow next to me happened to be rea&lng

this thing and I sat next to him in the plane and I read some of it. And I read this, "There

are some countries in Europe like Holland and Denmark where the oeoole are so disgustingly

moral that if you were to leave a fifty dollar gold piece on the pavement and go off, you could

come back five years later and find it lying. No-one would have done anything about it except

that the government might perhaps have stationed a soldier there to watch it lest some foreigner

might take it." Now of course that is exaggerated. Nevertheless it is true that XXXXXX you

can feel in those countries, you can feel comparatively safe about your personal belongings.

While fifteen years ago they used to say about Italy that if you were in a comrartment in the

train it was wise to have your window of the compartment onen only a little, not clear down be

cause if you were looking the other way, people had ways of rhing something in and taking

ahold of your suitcase and nulling it out through the window and taking it off. And all visitors

to Italy were warned fifteen years ago not to leave your things around and look away

even for an instant because they were told that someone might take them up and run off with them.

Well now Italy is somewhat better in that regard than it was before, today. And the northern

countries are much less safe than they used to be. But still by and large there is a destinc

tion that there is much less law-breaking in the Protestant countries and a much higher level

of morality on the whole than there is in Romanist countries. As a matter of oractical effect

it has not worked out that way -that the doctrine that you Oust watch how you live because

you will be judged by your works and whether you go to heaven or not denends on what you do

tomorrow or the next day - has not oroduced as high a level of practical decent living as the

doctrine that all our sins, nast, present and future, of those who believe on Christ were laid

on Him and have been borne by Him. Well of course the practical doesn't prove it - it's merely

an interesting point. It is a very interesting -noint. I was much interested, speaking to a

Roman Catholic bishop, when he told me - he was from Ireland, very nice fellow and I just ban

pened to run on to him - I think I swept snow off his front walk or something like that and he
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was rather grateful to me for having done it. And. I haprened to run on to him and we stoiced

and chatted - I needed some exercise is why I did it - but I haDrened to see him and we stoDped

and had a chat. It was very interesting and we talked and he told me how he'd been a student in

Rome years ago - he came from Ireland. And I told him about my student days in Germany. And

he said, "When I was a student in Rome on our vacations we used to make a trip uo to Germany.

How green and beautiful verythin', was. How well kept and how clean't He saidI almost felt

like I was going back to a desert when I went back to Italy." And I thought, as a matter of

fact Italy is every bit as beautiful a country as Germany in every way. But the difference Is

that there has been a standard in Germany which is different from the standard which has been

in Italy or in France -a very different standard. And the standard is purely of the Protestants.

Well we go on from there tomorrow.




End of Record 86
(11/20/57)
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Consideration of the Objection That XXIKXil The Substitutionary Atonement Is Bound To Result In

Disregard For God's Law. We noticed last time small .- As A Matter of Pact It Has Not Had

This Result. And I think we perhaps scent sufficient time on that. And then we might take up

Paul in. Roaag6,. So under b I'll mention 1- The Death of Christ
-_ _AnEygx

Delivers U oOnjFrorn the Penalty of. Sip.Tht_A1sp From Its Paul begins Romans 6

with the words, "What shall we say then? Shall we continue in sin, that grace may abound?"

The English "God forbid." is not a translation but I don't know how to trans

late it so I just gave the Hebrew ."How ridiculous'. Nothing of the kind'."

I don't know how to give it - it's an idiom, not literal certainly. "Let it not be so"

certainly doesn't give any meaning to it at all. "God forbid" doesn't mean we're asking the

Lord to make a special commandment regarding this matter - nothing at all. It's an exclamation.

"How ridiculous'. Of course not'. There's nothing to such a thing= that we should continue

in sin that grace may abound. This is an utter misunderstanding," Paul says. One who truly

believes in Christ, and believes that He bore his penalty, would even think of such a thing

as continuing in sin. The death of Christ delivers us not only from the penalty of sin but

also from its power. Verse 7 - "For he that is dead is freed from sin. Now if we be dead with

Christ, we believe that we shall also live with him." Verse 11 - "Likewise reckon ye also

yourselves to be dead indeed unto sin" - not only dead with the penalty of sin but also dead to

the power of sin - "but alive unto God through Jesus Christ our Lord." Number _2 - God Promises

Victory Over Sin to Those Who Are Saved Through Christ. Paul says in verse 114. "For sin shall

not have dominion over you? for ye are not under the law, but under grace." You're not in a

situation where here is God's law and you must try to keep this law. You do your best but you

can't help it, you stumble, you fall. Let's hope you can work hard enough to succeed. Let's

hope that some time you can work up to the standard that God can accept. That is not your sit

uation. I You are not under law in the sense in which no believer in the Word is ever expected

to be under the law. You are not under law in that sense. You are under grace. Christ has

borne your penalty but He has not merely given you salvation from the -.penalty of sin. He is also

giving it from the power of sin. You are directing yourself to be dead unto sin and you are to

know that it is His will that sin shall not have dominion over you but that He is going to give
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you the victory over it because you are deDendent not on your effort to keep the law but on His

grace. So this was point 2 under b - Paul answers this objection in Romans 6 and then point

The Fact That Christ Bore Our Penalty Does Not Lower God's Standard of Righteousness Rather

Exalts His Justice and His Righteousness We have people say, "Well now yoiXXKAZ don't have

to worry about being good. Jesus has carried the penalty - that's that. Why worry about it?"

You're not to worry about it but you are to recognize that the standard of God's righteousness

is something that He does not do away with. He bears the penalty for you. He does not push

it aside and forget it at all. He does not lower the standard, He exalts it. Point b was

Romans 6 but in this statement we should read again Romans 6:1 and. 2. "What shall we say then?

Shall we continue in sin that grace may abound? God forbid. How shall we, that are dead to

sin, live any longer therein? We certainly, if we truly understand that it was necessary

that He bear such terrible penalty for us, will not think that the law is UXXIXIX shown to be

something light and that doesn't matter, but something that by God's grace we will carry out to

the best of our ability. Romans 3:25-26 -"Whom God bath set forth to be a propitiation

through faith in His blood, to declare His righteousness for the remission of sins that are

past, through the forbearance of God: to declare, I say, at this time His righteousness: that He

might be just, and the justifier of Him which believeth in Jesus." In other words He is just,

He maintains the standard, He exalts the standard - He does not lower it in any way. And of

course Jesus Christ, who bore the penalty for us, shows Hiinself,in His sermon on the mount,

what the standard is in His words about a maxi who looks at a woman to lust after her, a man

who has hatred toward his brother in his hzeart, how guilty he is. How terrible it is that a

man were better to tear off his right hand than to go with his whole body into Hell. He shows

that the standard is exalted by the fact that such a terrible penalty was necessary which we

could not Dossibly pay. We could suffer eternally,as we deserve to, but that would not meet

the penalty. But it was necessary that Jesus, God Himself, should die to bear our penalty.

Then d - The At nnemert Dnee Not Frep Tie Tn (ml 1D1ifln 'T'r, Wc. T,wij Ri,f Aaa,,,.øc.

Our Ultimate Success In Reaching God's Standard of Holiness s Grace. We are not- -----.-- .,--...

striving to keep the law in order that we shall keep from going to Hell - He has borne the

oenalty - but in bearing the penalty, He has made it possible for us to grow in grace so that

we can eventually. Not that we are safe because we (9.). We are saved purely be-
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causWof what e has done. Romans 5:21 - "That as sin bath reigned unto death, even so might

grace reigh through righteousness unto eternal life by Jesus Christ our Lord." Even so might

grace reign through righteousness - the righteousness of Christ is displayed and it will be

displayed in us as He enables us to reach God's (9.5). This is utterly dif

ferent from the Roman Catholic view which holds that Christ infuses righteousness into us and

then that lie sees the righteousness infused into us and justifies us on the ground of that

righteousness which we paform which He has infused into us. He does not save us on the ground

of anything we do, even what He does through use He saves us on the ground of what Christ did.

But as a result of what Christ did, He does give us His righteousness and cause us to go on

from glory to glory as we grow in grace and to know that we will eventually reach the perfect

state of holiness which is His will for us and His desire for us. Then e -.The Atonement Pro

vi the VeryflngstMotive-For Rtteousness Gratitude and Love To Him Who Has Borne /

the Penalty That We Deserve As far as the substitutionary atonement lowering the standards of

righteousness, actually the cerson who is struggling in order to try to save himself, and he

can't possibly do it, does not have near as X effective a motive for seeking to exalt God's

righteousness, as the one who knows how much Christ did to bear his penalty for him, knows

that God Himself suffered and died for us in our stead that we might be saved. He, if he really

understands what Christ has done for him, has a motive for gratitude and love for God and de

sire to do God's will that will produce a standard of righteousness larger than what any de

sire to avoid the cenalty could possibly produce in us. There are two cassages that I would

call attention to in this respect. First from I Corinthians 6:19-20 - "What?know ye not that

your body is the temple of the Holy Ghost which is in you, which ye have of God, and ye are

not your own? For ye are bought with a price: therefore glorify God in your body, and in

your spirit, which are God's. That is, He has caid this tremendous - "ye are bought with a

once" - and therefore if we re&lly belong to Him we will be a glory to Him with our bodies

to the very utmost. And then II Corinthians 5:114-15 - "For the love of Christ constraineth

us: because we thus judge, that if one died for all, then were all dead: and that He died for

all, that they which live should not henceforth live unto themselves, but unto Him which died

for them, and rose again." As far as the penalty is concerned, we are dead. We died with

Him. As far as our trying to succeed in showing a standard of righteousness that deserves
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salvation, we couldn't possibly do it and there's no use trying and there's no need of trying

because He has raid the penalty and provided the grace. But the love of Christ constrains us

that we should live for Him - not for ourselves alone but for Him who died for us and rose

again. I think that those five points - a,b,c,d, and e - pretty well cover this objection

End of Record 87
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Then we go on to f. We have been on e under the nature of the atonement, that it is substitu-

tiotiary. Now DOintf- nher thing about he nturaoL the atonement is one to which we have

already referred as a subooint in connection with an objection under e and yet it seemed more

logical to deal with e first instead of with this.So I enticiDated to this extent that I simply

used it as a subDoint under this objection. But it is a vital point in connection with the

nature of the atonement, a very vital ooint, articonsequently it deserves a seDarate main head

under I -i-- 'h9 Atonement Brings Us Not Only Re.iief F-ro-m_tha. Pna But Also a N_

Nature Growth In Grace and Eventual Perfection In Holiness And for evidence under that,

number 1- God Gave His UI Son Not Merely For the Negative Purpose of Delivering Us From the.

Guilt But To Win Eternal Life For Us The negative purpose is very important. You couldn't

have the positive without the negative. But the atonement Drovides both and this is clearly

stated in many passages. 's rather irnoortant so I want to call your attention to quite a

number of ijassages which deal with it. One of the best known of course is John 3:16 -"He

gave His only begotten Son",not merely "that whosoever believeth in Him should not perish",

not merely that we should be freed from the penalty of sin and not 'nerish, imoortant as that

is, but in addition that we should receive the positive 'blessing "but have eternal life."

And then in John 5:24 -"Verily, verily, I say unto you, He that heareth my word, and 'believeth

on Him that sent me, bath everlasting life, and shall not come into condemnation;" But it doesn't

stop with condemnation - "but is passed from death unto life." In John 6:40 - in fact three

verses in John 6 bring out this thought very clearly - 40, 47, and 51. John 6:40 - "And this

is the will of Him that sent me, that every one which seeth the Son, and believeth on Him,may

have everlasting lifel" 6:47 - "He that believeth on me bath everlasting life." 6:i

(ties it right up with the atonement specifically) - I am the living bread which came down

from heaven: if any man eat of this bread, he shall live for ever: and the 'bread that I will

-give is my flesh, which I will give for the life of the world." This of course is figurative

language. It does not mean that a Driest can change a wafer into the actual flesh of Christ

and we can eat it and therefrom receive eternal life. But what it does mean is that He 11 gives

His flesh on the cross, that He 'pours out His soul unto death, that He renders the atonement

and from it - as a result of it we receive everlasting life. Then John 10: 27-28 - "My sheep

hear my voice, and I know them, and they follow me: and I give unto them eternal life: and
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they shall never perish, neither shall any man pluck them out of my hand." Romans 5:21 we looked

at recently for another subectNIF1for the matter of the righteousness of Christ - but it also

brings out the eternal life.X 5:20-21 - "Where sin abounded, grace did much more abound: that

as sin bath reigned unto death, even so might grace reign through righteousness unto eternal

life by Jesus Christ our Lord." Through the atonement as a result of what He did we receive

not merely remission of the penalty but eternal life. Romans 6:23 - "For the wanes of sin is

death; but the gift of God is" - not simply remission of the oenalty, remission of the death,

but - "eternal life through Jesus Christ our Lord." And Titus 3:5-7 is I think very much in

point here where he says, "Not by works of righteousness which we have done, but according to

His mercy He saved us, by the washing of regeneration, and renewing of the Holy Ghost: which

He shed on us abundantly through Jesus Christ our Saviour; that being justified by His grace,

we should be made heirs according to the hope of eternal life." Through Jesus Christ our

Saviour - as a result of His taking our place, we are saved not merely from the penalty of

sin but also to (through?) the hope of eternal life. That's number 1 under f - now number 2

All the Activities of the Holy Spirit In Us Are the Result of What 'hrist Has Done. We have

many verses about the blessings of the Holy Spirit - regenerating us, sanctifying us, illumi

nating our minds, leading us forward in the work of God. There's much that the Holy Spirit

does for us but all of it has been purchased through the atonement of Christ, through His

death on our behalf. Galatians 3:l3-lL - "Christ bath redeemed us from the curse of the law "

here we have the negative, the penalty bornel - "being made a curse for us" - substituting for

us, taking our curse on Him that the blessing of Abraham might come on

the Gentiles through Jesus Christ; that we might receive the promise of the Spirit through

faith." He became a curse for us, He bore our sins on the cross that we might receive the

promise of the Spirit through faith. All the activities of the Holy Spirit are the result of

what Christ has done - the activities in us that is. Number 3_Christts Death Secured Our

Sanctification as Well As Our Release From Penalty. II Corinthians 5:15 - "He died for all,

that they which live should not henceforth live unto themselves, but unto Him which died for

them, and rose again." His death was in order, not merely that we should be released from

the penalty of sin which He bore, but that we should live unto HimI- in other words, our

sanctification. And this is spoken of not of individuals but of the group of individuals, all
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those for whom He died in Ephesians 5:25-27 - "Christ also loved the church and gave Himself

for it: that He might snactify and cleanse it " - not merely release it from the penalty of

its sins - "with the washing of water by the word, and that He might present it to Himself a

glorious church, not having spot, or wrinkle, or any such thing: but that it should be holy

and without blemish." And then Colosians 1:21-22 - "And you, that were sometime alienated

and enemies in your mind by wicked works, yet now bath Re reconciled in the body of His flesh

through death, to oresent you holy and unblameable and unreproveable in His sight" - that is

both our justification and our sanctification. And then Titus 2:lLs. - here we have the two

aspects, both stressed as the reasons U why he gave Himself for us - "Who gave Himself for us WI

that He might redeem us from all iniquity" - pay the penalty of sin - "and purify unto Himself

a peculiar people, zealous of good works"- that He should redeem us from the penalty but also

He should orovide our sanctification. Hebrews 9:lZ speaks of the saactification very clearly

"The blood of Christ, who through the eternal Soirit offered Himself without soot to God, shall

purge your conscience from dead works to serve the living God." Then I Peter 2:2L refers to

His sacrificial work and to its results,not merely in re&easó1I from penalty but also in posi

tive sanctification - "Who His own self bare our sins in His own body on the tree, that we,

being dead to sins, should live unto righteousness". He bore our sins to redeem us from the

penalty (lL.) that we being dead to sins, should live unto righteousness.

He provides sanctification. You cannot have justification without sanctiflc&tion - the atone

ment of Christ has orovided you both or it has orovided neither. Number L i8 just a sort of a

summary - We Are Not Saved Because We Live Righteousily-We Live Righteously Because We Are

Saved




End of Record 88
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Now we'll go on to g - f took us much less time than e did. G The Atone mentf-That-Ts-2-he

Priestly Work of Christ Includes Not Only His Passive Obedience But Also His Active Obedience.

This was one of the themes on which the late Dr. T. Gresham Machen was meditating in the last

days of his life as he lay sick (1.) He meditated on this and he sent

a telegram to a friend in which he said, "Thank God for the active obedience of Christ. There

was no hooe without it." I think that Dr. Machen had not meditated much on this r,artlcular

theme until within the last few weeks before that and it impressed him with great 'Dower. He

meditated on it on his deathbed. The atonement includes not only His passive obedience but

also His active obedience. Now under that - number ChrIs....Qai Not Only

jve U&1.tarnal Life And.
Deliver Us From the Penalty of Sin But Also/b &LltA..W.t .Iestow kiis own Righteousness Upon Us.

The atonement is very different from the action of a man who goes to a prison and says to a

convict there, "We will forgive you for this crime you have committed. You were sentenced here

for 30 years but we will celebrate the birthday of the king or something else with a general

amnesty and we'll let you go. Here's a new suit of clothes and $10.00 and get out."

very different from that. He does not merely give us release from the penalty but Re ro

vides us a new life. He does not put us in a position where we will immediately fall again.

That is a terrible misunderstanding that has been common in history. Constantine, the Emperor,

though he Dresided at Christian Councils and U took a great part in forwarding the Christian

Church, Dostooned his baptism until the day before his death because he thought when he

actually gives evidence he has become a Christian, he receives the atonement of Christ and all

His sins are forgiven and if he does it too soon, maybe he'll fall into sin again. And he

was afraid of that and thought he was playing safe by oostooing oublicly becoming a Christian

until the very end of his life. That of course is an utter misunderstanding. Christ bears

our sins - test, present, and future - He pays the penalty of all. But it isn't just that He

pays the penalty - it's that He gives us new life, bestows His righteousness upon us.

Number 2 The First Adam Brought Death Upon the Race yjjs Sink çond Adam Rrmigh

Life By His Righteousness. I Corinthians 15:22 makes the comparison - "For as in Adam

even so in Christ shall all be made alive." And. verse 45 says, "And so it is written

first man Adam was made a living soul: the last Adam was made a quickening spirit."

Adam as our reoresentative brought death u-oon us and we have all sinned and we deser
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own sin, that which has come upon us through the sin of Adam. But Christ not only bears the

oenalty but He stands the probation which Adam failed. He obeyed God oerfectly. He Der

formed the perfect life and He gave His perfect life for our sins - and so He brings life(light?)

by His righteousness. Number 3 Our Righteousness Is Rooted In HieRgteousness; His Exiire

Work Is Involved In Our Salvation Though It CeiiteraIn His Death, His death laid the penalty.-------------------------

His death won us freedom from sin. His death won us deliverance from the rower of Satan. But

His life and His righteousness with it, Drovide for us the new life and the righteousness that

is ours by virtue of what He's done. IL.XZ His death is the center but it is not some

thing that stands alone. His whole life - God gave His son and you might say the climax is

His death. But the act of (actual) righteousness of Christ is the vital part. Number U

Actually the Active and Passive Obedience of Christ Cannot Be SeDarated, For Both Are In

volved In All That He Did. This is seen with a little thought that His dying on the cross,

though it's His Dassive obedience, s a part of His active obedience because He subjected

Himself voluntarily to suffering and death. He said, "No man taketh my life from me. I lay

it down of myself." On the other hand it was part of His passive obedience that He emptied

Himself of His divine glory, came down to earth, and lived among the limitations of human

life. His moving about in the form of a servant constituted an important element of His

suffering. And so His active and passive obedience should be regarded as comolementary

parts of an organic whole. "God gave His only begotten Son" - it includes His active

righteousness as well as His passive suffering. itt is all involved in His work for us and

Anselm in His theory of satisfaction, put the stress on the oassive obedience and neglected

the active altogether. But he would seem at that point in his theory to have been at fault

it's not a fault so much at that point as it is inconmlete. The active obedience is

(10.) because He didn't merely deliver us from sin and then leave us to get

along the best we could but He won for us eternal life. He won for us sanctification. He

won for us eventual nerfection and holiness. So much then for g - The Priestly Work of

hrist Includes Not Only His Passive Obedience But Also His Active Obedience. Then h-

TWork of Christ Not Only Puts Us In a Salvable Position_- (Student question) Well

let's change it. Thank you. It isn't very clear. XXXII That particular phrase is used in

many books but it's become old-fashioned now. I think it would make it clearer today to say
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The Work of Christ Not Only Makes Our Salvation Possible, _It Actually Saves Us. That is h, and

the many verses we have looked at I think make this abundantly clear that He came into the world

it doesn't say Its came into the world to make it possible that sinners should receive salvation.

He came into the world to save sinners - that's I Timothy 1:15. Matthew 1:21 - "And thou shalt

call His name Jesus for He shall save His oeoDle from their sins." He saved us from the penal

ty of sin. He saved us from the tower of sin. He did not merely -out us in a position where

we can become saved, He actually saved us. John 10:28 - "And I give unto them eternal life:

and they shall never perish, neither shall any man -Pluck them out of my hand." All of the

phrases XxxXXxXXJOOcXI4,and there are many, are oositile as to what He has done. He has

reconciled us to God by the death of His Son. We are now justified by His blood. Christ

has redeemed us from the curse of the law. In Him we have redemption through His blood, for

giveness of sins according to the richness of His grace. These phrases do not indicate that

obstacles have been removed that stand in the way of making it possible to save us. They in

dicate that we actually are saved through what He did. Now of course this is logically a

(13.75) of the substitutionary atonement. Did He die in order to save us?

His death i not in vain, it's not wasted, it's not thrown away. It is not an exhibition to

the world of how much He hates sin. It is an actual bearing of the penalty, and the oenalty

being borne, we are saved. And His righteousness actually wins for us the eternal life for

which He came




End of Record 89
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dtscusito some extent - in connection with looking at the governmental theory of the atonement

and. we might look at further references on it, but I think nerhaos it is sufficient to bring

out this -point about the nature of the atonement - that it not only makes salvation possible,

it actually saves us. All the -phrases used of it sneak in that way - that He has done it,

that it is comlete, it is accomplished through Him. He has saved us and given us eternal

life through wkt He did. Then we go on to J under the nature of the atonement still. J

The Extent of the Atonement This is a matter of which there has been a gtat deal of dis

cussion, great deal beyond what I think is a necessity. Before Faith Seminary was fc&ded

the year before in the school where I was teadMng one of the students said to me, "No student

is here two weeks but what he has taken a definite position on the matter of the limited atone

ment. That is the big feature of discussion here as soon as a man becomes a student. Do you

believe in the limited atonement? That is the vital question. Within two weeks a fellow

either believes in the limited atonement or he has all the students jumping on him so hard

that he's pretty unhappy there until he comes to a definite feeling on it. Well personally

I do not like that phrase "limited atonement" at all because I think it gives an utterly false

imDressiOn. There is nothing limited about the atonement. But the ohase as used "the

limited atonement" what it means is sim-oly that the atonement is a definite substitttutonary

atonement and is effective for the purpose for which it was given. That's what the term

through
means and I think that much misunderstanding has come/Xthe use of the term that gives an

utterly false impression. Personally I see the need of the use of the term. If we

have a substitutioriary atonement - Jesus died in the niace of those who are saved through Him.

He died in our olace. He bore the penalty of our sins - the nenalty is borne of those for

whom He died. There's nothing limited about it but it is definite in the mind of God for

whom Christ died. "He gave Himself a ransom for many." Through Him are many made alive.

The death of Christ, the atonement of Christ is sufficient for all because He is a divine

being. It is sufficient for all but it is effective for those whom the Father has given

(L.). Those for whom He died are saved through the atonement. They will

be saved. It is enough for us. On the other hand, we do not know who they are. We know that

as a result of the atonement He orovides salvation for them and part of the way He provides

it is to send us as messengers to bring the message and to show them how they can be saved but
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their salvation is assured because He died for them. So the extent of the atonement is suf

ficient for all but it is efficient for those who believe in Christ. It is efficient for

those whose place He took. It is efficient for thoHe loves. Yea? (Student question)

No, I would say the entire atomnent, active and passive, is sufficient for all. But I would

say that it is efficient for those of whom He says, "All that the Father bath given me

(5.) No man can come unto me exceDt the Father ." We know the

Father has given Him a definite number but we don't know who they are. They know that any

one who will come, can. We know that. But we know that God knows who they are that will

and that everyone who will,XAI his sins were borne by Christ on the cross and His righteous

ness is orovided by His righteousness. Well, it's twenty after and maybe we can discuss

this a little further next Tuesday

We began J - The Extent of the Atonement. And under that number 1 Discussion of the-,

ra"Jimited Atonement" which I discussed right at the end of the hour last time and

stated my feeling that it is not a good phrase because it gives a false impression altogether.

I don't like the phrase and I don't like the way in which some people make a sort of a

shibboleth. I think there are those who go to a great extreme on this phrase but I think

that most of those who use it mean by it simoly what the Scripture teaches. I think that

the phrase gives a misunderstanding. And so number 2 -




_e 19 _ _f ist

Secured Justification, Sanctification, and Eternal Life For-His-People. And we have seen

the work of Christ secure justification, sanctification, and eternal life for His people.

Under this small (a It Is Never Stated That It Merelyjakes These Blessings Possible It

Actually Secures Them We've looked at references on this and we have noticed that the

Bible never says that God died in order that we may be out in a position where it would be

oosslble that we should be saved. It says He died that we might be saved. It says the Lord

gave His only begotten son that we might not oerish. I'm going to give two references now

under this head - Romans 5:10 and 19. Romans 5:10 - "For if, when we were enemies, we were

reconciled to God by the death of His Son, much more, being reconciled, we shall he saved by

His life. UXXXKXKX (9. brings up the same idea. We are justified by his

We are saved from wrath through Him. We are reconciled by the death of His son. We shall be

saved by His life. Four different statements there in verses 9 and 10 of this fact. And then
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in verse 19 - "For as by one man's disobedience many were made sinners - and as a result of

Adam's sin we are all sinners. Everyone is a sinner - there is no exceotion. Everyone re

ceived this through Adam - "so by the obedience of one shall many be made righteous." All

those for whom Christ died received the blessings which His death provides for them. And

then Galatians 1:14. - "Who gave Himself for our sins, that He might deliver us from this

present evil world." He didn't give Himself ZXAXX to make it possible that we might find

deliverance from our sins but actually to deliver us from them. And then small (b If He

Died As My Substitute His Death Effectual1rovides for My Salvation Isaiah 53 we will

note two verses.X Verse 5 - "He was wounded for our transgressions, He was bruised for our

iniquities: the chastisement of our neace i's upon Him: and with His strines we are healed."

Not "with His stripes it is made possible that we might become saved" - His stripes save us.

And verse 11 - the last half - "by His knowledge shall my righteous servant justify many: for

He shall bear their iniouities." Their iniquities are laid upon Him. He bears them. They

can't be asked to bear them again - He has borne them. The penalty is paid. The atonement

is made. The salvation is secure. He died as my substitute. His death effectually orovides

for my salvation. Number I There Are




.Whtch Ql.eaily Point Out The SneMf1

and Definite Purooses of the Work of Christ John 17:9 - "I pray for them: I pray not for

the world, but for them which thou hast given me; for they are thine." Jesus prayed for those

given Him. Put down John 17:9 where UX those for whom He died. are called those given Him.

We have already noticed many verse where it says "for many" but here it says those given Him.

Let's look at John 10: And after the references John 10:11, 114-15 - write the words

"His Sheep". He died for those given Kim. He died for His sheep. John 10:11 - 'I am the

good shepherd: the good shepherd giveth His life for the sheer,." Verse lL-15 - I am the good

shepherd, and know my sheep, and am known of mine. As the Father knowethi me, even so know I

the Father: and I lay down my life for the sheer,." Verse 16 continues "An other sheen I

have, which are not of this fold: them also I must bring, and they shall hear my voice:

and there shall be one fold, and one shepherd." He gave Himself for His sheep. Acts 20:28

His church - "Take heed therefore unto yourselves, and to all the flock, over the which the

Holy Ghost hath made you overseers, to feed the chruch of God

End of Record 90
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which e hath purchased with His own blood." It's His church, the church of God which He has

purchased with His own blood. And then Ephesians 5:25-27 put ditto marks under "His church" -

"Husbands, love your wives, even as Christ also loved the church, and gave Himself for it: that

He might sanctify and cleanse it with the washing of water by the word, that He might present

it to Himself a glorious church, not having spot, or wrinkle, or any such thing; but that it

should be holy and without blemish." So He died in order to sanctify and cleanse the church,

to make it holy. This is what He does through His death - He does it for His church.

Matthew 1:21 - Mary is told that"she shall bring forth a son, and thou shalt call His name

Jesus: for He shall save His people from their sins." His eople - those whom He will save,

those for whom the atonement is. Then Romans ":32-34 - "He that spared not His own Son, but

delivered Him u for us all" -what is the "us all"? Does "us mean all men? Does it

mean all peole who live? "He delivered Him u for us all, how shall He not with Him also

freely give us all things? - those for whom He delivered Him uo then He will also freely give

all things. But who are they - it continues -"Who shall lay any thing to the charge of

God's elect?" He gave Himself for His elect. Now in the English version the Dunctuation is

very unfortunate here. At the end of verse 33 there's a oeriod where there should not be,

but a comma or a semi-colon. "Who shall lay any thing to the charge of God's elect? It is

God that justifieth. Who is lie that condemneth? It is Christ that died, e rather, that is

risen again, who is even at the right hand of God, who also maketh intercession for us."

For whom? For God's elect. No-one can lay anything to their charge because Christ has borne

their penalty on the cross and they are, therefore free from the enalty of sin. Now that was

number 3 - There Are Many Passages Which Clearly Point Out the Specific and Definite Purposes

of the Work of Christ. And we looked at 2 before that seeing how this is a natural and in

evitable corollary from the fact that He actually bore the penalty - His death actually saves.

It doesn't merely make salvation possible. And the fact that it is a substitutionary atone

ment - that He actually bears our penalty - of those who are given Him of the Father, those

who are His sheep, who are His church, those who are His people, those who are His alone.

Now a problem arises so we take number 14 Passages Which Use Terms Which Seem All-Inclusive,

Must Be Interpreted In the Light of These Passages With More Specific Terminology. Under this

small a-Some_Passages




Je_thai1rd"A1l". There are some passages which say that Christ
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died. for Hail" men. Look at Romans 5:18 - "Therefore as by the offence of one iudgment came

upon all men to condemnation: even so by the righteousness of one the free gift came upon

all men unto justification of life." So we note numberflnnder a - ____

Provided Salvation for Every Individual Then All Would Be Saved. This the Bible does not

teach. TiiiXIIM1 There are clear teachings in the Bible that there are those who are eventu

ally lost. The fate of them is described. It is made clear that some go one way and some go

the other way. And so we cannot take this in the sense that He saves all. And then number (2)

Sometimes "all" Means "all who are in Christ" as in Romans 5:18 and I Corinthians 15:22. Now

I Corinthians l:22 is a parallel of this which we just looked at - Romans 5:l. All people

are Adam's oeoDle since we are physically descended from Adam. All those whom God has given

to Christ are Christ's, represented by Him in (9.25). I Corinthians 15:22 is

a parallel to this - "For as in Adam all die, even so in Christ shall all be made alive." You

can take these phrases and say that He died for the church, that He died for His elect, that

He died for those whom the Father has given Him, but not for the world. You can take these and

you can take these others that say that all A1 men are alive with Him and you can find a con

tradiction. But you have to fit them together, fit them into the teaching of the Scriture

as a whole and see that there's no contradiction. Yes? (Student question) There are those

who take it that way in this -narticular case - in Romans 5. But in this case there are those

who take it that way though there are many who take it the other way. Now of course if it were

taken that way then it would not be an argument at all for the atonement referring to all. But

if you took it the other way then (ii.) I think it's dif

ficult to know on that because we made alive here - it's pretty hard to consider the resur

rection Is he not here discussing actually the

resurrection , the glorified body which they are given. The

lost are resurrected and I would think that while it is true

that they for their judgment, I question whether that would be being

made alive through Christ as if as a result of His death they would receive this resurrection

unto judgment. I think we could spend a long time on the Drecise meaning of the particular

verse. I incline to think that here in this verse it refers to the blessings which Christians

have rather than something that comes to all. But certainly if it refers to Christians
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it means all who are (12.) And if it refers to all then it doesn't

affect our oresent question of a definite nature. Yes? (Student question) He orovided sal

vation for those who are saved. Those for whom He orovides salvation are saved. He did not

orovide it for those who (Student question) I would say

that those for whom He orovides salvation will receive it - those whom He represented on the

cross, those in whose stead Re died are not put in a position where if they will accept, they

will be saved - but they are saved. They are saved through wk&t He did and He gives them

the gift of faith in order that they may aooroach Him that which (l3.7

There's no where it says they are simply out in a savable position but it says they are saved.

He died to wash those whom the Father has given X1i Him

(Student question) that they would be saved if His death oro

vided salvation for it. You mean that conceivably everybody might simply have rejected Him

and nobody would be saved though He bore the penalty on the cross.

End of Record 91
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His death Drovides salvation, that He bore the oenalty on the cross and the renalty is paid.

And it cannot be -Paid twice. It is raid. He secured forymsalvation from the Denalty,

freedom from the penalty arid secures for them justification. And all the blessings we have

the gift of the Holy SDirit - was secured for us by His death on the cross. He Droviô.es them

for us through His death on the cross. It is raid

Yes? (Student question) Yes, it is the Lord's desire that

But He has provided for those for whom Christ died. And He is not slack concerning

His promise. He will give them time to come to it. And there may be some who don't come to

it till the last day of their life, who seem to be incorrigible. But if they are those for

whom He died, they will come to it. (Student question) That is sort of like the question

is it Dossible for God to make a stone so big, He can't lift it? It is Dossible for Him to

make it but it is possible for Him to lift it. God has given us salvation through what Christ

did but hrist gives the salvation. (2.5) It Is He that gives it. And

He has borne the cenalty. Our sins were laid upon Him. He won't ask us to bear them over

again. If they're laid on Him, they're laid. They are taken. Yes? (Student question) You

mean that it's entirely dependent on me whether that person is saved or not? But you mean

in all cases (3.25) So the Door fellow's lost where if you'd been

more obedient he'd be saved. And God was this DurDose? (Student

question). There are two facts in the universe we can't deny. There is the fact that God

controls all things. God has established, ordained, and controls all things and we can't get

away from it. There is the other fact that our resDonsibiity is not imagined. It is real.

Our sin is our own fault and we deserve Denalties for it and when we do what is wrong it

brings harm that lasts through all eternity. Both are true. Now exactly how they fit to

gether, we will probably be able to see when we are where we can have a wider vision. But

in the condition of human life, we see these phases, we don't see the whole ptture. But both

phases of the Dicture are clearly taught in the Scripture. It is clearly taught that He gibes

Jesus Christ certain ones and those Jesus Christ saves - that's clearly taught. It is also

clearly taught in Scripture that everyone has a resnonsibility to renent and to come to the
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Lord and. that no-one can say, "Well, I can't re-ent because He doesn't (5.)

If one has responsibility, has opportunity, and he works through men and exnects us to get

(Student question) No,we must study the Scriptures through and

reach a conclusion as to what we find And I have taken quite a bit of time

dealing with what will be number 2 here and I thought I -oresented sufficient evidence to show

now it is true, not everyone accepts it. It is TI1 true not everyone does and we could spend

a semester But I presented evidence which seems to me

sufficient to establish a here under 2 - It Is Never Stated that Christ's Death Makes These

Blessings Possible But That It Actually Secures Them. b - It Is Clearly Taught In the Scrip

ture That He Died As My Substitute. My sine were laid upon Him. Well if we accent those

two - that my sins were laid on Him specifically and that His death secured, doesn't tmake a

iDotential thing which may or may not he taken, but which rays the enalty for hos sins which

are laid uon Him, that it orovides that the active and rassive obedience of Christ together,

the work of Christ, provides His , provides sanctification , it orovides

glorification and all is what He has earned for us and nothing X'I for which we deserve

credit because it's something we've done. If that is the case then those for whom He died

inevitably receive the result of the death. The debt is paid. They can't be asked to Day

it again. Number 2 you see is based upon material which I took quite a while going into

and it Is true we could spend a semester on It. There are those who don't accent it, there

are many who do. And I thought we gave enough evidence to nrove it but I just don't know

how much further it's worth taking our time to go - if that evidence doesn't suit. On the

other hand that evidence may he in your notes and not fresh in the minds of some of you.

And it's just a question whether we should go back to those ooints now and take more time

on them or whether we should ask you to look them over in your notes and possibly have a

discussion on it sometime later. But if those are oroven - now as to this particular point

we're at now -the point you raised wasn't a Doint on whether these are proven but as to the

logic of our oresent situation. And our oresent situation is that our second ooint here is

an induction from material at which we have looked at the evidence quite considerably. Now

our th±td point was to point out that there are a number of passages which fit right in witC
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this deduction There is that which fits right with this - "He died for many" ,"many are made

righteous" "His work was for those given Him", "for His sheep " , "for the cleansing of His

church" "to save His people" "to bring (9.). There were those. Well

then I noticed in number L. that there are also certain passages in which it says He died for

"all men" or "for the world" and my question was - do these passages contradict the oassages

in three but do they show that the logic in two is not right. It is two that establishes

rather than three or four. Two,I feel establishes. Three, I feel is a number of massages

which fit in with it. And four, is a number of passages which seem at first sight to some,

not to fit in but which I think we have to examine and see whether actally they need to re

fer to it in such a way as to contradict that which two, seemed to me to Drove. That, as

I understood Mr. Bixier's question was a question as to the logic at this point. I'm saying

well now here's 3 - these are a number of statements which say He died. for the church, He died

for His elect. Now in Li we've got some passages which say He died for all men, He died for

the world. Well are we going to stand on 3 and exnlain away L or are we going to stand on Li.

and exDlain away 3? But I don't think we should explain either one. I think we shonid take

what we noticed under 2, which we've already examined, with, I think, proof and aay that in the

light of that the statements in 3, most of which simply sneak of the church and don't speak

of the other. One of them does - He says, "I pray notfor the world but for those I was given."

But most of the rest, they don't say, "He died for His church, He didn't die for the rest of

the people." It doesn't say that. It says He died for His church. If it said, "He died for

His church. He didn't die for the rest of the peoole," why that would orove it clearly. But

He doesn't say that. But He says He died for His church. There's the one statement, "I

pray not for the world but for those I was given." But it's only one - the rest of them are

a statement of specific individuals. And there are a number of these. Well, those statements

are not exclusive so on those alone I wouldn't build it. But I say they fit in to the argument

which I think the second makes clear based upon the (ii.)

And then the fourth is that there are statements which might be interpreted in a different way.

Well if you accept that it is taught in Scripture, that His death saves, not merely that it

makes it -mossible to be saved - then if He died for all it means all are saved. And that

would contradict which teaches that there are those
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It would contradict that. And that in each case where (11.5) in

the context there is another reason to I thoroughly

agree with you that we must be very careful not to select certain statements in the Scrinture,

build something on it and then exolain everything else away in line with it. I don' t t'nnk we

should do that. It is true there are many people who say, take some words from the ScriD

ture-here is what this is. Now explain everything else away." Others say, take some

thing here and now explain everything else away." I think we must be very, very careful not

to do this. And I would feel very bad if I thought I had done it. But I don't think I have.

(Student ouestion) Well, now that is a very good question. That is a question relating to

election and I think we should take it u-n under that head. But our present head is not the

matter of on what basis (12.5) but the matter of certain RIM

He has selected certain ones and for them Christ died. Now does

He select them because in His own good pleasure, for reasons sufficient to Himself which He

has not fully revealed to us, He seleóts them? Or does He select them because He sees some

merit in them on the grounds of which He selects them? Now that's a question important and

vital but a question I'd rather not go into at this -ooint. But at this ooint what 'm trying

to say is that He has selected certain ones and that He died for many. He died for His church.

He died for those whom God had given Him. There are definite individuals whose sins were

laid upon Him. (Student question) There are individuals whose sins are not laid upon Him.

There are many such. But no-one can s, "My sins were not laid upon Him. I cannot accept

Him and be saved." Anyone who accepts Him and is saved-that is proof that their sins were

It is not an excuse for anybody nor an excuse for any of us not to give the Word to anybody,

nor an excuse for any of us to ston giving the Word. Because we may give the Word repeatedly

over and over 4o somebody and then maybe just like a stone wall and we get nowhere with them

for twenty years. And then finally the light dawns and they see the truth and they accent

the Lord and they are gloriously saved - but aod knew that from the very beginning. Their

sins were laid uoon Christ and their salvation was certain. But we don't know who they are

And on the other hand there are people who seemxso (l4..5) that it looks

to us as though all we had to do was go and give them the message and they will accent it.
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And they're very, very responsive up to a oint but they never actual1: accept God and they

are lost. And we can't tell who they are. But that I was

(Student question)




End of Record 92
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student question) No, that is to say wants sufficient

that it could have - well, it certainly is sufficient that it could atone for anyone

and whose sanctificá4ion is secure (Student question) "Whosoever

will" is saved - that's clearly taught in the Scrioture. But God knows whosoever will - in

fact He gives them the oower to do it. (Student question) Yes, it is a possible blessing

to everyone who believes but it is a definite blessing to those for whom Christ died. And

as a result of His death they The Holy Spirit is given

(Student question) It doesn't merely make them oossible, it makes

them actual - it saves. He doesn't die so that if they will do something, they will be

saved. He died so that they were saved -the whole world of believers is saved. (Student

question) Exactly, exactly. We are to take all the facts given in the Scripture and be

lieve them even though we don't see how they fit together. Just like somebody 500 years ago

might read that they threw Jezebel out the window and she fell down. So he says anybody who

comes out of a window, they fall down. And on the other hand he might say, "The Scrioture

nowhere says the earth is flat. The statements fit in with its being round. I believe it

is round. Well, I believe the world is round and the underneath peoole fall down. It's

round and somebody's on the other side and they fall down




(3.5) He couldn't see how

they could possibly fit together. He thinks they would fall off if they were on the bottom

side as you certa4nly will be if instead of standing on too of an airplane you stand on the

bottom of it - you'd fall off. But Sir Isaac newton discovered the orinciple of gravitation.

And once we have the principle of gravitation, these two apparent contradictions are seen to

us not to contradict each other at all. And we do not have available to us the full orinci'Dles

or full data to see how everything fits together. But when we fire something clearly taught

in the Scripture we should say well if it's clearly taught, if it's definitely there, we'll

accent it and stand by it. And we will believe - of dourse if we see two things that seem to

contradict we won't just take them immediately. We'll look closely to be sure we're right

in taking them. But if we're sure they're both right, we will then say there is a principle

which will explain how these can both be true with no contradiction. The fact that I don't
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know it today doesn't mean that somebody might not conceivably find it in the Word some time

next week. But we can be quite sure God will reveal it to us in eternity in any event. But

they're both taught in the ScriDture. We stand on them. We believe in them. (Student

question) All right we'll change that. Thank you. Passages Which Use Terms Which Seem

All-Inclusive May Be InterDreted In the Light of These Passages With More SDecific Terminology

number 4. The Statement as I made it is susceptible of misinterDretation. I am very glad

Mr. McGill called attention to that. You take a statement in the Scripture and it says

something. You take another and it seems to say the oDnosite. Now I mustn't say, "This is

said. This must be interDreted to fit that." No, I might just as well say, "That is said.

This must be interoreted to fit that." I mustn't do that. But I must take all the statements,

see exactly what they ate and see the nossibilities. And then if I find two contradictory

facts taught in the Scripture clearly taught, I will say they're both true - XXAXX there's

a principle by which they can both be true. I don't know what it is. But what I'm saying

here is that the fact of man's responsibility is clearly taught in ScriDture. The fact that

every man has the ocoortunity of believing and that we reject Him - we reject Him and we de

serve condemnation for rejecting Him - that is clearly taught in the Scriotures. But it is

also clearly taught that He died for those whom His Father gave Him. And His death took their

sins ucon Him and bore them - that is clearly taught. Well then when I find a verse which

seems to deny this and say He didn't simol: die for those who were saved b it, but He died

to bring salvation to everybody, I'd say let's examine those facts and see whether it is pos

sible entirely fairly to interoret them in such a way that there's no contradiction. And I

shouldn't have said "must" here - I should have said tyI because what I mean by it is not,

"I'm going to oroceed to make these fit but what I mean is I'm giving a conclusion from an

examination." That on examining these XXX! phrases I find that when it says as in "In Adam

all died, in hrist shall all be made alive" that it is not at all unreasonable to say that

means all who are in Christ, not lust all who were everywhere. There are reasonable ways

of interreting which (7.5) So I think the "may" makes XX a definite

improvement and I am very glad you called attention to a cossible misinteroretation of my

statement, cerhaos an almost inevitable TI iAzxxI misinteroretation of it which I think

is avoided by making it "may" instead of "must". And someone else here had a point they
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wanted to raise and I think we could have one more before we quit for today. If we don't,

I'll give the next point. Number 2 was that gometimes the"all" Means "all who are in Christ" -

as in Romans 5:18 and I Corinthians 15:20 and(3 is, Sometimes the "all" Means "all classes of

men" as in Titus 2:11. This is a very important teaching that I think the Lord wants to

stress. The fact that all classes of men can he saved - "For the grace of God that bringeth

salvation hath appeared to all Well now we know it's not all men who have heard the

doctrine gospel. We know that not all men receive the grace of God. But all kinds of men

"He so loved the world that whosoever believeth on Him" - He didn't just love the rich eo

Die, He didn't just love the poor people, He didn't just love the kings, He didn't just love

the beggars, He didn't just love the intelligent, He didn't just love the unintelligent,

He didn't just love the red, He didn't just love the yellow - there is no Dartictiar difference

of tyre, of class, of racial background, of national characteristics, of language - there is

nothing like that which has anything to do with this question of whether one is one of those

for whom Christ died. All types of men can receive the Gospel and He died for all tyres of

men. He died for all men - not just for Jews, not just for Greeks - but from all these classes

He died for those individuals whom the Father gave Him. Well we continue there this afternoon.

We were looking at number (Li.) Passages Which Use Terms Which Seem All-inclusive May Be Inter

preted In the Light of These Passages With More Specific Terminology. Now we had quite a dis

cus*ion of the logical relationship of these -points and I think our discussion was

(10.75) because I believe that it is extremely vital that we do not get a hobby

take an idea out of a few verses of Scripture and twist all Scripture into conformity. Now of

course it is true that in a class like this it is impossible that we look at all the Scripture.

We just haven't got time. 1K I wish we could go through theology the way they do in the Nether

lands where they start in at the beginning and they take everything on the subject that they

are familiar with. At that rate, instead of our scnding a month on the atonement, we would

have spent two or three years on it. And if you. happened to be here during those two or

three years you realli understand the atonement. That is, you'd understand it a lot better

than I understand it now because I out no three years' study on it. We'd all understand it

much better but the rest of theology you get from reading a textbook and taking your examina

tion on it. And we would not discuss it in class. We can't do that. We have to cover the
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whole field in class. And consequently I have to try to select the evidences that I think

are most vital and I have to summarize material so often and I cannot go wholly into any subject

that we take up. And I have gone much more fully into this than we will he able to go into

most subjects because it is very vital and very important. But we must never twist or inter

pret any passage to fit our idea of another . When two seem to contradict each other in any

way we must find out whether we have here a real contradiction that is anTnrent to us, which

means there's another Drinciple we don't know that exDlains how they're both true, or whether

it is necessary for us to interiret some nassages in such a way as to fit with that which

seems to be taught in others. And of course that is very, very often the case. It's true

in anything that you deal with - that you find statements which taken by themselves would re

verse everything else. But you take those statements and you study them in the light of

context and see what they're oresenting and you find they have a very real our

nose and XXi(M! are very important in the light of context but that you can't take them out

of their context and draw conclusions from them that contradict everything that's different.

And so what I meant to say in this fourth one is that there are nassages which sneak of the

Lord giving His life for the world and the Lord bringing about,through what Christ did, the

salvation of all men. And these nassages we must see whether they contradict the strong ev

idence that we looked at that the atonement saves only Dart of mankind rather than all of

mankind. And if so, how are these passages interpreted. And so we notice that some passages

use the word "all" and (l)If This Meant to Provide Salvation for Every Individual Then All

Would Be Saved And This The Bible Does Not Mean (2) Sometimes the "all" Means All Who Are In

Christ as in Romans 5:18 and orobably also in I Corinthians l:22 and .jSometimes the "all

Leans "all classes of men" as in Titus 2:11. Now we could soend more discussion on the few

nassages that sneak of "all mend in connection with the atonement but I think it would be

better that we go on to the larger class of oassages which uses the word "world". There are

comparatively few that sneak of "all men" but there are quite a number that sneak of the World.

And so we will look at these passages - that's - S a.aags us _t ld". And I

want to give you these oassages. John 1:29. Suonosing I just dictate the references and you

write them down and then I'll read them. Write the references first if you would. You might

write them in columns so that you could.

End of Record 93
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Those passages which use the word "world" and there are some things that we shontd note about

this. Number 1 -The Word "World Has A Variety of Meanings And When Used Of Men Does Not

Always Include All Men. We take the Scripture here, we believe this Word is true , this Word

is absolutely free from error, whatever is taught there we can believe. But that does not

mean we can take any three words or any three verses and we can say, "Listen to these words,

take these words by themselves in the most literal fashion and that is God's truth." Words

are instruments to express ideas. God has kept these words free from error which means that

these word,reasonably interoreted, are free from error. It does not mean that these words

are magical words which have a potentiality which no words have in any language of being taken

just absolutely by themselves without interoretation and necessarily giving God's (2.)

When we find a word in Scripture we must see how is the word used in the Scripture and this

word "world" we is used in the Scripture in a variety of ways but if someone says it says

"world" and that means every living human being - well, the question is, is that the way the

Scripture uses the word "world"? Luke 2:1 - "It came to pass in those days, that there went

out a decree from Caesar Augustus, that all the world should be taxed." The Scrioture says

"all the world should be taxed" but what they mean is all the Roman world because anybody with

any education would know that there were barbarians to the north whom Caesar Augustus never

dreamed of taxing. He had no aporoach to them to tax them. He had armies un there to hold

them back from overrunning his emnire. And everybody knew that to the east there was a grerit

Parthian Empire which the Romans had tried to conquer and had failed. And there were even

those in the Roman Enmire who said, "Rome is a great land of riches but the Parthians are the

people of strength. They are the powerful soldiers." Well actually I don't think they were

nearly as powerful as the Romans but they were a long ways from Rome and when Rome tried to

overcome them Rome failed and Rome never did conquer the Parthians. It was a large - not as

large as the Roman Empire - but a large, highly civilized emoire covering most of the area

which had formerly been held by the Persians and also a portion of India. Educated Romans,

Roman officials were well aware of the existence of the Parthians. They had a long line of

fortifications extending many hundreds of miles which was watched for any attempt of the

rthians to attack their region. And they never, exceot on one or two occasions when they
were driven back with terrific loss, crossed over that in order to try to conquer the arthians.
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They well knew that the Roman Empire was not the whole world. But the Scrioture says that

the decree went out that "all the world should be taxed". It uses the word in that

sense - for the world as known to these people who were in the Roman Empire. The word is

used in John 1:10 where we have a very interesting statement about Christ - "He was in the

worx1MThw!JX- well certainly you can make the world there be Bethlehem or Palestine

or Asia or this whole globe or all the planets and stars there are because He was in this area

however big you wanted to make it - "He was in the world, and the world was made by Him"

there you could make it all this universe - "and the world knew Him not.', Well, the world

didn't know Him but there certainly were individuals that knew Him. When He was a little

babe they took Him to the temple and a man and a woman, each of them came and praised God for

permitting them to see Him, permitting them to live to that wonderful da when they would see

Him. There were individuals, a fairly sizable number of individuals who knew Him but it is a

true statement that "the world knew Him not". It does not mean every single individual in the

world did not know Him. Acts 11:28 - "There stood un one of them named Agabus and signified

by the spirit that there should be great dearth throughout all the world" which is doubtless

the Roman Enmire. Wheliher it was in America at that time we don't know. I don't think the

Scripture means to say. In Acts 19:27 they said "the great goddess Diana,..............

whom all Asia and the world worshippeth." Now of course this is (6.)

honors of Diana so we need to be too much concerned with the fact that they said the

whole world. It was an exaggeration on their part but in 2L:5 they said about Paul that he was

a pestilent fellow, and a mover of sedition among all the Jews throughout the world" and Paul's

missionary work was very fine but that certainly was an exaggeration. There again it's un

believers talking, just quoted.XXXCXxxIX But Romans 1:8 is Paulihimseif speaking.

That is not the word quoted from some unbeliever. This is what Paul says and Paul is writing

to Romans and he says first, "I thank my God through Jesus Christ for you all, that your faith

is spoken of throughout the whole world." What does Paul meanlwhen he says at this early

time that the faith of the Romans is sookex of throughout the whole world? I'm sure many of

the Roman Catholic leaders would be hapoy today to say the faith of Rome is known throughout

the whole world. But I'm sure that's not what Paul meant. Paul meant here in Rome there

was a little group of Christians which was very widely known. There were certainly many,
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many who had never heard of them in the Roman Empire, had no idea there were Christians in Rome.

And there were many who had no idea there were Christians anywhere. Probably the greater part

of the individuals in the world had no idea that Christianity existed then - it's spoken of

throughout the whole world. And there were many, many sections of the Roman Empire where

there was no Christianity at all. And there were doubtless many Christians who no idea there

was a church in Rome. But Paul says, your faith is spoken of throughout the whole world" and

be means there are many, many places in the world to which the word of the constancy of these

Roman Christians has penetrated. Then in Colossians 1:6. There Paul says, "It is come unto

you, as it is in all the world; and bringeth forth fruit, as it doth also in you". He says the

Gospel is come forth as it is in all the world. There are some who say Christ can't come back

until e get the Gospel to all the world and therefore if you want to bring Christ back In the

imoortant thing is to find out some nation that doesn't now have the Gospel preached and if we

get it to that nation, maybe then every nation will have it and He will come back. I think a

better way to say it is that when the total number of those whom God has elected to salvation

have been saved, then He will come back. But no human being knows what that number is or who

those individuals are. Where God has commanded us to preach the Gospel we'll be oreaching

but I don't think we can hasten the day when the Lord will come back. But this says that it is

in all the world that the Gospel has come,right in the day of Paul. Now some say, "No, that's

an error. It means it's destined to come to all the Well if it is destined to come

to all the world it does not mean surely that evry individual in the world is going to accent

the Gosoel or even that he's going to hear the osoe1. Because there's never been a generation

yet in which half the individuals have actually heard a reasonable oresentation of the meaning

of the Gosoel. I doubt if a fourth of those living in the world today have heard it. "It is

come unto you as it is in all the world." Now when this term is used of men exclusively, it

doesn't always include all men. I have a number of references here some of which it very

clearly can't denote all men. Let me just give you these references without reading them

John 7:4W, Join 12:19, John 114.:22, John lP:20, Roins 11:12 and 15. I think the evidences of

this will show that the word doesn't necessarily mean every individual in the world.

But I want to go on to number(t)here under B -If It DidIMa.nL]J.Jn In the 1iriW Most

Literal Sense Then All Would Be Saved And This The Bible Does Not Teach. And we look there
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at John 6:33 and 51. I believe I've already mentioned that verse when we first read you the

verses in this connection. John 6:33 - "The bread of God is He which cometh down from heaven,

and giveth life unto the world." John 6:i - "1 am the living bread which came down from

heaven: . . . . . . this is my flesh, which I will give for the life of the world." If it

meant x1 every individual in the world here it would mean that Christ actually saved all man.

That is held by some T3niversalists but by very, very few of them, comparatively few of them.

Number 35ornettmesItProbably Means the World of Believers I would not dogmatically say

that's what it means in John 3:16 but I think there is at least a possibility that that is

what it means there - "For God so loved the world" - not that He so loved those who will be

finally impenitent XXXIXX, not that He so loved/the lost, not that He so loved the physi

cal asDects of this world, but that He so loved the world of believers "that He gave His only

begotten that individuals out of every tongue and tribe and nation, every background,

every tyne of person, individuals whom He loved would be saved. Now I don't say that that's

necessarily in this narticular verse but it's at least possible. Number ]- Sometimes It

Me-- Some Out of All Nations "For the life of the world" He gave His flesh - not for the

life of all the Jews. Not for the life of some of the Jews but for the life of some from

every nation without distinguishing - from every tribe, from every (12.75),

from every background, from every . God is no resnector of persons in

these regards. His Gospel is intended for the whole world - not in the sense that every in

dividual in the world is going to receive it, but that there are no barriers to its receint

and it is His intention, He has selected individuals. I don't suppose there ever was a town

of any size in the world's history in which every individual was saved. I'm not at all sure

there ever was a church of any size in which every individual was a saved nerson. But God

has chosen some but He has chosen some from every hackground,from every gro and He wants us

to work and extend it as widely as possible but I don't think He ever gives us the reason.JC

VXXXIOM (13-50)

take one town, one church, one community, one countrand to make every individual

a Christian because there will be those who will refuse and there will be those who will be

saved. That is the experience of mankind. Number 5 is a noint which I have not come across

in any theology book into which I have looked. That doesn't mean you won't find it in some
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because I find, that most of the good ideas that I come across somebody had thought of them be

fore and (lL.) but very often I have not myself come across

tahem. But I think this is worth mentioning - That Sometimes It May Be Used To Point Forward

To Time When All Living On Earth Will U 1116tX Belong To Chrj. It is His will that

all the world shall be saved. Does it in some cases point forward. to that wonderful day

which is coming when no man will say to his neighbor

God desires to redeem




End of Record 94
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point forward to a time when all living on earth will belong to Christ. You notice I have not

in this auestion gone into the matter of whether that time will be reached by the nreaching of

the gospel, so that every individual will accept it, and the whole world will be Christian,

or whether it will be reached in some other way. I have very definite ideas on that question.

But I would say this that such a time is to he and that when it is, it will be definitely a

result of the atonement - something that is won through the work of Christ. Number I

SsoBe Noticed That Even Unbe1jeveraenefit By the -Better Conditions Which the Atone

men Prooduced In This World. That should be noticed - that even unbelievers benefit by the

better conditions which the atonement Droduces: that is, by the injury done to Satan, by the

decrease of Satan's Dower, and by bringing into existence throughout the world individuals

who have a standard which they have learned to (1.75) in their relations to

each other and in their relation to , to outsiders. And if you

want to see evidence of that just compare the countries in which the Gospel has been widely

proclaimed and those countries in which it has not and see the different situations. Of course

I have given the illustration several times about the countries of northern Euro - the

Protestant countries, how much safer one is leaving things around and how much less there is

of sneak thievery and that sort of thing or at least used to be until comnaratively recently

when things started changãg. I think three days ago I might have said. that you could make

a definite statment that the countries where the Gospel is Dreached, widely oreached, things

are much safer than elsewhere. But I have read a story in the last few days thatommunist

China you can leave your belongings anywhere and no one will touch them. And so we have

I think a condition,if that is true, a condition where there is a safety in some regards

suoerlor to what we find in most countries. But I'm sure that that is so as far as the

hatiness of the peo-nle is concerned. It is far more than overbalanced by the danger which

every (3.25) has from the arbitrary KXXKXIAX attitude of the tyrannical

masters of . And if that tyranny is so strong that it can drive eoole to

the ooint where they do not dare indulge in sneak thievery, it is not comparable actually with

the sort of safety that you get from having Christian people. And this is something that the

whole world benefits by. Well let's take iiw V - An Objection To The Particularity L.he-

Atonement Has Been Drawn From Romans l14.:15 and the parallel passage- in I Corinthians 8:1L.
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They seem to say that one for whom Christ died might be lost. Now in Romans 1L:15 we read,

"But if thy brother he grieved with thy meat, now walkest thou not charitably. Destroy not

him with thy meat, for whom Christ died." And I Corinthians 8:11 - "And through thy knowledge

shall the weak brother nerish, for whom Christ died?" Sneaking about the same thing as in

Romans lLi.:l5 - the eating of meat offered to others. That would suggest at first sight that

christ might die for a man and yet I might set that man a bad example which would uDset him

to such an extent that he would perish even though God gave His son in order that He might

live. But (a) However,These Are Bet 1M.ned. As Showing A Tendency Rather Than A Possiblelie--




/

ResuLt. I don't know whether that makes it clear - a tendency rather than a -oossible result

but I think what I'm trying to say by that is demonstrated in this 1L.th chapter of Romans in

verse L where Paul says at the beginning of the chanter, "Rim that is weak in the faith re

ceive ye, but not to doubtful disrutations. For one believeth that he may eat all things:

Another, who is weak, eateth herbs. Let not him that eateth desnise him that eateth not:

and let not him which eateth not judge him that eateth: for God bath received him. Who ant

thou that udgest another man's servant? to his own master he standeth or falleth. Yea, he

shall be holden un: for God is able to make him stand." Did you get that? "Yea, he shall be

holden up: for God is able to make him stand." And then he goes on a little bit here and

says (verse 15), "But if thy brother be grieved with thy meat, now walkest thou not charitably.

Destroy not him with thy meat, for whom Christ died." It does not mean that you can destroy

him, the one for whom Christ died. Surely not, but he is using strong language to show that

our conduct tends in the direction of destruction and of injury of these, the brothers, the

ones for whom Christ died. We should do everything to uplift the brother and to heln him

rather than to injure him. That is our duty before the Lord. But if he real-1:r is of us, if

he really is one for whom Christ died, as Paul says here, "Yea, he shall he holden un: for

God is able to make him stand." We can (8.5) but it is God's desire that we

should help him rather than interfere with him and do that which might tend to make him terish.

(Student question) I would say he is sneaking here of those who are saved, "one for whom Christ

died," . e did?say Christ died for him - he says, "do not destroy him for whom Christ died".

Well, we can't destroy him but he means to do that which is in the direction of destroying,

to do that which is injurious, that which reauires more of God's oower to unhold than if we
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help him and are instruments for the furtherance of God's r,urDose instead of against it. And

it's very easy for us to do. It's easy for us even when we are with those who are strong,

those to whom we look up. It is very easy for us to sort of let down the bars and say, "Well

in the nresence of this strong Christian I don't need to worry about being a good influence on

him," and perhats to not think of trying to hel our stronger brother. I've had the exDer

ience of that and then later on have the man that I thought was so strong, fall away to the

extent that I question whether he ever was saved. And I have looked back and regretted the

fact that when I was with him I did not utilize the opoortunity to say and do that which

might strengthen him in the faith. I had an oorortunity to and I never thought of it because

I thought of him as one who was stronger than I was. And actually I found out later he wasn't.

I think the Lord wants us to never do that - I don't think I did anything that destroyed him

but I think I lost the o'ooortunity to helo and strengthen him when I might have. And the Lord

says do not destroy your brother "for whom Christ died". Well, we can't destroy him but we

do that which tends to destroy him rather than helos to build him up. (Student question)

Small (a) These Are Better Explained As Showing A Tendency Rather Than a Possible Result.

A tendency rather than a result that is actually (10.75), rather than a

result that is actually . Then number VI. This was number V. Number

VI - The Particularity of the Atonement Gives Us Comfort And Encouragement In Our Christian

That Those For Whom Christ Died Can Never Perish But Are Bound To Reach.

Their Destined Goal of Perfect Wholeness(Holiness?) Them is many a wonderful saint who has

been olunged into gloom and deoression as they have felt that they have committed the unoar

donable sin. They have felt that they have fallen away. They have felt that they have done

that which meant that tshrist could never save them. And this is absolutely unnecessary be

cause those for whom Christ died are not saved because they are such good DeoDle that He loves

them, not because they are such sensible peonle that they have sense enough to select Him and

choose Him and decide to follow Him, not because they are people of such strong faith that noth

ing can shake their faith, but because they are Deoole for whom He died and whose salvation is

won by Him, not by anything that they have done. And it is wonderful that if one of us ever

tends to doubt - have I accepted the Lord, am I His truly - we do not need to go back and get

out our old journals and consult the people who heard us give testimony and try to find evidence
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as to whether we were truly saved or converted or not. We don't nee4 to even worry about it.

All we need to do is to say, "Lord if I have never accented you I want to right now. I want

right now to depart from all repentance on anything I ever have done, on any choice I've ever

made, on any good sense I've ever shown, on any strength of faith I've ever had, and simDly

to rest upon the finished work of Christ and that alone. And on His grace alone is all that

we need and the only thing that It is upon that that we stand and

we can trust and can know that we are saved through all eternity. And so this doctrine is a

precious source of confidence and trust in Him. It is a help in our

And so I stress that as number VI but I go on to number VII -jhenrper1y Understood The

--Particularity of The Atonement Can Never Leave

End of Record 95
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the students when they came there was, Do you believe in the limited atonement?" And that

was the big thing they must decide about. It seemed to be the most imnortant thing in life

and the urofessors in that seminary in recent years have repeatedly said the issue to them is

the reform faith. That is the issue in the religious world today - it is the reform faith.

And that is the most vital thing - is making the reform faith kno.mx and standing uron that

and standing apart from (i.). And I think that is an utterly false

view of separation. I think those who make particular Doints like this, the line of separa-

tion,inevitably come to obscure the more vital line of separation fbom thode who deny the

great fundamental doctrines of the Scripture. It is XMl not the issue - the reform faith is

not the issue but the reform faith is, I believe, the Biblical teaching and it is a source of

strength, a source of , a source of a blessing for us

to turn to to others. But I said that when properly understood it does not

lead to slackness. A friend of mine who is active in work among college students sooke a

few years ago at this seminary to which I referred. He spoke to a student meeting in the

evening and he told me that after he finished, among the students the question raised was,

"What right have you got to go simply to grouns of students and esent Christ and ask them

to believe on Him?" Should not that be done by the organized church? Is it not wng to

accent through the offices of your ?" Now certainly that is not the

teaching of the Lord is it?Xj Our zeal for the Lamb should be very, very great and we whould

seek,after oeole are converted, to bring them under right direction. But we should not hold

back because of fear that we personally are not




(2.5) But properly

understood it can't lead to any slack ening of zeal in evangelism or personal work. Under

that small ( Qement Is Sufficient For All Though Efficient Only For the Elct. No one

can say there is not enough Dower in the atonement to orovide for . The atone

ment is sufficient for all. (bj WeHaveNoWayof KnowlngWho Is Chosen Before the Foundation

p the World. God has chosen those who are to be saved before the foundation of the world

but we have no way of knowing who they are. Under this number -1-1? Work-For, Years With

No Apparent Success And Then Suddenly God May Give It To Us. No matter how many times you have
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spoken to someone about the Lord and they have rejected Him, they have seemed utterly unin

terested, they have turned against it, they have onosed you violently for what you are doing.

You do not have the knowledge on which to say, "That man is a reDrohate. He is one whom the

Lord has destined to never be saved." You do not know. He may be one of God's own elected

who after many, many years you will see cone to the Lord. And of course the opr'osite is

true. (2 We Cannot Know That We Will jULAy Particular One Except In Two Cases.

You can Dick someone as IM the one who is most hoDeful. You are most sure you will reach

them with the Gospel. They seem most interested. And yet at the very last point they may

refuse. They may re.ect it. They may bring up the most silly objection and yet see it so

firmly that you cannot move them. It's just an excuse rhaps. It's an irrationalization.

Their heart is determined not to accent it. The (s.) of this world has

blinded their eyes that they should. not see the glorious light of the Gosoel and be saved.
say elected.

You cannot of anyone that he is one who is/ You cannot say of anyone that

lie is one who is not elected. But God can choose to do everything possible to win everyone

He can and to know that in the end, those for whom Christ died, will be saved. I said "xcei)t

in two cases" and perhaps I should simply mention those two although that's not o present

subject. Since the two exceptions have to be made I will just mention them here. I will

call them Under (2) Al __the Prayer of Faith. her is such a thing as a orayer of

faith. And your orayer may avail more to win the individual than your effort. We do not

know. But the orayer of faith God has promised will prove very, very effective. Well now

bhe prayer of faith is in the end a orayer where God, gives us the faith to know that it's

going to he answered. And so there are doubtless cases where God enables us to know that

this one is going to be saved. But that does not mean that we can change God's plan. That

one was ordained before the foundation of the world to be saved. But God uses our orayers

as an instrument (6.c) and He enables us to know that we have

the orayer of faith in that case. And then second - 19 P Child o the Covenant.

I do not believe that God wishes us to br'ng children into the .rorld in utter ignorance as

to whether these children are ever going to be saved or not. Sinrnly bringing them into the

world as little heathen in the hope that sometime they may be reached with the Gospel but

not I believe that God gives us the possibility of knowing that our children
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may be saved. I believe that if we are true believers we can stand in a covenant relationshin

to the Lord in which we can know that if we endeavor to the best of our abilities to do our

nart, that He will savethem in His and that we can (7-5)-

I have a little ooem here that my wife just received in a letter this noon and I thought I

would read it to you. It'll only take a minute or two. It's called The Mother's Trust. It

has at the beginning of it the verse from Exodus 12:3,11, 13. "They shall take to them every

man a lamb, according to the house of their fathers, a lamb for an house.

(8.) The blood shall be to you for a token upon the houses where ye are and when

I see the blood, I will nass over you."

Beneath the blood-stained lintel, I with my children stand,

A messenger of evil is passing through the land.

There is no other refuge from the destroyer's face,

Beneath the blood-stained lintel shall be our hiding niace.

The Lamb of sod. has suffered, our sins and griefs He bore,

By faith the blood is sprinkled above our dwelling's door.

The foe who seeks to enter doth fear that sacred sign,

Tonight the blood-stained lintel shall shelter me and mine.

My Saviour for my dear ones I claim thy oromise true,

The Lamb is for the household, the children's Saviour too.

On earth the little children once felt by touch divine,

Beneath the blood-stained lintel they blessing give to mine.

Oh thou who gave them, guard them, those wayward little feet

The wilderness before them, the ills of life to meet.

My mother-love is heloless, I trust them to thy care

Beneath the blood-stained lintel, oh keep me ever there.

I faith I rest upon thee thou wilt not disannoint

With wisdeom, Lord, to train them my shrinking heart annoint

Without my children, Father, I cannot see thy face

I olea the blood-stained lintel, they covenant of grace.
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Oh wonderful Redeemer who suffered for our sake,

When o'er the guilty nations the judgment storm shall brealç,

With joy from that safe shelter may we then meet thine eye

Beneath the blood-stained lintel m/children all and I

I believe that in the case of our children we can know that if we do our tart that - it doesn't

mean we have to be worried, "Did I make a mistake here? Did I put this right? Did I say it

in such a way LLI they'll understand? Did I set a prooer example before them.? PerhaDs I

failed in some direction and this child will be lt forever." I don't believe so. I believe

we car. put our tnust in God that they are the children of the covenant and that if we endeavor

to do our Dart that God will bless our endeavors, weak and oor as they are and will cause

that our children in His own time will come to the knowledge of salvation. I think- this is

like the other matter we've been looking at - a wonderful matter of hope and encouragement
which

for the Christian. And I think that it is U a blessing XXXXXXXXXIIX/every true Christian

can have whether he aDDlies the sign of the covenant to the children or whether he doesn't.

I think he can have the blessing of the covenant and can know that his children are under the

covenant. Well that was (b) - then -(c)God Calls On All To Re-cent And Offers the Water of Life

Feely He declares that He is not willing that any should -perish but that all should come to

knowledge of His (11.) He says'These are written that ye might believe

that Jesus is the Christ and that believing ye might have light through His name." This is His

commandment that we should believe on the name of His son Jesus Christ - "Him that cometh unto

me I will in no wise cast out." God offers salvation freely to all. And then (d) OurBart Is

Not To Seek To Understand The Secret Will Of God, But To__Bring The Knowledge of Salvation To

AsManr As Possible. The correct understanding of these things is a blessing to u it is a helD

to us. It is something that God wants us to have but if we're content with understanding, if

we take it as something to argue about and to try to bring DeoiDle to our particular under stand

ing of it and make that our life's upose, our lives are wasted and are nothing of value in

His sight. What He wants is that we bring the message to all, knowing that we can't tell who

are the elect. We cannot tell who are those for whom Christ died. We have no reason to say

with any tarticular erson that that may not be one who will accept the Lord as His Saviour.
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But when we find. that the oerson who seemed so XJWIJI1XflX intelligent and so bright in so

many ways sintpiy does not come and there seems to be no sense to it - they just won't accent,

they just can't seem to see, we can know that it is a fact that there are those who are not

included in XUXKX those whom God has called. And we need not feel that the fault is neces

sarily ours, that we aren't expressing things clearly enough, but that there sim'oly is a fact

that those whom He has selected for eternal life are not always. But we don't know who they

are and we must endeavor to reach all possible with the Gosoel. Well that finished jM - the

next is 'k". We won't be able to look at 11k" on this until tomorrow morning. I was sort of

honing we'd finish the atonement today but

End of Record 96
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We finished last time our discussion of point number (7) - it was 1j' wasn't it? We completed

that and so we go on to Ilk"_:O't±f Work of Intercession. Now we could take a long time

on thr1stts work of intercession - it is an important subject in our lives, one which I hope

you will think about and. pray about and study about. But as far as I know there's no partic

ular complication involved in it. And therefore I would like to go over it rather raDidly be

cause there are other matters coming later in which there is a very considerable amount of corn

Dlication. And so I'll simply sayjtk!L- Christ's_Work ofIntercessior. T'm including under

this head the nature of the atonement. Now there might be a question raised whether it

should be a seoarate heading or not - the work of intercession. But there's conmaratively

little that you need to say on it so I TYTI at least I for conven

ience we'll put it here and I think when we finish you'll agree that it is not illogical.

- Christ's Work of Intercession. Number (l)The New Testament Teaches That Jesus Is Now

Making Intercession For Us Tow I said "Christ's Work of Intercession" and then I said that

the New Testament teaches that Jesus is now making intercession for us. If anyone objects to

that I would be reminded of the time, when I sent some Sunday School lessons to a committee for

consideration of a Dlan in a series of Sunday School lessons. And one member of the committee

wrote back and said that in many of the lessons I XXX had used the title "Jesus" and that this

member of the committee thought it was better to use the term "Christ" - to give Him His divine

name instead of "Jesus",His human name. And I thought about that a little bit and I came to the

conclusion that I sharply disagreed because Christ is the name of His office as Messiah but

Jesus is the name which was divinely give.n, which God ordered should be given to Him - "Thou

shalt call His name Jesus: for He shall save His oeoDle from their sins." And so while the

Lord Jesus Christ is a comDlete name that gives the full honor due Ghrist, XXXX1tXXXIYT1flc and

Jesus is the name that was used. in intimate personal relationshios uDon earth here, yet I do

not think that there is anything that is anything less than divine for Him about the name Jesus.

And it certainly stresses the meaning for us. He is Messiah, He is Christ - that is very vital.

But the fact that He is Saviour is perhaps even more. Jesus means "the Lord Saviour" -"He shall

save His DeoDle from their sins." So I think they want to carefully avoid falling into set

ideas XWjjcjjj about the meaning of oarticular terms that would oerhaps deprive them of a
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part of their full meaning. And I am titling this that Jesus Is Now Making Intercession For Us

and under that we look at - I'll call your attention to a number of verses rather ranidly

erhas - Romans 8:3L4 - "Who is He that condemneth?" Now this is bad in our verse division.

I don't know why they made such a terrible verse division here. You read 33 - "Who shall

lay anything to the charge of God's elect? It is God that justifieth." 34- "Who is He that

condemneth? It is Christ that died, yea rather, that is risen again". It gives an utterly

misleading imoression. I do wish the verse division were different. "Who shall lay anything

to the charge of God's elect" should be a verse. And then - "It is God that justifies. Who

is He that Condemneth?" And then narallel with XXX it - "It is Christ that died, yea rather,

that is risen again, who is even at the right hand of God, who also maketh intercession for us.,,

How can anyone lay anything to the charge of God's elect because od is justified and Christ

is making intercession. So here is a specific statement of the intercessory work of Christ

Romans 8:3L. Then we turn to Hebrews 7:25. No let's look at a number of verses in Hebrews

that's just the most important one. Let's take them in their order in Hebrews. Let's look

at Hebrews 2:18 -"For in that He Himself, hath suffered being tempted, He is able to succour

them that are temoted." That's not a specific statement that He's making intercession but it

certainly states that He is doing something for us now. And what He's doing, the verse before

says is the work of "a merciful and faithful high priest to make reconciliation for

the sins of the neonle." Of course Jesus has done His great work as high priest in presenting

Himself as the nerfect sacrfiee, but He"suffered being is able to succour them

that are tempted"1XXIi(XD(XAXX That certainly has at least a reference to His intercess&

work today. Hebrews L.:1 is similar - "Seeing then that we have a great high priest, that is

passed into the heavens, 1...... ....... ....... for we have not an high priest which cannot be touched

with the feeling of our infirmities: but was in all points tempted like as we are, yet without

sin. Let us therfore come boldly unto the throne of grace, that we may obtain mercy, and find

grace to helo in time of need." This hero is not soecifically referring to our original salva

tion but to our constant growth in the Christian life and to our constant meeting of difficulties

that we come boldly to the throne of grace because we have a high priest who was in all noints

temoted. àike as we are. It is a reference to H5 intercessory work though not a soecific

statement about it. That's why I had these two references from Hebrews at the end of my bist
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of references but I decided this instant that instead I uld mention it to you in the order in

which they occur. But the next one in Hebrews is a clear mention of it. Hebrews 7:2. First

I'll start with verse 24 - But this man, because Re continueth ever, Rath an unchangeable

-oriesthood. Wherefore He is able also to save them to the uttermost that come unto God by

Him, seeing He ever liveth to make intercession for them." You see why this is under the

Driestly work of Christ and is specifically so designated here in Hebews in this assage. But

more than that, it is specifically connected u with His sacrifice - He made His sacrifice but

He ever lived to make intercession. So that here is a very imortant reference to the

intercessory work of Christ. And then in Hebrews 9:2L. - "For Christ is not entered into the

holy -places made with h nds, which are the figures of the true; but into heaven itself, now

to an-near in the resence of God for us:" He is making intercession for us. And then

I John 2:1 - "My little children, these things write I unto you, that ye sin not. And if

any man sin, we have an advocate with the Father, Jesus Christ the righteous." And this word

here translated is the very same word which I in I believe every other case ]

where it occurs in the New Testament is translated "comforter". Comforter is a very -Door

translation. Counsellor might be much better - counsellor, an advocate - one who goes along

beside, one who reoresents us. And Jesus said, UI will send you another comforter" -another

counsellor, another advocate. He was an advocate when He was here on earth. He was our

counsellor, our comforter. But now that He is gone to heaven we have another advocate with

us here on earth. But He is our advocate in Heaven. And Jesus Christ is our advocate with

the Father, a very s-necific reference to His intercessory work. Then Revelation 12:10 is not

so clear of a reference but perhaps related to it - "And I heard a loud voice saying in

heaven, Now is come salvation, and strength, and the kingdom of our °rod, and the power of His

Christ: for the accuser of our brethren is cast down, which accused them before our God. day

and night." Perha-os there is a suggestion of Christ's work as our advocate, our intercessor

answering the attack of Satan but I don't think that the verse alone would at all Drove it.

but it fits in with these other verses and adds further light to them. We can say then that

Jesus Llhrist as our advocate oleads our cause with the Father against Satan the accuser.

While the Holy Soirit not only pleads the cause of believers against the world but also leads

the cause of Christ with believers and ITTUI (10.5).
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Thus Christ pleads our cause with God while the Holy Sririt Dleads God's cause with us. This

is just a brief aside on the relation of the work of Christ and the work of the Holy Spirit

as counsellor and advocate. But the intercessory work which He is now doing for us in heaven

is a very, very imoortant part of our Christian life. Number 1 then - The New Testament

Teaches That Jesus Is Now Making Intercession For Us. Number_2_TjWork Was Prefigured In

Connectthn With the Sacrifices of the Old Testament. The priests in the Old Testament made

the sacrifice which symbolized the death of Christ for us but TJ1T the daily burning of in

cense on the golden altar in the holy olace orefigured the intercessor:T work of Christ. The

constantly rising cloud of incense was not only a symbol of the -orayers of Israel but also a

tyre of the high oriestly prayer of our great high oriest. And it's interesting that this,which

continued all through the Old Testament disoensation, this burning of the incense was con

nected with , associated with the sacrifice, follows the sacrifice and makes the sweet smell

before the Lord -the reminder of the sacrifice - and thus is a very excellent ore-figuration

of the intercessory work of Christ though I don't think on it alone you would get it - but it

pre-figures it and suggests it to the mind and we find it brought out in what Christ did.

Number 3 - The Intercessory Work of Christ I Based On His Work of Redemotion., I had a little

difficulty ohrasing that - I said at first based on His earthly work. I ãon't quite like that

exoression of it. I don't quite like this one"Eased on His work of redemotion" because in a

z it is a Dart of His work of redem-otion. And, yet the sacrifice is certainly the central

oart, the stressed nart. I like this ohrase better than the other. It is based on it though

His intercession is a result of what He has done on Calvary Cross. He is oresenting the

sacrifice before the Lord. He is making intercession for us by oresenting His merits of His

work on earth and of His sacrifice on earth for us. This is brought out auite definitely in

Romans e:33-3L - "Who shall lay anything to the charge of God's elect?" Here is Satan at

tacking. Here are others attacking you. Hcre are the criticisms brought before God. "It

Is God that justifieth. Who is He that condemneth? " Christ is making intercession for us.

Who is this Christ that is making intercession for us? "Christ that died, yea rather, that is

risen again, who is even at the right hand of God,"UECi(TIIXUMT He is there making inter

cession for us and He is presenting His sacrifice on our behalf. He is not simnly anpealing,
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making a Drayer in our behalf, not simply a reouest. When we say Jesus' sake", when we

pray in the name of Christ, we are not simply saying that Christ as an individual makes a

request. We are saying that hri as a Saviour presents His , that Christ

presents His work, His atonement sacrifice. And His active and -passive work

it is presented to God on our behalf. And it is nointed out that the penalty is paid, not

oily for our oast sins but for our present sins and our future sins. The intercessory work

of Christ is the apDlication




End of Record 97
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wtheL The Intercessory Work of Christ Is_Limited to Those Whom the Father Has Given Him.

It is a very specific work for Christians. It is an intercession for those for whom He has

made atonement. The Holy Spirit is working with all people. The Holy Spirit works on the

hearts of all on this earth presenting to them the claims of Christ. But Christ's inter
in Heaven

cessory work/is a specific work for those who are in touch with Him. WiThXX If you want

any reference on this just refer to John 17:9 - "I pray not for the world, but for them

which thou hast given me" and John 17:20 - "Neither pray I for these alone, but for them

also which shall believe on me through their word". Chapter 17 is an example of His inter

cessory high priest of aplying His work of redemption to those whom the

Father has given Him. Number "He ever liveth

to make As far as this work is concerned He never ceases. As far as this

work is concerned He is always there, always interceding, always anxious to help, always

presenting His (2.) on our behalf before the throne. It is a constant work

of intercession. We may fail Him but He will never fail us. We may forget Him but He

never forgets us. We may turn aside from Him but He will never cast us out if we have be

lieved on Him and are born again individually and belong to Him. He is everywhere making

intercession for us. Number_6 The Intercession of Christ is Effective. His intercessory

work is effective. (2.7) It wins us the faith of God. It

wins us release from DUfliSh!flent for our sins, for our errors, for our mistakes. It wins us

the favor of God. It is effective for two reasons. Small He Is The Lord of Lo He

who is making intercession for us is no-one who has to seek entrance to the Dr'sence of God.

He is no-one who might be considered as forcing His way into the presence of God. He is

the Lord of Lords. He can soeak for us - He is God Himself. X1(XKXAAXXAX And b -Because.

It Is Based_0nHiFinished Work and Help. It Is Not A ReQuest for Mercy (Mercy Has Bee

i Application ofTlat Which Has Been It is that which He has earned by

His atonement death and by His active obedience, By His righteousness He has won the right-

eous for us. And His intercession which eromised for relieving us from the eenalty of sin
enabling

and also delivering us from the rower of sin - MIX" us to grow in grace, helDing us in

our situations that come before us, is the result of His finished work on Calvary and hence

is something that is definite and Dositive and upon which we can deeend. And we should re-
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member, no matter what goes wrong with us, what difficulties we have, what troubles, what

failures we make, how we fall down in sin and in error and in badness, that Jesus Christ is

ever there making intercession for us. And of course we are anxious to stand again in His

strengt*nd to avoid making the same failures. We are anxious to avoid the falling into the

sin. We are anxious to imDrove and proceed and we will because He is giving us the Holy

SDirit to ena;le us to do so. But when we fall, we need not be cast down. We shall be

sorry and take it as a reason to try to do better next time. But we shall not be cast

down because we know that He is there. And it is very important in your Christian work

that you have these things well in mind. Because while most of the people in this day

with whom you have to deal, are indifferent. And another thing which is true is that

which is most vital indeed - anyone who is in true Christian work for a very long time
contact

comes in TTI6Xwith some, and at certain times you may come in contact with a good many,

who are real Christians who are so conscious of their sins and of their failures and their

shortcomings - more conscious nerhaps after going along and seeming to be wonderfully

successful for a time - of the way they have fallen back that they tend to fall into utter

desoair. And it is a great nart of our ministry to bring the comfort of the Scriptures

and to show the work of Christ making intercession for them. He died for them and He is

there making intercession for them. And after all the whole world may turn against them.

The error they have made or the sin into which they have fallen may he something that

peonle will never forget. But Christ nuts it (6.5) and His

work is more important than all the favors of all out together. And

so we go on now, having finished "k", to "1". And '1LJCoc1usion 'Regarding the Atonement

A few generalized statements that I want to make about the atonement that I think are im

portant at this noint. Number --It Is The Heart of the Gospel There are other matters

that are extremely imnortant but people upon this earth in this age they are meaningless

apart from the atonement. I always like to think again of that story Dr. Machen told that

to me is so impressive. The man who ran u to someone on the street and said, "Hear the good

news'." "Well, what is "Keen the commandments." God wants us to live a good life

but that's not the news. XXX The good news is that Jesus died for our sins, that He has

borne our nenalty, that He nrovides the righteousness of God for us and we can never earn it
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but we can simnly receive it and He wants us to receive it. flXUXX]XXxUXXlrnXX It is

the heart of the GosDel - the atonement of Christ, what He has done. Number__2 It Does Not

Chraer-of-lo-d-, It does not change God from a just God to a loving God. God

was always and will always be a just God. And God was always and will always be a loving

God. And the atonement is the gift of God's love. "God so loved the world that He gave His

only begotten son." The atonement does not make God loving. The atonement reveals our God.

It shows His love to us that Fe went to this length that He did all this in order to sa'a

us from our just deserts and to deliver us from that fate which would inevitably have come

to us if He had not given Himself on our behalf. It does not change the character of God.

It does not say that God becomes loving because of the atonement but it makes it Dossible for

God to manifest His love to us because He has (9.25) in sending Christ and now

which to bestow uoon us that which He has earned far us through what Christ did. It does

not change the character of God but it enables God to maintain His justice while at the same

time rranifesting His love. Number,- It Shows the Love of God., The atonement is not

simply the warding off of God's wrath but it is the disilay of God's love. And it makes

it nossible for Him to )our out His wrath unon His own Son instead of us and to -)our out on

us the love which His Son deserves, which He won for us. NumberJLt.XsBasedOn the

Good Pleasure of God That is important to remember - that the atonement is 'based on the

good nleasure of God. It shows the love of God. God chooses to do it. God is not corn

nelled by His love to save us. God did not need to save anyone. We have sinned, we deserve

eternal nunishznent. God's wrath against sin must be shown. God's justice must be worked

out. But He chose in His good nleasure that He would save some, yes, that He wld save

many. And He chose us in Christ before the foundation of the world and He noured out His

love uDon us. It was the good nleasure of God. It's not the arbitrary will of God which

is a misrer"sentation (11.) as if God was

simnly willing to strike out blindly, not at all. God is a loving God who

of course with His good pleasure for wise purposes. And there is wisdom in everything He

does. It is not 'based upon any goodness in us. We cannot force Him, we don't deserve it.

It is necessary that He see that it's good enough. But it is His good leasure for His

own wise Durposes and we will see some day how wise everything is. Now we can only re
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joice in knowing (11.5) without seeing exactly how. But we can

oraise Him for His love and we can be the instruments of making it known to others.

Number 5-It Is The Key To Al Jesus said that He was the

door. There was the narrow way of entrance, He spoke of the ones who come in any othe way.

I think you will find that Christian Science and all these other cults and isms, they are

trying to get blessings which much of what they claim to get is in the Gospel for us. It is

in the Bible belonging to the Christian. The Christian Scientists many of them have, or at

least they give outward evidence of having a peace of mind, a calmness, a rising above the

little things of life. I'm afraid in many cases it's a forced attitude which is forced in

by will Dower rather than drawn from the deeD sorings of reality. But at least they are

aiming for and seeking blessings which we are entitled to have but which we receive throu.h

the atonement and we must come through the wa.r of the cross - there's no other way to get

it. Anything else is a farce, it is a humbug. But the reality of all these - very often

the way to deal with these cults is not to say that the thing they are seeking is spurious,

but to say that something very similar to what they are seeking can actually be found if we

come the right way which is through the work of Christ. And on the basis of the atonement

and through what Christ has done, we can get all these things. We want to soread it

(13.25). We must drive Him home to oeoole's hearts. We must show them how

they are entitled to it. The church should. not he a olace of gloom and a olace of sadness.

It should he a olace of joy as you think of what Christ has done for you and all the blessings

we can have, but we should realize that we get them through the sorrow that He went through

for us, the misery that He exoerienced. It is the key to all the blessings of the (osoel.

Number 6 It Is The Most Important Single Doctrine As Par As the Practical Work of the

Ministry i ôrerfl& The atonement is key and essence to all the other blessings. It is

the matter which should be stressed by u. I am grieved time and again when I hear a godly

man give a wonderful message on some great feature of Biblical teaching or of Christian

truth and find that nowhere in that message

End of Record 98
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but i think those two or three sentences should always be. But in any sort of a mixed group

where there are -DeoDle that you don't know, it seems to me, I don't care what your tootc is

about, that it will lead to the atonement. And the blessings that you -out the meaning of
into it

relating to the atonement minister give

a wonderful presentation of how to be saved - an explanation of Christ's work - X&X I've
when I

rejoiced and IM heard him do that and then I've gone the next three Sundays and heard him

give a wonderful discussion of some other Christian doctrine with never a

and I ZED= have been grieved because I feel that it is a serious mistake. XTT When we

believe the GosDel, we believe in Christ and we do not simply ] mean we believe these things

are true. I'll sign my name to a creed, not at all. What we mean is that we put our confi

dence XAXX!IU and trust in Him. And in the first place we put our tnust in Christ and

told Him to work for our eternal salvation but in the second olace we out our trust in

Llhrist and His work that that is what the world needs. And if that's the case we will

want to make it known to every oossible olace. Because what is the good of understanding

all of 1T1 the mystery of theology, knowing all the details of the wonderful plan o

Christ's return, understanding everything about relationship to our community, understand

ing the full bearing of all the commandments and all the wonderful

(1.75), if we do not have the center of it all - what Christ has done

for us. And we can never . Now I know there

are some ministers who give a simple little salvation message and that's all they give

Sunday after Sunday over and over and over. And sometimes I hear a message like that and

I sit there and I think, "Isn't this wonderful. I hone everybody's getting a lot of good

out of But as far as I personally am concerned everything he's giving I've heard so

many, many times that it is hard to get the blessing out of XXXXXAX this simnle -Presentation
Well

thá I should. IM I think that a man who does a thing like that year after year is far

better than a man who gives wonderful, orofound discourses on great theological truths

from an orthodox oosition and does not bring out the clear teaching at all of the way of

zal-aton. But I don't see why (2.5) We can see the

as well as and we can win the lost while we are feeding

and giving in understanding But I think we should always em-
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ohasize, always stress, always come back to the atonement. And I like to see

I like to see

its full explanation, its apolication, its mo't important features and its re-

lationship. Now I don't say any ody has to follow this patte"n but I do think that this

emphasis is very, very wise. And so I cannot comolete the rriestly work of Christ without

this word of stressing its importance. But we'll go on now to Roman nunbral IX - The

Kingly Work of Christ.- Capital A - Its Relation to the Other Two Offices I don't think

this is usually understood. And I think it is good to think abot:t it a little. I'm not

saying it's misunderstood but I don't think it's clearly in mind for most oeople. Number




-

AriAf Comoariso of the Three Works. Smallunder that -CornprisontoProoh. What

is the difference between the prophetic work and the kingly work? The oroohet explains.

The king commands. The oroohet gives wisdom. The kind', shows Dower. It is a very di.f
a

ferent ty'oe of work. Now the king may do XXI work of a prophet. David was a great proohet

in addition to being king. In Christ you cannot absolutely separate the works. He spoke

with authority and not as the scribes - something of His kingly authority was there in His

Drophetic work. But the work of Jesus as ro"het is orincilly in His earthly ministry

and there He did more work as oro'ohet, more of His time was snent in the work as proohet

than any other phase of it in His earthly ministry. And exceot as God insoired the w*tters

of the Bible (5.) His work as roohet is largely confined to the Holy

Spirit takes over But b_

As oriest He renresents us before God. As 'orohet He exolains God's will to us. As king

He shows His Dower and gives us the commands which we should obey. So the work as riest is

very, very different from the work as king. They can be separated more sharply than the

work as pro'ohet from either one of the others. Yes? (Student question) As 'orophet - the

pnoohet gives information, he brings XX1XX wisdom, gives understanding. The king

gives commands. The orohet helps us to understand. The king shows us how. The king

we saould obey, it's our duty. The orophet we should increase our understanding.

(6.5) Now number 2 God As Creator Is Sovere1, From All Eteriit

Now you soeak of the kingly work of Christ. Christ is God. Not God the Father but God

the Triune God, as Creator, is sovereign from all eternity. And therefore there is a sense
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in which the kinghiD of Christ is an eternal thing but actually it is the kingship of the

Triune God - and Jesus is the second person of the Trinity. He,as creator, is sovereign from

all eternity and the very breath that a wicked, profane man used to curse God, can only be

drawn because God gives Kim the power with which to do it. God is sovereign, in control, and

He could sweep this whole earth off into the scrap Due in an instant if He chose to do it.

Satan could not move exceDt God Dermits it. God, as creator, is sovereign from all eternity

and so the kingdom of God in a sense - and in a sense it is also the kingdom of Christ since

Christ is God - the kingdom of God is sunreme, always has been, and always will he - in a sense.

But when we sneak of the kingly work of Christ we are referring to a different area of work.

And it's good to have these distinctions in mind. Now I'm not speaking here of God as prophet,

giving us good advice, exhorting us to do what is right. I'm not soeaking of the work as

Driest, redeeming us, but the work of king as control and power - and laying down the ten com

mandments and the other declarations of the moral order of the universe which God has estab

lished and it is our duty to obey. That is the kingdom of God in the snnse in which it has

always existed and always will. But number__I As A Result of Sin Man Has Fallen Under the

.Dmininn of Sat iaio Is _the rince of This World. And there is a very great amount of

power which God permits Satan to have. And the one who is not obeying Christ is, in most

cases, obeying Satan. He may not realize it. But Satan is leading, Satan is directing,

Satan is exerting His power over him. Satan is the prince of this world. Number-4 - From

Early Times God Predicted the Coming of a Holy Ruler Who Would Forcibly Put An End To Satan's

Dominion. Now going to look at Old Testament predictions under another head so I won't

go into detail under this but go on to B -Old Testament Predictions of the Coming King

and this of necessity we'll have to go somewhat raDidly in but I think. a general survey of

it is of help. And under that numberj -) might be questioned whether it belongs here but I

think that it is not illogical here The.DriginalCommand to Adam To Subdue the Earth. This

is the command which we find in charter 1 - though 26 is the prediction that should be men

tioned here - "And God said, "Let us make man in our image, after our likeness: and let them

have dominion" - there is kingship, there is ruling -"over the fish of the sea, and over the

fowl of the air, and over the cattle, and over all the earth, and over every creeDing thing

that cree'neth unon the earth." And verse 28 - God blessed them, and God said unto them,
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acEtW(

'Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the earth, and subdue it: and have dominion '"

and so every activity of man in science, every activity of man in gaining control of the

forces of nature is a carrying out of the original command that God gave - a command to subdue

the earth and to exert dominion over its comoonents. Now that is the command given to man

in his unfallen condition. God makes man king upon this earth. He established him as ruler

over this earth. He gives him a right and a power over this earth. Someone said to me

once that they thowht that the animals had a relization of man's dominion over them, man's

suoeriority. I don't know how much truth there is to that. I do know that many animals seem

to have an attitude toward human beings different than they have to others. The difficulty

I find is I don't find any such an attitude on the part of the insects. They seem to have no

fear of us thatever. I lay one night in the Grand Canyon, lay down there sleeoing, and all

of a sudden I woke u (12.75) and I don't know

whether a rattlesnake had come up and bit me or a mountain lion had come over and taken a

chunk out of me or wht - but it was a little insect had .lumoed on me here and it felt as if

it was as big as an orange. It actually 'asn't . The next day

I was sore there for two or three days. The insects seer to but the larger animals

they ordinarily don't bother us except they feel we're after them. Well now how much there

is to that of any feeling on their nart, one would have to have more evidence than I have.

But at least the command was given. But of course this is before Satan became the orince of

this world and our carrying out of that command today should be in relationshin to the

changed situation. Number 2 The Shiloh Pronhecy. Genesis 49:1O There we have something

of a hint of the nower that is coming of the Holy Ruler - "The sce'otre shall not denart

from Judah, nor a lawgiver from between his feet, until Shiloh come: and unto him shall the

gathering of the people be."




End of Record 99
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who is going to be a lawgiver, who is p,oin to have a sceptre, one who is oin, to he the

climax of a series of rulers. Now I don't think nerhans we'll take time going into the

meaning of "Shiloh" here. Perbans I'll 1ust take a second to say I don't think this is a

reference to the place Shiloh, I don't think it's a name for Christ. I think that it means

"SM - he to whom that is, "the one to whom it belongs" - the one who has (1.),

the one to whom it should belongs. I believe that's the correct internretation rather than

j$ either a name for Christ - of course we have no evidence anywhere that Shiloh is a name

for hrist - or a reference to the nlace, Shiloh. And I believe that Ezekiel 21:27 gies a

certain evidence that this is the correct internretation here because in 2-27 Ezekiel says

"Thus saith the Lord God; remove the diadem, and take off the crown: this shall not be the

same: exalt him that is low, and abase him that is high. I will overturn, overturn, overturn

it: and it shall be no more, until he come whose right it is: and I will give it him." And

there it is a little more fully (1.5) £aXher loh" -"whom it is given to".

And the "Assher" is sometimes renresented in the Scrintures

That's quite common in modern Hebrew. They say the book belongs to me - it's "the book sh1ee".

"His book"or"the book belongs to him" is the book "shiloh" and one time in Palestine I drove up

to a filling station and I saw on the man's cap they had "shi la" and I thought, "Who does he

belong to?" And then I looked at the ghol under the shin - he wa belonging to the

and finally I realized that in his case it stood for "Shell Oil Company". But

it's a common expression 1AXflX - though that was in Hebrew letters - it's a common expression

in Palestine today - "shi lee, shi 1oh' and of course (2.5)

but in Ezekiel here we have this as "assher" sneaking of the Messiah - He whose right it is to

reign and back here I believe that is the best interpretation. But whether that he correct or

not there is no question that it is a nrediction of one from the tribe of Judah who is going

to have the sceptre and be the law-giver. Then number j_- The Balaam ProDhecy - Numbers

said "Which heard the words of God, and knew the knowledge of the most High, which saw

the vision of the Almighty, falling into a trance, but having his eyes onen: I shall see him,

but not now: I shall behold him, but not nigh: there shall come a Star out of Jacob, and a

Sceptre shall rise out of Israel, and shall smite the corners of Moab, and destroy all the
children of Sheth and Edom shall be a possession. Seir also shall be a nossession for is
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enemies: and Tsraei shall do valiantly. Out of Jacob shall come 1e that shall have dominion,
0

and. shall destroy him that remaineth of the city." Here is a prediction of the coining of a

holy ruler. And. the Israelites had no king at this time nor for at least a couole of centu

ries later. And now I do not think this is here a Drediction of Christ. I believe it is a

prediction of David because David is the king who rose out of Israel who smote both Arnon

and Moab and Edom, who overcame the forces here named. He was the sceptre, he was the star

wio did this. I believe this iwediction of Balaam is completely fulfilled in David. But then

we have the 'orediction to David of a greater David, a son of David - a man who will be the

climax of the line of Judah, the Holy Ruler who will reign in righteousness. XXZIXX So

while the Balaam roohecy I do not think is a prediction of Christ, I think it is a 'orediction

of the line of kings of which Christ is the climax. And it properly comes under as we see how

gradually they begin to give these promises and then it comes out so clearly when we get

number 4 - The Promise to David - where He 'oromised David that he would always have a king

to reign on his throne. Now we continue there next Tuesday.

End of Record 100
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that was going to come down on March 13th at 2:00 in the afternoon. Somebody might reoeat

this as a verdict of science And soon you might have a hundred neoPle

saying this is what science says on the map. The thing that suggested that to me was the

fact that somebody has made a mathematical estimate in relation to this course, which is at

least five off, and has re-ceated it. And others without figuring have repeated it. I don't

know who made the first miscalculation. easy UUUI for anybody to make miscalculations.

When I was at Westminster, Dr. Allis was teaching Old Testament History and once he got an

engineer in the class to figure up on some data for him, how much gold *buld be in the mercy

seat. And then they got the figures and Dr. Allis said, "You know this sounds to me too much.

I didn't know there was that much gold in the whole world as the amount of gold that's su-o

posed to be in the mercy seat in the top of the ark." And I looked into it a little - I didn't

know about such matters very much - I knew a little about it. But I did figure into it

enough to nbtice that the engineer who knew a hundred times more about it than I did, had made

a mistake of two decimal points so that he had the figure just a hundred times as much gold.

And it's easy for us to make mistakes like that. Now I just wanted to mention a word about

this Systematics - that this is a three-hour course which would mean nine hours work a week.

Now for nine hours' work a week, which is what we would do for a three hour course, our normal

procedure is to have three hours of that in class and one hour of it in a section and the

other five hours of study. But instead of having it - when we have a snecial hour having one

extra hour and then when away we don't have any class - we have only say five hours

and other times have say ten or eleven - I've been figuring on the basis of everybody doing

nine hours each week, so that if we have a special hour it makes four hours in class and one

hour of sections which is five instead of four hours and then if away for a week the

whole nine hours can be used for study. So it's not supposed to average more than nine any

time. Now out of that nine with all the material there is to cover in the Systematics, if

I were to snend instead of three hours a week in lect-tire, four or five hours a week in lec

tures and give that much less assignment, I don't think your education would suffer or

that it would take any more time or effort than it does with you nutting in the time to study

and me lecturing only an average of three hours. So I don't think there would be arthing

wrong if I were to lecture five hours out of the nine instead of three. But it's not my
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intention to do so. It's my intention in this particular course to lecture exactly three

hours per week this term. And in order to do that I believe we UX have two more weeks

that we need an extra session. I missed the last one and. with that in mind I believe

two more: that is, I think at resent on the basis of three hours a week, we are just one

hour ahead at resent. So that is the resent basis on which I'm figuring. If necesary I

would soend. a little more time lecturing and a little less in asignments but I'm hoping it

won't be necessary cause I'd rather not The last three weeks

I have posted no assignments so you're at least twelve hours behind in the time that you

would normally exDect to soend on assignants. And I do not expect to give extra assignments

to make that up unless it should prove necessary. It is not my expectation.

Now we were looking at e which is the Old. Testament oredictions of the kingly work of Christ.

Number 14 was the Balaam roDhecy. I don't think we need to say more about the Balaam

Prophecy though I believe the relationship of it to Christ is rather imoortant to understand

clearly. And I think I made it clear last time. Now if I didn't I wish sorneboc3y'd raise

a question. This morning I said, "We will sing all four verses of this hymn" and then before

verse three and verse four there was an almost audible pause which showed that quite a number

had not remembered the fact that two minutes before I'd said "all". And I know how that can

be if you don't necessarily pay close attention. But what I gave about the Balaam matter I

think was clear enough that it shouldn't need to be repeated but if anybody doesn't under

stand it who was here last time, I wish you'd raise a question. Otherwise we go on to number

- "The Predictions to David" The -oredictions to David begin with a orediction which we

find in II Samuel 7. There we have the prediction which God gave to David and as you look

at it you might very well wonder whether this is prorer basis for all that we hear about what

God was going to do for the House of David or for the son of Datid.. II Samuel 7:12-16. What

does God say to David? When thy days be fulfilled, and thou shalt sleep with thy fathers,

I will set un thy seed after thee, which shall proceed out of thy bowels, and I will estab

lish is kingdom. He shall build an house for my name, and I will stablish the throne of

kis kingdom forever. I will be is father, and he shall be my son. If lie commit iniquity,

I will chasten im with the rod of men, and with the stripes of the children of men: But my

mercy shall not depart away from *im, as I took it from Saul, whom I put away before thee.
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And thine house and thy kingdom shall be established forever before thee: thy throne shall

be established forever." How much do you find about Christ in this orediction? What verse

here is talking about Christ? "I shall be His lather and He shall be my Son" - is that talk

ing about Christ? Well, read right on in the verse - "if he commit iniquity I will chasten

him with the rod of men and with the strites of the children of men." That's not talking

about Christ. Christ never did commit iniquity. Unless you want to take it as urely hypo-

thetical speaking of Christ. He won't commit iniquity. The fact is Christ was chastened

with the rod but not for His iniquity - for the iniquity of us. There are two statements,

three statements here which give a basis for the Messianic proohecy. "I will establish the

throne of His kingdom fore$er" - a continuing house which will last on and on. "My mercy

shall not depart away from him, as I took it from Saul and thine house and thy

kingdom shall be established forever before thee: they throne shall be established forever."

We have here then the prediction of a oermanently continuing throne for David. That is what

we have. But there is nothing in this orec1iction that could be taken out and erecifitcally

said that it is specifically telling us about Christ. But there certainly is the foundation

for belief in Christ because his kingoom is going to establish forever, his seed is going to

continue forever -well then there'll either be a continuous line or there'll be one who will

be narticularly outstanding and who will continue. If you left out those statements "forever"

you might think he was just talking about one son, about Solomon. But he does go on and

speak this in a way which makes it a foundation for a continuing orocess(?). In

I Chronicles 17 we have the same thing given a little more fully. 17:ll-l - "It shall

come to iass, when they days be exoired that thou must go to be with thy fathers, that I will

raise un thy seed after thee, which shall be of thy eons; and I will establish his kingdom.

He shall build me an house, and I will stablish his throne for ever. I will be his father,

and he shall be my son: and I will not take my mercy away from him, as I took it from him

that was before thee: But I will settle him in mine house and in my kingdom forever: and

his throne shall be established for evermore." Now you might think that's talking about

Solomon mightn't you? After you go to be with your fathrs I'll raise up your see and I'll

settle him in my house and my ktngdom forever - "and his throne shall be established forever

more. As in the case of the prophet, where God said that Moses would be followed by a line,
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a succession of prophets, and a vine*flX , one climatic one who was a grapevine. Here we have

a succession of descendants and the particular son of whom he says his throne will be estab

lished forever, is not (1O.5)to die, but is a one

from David's line UXIiXfl whose throne will be established forever. So here you get a sug

gestion of an individual who fMTI1TY1I is to reign forever. But again it's only a sug

gestion. You could not build the doctrine on this passage if you had no other passage.

We find also that the Dromise of David is given in the 89th Psalm in verse 20 - "I have found

David my servant; with my holy oil have I anlointed him:" Verse 28-37 continues - "My mercy

will I keen for him for evermore, and my covenant shall stand fast with him. His seed also will

I make to endure forever, and his throne as the days of heaven. If his children forsake my

law, and walk not in my judgments; if they break my statutes, and keeo not my commandments;

then will I visit their transgression with the rod, and their iniquity witi stripes. Neverthe

less my loving kindness will I not utterly take from him, nor suffer my faithfulness to fail."

Somebody might think that this had not been fulfilled when Zedakiah died. KWYKX Johoiachim

was killed, his son JohoiaUki* taken into captivity. The brother of Johoiachim reigned for

eleven years and then he was taken off and there is no longer a king ruling in XEMITNEX

Judah and the people are subject to the Babylonians and then to the Persians and then they

come back and are sub.ect to the Greeks, to the Ptolernies and then to the (12.75).

And then we find that the Jews gain their independence and who rules? Simon Macabeus of the

tribe of Levites, not of the tribe of Judah, not a descendant of Datid. - he rules and his

descendants succeed him for a few decades. And then the Romans take it over and surely one

would have said well now this Psalm is clearly in error. "My loving kindness will I not ut

terly take from him or suffer my faithfulness to fail. My mercy will not derart from him.

I will keep (13.25) forevermore." And yet there is no king of the house

of David and has not been for 600 years at the time of Christ. No-one of the house of David

has been an independent ruler in Palestine or anywhere else for 600 years when Christ came.

And so we have to say either the statement in the Psalms is erroneous or the thing is in a

temporary state of abeyance. "My mercy will I not utterly take from him" and it has not been

utterly taken from him but there has been a period of transition, a period longer than the

whole history Palestine
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But yet the promise

carrying out his promise which was made so definitely and

so Dositively here. And so we believe that it was fulfilled in Christ. Nr5 - Psalm

End of Record 101
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Small a under that - Psalm 2. It does not something is going to happen in the Auture.

The modernists say this is addressed to David. A man addresses a statement to Dattd in

praise of David. But if it was addressed to David then it was not really fulfilled

great rebellion, which he did not experience. And it has

been taken ever since the time of David as a proohecy rather than as a

"Why do the heathen rage, and the people imagine a vain thing? The kings of the earth set

themselves, and the rulers take counsel together, against the Lord, and against his anointed,"

David was anointed as king and his successors were also -"saying, Let us break their bands

asunder and cast away their cords from us. He that sitteth in the heavens shall laugh: the

Lord shall have them in derision. Then shall he speak unto them in his wrath, and vex them

in his sore displeasure. Yet have I set my king upon my holy hill of Zion. I will declare the

decree: the Lord hath said unto me, Thou are my Son; this day have I begotten thee." This

looks forward to a future rebellion, not in David's time, then this is a descendant

of David's saying this - "The Lord bath said unto me, Thou ant my son: this day have I

begotten thee.




(1.75) "Ask of me, and I shall give thee the heathen for thine inheritance, and

the uttermost parts of the earth for thy possession. Thou shalt break them with a rod of

iron: thou shalt dash them in pieces like a potter's vessel." That's God's promise to this

king and. it's a prediction (2.) "Be wise now therefore, 0 ye

kings: be instructed, ye judges of the earth. Serve the Lord with fear, and rejoice with

trembling. Kiss the Son" (most liberal commentaries say it should be "kiss his feet" but the

Hebrew is Kiss the Ion'), lest he be angry, and ye perish from the way, when his wrath is

kindled but a little." A prediction of a king who can rule in Zion and who can declare

that the Lord has gotten him in a very special way and who can say that those who line up

against him are going to be utterly destroyed

Psalm 2L.: Lift up your heads, 0 ye gates; even lift them up, ye everlasting doors: and

the king of glory shall come in. Who is the King of glory? The Lord strong and mighty, the

Lord mighty in battle." I don't know how to say "the Lord" in such a way as to indicate

that it is capital letters

-
Jehovah,
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giving us the understanding that the Hebrew here is the name of God. and not only

(3.5)1 "The Lord strong and mighty, the Lord mighty in battle.

Lift up your heads, 0 ye gates: even list them up, ye everlasting doors: and the King of

glory shall come in. Who is this King of glory? The Lord of hosts, he is the King of glory."

Not a very clear prediction of the coming of the king XXXXXXXXXXXXXX but taken with other

passages it would suggest that there is a great king to come. _ Psalm jI5, -Some say this is

a Psalm which was written to celebrate the marriage of Solomon with the daughter of the Pharaoh

of Egypt and that it is simply a celebration of the marriage. But certainly the terminology

goes far beyond that. It speaks about the king in a y that has led most interoreters to

think it is a prediction of a coming king and of his relation to his bride. But I call your

attention now, simply to verse 6 -"Thy throne, 0 God, is for ever and ever:" I believe the

Revised Standard Version says, "Thy divine throne" if I recall. A throne of God would be a

divine throne wouldn't it? So instead of "8 God" they say "The divine throne of God". If they'r

going to do that they ought to at least put a footnote saying"this is our interpretation' The

Hebrew is "Thy throne, 0 God is for ever and ever: the sceptre of they kingdom is a right

sceptre". This is going far beyond what could properly be said of David

(5.) not to David's son Solomon but to a greater son who is

going to rule forever. Then d Psalm 72 In Psalm 72 4 have a statement about the blessings

to the king - the blessings which God is going to give to the king. And it certainly is a

traditional relation to Solomon, to David's continuing line. Verse 17 - "His name shall en

dure forever: His name shall be continued as long a the sun: and men shall be blessed in

him: all nations shall call Him blessed." It's not very specific but it does give us further

suggestion of a coming king. Verse 8 - "He shall have dominion also from sea to sea, and from

the river unto the ends of the earth." Then Js Psalm 110 and this is a very peculiar pre

diction. "The Lord said unto my Lord' (my Lord would not have to be said of God - it could

pronerly be said of David or to another man. It must be said by one to another who is

greater. Jesus said, "How does David call Him this Lord'?" It does not say that he must

be God if he calls him "my Lord" but he must be greater than Da*td.) "Sit thou at my right
band, until I make thine enemies thy footstool." The modernists says that this is a man in

David's time praising David, making up these things about him. We take it rather as a pre

diction of the future. The time is coming when there is a special Lord, a special King. This
01L.
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does not teach us deity, this particular psalm ('")

but not specifically "The Lord said unto my Lord,

Sit thou at my right hand , until I make thine enemies thy footstool." This one is distin

guished from Jehovah. He is the king whom Jehovah is blessing. "The Lord shall send the rod

of thy strength out of Zion: tule thou in the midst of thine enemies. Thy people shall be

willing in the day of thy power, in the beauties of holiness from the womb of the morning: thou

hast the dew of thy youth. IX And now what a peculiar thing to say about a coming king - no

such thing ever said about David as far as I know or about Solomon. It is certainly not usu

al inreference to the glory of the king. Verse L. - "The Lord bath sworn, and will not

renent. Thou art a priest for ever after the order of )4elchizedek." Did King Aiiah read

this word? Did he read that and say, "The Lord bath said,'Thou art a priest forever after

the order of Melchizedek.' Well I'm the son of Datid. If I'm a priest then I should do a

priest's work." And so he went into the temple and began to offer incense before the Lord

and the priests came in and they said you have no business in here whatever. You have no

right to be - you are the king, not the priest. You've absolutely no right here and when

Aziah was starting to get angry at them for interfering with them who was the king they said,

"Look, look!." And he looked and leprosy had broken out on his body. He rushed out in ter

ror and went into the upper room where he soent the rest of his life - I think it was 35

years during which that leprosy gradually soread over his body and reduced him to nothing

that is, he could not reign. He lust lived there on through those many, many years while

his children reigned. God's motive for this terrible leprosy for trying to take to himself

the Driest's office when God had not given it to him but only that of king. But here it says,

"The Lord bath sworn, and will not reoent, Thou art a priest for ever after the order of

Melchizedek." That Aziah had this in mind at all when he did his work, we have no reason to

think but it certainly is clear that it is not a description of Aziah. But it i a description

of one to come - not David, not Solomon, not Aziah but this one who is going to come is a great

king but he is also a Driest, a suggestion that the two offices are to be combined in one

nerson. "The Lord at thy right hand shall strike through kings in the day of his wrath."

Practically everything in the X Psalm is kingly. It is about a king who destroys his en

emies, a king who has power. There's only one verse which brings out the fact be is also a
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priest. So this psalm properly belongs certainly under our present heading that The Old Testa

ment predicts A 'oming King -and it is interesting how many more predictions there are of the

corning king than of the coming priest. Of course the sacrifices might have said that the
repeated

prediction of the priestly work of Christ was/fill over and over xtLX and over and the

people saw it all constantly. But specific words in the Old Testament of prediction of the

coming of a priest - we have a few very wonderful ones but a far greater number of Dredictions.

And so that's Psalm 110 and then isilm 1Lthiere we have a Psalm of praise to"God, 4 0

king" and you might think that it is simply a praise to God rather than a praise to a human

being. But we read in verse 13, "Thy kingdom is an everlasting kingdom, and thy dominion

endureth throughout all generations." hristians in the early days of the Christian Church

considered that this was a picture not simiply of the power of God, but that it was actually

a prediction of the Messiah, God's Son, who would be a king with an everlasting kingdorn,whose

dominion would endure throughout all generations. And when the great ancient citr of Damas

cus became a Christian city they built a great Christian church there and in this Christian

Church they put up over one of the doors - not the main door but over one of the side doors

they put up this verse - "Thy kingdom, 0 Christ, is an everlasting kingdom and thy dominion

throughout all generations." They put it up in the Greek (11.75) And

300 years passed by and the false prophet began preaching in Arabia and thousands flocked to

his banner and they conquered all the territory north of Arabia and they took over Damascus

and made it a center of the great Mohammedan (12.) and they took this great

Christian church and they did away with every Christian indication they could find on the

church, tore down the Christian symbols, crossed off the Christian insignia and they put up

Mohammedan. And the great (12.25) Mosque in Damascus was the great head

quarters of one of the great Mohammedan caliphs who ruled over a very large empire for two

or three centuries. And it still is a great center of Mohammedan worshio. But a few years

ago, an archaeologist looking over that building there, which was a Mohammedan Mosque, no

ticed something the Mohammedans had overlooked when they took down inscritrtion afiter in

scription and Christian sign after Christian sign and *1U replaced it with Mohammedan in

signia. Over one of the side doors, up high so you had to climb a ladder to see It clearly.

I climbed the ladder and there over the door I saw there these words, "Thy kingdom, 0 Christ,
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is an everlasting kingdom and thy dominion throughout all generations.' And for 1300 or

1400 years those Greek words have been on that Mohammedan mosque - almost as lon, as the time

from David to when the Mohammedans i3.5) those

words have been there on this building in which Mohammedan worship has been held every week,

nany times a week I supoose if they'd discovered them on

there years ago they would have eradicated them but these (13.75) they

keefl them to attract visitors into the mosund they can get a few cents from

you for bringirg you the ladder to climb and look at it. So in 1929, at least, they were

still there. But it was very interesting to see this verse here. And what would those

Christians have thought who out up those words, "Thy kingdom, 0 Christ is an everlasting

kingdom and thy dominion throughout all generations. If they had thought that building

would be changed into the worship of a false religion and remain that way for at least

1300 years




End of Record 102
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must rush over these very rapidly unfortunately But number 6 - Isaiah's

bredictthnnf.he Coming ring ..- Isaiah 2:1-5 There's very little specifically about a

king in this passage but it speaks of a kingdom and it speaks of a kingdom of

"It shall come to mss in the last days that the mountain of the Lore's house shall be estab-

lished in the top of the mountains, and shall be exalted above the hills: and all nations shall

flow unto it. And many people shall go and say, 'Come ye, and let us go up to the mountain

of the Lord, to the house of the God of Jacob; and he will teach us of his ways, and we will

walk in his paths: for out of Zion shall go forth the law, and the word of the Lord fuom

Jerusalem.'" Is this a prediction of the king who reigns in Zion and sends forth His law

and His word or is it a prediction of the (1.) the message of salvation to come

to all nations to know of Christ. Which of the two is it? Well, look at the next verse.

"And he shall ju1gê among the nations, and shall rebuke many people: and they shall beat

their spears into pruninghooks: nation shall not life up sword against nation, neither shall

they learn war any more." And. within the very time time, perhaps about ten years before

Jesus Christ was born, in Rome they closed up the temple of the God of War because they were

having no wars. And they kept it closed for longer than it had been closed in the history

of Rome - in all its history because X*XIJ peace was established. And during the next

300 years, as Rome ruled with power upon the earth there was peace and freedom from danger

from external violence, euruassing anything the world had ever seen in its history. And

there were Christian preachers who said, "It says here that from Jerusalem will go forth the

word of the i& Lord from all nations and (2.25)and there are

people who believe in Christ all over the civilized world and even far beyond it in barbarian

lands. And it says, 'He shall judge among the nations , and shall rebuke many people: and

they shall beat their swords into plowshares, and their spears into oruninghooks: nation shall

not lift up sword against nation, neither shall they learn war any more'. And you see here
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they had 300 years in which there was less war than in all history. Here is a great oertod

of peace. You see how this is used to prove that the Word of God has gone out from Jerusalem

the law has gone out and. we have peace. They were illogical in assuming that the peace of

the world was the result of the Gospel. It was the result of the arms of the Roman Empire

which God caused as a means of making it possible to spread the Goêpel more easily than it

ever could have been before in history. And some writers with beautiful rhetorical

IXII style said, "Peace of the Messiah extends not only forward but backward and produced the

ten years before his birth." Which is a very beautiful rhetorical statement but certainly

not much logic in it. God could do that if He chose. I think God did bring the Roman

peace as a means spread of the Gospel. But it is not that which

(3.5) And so after 300 years the bafbarians broke through the border of

the empire and began marching back and forth through the entoire,W pillaging and destroying

and the world was plunged into upheaval and war which lasted for a thousand years, as bad as

anythini7Ø the world had ever seen. Then people (3.75)

They said here was the proof that you get that Christianity was true , that there was this

neace predicted in Isaiah. They said, now look, what's your answer now. And the fact of the

matter is that this was not a prediction of that particular peace. But it is a prediction

of a period of peace. And it declares that the law will go forth from Jerusalem - "the word

of the Lord from Jerusalem. And He shall judge among the nations, and shall rebuke many

people: and they shall beat their swords into plowshares, and their spears into pruninghooks:

nation shall not lift up sword against nation, neither shall the3'i learn var any more." And.

so there have been many who have said, "This is a prediction, not of the Roman Empire estab

lishing peace but of the going out of the Gospel, changing warlike people into peaceful peo

ple and producing eace throughout the world. And we see the Gospel spreading and wars dimin

ishing and it is true that the Gosoel has had a peaceful influence and that throughout the

world war is not nearly as cruel or as barbarous as it used to he and that there has been a

great diminution of the cruelty of war." And twenty or thirr years ago there were those who

were saying, "Now Christianity is spread to such an extent that now we have the Hague

Tribunal and all disputes are settled peacefully and therets never going to be another great

war and the Gospel is going out to produce this. And then we had the First World War. It
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made the world safe for Democracy so then we said there'll be no more war after that. And

then we had the Second World War. And then as soon as that was over we nut our battleshios in

mothballs and we threw away great amounts of surplus material and decided to cuit any training

or anything any more because now we had universal peace. It wasn't long before we found we

have it. Now we're in worse danger than we've ever been. So that those who say that

this is a prediction of the going forth of the Gospel establishing peace throughout the world

have a hard time to prove that it's worked out that way up to the t'resent. But if they'll

just read the passage carefully I don't think they'll have to get into historical arguments

as I think they can see very clearly that that's not what its prediction was. Because it does

not say that the Gospel is going to make i,people neaceable. It says, "Out of Zion shall go

forth the law, and the word of the Lord from Jerusalem. And He shall judge among the naons,

and shall rebuke many neople:'1 shall judge and He shall rebuke certainly is more than

(6.5). And some say well this is a orediction of the Christian

Church but it doesn't say the church. It says in addition to

that we haven't had certainly hasn't been there.

"Nation shall not lift up sword against nation, neitr shall they learn war any more." And

the prophet says, "Well now I know you just can't believe this. It "lust seems beyond your be

lief. But God has oredicted. it, "0 ouse of Jacob, come ye, and let us walk in the light of

the Lord." If God can make such a orediction as this, let's alk in His light and follow Him.

So this wonderful prediction here of Isaiah is a prediction of a coming kingdom established

by the power of the king whose law goes forth from Zion.Cb - Isaiah We certainly

have not time in this course to look into the context of this prophecy. But we do find this

much that Isaiah is rebuking Ahaz and in verse 12 Ahaz says, "I will not ask, neither will I

tempt the Lord." Those words can be interoreted in a very beautiful way as a very lovely

sentiment on Ahazy part. But that interoretation is false because the next verse criticizes

Ahaz for saying that. So it is quite clear that the tone of voice that Ahaz uses makes per

fectly aooarent that he was just giving an excuse and not giving a beautiful sentiment. Be

cause Isaiah says, "Hear ye now, 0 house of David: " This is specifically tied an to the

promise to David. This is specifically tied un to the promise mate to Datid. - "0 house of

David", not just to Ahaz. "0 house of David: Is it a small thing for you to weary men but
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will ye weary my God also? Therefore the Lord Himself shall give you a sign; Behold, a

virgin shall conceive, and bear a son, and shall call His name ImmanuelH(God with us) This

s not a prediction of Ahaz's son, it is not a prediction of any other child born at that

time. It is a prediction that God is not going forever to put un with such a man as Ahaz being

the representative of the golly house of David but He is going to provide by miraculous means

His own Son of David who will be actually "God with us". "Call His name Immanuel" and when you

look over to chapter 8 you find that Isaiah predicts the great Assyrian invasion. He says in

verses 7 and 8 of Chapter 8, "How therefore, behold, the Lord bringeth up upon them the waters

of the river, strong and many, even the king of Assyria, and all his giroy: and he shall come

up over all his channels, and go over all his banks: And he shall pass through Judah; he

shall overflow and go over, he shall reach even to the neck: and the stretching out of his

wings shall fill the breadth of thy land, 0 Immanuel." HexeHe addresses the coming king.

This is Immanuel's land even thou± Ahaz is ruling it. And Ahaz (9.5)

sign of the House of David. Ahaz is on the word "to get". Immanuzel is the true ruler of

the land of the coming king. And so the Assyrians come and overwhelm the land - they're going

to fill your land, "Immanuel". And verse 10 says, "Take counsel together" (to the Assyrians)

"and it shall come to nought; speak the word, and it shall not stand: for God (Inimanuel) Is

with us. And the same word is translated "Immanuel" at the end of verse 8 and "God is with

us" at the end of verse 10 and the fact is it means both - it means "God is with us but it's

the name of the king. And this is Irnjnanuels land and therefore the Assyrians cannot conquer

it and hold it unless Iminanuel chooses to permit them to do it. So these two verses go with

chapter 7:l3_lLl as stressing the fact that there is a coming king who is "God with us whose

land. this is. Number-c
- Isaiah 9:6-7 another wonderful promise which Isaiah gave. IIXU Is it

a promise of a coming prophet. Is it a promise of a coming priest? What is promised here?

"For unto us a child is born, unto us a son is given: and the government shall be upon His

shoulder:" fflxuxtxwi Is that a riest? Does a priest rule? Is that a prophet? Does

a prophet rule? No, a prophet gives good advice. A prophet gives information. A prophet

tells us what we need to know and exhorts us to obey God. A priest reconciles us to God.

A oriest makes intercession. A priest makes offering. You don't say of a priest "the govern

ment shall be upon his shoulder". This is a king. "The government shall be upon His
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shoulder: and. His name shall be called Wonderful, Counsellor,"XXJLX Counsellor could be a

prophet but He's more than that. He's "The mighty God, The Everlasting Father, The Prince

of Peace. Of the increase of His government and reace there shall be no end, upon the

throne of David, and upon His kingdom, to order it, and to establish it with judgment and

with justice from henceforth even for ever. XTIXUXXJ At Christmas we say verse 6 over

and. over and. over and we omit 7. And the (11,5) This is

the oroinise, not of a great priest - though He is a great one, but it is here the oroinise of

a great king "of the increase of His government and peace there shall be no So a

great king who is God (12.)deity of Christ. But the thing we're

looking at now is the oromise of a great king to come. Then in chapter 11:1-10. And. you

notice chapter 10 ends with the downfall of the Assyrian Empire. The Assyrian Er'Dire downfall

described in chanter 10 then eleven (ii) goes right on "And there shall come forth a rod out

of the stem of Jesse, and a Branch shall grow out of his roots." The House of David cut down

to where there's just a little stem, there's just root and stem but out of this there grows a

branch - and whit is this branch? It's evidently a man becau e "The spirit of the Lord shall

rest uoon him, the spirit of wisdom and understanding, the spirit of counsel and might, the

spirit of knowledge and. of the fear of the Lord" Well this might be a prophet described and

yet he's described then as the House of Jesse which fits in with the orophecy of avid the

King rather than of a prophet. "And shall make Him of quick understanding in the fear of

the Lord:" mnxIn6xrTctquxx This could be a prophet still though it doesn't have to be.

It could be a oriet or a king even. "But he shall not judge after the sight of his eyes,

neither re-orove after the hearing of his ears: But with righteousness shall he judge the poor,

and re,rove with equit y for the meek of the earth:" W Is

this what Christ has already done when He was a great prophet, when He was a great priest?

Maybe He did this but to a very, very slight extent - certainly it was not any major art of

His activity in the first half of His ministry. And the end of it certainly was not fulfilling

the first half "and He shall smite the earth with the rod. of His mouth, and 4th the breath

of his lips shall He slay the There is an act of power, an act of conquest, an act

of destruction, an act which is the act of a king, not of a Driest nor of a prophet. And

Paul says in 11 Thessalonians, "Then shall that wicked revea14whom the Lord shall j
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X1.11" 'I IjjC)[ICjjV=consume with the spirit of His mouth, and shall destroy with the brightness

of His coming. (lL4...25)
first

So it still concerns Christ's/coming and it is a prediction of the power of the king. And

then you continue with a description of the rule of the king - verses 6 to 8 - the doing away

with dangers, the removal of the curse from the earth - verse 9 - "They shall not hurt nor

destroy in all my holy mountain




End of Record 103
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"Behold a king shall reign in righteousness and orinces shall rule in judgment."

It is very interesting that this particular coming king comes right after verses 8 and 9 of

chanter 31 which imply the destruction of the Assyrian power - "Then shall he Assyrian fall

with the sword, not of a mighty man" just as chanter) describes the coming king contrasted

with the downfall of the Assyrians in chapter 10. Similarly 32 here describes the coming

king contrasted with the destruction of the AssyXrian Dower. But there's this difference

that in chapter 11 it went on to describe His kingly rule and what He XXUXX would do to

establish peace with power, whereas this one goes on to describe something rather of His

priestly attitude - "A king shall reign in righteousness and orinces shall rule in judgment."

This is a king who's going to reign in power but "and a man shall be as an hding place from

the wind, and a covert from the temoest: as rivers of water in a dry place, as the shadow of a

great rock in a weary What a strange thing to mention here (1.5)

to give this aspect not of a king to be but of a Driest. "He was the hiding place from the wind,

and a 1 covert from the And then f - the rest of

Isaiah, by the way, goes on more into the priestly activity

very clearly defined in Isaish 53. But fig -

55 is the great gospel call based upon the work of Christ as priest. 53 is the atonement of

Christ. 55 is salvation by faith alone - "Come ye, buy, and eat: yea, come, buy wine and

milk without money and without price." Verse 3 says, your ear, and come unto me:

hear, and your sould. shall live: and I will make an everlasting covenant with you, even the

sure mercies of David. Behold, I have given him for a witness to the oeoDle, a leader and

commander to the people. So in this wonderful gospel call of Isaiah 55 - these two verses,

verses 3 and 4 - stress the kingship of the coming king who is to be a leader and a commander

to the people and who is going to fulfill the sure mercies of David. So much for Isaiah's

predictions of the coming king. Number 7_is Prophecies By Jeremiah and under that a - Jeremiah-s----- -

2jj..."Behold, the days come, saith the Lord, that I will raise unto David a righteous

Branch, and a King shall reign and orosoer'1 - and this is given in the time of Zedakiah or

short'y before when the (3.25) kingship came to an end. And there has been

no on of David reigning in tower since that day that the earth can see for a period of 2500

years. 500 years after David reigned his line came to an end as far as oower was conc'rned.
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Theres been none since for 2500 years and yet at that time as it was about to come to an end

Jeremiah said, "Behold, the days come, saith the Lord, that I W1.11 raise unto David a right

eous Branch, and a King shall reign and orosper, and shall execute judgment and justice in

the earth. In his days Judah shall be saved, and Israel shall dwell safely:"- Israel was in

caotivity already when he sooke and Judah was just going to go - "And this is His name whereby

Fe shall be called, The Lord Our Rigbteousness"(Jehovah, the King). Bringing in the riestly

acts even though the stress is onthe kingly - "The Lord Our Righteousness" not "The Lord

(L.25) but The Lord Our Righteousness" - very interesting how this

little technical priestly activity stresses on the kingly. And then b is XZXZIX 30:8-9 -

but we'll look at that at 2:30 this afternoon.

In Jeremiah 3G1 verses8to9we read "For it shall come to oass in that day, saith the Lord

of hosts, that I will" - by the way this ohrase "in that day" in the Old Testament is some

times stated to be an eschatlological terml which refers to the day of the law (Lord?) in that

day. I don't think that's correct. I think it's a phrase"in that day" simoly meaning there

is going to be a day when and that we are now calling your attention to a certain interesting

time - "in that day" -I believe as a result of looking at many passages that that is the

usual meaning of that phrase "in that day". Now that's not our subject of study right now

but since it comes up in this verse I mention it to you and it would not greatly effect the

meaning of this particular verse. "It shall come to pass in that day, saith the Lord of

hosts, that I will break his yoke from off thy neck, and will burst thy bonds, and strangers

shall no more serve themselves of him" - that's a good old English oase "serve themselves

of him" - I don't think many of you know what it means in modern English. From the context

it becomes quite clear that what he means is "use him as their servant" - "serve themselves

of him" (7.) because I think it might be

good to consider whether it should be revised so it would

(Student question) Yes, "strangers shall no more serve themselves of him" - what would that

mean to them? I don't think to the reader of today it means anything. It wouldn't to me

except that from the context I would guess. That's the trouble with a book in old English.
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you come to words and its just like they were saying "They will no more xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx".

Well now what does "xxxxxxxxxxxxx mean? You learn from the context. Or else you just assume

it's some beautiful holy thing - like the woman who said she always (8.)

every time the minister pronounced that beautiful word " It becomes

a series of beautiful sounds. I don't think that's what God intended His Word to be. If it

brings beauty to us, fine, that's good. But the purpose of it is to get ideas and the idea

here is XXU one that is not obvious when you read it -"they shall no more serve themselves

of him". Now in old English that may have been perfectly obvious to anybody who used it at

that time. But today I don't think it But in the context it's

perfectly clear that what it means is "strangers shall no more make him serve them" - that's

what it means. They will no more secure service for themselves by making use of him - that's

what it means. But you'd never know it exceDt if you guess. I haven't looked into this

particular Dhrase. I'm going to see exactly what the Hebrew is and whether there's a slight

change in the English that will make it clearer. And if there is why in the next edition of

the Scofield Bible we will change it. If it cannot be made with a brief change then probably

we will put in the margin an explanation of it. I think it should be explained so that the

reader can tell what the verse means alone without (9.5).

But that verse is related to our oresent sub.iect - the kingship, the coming king. Here is

Israel subject to foreign nations - "they are serving themselves of him". But that's not go

ing to hanoen. Strangers aren't going to be making him serve them "but they shall serve the

Lord their God, and David their king, whom I will raise un unto them." Now that's a very in-

teresting (9.75) - "and David their king, whom I will raise up unto

them." Twenty years ago I went to a service in Philadelphia where a very evangelical min-

ister reached a sermon in which he used this verse and a number of very similar ones to

present his theory that in the Millennium David would be raised up and David would be Christ's

reoresentative on earth to rule XXxxxXXx on this earth. Now that was his theory. And

there is certainly nothing out of the way in thinking that Christ will have representatives

associated with Him in the rule. But whether David is apt to be such a one, whether this

means that David tersonally (10.5)
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and. represent Christ or whether Christ the Son of David is called figuratively "David". That

is not impossible. "and David their king, whom I will raise up " means that He will raise up

one occupying the position of David, being a Son of David, a descendant of David - He will be

the occupant of David's throne - in a sense you could refer figuratively to him as David. Now

of the two Interpretations the simpler is the one (ii.) And

I'm not saying it is a wrong one but I'm simply saying that the other is And

as to deciding between them look it over after very careful study

you might find the evidence is clear that one or the other is the correct one or we might find

that and we weren't sure. But this we are sure that it pre

dicts a doming king. Whether that king is David or the Son of David - a coming king is tre

dicted who is going to rule over Cod's people, who will no longer be subject to foreigners.

That is clearly taught in Jeremiah. And when is that time? Did that hapoen in the first

coming of Christ? Did that haoien when He was walking abouti in Galilee preaching? Has that

happened during the present age? How do you interpret this particular prediction of

as referring to something that has happened (12.) I have never looked
reference

up this part icular/LXUXA in a-millennial commentaries to see

because while this is far from being one of the outstanding nassages that we
millennial ism,

examined briefly in the study of pre-/ it is a passage which, just glancing at it, im-

presses me as extremely diff as anything which has yet haoened which has

yet been fulfilled, look that up because (12.75)

Well, for our present ourposes it shows a prediction of a coming king. Yes? (Student auestion)

Yes, now that is a very good question. Let us put this down as a fact. We'll discuss it more

Christ reigns in the hearts of believers. If they

are truly His they try to keep His commandments. He is their king. That is a fact which we

believe and in our zeal for other facts (13.5)

But now let's ask ourselves - is that what it predicts in this verse? Well, the context tells

us, starting at verse 5 - here is a time of misery - "For thus saith the Lord.: We have heard
a voice of trembling, of fear, and not of peace. Ask ye now, and see whether a man doth

travail with child? Wherefore do I see every nn with his hands on his loins, as a woman in

travail, and all faces are turned into naleness?" A description (iLi..)
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Now what does He say about it - "Alas', for that day is great, so that none is like it: it

is even the time of Jacob's trouble: but he shall be saved out of it. For it shall come to

rass in that day, saith the Lord of hosts, that I will break his yoke from off thy neck, and will

burst thy bonds, and strangers shall no more serve themselves of him: but they shall serve the

Lord their God, and David their king, whom I will raise up unto them." Well now the picture

not of

and of which we are released through the power of God

End of Record 104
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material calamity

which leads everybody to be in misery and suffering

calamity and misery

I can't quite you. see a nn who is

convicted of sin and he's in sorrow and agony(angry1) and you say, "0h this is the time of

Jacob's trouble. See his sorrow, his anquish. He's in Jacob's trouble but the Lord will save

him out of it because"the Lord of hosts will break his yoke from off thy neck, and will burst

they bonds, and strangers shall no more serve themselves of him: but they shall serve the
d,oesn't seem to

Lord their God, and David their king" . It/JUY1UX1 fit that this articular thing here

is (1.25) of an individual to save himself

by God's power and

they no longer




(2.) Now of course to take it and say

and then when they will look to Christ and He will raise

them in their hearts. That will be really something to

But let's keep these questions before us. There is nothing I'm

less interested in than having you simply take what I say XXXXX and. write it down on a piece

of ar and give it back to nn. And then I take a oint that aDars to me - I've known

this to haDpen. Vve known -people to be in a sound seminary and get evidence on the resurrec

tion of Christ, good evidence and take it down and write it in their notebooks and remember it

and write it on the examination paper and get 95 for it - and go out and completely forget it
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and ten years later have someone come to them and say this is a lot of foolishness this idea

of a man being raised from the dead and. have them begin to present the modernistic arguments

and they didn't know how to answer them - and they had no idea and. they gave u-o their faith

in the truth of the bible - when they'd had all this stuff but the.-, hadn't thought it through.

They'd simnly taken it down parrot-like. So I believe that this is worth many, many times as

much to everyone If you'll think it through critically and try not to take anything, whatever

because I said to but try to see why I said it (3A)

Then it becomes a part of you - and you may find I'm wrong And if you. do,

the cause of truth.
that is a service to! But if I'm right it will mean much more to you/because you will meet

these things later. They should not just be shadow-boxing. They should become a reality.

So this particular verse here we notice predicts a coming change - it doesn't speak of a

priest or prophet - it is a change. And then C is RIM 33:15-26 which is not so much dif

ferent from what we had in 23. 33:15-26 - "In those days, and at that time, will I cause the ZUX

Branch of righteousness to grow up unto David; and be shall execute judgment and righteousness

in the land. In those days shall Judah be saved, and Jerusalem shall dwell safely:" - this

seems to be external peace and happiness rather than external safety, rather than internal

peace and happiness. "And this is the name wherewith she shall be called, T Lord our

righteousness." Here are the terms (4.5) kingdom, applied to

Christ in 23, is here applied to Jerusalem. "For thus saith the Lord: David shall never

want a man to sit upon the throne of the house of Israel: Neither shall the priests the

Levites want a man before me to offer burnt offerings, and to kindle meat offerings and to do

sacrifice continually. And the word of the Lord came unto Jeremiah, saying, Thus saith the

Lord, If ye can break my covenant of the day, and my covenant of the night, and that there

should not be day and night in their season: Then may also my covenant be broken with David

my servant, that he should not have a son to reign upon his throne: and with the Levites the

r)riests, my ministers. As the host of heaven cannot be numbered, neither the sand of the sea

measured: so will I multiply the seed of David my servant, and Levites that minister unto me.

Moreover the word of the Lord came to Jeremiah, saying, Consid.erest thou not what this people

have spoken, saying, The two families which the Lord hath chosen, he bath even cast them off?

thus they have despised my people, that they should be no more a nation before them. Thus

saith the Lord; If my covenant be not with
(kLi.6)

day and night, and if I have not appointed
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the ordinances of heaven and earth: Then will I cast away the seed of Jacob, and. David my

servant, so that I will not take any of his seed to be rulers over the seed of Abraham, Isaac,

and Jacob: for I will cause their caDtivity to return, and have mercy on them." Certainly

there is a prediction of a coming king. Now we look at proDheciy zek,- number 8.

i!xST Small - chapter - "And I will set up one shepherd over them, and he shall

feed them, even my servant David: he shall feed them, and he shall be their shepherd. And I

the Lord will be their God, and my servant David a prince among them: I the Lord have spoken

it. And I will make with them a vovenant of Deace, and will cause the evil beasts to cease

out of the land: and they shall dwell safely in the wilderness, and sleeD in the woods." Now

this "sleeD in the woods" doesn't mean you'll be so afraid of disaster in the houses you'll go

out and hide in the woods. What it means is that you won't have to have orotection. You'll

be able to sleep in the woods in safety. I remember hearing it said when I was in Palestine

twenty years ago that a couple in zechos1ovakia started to make a walking trip - a young

couple recently married. They carried their stuff with them and they camped and they went

from Czechoslovakia - before there was an Iron Curtain - went across Europe to Spain, westward,

crossed over from Gibralter to North Africa, went clear across North Africa and came across

into Palestine. And there about 1926 in Palestine they were walking through the country,
(or the language 7?)

camping at night,and they didn't know the customs/of the land. And consequently one night

they camped at a place where there was a village about two miles up there and one about two

miles up there and one about a mile-and-a-half up there and they were right out in the otn

country between them and they didn't know the customs of the land. Being out in the open

field like that they were fair game for everybody. They were not under the orotection of any

town. And so during that night the head man of one of these Arab villages and his son came

down from their village to where these oeonle were, they shot the man and killed him, they

injured the woman, they stole all of their property, and the British who then controlled

Palestine made a thorough investigation and discovered plunder in the head man's house of

the village, hidden in a closet there taken from this couple and fastened uoon him oroof of

what had hapoened. But they were sleeping out in the or-en country but in the middle of the

night they were attacked.. Now if they had instead of that come right UD to the village - now

I travelled for three weeks in Palestine in 1929 on horseback and I was with a man who knew
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the customs of the country thoroughly. If we came to that village we'd have gone right uo to

the village and the headman would have come out and received us. We would have bowed to him

and given him greetings and told him that we were paying him a visit and stayed there all

night. And he would have given us the hosDitality of the village and then we would have been

under his nrotection as his guests. He would never have touched us then. But since they were

out in the open field they were fair game. They saw nothing wrong with killing them and
hundred

stealing their belongings. Well that has been true,until within the last couDle of/years,

most everywhere. And it's coming to be more true now thaxLt was many years ago - that Deople

are in danger II when they're where they don't have safety, they don't have protection,

they don't have oolicemen marching around, they have guards, heavy doors or something.

But this verse says that they shall "BleeD in the woods and they shall dwell safely in the

I've dwelt safely many, many times for weeks on end in the wilderness of Ari

zona where I haven't seen a human being. nothing to be afraid of

(10.25). But in the wilderness of Judea and the wilderness in many tarts of the

world it's different - they're are people and to be safe from them requires some sort of pro

tection. But this says the time is coming when you will be perfectly safe, you will not need

the protection because the evil of human attack will be gone and in fact he says the evil

beasts will cease out of the land. He will make a covenant of peace with them. "My servant

David a prince among them". It does not seem to be a description of Christ's first coming

though there was that at the time of His first coming which seemed in a way to be a fulfill

ment of this because at the time when Christ first came the Romans had only recently taken

over Palestine and the story that Jesus tells of a man going down to Jericho and falling

among thieves and the good Samaritan helping him - that was a common occurrence in those days,

the man falling among thieves. But the Romans set to work to wipe out banditry out of Pal

estine - and there's one place at the southern end of the Sea of Galilee where there's a high

cliff and you can see today the caves in there where the bandits used to have a headquarters

and the only way you could get to them was to go up the face of the cliff on a little narrow

loath which oily one man could walk on at a time and the result was that 10 or 15 bandits in

the cave could have resisted a thousand people because only one could come up at a time and

they could easily destroy him before he could get near them. When the Romans got there they
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went to the top of the hill above and they made a platform and they had rotes and a scaffolding

and they droooed it down and they had Roman soldiers in heavy armor, imoenetrable to any or

dinary weapons, in heavy armor with their big swords and spears standing on this scaffolding.

And they would drop it down and stand right 1w front of this cave with these men in heavy

armor fighting against the men far less well trained in the cave though they were desperate,

strong criminals. And the Romans to a large extent wiped that sort of thing out just about

in the time of Christ. But the Roman peace lasted two or three centuries and then

(12.75) But this prediction here is hardly

a orediction of that brief time of Roman peace in Palestine. It is a time when they will not

be subject to foreigners when "I the Lord will be their God, and my servant David a prince

among them". It is hardly a prediction of the first coming of Christ though it fits that

period better than any other oeriod. Certainly it does not fit the time since. It would be

oretty hard to make this a picture of peace with in the heart of the Christian. "I will

make with them a covenant of peace, and will cause the evil beasts to cease out of the land:

and they shall dwell safely in the wilderness, and sleep in the woods." God gives us peace

in our hearts though we're surrounded by enemies though going through

terrible persecution, the peace XIXX of God guards our hearts -it's a wonderful, wonderful

thought. But that's not what (i3.c) This man is predicting

a time of external Dace and safety when God's coming king, whom He here calls "my servant

David" will feed and rule His kingdom. Then b'ta 37:2l-28 - "And say unto them. Thus saith

the Lord God: (He'd just before been talking about Ephraim and Judah separately) "Behold,

I will take the ehildren of Israel from among the heathen, whither they be gone, and will

gather them on every side, and bring them into their own land: And I will make them one

nation in the land upon the mountains of Israel: and one king shall be king U to them all:" 1

Before this there had been two kings - the King of Israel and the King of Judah - but a

hundred years before this Israel had gone into captivity. Now he says here Israel and Judah

to be reunited. "And they sáll be no more two nations, neither shall they be divided into

two kingdoms any more at all" End of Record 105
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"And they shall dwell in the land that I have given unto Jacob my servant, w-erein your

fathers dwelt; and they shall dwell therein, even they, and their children, and their

children's children for ever: and my servant David shall be their prince for ever. More

over I will make a covenant of peace with them; it shall be an everlasting covenant with

them: and I will place them, and multiply them, and will set my saactuary in the midst of

them fv evermore. My tabernacle also shall be with them: yea, I will be their God, and

they shall be my people. And the heathen shall know that I the Lord do sanctify Israel,

when my sanctuary shall be in the midst of them for evermore." Now this word the "heathen"

is a word that could just a well be translated the "nations". It does not necessarily

mean they are unbelievers but it means the nations of the world - which may include unbe

lievers or may be persons of nations which are not Israelites but Gentiles. But here is pre

diction which would be pretty hard to take as a 'orediction of the church today. Epbraim and

Judah to be united - what's that got to do with the church today? "They shbj.l dwell in the

land that I have given unto Jacob my servant" - that's not a description surely of the church

today. It is a 'oromise regarding Israel. There are 'oromises about the church. There are

many. God deals with the church. Some peo'ole in their antipathy to the idea of taking ev

erything said about Israel and making the church go to the op'oosite extreme, say there's

nothing about the church in the Old Testament. There's much about the church in the Old

Testament. We have to examine each passage on its merits and see what it says. And this

one is clearly a 'oassage about Israel, living in the land of Palestine, the land where Jacob

lived. Israel living in that land, he says, will have a covenant of neace "and David my

servant shall be king over them:" - a prediction of a coming king who will reign in 'oeace and

righteousness over Israel. Well there are these two 'oredictions in Ezekiel. We'll go on to

numb 9. Number 9 is a difficult subject to deal with in a few minutes because number 9 is

Prophecies by Daniel But the first of these which is a small (a - we're not interested

now in all the prophecies of Daniel, that would take us of course a long time. But we are

interested now in prophecies of a coming king - that's our subject. And the first of these

chapter 2:31-L.5 -does not speak very soecifically of the coming king . But it does pre

dict a coming destroyer of wickedness. It does not predict a coming messenger to give good

advice, to give information that is needed, to imoart wisdom, to exhort to obey God. This
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passage does not predict that. That is the great predictions of great (3.5)

This has appeared. as God predicts the coming of a priest, the coming of one who will do that

absolutely necessary work of representing us before God and opening up for us

a work without which all the rest is absolutely of no value. That is

not what is oredicted here. But what is redicted here is a king, that is to say, one who

comes with force. Now a king's force may be that which he exerts with his own right arm. It

is more apt to he that which he asserts through commanding others. But either way the kingly

aspect is the aspect of force and all the things that God is going to do with force are

based upon what has been won for us by the atonement, the Driestly work. But nevertheless

they do come from it, they describe their authority through it, but they are a necessary

sequel to it and they are a very vital sequel. And here Daniel explained a vision that

Nebuchadnezzar had - verse 31 - "Thou, 0 king, sawest, and behold a great image. This great

image, whose brightness was excellent, stood before thee; and the form thereof was terrible.

This image's head was of fine gold, his breast and his arms of silver, his belly and his

thighs of brass, his legs of iron, his feet cart of iron and -cart of clay. Thou sawest till

that a stone was cut out without hands, which smote the image upon his feet that were of iron

and clay, and brake them to .pieces. Then was the iron, the clay, the brass, the silver, and

the gold, broken to pieces together, and became like the chaff of the summer threshing floors;

and the wind carried them away, that no place was found for them: and the stone that smote

the image became a great mountain and filled the whole earth. This is the dream; and we

will tell the interpretation thereof before the king." A man, a fine godly man wrote a

letter about five years ago. He said this dream of Nebuchadnezzar's here has not yet come

to -cass. These four kingdoms reoresented by the images head, breast, and so on, are still

future. They are yet coming. Well, that is a -perfectly -nerniissible exolanation if one

stops at this point. But if you read on it is absolutely imossible because Daniel says,

"We will tell the interpretation thereof before the king. Thou, 0 king, art a king of kings:

for the God of heaven hath given thee a kingdom, power, and strength, and glory. And where

soever the children of men dwell, the beasts of the I iIld. and the fowls of the heaven hath!e

given into thine hand, and hath made thee ruler over them all. Thou art this head of gold."

So there we have a specific, definite statement that the head of gold is now Pamir it is
Pas
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nebuchadnezzar. That is clearly stated here. Then he says, "And after thee shall arise

another kingdom inferior to thee, and another third kingdom of brass, which shall bear rule over

all the earth.." And we know that after Nebuchadnezzar, the Babylonian world ruler, came the

Persiani world rulers. But of course "after thee" might not necessarily mean the next one. It

could conceivably jump forward. But &1 any rate after him there should be a second

iREC&X1 kingdom of brass, which shall bear rule over all the earth. And the fourth king

dom shall be strong as iron: forasmuch as iron breaketh in nieces and subeth all things: and

as iron that breaketh all tiese, shall it break in pieces and bruise." That certainly would

fit the Roman Empire if that's what is being described. If these follow one after the other

in order - there certainly were four great world empires if you count Nebuchadnezzar as the first

of the four. And the Roman Empire was the fourth. It fits perfectly - it does not say the

Roman Empire is the fourth empire. It does say the first is Nebuchadnezzar. Then he says, "And

whereas thou sawest the feet and toes, Dart of potters' clay, and part of iron, the kingdom shall

be divided; but there shall be in it of the strength of the iron, forasmuch as sawest the iron

mixed with miry clay. And as the toes of the feet were part of iron, and part of clay, so the

kingdom shall be tartly strong, and partly broken. And whereas thou sawest iron mixed with miry

clay, they shall mingle themselves with the seed of men: but they shall not cleave one to another

even as iron is not mixed with clay. And in the days of these kings shall the God of heaven set

up a kingdom, which shall never be destroyed: and the kingdom shall not be left to other people,

but it shall break in nieces and consume all these kingdoms, and it shall stand forever. For

asniuch as thou sawest that the stone was cut out of the mountain without hands, and that it

brake in -nieces the iron, the brass, the clay, the silver, and the gold; the great God bath made

known to the king what shall come to pass hereafter: and the dream is certain, and the inter

pretation thereof sure." So that there are those who say that the stone cut without hands is

a picture of the Virgin Birth of Christ - a stone cut without hands - Jesus Christ without

human activity was brought into this world. He was virgin born, He was the stone cut without

hands. And Jesus Christ has smitten the great (8.5), the great forces of

world government, of Gentile world domination, and has established lie new kingdom which is

sDreading and spreading until it is going to sread through the whole earth. That of course

is absolutely incomDatible with any a-millennial inter-oretation of Scripture. Because the
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amillennial interpretation of Scripture is that the Gospel goes out an wins people but that

many people follow wickedness and the two grow together until the harvest. And then 'hrist

comes back to an unconverted world in which He has His last judgment and brings an end to the

whole world process. Well now this picture, if this be a picture of the Gospel, is a picture

of the Gospel going out until it fills the whole world and completely eradicates the forces

of wickedness. So it is a picture which could fit perfectly with a post-millennial inter

pretation but cannot possibly fit with an amillennial interpretation. Now it could of course

conceivably fit with a pre-millennial interpretation. Because according to that the stone

which strikes upon the image would be Christ coming into power at His second coming rather

than Christ beginning the preaching of His Gospel. But whichever it is, it is a kingly

activity on the part of Christ. It is the third of His offices - the office of kthg - Christ

as the coming king. Well we could. spend a long time on this second chanter of Daniel and it

would be extremely interesting but our hours being short and our time being limited,we will have

to just note that which is most vital for our nresent purposes - which is the prediction of a

coming king - it's definite. And then we go on to (b) which is charter 7 - that is the next

great predictive chapter of Daniel after charter 2. In chapter 7 we have a vision which

Daniel had - not Nebuchadnezzar. In this vision Daniel saw'four great beasts came up from the

sea, diverse one from another. The first was like a lion, and had eagles wings: I beheld

till the wings thereof were plucked, and it was lifted up from the earth, and made stand

upon the feet as a man, and. a man's heart was given to it. And behold another beast, a second,

like to a bear, and it raised up itself on one side, and it had three ribs in the mouth of it

between the teeth of it: and they said thus unto it, Arise, devour much flesh. After this I

beheld, and lo another, like a leopard, which had upon the back of it four wings of a fowl:

the beast had also four heads: and dominion was given to it." Now the usual interpretation
is true,

among those who believe the Bible/Xflrather than modernistic views, is that the modernists

think this is much confused. But I think that most fundamentalist interpreters, regardless of

what their idea may be of eschatology, believe that the first of these is the Babylonian king

of course reminds you of the head of gold - the lion. The second, like a bear, they believe is

the Med$o-Persian kingdom which raised itself up on one side - the Persians were supreme but it

was the kingdom of the Medes and the Persians. Now the modernist will say it's the kingdom of
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the Medes and then the kingdom of the Persians following. And then you say there was no such a

kingdom as that of the Medes and the Persians and they say that Daniel had his history all mixed

up.XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX*XZXXX That's what they would say - this was written after It but

he had his history all mixed up. hadn't been any such kingdom but he thought

(12.). So I don't think any serious Scripture

needs to take that . But most interpreters - in fact I don't

know of any who believe the Bible, that it is true if rightly InterDreted, who interpret this

as other than the Babylonian followed by the Medo-Persian. And then the third ia"like a

leopard which has on the back of it four wings of a fowl; the beast had also four heads and

dominion was given to it." And that is taken by most conservatives as being a picture of the

Greek mpire which began with Alexander the Great and then was divided into four parts, it

had four wings and four heads. It's a picture of the division of Alexander's Empire after his

death, into four parts - the four Darts of the Hellenistic Empire. And then he says "After

this I saw in the night visions, and behold a fourth beast, dreadful and terrible, and strong

exceedingly: and it had great iron teeth: " Now the modernists say this has got to be a picture

of the Greek because they say this Daniel was written at the time of the Greeks and they hadn't

yet come to any later em-olre so he couldn't speak of any later so he had to steak of the Greeks.

But those who believe in Dredictive Drophecy think that this was something after the Greek

empire. And of course the next one after it was the Romans. But he says "it devoured and

brake in nieces, and stamped the residue with the feet of it: and it was diverse from all the

beasts that were before it: and it had ten horns. I considered the horns, and, behold, there z

came up among them another little horn, before whom there were three of the first horns

-plucked up by the roots: and , behold, in this horn were eyes like the eyes of man, and a

mouth speaking great things. I beheld till the thrones were cast down, and. the Ancient of

days did sit, whose garment was white as snow, and the hair of his head like the ure wool:

his throne was like the fiery flame, and his wheels as burning fire. A fiery stream issued

and came forth from before him: thousand thousands ministered unto him, and ten thousand

times ten thousand stood before him? the judgment was set, and the books were opened. I

beheld then because of the voice of the great words which the horn spake: I beheld even till

the beast was slain, and his body destroyed , and given to the burning flame. As concerning
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the rest of the beasts, they had their dominion taken away yet their lives were prolonged

for a season and time. I saw in the night visions, and, behold one 1ike(now here is an ex

tremely important verse - verse 13) "the Son of man came with the clouds of heaven, and came to

the Ancient of days, and they brought him near before him. And there was given him dominion

End of Record 106
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and glory, and a kingdom, that all peopi, nations, and languages, should serve him: " Is

that a picture of Jesus Christ born of the Virgin where it says "came with the clouds of

heaven"? Is that a description of Christ being born of the Virgin? "And came to the

Ancient of days, and they brought him near before him. And there was given him dominion, and

glory, and a kingdom" - is that a description of the rise of the church? Or is His coming

on "the clouds of heaven" a picture of His going and His Ascension, and the giving "Him

dominion, and glory, and a kingdom" a picture of Post, this dominion which is an ever

lasting dominion a picture of the present situation. Well, at any rate there is a picture

of a coming king. There's no question of that - a picture of a coming king. And then he

goes on to say that the Lord gave him an explanation of this -there were four kings and so

on - we won't take time now to go into that. But we'll move on to Chapter 9:25-27.

Arid if (a) and (b) are difficult at all to see (c) is five times as difficult. But it is very

interesting because in (a) and (b) we have had no clear suggestion of a -oriestly activity.

It's all been kingly, hasn't it? There's been no prophetic activity, there's been no

priestly - it's all been kingly. But now we get suggestions of a Driestly activity to such

an extent that there are those who say this is entirely a picture of a Driestly activity.

I don't think you can go that far but the priestly activity is involved. Chapter 9:25-27

The Lord says, "Know therefore and understand, - well,better read 24 - "Seventy weeks are

determined upon thy people and upon thy holy city, to finish the transgression, and to make

and end of sins, and to make reconciliation for iniquity,"UXXUUX - that certainly is

nriestly - "And to bring in everlasting righteousness" - that might he either triestly or

kingly - "and to seal up the vision and oro-ohecy, and to anoint the most Holy. Know therefore

and understand, that from the going forth of the commandment to restore and. to build Jeru

salem unto the Messiah the Prince shall be seven and then

there's a comma in our English Bible where there certainly should be a semi-colon. Then it

continues "and threescore and two weeks (62): the street shall be built again and the wall,

even in troublous times. And after threescore and two weeks (62) shall Messiah he cut off,

but not for himself:" - that sounds like the priestly, doesn't it? "And the people of the

prince that shall come shall destroy the city and the saactuary: " - sounds like the destruc

tion of Jerusalem after the death of Christ. "And the end thereof shall be with a flood, and
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unto the end. of the war desolations are determined. And he shall confirm the covenant with

many for one week: and in the midst of the week he shall cause the sacrifice and oblation

to cease,"UXXXU - some say that's Christ dying on the cross, thereby causing sacrifice and

oblation to cease, but actually they went on there. "And for the overspreading of abominations

he shall make it desolate, even until the consummation, and that determined shall be poured

upon the desolate." A very interesting -passage - if we had a month to deal with it we could

bring out some very interesting things. But for our present purpose the main thing we want to

say is there is sDecific reference to it, to the Prince that shall come, to Messiah the Prince

and to the Prince that shall come - there is reference to the kingly activity of Christ in

the Church or that is to the fact that there is a coming king. Now we go on to Hosea

number (10). And Hosea we only have two verses we will look at - Hosea 3IL_5 There we

read, "For the children of Israel shall abide many days without a king, and without a prince,

and without a sacrifice, and without an image, and without an ephod, and without a teraphim:"

When werc the children of Israel without a king? Well, right after Zedachiah. They had no

king then for a couple of centuries and then they had a king. For a while then they didn't

have one again. They havent had one since. "And without a prince, and without a sacrifice".

They performed many, many sacrifices in Jerusalem from the time of the return from exile

from about 500 B.C. right on up until 70 A.D. They had many sacrifices so time "without a

sacrifiee" would either refer to the seventy years of exile before the urn

(5.) or it refers to the present time when they are wihhout a sacrifice

and though they read the five books of Moses in all their synagogues all over the world, it

declares there that without shedding of blood is no remission of sin - they have no sacrifice.

"Without a sacrifice, and without an image, and without an ephod, and without a teraphim".

Images and ehods and teraphims and various tyces of idolatry - the Jews were guilty of idolatry

over and ever and over till the exile. But since the exile they have been distinguished

throughout the world by their loyalty to the belief in the one God and their refusal to coin

iwoniise with (5.5) And so this is an apt descriution of the

conditton the children of Israel have been in now for a period of nearly 2000 years. I don't

know of anything else this could be thought of as a description of. It is certainly not a

description of anything among Gentiles. But,Afzlrft he says, "Afterward shall the children
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return, and seek the Lord their God, and David their king: and shall fear the Lord and liis

goodness in the latter days.' Is that a picture of the rise of the Christian Church or is

it a picbtre of something that is (6.) Whatever the time that is contained,

whether it be a picb.lire of the rise of the church or of something that is still in the future,

it is a picture of a coming king certainly. So then we go on to os 9:11-15 where we have a

picture in which an English word makes misunderstanding very easy. Verse 11 - "In that day"

which I think clearly means there is going to be a day when "Will I raise u the tabernacle

of David that is fallen". Now this word Htab.rnaclefl here simply means abode, a temporary

abode. It has nothing to do with worship or religion. It's too bad they used the word

"tabernacle" because to us in English "tabernacle" means a niace of worship. You read in

Hebrews about how Abraham lived in tabernacles with Isaac and Jacob and you think what very

pious oeo1e these were that lived in tabernacles all the time. But actually the Greek

word is simply tents - they lived in tents. There's no religious connotation. But in modern

English a tabernacle is a temporary building used for religious purposed. And for that rea

son it's unfortunate to use the word tabernacle here. "In that day will I raise up the booth

of David which is fallen, and close up the breaches thereof: and I will raise u his ruins,

and I will build it as in the days of old: That they may oossess the remnant of Edom, and of

all the heathen, which are called by my name, saith the Lord that doeth this. Behold, the

days come, saith the Lord, that the plowman shall overtake the reaper, and the treader of

grapes him that soweth seed; and the mountains shall drop sweet wine, and all the hills shall

melt. And I will bring again the captivity of my eop1e of Israel, and they shall build the

waste cities, and inhabit them; and they shall plant vineyeards, and drink the wine thereof;

they shall also make gardens, and eat the fruit of them. And I will plant them upon their

land, and they shall no more he pulled up out of their land which I have given them, saith the

Lord thy sod." After the exile they went back to their land but then they were pulled un

again and sent into a new exile by the Romans. And when they went back they had prosperity,

but nothing like the urospertty here described and it was not a continuing, oerinent -Prosper

ity and there was not a oossession of nations round about. So that this is surely a picture

of something that is still future. But it is a picure of a time when the tabernacle of

David, the booth of David, the kingship of Datid, the dominion of David, the (8.5)
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when heaboam and B4rboam split it in two and made a breach in it, is going to be rebuilt

and reunited, a picthre of a coming king, a coming kingdom. That's number (ii) . Number (12)

is (Student ouestion). I wouldn't say necessarily. I would say that "in that day" means

"there will be a day when" and then from the context you should decide what the day is. Now

in this case I I think the day is eschatolgical but I don't think you prove that simply by

the phrase "in that day". That is to say I think he could have used the phrase "in that day"

to describe the time of the Macabees just as well which would be a time a few centuries after-

(9.5) I think he means there's going to be a

day. And of course most of the great future predictions are eschatological. But I think

that from this particular phrase we can conclude that (Student question)

I think it always means something in the future. WXI By eschatological you mean something

that has not yet taken place. I don't think so, no. I think you examine the passage and

you see that what is edIcted is something that hasn't yet taken place you know it must be

in the future. But I think all the "in that day means is the future to the time of the

writer. I don't think it proves whether it's future to us or not here in this future to him.

Anything that's future to us is also future to him. But I don't say that just from that

phrase alone (10.25). Well now that was Amos - and then we

said Micah. Under k.. (Chapter L':l-l is almost identical with Isaiah_2:1-5. Micah

has the same vision that Isaiah had. Micah had the same vision - there is an extra verse

that wasn't in Isaiah but it's almost word for word. They both had the same vision and they

described it in pretty much the same language. I don't think either of them cooled from the

other in the sense that one of them learned it from the other. I think they both had the

vision. One may have recognized the vision he had as the same the other had and used the

same words which so appropriately describe the vision which they both had. But it's the same

vision - it's the coming king ruling in teace and righteousness. And a condition of safety

is described in verse - "They shall sit every man under his vine and under his fig tree;

and none shall make them afraid:" Verse 3 - "nation shall not lift up a sword against nation"

that has never yet been fulfilled. Surely it's a 'oicture of a wonderful thing that Christ is

yet going to establish. It hardly can he a description of the oresent day. Nations certainly

lift up swords against nations now (11.5). And it's certainly
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not a picture of the church today. The whole language of it is the world, rather than the

church. But if it were the church it's certainly not true that in the church nobody's

lifting up the sword against anybody else. It's not the picture of the Church of Christ at

any time in its history - that it has been free from controversy and upheaval. Satan has

always been able to get in and make trouble and it is necessary when the enemy comes in like

a flood that tile spirit of the Lord should raise up a standard against him.

End of Record 107
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The number 12 was Mich's Prophecy. Small (a) was L:1_L. And we don't need to Dause over

this because as I remember now mentioning yesterday very, very close - many tarts ex

actly the same - as Isaiah 2 but a prediction of a time of external eace and safety, not a

prediction of peace in the (2.) but a prediction of the cessation of

danger round about. I believe that's very clear. And if anyone has any question about that

please either bring it up now or later. But let's look at it for sure some time because I

think that is very definite, very clear - that ooint - that it is external, not peace in the

heart of (2.25) but lAX cessation of external danger - external

peace and safety. And (b) is 5:2-1+ - here the most remarkable prediction of a coming king

"But thou, Bethlehem Eohratah, though thou be little among the thousands of Juah, yet out

of thee shall he come forth unto me that is to be ruler in Israel; 111Twix TTI'WKX

Who is coming there from Bethlehem - one who will be ruler in Israel - "whose goings forth

have been from of old, from everlasting. Therefore will He give them up, until the time

that she which travaileth hath brought forth: Then the remnant of His brethren shall re

turn unto the children of Israel. And he shall stand and feed in the strength of the Lord,

in the majesty of the name of the Lord h18 God: and they shall abide: for now shall he be

great unto the ends of the earth. And this man shall be the peace." There we have perhats

some suggestion of the priestly activity. And certainly some clear suggestions of the

deity. But that which is most obvious is the kingship. There are some very interesting

things in this prophecy here but we won't have time to examine them unless some particular

question or point here interests someone in particular. Otherwise we go on to number (l3 -

And here is ()9:9 - a prediction of a coming king - "Rejoice greatly, 0

daughter of Zion: shout, 0 daughter of Jerusalem: behold, thy King cometh unto thee: he is

just and having salvation;"XA7 - there's suggestions of the oriestly activity - he will be

a priest after the order of Meichizzadek - is just and having salvation". Now the Re

vised Standard Version, if I recall correctly said something like this, "He is victorious

and successful" - something like that. They say naturally being a king you think that having

salvation would have nothing to do with a king so it must mean to be victorious. As far as

I know the word (1+.) means to bring salvation and never has anything

to do with victory in any other case. But being a king naturally it couldn't have to do with
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salvation so it must be victorious. As far as I know that's the only ground on which they

change the text there and make it very different from the way these words are always trans

lated elsewhere. But Zecbariah 9:9 - "there is a king coming, just and having salvation;

lowly and riding upon an ass, and uDon a colt the foal of an ass." Now this wasn't a iartic

ular sign of humility in ancient times because kings usually rode on donkeys. 'Kings' mules0

they were called. But it certainly was a distinctive feature of the description of the king

who was to come. Is this a description of the second coming of Christ? Is this a pict.tre

of ZU His coming to this earth and. establishing His rule over all the earth?

(5.5). Well (b) is__Zeohartah 12:10 There we read, "And I willr- I

pour upon the house of David, and upon the inhabitants of Jerusalem, the spirit of grace and

of supplication.: and they shall look upon me whom they have pierced, and they shall mourn for

him, as one mourneth for his only son, and shall be in bitterness for him, as one that is

in bitterness for his firstborn.' Wow I s wondering why I included this - its a great

prediction of Christ. I believe that in the thorough study of the matter of the kingdom

this verse would fit into an important place. But I don't think that it I. obviously a pre

diction of the coming king - so that's the reason why I question whether I should include it

here. I think that we might say that this is the verse which it would seem reasonable to

think in any picture of the future should be fitted into its proper place and therefore on

careful examination you may find it 'has a great bearing on the king to come here. But just

the obvious simple thing of the Old Testament prediction of the coming king, we don't bav6ne

mentioned here. (Student question) Verse 8 - 'In that day shall the Lord. defend the in

habitants of Jerusalem; and he that is feeble among them at that day shall be as David; and

the house of David shall be as God., as the angel of the Lord before them.' That shows a

great increase of strength and it shows the House of David still being important, it shows

that. So verse 8 also should be fitted in inconspicuously somewhere. But as to a specific

clear mention of a king I don't think that it would obviously be. But it certainly i. a

picture of something in the future which might very well have great relevance to the matter

of what we learn about the king. Chapter lLf,verse 9 predicts a king, a coming king, yet

here again there might be a slight question whether it's quite as obvious as most of the

previous ones, that it is a picture of the coming king because it says, 'And the Lord shall

be king over all the earth: in that day thge .kl1 be one Lord., and His name one.' The
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proper name of od is not the common word that you use for any master - I can't learn how to

pronnunce "Lord" differently with a cap. This I think goes with Zechariah 12 to this extent

that once we know that Jesus Christ is Jehovah, then the statement that the Lord shall be king

over all the earth may fit in with the coming king. But until we have that clearly proven

this could be taken simply as Jehovah's power is to control the world. So I believe it fits

in to the predictions of the coming king but that it takes further analysis

(9.). It might be rather a verse to refer back to rather than a verse to

start with in such a treatment. NOw - I think for nearly four weeks I've not given any

specific assignment and if you've been putting in the full time every week you probably have

the notes in very excellent shape, or perhaps you've been reading all the Hebrew on the side

and reading what we've been doing may have been doing. But I want

to give an assignment which I believe is about a lesson and a half. So I'm going to call

this one "Assignment for Tuesday and half of Wednesday"; that is, yesterday and half of today.

Here's what it is - List the Old Testament passages predicting the coming king. After each

state the answer to three questions: (1) What is definitely predicted? Now that is I think

the most important. Under this number 1-do not draw anything from the passage here that is

not so definite you feel that you must stand upon it. I'm not asking you here to fit them in

together, to give a definite statement of what is in the future. What does this passage

teach definitelylabout the matter of a coming king or of a coming kingdom? What does it

definitely and unquestionably teach? This number (1) then should be something that ought to

be agreed to by anyone who accepts the Bible and the Word of God on the basis of this passage.

Then number () is what is perhaps predicted; that is to say, number (2) is something that

appears perhaps to be here predicted and maybe you feel it's 90% certainty. But you admit

that there may be some intelligent Christian people who may differ on this point. It may be

only ten per cent, it may be ninety per cent, but you should judge it in putting it there.

And then number (3) State various possible interpretations and give reasons for and against

each. Now you see this is UXUWIXX4XAXZIU a mixed question and it's one which you

could make this whole thing just one assignment or you could make it four assignments, depend

ing on how much time and effort you put on that (3). So I think that in most cases that one

and-a-half assigniments for this would be quite sufficient but if you have done 'particular
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study on some aspect of this or have a particuJar interest in it and desire to take additional

time, it will be perfectly all right (12.)

if you feel interested in so doing. Because - I want you to get number (1) for sure and note

number (2). That shouldn't take you very long because I've practically done that here. But

then in number (3) we want to see the various views that an intelligent person, who accepts

this as the Word of God, could reasonably take from the facts. And if you feel that a person

who is intelligent Christian person is always sure to take this view, except he might take

that, you can state what is the balance of probability. XXflXXXXXX*XZXX Now if you see

some of these passages , the person who consults XXXXXXX commentareIili1UU, studies

the exact (12.75) of words, a great deal could be done. But the main

thing here is to see what are the areasTitIin which there might be problems like that. Itm

most interested in getting that which is certain, that which is definite. Does the Old Testa

ment predict a coming king? Well certainly these passages make that absolutely clearly

taught. In fact, we can say this - that predictions of a coming king are far more numerous

that the predictions of a coming priest. Now I wish you would turn this assignment and a

half in by Monday noon. I thought of saying Friday noon and then I think Friday is a little

too short and Monday's a little too long. So we'll make it Monday but I may give you the

other half of the second assignment also. (Student question) Well, say here's a prediction

of a king. Maybe it's a king who's going to rule and give orders (iLf.5)

Maybe it's a king who is going to give orders spiritually to people's hearts that no-one else

could hear. Well in either case it's a definite prediction of a coming king to go under

number 1




End of Record 108
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Well, then if there are no other ouestions, we'll go on to (c). is Jesus' Actions As

This is the kingly office of Christ now we're interested in. We have found that the

Old Testament predicted a coming prophet and Jesus acted as a prophet. The Old Testament

predicted a coming priest and Jesus performed the work of the priest, the greatest - we are

all priests but He is the great Driest and if it weren't for His work ours would be of no

avail - we are His representatives as priests

(1.). Then the Old Testament predicts a coming king. Well, is

this entirely a prediction of Jesus' second coming? There are those who say his kingship

has nothing whatever to do with His first coming. He came then as a saviour, Re's going to

come as a king. He came then to die for our sins. He is later going to come to rule as a

king. There are those who say that. Well we are interested in seeing what the Scripture

says. Does the Scripture say that He was in any sense a king at His first coming? Or did

He come simply as a prophet and a priest then and would come later as a king? Or did He

come then to some extent as a king? Did He complete this kingly work or is there something

else to do? What is the evidence? So I divide this up according to the four Gospels.

=Jesus' Actions As King. j Thisjieo. Eia-3.c tip

Matthew is the Gospel of the king. Re is the man who

was interested particularly in kingship, he was looking for a king. He thought that the king

he looked for had come and he describes Him to show others that He had. come. So under this

a small ) The Royal, Geneailoy of the Son of David. That is a royal genealogy. That's

Chapter 1, verses 1 to 17. Then The Fulfillment of the Prophecy to Aha. of a Miraculous

Birth of the Divine King l:22L We saw this in Isaiah that Isaiah predicted to Ahab - he

rebuked the House of David and said that God would cause that there would be a wonderful

birth of one who would replace Ahab as king,who would be God-with-us. Well, 11T was it

that prediction? Is that predicting the first coming of Christ? Is it predicting His second

coming? This verse makes it absolutely clear. It is fulfilled here we are told in Matthew.

According to Matthew - or as I think is a more correct intervretation,desoite the RSV's dis

agreement with me, I believe it is according to the angel, that the angel says that this is

a fulfillment. I think the RSV has inserted quotation marks incorrectly. If the RSV quo

tation marks were correct it would be Matthew saying it. But I believe instead that Matthew
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JIM tells us what the angel says. Since there are no quotation marks in the original that's

a matter of private judgment but I believe that careful examination of the context Droves

that the angel said it. But in either case, if we believe the Bible is true,we believe what

the Gosoel of Matthew says,that this is the fulfillment of the prediction of the birth of

the divine king. Then (c) Fulfillment of Prediction of Birth of a King In Bethlehem-Chapter

2 verse 6. We see that Micah says there's going to be a king born in Bethlehem. Is that a

prediction of His first coming? Is it a prediction of His second coming? What does it ore

dict? Well, in Matthew we are told that He was born in Bethlehem fulfilling this oredict ion

so this rediction has been fulfilled. But who is born in Bethlehem? "A ruler, that shall

rule my people Israel." Well that doesn't say that He rules them the day after he was born,

or necessarily the week after, nor necessarily the year after, or necessarily the century

after. But it surely does say that He will sometime rule and the one who will sometime rule

them will certainly not do it in the first few years after He was born. That one was born

in Bethlehem but He was born as one who is to rule. Then (a) Matthew Shows Us That Wise Men

Came Seeking One To Be King of the Jews And Broug}tHim Royal Presents - chanter 2, verses 1 to

11. These wise men came to find the one who was"born King of the Jews"they said, "for we have

seen His star in the east, and are come to worship him." They weren't looking for a priest,

they weren't looking for a orophet, they were looking for a king. And. they'd come to worship

Him and they gave Him royal presents. Ce) Herod seeks toKill ARoyal Ring, Now of course

Herod can be mistaken. We won't build too much on what Herod thinks. At least what Herod

heard led him to think that one was born who was to be a king. I don't think he'd have been

quite so worried if he thought he was to be a orophet or a priest but be thought it was a

rival king. (f) Continuation of the General Struture of Matthew's Gospel. That is to say,

the Gospel of Matthew is the Gospel of a king and as you go through it you can see how it

shows Him meet with a rival king, Satan, and orove His right to reign. It shows His fore

runner coming, John the Baptist. It shows Him oroclaiming the principles of His kingdom in

the Sermon on the Mount. It goes on step by step - the stncture of the Gospel is the pic

ture of one to prove that He is a king. (g) Jesus Speaks With Authooity. Now of course a

prophet comes and says, "God said - this is the message of God". And a scribe comes and says

"I read these words and this is what I understand it to means'. But we read in Matthew 7:29
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"The people were astonished at His doctrine: For He taught them as one having authority,
than

and not as the scribes." And the authority is different/according to the prophet because

the prophet says, "Thus saith the Lord". But Jesus just said it. He is doing it as God but

this is His kingly authority. He speaks with authority. Then ()A Centurion Recognized

Jesus? Yowerful Authority. Did the centurion recognize Him as a prophet, as a priest, or as

a king? Well in Matthew 8:8-10 - "The centurion answered and said, Lord, I am not worthy

that thou shouldest come under my roof: but speak the word only, and my servant shall be

healed. For I am a man under authority, having soldiers under me; and I say to this man,

Go, and he goeth; and to another, Come, and he cometh; and to my servant, Do this, and he

doeth it. When Jesus heard it, he marvelled, and said to them that followed, Verily I say

unto you, I have not found so great faith, no, not in Israel." It was faith in His author

ity, his right to command. It is not the activity of a prophet or of a priest, but of a king.

Then (j) Even the Forces of Nature Obeyed Him- chapter 8:27 - "But the men marvelled, saying,

What manner of man is this, that even the winds and the sea obey him," They didn't say, "Here

is a prophet who has done a miracle." They said, "Here is a man who commands the winds and

the sea and they obey him." (_k)_Jesus Declared That the Son of Mn Had a Kingdom and That

He Can Command the Angels To Do His Bidding. Now this is a good deal to get from one verse

but I think you'll see that it comes properly from it. Chapter 13, verse Ll where Jesus

explaining a parable, said to them, "So shall it be in the end of this world. The Son of manTM

UAIIJUXZIUI (the term He used for Himself) "shall send forth His angels, and they shall

gather out of His kingdom all things that offend, and them which do iniquity." He declares

He has a kingdom or that He will have a kingdom and that He can command the angels to do

His bidding. And then (1)Jesus Declared That He Would Come In His Kingdom. Now that's a

phrase which perhaps I should put in quotes and yet I'm not sure I have quoted - yes, it's

exact so ut it in quotes - "come in His kingdom". He said, "Verily, I say unto you there

be some standing here which shall not taste of death till they see the Son of Man coming

in His kingdom." He's going to do something that He calls "coming in His kingdom" and some

of those men there are actually going to see this happen without having first died. Matthew

16:28. And then (Jesus Entered Jerusalem As A King - 21:5 - we read that Jesus did some

things when He came into Jerusalem and read that all this was done that it might be fulfilled
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which was spoken by the prophety, "Tell ye the daughter of Sion, Behold, thzy King cometh

unto thee, meek, and sitting upon an ass, and a colt the foal of an ass. UThy king cometh"

Jesus said this is fulfilled as He came. So He entered Jerusalem as a king. You can hardly

then say that His kingship is entirely a matter of the future. He was recognized as a king

but did He perform all the functions of a king? That might be questioned. But He was

certainly recognized as a king and claimed kingly recognition. (n)He Said That He Wou1&Come

In the Clouds of Heaven With Power And Great Glory As A King - m i chanter-.-24 - whether

He was a king is (l3.)whether He reoresented Himself As A

king then, whether He did the work of a king - this declares He is going to at some future

time because we read in 2L:30 that Jesus said, "Then shall appear the sign of the Son of

man in heaven: and then shall all the tribes of the earth mourn, and they shall see the

Son of man coming in the clouds of heaven with power and great glory.!" "And then shall all

the tribes of the earth mourn, and they shall see the Son of man coming" may relate to that

verse of Zechariah (13.5)

(Student question) Definitely there are a number of statements made about it which it's

pretty hard to see how it's fulfilled. There are others which

I at first made two headings here. I made one "Jesus' Actions As King" and then "Jesus' Pre

dictions f the Future". But as I went through I thought perhaps it was simpler to lump

them all together - not only what He did as king but what lie said

End of Record 109
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2531
TU3 - U1XXX17XZUXXX1UXUIX1XX!X1X "When the Son of man shall come in His glory,

and all the holy angels with him, then shall he sit upon the throne of His glory." And

then 25:LO - "And the King shall answer and say unto them, verily I say unto you, inasmuch

as ye have done it unto one of the least of these my brethren, ye have done it unto me.

That seems to be a king reigning at a future date - a prediction of a future reign. Then (o)

By This Statement, Repeated To the High Priest in 26:6L He Identifies Himself As the One

Predicted In Daniel 7. Daniel 7 said that "one bike the Son of man came with the clouds

of heaven, and came to the Ancient of days, and they brought him near before him. And there

was given him dominion, and glory, and a kingdom." (Daniel 7:13-lLl). Is that a prediction

of His first coming? Is coming on the clouds of heaven a figurAXAXX1Uative description

of His birth in Bethlehemland His then being given a kingdom? Or is it perhaps a description

of His resurrection - a figurative description. And His resurrection - the Lord had then

begotten Him and given Him a kingdom and now He raises Him. Or is it a prediction of some

thing that is still future? Well Jesus said to the high Driest in Matthew 26:6Li "Neverthe

less I say unto you, Hereafter shall ye see the Son of Man sitting on the right hand of

power, and coming, in the clouds of heaven." That seems to identify Himself with Daniel's

prophecy very strictly and the high priest certainly understood it so because "The high

priest rent his clothes, saying, He hath spoken blasDhemy: what further need have we of

witnesses? behold, now ye have heard His blasphemy." He identified Himself with the super

natural change described in Daniel. But this supernatural figure there comes to this earth

on the clouds of heaven and receives a kingdom. Now there are some interpretations of the

future which if they arefilled in with this proDhecy of Daniel wnuld make the Son of Man

come on the clouds of heaven and come up to the Ancient of Days and. turn over to Him. But

that's not what Daniel says. Daniel says the Ancient of Days gives Him

(2.75). Well then next is (p)Jesus' Accusers. Said. That He Called Himself

the King - 27,.:11-42,.-,...Pilate said to Him "Art thou the King of the Jews? And Jesus said

unto him, Thou sayest." His accusers said He called Himself a king - He admitted He was a

king. Verse 42 - He was on the cross - "He saved others: Himself He cannot save. If He be

the King of Israel, let Him now come down from the cross, and we will believe Him." They

took it that He claimed to be a king. Well, naturally we have more emphasis on the kingship
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in Matthew than in any other book. But we go on to number (2)which is Mark- The Gospel of

Mark Stresses His Miraculous Power ani Elementl in His Kingship . The prophet gives advice

and imparts wisdom. The priest reconciles us to God. but the doing of acts of power is the

manifestation of kin--ship. And the Gospel of Mark does not emphasize Him as a king but as

a servant, but it is a servant with power to do things, so that this rower is really an

asoect of His kingship. The Gospel of Mark stresses His miraculous power which is an ele

ment in His kingship. But under this UU small ()Mark Says That Jesus Preached the Gospel

of the Kingdom of God - Mark 1:14 -"Jesus came into Galilee, preaching the gospel of the

kingdom of God". (bj Mark Makes Many Statements Already Noted in Matthy. Just for a couple

of examples - l462, XI 15:2 and 32. Number (3) is Luke- Luke,Though Stressing His Per

fect Humanity Clearly Brings Out His Kingship. (a) Luke 1:32-33. Luke is showing us the

perfect example of the ideal man but in the course of so doing he brings out the kingship.

We read that the angel said to Mary, "He shall be great, and shall be called the Son of the

Highest: and the Lord God shall give unto Him the throne of His father David: And He shall

reign over the house of Jacob for ever: and of His kingdom there shall be no end." There

is a prediction which Luke gives which tells us the angel said to Mary.Vas that prediction

fulfilled during His earthly life? Was it fulfilled during the period afterHis resurrection?

Is it now being fulfilled? Or is its fulfillment still in the future? Luke gives us this

prediction which we don't find elsewhere. "The Lord God shall give unto Him the throne of

His father David: And He shall reign over the house of Jacob for ever". Is that what He's

doing now? Is that a description of this present aga? "And of His kingdom there shall be

no end". (b) Luke 17:20-24 Mentions the Kingdom of God As Present. That's an interesting

thing. "And when e was demanded of the Pharisees, when the kingdom of God should come,"W

UJOQUUXXXIm They said., "When is the kingdom of God coming?" "He answered. them and said,

The kingdom of God cometh not with observation: Neither shall they say, Lo here! or, lo

there', for, behold, the kingdom of God is within you." And when I was in college they told

us how that meant that it was in your heart, the spiritual heart that you had. "And he said

unto the disciples, The days will come, when ye shall desire to see one of the days of the Son I

of man, and ye shall not see it. And they shall say to you, See here: or, see there: go

not after them, nor follow them. For as the lightning, that lighteneth out of the one art

under heaven, shineth unto the other part under heaven: so shall also the Son of man be in
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His day." Here is something that would seem that it is going to be sudden like the coming of

the lightening. And yet there is a present aspect because he says it's within you. Now does

he mean in the hearts of thos wicked Pharisees there was the kingdom of God or does he mean

that it is among them-that there among them is the group of KUII disciples which he is
Fahe r

ruling - that is the kingdom of God? Which of the two thoughts did he mean? Well, IXILli says

that (9.), which is used only two times in the New Testament - this partic

ular Dreposition "within here", Faher says that jjfl the midst of you". Then he did some

references from classical Greek to show that it can mean "in the mt of". Then he says, "How

ever other interoret it as within you": that is, "withine your soul", a meaning which the use

of the word permits but not the context. So as far as the statement is concerned in Greek "the

kingdom of God is within you" can mean it's in your heart or it can mean that it is within this

grow of teoDle. It can mean either one. You cannot trove from the words which it means. But

that Jesus told the wicked Pharisees that the kingdom of heaven was within their hearts doesn't

seem to fit the context at all. It seems much more reasonable that He is saying, "Here is the

kingdom of God. now. Here is the king. Here are his Jesus and His disciples.

This is the kingdom of God. It is small, but it is real. "It is among you now but its fuller

manifestation", e tells the disciples, "is going to come suddenly like the lightening that

shines out of one part under heaven, so also shall the Son of Man be in His day." Already
7

oresent but its fuller manifestation a sudden cataclysmic change. (c) Luke l93 Shows Him

Recognized As King. "When He was come nigh, even now at the descent of the Mount of Olives,

the whole multitude of the disciples began to rejoice and praise God with a loud voice for

all the mighty works that they had seen: saying K, Blessed be the King that cometh in the name

of the Lord: peace in heaven, and glory in the highest." (d)Lu1e 19:38 shows him recognized as

king - that doesn't mean He is now exerting the full rower of a king. But it does mean that

He has been and that He will have (11.) some time. Luke 22:18 speaks of the

kingdom as yet to come. He said,"I say unto you I will not drink of the fruit of the vine,

until the kingdom of God shall come." So it's already present, it's among you and yet it shall

come. There are I believe two (11.5). There is the kingdom of God as Jesus

ruling over His and there is the kingdom of God as the

which is to come later. Shows Him Accepting the Title "King of the
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Jews". This is a parallel for a verse we already saw. "And Pilate asked Him, saying, Art

thou the King of the Jews? And He answered hint and said, Thou sayest it." He acceDted the

title of King of the Jews. And Luke 23: 42 Speaks of His Coming Into His Kingdom. The

malefactor said, "Lord remember me when thou comest into thy kingdom." Now of course you can't

put too much stress on this verse because this is a malefactor's statement but something led

the malefactor to think that. And he was certainly not criticizing here in the GosDel. "When

thou comest into thy kingdom" shows that as still future. And. number 14 - I guess John would

be four wouldn't it? (41--John Showed Him As One With the Right to Command His People. John,

of course, is Drimarily interestet in His deity but shows Him as one with the right to command

His people -not just to speak as a oroDhet but to give commands which we take

(13.25)ordinarily. Occasionally a prophet gave commands but they

were quite prophetic work. (1:19 - Nathaniel calls Him King of

Israel. Nathaniel says, "Rabbi, thou art the Son of God: thou arx±t the King of Israel. I

don't know whether everybody is differing with my interpretation - some are walking out.

(b)TIX3:3 & 5 - Jesus said that a new birth was necessary to see or enter the kingdom of

God -"except ye be born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God". "Except ye be born again,

He cannot enter into the kingdom of God." That's an interesting

End of Record 110
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(c)Jesus said, "Ye shall obey this command". Now this is stressed in John. Now John rarely

(1.)

that His peonle should obey His command and I'm just giving a couple of these illustrations

here - John 14.:15 and 21 - "If ye love me, keep my commandments." "He that bath my command

ments, and keepeth them, he it is that loveth me: and he that loveth me shall be loved of

my Father, and I will love him, and will manifest myself to him." "He that bath my command

ments, and keepeth them, he it is that loveth me". And then in Chapter 15, verses 10, lL, and

17. "If ye keep my commandments, ye shall abide in my love; even as I have kept my Father's

commandments, and abide in His love." "Ye are my friends, if ye do whatsoever I command you."

Now that's a peculiar




You're my friend if you do whatsoever I command you

I consider you one of my best friends. And he says

to me, "Well if you're a friend of mine, you'll do whatever I command you." It's not sensible.

A man obeying a man is not a sign of friendship. So when Jesus says, "IIXKX1IXX1IU1X

Ye are my friends, if ye do whatsoever I command you" - it would be very easy to take that

verse and (3,) what is a friend - one who does what he's commanded by

the other friend. And it just wouldn't make sense because that is not what a friend is. This

verse cannot stand alone. This verse is a verse which nre-suonoses a great deal of other

knowledge. It presupposes the fact that Jesus is king. "Ye are my friends, if ye do whatso

ever I command you." You are friends of the king. And. if He is your king , it is insincerity

to call him your friend, to say you're a friend of his and then to disregard that which he has

a right to do because he is your king. He has no

(L4.) That doesn't give anybody a right to command me around because I'm his friend

nor does it give me a right to command him around.. So that Jesus is not using the word "king"
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recognize the fact that He is not only a friend but He is a king and that He is

their king and that it is insincere to

So that John, while he doesn't use the word "king", does in this way recognize the IM reality

of the kingly relation. Now you take John l:l7 - "These things I command you, that ye love one

another." A prophet does not ordinarily command

but a prophet doesn't give commands. A prophet says

"The Lord says" and he passes on God's word. Or a prophet says, "If you do this you'll get

this result ". A prophet helps you understand but he doesn't

command you unless of course he's passing on the command someone else (5.)

But Jesus says, "These things I command you. The verse before says, "Ye have not chosen me,

but I have chosen you" - that's a kingly He chooses you, he ordains you.

"These things I command you." God recognizes the kingship of Jesus

a right to command His people. (d)Jesus Said. That His Kingdom

Was Not of This World - John 18:36 - "Jesus answered, "My kingdom is not of this world: if my

kingdom were of this world, then would my servants fight, that I should not be delivered to the

Jews: but now is my kingdom not from hence." There are many people who say, "Jesus kingdom

is not of this world. An earthly king has an army. An earthly king gives orders. People

are forced to obey whether they want to or not." Jesus is not that kind of a king. He gives

commands and we out of love for Rim recognize His commands and perform them because His king

dom is not of this world. It is not necessary (6.) that way. In

fact I think it is probably not the correct way. It is not of this world. He is not a king

who has to do with When Jesus told the disciples to go and

perform an act, it was an act in a physical way. When Jesus said, "As oft as ye do this ye

remember me." He is giving them a command and they obey the command but while the command is

in the spiritual realm it is also in the physical realm.

(7.) So that to say His kingdom is not of this world means that it is purely a

spiritual relationship. It's highly whether that is a direct interpretation

of . This world. or this age. It's a question whether
474
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"this world" is the Roman world. If my kingdom were of this world, then would my servants

fight, but now is my kingdom not from hence." The Romans were the kings -

the reople obeyed them. That was that age. Jesus' kingdom was not

(7.75). He says, "If my kingdom were of this world,

then would my servants fight". Is He saying there is a world to come in which my kingdom is.

There is an age in which this will come. Now I think that this world here is too

an age in which Satan is in power. It is an age in which the

Romans have the king and we are commanded to obey the king because he holds the sword not in

ain in order to maintain good order. This is an age but

also that at that time XXX He rules over those who voluntarily

His disciples were His subjects - He ruled over them. But they had voluntarily sub

mitted to it, they voluntarily tried to be subject to Him so that it was not of this world in

both aspects but surely it does have a meaning




(Student question) John 6:15 - "When Jesus

therefore perceived that they would come and take Him by force, to make Him a king, He departed

again into a mountain Himself alone." He did not want them to make Him a king

because But that is not the feature

of a king, to have people simoiy voluntarily recognizing you

But a king's rower, the power the governor, while it is

obeyXU ed. by the most of the people because they desire to do so, eventually rests back upon

force. I wrote down a sentence that we heard in chapel today. I thought we had great blessing

from that chaDel this morning.




(io.) real help to us. But there was one sentence in which he

saida spiritual, man is one who is ruled by the Sc'ipture." Now I'm not c±tticizing by

picking one sentence out of

but I picked it out because I thought it was a good

point in connection with our discussion - "A spiritual man is one who is ruled by the spirit."
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What do we mean "ruled" by it.




(11.25) A spiritual man is one who is dotn,g his best to submit

to . He is one who is coining more and more under the authority

He recognized the authority the spirit has. We all know that but I mean the phrase

taken alone because the ruler rules and those who are subject

A ruler is a man with power.

Now we are recognizing the good advice given by

but we are recognizing that we should take

and obey them

But I think it would be just slightly more precise to say/that the spiritual man is one who con

stantly submits himself to the spirit and constantly strives to do what the spirit desires

and it's a nice thing to realize that if you just

get

But that is a last resort (13.5)

and a spiritual man isn't a man whom God is

and therefore being able more and more to

understand what the spirit wants because he has put himself in a situation where he can. And

so the kind of kingship that these people wanted was a kingship of power. He would rule over

them with power and would protect them with power from those others who wanted them to obey a

different king. And it does not say here that He would

And so I'm glad. that verse was called to our attention




End of Record ZUlu
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5 is a summary of what we have found

(.5) so I'll dictate them to you. Small (a u First Corn

ing Was Announced As That of A King.

(b) Jesus Always (c) Jesus Spoke With Authority (d) Jesus

Commanded (e) Jesus Commanded the 1ements of Nature

(f) Jesus Suffered For Calling Himself a King

(g) Jesus Said His Kingdom Was Already Present. How many verses can you think of where He said

his kingdom was already present. Who here can think of five - raise your hand. Who can think

of four? Who can think of two?




we have key verses but only one statement and I don't think any

other statement just now in the Gospels that says the kingdom is present - than this one state

ment or than these two verses. I don't think of any other. Now that's a very interesting

thing. Much stress is laid on His being King - He is a King, He is the King of the Jews. But

then His kingdom was there present. It certainly was because we have this one statement, "The

kingdom of God is within you." Yes? (Student question)

Now a question may be raised about it very definitely but you see the basis on

which I am assuming.
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(student question) Well now let me make a brief statement here. There are those who study the

Scriptures and say, "What is the kingdom of Christ? What is the kingdom of God? What is the

kingdom of heaven? What is my kingdom? What is the kingdom? " They assume that a particular

phrase is always going to mean the same thing. My own feeling is that very, very frequently

you'll find the precise word used in a slightly different sense. And I do not feel that it is

at all impossible that God may mean by the kingdom of God or the kingdom of Christ or the king

dom of heaven,one very specific content by that particular phrase

might My feeling is that we are
and

justified when he says kingdom of God,'i it can have several meanings,in deciding in the light

of this context what it (5.75) and as a general rule that these

statements are used in a general sense. Now Professor John Murray at Westminster Seminary is

very, very strict on this that wherever it says "the end", that means the end of the world. The

Bible just says "the end", not the end of anything - but "the end" is the end of the world.

I don't think you can do that but he had a big argument with somebody

so it seems to me that God may use phrases in a technical way but I think we have to prove it.

I think ordinarily we have to decide what words mean by context and by the use of them throughout

the Scriptures. For that reason I don't personally get greatly excited about trying to get all

(6.75) but I don't object to anybody else doing it provided that before they want a

conclusion, they'll come and give me the proof. They'll say, "I'm convinced thatMthe kingdom of

heaven" always meaas exactly this and here is

proof. Well I'll look at it too before I leap to conclusions. I'm not enough convinced there's

likely to be a conclusion for me




Now this matter of the kingdom of God and the kingdom of heaven

it is stated in the Scriptural Bible




and we had a meeting for considering revisions of the Sco

field Bible and a close friend of mine said he thought I was very foolish




(7.5)
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Well, I got to the first meeting and one of the men who in his opinion would have been the one

who was most (8.) At the first

meeting this man said, "You know, I have a problem. What are we going to do about this. The

notes in the Scofield Bible speak of the difference between the kingdom of heaven and the

kingdom of God and UX I've come to the conclusion that the two are identical. And I tve

written a pauer on the two fifty pages long. lix I've taken u all the cases and studied it

and I want to submit them. What can we do about it?" The chairman said, "Well, thank you. We

will consider them and see what conclusion we reach." But the fact thatthe one of the committee

they thought was most hideboundin taking every word that is in the Bible, was the one who him

self had the questions (8.75) led me to see, as I saw it many

other ways in that group, that every member of that committee is a talented person

but these are the men to whom they will look. Now Dersonally I

feel equally upset when somebody says, "Why look here - the kingdom of God and the kingdom of

heaven are absolutely identical." Jesus says in Matthew, "Excet ye do this, ye cannot

enter the kingdom of God. Except ye do this ye cannot enter the kingdom of heaven." They're

identical. That's foolish to say that I think. Different words are used. Maybe it means

exactly the same, maybe it doesn't. My personal inclination is to think that there is a

little difference between the contexts but the contexts may overlap. It may be that there are

many cases where you could use either term indiscriminately. But there may be certain cases

where one could fit and certain cases where the other would fit. Somebody in Europe says, "Well

look at these Americans. They've got loads of money. They're always (9.75)

ten dollar bills. That's what Americans always And somebody else says, "Well

look at that fellow. All these men from the United States ." Well

from the United States or Americans they have used a exactly the same thing. But actually

anybody from this continent is American and there are many of them who are very, very different

from people from the United States. If
some1o9dy4d

say, "All Americans sneak English" it'd be
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utter nonsense because perhaps two-thirds of Americans don't even know English but we use the

term "American" to mean people from the United States. But if we're going to be technical

(io.5). So in many, many cases the two mean the same,

in many cases one is larger than the other and they overlap. Two terms may be like two

churches, overlap slightly. And so I refuse to make dogmatic statements that the two are

but that one means exactly this and the other means exactly this - we have to

get proof from the Scripture. (Student question) Yes, but the thing is -I've seen this over

and over. Some American who saves his money for twenty years because he wants to visit Europe,

wants to see Europe - then he gets over to Europe and he's afraid

(ll.2) and consequently he has to nay the highest once for everything.

And the money he saved for twenty years he throws around loosely and then the rest of us who

want to go oftener than that, don't want to save that long, we find ourselves in difficulty be

cause everybody thinks we're going to throw our money around too. One person can be a reputa

tion for a whole nation. And if one fellow from Faith Seminary would go out here and 1X goes

into a (11.75) and acts in a way that is very unfortunate, why you'll find for the

next thirty years But this state

ment that Jesus' kingdom was already present is definitely in this "the kingdom of God is among

you'! (Student

question) As far as this particular

point is concerned that it was already present - the only verse that I've come across - now

there may be others - but this I'll state - it is not (12.5) or I

would know of more than one verse that said it is always "It is among

you." That says it's here. You can't get away from it. The kingdom of Christ was there when

he was on earth. But it's only given once and that's mighty little stress

Yes? (Student question) Luke 18:16 - "But Jesus called them unto Him, and said, 'Suffer little

children to come unto me, and forbid them not: for of such is the kingdom of God. Verily I say

unto you, Whosoever shall not receive the kingdom of God as a little child, shall in no wise

enter therein." Elsewhere He said, "MX Except a man is bornR(e?) from above, he cannot see"

(13.5) Surely here He is not saying that the kingdom of God is

but He is saying that those who are in the kingdom of God
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He's not saying it is or isn't in this. But lie's saying that anyone who is to be in it must

have an attitude similar to




people who have the trusting attitude that a little child

does. Yes? (Student question) Luke 17:21

End. of Record 112
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But we should go on to (h)Jesus Said His Kingdom Was Not of This World. And I do not have the

references for this before me now but I have read them over and I'm thinking

(i) Jesus Said That He Would Fulfill Daniel's Prediction That The Son of Man Would Come On the

Clouds of Heaven To Receive His Kingdom. Now that is just a little bit different. I did

not say that Jesus said that He would come on the clouds of heaven to receive the kingdom be

cause I know of no place where He says it. But He said several times He would come on the

clouds of heaven and when He said it He said it in such a way as to tie it with Daniel's

prophecy -"You will see the Son of Man coming on the clouds of heaven." And Daniel said, "I

saw one like the Son of Man coming on the clouds of heaven and he came near to the Ancient of

Days and there was given to him a kingdom and So I believe the statement I've given

to you is one which is absolutely true but I think you could quote it in a way that wouldn't

be. Jesus didn't say He was going to come and receive a kingdom. But He said He was going to

fulfill that (2.2.5)

and when He comes Daniel sys He's going to receive a kingdom - not that He comes to give up

the kingdom but that He comes to receivel it. I think that's a rather Important

and I hope I made it clear but I hope you've got the verse down precisely UX because other

wise (2.5) you're saying something entirely different.

Then (1) W I1XIXWYTy1ThiIYfxjjD Apart From the Priestly Work of Christ

Noone Can Enter 414is Kingdom. I don't think I
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Now (D) under Ix - (We were looking just at the Gospels) Statements In The Rest of the New

Testament About Jesus' Kingdom. Now please take down a few references - you might put them

right under each other. Acts 1:3, Acts 1:6-7, Acts 4:25-27, Acts 8:12, Acts 14:22,

Acts 17:7, Acts 19:8, Acts 20:25, Acts 28:33, Acts 28:31, Romans 14:17, I Cor. 1:20,

I Cor. 6:19, I Cor. 15:50, Gal. 5:21, Eph. 5:5, Col. 4:11, I Thess. 2:12, U Thess. 1:5,

II Peter 1:11. I have listed to you about two-thirds of the statements in the rest of the

New Testament about Jesus' kingdom. These two-thirds I have listed to you are quite obvious

and I don't think they'll need much tiscussion so that that is the other half of the assign

ment I gave you. I gave you a day-and-a-half's assignrnentz. I think that to look at these

it sounds like a lot - but the biggest part of the work will be finding them in the Bible

and if you're well familiar with the Bible that won't take much. Because what I mean is I

think that all I've given you here, the teaching as far as Jesus' kingship, or Jesus' kingdom,

is quite obvious. And so I'd like you just to give a brief statement as to what we learn about

Jesus,or about the kingdom of God, from these statements which given. You will Drohably

find that at least two-thirds of them teach you just one thing, nothing else. There's very

little learning from them about the kingdom of Christ or about His kingship -very, veyy little.

And compared to the whole New Testament there are very few statements from Acts to the end of

the Bible - they're very few. But you will find how very little (6.75)

Now there are maybe half as many more which contain some very vital teaching which I want to

look at with you. But these it would be a waste of time to discuss here in class and yet it is

important that you have an understanding of their meaning. Now there's more of them than I

quite realized since I gave them to you - although it won't take long to write what it says, it

will take you a little while to write it down. And on the statements in the Old Testament I

asked you to discuss, you may feel you want to take a little longer. So suppose we make this

three assignments instead of two - make it include today as well. Make it three assignments

instead of two - included in this. The Old Testament passages we've discussed all of them

here and so you may have something to add to what I've given you. But urobably it will be

mostly organizing. But these New Testament statements, you can look at them and you can see

from that what is taught but you won't find much. And that's one of the uoints I'm going to
stress -that we don't find much in the Epistles about the kingly office of Christ. But now
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we will look at the other half of them. I hope we can in this hour finish the other half of

them, discuss them together because they are rather important. And the first of them is one of

the most important of all. It is I Corinthians l:24 - and this is in my opinion an extremely

important nassage on the matter of the kingly work of Christ. This I have not assigned you to

do because I think we should look at it together. And in fact we may not finish discussion of

it today. We may want to come back. I gave you I Corinthians 15:50 from which you don't get

much added teaching. But 15:19 says "If in this life only we have hope in Christ, we are of all

men most miserable." It goes on about the resurrection - we skip down to 22 - "As in Adam all

die, even so in Christ shall all he made alive. But every man in his own order: Christ the

firstfruits: afterward they that are Christ's at His coming. Then cometh the end, when Re

shall have delivered up the kingdom to God, even the Father: when He shall have put down all

rule and all authority and power. For He must reign, till He bath put all enemies under His

feet. The last enemy that shall be destroyed is death. For He hath put all things under His

feet. But when He saith all things are tut under Him, it is manifest that He is excepted,

which did put all things under Him. And when all things shall be subdued unto Kim, then shall

the Son also Himself be subject unto Him that put all things under Him, that God may be all in

all. Make that 24 to 28 instead of just 24. But 19 to 24 sort of gives the background for it.

But 24 and 28 are the two key verses. What about the kingdom of Christ? Is it without end?

What dog these two passages say? "He will deliver up the kingdom to God, even the Father."

And this one says "When all things shall be subdued unto Him, then shall the Son also Himself

be subject unto Him that nut all things under Him, that God may be all in all." Here are two

definite statements of one very important fact - that a time is coming when there is a change

in the nature of the kingdom of Christ - in that the time comes when He delivers up the kingdom

to God even the Father, the time when the Son Himself, after all things have been sul4ued to

Him, when the Son Himself becomes subject unto Him, that God may be all. When is that coming?

Now of course we did read back here that the last enemy that shall be destroyed is death. Does

that mean that at the resurrection Jesus turns (ed?) over the kingdom to God the Father and

that is the end of Jesus' reign as king? Is that what it means. Or if that is not what it

means then there is something that happens at a later time which is a change, and a vital

change in the administration of the kingdom of Christ. Now we find elsewhere in the Scrinture
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that we read - now in Daniel - "then shall He come the Son of Man on the clouds of heaven and

there is given to Him a kingdom"and it is an eternalone. It can not be destroyed. Well, how

can it be an eternal dominion if He gives it ui to God the Father? Do these statements con

tradict each other? It is an eternal dominion, it is a kingehiD which cannot be destroyed,

and yet the time comes when he turns over the kingdom to God, even the Father, that God may be

all in all. How can you fit those two statements together? Well maybe if you could think a

little bit about that, beginning on our next time together I'll call on one of you to explain

to the rest of us how to fit those two statements together. (Student question - Our assign

ment that you gave does that include Just the verses that you listed - the ones in Acts and

the Enistles, not the Gospels.) Just the verses in the New Testament which I listed. Not

the Gospels, no. We discussed all those and I think we went into them fully enough to have

Just the ones that I mentioned from Acts on.

(Student question) Maybe you've got the answer there. Think about it a little more. It's

a very important thing.




End of Record 113
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I Corinthians l5:2L_28 and I trust you have in mind the extremely important statements in those

passages. Then I gave you to look up I Car. 1550, Gal. 5:21, and Eph 5:5. I don't think I

asked you to look up Col. 113. And the reason I did not ask you to do that was because it was

my intention to look a little more into this source than some of the others since t thought

that it needed stressing. Now there are two or three in Acts we've been stressing but I don't

like to stress them until you've done them as part of that assignment. But in Colossiana 1:13

we read the statement that Christ delivered us from the Dower of darkness, and bath trans

lated us into the kingdom of His dear Son." I don't think that word "translated" is so good

there. In old English "to translate" may mean to move you from one place to another. If a

family lived in Pennsylvania and they moved to New Jersey the wife might say, "We have been

translated from Pennsylvania to New Jersey" but I don't think that we would say that today. But

that surely is what is meant here - hath delivered us from the Dower of darkness, and

bath *ranslated us into the kingdom of His dear Son." Now if God has translated us into the

kingdom of His dear Son, when is the kingdom of His Son? Is it something that is going to

come to Dass 2000 years after Paul speaks if Re has translated us into the kingdom of His dear

son. Surely it is something which is there when Paul is writing and people have been translated

into. Surely it says that. Well now what country was the kin°dom of His dear Son? There is

the kingdom of one king - the kingdom of the (2.25), the kingdom of the Romans,

the kingdom of Caesar, the kingdom o Nero -where is the kingdom of His dear son which

Of course the answer to that question involves the observation of the fact that
commonest

the word "kingdom" today is not identical with the/meaning of the Greek word

The word in the Greek has a certain breadth of meaning, much broader than

our word kingdom today. In modern English when you say kingdom you IA would say,"The kingdom

of Queen Elizabeth covers the British Isles." I guess you might say it covers Canada because
she

told the people of Canada that the Queen of Canada was coming down here to this countrr.

The kingdom might cover all the realm in the world in which she has an authority. Of coin-se

actually that's just a play-acting because she has no authority whatever. But the forms of the

old kingdom are preserved and in the kingdom è which now the forms are preserved, the reality

was that the rulers could say to their people (3.5) and

they were in control, had rower. But the kingdom as used today is an area in which a king reigns.
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And aside from Biblical reference that is just about the only way we use it today. Now we may

quote a nerson about it. For instance we may refer to the Book of Esther where Ahasuerus

said to Esther, "Who knows but what thou art come to the kingdom for such a time as this." And

we might quote that for instance today meaning, "Who knows but what God has brought you into a

certain position because of a certain situation." But we are quoting something - in our ordin

ary view we would never today use the term "the kingdon&. Today it's XKXAXIXU an area. But

"kingdom" was not always an area. Kingdom in old English means a power, a sway, a sovereign,

a (4.5). And that is the first meaning wkich gives for

He says (l.)Royal power, kingship, dominion, rule. And then (2.) a king

dom that is the territory subject to the rule of a king. But he gives a great many instances

where he says it is royal power, sovereignty. When the thief on the cross said to Jesus, "When

thou comest into thy kingdom, remember me," he means when you go from this area into the area in

which you are king, the area which is your kingdom - or did he mean when you come into the sway

of your royalty? Whether that is quite so clear in that instance. Surely it would be clear in

the instance where the mother of the sons of Zebedeays "When you came into your kingdom " - she

would like Jesus to put her sons one on the right and one on the left. XXIX When He came into

His kingdom - she didn't mean when he went to a different area. She meant when He came into the

royal (5.75). The word "kingdom" is used in the Bible frequently to mean

an area which a king rules but more commonly I believe to mean the sway which a king exercises,

the sovereignty, the power. And the old English word "kingdom" has that meaning very frequently

in the Bible. And if you stop to think about it you would see instantly where it caniX have no

other meaning. There are instances where it has the one and where it has the other, instances

where you can't be sure. But there are instances where it definitely means - what they said to

Esther - "You have cost to the kingdom for such a time as this .' After all we know that Esther

had always lived in the kingdom of Persia. She had not come to the kingdom of Persia at any time

because she'd always been there ever since she was born. What he meant was "You have come into

a position of power. " God has thought that this King Ahasuerus would get tired of his modest

wife and would wish to get a wife who wouldn't have the good qualities which Vashti showed. And

therefore would remove Vashti from the power and would call in dozens and dozens of girls from

whom he picked one. And his selection in some queer way fell upon this woman, Esther. And
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so she came to the kingdom. She became one possessed of power - not the rower the king had but

a very considerable relationshio to the king. (Student question) It is my impression that it

is oredicted - Hebrews 2: - the cuestion is asked whether the word baprens to be

It is not? No. I think in the Bible is ordinarily (8.)

These other words like dominion have but I don't believe -what is the

word there, can you tell? (Verse 14 - "him that had the Dower of death" - well that must be

either or . Well any way it's not

Thank you for . Well now this then

Jesus said to these people in Colossians here - or rather Paul said - that God "translated" re

moved them, not from the area over which Satan ruled, but"from the power of darkness" and He

transferred them not to the physical area but to the sway, to the control of His Son. No other

interpretation would make sense. They were in the Roman Empire. They were in the Roman kingdom.

But their allegiance was transferred to Chttst. That's a very interesting concept, a concept

which we definitely find in the New Testament. This verse alone would be sufficient to show

that it is definitely taught. But there aren't many other verses that show that He is

(9.5). When He says that no-one shall inhetit of a certain

quality, lie is not speaking there of the coming of the sway but of

receiving the benefits of the sway. And lie's talking of it as something in the future. And

when he says we talked of the matters relating to the kingdom of God we don't know whether he

means they talked of matters which find their full exrression or later. This is

a clear evidence of a oresent kingdom in the sense of a present sway. But there are not many

(10.) This is one. So this is a very important verse. Now look at

I Timothy 6:15 - we might look at the context from 14 to 16 - "That thou keep this commandment wit

out spot, unrebukeable, until the appearing of our Lord Jesus Christ: Which in His times He

shall shew, who is the blessed and only Potentate, the King of kings, and Lord of Lords." He

says Jesus Christ is the King of kings and Lord of lords but he says He is coming. Keen this

until His aptearance IA! which in His timez He shall show. This verse oroves nothing about

when or how (ii.) but it shows that He is one en-

titled to . II Timothy 4:1 - "I charge thee therefore before God,

and the Lord Jesus Christ, who shall judge the quick and the dead at His appearing and His
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kingdom" Queen Elizabeth might say to Eisenhower, "I go back to my kingdom tomorrow." That

is not the sense used here surely. "And His kingdom" - it's not saying where His kingdom is.

It is referring to the situation of the establishment of His kingdom, His realm, Hisxroyalty.

"I chage thee thex'ore before God, and the Lord Jesus Christ, who shall judge the quick and the

dead at His appearing and His kingdom." This shows a future - using "kingdom" In the sense of

sway, of (12.) It is a future time which is the characteristic of this rather

than the present which is stressed I1!XXX in this particular verse. So we have this verse

contrasted with Colossians. Now in Hebrews 1:8 we read "But unto the Son He saith, 'Thy

throne, 0 God, is for ever and ever: a sceptre of righteousness is the sceDtre of thy

kingdom'". This shows the royal sway of Jesus, shows His kingly power, but it doesn't say any

thing about when (12.75) It does say

that His throne is for ever and ever. And then in Hebrews 1:13 we read, "But to which of

the angels said He at any time, 'Sit on my right hand until I make thine enemies thy footstooll".

The author of Hebrews says that the Lord says these words to Jesus. Then whhn Jesus takes His

seat at God's right hand are His enemies already made into footstools? Or is He sitting there

waiting for that time? Is He sitting at God's right hand active as the king of the universe,

controlling all things as king? He is doing that as God - He is the second person of the

Trinity. But as the God-man He is sitting at the right hand of God

(13.5) and He is sitting there until God makes all His enemies His footstools. So

it points to a future kingdom. Now look at II Peter 1:11. There is another verse - I think

I did give you II Peter 1:11 but it's the only one of these which I

which I'm including in the list




(1I.75) II Peter 1:11 - "For so an entrance

shall be ministered unto you abundantly into the everlasting kingdom of our Lord and Saviour

Jesus Christ."




End of Record 114
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The Bible is full of verses but it has no contradictions IUU of which one or the other has

to be true. It has verses which you have to study together in order to get a full applica

tion of what is. And when you find that neither of them id false but they present both

sides of a nicture.

Jesus Christ is the Lord of Glory, He 6ontrols the universe but Jesus said, "The

Son does nothing except powers admitted to Him from God

So that here we have the future asoects showing very oositive

Now the other references I want to call your attention to are in the Book of Revelationi.

Let us rather hastily look at Revelation 1:6 -in Revelation 1:6 John says that Jesus who

"loved us and washed us from our sins in His own blood"(who has done the priestly work) "has

made us kings and priests unto God and His Father to Him be glory and dominion for ever

and ever. Amen. Behold, He cometh with clouds: and every eye shall see Him". There are

those who say this verse shows that the church is the kingdom of Christ and its leaders are

kings - representatives of Jesus as king performing through the church.

There are others who say that this shows that people have the position of kings but will

not exercise it until Jesus is reigninE over the earth and they are His renresentatives.

Just as we are not nriests in the sense that we make an offering

(L.2). But we are priests in the sense that we take the offering He has made

and we oresent it to others and one great

Protestant doctrine

everybody has a duty to reoresent Christ and bring a knowledge of His

priestly work to others - to that extent we are all priests. The same statement is made

in Revelation ':lO. But the statement is made in a slightly different context. Here it is

surely the saints in heaven. In 1:5 it was John speaking and so could reoresent people on

earth. But here it is saints in heaven - and they sing a new song - Jesus Christ has re

deemed us - verse 10 - "and hast made us unto our God kings and priests: and we shall

reign on the earth." Certainly if you take this as our King James version has it,it is a

definite statement that the saints in heaven are going sometime to be raised of Christ uoon

this earth. As the King James stands I see no oossibility of interoreting this in other

than (5.75) "We shall reign on the earth". But there are many
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(5.75) who instead of saying we shall", say "they shall" and that can be in

terpreted as referring to those described in verse 9 whom Jesus had redeemed out of every

kindred, and tongue, and people, and nation" and thus mean ctly the same thing

(6.) or it can refer to those who have thus been redeemed who are still living and

thus can fit with the idea that the church today is king and the rulers of the church are the

rulers And I was present when a group of neonle, ministers

and elders - maybe a third of them rank modernists, maybe a half of them scared of their lives

and losing their jobs if they didn't do what the modernists said. - organized themselves into

what they called "A Court of Jesus Christ" and called some fine Christian men who were trying

to stress the work of God in the establishment of the Indenendent Board for Presbterjan

Foreign Missions, before them as cu1rits for not obeying the commands. And they acted as

kings in what they called "A Court of Jesus And of course for anybody who was a

modernist (7.) deity of Christ

But I asked the question whether that is a proner function for

the church I think it is an altogether vroner

for the representatives of the church to get togethez&nd say, "We must keen false

doctrine out (7.5) and we want to stand.

for the true Word of God and will exclude from our number those who have adopted false

doctrines, denial of " But to dictate what DeoT)le shall do, how they

shall carry on their church service, to order them to do specific way

That is assuming a

Butif God has made us now kings and priests, there can be

a basis We notice how weak is the base as far as this verse

is concerned. But there's a definite statement -"we shall reigh on the earth" - that is def

initely taught. And the leaders of the Roman Catholic Church will take this verse and say,

"God is going to bring it about that we will have comnlete control over all the earth and

we shall reigh on the earth. And the Post-millennials can say, "God is going to win all

people everywhere to the Word of Christ so that all will accent His gospel and believe in

Him and then the leaders of these people will reign uoon the earth." They can take it in a

(8.75) and the Pre-millennialists can take it and can say that it indicates
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that the time is coming when Jesus Christ will come back to this eart17nd set up a kingdom and

His Deople will reign with Him upon this earth. But those three are the only (9.)

I know of that the church is today reigning upon the earth. I don't

think national Council of Churches is. They are trying to get to it but they don't.

(Student question) I do not believe that they have adopted any established teaching of the

church on that Dont. They believe in a return of Christ a judgment and

they believe that as a result of that judgment some of the leaders of the church, some

They belie that other r)eople will then when He

comes back. But I don't think that many of their theologians

They do though - I don't know whether there's an established teaching on theology

and I don't think there's any question but what the leaders of the

(10.75) are actively for getting a control

whether they believe that the Bible

Actually you know the impression is given the world that all the Catholic Church stands abso

lutely unified in every resDect and that is very, very far from the fact. nd it's most in

teresting to see - about six years ago when the Pope officially gave as the divinely inspired

teaching (11.75) and it was the first

time that had been done in I believe 50 years. The first time he sDoke in ex-cathedra - and

what did he say? Well the thing that he said was that the body of Mary was taken up to

Heaven - that is a tradition that they've had for centuries. But he declared that that was in

fallibly true - he sroke ex-cathedra. But DeODle asked, "Was Mary taken to heaven without dying

or did she die and then her body was taken u into heaven?" And he worded the statement so

that you cannot I IXIXflX prove which of the two he means. And my guess is

you'll find many Roman Catholic theologians who will one and many who will

the other. But no orthodox Roman Catholic can maintain that Mary died and her body remained

since he made that official statement. But before that they had variety. And there's tremendous
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variety in Roman Catholic (12.75). But since the Council of Trent there

have been a number of 1111X crystal and definite but comnar%.Iéd

to the whole field of theology there's great variety -and there's great hatred.

The bulk of the church hates the Jesuits, the bulk of the leaders hate the Jesuits. The Jesuits

have the power

Well that's aside but it's interesting. Well then Revelation 11:15 - let's look at that. And.

now as we notice - about this book of Revelation. Going into the book - and there are those

who say, "Well, Revelation is a symbolic book and you can't tell what it means." We had an
(ten?)

a-millennial speaker in class at Faith eminary about two yars ago. Somebody said, "Well

now you ought to get a real a-millenntalist to come and present the view." And in this class

(14.) and

they took a two-hour session and had this nn who had written a Ph.d. thesis on a-millennialism

to come and speak on a-miliennialism. And it was a most interesting exnerience. He took the

Gospels and he said, "There's no millennialism there. I find no mention of millennialism in

the Gospels. We must interpret all things by the didactic

And he show any place in the Gospels where it said there wasn't going to be a millenn

ium just as he said there's no place where it says there is. And then somebody said, "What

about Isaiah? What about these 'nrothecies?" "Well", he said, "we must interDret the Old

Testament by the (i&o) And then somebody said

What about Revelation 19:20?" "Well", he said, "Revelation is symbolic"

That's not what Revelation says. Revelation says, "Blessed are they who read this book." And

Revelation says "Blessed are they who read this book". And it says that God =shall add unto

the one who adds to this book the iil1 and miseries named in the book and he will take away

from the book the blessings from it. Revelation is a vital part of the Bible. Now that

doesn't mean to say we can understand everything in Rpvelation. There are many nlaces in it

where consecrated Christian men may differ very, very widely. And I'm not interested for the

sake of this course in taking any such thing and going into it and trying to prove to you that

this difficult passage in Revelation means this narticular thing. I'm not interested for this

class even in getting XX into questions in which there is much question among interpreters.

I think it's very worthwhile. But for this class I am saying, "Regardless of your decision
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on a hundred ouestions about different verses of Revelation, it is a divine book and if something

is clearly taught in it we must stand upon that if we are to be (16.)

Arid when Revelation shows these Deople who are here presented as part of God's leaders, but they

are neople redeemed by Christ, saying, "We shall reign unon the earth" - that statement is

true. We must stand on it. Now we have a right to try to see what

but we must stand upon it that the statement is true. And here in Revelation 12:10 we are not

going to




End of Record 11
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There is something which is desct±bed. as the coming of the sheep of the Godhead

cast down. I wouldn't

build too much on this because

Revelation 1714 is somewhat similar. We do not now attempt to go into details about it but we

read, "These shall make war with the Lamb, and the Lamb shall overcome them: for He Is Lord

of lords, and King of kings: and they that are with Him are called, and chosen, and faithful.

He is "King of kings" but He is going to overcome some who are making war against Him. And

then Revelation 19:16 shows "And out of his mouth goeth a sham sword, that with it he should smi

the nations: and he shall rule them with a rod of iron: and he treadeth the win''nress of the

fierceness and wrath of Almighty God. And he hath on his vesture and on his thigh a name

written, KING OF KINGS, AND LORD OF LORDS." He who was King of Kings and Lord of Lords, there

is a time when"out of his mouth goeth a sharp sword, that with it he hould smite the nations:

and he shall rule them with a rod of iron". Is that a picture of the Gosnel going out of his

mouth to bring comfort and consolation and blessing to the nations and his ruling through his

church. Or is it a prediction of something which is still future? JITT'XUXXAIXXX

Revelation 11:15 was the one I really wanted to talk about. My thought didn't fit 12:10 partic-

ularly well. I s a bit nuzzled. The reason was my eye had skipoed down. Because that's
woe woe

what I really wanted to discuss there. "The second IM is past, the third .hë comes quickly."

Where are these woes, what are they? We don't have to go into that question now. But we note

that verse l says, "And the seventh angel souded: and there were great voices in heaven,

saying, The kingdoms of this world are become the kingdoms of our Lord, and of His Christ: and

He shall reign for ever and ever." Whatever the woes are, whenever they come, there is a time

I'm not even saying whether the time is even nast, present, or future - but there is a time

when the kingdoms of this world become the kingdom of our Lord and of His Christ and He's going

to continue to reign over them. His reign cannot be destroyed. Well has that time come yet?

We look at the situation in the world/as it is today, the kingdoms of this world

are the kingdoms of God (3.5) if they are today

Certainly when neonle are forbidden in our schools to mention the name of Christ, when in some

schools children are ridiculed for their Christian
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but it is not a kingdom of the Lord. It certainly is not that. And when we find what we do

the wickedness - unpunished even in high places, in all . And when we

find half the world in the hands of peoi1e who IM blasDheme and declare there is no God, and

are (14.5) to - certainly no-one can say that what this angel declared

has now hapoened, that"the kingdoms of this world have become the kingdoms of our Lord and of

His Christ; and He shall reign for ever and ever.' whatever the ale

whatever the seal is, whenever these things are to happen. Revelation is either the hysterical

dreams of a half-crazed man or it is God's declaration of something that is

If it's part of God's work, sometime this is going to he fulfilled - not that the kings of this

world will be destroyed and all the judged , but that the I

kingdoms of this world will become the kindoms of our Lord and of His Christ and this control

that He has over them will never be broken -"He shall reign for ever and ever", I cannot see

that anybody can say that this has yet come to oass. Yes? (Student questions - the line in

Matthew :8 where it speaks of the temptation of Christ and the devil showing Christ the king

doms of the world. Would you say now then that the kingdoms of this world are under the auth

otity of the devil?) I would say that in the ultimate sense everything in the world is in the

hands of God. In the ultimate sense God controls all things and no no man can damn God exceot

the Lord enables him to draw the breath that he uses for this ourpose. But there is a sense in

which God permits Satan to be the Prince of this world during this age. There is a sense in

which Satan is the Prince of this world today and the kingdoms of this world are to a very large

extent under the control of Satan. And the kingdoms of this world insofar as they have ewcaoed

Th from the control of Satan are today under the control of human beings who are ruling them

as they think wise, partly doing what Satan wants and partly doing what God wants and partly

doing what their own human feelings lead them to desire. But they are not the kingdoms of

Christ in this sense. I think it's imoortant to distinguish those senses. Yes? (Student

question - Are the kingdoms there, are they areas, when it says "the kingdoms of this world" or

are they the oower and lordshio?) Well, now this is a case where at first sight it's not ob

vious. Does this mean the sway, the dominion, the rules of this world are become the rules -

well certainly that is the key interest. You cannot have a kingdom without a sway being in
volved in it. But it would imoress me that the area would seem almost to he part
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(student questions - you mean the fact that he took Him un on a high mountain?) Yes, I would

think that the kingship, the sway is certainly in it but that the idea of the area would seem

to he involved - the kingdoms of this world. The kingdoms of this world are not simDly the

kind of sway that these worldty nulers had. It is that over which they had sway and so that

(f.) Well then (E) A Summary of the General Few Testament

Teaching A To the Nature of Christ's Kingly Offices. I thought of just calling this "The

Nature of Christ's Kingly Offices" but I thought it would make it clearer like this. Number (1)

As God He Has Been King From All Eternity But This Is Not What Is Meant By Ch±i,st's Kingly

Offices. When we say "king" it isn't a matter of using a term. It isn't a matter of bowing

before somebody. "King" means power. "Prophet" means apooints, not compulsion. MPriest"means

representing us before God - reconciliation. King means rower and the power over the universe.

God is the king of the universe and Jesus Christ is God. As God He has been king from all

eternity. As he lay in the manger calling for His milk, He was directing the star* in their

orbits and controlling the forces of (9.)

But this is not what is meant by Christ's kingly office. It is something different from the

universal sovereignty of God thougi Christ narticii,ates in that picture. Number 2) Hearne

To Be King But the Full Activity of King Was Not Immediately (10.25)

He came to Bethlehem as a king in a special sense. He came to be a king though His full activity

as a king was not immediately aDrarent. What are the Dredictions about Jesus Chrtoefore. Is

it that one is coming who is going to control the forces of the universe? No. One is coming

who will sit on the throne of His Father. One is coming who will be King of Israel. He came to

be king of Israel. He came to occupy the throne of David but He did not do so when He was born.
throne

His was a manger. That's not a He was subject to His Father

and mother. He was a king but He was not exercising the kingship. His sitting upon the throne

of David was still future. He canto be a king but His full activity as king was not immedi

ately exerted. Number (3) He Was A Real King While Here On Earth, But During His Earthly Life

Re Performed the unction of This Office Only to A Limited Extent. Satan said to Him, "Command

These Stones to Become bread " and Jesus refused to do it. Jesus had the er. He was a king

and He was Lord of the univese but He chose not to do it. He Deformed His function as king
only to a limited exteit. He told His disciples to go and nrenare
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He told them to go into the city and get food. He gave them orders. But He did this only to

a limited extent. He invited the rich young ruler to follow Him

(12.75). He did. not compel them

of His kingship to any great extent. Yes? (Student

question) No, I think He was a king but I think He did not exert the kingship. (Student question)

But that's a different sense. (Student question). Well, this is the king. He was that one

but He did not do thain Bethlehem. He did not do it when He was a child. He didn't do it for

at least thirty years -in which He performed practically none.

He was rejected when He was a boy by other boys

I think it was His plan to grow in wisdom and in stature

End of Record 116
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Duke of Edinburgh and the Duke of Cornwall. Now that little boy is today The Duke of Cornwall

but I don't think he rules over Cornwall, I don't think he even receives the income from

But he is the Duke and if his father and mother were dead, he might be the king.

But he would not reign. He would not assert the functions of kingship except to a very, very

limited degree. But he would be a real king. He is not a king as long as his father

Now Jesus Christ but He was not a king exerting

He is the one who will sit on the throne of David. The king has come but He has not cone in

but simply the person who is sometime

going to exercise Well, now did he start to exercise it when He was thirty?

Did He start to exercise it when He was thirty-three? Did He start to exercise it after His

death?




But ooint 3 is that during His earthly ministry He exerted

the function of oroohet to a very great extent during His earthly ministry and He exerted the

function of oriest all through His earthly ministry and oarticularly at the end of it. But the

function of king He did exert during his earthly ministry - He spoke with authority, not as the

scribes and He commanded the winds and the waves. He exerted but comoaratively

(2.), It was only to a limited extent but yet He was definitely a king. They said,

"Are you the king of Israel?" He said, "I am". But He was a king of Israel whom most of the

people of Israel weren't recognizing and who was not using

(Student question) No, I think that's right that He is the one who will set UD His kingdom.

(Student question) I think so, yes, definitely. (Student question) Well, what did He say?

Did He say, "You are interoreting this entirely wrongly. It is a spiritual kingdom I am going

to set up. There will never be any kingdom of Israel." Is that what He said or what did He say?

IHe said,"It is not given to you to know the time or the season." He didn't say, "Your concert

is wrong." Jesus Christ rose from the dead and spent forty days talking with His oeople, ex

plaining to them the things pertaining to the kingdom of God, and if during that time He said,

"This idea of an earthly king coming on a horse and ruling with rower is comoletely wrong. Christ

is going to rule simply in the hearts of His oeoole. It's entirely a spiritual matter and the

whole earth will be filled with a spiritual obedience to Christ", and He soent forty days doing
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that and then on the fortieth day He walked out to the Mount of Olives with them, intending soon

to ascend into heaven, and as they were on their way out they turned to Him and they said, "Wilt

thou at this time restore again the kingdom to Israel?" If that other was what He had been

teaching during those forty days, I can imagine that He "lust would droD His hands to His side

and say, "What4s the use of trying to explain anything to you? I've been talking to you forty

days and you've got a completely erroneo¬s idea. Shall I take another forty days trying to

nke it clear to you when you haven't got it through your head in these forty days - or shall I

just say it's hopeless?" But He didn't do either one. He said, "It is not for you to know the

time or the season." It seems to me that's retty definite. Well, we continue there

Ready to start L." I think that 3 we considered sufficiently - when He was giving us wisdom. He

was not acting in His capacity as king,but as prophet. When He was winning reconciliation for

us with God He was not acting in His capacity as king but in His capacity as prophet. He did

act as king some when He was here on earth. I don't see how else you can interpret that state-

ment, "The kingdom of God is among you." The kingdom of God was then within the disciples.
if

His sway was on their hearts. But I don't think 'lULL that's what He meant, He would have said

to the wicked Pharisees, "The kingdom of God is within you." I think He would have said, "With

in the veoole who belong to it" or "within my disciples" or something like that. It seems in

the light of the context that it's much better to render it "among" than "within". But if the

kingdom of God was then among them, it was there then, not simply (7.5).

And to the extent to which His disciples were willingly obeying His commands and following Him,

not simply accepting His advice, not simply being convinced by His eloquence, not simply recog

nizing Him as a great prophet, but doing what He directed as king - to that extent the kingdom

of God was there. That was a very, very limited extent. But I do not see how it can be denied

that the kingdom of Christ was here when lie was on earth but to a very limited extent. He was

a king - if He's a king, He's always a king. But He was exerting His kingshio to a comparatively

small extent during His earthly bife. That's not to say He wasn't controlling the stars in

their orbits, directing all the forces of nature - but He was doing that as a member of the

Godhead, not as Christ the God-man, not as the one who sits on the throne of David. Now number

(Li.) is a very interesting statement and one which many would contradict. Number I - There Is
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Very Little Evidence in the New Testament of Manifestation of Kingly Activity By Christ During

This Present Age. Well, now that's a rather silly statement to make, isn't it? After all doesn't

Roman 8:28 say that Jesus Christ our Saviour so controls all things and directs all things that

they work together for the good of His Deoule? Doesn't it say that? Does anybody here haonen

to know? It says"that all things work together for good to them that love God". It does not

say "Christ". God controls everything. God in His Drovidence works all through the ages. God

works all things tog'ther for good to them that love Him. Jesus said, "Not a sparrow falls to

the ground without your heavenly lather's knowledge and of how much more value are you than

many soarrows?" God controls all things but this control which God has over all things in

this age a manifestation of the kingllXly office of Christ? Is it, in the New Testament con

nected up with the fact that Jesus sits on the throne of David? I do not know of any instance

where it is. If there is any it is very little and I am inclined to think that there is none.

I have an excellent book here in front of me which is very excellent on most subjects. But I

notice on this particular subject a vtatement which is worth looking into. And this statement

says that Jesus Christ as Lord of Lords and King of Kings is now reigning. It says "This uni

versal authority is exercised in a orovidential/control and for the benefit of His church. He

employs the angels as ministering spirits to minister to the heirs of salvation. t

(11.25). But is that soecifically part of the activity of the God-man, Jesus

Christ in His place as sitting on the throne of Ittd, His kingly office? "He employs the

angels as ministering spirits to minister to the heirs of salvation. He controls and restrains

the orinciralities, towers, world rulers and spirits of wickedness." Ephesians 6:12. Well,

now that certainly disproves my statement. I said there is very little evidence in the New

Testament of manifestation of kingly activity by "hrist during the oresent age. But I read

here He controls and restrains the orinctoalities, rowers, world rulers, and spirits of wickedness

Ephesians xzZ 6:12. What do you think of that statement? Does that comoletely disorove what I

saic%r not? (Student comments) I saw this and I looked at this and I said to myself as I wrote

this ooint here - I said there's very little evidence of the activity of Christ as king in the

present age. I thought of Romans 8:28 and then I looked here at this rage and I read this

"He controls and restrains the orincinalities, Dowers, world rulers, and spirits of wickedness

£hesjans 6:12. I thought I've read Ephesians 6 many, many times but I don't recall that state-
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merit. So I looked it UD and I'm hapoy that some of you have already done it since I mentioned

it. But when you look it up you find that what it says in Eohesians 6:12 is this, (from 11)

"Put on the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to stand against UK the wiles of the

devil. For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but aginst DrinciDalities, against powers,

against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places."

What does that context say about Jesus Christ the king controlling or restraining the princi

palities, rowers, rulers? It says nothing. I don't say the feference is erroneous to put

there because the quotation that we struggle against, that is taught in the rest - that these

are factors XXXXX1IKXXin these present days. But that they are factors which the Lord Jesus

Christ as king in His ca'oacity is controlling and directing so as to affect our lives today.

It says rPut on the whole armour of God, that Fe may be able

to stand against". God, the Triune God controls all

End of Record 117
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He holds all things in the universe together with His power. That is true. But I don't think

that is what is meant by saying He will sit on the throne of David and He will occupy His office

as king as David's successor. This refers to which is dis

tinct from his rower manifestation

I think that this certainly shows that He

But then today that is the thing as His kingly ac

tivity as the King of Israel and the one sitting on the throne of David. There's no

Well under this number (Li.) we might make an (a) and since

someone might come up with a verse which would give evidence to the contrary. I said there's

very little evidence - maybe I might have said there's none but I'm playing safe. I feel that

the New Testament does teach that Christ is king today and He manifests His kingly activities.

But all that I'm saying is that He does it to a limited extent and therefore I'm saying there

is little evidence but yet to be absolutely sure in point j) I'm not spying there is little

evidence, I'm saying "I Know of MM No Evidence ?h&t He Exerts Kingly Authority Over the

Ungod'y World In This Age.", We are told in the Scripture that the Holy Spirit Convicts the

World of . We are told that the Holy Spirit Takes the Things of

Christ and shows them unto the (2.). We are told that the Holy Spirit 1s

UXIUXIX active in the world today in many ways. We are told that God by His orovidence con

trols all things, that He makes the wrath of ungodly men to praise Him. We are told those

things. But as the activity of Jesus-Christ, the God-man in His kingly office, fulfilling the

promises that He will come as the King of Israel and as the one to it on the throne of David,

I know of no evidence in the Scripture to sugest that in that capacity He is today active in

relation to the ungody world. Now of course there are certain passages in the Old Testament

which start with the Word of the Lord going forth from Jerusalem, judging among nations - if

you were to consider that today, that might perhaps be such an evidence. But those are matters

which we are trying to explain rather than drawing from them something that would be uncertain

as far as they are concerned. I think that looking narticularly now at the Enistles and the

passages which are very snecifically sneaking of this age and in them I find no evidence that

Jesus 'hrist as King, as the Son of David, as the King of Israel, is exerting kingly authority
over the ungodj world in this age. (b)-He Rarely, If Ever, In This Age, Gives Commands About
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SDecific Situations. I think I'll strike out the words "If Ever" - "He Rarely In This Age

Gives Commands About Srcific Situations". No, I left out something else - "He Rarely Gives

His Followers Commands In This Age About Specific Situations". The words "His Followers" should

be in there. I've been sneaking about His relation to the ungodly worldly. Now I sneak of His

relation to Christians. (b) He Rarely Gives His Followers Commands, In This Age, About Secific

Situations. By that I mean we have Jesus Christ's commandi in the New Testament that we love

one another. We have His command that we seek sanctification. We have His command as to our

relation one to another. We have much in the New Testament which He has commanded. And if we

are His peoDle we recognize His kingly authority to give us commands and we do our best to fol

low the commands which He has given us in the New Testament. But we do not as a rule find that

He, as Christ, said "I want you to go and work in this place. I want you to do this kind of

work." He doesn't give specific commands regarding specific situations. 11e Dromised that the

Holy Spirit would he with us as our guide. He Dromised that the Holy Spirit would lead us in

(5.75) He Dromised that the Holy Spirit would lead in our activity, taking

of hhe things of Christ and showing unto us. That is very different from saying that He, as

king, is doing it. Now the reason I crossed out the words "If Ever" was that I recalled even

as I was dictating it 1X1 the fact that Paul on the Damascus Road said "Who art thou?" and He

said "I am Jesus" and Paul said, "What wilt thou have me to do?" So there is an instance where

Jesus Christ specifically and directly gave a command to a Christian in this age. There is an

instance -so I cross out the "If Ever". There certainly is one. But few of us have an ex

oerience like this where we can say it is Jesus Christ as king who is directing. The Holy

Sotrit is our companion, our (6.5) (Student question) The reference for

that is Acts 9 and then later on in the twenties somewhere it's twice reDeated - the story of

his conversion. Just how many of the three accounts of the version tell this specific point

I know Acts 9 does - I'm not sure of the others. (Student question) Yes, before His ascension

it's hard to tell whether it'd be considered this age but it is true that thero when lie was

here in the flesh He sDecifically gave commands to Peter and to .Tohn. (Student question) I

think He doesn't exert His authority. Well, there are many books written in which it is simply

assumed that the kingdom of Christ is the church. There is Edward .T. (8.) of

Westminster has written a Commentary on the Book of Daniel, in which he says - Dan+el 2 about
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the stone cut without hands - which the Roman Catholici exoositors sayx means the virgin birth.

This stone strikes the image and destroys the image so there's nothing left of it and the stone

fills the whole earth. He says that is the church - that stone - and that is the kingdom of

Christ which is the church today which is spreading until it fills the whole earth. Well of

course if it does absolutely fill the whole earth that is oost-millennialism. That's not a

millennialism. And he is not a oost-millenniaiist. But in that narticular r.ssage he takes a

Dost-millennial view -that this is the time of that kingdom - that that sbone is the church

today. Now there are many books which are written from many different viewooints but which

are agreeing on this one theme - the kingdom of Christ is today - it is now that He is ex

erting His kingly authority. I feel that he does exert His kingly authority in this age. I

feel that the kingdom of Christ is in this age but to a limited I1U extent. And I feel

that if it were the main ooint in the X**X exertion of His kingly authority, it would be

stressed in the New Testament instead of there being so little about it that we've only oointed
as a

out one or two verses which show it £ZXXTh oresent factor. Of course when He says t}t"God

has translated you into the kingdom of His dear Son" that's (9.) but most of

the statements say that "you shall enter through much tribulation into the kingdom" or "so

an entrance shall be afforded to them" - speaking of it as future. In most of the references

they say He discusses things pertaining to the kingdom. "For they are workers for the kingdom"

but they don't say "workers under the kin's direction" or"workers in the kingdom" or such

terms. You such often - perhaps very rarely. Now I'm not saying the kingdom isn't

today. I think that that is an error. I think the kingdom is wherever people try to do the

will of Christ - there is Christ's kingdom, there is His sovereignty XXX*IIXbeing mani

fested. But it is certainly being manifested to a very limited extent today. Ordinarily

now you take the United States manifests its sovereignty - it sends a reoresentative over to

the Near East to represent it and tells him things to do. Well, as soon as we hear that he's

not doing it very well we recall him. We send him a rerrimand. We remove from him that

authorization. We read commands in the Bible and we do our best to (11.)
but we're not under that sort of a direction which we would have in obeying a present kingly ac

tivity where you are under observation and you are reprimanded if you don't do it. Yes. (Stu
dent question. Isn't there another thing that we might add to show that the

kinflY
work of
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Christ is limited. That is the fact that there would be no martyrs if His kingship were un

limited. The ones that try to do the work of Christ - they're killed for that, for the sake

of Christ. And if His kingship were unlimited in this age that wouLd not hapDen.) That is to

say, the orovidential work of God, the activity of the Holy Soirit utilizes our suffering, our

aDparent failures, for His purposes. But His kingship on the throne of David, if that were

effective today, I think you are quite right in saying that we would not expect

(12.). Well that is (b). (a) There's No Evidence I Know of That He

Exerts Kingly Authority Over the Ungodly World in This Age. (b)He Rarely Gives Commands to

His Followers, In This Age, About Soecific Situations. _(c) He Is Pleased When We Willingly

_Acknowledge His Son and Seek To Do Hi-sCommands. I believe the more we can bring ourselves

into the of the commands of hrist, the haoier He is about it. I believe

He wants us to do that and that there is His kingdom disolayed in the hearts and minds and ac

tivities of those who are obeying His commandments (13.) But I believe the

greater oart of our religion XX relates to is prophetic office or to His priestly office rather

than to His kingly office. So much for these three subpoints under (4). And then comes number

4)Tbare Are Many Statements In the New Testament Which Refer To His Future Coming In His King

dom. And we've looked at that. I don't think I need to quote references on that . There are

some that we have looked at




End of Record 118
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it is not to say that the kingdom age is still future, that the kingdom of Christ

is still future, that the kingdom will be established when He comes. It is not erroneous to

make that statement because there's so much about His coming and about His being given a king

dom . And so comoaratively little about His kingly activities at His first coming or during

this 'oresent age but it's a tiny one, this sphere of activ

ity compared with that which is So much for number (5). I

have another piece of oaper from which I wish to read to you. But if left it on my desk I'll

read it to you tomorrow morning. But it is the assignment for today and tomorrow so it might

be helpful to read it as soon as I could. I don't see it - suppose I read it in the morning

to you. But I'll tell you what it relates to. In fact - here it is. It relates to Hodge's

Theology, Volume IT -only 14 pages. Chapter 11 of Part III - oage 596 to the middle of rage

609 - l3' pages - but there's a good bit on these pages. I would like you to read these nages

very carefully and I would like you to indicate regarding these oages, regarding eadh section

of each nage, I would like you to indicate which of six statements refer to every oarticular

sentence or statement that is made. Now there are two lines of that. Number 2. - very statement

that is well-founded - you might indicate that by just the letter "w". Wellfounded - that is,

he makes a statement here and it is very well-founded, very strongly evidenced. Then a state

ment ill-founded - indicate that by a small Hill. That is to say a statement which he makes

of which you get the imoression there's some evidence for it but nerhans not sufficient to

'orove it, so that will be ill-founded. And then any statement that is contrary to fact. If

you find any such you nut a small 'c". Now certainly I wouldn't want anyone to judge Hodge

like this because as he himself states, he has given less study to the subject of eschatology

than to any other povtion of his theology. And this is not in eschatology. It is a chaoter

in soteriology but as he says at the end of the chapter, these subjects really belong in

eschatology but they also are very important here in connection with the kingdom of hri t.

And that's what he's dealing with here is the kingship of Christ. So I'd like you to indicate

to know of every statement, look un every reference he gives, and see whether the reference

oroves what he said, whether It suggests oerhaos there might be something to it or whether it

doesn't 'orove it at all. Those are three things to note about them. Now the other three

things to note about them - I would like you to notice Every bit of evidence or every statement
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Can Never Be Destroyed - It Lasts Forever and Ever - and Yet It Is Clearly Stated That Eventually

HWill Hand It Over to God the Father That God May Be All in All. Now I discussed this already,

last Thursday, when I discussed with you I Corinthians 15. But somebody exoressed to me the

icea that I had not really completed that discussion. I don't know how fully you feel I had

covered the 'ooint there but it is rather important. I Corinthians 15:2L_28 - or you might even

say 24 and 28 because those are the two different statements of this one fact. Paul is here

soeakirig about the resurrection of the dead. He says in verse 22 that "as in Adam all die,

even so in Christ shall all be made alive. But every man in his own order: Christ the first

fruits: afterward they that are Christ's at His coming. Then cometh the end" - and the "then"

is not (10.75) at the same time but it is - "then" in the

sense of a following event. See there are states - first Christ's resurrection, then they that

are Christ's at His coming - "then cometh the end, when He shall have delivered uo the kingdom

to God, even the Father: when He shall have put down all rule and all authority and rower. For

He must reign, till He hath put all enemies under His feet. The last enemy that shall be destroy

ed is death. For He hath put all things under His feet. But when He saith all things are put

under Him, it is manifest that He is excepted, which did put all things under Him. And when all

things shall be subdued unto Him, then shall the Son also Himself be subject unto Him that out

all things under Him, that God may be all in all." These two passages - 24 and 28 here - very

clearly show that the activity which Jesus carries on as the Son of David, the kingly office

which He assumes for that, that soecific activity of the Godhead is something which is merged

in the general activity of the Godhead at a time when you might say this whole oeriod shall

have come to an end. So there is a change - there's not a destruction of the kingdom, there's

not an end of the kingdom. The kingdom endures for ever and ever but there is a change in

it - some sort of a change which comes at this ooint here called"the end" - "then cometh the

end, when Re hath put all things under His feet." Well now, this I think

shows then the end to the specific kingdom of Christ as such- not that the kingdom comes to

an end, not that the -Dower comes to an end, not that it's destroyed - but there is a change

in its direction. Yes? (Student - would you care to state a time when you think that might

be?) Yes, but I'd rather do that under the next head. (f)The Time of the Kingdom of Christ.

This need not detain us long - at least not its first two parts. Number 1 - To A Limited
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Extent During-, His--Earthly Life Number 2- To Limited Extent During. tbeea.ent Age.

End of Record 119
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Number 3 - Mainly Subsequent to His Second Coming. I think there are many statements which

sneak of His coming in His kingdom. There are many evidences that His kingdom is mainly after

His return. And one of the clearest of them I think is the statement in Daniel 7 where it

says that after the destruction of the world forces l.25)

and then it says, "I saw one like the Son of man came *ith the clouds of heaven,

and came to the ncient of days, and they brought Him near before Him. And. there was given to

Him dominion, and glory, and a kingdom which shall not be destroyed." That statement

is there in Daniel 7 and Jesus Christ refers to it when He says to the High Priest, "Hereafter

ye shall see the Son of Man coming in the clouds from He thereby shows His claim

that when Daniel said that the Son of Man came in the clouds of heaven, he was not describing

Jesus' birth at Bethlehem nor His resurrection from the dead - but an actual, literal coming in

the clouds that could be seen and that could be seen by the ungodly. And then Daniel says that

after He comes on the clouds of heaven, He receives the kingdom. Well, if He comes on the

clouds of heaven at His second coming and receives His kingdom and establishes His kingdom over

the earth and He must reign until all the wicked have been put under His feet, and this king

domz goes on which cannot be destroyed, then comes the end when He delivers it to God the

Father that God may be all in all -so there is a period of time between His return and the

time when He delivers up His kingdom to the Father. Now if you take it that the delivering up

of the kingdom occurs at the return of Christ, as many Deorle do, then what you have is Him

doming on the clouds of heaven and being bight to the Ancient of Days, not to receive a king

dom from the Ancient of Days but to give the kingdom over to the Ancient of Days which He had

had before. And that sharrly contradicts the Book of Daniel, shar,ly contradicts it. So it

seems to me that it's very clear in these Dassages, without any mention of

(3.2L5), it seems to me that it is very clear that the kingdom, which has a change in

its manifestation after , is something which starts after the return of

Christ rather than something which ends at the return of Christ. So much then for the time of

the kingdom. Now someone may say that's not enough to say about the time - we want to know

whether it's going to start in 5723 A. fl. or in 1961 A. D. - we want to know the date. But I'm

going to call that "the time of the beginning" and I'm not going to nut that next. I'm going

to deal with that later on. Deal with this much for"Phe Time of the Kingdoms and "The Time
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of the beginning of the Kingdom" we'll deal with in a later head. But for the next one, for(g)

we'll take -Characteristics of the Coming Kingdom of Christ. And under this Nuinbe.r-(-l)is

this - I don't think we need any

further now. And number (2.) is - Kingship Relates to Force, Not Persuasion, Which Is A Part

f Prophetic Activities, 0nc when I was in Egy-ot I bought a third class ticket to Luxor - we

went to the regular tourist agencies and they wouldn't sell it to us and I went to the railroad

station - 72 reoDle crowded into it - all with Egytian names - less educated and less wealthy

class. And some individuals that couldn't be counted (6.) didn't have tickets.

And we got into that thing and we were jammed for the whole day going south to Luxor -and we

saved quite a few dollars by doing it. But when we came to come back - the trains go down in

the daytime and come hack at night - I got soft and got a second class ticket. So coming back

I got a seat in the second class coach with a soft plush seat and plenty of room to sit. But

there were six seats - three on this side and three on that of the compartment. And the man

next to me knew a little bit of English and said an occasional word. But the other five were

one grou and one of them was a man along in middle life, late, late middle life 'nerhaDs, and

he would sit there and in Egy-otian he would make some remark andthe rest of them would all

start to laugh. And they all had a very deferential attitude toward him. And one time the

fellow next to me turned to me and he said, "That is the monarch of Abusuinbah. He is coming

ur to my his res'nects to the King of Egy'nt." And I thought I detected the fact that their

laughing at his jokes was not entirely due to the brilliance of his jokes but to the fact that

he was the monarch. The 'nrophetic activity is the activity which Dresents the truth and urges

to follow it. And it is the thought , it is the idea that stirs. While the man with the

oower, the man with the position gets the certain deference, and the certain obedience to his

commands which is not necessarily the result of simly our voluntary attitude to what he says.

And I think that is the basic difference between the 'nower of the 'nrophet and the Dower of

the king. The 'nrophet speaks the Word of God and it is true because it comes from God but it

is filled with exhortation and urging and 'nointing out the resilts of sin, etc. The king com

mands and ex'nects to be obeyed. The king exerts force. A great multittde may obey willingly

but the kingly Dower, the power of the state, is a power which has a police authority, a force

back of it. And this I think is necessary to anything that is truly called, in the larger sense,
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a kingdom or a kinshir. That's number (2). Number £3) It is An Earthly Kingdom. Many evi-

dences might be given of that but I don't want to take time or that now because our time is

short. I want to go on to number (L)It Covers Every Portion of the Earth-In This Sense It Is

Universal. You could just say "uniersal" but I thought I'd make it a little more explicit.

It covers every tortion of this earth - in this sense it is universal. I asked a good friend

who has written a book "Prophecy and the which has had a very wide reading. Before

he wrote that book I once asked him, "What do you do with the statement in Jeremiah that the

time will come when no-one will say to his neighbor, 'Know the Lord', because all shall know

the Lord?" "Why", he said, "That's a prediction of the church because every member of the

church knows the Lord." Well it seemed to me that if that was the true interoretation of it

that it's just the same as if he said, "The time will come when no-one who knows the Lord will

say to someone else who knows the Lord, 'Know the Lord'". Because everyone who knows the Lord

will know the Lord. In other words, it's utter nonsense. When Jeremiah says, "No-one will say

to his neighbor, 'Know the Lord' because all shall know the Lord" he means the knowledge of the

Lord will be universal. He doesn't mean that here and here and here and here there will be in

dividuals who are obedient to Christ in the ntidst of a gainsaying and ungodly world. When we

read in Isaiah that righteousness will cover the earth as the waters cover the sea, it does not

mean there's a righteousxoerson here and here and here and here. But it means that the whole

earth is covered - it is a universal kingdom. And number () It Is A Lime Of External Peace

and Safety. It is not a time when there is mace within the heart in the midst of adversity

and difficulty. It is a time when the adversity and difficulty is removed. A time "when they

can sit every man under his vine and under his fig ree and none shall make them afraid" A

time when "they beat their swords into not because they don't have any sense and

don't realize that if they just destroy their arms the others will walk in and take everything,

but because there's no need of them because there's no other power there that is able to do

that exceot the tower of Christ which is a tower that rules in righteousness. So it is a time

of external oeace and safety that it is very important about the teaching about the kingdom

and () It Is a Time When the Curse Will Be Removed From the Earth. Now those of you who had

Theology IV last year, I believe all of you received my little rmthlet, "The Millennial

Kingdom of 'hrist in which most of these ooints are discussed. And there are I believe several
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coDies of it in the library which could be read. And I have a few copies left over and if any

of you should be anxious to get one, if you would just leave a note in the office for me, I'll

get one to you. That will be the lesson for Thursday - to read this. It deals with these

five or six -noints. I've gone over these -noints quite hastily. This lesson will not require

anything written. It's merely to have in mind the material in this oamDhlet, a great tart of

which I've already covered. But these soecific things here on the characteristics of the king

domE, I am not going into in class. They are quite fully dealt with in this namphlet and so
I

the lesson for Tuesday and Wednesday is the study of this material in Hodge and the writing out

of these designations,according to the six letters I gave you, of each statement. And the les

son for Thursday is the reading of the oamohlet. Now if you refer I can reverse the order.

It doesn't *KKK matter to me which order but I think we should agree on it - so if I hear no

suggestion that we reverse it we'll have Tuesday and Wednesday the Hodge material and Thursday

this tamohlet




End of Record 120
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Yesterday - The Characteristics of the Coming Kingdom of Christ. The last one - Number(6) It Is

A Time When the Curse Will Be Removed From the Earth - is one I hate just barely to mention, not

to elaborate on, but I have elsborated on it to some extent in this pamnhlet here which I have

assigned to you as the lesson for tomorrow. And so I trust that you will all have a thorough

understanding of that point eventually even if you do not But we'll

go on now to (H Various Views of the Kingdom of Christ. Under this Number 1) Wide prevalence

of Certain Non-Christian Views Some people will say this is very to call these

views non-Christian views. But shall I say, "views held by people who do not accept the Bible

as entirely true and free from error"? I think it's fair to call that non-'hristian and that's

what I'm doing. (a)S9cia1GosT). Now here it is hard to know of a good title for this small

(a). Social Gospel is a handle. I do not mean to say that there is anything wrong in trying

to helD imnrove social conditions. We should do that. But what I mean is that view of the

Kingdom of Christ which believes that by means of amelioration of conditions of life, this world

will be nude a world in which all the joys and hapDiness that can be desired1 will be secured.

This is not Post-injllennialism. It is some XX XXXX times called Post-millennialismi. It

has this similarity to Post-millennialism - that ost-millennia1ism believes that as a result

of human effort the kingdom of Christ will come and so does this. But the two view are as wide

ar.art as the roles because true Post-millennialism believes that as a result of the preaching

of the gosDel, the Holy Soirit will UA1IflX1LNXX1X1 eventually convert the whole world

to Christ. That S Doles aoart from the view I'm sneaking of now which is that by the im

provement of social conions and by the change of national relationshios and by the establish

ment of various governmental situations, there will be brought in a situaton which some of the

uoholders of this view call, "The Kingdom of God on earth". Prime exDonent of this view today

is E. Stanley Jones. He sneaks about the Kingdom of God on earhh and that is our objective, is

to bring the kingdom of God on earth. And the bringing of the kingdom of God on earth means

the doing away of all inequities, with all unfairnesses in our social organization, with every
or evil

thing that brings any misery/to any ---------------------------------------------------------------------------I'm sorry that half the class was late today

esoecially since the half that was late seems now to be 1(]KIiCXXKA1 asking the other half to

tell them what I said and that means that they're missing this oresent Dart. Please leave the

first part - you're going to have to get it later rather than take time now to disturb somebody
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else who'd like to get the new material. But this view of the kingdom of God, which Stanley

Jones and these others are so widely Droclaiming, is the view which is characteristic of the

National Council of Churches today. (3.5) for Social

Im-nrovement, or something like that - which so many Methodist ministers are in - which is not

art of the Methodist organization and yet t1 relation is rather hard to say to what extent

it is and what extent it isn't. It is a movement for this sort of thing. Now sometimes these

teo-nle talk as if what they want is exactly what the ornxnunists are striving for. And other

times they strongly o-pose certain asoects of Communism. I don't think it's fair to call this

Communism but it certainly is something which at times is so close to it that it cannot but be

said that it gives much aid and comfort to the efforts of atheistic Communists. What we're

interested in now is this point in our consideration - two things - one, to note that this is

not the oromised Kingdom of Chrt&t all - we are given no Biblical warrant for belief that the

bringing of the kingdom of Christ consists in the change of social conditions, the change of

governmental situations, the establishment of a different social order. That is not the Gosoel.

But secondly, I think it is imoortant to know that the apolication of the word "kingdom" to

this view is a correct anolication. It is not the kingdom of God . And as you hear Stanley

Jones and others talk you would think that it was a proohetic rather than a kingly movement.

That is to say, you would think that what they're saying is that everybody recognizes the

rightness of these things and ado-nt them and that's what we mean. But when you Tress them you

find that that which they advocate in the end involves (5.2')

Stanley Jones says, uses the Communist slogan, "FRom everyone according to his ability, to every

one according to his need." That is the Communist slogan. And when they ask him, "Well, suppose

eole don't want to do this?" Then he says, "Well, they will lose the benefits of the social

order. Society will cut them off from its benefits." What does that mean? That they'll put

them in Drison. It is exactly the 6ommunistic end. The Communistid system is a system which

involves tremendous things. It is a kingdom in the true sense of the word. It is not a matter

of oro-ohetic swaying. It is a matter of force. It is something that does not work with man

XXX constituted as he is. It can never work but those who advocate it should have a right to

present their views and have them studied and discussed on a basis of the question of how good

and how bad the views are. But they should not call it 'hristIanity or call it the Biblical
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teaching about the Kingdom of God for it is not - it is something entirely different. So much

then for small (a). A very, very important factor in our day and one which we should know

about and we should (6.5) (Student question) I just said "Social

osDel". What is that? Oh - I just said it involves force. Then small (Neo-0rthodox

Views Now this is certainly, as far as its telation to the Kingdom of God is concerned, would

seem to be very different from (a)The Social Gosnel. But it also belongs under the non-Christian

view because Barth and Mueller and these others do not accent the Bible as the source of specific

statements which can be accented as true. They do not do that. But Barth says, "God is in

heaven and you're on earth and the difference between the two is so great that they're in en

tirely different snheres. And the Neo-Orthodox annroach is such that they can believe in any

Christian doctrine whatever and yet not believe in what we mean at all. But they maintain

that everything about the other sphere, about God, is so different from anything we can under

stand that we cannot express anything about it. We can only make anoroximations. And the re

sult is one of them can affirm the vicarious atonement of Christ and the other can deny it. And

they both can believe exactly the same thing. When Barth says that he believes in the fall of

man but he says the fall of man is not something in the past, it is something right here today.

He will accent the story of man's fall but he believes that it is hanoening every day

(8.5) present situation and the same is true of the teaching

of the return of Christ. They can accept statements about a coming kingdom but the word "coming"

means "coming into your heart today". It doesn't mean coming on earth en the future. And the

word "earth means your heart and your life, not this ground we walk on. All of the words in

Neo-orthodoxy are so twisted and changed in their meaning, it is all very different from what

we mean. There was a man who was editor of a magazine which issued a great deal of very fine

Christian material. A few years ago he went over to Europe and he talked to Karl Barth and he

didn't know any German and Barth didn't know any English at that time but they talked in French

each of them knew a little French. Arid he asked the man a few questions in French and he de

clared in his magazine that Barth believed in the substitutionary atonement and that he believed

in ore-iniliennialism, that he was a nre-millennialist. But I'm sure that what Barth said, his

real meaning, was very different from what the Bible teaches because Barth does not hold that

from the Bible we can get facts about the st history of the world or the future history of
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the world. He does not believe that at all. He believes that it makes not the slightest dif

ference whether an actual man walked on earth called Jesus Christ. But what matters are the

soiritual truths which are in some way reoresented (9.75)

And so XUXIXI XX]IUUX Neo-Orthodox views of the kingdom of Christ may sound exactly

like what the Bible teaches but they actually are .iust as different from it as the views of the

Social Gosoel. The only difference is that with the social Gosoel you can tell what they be-

lieve while with this it's so vague you can't really tell what they do believe . And it is so
some

vague that there are IXIKKX Christians who




they've read the Neo-Orthodox book and found the

same terminology used and it strengthened their faith. There are some. And some of these have

written books themselves in which they have taken oositive stands on some of the great doctrine

of the bible and been strengthened by the Neo-Orthodox (lO.7c) but I believe by

a misunderstanding of what Neo-Orthodoxy really moans. Well, so much fey the non-Christian

views which are widely nrevalent today. Now number 2.)eiiniti.no1Three WideeDread Christian

And I hate to use the word "Christian" here because some oeoDle think it's a terrible

slam if you say that anybody is not a Christian. They think that Christian means

(11.) and it's an awful slam at one to say he isn't. remember once a




Con

gregational minister said to me, "I think Barth is one of the greatest religious teachers in

the world." I said, "Granted. And Mohammed was another great religious teacher." 'ertainly

Barth was a great religious teacher but he's not a Christian. He's not a teacher of Christianity

any more than Mohammed was, in fact I think less so. I think that Mohammed held to more of

definite Christian doctrine than Barth did. I definitely think he did. But I don't like to

use the word in a way that someone will take that as

(12.) but I don't know of any other to use right here to show this dis

tinction between the views of those who do not accent the Bible as entirely true, as I believe

any Christian ought to, and those who do. And by "Christian views" I don't meaa whether the

man is a Christian for there are some very ill-informed Christians. And there are some veyy,

ve'-y orthodox non-Christians. But I'm not sneaking of what the man is but of the view. I

don't think a view is a Christian view unless it's a view that relates to a definite Christian
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teaching that the Bible is tune (l2.) But among those who accent the

Bible as being entirely true and whatever it really teaches we should accept, there are three

attitudes regarding the kingly activities of Christ - three general attitudes. And of these I

will call small (Pre-Mi1lennialism. And I'm interested here merely in the definition. What

is Pre-!Ullennialism? some people have the idea that Pre-Millenriialism means that you know

whether Russia is Gog or Magog and they have a system worked out with a

thousand everyone of which is simDly related to Pre-Millennialism. Now if

such a system could be worked out by a man, regardless of his , it

hainens that those who do work them out are ardent Pre-Millennialists. But they are not

to the term "Pre-}dillennialism". What does the term hIPreMillennialismN mean?

It means that I believe the teachings which I have mentioned thus far about the kin' work of

Christ. That is that He came as a king, He was a king but He exerted His kingly activity to

a very slight degree during His earthly , that He is now a king but He is

sitting at the right hand of God waiting till His enemies be made His footstool and His work

today is Drimarily that of proDhet , not of king today ex

cept as He is God and God is sovereign and to that extent Christ is

End of Record 121
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and that there is a change in the kingdom described in I Corinthians 15 when He delivers over

the kingdom to God the Father, "that God may be all in all. That is to say that there is

this kingdom that cannot be destroyed. It is an eternal kingdom but there is a change which

takes 'niace after a certain length of time. That is what I would say is essential to Pre

Millennialism. Now once you accent that there are certain details beyond which the ScriDture

clearly teaches.tf you acceDt this much , you cannot heli accenting certain other things. But

then there's a great deal of detail on which one could have one or other or many views on it.

It does not effect the basis. That is what is called the Pre-Millennial view. Now (b) The

Post-Millennial View. This is the view that the kingdom of Christ is going to cover this whole

earth. He is going to reign in righteousness over the whole earth for a erIod of substantial

length and this reign is going to be a time when all the world will be converted to Christ and

consequently there will be no external danger. There will be external eace and safety. The

Old Testament Dredic*ions of external peace and safety - "that they beat their swords into

plowshares and their snears into Druning hooks and they don't learn war anymore" would be lit

erally fulfilled because all the world will have become Christian. And that will he brought

about by the oreaching of the Gospel and the activity of the Holy Spirit. And then when this

kingdom has continued for a certain length of time, Jeus Christ will come back to this earth

and He will come back to bring it to an end. He will come back on the clouds of heaven and

will set un His throne and WTTI have His last judgment and bring the kingdom to an end. I

have mentioned the objection to that,that that shows the coming oft the clouds of heaven not to

receive of Him but to give up the kingdom. It does not fit with Daniel at all. I never

heard that narticular objection given by anyone else nor seen it in any hook I've haT)-)ened to

read on the subject but it seems to me a very clear objection to this idea. But that is the

Post-Millennial teaching and true Post-Millennial teaching is just as far as can be from the

kingdom of God (2.7'5) because it believes in a world changed by the

nreaching of the Gosoel. And the Post-Millennial view was very widesoread a hundred years ago

when great social imorovements were coming in the world and steos forward were being taken in

every line of thought and bringing it more in line with the word of Christ. And 50 to 70 years

ago I guess it was when the great movement began - The Evangelization of the Earth in This
Generation - the slogan. And such great steps forward were taken that XXIX it looked as if
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surely this is going to be fulfilled very soon and the kingdom will be established. But true

Post-Millennialism is a a thoroughly Christian view, because it is a view held by people who

believe that all men are lost except they accent Christ as Saviour and that the only way they

can be saved is XXW through the shed blood of the Lord Jesus 'hrist, the activity of the

Holy Spirit and who believe that the bible is true and what the Bible says is to be accented.

True Post-Millennialism is a truly Christian view. It is a different interoretation of the

Scripture but it is not in any sense an un-Christian view. (Student auestion) Well, I would

say that two things haooened - there were neople who had a Post-Millennial background, who

thinking of this wonderful kingdom that was going to be brought in by the oreaching of the

Gospel, shifted over into the emphasis of Stanley Jones of bringing in the wonderful kingdom

by the establishment of the United 1zAIc Nations and the change of the social order. There

were some who shifted. Now whether those U who shifted were really Christians before or not

I do not know but at least peonle thought they were and they orobably thought it themselves.

They accented these doctrines but they moved away from them. Then there were others - Post

Millennialists - who with the rites of modernism saw the winning of the world by the gosoel

(5.) long period. Today there are more heathen in the world than there

were before the beginning of the great modern missionary movement which said, "The Evangeli

zation of the World in This Generation". There are also more Christians, at least more pro

fessing Christians but the great advancing technology has moved forward increasing the opu

lation of the earth much faster than Western civilization even to say nothing of the Preaching

of the Gosnel. And there are those who become discouraged - and I think becoming discouraged,

some of them have examined the Scripture (5.r5) and come to the con

elusion that that was But I don't think there are other factors that

enter into it. Post-Millennialism today is comnaratively little come across. I think the main

reason is because some who held the view hadn't really thought it through and went over the

Kingdom of God view and social gosnel view -and others who held the view have become dis

couraged. It seen such a natural thing. Today it doesn't seem so natural because everything

(6.) (Student question - Is Christ physically resent to rule in that

long neriod of time?) That's an inmortant thing - thank you for mentioning it. I meant to say

i speaking of it. There "kingdom" is a kingdom in which Christ rules in the hearts of His
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people and it is Christian spirit which rules rather than Christ nhysically Dresent. (The second

thing - what does Christ do when He does come physically?) when He comes physically, He gathers

all nations before Him and separates the sheer from the goats and iv the sheep their resurr

ection body gives them eternal life - that is, He gives them the resurrection body which can

never be destroyed and takes them off to heaven. And the goats He says, "Denart from me into

everlasting fire (7.) . (Isn't that inconsistent because they've

already said the whole world is become Christian?) But there would be resurrection of all the

dead would take place after he comes and they would be brought before Him - and theye are some

Post-Millennialists who studying the Scripture have come to the conclusion that at the end

they read the words, "When the Son of Man cometh will He find faith on the earth?" and they

read in Revelation 20 about the urising, the end of the Miblennium and they say at the end of

the Millennium is the turning point so that when He comes the kinc&dom will have gone on but at

the end of it there will have been a turning away and so there will be unbelievers on the earth

at that time. Now not many Post-Millennialisits have gone into it to that point but there are

some who definitely say it. (They wouldn't believe in eternal security then would they?) Well,

the7e might be children. Of course this view has been held by Calvinists and non-Calvinists of

all tyrs anyway. (Student auestion) I don't think there is a connection. I've known people

who claim that (8.2) was contrary to Calvinism. I don't know - but I do know

this - that a generation ago there were some Methodist leaders like who were

strong Pre-Millennialists. But I think that probably as you look at the Methodist movement

you will find that the Methodist movement went out with a great emohasis on reaching new areas

for Christ and extending the sway and very successfully in many areas and I think that there was

a lack of theological study and of more stress on the oractical - which was good to that point.

But with the lack of as much theological study there came a neglect of certain doctrines and

then with the rife of modernism in the Methodist Church it was felt there1 as felt in many groups)

that you could attack Pre-Millenritalism and really attack Christianity without neonle realizing

you're doing it. And so now I was in a Presbyterian College in California - a college which had

been a very, very orthodox Presbyterian College for a long time. But when I was there they were

beginning to move strongly toward liberalism and we had a new President who was a thorough
liberal. But he would come into our classes and he would just attack Pre-Millennialism. He'd
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say, "oh, know you folks on the Pacific Coast here are different" - just as if nowhere else in

the country did they believe in Pre-Millennialism. And he'd say, "This idea of a man coming down

out of the sky. You don't believe that kind of stuff. We dau't in our modern day believe that

anymore." And what he really was attacking was the teaching of the coming of Christ which

(9.75) but he made it sound as if it was Pre-Millennialism he was attacking.

And I think there was a certain movement 1i that in the Methodist Church which mate Pre-Millenn

ialia a target when it wasn't really Pre-Millennialism that was being attacked, but the belief in

the physical return of Christ at all - the belief in the sunernatural. Now I can't go into that

fully but XXII it is not my impression that there's any real In coxrelation between Calvinism

or Arminianism on the one hand and the difference between Pre-Millennialism and other views.

(Student question). Well now, let me say this - that we are not here speaking of three men who

have written extensive books. And you could take these books and comoare them exactly and see

exactly what they hold. We are sneaking of views which are held by great numbers of neoole and

there are a great many minor variations in their views. But we're classifying them into three

types of views and consequently among those - I would say those who hold the points I've mentioned

should properly be considered Pre-Millennialists even though they might vary on certain details.

I would say that we could put together as Post-Millennialists, whether they use the word or not,

peolDle who believe that the Gospel is going to conquer the world. Now Dr. J. Gresham Machen

called himself a Post-Millennialist but he made this statement, "I am not certain that I would

say (11.5) that every man, woman, and child on this earth will be

Christian before Christ comes." I heard him make that statement. Now he studied from the

and that was belief that the Scripture stresses the cornnleteness

of the victory of Christ, that every single individual is going to be won to the Gosoel. Well,

now there orobably were some whomx we would class as Post-Millennialits who believe that this

victory is yet going to reach the ooint SIXX of comolete victory and then Christ is going to

come back. But I think most who have studied the Scripture with the idea of working out details

from the Scrioture would say that the pictures (12.) would require

that it continue for a substanti&l length of time. (Student question). One word that I wish

we could do away with altogether as a designation of is the word, "Dispen-

sation". I .wish I could because it seems to me that everybody that
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I donlt think there's any definition of disDensationali3 which would cover more than one-fourth

of the people whom others would call by that name. I feel that it's a very, very bad word for

that reason. I don't think it's a clear word. Once,shortly before Faith Seminary was founded,

I was with a group of fellows who were nianning how to get control of the Indenendent Board for

Foreign Missions. And they were Dlanning to get control and they looked over the list of mem

bers and they were dismayed there were so many Pre-MillenriialisØts. And as they looked it over I

guess they didn't realize how keenly I felt or they wouldn't have talked quite as frankly. But

they went through the list and they said, "Look at all these Pre-Millennialists. Now this man's

Pre-Millennia1st but not dispensatlonalist. This man is disDensationalist. This man's disoen

sationalist. This man's Pre-Millennialist but not dispensationalist." And as I heard this and

knew something of the view I came to the conclusion that their definition of disoensationalist was

a man who not only was a Pre-Millennialist but thought Pre-Millennialism was worth standing for,

not merely mentioning it. That was their definition of disensationalism - one who really
premillennialism.

supported Now there's a groun that calls itself disoensationalist which bthers call

Bullingers, which holds the view that the New Testament is divided into about six different

sectflons, each of which is only valid for a few centuries, and you are in all these different
End of Record 122

dispensations, and you have no interest i any other sections of it. There is a terribly small

group, but it is very enthusiastic.. :¬y use considerable amount of literature, and on our

Scofield committee we are constantly besieged with literature from them, demanding that we

revise the Scofield Bible into what they call true dispensationallsm. And their views are

in Dallas Seminary I was told that -
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Those people say they're the otrly oeople So I just don't like the word. There

are about six different ideas some of which are very good and some are very bad. And many peo

ple mean one of them by dispensation, many mean another, and many mean another. So I just

like that particular word. (Student question) Now what was your original question again If

that stood with Post-Millennialism rather than Pre - I don't think so. I think that logically any

kind of a dispensationalism that is an erroneous dis-nensationalism would fit better with some

other than Pre-Millennialism. But it is very generally held that - the Pre-Millennialist is often

attacked by calling him a dispensationalist. In many people's minds the two are identical. Ac

tually they're in different spheres altogether. Many people think that a disoensationalist is

one who believes that people were saved in the Old Testament by keeping the law. And I have

heard Dr. Chaeffer of Dallas very strongly criticiz1 on the ground that he believed that people

were saved through keening the law. And you can read some of his writings and logically deduce

from these statements that for salvation in the Old Testament times you kept the law. But you

will find explicit statements elsewhere showing that's not what he believes. It isn't fair to

misinteroret. A man may be illogical - I don't know anyone who isn't illogical at times but we

should take a man by what he says, not simply by (1.75). Now where I used to

teach before I came here there was a group among which dispensationalists came to be in their

minds about six times worse than being a modernist. That was their definition but they didn't

have any real agreement on what one really was. Well, now that's a different subject. I could

take two or three hours on that but I don't like to get behind on what we're on here. (Student

question). In the Pre-Millennial view He is waiting at the right hand of God. He is actively

interceding and He is active in the hearts of true Christians but He is waiting until the time

when He comes back to this earth to make His enemies His footstools. (Student question) No,

He's waiting until the time when He's to make it that way but He doesn't thake it hanin yet. Of

course it's the nower of God that makes it hanoen. That's in Psalms or is it in Hebrews where he

quotes that? Well now this Post-Millennialism I want to make clear a present definition. These

questions were intelligent questions and worth taking u-n but I've got a lot of ground I want to

get over so I don't know how much time we want to take on these questions right now. My second

coint was simoly definition and then I want to consider each view se-oarately. But (a) was Pre

Millennialism,(b was Post-Millennialism And I want to get this distinction clearly in mind -
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that true post-Millennialism is a Christian view. It is a view held by people who say they accept

the entire Bible as the Word of God. I think they misinternret it but they do not knowingly re

ject it and a true Post-Millennialist believes in the great central doctrine of the atonement of

'hrist just as fully as any Pre-Millennialist. It's altogether different from that which many

oeonle take to be Post-Millennialism which is this kingdom of God business of E. Stanley Jones.

Well now (c is A-Millennialism Or rather I'm going to call (c) A-Millennial Views because

Pre-Millennialism is a definite view. Post -Millennialism is a definite view. A-Millennialism is

a denial rather than a view. The very words - Pre-Millennial*sm means Christ comes back before

the MillennithTI. Post-Millennialism means Christ comes back after the Millennium. "A" means

"not" - A-Millennialism - no millennium. The term A-Millennial embraces a great variety of views.

This amphlet here, which you all I trust will digest thoroughly, began as a sermon which I gave

which took me sixty minutes to give. And it was substantially as it is there, not much change.

But I gave that sermon - I was teaching in another seminary X at the time -and three-fourths of

the X1 faculty of that seminary were nresent when I gave the sermon. And when I gave the sermon

one man there who was of the most leading members of that faculty, one of the best known of our

group, came un to me afterwards and he was very indignant. And AX he said XXXXXUXX, "You said

at the end such and such and criticized oeople who are A-Millennialists. Before you said that ev

erything you said was practically what we believe." Well that man's field was Apologetics rather

than Biblical interpretation. And he was very indignant because he said he agreed with most of

what I said and at the end I criticized peon1e who hold the name which he applied to them. But

two weeks later he talked. very differently because he had talked with others and found that the

A-Millennial view wasn't what he thought it was. And he was holding a different view. Well that

is the case - that the A-MillennialisM covers a wide range of views. The central thing of it is

that it plays down the idea of a king. Now that's what the "A" means it plays it down. No

millennium. Now of course when you say no millennium - it depends - what do you mean by it? If

you say you don't believe in any millennium in the Pre-Millennial sense, that's one thing. The

Pre-Millennial sense is what I think is Biblical teaching that there is to be a time of universal

peace and safety on this earth when the curse will have been removed from the animal creation as

described in Isaiah 11 and in Romans 8 - the curse will have been removed from the animal creation

there will not be pain and suffering and misery unon this earth. And during that neriod Christ
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will reign in physical body form here. That, I believe, is taught in the Scriuture. Well now a

man says, "I believe in the millennium". Re may say that and mean he doesn't believe in

this kind of a millennium and really be a Post-Millennialist. But most of the A-Millennialists

are not Post-Millennialists. Most of them hold that as the Pre-Millennialist said, "Christianity

and Anti-Christianity go on together until the return of Christ". They go on and Christianity

makes advances and Anti-Christianity makes advances and they go this way and that way, but Christ

returns to an unconverted world. On that A-Millennialism agrees with Pre-Millennialism. But then

the A-Millennialist says that is the end - there's no millennium after his coming back. There

are some A-Millennialists who are very heated about it, write many books strongly attacking Pre

Millennialists. But this central denial is the only thing that holds them together. I have

known men who call themselves A-Millennialists who hold oractically everything a Pre-Millennialiat

holds exceot this - that there's no end to the kingdom of Christ. That is to say,that once He

sets UD His kingdom on this earth it continues indefinitely - there's no next step.

(8.25) Well, I think a man who holds a view like that could be

called a Pre-Millennialist - he's nearer to Millennialism than he is to any other view. There

aren't many who hold it but I've known some who called themselves A-Millennialists who held it.

But the oeoole who advanced A-Millennialism strongly and who write books about it and who study

it a good deal, most of them have come to a rather definite view. And the rather definite view

which they hold is that all the prophecies about the kingdom of Christ are properly aiDDlicable to

the church as it exists today - that this is the coming kingdom promised in the Scripture. That

is the A-Millennial view as held by most of those who have studied it much and written extensively

on it. Though they say there is a great deal of variety among oeoole who use the term, that is the

view held by most of those who orofess it. nd so that I would say - Pre-Millennialism and A

Millennialism agree essentially in their view of the near future. A-Millennialism and Post

Millennialism agree in thè*r definition of what hanoens when Christ comes back. You see it is a

view that is half way between in that sense. That is not the view of all A-Millennialists by any

means but the majority of the people who have thought it through or have written books about it.

Well now that's the definition I think sufficiently of the three basic views on this. And I want

to make Utf3 A Brief Consideration of Post-Millennjaljsm (a Its Good Points (1) It Recog

nizes the Universality of the Coming Earthly Kingdom. I believe that's clea±'ly taught in the
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Scripture and it is recognized by Post-i1lennialists. And most A-.Millennialists ignore it.
Coming

(2)It Gives Proper Stress to the Prediction o/erioxte and Safety.

(b Its Errors ()I the Teachiqg of Removal of the Curse from the Earth Now that I

do not consider to be a great error of Post-Millennialism for this reason - that is not much

stressed in the Bible. The Bible stresses the fact that there is to be a time of external ace

and safety unon this earth. That is stressed reneatedly in many passages in the Old Testament.

But most of these nassages don't say anything about the removal of the curse. In fact offhand I

only think of one and that is Isaiah 11 where it says the wolf and the lamb shall go out together

and I don't think it means they dwell together because the lamb is inside the wolf. And it says,

"And the calf and the young lion and the fatling together: and a little child shall lead them"

I don't think it means the little child is running away so they won't get to it and gobble it p.

I think what it means is that there is no destruction of one by the other. Well now the Post-

Millennialist says these are all figurative pictures. They show the fact that the man who was a
destroying

wolf,m1,has been changed b the Gospel to become like a lamb so he won't injure anyone. And

I don't think that's the correct internretation. But I think it is a truth - I think the Gosnel

does that. And that is the only Old Testament oassage that offhand I can recall where I think

it's definitely taught the removal of the curse. And if a person differs from me on this one

nassage I don't think that's extremely vital - but I think he's wrong. I think the Bible teaches

that there will be a time on this earth when the destructive nature of the curse will be removed.

(Student question) Well, then there's one other ssage on this removal of the curse back here

in Romans 8 where it says that the whole creation groans and travails waiting for the reileval of

the curse and I think Romans 8 teaches that there is to be a time when the curse is to be re

moved. But that's not much to (lL.) so while I think that's the correct

interpretation of Romans 8 and I think that it shows that the interpretation of Isaiah 11 is

correct, it is not a thing stressed in the Bible and therefore it's not a major argument against

Post-Millennialism. (Student question) Then number (2) A Second Error is one that I think is.

far more serious. (a it Pushes the Promised Return of Christ Too Far Into the Future.

End of Record 123
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external neace and safety everywhere because no one would desire to injure anyone else,

because all of the Christians who have preached wonderful sermons, in presenting the

gospel, oresenting theDeity of Christ, the great doctrines of Christ, and maybe once
preach

in 20 years, would great sermon on the return of Christ, in which you could

just feel the joy and the happiness of seeing our Lord come back to this earth. And
that

other sermon on the great joy of his coming, but that has not betñ often done like 'f

like that, because if you are going to have a thousand year period of righteousness

and peace on this earth, fiist, it is so far off, that it does not become a very,

living present blessed hope. And that to me is the great objection to Post-Millenialism,

is that the Zew Testament, over and over and over and over stresses that in such an

hour as ye think not, the Son of Man cometh. Be ye ready for you know not when he is

coming. And. watching for the return of Christ, and Paul is going to receive a crown

of glory and unto all those who love his appearance, over and over and over and over

in the iew Testament there is stress on the joy and the glory of the return of Christ.

And the proof for the true Christian post-millenialist does not deny this, but he pushes

it off so far into the future that it makes these statements rather meaningless. And

that to my mind, is the great objection to Post-Millenialism. I would say that that is

an exegetical objection. That the great stress on this in the ew Testament, on

looking forward to it, seems quite out of place if we know there is going to be a
before he comes back

long period after the whole world is conquered by the Gospel, himself.m

o I think that is the great objection to Post-Millenlalism.

But there is a third objection And the third I think is rather serious. That

Post-Miflenia].. view must twist revelation 2Q beyond reason The Pre-Millenial view

is not based upon Revelation 20, and so I don1t even think I mentioned Revelation 20

in this class thus far. It's not based upon it. I believe

that the teaching of the scripture taken together presents this. But Revelation 20

takes its main aspects and fits them together into a - gives us a general idea of the

progress of it. Revelation 10, describes the coming of Christ, king of kings and Lord

of Lord, to conquer the world, destroying everything that opposes him, establishing

a great conquest over the erth. Revelation 20 begins with the resurrection of the
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saved. They live and. reign with Christ a thousand years, The rest of the dead. live

not till the thousand years are finished, and then at the end of the thousand years,

Satan is released for a little season, and. then his uprising is put down, and then

comes the judgment of the unsaved, all of whom are raised from the dead and judged.

That is the simple, natural way of interpreting Revelation 20. And if you simply

take the words as they stand that's what it thii says. And if you try to get any

thing else out of it you have to twist it so, that you might as well throw up your

hands, and say it is a symbolic book. We can't know what it means. But those who

have tried to twist it, don't agree among themselves. They have many different

interpretations. Because everyone of them has very serious diffic1ties in them.

And so Revelation 20, fits exactly in a pre-millenial view, and it can't fit any other

view, but to me the great objection to post-millenialism is the second, that it pushes

off the return of Christ.

$ 12/12/57.

We look at various views of the kingdom of Christ. We looked under number one, at

the wide sre.adness of certain nnChristian views. Iow those, a. The social gospel,

the kingdom of Christ, which is the most widely held. view in the professing Church today

undoubtedly. I don't )mow widely if you mean the number of people holding it, but

certainly the number of people in authority it is, because the leaders of the National

Council are strenuously pushing forward on this line, of improving social conditions

to bring the kingdom of heaven on earth. It is not a Christian concept. There is no

promise in the scripture that it will precede. The principles on which they are trying

to bring it, are contrary to sod's word, and they are playing into the hands of the

Communists. But they use the term, Kingdom of od.

B. It is a ieo-Orthodox view, which we notice turn away from that sort of thing,

but constitute a vague sort of situation where we take all these Scriptural terms, and
a

accept them, but we do not believe in tho activity of God to make specific things

happen in accordance with a particular plan as described in the Bible. We believe that

it all describes certain things in the other side that we can't understand. Anything
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that we say about them is wrong. But in some way we get some sort of an effect upon

us by these statements about that other side, which we can't understand. It is such

a vague thing that we wonder how anybody could be come enthused over it, but after the

great deadness of the Modernism that was so wide spread 30 years ago, the ieo-Orthodox

seemed. like a breath of fresh air. They were enthused. They were excited. They had

something for the individual soul. Everyone stands and faces God, and. there must be

a relation between us and God. But what is that relation? We know nothing about it.

We can say nothing true about it. But we have some kind of experience. And that's what

it is. I think if it hadn't been for the deadness of modernism preceding, it is bard. to

see how people could have become excited about the eo-Orthodox. But they have become

excited about it, and to many people it sounds Christian, because it uses our terminology.

But it means something, entirely different.

And then number Definition three wide-sp Christian view, we find, that

among Christians there are many different views held. And of course, if you say, suppose

we pick out somebody. Re's a real Christian. We ask him, What does this man believe

about this particular point of theology. Chances are he never thought of it, or maybe

he's heard a little about it, from some minister's sermon. He has a vague idea, of it.

Get the average theological graduate. What do you think about this particular point of

theology, not one of the main ones. Well, I'll go look it up in my theology, in one of

my seminary courses. lie does not immediately have on all the points of theology, a.

definite position, which he r is ready to tell. There are some of them which he has

carefully studied, of which he has a definite position. There are others

which he once studied, and he is now vague. There are others that he looked into.

And so you can't simply take a man and say, What do you believe about this point, and

expect necessarily a clear and cogent answer. But those who write, those who speak,

those who push views on these matters, among them there are many different positions

held, but they can be pretty well classified in to three main groups. And these three

groups I have listed as Pre-Millenial, Post-Millenial, and A-Millenial. And the

Pre-Millenialists practically all agree on certain basic things. They agree in holding

that the kingdom of Christ being its major aspect is a future thing to come after his
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coming rather than before. jow many of them havenIt thought through the precise

wording of that and they'll simply say the kingdom of Christ is after his return.

And other people will say, How terrible. The Bible says that we enter the kingdom

of od now. The Bible, Jesus said, the kingdom of God is among them. How terrible

that these people deny the kingdom of Christ. Well, they haven't thought through that.

Pre-millenialists who have thought through that, most of them, have seen what the

Bible teaches, that the kingdom is now present, but to a limited degree. That his

resurrection, his earthly life, but to a limited degree. That there is very little

stress on these aspects in the Scripture, but there is tremendous

stress on the aspect of the kingdom of Christ, which is to come after his return.

9(estion: !To, I would say that it was instituted, that it was planned, before

the foundation of the wotid. Before Adam. But as to his being instituted in the sense
it ?fines ero'ession it

that is fine distression, that/is actually set up. I would simply say where is there

any scriptural evidence that it was instituted after Adam fall.)
priestly work of Christ.

1Ouestion: Yes, that's the pm .mkAthI m the bzmb. That's not the kingdom.

And. the priestly work of Christ which was performed at Calvary, people were allowed to

look forward to and to be saved through before. And I think the same thing would be

true of the kingly work, that just as we look to him to be our commander, and our leader,

they looked, too. And so in a way, the Old Testament theocracy, was in a way, a type,

a shadow, of that which is to come. But that the kingdom in any sense of the view
of them ?

of the way that was said(10:'75) would certainly be wrong, I would say. I would say

there ±s certainly no evidence of that in Scripture. There are many, many references

to the Kingdom. Iine/tenths of them if interpreted carefully, must refer to something

that must come after his return.

iow in Hodge's chapter on this subject, he said, I think that it is important we

recognize that in the third volume, the section on Escˆatology, lodge states that he

has not studied this subject as fully as he has the others, has not gone as much into

it, and did not feel himself as much an authority in this field as in other fields.

And. here in his section on the kingly work of Christ, he is - quotes the Theologians

use this terminology. The theologians say this. He presents a certain view, but in
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the chapter of - 96 to °G9,i pages I think, 12 iges, out of those pages, he

devotes one page to what he calls, the kingdom of glory. And yet, if you would go

through the Scripture, where the word kingdom is referred to, I don't think that

there would be much doubt that the overwhelming majority of them are referring to

the kingdom of glory. I think that would be quite evident. ow he las some very

good things to say about the kingdom of glory on the last page. I imagine most of

you must have found that there was very little he was stressing ma th±ah ft1tz1*a. I donut

have any problem about it, on that last page, where he was speaking of glory. But you

notice how sifall a part of the chapter it is. He says that the theologians speak of

the kingdom of power, which Christ has, which tab theologians are accustomed to call

his kingdom of power. How much of this kingdom of power thmes that Christ has, is

simply God's sovereignty, and that (12 God has. How much of it is something

new, on account of his worship as to God's iian? Well, then he speaks of the kingdom of

grace. And certainly what he calls the kingdom of grace is certainly true. Jesus Christ

is the head of the hurch, and it is the duty of the members of the church, to obey

his commands. It certainly is true. But the kingdom of grace is a kingdom m

in which we are endeavoring upon his command and the commands are given in general.

It is very different from the activities of the king.om, where he is giving specific
particular situations.

commands for niiiimEiiban It is very different. That is to say, it is the

same thing, but in a much briefer form. It is not very limited in comparison. Most

of what he says about the kingdom of grace is certainly right, as he speaks of his

relation upon it. Low he goes on to speak of an external form of Christ's visible

kingdom - the Church. And it is a matter to assert%$4 how much evidence does he have

from the scripture that the body of Christ which Christ is supposed to be, and which

must find expression in visible organization, that these visible organizations are
authority to himself.

organized in a form of a kingdom in which Christ exerts mmg±m ñm ibMthm

how much evidence does he give of such? You take all the scriptural references to

Christ's kingly office. I think that there is no cuestion that you will find that

most of it refers o what Hode calls the kingdom of glory. And it is not a different

kind of a kingdom. It simply is an enlarged kingdom. It is a growing outward. But so
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much so that you can't prove and say the kinom of Christ is after his return.

It doesnt mean there is none -

Record 125.

In the greater Tart of its expression, the overwhelming greater part of it, is this

kingdom of glory will come after his return, that the resurrection of the righteous

dead precedes is coming, and that after a period of time, which is called the

thousand years, in the book of Revelation:, there comes the Resurrection of the lost,
place ?

who are then given their final fate. That that comes after a time. And that there is

a change in the condition, which is described as his delivering over of the kingdom

to the Father. Now some people take that as the kingdom which is destroyed. It

certainly is not. The kingdom is eternal but there is a change in its administration.

Well, that's the pre-millenial view. And. a person may be a pre-millenialist, and

believe that the rapture occurs the same day as the setting up of the kingdom. A person

may be a pre-millenialist and believe the rapture occurs a hundred. years before, a

person may be Pre-Millenialist, and believe in many d.iferent viewpoints about the

present situation of the christian. Many take that viewpoint, they don't enter into

it, whether one is a Calvinist, or an Armenian, does not enter into it. Whether he is

a Baptist, or a Presbyterian, doesn't enter into it. It is simply a matter of what

he believes about the kingdom.

Now d was post -raillenialism and we noticed that the post-millenialist view, here

is a view that the kingdom predicted in the Old Testament, the time of external peace

and safety; the time of freedom from external danger, which is so clearly predicted

in so many places, and I'm expecting you all to be familiar with these places which I

have listed a few of, like in this little pamphlet that I've asked you to master. This

clear evidence that we find in the Old Testament of such a kingdom. The Post-Millenialist

says, this kingdom will come into existence, by the fact that the whole world will be

conquered by the gospel. That every part of the world will become completely conquered

by the gospel, so there's no longer any danger. There's no/fear, because there is no
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wickedness. The osTe1 s conquered. The Word of od will force then - Jerusalem,

in that the Bible is sread tiirouh the world, and the ible - but Jesus Christ is

still ahead, and when he returns to earth, he returns, not to set u his kingdom, but

to bring it to an end. To have the final judgment, raise all the dead, have the final

judgment, and turn it over, the kingdom over to God, even the Father, that God may

be all right.

Then we noticed that A-millenial views vary, but that the general name,

A-Millenial means, the denial that we can know that there is to be such a kingdom

of external peace and safety. The denial of this, In the mri often is a denial,

rather than a view. There are various views that go under this head. But the view

which the overwhelming majority of those who - people who have studied and taught this,

and who would call themselves am1 eir view is that the kingdom is here now.

This is the kingdom. And the end of it is just like the post-millenialist would say,

it is the end of the age, when the kingdom is brought to an end, when Jesus comes back,

to raise everyone from the dead, and to establish the eternal age, put an end to this

earth, and judging all people, at his coming. ow those are the three mm areas, an

or types of views.

Thber three. We took up Brief consideration of Post-millenialism. We noticed

its good points, number one, it recognizes the universality of the coming earthly
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kingdom. That is something which many overlook. Now here is a book by Kreitsmau

who is a professor in the Missouri Luthern synod at Concordia Seminary in St. Louis.

And these Missouri Lutherns so £a called are people who are devoted to the fact that

the Bible is true, and who are aiming to build everything upon the Bible. They are

also devoted to the Formula of Concord, which was adopted in Germany about 20 or 30

years after Luther's death. s they are devoted to old fashion Luthernism, which they

hold to very strongly, and which includes certain points we think are wrong, but which

includes and stresses the Teat basic mnig of Christianity. They stand upon it

loyally, and I was told five years ago, that in the previous ten years, the Missouri

Luthern church had doubled in the United States. That it had been, ten years before
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three quarters of a million and then it was a million and a half. .(5) And so

you see it has really been moving forward. And they are standing upon this solid,

definite doctrinal viewpoint. As in this, here is a commentary by Professor Kretznnn

on the Old Testament, from my library, the Old Testament, vol.2,

this popular commentary. And in it, he discusses all parts of the Old Testament, in a

very interesting fashion. He gives a word from the Old Testament, and then he discusses

it to show what it means. And let us see what he does with Micah 14" I wish everyone

of you would turn to Mich Li. Micah 4 is one of the sections which I have discussed

in this little pamphlet. And in Micah 4 he heads it Chapter 4, the Glory, Peace, and

Victory of the Church. Well, now that doesn't prove whether he is a-millenial, or

post-millenial does it. The glory, peace, and victory of the church. The a-millenialists

would say - this is the kingdom. The Church today is the kingdom of Christ, and tomorrow

Jesus Christ might come back, and put an end to this kingdom period which reigns today.

The post-millenialist would say, we now have the kingdom to a limited extent, but all

the earth will be conquered, and then we will have the kingdom through the gospel,

which will continue for a sizable period of time, and then the Lord will come back,

and will put an end to it. So the A-millenialist says the kingdom is here now, the

post-millenialist says it is mostly future, but he can still say it is now. Oh, the

pre-millenialist could say it is here now, but in a much more limited sense.

Well, now, if you will open to Micah 4, you notice the word there, and you will

be able to distinguish, otherwise I cannot let my voice show what is black faced which
8

is scripture, and what is light which he has taken. If you follow the

Scripture you will easily see what he does. The glory of the house of the Lord, and

over verse 8 he has a heading, Zion established throughout the earth. But we are

not to go on to that latter section. We are dealing with the first part now. The

glory of the house of the Lord. Verse 1. "But in the last days", in the great

Messianic period. Does that tell you what he would held? It tells you nothing doesn't
days

it? The last pim of the great l'Lessianic period. Is that today? Is that a thousand

years ago? Is that a thousand years from now Yes, it says so. "It shall come to pass

that the moutain of the house of the Lord (of old, typical of the Church of the true
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cod,) shall be established in the top of the mouttains, (tie ideal Zion being elevated

above all else in the world)compare Isaiah 2: 17, II Corinthians 10: 5) and it shall

be exalted above the hills; (visible before the eyes of all men), and people shall

flow into it, (members of all the nations of the world being added to the communion of

the saints). Verse 2. Now aapih except for his references here to the communion of

the saints, and to the Church, we could say we have nothing to disagree with. here is

a verse which describes something which is to happen. But those references raise

the question, is this all talking about the present period, or is this about the
is ainst

future kingdom before Christ returns. t summeaks one m hmm or other of those,

rather than later, but even Drove it. They might even thus far be able to

fit into the view, after his return.

Continuing in verse 2, "And many nations shall come,"(mainly in the representatives

whom the Lord will choose and call.) Well that suggests it is right now doesn't it?

It doesn't prove it, but suggests it. "and say, Come, and let us go up to the mountain

of the Lord (the place where salvation is proclaimed), "and to the house of the God of

Jacob" (the Church of the Messiah), and he will teach us of his ways",(the ne way

of deliverance from sanctification,)"and we will walk in his paths", (in agreement with

the revealed truth concerning sanctification of the Lord's people,); the

(as the revelation of the holy and righteous will of God, "shall go forth of Zion, and

the word of the Lord", (particularly in the revelation of the way of salvation),

"from Jerusalem." (The proclamation of the word in speaking of sin and grace, being in

the hands of the Church.) From Jerusalem, he doesn't mean the church. Well, that's

not impossible. Jerusalem can be a figure, for the center of God's blessing wherever

it is. We do not say that it is impossible.

Verse 3, "and he", (the God of the covenant), "shall judge among many people,"

(teaching them true justice, in accordance tith his will, "and. rebuke strong nations

afar off:"(to make them cease their enmity against him), "and they shall beat their

swords into plowshares, and their spears into pruninghooks Now there's a specific

statement. as that been fulfilled? as that fulfilled when the Roman soldiers held

the world in a peaceful state for a long time, when there weren't wars? The Roman
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soldiers had plenty of swords and spears. They weren't beating them into pruninghooks.

Maybe the people that would like to have had their independence, to have little Detty

wars going, would have to beat theirs because of the Roman soldiers. (II)

says that was the fulfillment. But that's pretty hard to cover that. Well, when is

that hanpenin.dell, after the last war. e immediately put our battlesticks into

moth balls. We beat our spears into pruninghooks, and our swords we gave away, but

now we are buildin, again. o you surely wouldn't think it was fulfilled now. What

does he say? He says, 4i "they shall beat their swords into plowshares, and their

spears into pruninghooks,I(not in advertantly, temporal, millenial teaching which men

are dreaming of from time to time, but in the spiritual peace, in him who is our peace,

(Eph. 2: 14 ) in whom there is true peace on earth. It means, that is an a-millenial

interpretation on that point. It is the peace within our hearts. That's not the

Scriptural teacning. Well, let's see how he continues. shall not life up

sword against nation, neither shall they learn war any more.1 (This being said of

the inner peace and harmony of the Church, compare John 17: 21.) Well, that might
that

fit with the Post-Millenial view, math the time is going to come when the word of od

will be so deeply established in people's hearts every*here, that the whole Church

of Christ will have inner peace and harmony. But it has never yet been through any

great length of time and if you can show me any five churches, anywhere in the world,

that have gone on, you pick five churches and pick these five at random, and in the

course of 60 years, if there been a time when at least one of these five, or

perhaps in three of them, the people were at so and so, were fighting one another,

worrying about something or other. I know one church that nèaly split over whether

Christ was raised on Wednesday or on Friday. They were just ready to kill each other

there. Satan has made dissension within the church of Christ from the very beginning.

And God wants us to fight for the great emphasis of the gospel, but he wants us to have

peace, and love over minor differences. e doesn't want us to fight over pre-millenialism,

or a-millenialism. e wants us to stress the Scripture, and see what the truth says

about it, and stand on it. But this is not something that as yet has come. But you

see the difference. This being said of the inner peace and harmony of the Church of
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Christ. rsa ij

Verse L" "But they shall sit every man under his vine and under his fig tree."

(the rejoicing in the rich blessings of the New Testament.) Well, now the next phrase,

"and none shall make them afraid." What does he do with that? He says (all the enemies

of nkind having been overcome by the power of the Messiah.) None shall make them

afraid. o you see what he does is he tries to make this passage describe the peace in

the hearts of Christians, and a condition of the Church in this age, from Pentacoste

on, and he twists and twists to do it. But when you say nation shall not life up sword

against nation, and say this describes the inner peace and harmony of the church. You're

twisting and twisting to try to make it describe the Church in this age. And when he got

to the end he just gave it up. lie couldn't do it anymore when he says
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- the history of the Christian Church.The enemy of mankind having been overcome

by the power of the Messiah, is a positive emphasis which fits in either with Post

Millenialisni, when everyone shall have become a Christian, or with Pre-Millenialism,

when Christ shall have returned, and established his part. But it does not fit in

with the church in this present age. And I simply read. that as an interesting

illustration. My guess is that Professor Kretzman (.75) has not specialized

in Eschatology. My guess is that he specializes in the great doctrines of grace, and

gives a very good explanation of them at many points, and then when he comes to these,

he simply tries to fit them in with his pre-conceived. theories, that this is the

kingdom today, and he tries to fit them in, á but then when he finds that it is

impossible, he admits something else. And I thought that this was a very interesting

illustration, you find the whole of things, and then giving

it up, and if you1ve got to give it up, you might as well give it up all the way through

and take the words as they stand, instead of trying to mii say that when it says,

nation shall not lift up sword against nation, this describes the inner peace and
7

harmony of the church. It is in the way to describe it, it is - when he says nation,
'1 P,kRT

he certainly doesn't mean the church, he certainly doesn t mean t-&.te of the
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Church, and it is not true. It has not yet occurred.

So Post-Miflenialism has as a great-good point that it recognizes the universality

of the coming earthly kingdom. I told. you already about the man I talked with, who has

written a book of prophecy in the church which had great influence. Professor Allis,

I was once his assistanb. And he felt very strongly on these things, but his book is

nearly all negative. He doesn't express a view. he attacks views. And he attacks

this, that, and that, and that. And. I don't think he gives any gathering together of

a system of a view, but his facts seem to fit in with an a-millenial view, more than

any other. But he is constantly saying how all these Old Testament traditions are

traditions of the Church, and of the blessings which we have today.

Here I have a book by Kik. Rev. J. Marcellus Kik, he is flow the assistant editor

of the magazine, Christianity Today. He has the book here called, Revelation 20, an
7

Exposition. Dr. £llis says in the front, "Covering Revelation 20, Mr. Kik has given

us a careful and scholarly exposition of this important chapter. Now, in this book,

Kik discusses the fact that Satan is bound for a thousand years, as described in

Revelation 20, and he said, he discusses all the parts of it in the book, and here is

an example of the way he treats it. He said, Page 29, "the trouble is, we have

altogether too materialistic a concept of millenial blessing.tt He says, "the

naturalistic objection against the view that this is today, is that the period from

the first time mnip Lord, to the present time, can hardly be described. m as a

Millenium. For one thing, wars would not be, and wickedness is still very much

prevelent." But he says, "The trouble is, we have altogether a too materialistic a

concept of millenial blessing. We fail to see that the greatest blessings are spiritual

and. they are in our midst. We are looking for a material kingdom, m1 a material throne,

and material prosperity, in this we fall into the same error f the carnal expectation

of the Jew, and the error that our Lord had to contend with his own disciples. We fail

to see that the greatest millenial blessing was already in our midst. According to the

promise, the great blessings of the latter days, would. be the coming of the Messiah,

and the establishment of his kingdom. This has been accomplished. The outpouring of

the Holy Spirit was another blessing. This has been accomplished. Salvation for all
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that call upon the name of the Lord. This was another blessing of the Messianic reign.

This has been accomplished. The inclusion and the conversion of the entile nation s

and the covenant blessings was another thing to occur. This has been accomplished, and

is in the process of fulfillment.

individual Christian may ask himself this question: What more could the

popular conception of the Millenium give me, then I already possess." And. then he goes

on and discusses that for a paragraph, and the next says, "What more does the 0hristian

desire? More material prosperity? Is not the Lord wealth enough? Perhaps we desire

less tribulation, or distress, or persecution, of famine, or nakedness, or par

(5) but are we not in all these things more than conquerers, in him
him that 1ved us




What we really want is victory over personal sins. But is that not

promised in this dispensation? We need not wait for the so-called future

Well, that's all very nice. We should be satisfied in this age to rejoice in the

wonderful blessings that God has given us. And we should be perfectly happy in him.

But does that mean that if he does speak about material blessings, we are to twist
Or

it around and interpret it, into something which he does not speak about. MII are we
,Mf,sê -

to take God's word about (5-i) and see what he says. He causes us peace

within our hearts, in the midst of adversity, and praise God we should have that, ' and
we could ask
ib,aibiie/no greater blessing, but God also promises that there will be a time, when they

will beat their swords into plorshares, and. when none shall make them afraid, and nation

will not lift up sword against nation, and God, promises is that, and ± have we the

right on a philosophical viewpoint, that we've got everything that we rime need now, and

don't need anything else, to explain away what God has definitely and clearly taught.

Well, Kik continues at this point. You would certainly think that he is

a-millenial. But he continues, and I wonder what his view really is, because he

continues, "Beside a too-materialistic conception of millenial blessing, another

difficulty is that we have not paid enough attention to the parables of our Lord, this

which indicate that the millenial blessings will pervade the earth gradually. The

Kingdom of Heaven is like unto a grain of mustard seed, which grows and becomes a tree.

The Kingdom of Heaven is like unto leaven, which will gradually leaven the earth. ifi
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Our Lord stated that the kingdom cometh not withijq observation

that is it will not be established with great fanfare. Our Lord is not slack

concerning his promises but with him one day is as a thousand years, and a thousand

years as one day. This is the same ijji indication as the Old Testament. Daniel's

stone which smote the image, became a great mountain filling the earth. Both the

A-Millenial and the Pre-millenial are in error, when they maintain that the millenial

blessings foretold in the Old Testament, must come about about by a cataclysmic act,

of the second coming of Christ. That is not the teaching of the Bible. Both in the

Old. Testament and in the £'ew it is taught that the kingdom blessings will come about,

by an almost imperceptible, gradual growth. Well, that sounds as if th he is using
no where ?

poetry. It certainly sounds that way. And yet, we nbit that I've noticed, I haven't

read all the clear statements, that is a fact. So whether he is A-millenlal or

post-millenial, I'm not sure. That's not the purpose of this book. This book is
exposition

to give an Iararriu of Revelation 20.

But real post-millenialism has a good point, that it recognizes the universality

of the coming earthly kingdom. I mentioned to you before how Dr. 1lis - I asked Dr.

Allis, I said what does it mean when it says that no one shall say to his neighbor,

Know the Lord for all shall know the Lord. And he said to me, Well, that means that

no Qhristian will ask another Christian, Know the Lord because every Christian will

know the Lord. And I don't know why on earth Jeremiah would make such a prediction

that way, s I mentioned before, I'm going to repeat it, because I think it is worth

it. It is just the same as being able to say, The time will come when no one that

knows the Lord will say to some body else, that knows the Lord, know the Lord, because

every body that will know the Lord, will know the Lord. He is either talking about

everybody, or he is speaking nonsense. He's not just talking about Christians.

And so the promise is of a time when the knowledge of the Lord will cover the earth,

as the waters cover the sea. And the Post-Millenialist, the true Post-Millenialist,

accepts these promises, and believes in them, and says the time is coming when the

knowledge of the Lord will cover the whole earth, and it will come about by the preaching

of the gospel. And that's a wonderful hope to look forward to, if tthm God teaches that
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that is what's oin to happen. It's a wonderful thin. And we certainly have no

criticism of anybody for rejoicing in a wonderful hope like that, but we ask ourseif,

Is that God's promise? And that's the promise we should look for.

9*(estion: Well, I would say in the first place that there is much very clear
Christ

teaching in the scripture that M1IM come back suddenly and unexpectedly to a world

of wickedness and sin. And so I think that that would definitely establish the
7 that

opposite, unless you had a very clear statement that it is right (9). Now you
? parallels

have no clear statement. But you have parables which say there is a gradual

development. Now the question is, Do you mean that there is a gradual development up

to a point, and then there comes a sudden great happeningt Are there gradual developmentsT)

in different areas? Or is it possible that some of these parables are not pointing to

the gradual development at all, but are pointing to the development of evil within the
7

days , and many of them are thus interpreted and. I think there is much reason for that.

But they're not clear statements. They're inferences. And inferences can be interpreted

in other ways. And I would say there are at least times as many statements of a sudden

happening and coming, as there are statements that are inferences to gim

.(lo').

The post-millenialists put great stress on these gradual developments. The

a-rnillenialist doesn't. They don't fit the a-inillenialist statements. But the

post-millenialist does. This j g great good point . post-millenialism, number

number two. Post-Millenialism gives proper stress to the Old Testament predictions

of a coming period of external peace and safety. Well, that's another phase of number

one. That is, the universality and the fact of the external peace and safety in

Then . Its Errors I mentioned to you, number one, j misses the teachig of

the removal of the curse from the earth That I do not think is a major error.I

think the removal of the curse from the earth is clearly taught in the Scripture, but

it is not stressed in many places. Off hand I only know of two places where it is

taught. Romans 8 and Isaiah 11. I think that both of them are ctCT/? ti) But

after all, out of the whole cripture that is not a great 7 . I would
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not hold this as a major point of opposition to post-rniilenialism.

ut number two, It pushes the promised return of Christ too far into the future

and I think this is a major criticism of Post-Millenialism, because the New Testament

over and over and over and over stresses the wonderful thing of the return of Christ,

that we look forward and long for and hasten unto the coming of Christ in his kingdom.

It's stressed over and over. The first epistle Paul ever wrote, perhaps the first

book in the icew Testament to be written, I Thessalonians, every chapter ends or nearly

ends with the stress on the importance of looking forward to, and longing for the

return of Christ, for the coming of our Saviour, for that blessed hope of the coming

of Christ in His mmrb kingdom. It is stressed over and over in Paul's first epistle.

And in the very last epistle Paul wrote, II Timothy, he says in it there is a crown of

righteousness laid. up for me. Not only for me but for all who love his appearing.

That word, his appearing, is the word which is used for when a Roman emperor comes to

a city, his appearing, the phrase is the technical IJJI phrase for that, and is

used frequently in the scripture, to describe the return, his appearing, looking for

the Lord, and longing for the appearance of Christ, And Paul stresses it in his first

and last epistles, touches on it at times between. Peter stresses it. John stresses it.

It is a constant thought in the iew Testament. Christ is coming back, and we look for
if

our Saviour to return. Well now, why so much stress on it. ?It is way, way, way, off.

There is a long period in between. It's the great hope of his second coming. We

should be ready at any time, for you know not what time your Lord. cometh. We are told

that over and over and over in the New Testament. But the point of being ready at any

time, if we have to wait until the kingdom gradually covers the earth, and is over the

earth for awhile before his coming, it seems that we can't understand so much stress

on it in the ew Testament if it is away off in the future.

14(Qaestion: Yes, well now I would have to look at a particular passage on it.
7

There are various senses ti-at could. be in that statement. One of us could say, the

Lord is always with us. lie sees what we are doing. He is interested. He's in our

hearts. He's at hand. in that sense. Them of course there could be a sense that we

have to go out and witness for him, we don't know when he may come, it may be very goon.
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hets at hand in the sense that we have no right to say but that he may not come right

now. ut on the other hand. we know. It may be very soon. But whatever of the

two senses it is used in, I don't see the -
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I don't want to take much time for it now. your moderation be known unto

all men." Phil. 4: 5. Jesus Christ is here in your heart. He wants you to be

conformed to his image, and Christ with you. Let people see him in you. The Lord's

command. It could be that. On the other hand, it could be, "Let your moderation be

known unto all men. Jesus Christ is coming back. We don't know how soon. He might

dome very soon. Don't get all mixed up in a lot of projects, that tie you down, but

don't worry about it, keep your eyes on him, in such that whenever he comes, he will

find you ready. Now which of the two, at the moment I am inclinád to the first one.

But I don't know. Now we'll take that up just a little later, at the precise time.

But this matter of post-millenialism * - its third error is, that it must twist

Revelation 20 beyond reason. And we noticed how Kik twisted it. He has a whole book

on it here, and when you get through with it, his method would make anything mean

anything, it seems to me.

Alford, one of our greatest Qommentators, when I was teaching in Westminster, I

was talking with a professor of theology there one time and I referred to Alford's

writings, and I spoke about how they were a bit old now, alford's commentry on the

reek New Testament, and I said, Why, I wish that someone would get out something that

is good. Well, he said, there are some men like Alford, who do their job so well,

that that can stand for centuries, and it really doesn't mean that particular job you

did would be done (2). So highly was

4lford was rerded, until the time when I got out this little pamphlet, in which I

quoted alford's statement. No, it wasn't this pamphlet, it was another pamphlet, that

I quoted (2) came out, in which I wrote appendix on, for a writing that

someone else got out, and I quoted Alford's statement that if in Revelation 20 means

anything a± other than a pre-millenial view, then anything can mean anything when words
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cease to Ue of use as presented what Alford said.
set

And in the library there Alford miT in the next week or two moved up to a higher

shelf, where it would be less accessiable. And the same *n who told me that Alford

was so very, very fine, said, "Well, one of various commentaries" He didn't put

it on quite the same level, he had, after I pointed out how that the strong, extreme

language Alford uses on this particular point. But Alford is a very excellent,

outstanding commentary, but on this point, he's almost radical in his strong statements.

lie says, Words cease to have any meaning, if revelation 20 means anything different
7

than this, that there is a resurrection of life, then a period of a long
7 7 7

then a resurrection of works, present at all times, at once.

But Revelation 20 if you take it in its simple, clear natural meaning, it presents
just 7

a return of Christ, Satan bound, a resurrection of the church, a (J)
I
reigned with Christ a thousand years, a phrase repeated six times, and then when the

thousand years are finished, the rest of the dead. are raised, and judged. That is the

simple, natural interpretation of Revelation 20. Now there are many people who have

tried to interpret Revelation 20 differently, but no two of them agree, on how

(14.), because you just have to twist it so that as Alford says, anything

can mean anything, if you get any other meaning out of it. And the commonest interpretation

of now among them is that it is a picture of the church in this age, which is pretty

hard to see how Satan is bound now, or that it is a picture of the Saints in heaven,
7

but it explicitly says that Satan is bound that he should deceive the nations, how

that can be a picture of his being bound so that he can't injure the Saints in heaven,

is pretty hard to see. You have to twist Revelation 20, and if you are not going to

accept Revelation 20 I think it is a much better way to do to say that it is a symbolic

book of the Old Covenant, then it is to try to explain this, and 'et into the

difficulties that every one does that I know of, who has interpreted it in any other

way then the pre-millenial .y.

So those are the three errors I would point out in Post-Millenialism, and then
Brief 7

Numb four, is-9iconsid.eration of the most typja] -Millenia1 Positin There are

very, very few people today who will call themseif post_milleflialista. Very, very
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few. I know of one man in rand Rapids who wrote a book called, 'Why a thousand

years?" attacking Pre-Millenialism. He has taken 250 pages attacking pre-.

millenialism, lie has 1/2 tale in the whole book on post-millenialism, on which

he says of course there is nothing but Post-Millenialisrn. There's absolutely no

ground. nd then he does that with half a page. I think that Post-11illenialism

deserves more attention than that, but the tendency today is to be discouraged in

the great rise of Modernism, and to lose heart from this post-millenial hope, that

the whole world will be converted by the Gospel, and there are very few who will

call themselves Po st-Millenialists.

But there are many who will call themselves a-millenialists, and a good point,

small . The most typical a-millenial position that this is the kingdom now, and

that this time is not to become a time when the gospel will conquer the world, but

that this is the kingdom now, and Christ might come very soon, and if he did, we
its

would say that the kingdom has been here. It has been. Well, j,Jg :ood point one,

e A-Milieniai view can hold to the immanent, glorious return of Chriet There is

no view about the rapture, which could not fit in with an a-milienial view as well

as with a pre-millenial view. The a-millenial view is that Christ nay come soon.

£ow there are many a-millenialists a who think that he can't come for a long time,

but as far as the view is concerned, he could come soon.

2ow the Post-Millenialist can preach a sermon about the glorious return of

v'hrist, but if its at least a thousand years off, it is pretty hard to see how

it is something that we ffimm mriam love and long for and say as Revelation 20

does, Even so come Lord Jesus. It's hard to see as a great personal hope.

Something that I can hold - fasten my love upon as the iew Testament presents it

and shows. Well, the a-millenialist can theoretically do that, number one. That

is the good point of a-millenialism.

Now, errors number one a-millenia:Lism must explain away the Old

Testament predictions of an earthly kirwdom Ti-at to me is the greatest error

or ,_Mi11enialism, that all these statements in the Bible, that the time is coming,

when nation will not lift up sword ainst nation, that there will not be war anymore
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because Christ will judge upon the nations. They have to explain that as already

present. .t Post-Millenialist can accept these, but an a-millenialist has to

explain them away.
the curse

Ihmber two - misses the teaching of the removal of b" Mammm from the earth.

You notice that I am not stressing ajinst either post-millenialism or a-millenialism.
?curse

I believe Isaiah 11 clearly teaches the pans= will be removed Calvin so interpreted

it, Isaiah 11, the time is coming when the curse will be removed from the earth.

I believe Romans 8 teaches it that the curse is to be removed from the earth.

That all the creation is waiting for the time when the curse will be removed from

the earth. I believe that is a fact but there are only two passages which give

it. Pre-millenialism accepts it. A-millenialism and Post-millenialism overlook

it. I do not think it is a major point, but I think it is a definite point.

Number three - must twist Revelation 20 beyond reason. And when you read

a discussion of Revelation 20 you find it difficult often to tell whether the

writer is a post-millenialist or an a-millenialist, because both have to twist

beyond reason. Now Abraham Ktyper was a great Dutch theologian in Amsterdam.

And Abraham Kuyper has written some very excellent works, but his associate was

strong a-millenialist. And I don't think he went in to eschatology as such. I

think he just accepted their view. But when he wrote a commentary on Revelation,

he came to Revelation 20, he said Revelation 20 shows that the Lord comes to this

earth, and. overcomes all wickedness on the earth, Satan is bound, the righteous

are raised and judged. Then it says, the rest of the dead. live not till the

thousand of years are finished, and at the end of the thousand years, the rest of

the dead are raised and they are judged, but he said this thousand years is a

figurative term, it might be a few hundred, it might be five hundred. So that

Abraham Kuyper takes Revelation 20 in the specific sense exactly as it is

presented, which is the pre-millenial interpretation of it, but he says the thousand

years is a figurative expression for time which ray be just a few minutes. One

writer that I know, one post-millenial writer, says the thousand years means

perfection. It refers to the perfect state of happiness of the Christian in
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heaven. It isnt time at all. lcuyper's interpretation, all that you have to say

is that the thousand years means not a minute, but a thousand years, and. you have

the millenium, interpretation. His commentary is very good, and he has a good

approach, but on that point he felt that he must go along with his associates.

ecord. 128. 12/17/57.

Now we were considering number four, the brief consideration of the most

difficult a-millenial position, and. we noticed under it - first its good oint.
rrath

One, that it can ah ti hold to the immanent, glorious return of Christ. nd

that is pretty hard for Post-millenialism to hold. Then we noticed b, its errors.

And number one it must explain away the Old Testament predictions of an earthly

kingdom. And these are very explicit and very clear. If you can explain them

away, you can explain away anything in the Scripture. Number two, it misses the

teaching of the removal of the curse from the earth. A comparatively minor

criticism, because there are only two passages that I know where this pomise is

made.




I:umber three, it must twist Revelation 20 beyond reason. And anyone who is

not alreaci,y (1:75) strongly on the matter, if he would read.

discussions of Revelation 20 by a-millenialists or post-millenlalists will see

how - you almost think you are reading the writings of Karl Barth. I was reading

quite a bit by Barth in the last few days. His commentary on Romans. And when

Paul says he wishes that he might be accursed for the sake of his brother in the

flesh, Israel, and what that has to do to ffimmr glory in much in every way, because

he has to them given the covenants and so on. He says, What he is talking about is

the Church. But Barth makes the whole matter of this discussion of Israel, a matter
the as

of/discussion of a human, churchly ornization,/compared to the paradox in the

spirit, which he thinks is the vital matter. And that's the way, through his

commentary, he can take just anything at all that he aims at as you read it, and.

that is what is done in Revelation 20. As it stands it is very simple and clear,

in its main imm assent. Revelation 19: 1 (3) of whom there is a
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Zion king of kings and. Lord of lords. And he destroys the forces of iniquity

with a sword that proceeds from his mouth, and then Satan is bound for a

thousand years. The believers are raised and reign ±m with him a thousand

years. Then Satan is loosed for a little season. Then comes the Great White

Throne judgment. It's perfectly clear and plain arrangement, Abraham Kuroer

accepts it, rakes the thousand years about three minutes, but no ordinary

a-millenialist or post-millenialist One says a thousand years stands for

one great theologian says, 7 is the number of theologian, 3 is the number of deity.

3 and. 7 is 10. 10 cubed is a thousand so a thousand of years means the perfection

of the bliss and the saints in heaven. One great theologian says that. That that's

what the thousand years means, and it has nothing to do with time. And the

interpretations are many, and divergent. And when it says that Satan is bound,

that he shall deceive the nations no more, this great theologian says, it means

that he is bound so that the saints in heaven can't be injured by him. As if

they ever could. be,

liamilton, in his book, "The Basis of Modern "(Lpj) takes a much

better explanation than that, lie says, "When Satan is bound so that he can

deceive the nations no more, it means that during the period between the first

and second coming of Bhrist, Satan is unable to keep the nations from hearing

the gospel. So that's what it means that he is bound. But he is loose in every

other ways. That's one of the Lest interpretations of this I've read, other than

the natural. But there are so many interpretations, so many attenmts to explain

it, which just don't fit, and. there is a simple natural order of it that fits in

with the rest of it. So that's number three.

The fourth error m. is a sort of a summary of the first three. The fourth

error of a-millenialism is mi in my opinion its most serious one. ium'uer L,

it introduces very destructive principles of interpretation of Scripture. Et

The great kingdom prophecies of the old Testament, which predict a period of

universal peace and safety upon this earth. When they are interpreted of the

gospel in the hearts of the people in the midst of adversity, and when Revelation 20
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is twisted as it is, it seems to me that the method that it uses, goes beyond the

method of modernists, who say that the resurrection of Christ is simply the great

principle of permanence of personality. It does m beyond them. It is a method which

nkes the Scripture stand for anything or nothing. And I think the destructive methods

of internretation which a-millen5.alism requires is of (6)

ti-an the actual teachings that it holds. Actually between this a-millenialist view and

the pre-millenial view, the difference in the actual holding is not so great, because

both hold that this age goes on until Christ comes back, and that there does not have

to be a conquest of the whole world, by the Gospel. They hold the same general picture

at least in theory of the progress of this age. They can hold the blessed teachings of

the New Testament regarding the return of Christ. The difference is to what comes

after, and after all that's a long ways off. And so as a view point, the difference isn't

so great, but in the aproach to Scripture, to my mind, mind, it is an extremely serious

thing. It amounts to takng large sections of the Old Testament, and taking the book of

Revelation, and just casting them out, or else interpreting them in a way, which if you

do it yourself, how come you forbid others to do it, and get rid of the bodily resurrection

of Christ, of his sacrificial death, in fact of all the great doctrines of the Scripture.

When I was a Junior in Princeton Seminary, my room rate was the president of the

student body. And he and two students of the seminary went to a meeting to ainmfrikthm

ornize an association of students of theological seminaries. From that movement has

come the Student Seminary movement. It is affiliated with the Y. M. 0. A. And this was

in its early days. And they went and represented Princeton Seminary to it. And these

students said, let's discuss now a basis of our working together. What is the basis on

which all the churches can get together. And they started discussing different basis,

and different people would object to them, and. it became clear that rrmany of these students

didn't accept nearly anything in the Scripture, and finally one of them said, Well, he said,

let's not go through all this. Let's just get together on John 3: 16. And then one of

the students there said, shy, I couldn't agree to that. He said, I can't believe that id

of the-only begotten s'n of God there. That idea of the Deity of Ohrist there. I can't

accept that, and then another student from another seminary said, Oh, don't worry about
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that. You can e:eete John 3 16 iroper1y, to et rid f tt. And if you can get

rid of the Deity of Christ and his atonement (8) John : 16, that

type of exegesis is what we are facing in the Church. nd I think that it is vital

that we ourselves are not guilty of that type of exegesis. And. I know of no way to

hold an 4-millenial view, except to do one of three things. And I've known eople

who have done all three.

1. Ignore the prophetic passages all together, iithc Put your attention simply

on the soteriological.

2. Put your attention on the soteriological -passages and say, Great theologians

have ex-olained these others. I'm satisfied. Don't bother with them.
would

. Look in them, study them, and explain in methods which will get rid of

all the great doctrines of Scripture if applied elsewhere in the same sense.

!low of the three, the first two are far better, then the third. But I don't think

are in the right (9). God called us to accept the whole, to believe the

whole Bible. Jesus said. to the men on the road to Emrrus, "Pools and slow of heart to

believe all that the rrophets have spoken." What does he think of a us if we leave

out a great -Art of what the prophets have spoken of. Either ignore it, or explain it

away, in a way that could just as easily explain away his Deity, and explain away, the

resurrection of Christ, and the other great points of the Gospel. I feel that a-millenialism

is a very, very serious danger to the work of the Christian Church, because of its methods

of interpretation which it uses. I think that for that reason it is a harmful thing.

One that is bound to interfere with the Church receiving a blessing of God with

(10). I am thankful that those who hold it are very inconsistent.
the

And. they dont go on with the method they use with prophetic pasges, to/soteriological.

They would insist that Jesus is the son of God, and that he was bodily raised from the

dead, and then they will explain away the clear teachings about His coming kingdom.

Well, it's mm ill logic, but thank God people are illogical. I would rather a

n hold. to the great central truths, and to be illogical in the others, then to be

logical and reject the central truths. Thank God that such people are illogical, but I

do think that it is mach better to be logical and to accept all the Scripture, as God
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wants us to do.

1ow we o on to number five Brief consideration of L-Millenia1isrn.

We've looked at the other two, and a-millenialism and post-millenialism.

Small . Its good oints

i ai iuinber one. It accents all the Biblical Statements without ex1aining

a away There may be statements we can't understand. Let's wait to try and explain

them. But when we have clear statements that are not one but many, we should stand upon

them. The Old Testament has a great emphasis on the coming kingdom of external peace and

safety. The New Testament has a great emphasis on the personal, visible bodily teturn

of Christ. You can accept the Old Testament emphasis and be either a pre-millenialist

or a post-millenialist, you can accept the New Testament, disregarding what Revelation

has to say, and be either a pre-millenialist or an a-millenialist. But the pre-millenialist

view holds to both of the empheses. The great Old Testament emphasis and. the great New

Testament emnhasis which are fit together in the New Testament, in Revelation, without

explaining any away.

Number two. - retains both the grt New Testament emphasis on the return Christ

and. the great Old Testament enmiasis on the comjg glorious kingdom We have the two

empheses. I think the Lord wants us to have both of them And in our age, the emphasis

on the return of Christ is most vital. But they are both clearly taught in Scripture,

and I think he nts us to hold to both.

Small Brief lixnitithmms this Consideration of Objections to Pre-Millenialism

Here let me readyou a passage from this book by J. Gresu Machen, "Christianity

and Liberalism". I'm reading this particularly for the first of these objections I want

to mention, but Itm going to read the whole paragraph. He says on Page 48 in his book

on Christianity and Liberalism, the second place we do not mean/insisting upon the

doctrinal basis of Christianity, that all points of doctrine, are equally important. It
despite

is perfectly possible for Christian fellowship to be maintained w#-e44Q differene

of opinion." That is Dr. Machen's view, and that is my view very strongly. After his

death, the institution which he and I were connected together with, the faculty proce&ed

very strongly to push the point, which they had shown much evidence toward before, with
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differences that held all doctrines t, be on the same level. And if you deviated on the

least one of them, you were considered as deviating on all of them. I believe that to

be a great error. But Dr. Machen here opposes that. And then he continues.

"One such difference of opinion which has been attaining increasing prominence in

recent years concerns the order of events in connection with the Lord's return.

Record 129.
world

- after that period the end of the will come. That belief,in the opinion of
error

the present writer,is an - arrived at by a false interpretation of the Word of God.

We do not think that the prophecies of the Bible permit so definite a napping out of

future e'nts. The Lord will come again. And. it will he no mere spiritual coming in
?so ?

the modern sense. So much is clear. But that b little will be accomplished by the

resent dispensation of the Holy Spirit and so much will be left to be accomplished by

the Lord in bodily presence, such a view we can not find to be justified by the word of
then with debate?

Scripture. What is our mm attitude in regard to this tay Certainly it cannot be an
recrudescence

attitude of indifference. The gu] rn&inn of chiliasm or pre-millenialism in the
method

modern church causes us serious concern. It is coupled we think with a false JmMmM

of interpreting Scripture, which in the long run will be productive of harm. Yet how

a great is our agreement with those who hold the pre-millenial view. They share to the

full our reverence for the authority of the Bible, and differ from us only in the

interpretation of the Bible; they share our ascription of deity to the Lord Jesus, and

our superxaturalistic conception both of the entrance of Jesus into the world and of the

consummation when He shall come again. Certainly, then, from our point of view, their

error, serious though it may be, is not deadly error; and Christian fellowship, with

loyalty not only to the Bible but to the great creeds of the Church, can still unite us

with them. It is therefore highly misleading when modern liberals represent the present

issue in the Church, both in the mission field and at home, as being an issue between

oremillennialism and. the opposite view. It is really an issue between Christianity,

whether premillenial or not, on the one side, and a naturalistic negation of all

Christianity on the other side."
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Many things in that pararaph I like very much which I agree very strongly. But

you notice the two criticisms that he gives here of chiliasm or pre-millenialism. One of

them is, he says, is a false method of interpreting Scripture, and that the prophecies of

the Bible do not permit so definite a mapping out of future events. That is a phase that

I do not think Dr. Machen ever looked into, personally. I don't think that he ever

studied the prophecies of the Old
Testame4 himself. And I don't think he ever studied

the book of Revelation. He was very, very busy with the great doctrine of soteriolor,

very, very busy with that, and. I don't think he ever went into these natters. Re

started giving a course of exegesis in the New Testament books, going through the books

book by book, and he died before he got through. And I had. been 1ookii forward. to the

time when he got to Revelation, because I would. certainly with his absolute loyalty to

the Scripture, and the determination to follow whatever he found there, and with his clear,

logical mind, I would. certain, when he came to Revelation, he would become that y.

I believe he would have if he had. I believe he would. have if he had studied the

prophecies of the Old Testament. But that particular criticism here is a general one,

You can see the matter of consideration of a particular passages, and. I do not believe

that he had done ti-at. But his other criticism here is the one I 1m dealing with as the

first criticism here.

He says, the Lord. will come again and. it will be no mere spiritual coming in the

modern sense. So much is clear. But that so little will be accomplished. by the

present dispensation of the Holy Spirit and. so much will be left to be accomplished. by

the Lord. in bodily presence, such a view we can not find. to be justified by the word of

Scripture. And. so the first objection here that I 'm mentioning is number one

number one, Said to undervalue the power of the Holy Spirit And. that is a criticism that

I used to hear a great deal when I was a mym student ().

We can not believe in pre-millenialism because we don't believe the Holy Spirit is unable

to convert the world.. We don't believe that it is impossible for the whole world. to be

won to Christ. We cannot underestimate the power of God, the power of the Gospel, and

the power of the Holy Spirit as well. I haven't heard it much recently, but that's what

I heard repeatedly. But of course, the question is not what is the power of the Holy Spirit.
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The o1y Spirit could convert the whole world in the time of the apostle Paul if that

was His desire. The Holy Spirit could convert the whole world in the first century if

that was His intention. It is a qpastion - What is the intention of the Lord? Is it

his intention to convert the whole world through the Holy Spirit, at any one time in

this age. Or is it his intention to win to the Lord people out of every tongue, and tribe,

but to have witnesses here and there and. there and there, scattered through the earth,

rather than to make a complete conquest of the world with the Gospel. It is a natter of

what the Lord's will is. That is a natter that is determined by the study of Scripture.

And if it is the Lord's will to convert every man, woman, and child upon this earth to

the Gospel, it looks mighty badly yet . (5s-)

Why should he be able to do it in the next 1900 if he can't in the last. The fact of

the matter is he certainly could have in the first century, or the second, or the third.

If that was his will. But we find no where in the Scripture, the teaching that it is

that we find his teaching in the Scripture that the whole world is to become the kingdom

of our Lord. But is it to be done by the preaching of the Gospel or in some other way?

That's a matter (6), not for us to think at what the power

of God can be.

Snail -millenia1ism j said 1 t on Jewish myth

I didn't have to pick up in preparation for this class a particular book which

presented this argument for I have come across it from time to time. There was a man

named Philip Moore, who wrote a number of books which were very excellent, and then

something turned him violently against pre-millenialism, and he issued a book in which he

has a picture in the front of a rabbi, with the ten commandments, and certain Jewish

symbols on the front. He has a section where, somewhere in the latter part of the New

Testament, about avoiding Jewish fables or some such thing. I forget the exact reference

but he has that as his title. And many have said, It is just a Jewish myth. Well, the

question is, What does the Old Testament teach, not what does the iøm mm Jews believe.

If the Jews believed at some time something similar to pre-millenialism, if they got it

from their imagination, why it has nothing to do with truth. If they got it from the Old
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Testament, it is a witness to the fact that that is what the Old Testament teaches.

We are not interested in what people felt, but what the Bible holds. Whether the Jews

believed it or not does not make truth, but what the Bible says.

Sma].] It said lig be too earthly

This objection was nude as long ago as Eusebius. Eusebius, the great Church

historian, was the first strong opponent to pre-millenialism. In his discussion of the

ear1est Church Fathers, recognize that practically all of them were pre-millenialists.

And one of them who was outspokenly pre-millenial, Eusebius hated for that reason. That

was Papias. And Eusebius speaking about Papias says that Papias (7:75) about

how big the oranges were going to be, and the grapes in the time of the millenium. etc.

Evidently Papias let his imagination go and sought a great wonderful prayer life. Papias

went out in the desert for awhile, and got terribly hungry, for fresh fruit, and he

imagined the great, wonderful luscious fruit, etc, and Eusebius said, you see this

terrible earthly physical inagination that the people had to believe in a thousand years

reign of Christ upon the earth. Well, no mmiprnth body's imagination affects the thing,

but the fact is that the Bible predicts in place after place, wonderful agricultural

prosperity upon the earth in the time of the millenium,, and as to whether the fruits will

be as (3) as they are now, or whether there are some changes, we are not

told. But it does not affect the view, but it is one m of the big attacks that is made

on it. That it is too earthly. There are those who say that the kingdom of Christ is

entirely in our hearts, and it is rediculous for us to think of anything like this, that

it is earthly and that is Jewish.

It is very interesting to see here a little book by Boyd E. Hamilton on the Basis of

Millenial faith in which he can't understand why it is that the Gentile christian should

believe in Pre-millenialism because pre-millenialism, he says, gives the Jews a great

place in the kingdom. He says, one of the inexplicable questions that arises in the mind

of a non-pre-niillenialist, when one examines the theory of pre-millenialiam, which holds

that the Jewish kingdom will be aihvvipir1ip restored, and be supreme during the alleged

ml1enium, why there should be so much enthulasm on the part of Gentile Christians, for

theories that hold that the Church will not be present on the earth during the alleged
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millenium. 'Now it does not hold that it wont be present on the earth. That's just his

imagination, or some body (10) an statement, the Bible does not
personally

specifically state on ti-at. I think we will have freedom in going back and

forth during that time. But he said, If as they claim the Church will be up in the sky

during that period while the Jews reign on earth, why should a Gentile believer today,

believe and die for a millenium in a which he will have no direct (io).

Of course, what we are interested, in, isn't trying to get something that impresses us ti-at

we can be iapy about, and wetre against something that seems to advance the Jews, but

we are interested in what does the Bible teach. And to me it is an outstanding evidence

in this matter, of how the people said to Jesus in Acts 1: 6, that after LQ days, we

read, he was speaking of the things pertaining to the kingdom of God. They said to him,

Lord, wilt thou at this time restore again the kingdom to Israel? And if there were no

such thing :s the restoring of the kingdom of Israel, after 40 days,of presenting the

spiritual teaching of how destructive (11) take

another LO days. Let us give up the whole proposition. If you can't get it through your

head in LO days. But his answer was not, you're completely wrong, the kingdom will not

be restored to Israel. It was, "It is not for you to ii know the times or the seasons,

which the Father bath put in his own power. But you shall receive power" when he leaves.

That seems to me to be a pretty definite implication, that the restoring of the kingdom

of Israel is one (iii;) of something that is going

to happen.

Small Objection regarding alleged restoratin ..Q sacrifices

Listen to what hamilton says about that, on page 137 of his book. He says, "Moreover

it is difficult to see how the theories can escape certain serious (12). In

the first place, does not the theory really dishonor Christ. Even though such an intention

is far from the minds of the advocates of the theory. If the Old Testament prophecies are

to be literally interpreted as the application of the theory insists then

it must be held that bloody animal sacrifices and Christian figures will be reinstated in

connection with worship in the Millenial time. If so, did. not Christ die in vain?" That

is his statement. If so, did not Qhrist die in vain? Now that is a criticism of
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pre-millenialism which is made as commonly as any theory known against it. You will hear

it constantly and. repeatedly. Why 1m1Ththti pre-millenialism can't be right, because if so

animal sacrifices will be re-established. Well, have I said anything about reestablishment

of animal sacrifices in connection with what the definition of what pre-znillenialism is.

Absolutely not. Of course, he says this is to be so if the Old. Testament prophecies are

to be taken literally. Well, who ever said that every word of the Old Testament prophecies

must be taken literally? You can't take every word in any book literally. You must take
of speech.

the figures of speech where you find figures. But when you find it says that they will

lift up, when they will turn their swords into pr imvinm plow shares and their spears

into pruninghooks, nation will not Annim lift up sword against nation, neither will there

be war any more, it may not mean anything about swords or plowshares, and it may be figures

of speech for jet planes and atomic bombs. But it does (iLi.:*)
- 15.

Record 130.

- one place there is a mention of restoration of animal sacrifices. One place, that

is the last 8 chapters of Ezekiel. Those last eight chapters of Ezekiel area difficult

passage to interpret. very difficult passage to interpret. It does not say this is

what is going to happen in the Millenium. Nothing of the king. Ezekiel says I saw this,

and I saw that, and I saw the other, and he describes a condition which is very, very hard

to imagine in any literal way. lie sees the condition in Palestine very different geographically

in Palestine than it is today. Is that a picture of geographic changes that will take

p
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place in the future or is it a condition of certain great spiritual reality. I don't

see how we can be dogmatic on it. It has very little to do with the question of whether

we are pre-millenialists or not, nm*a what we do with these last eight chapters of

Ezekiel. The evidence is far greater as how these last eight chapters are to be

(i). The pre-xnillenialism is min aundant1y taught in Scripture, in

clear passage after clear passage, without paying attention to the last eight chapters

of Ezekiel which is confessedly difficult to know what they mean. They may be a picture

of certain great (1*). ITow, suppose they're not. Suppose they

are a picture of geographical changes that take place in the Millenium. And suppose it
a ?

is a picture of the restored time, then the description of great number of sacrifices

performed in the temple my be a figure of the fact that in the very center of worship,
at

and ñiri the very center of his life, is to be the adoration of the one who is our sacrifice,

and fulfills the sacrifices of the Old Testament, Jesus Christ the lamb slain from the

beginning of the world. So that it my be generally literal. It my be quite largely

so. It may be generally literal, and yet this part about the sacrifices may be

figurative, or suose this part is literal to. But if it is, did not Christ die in vain?
So what?

lie said,/Why did Christ die in vain if th it should be that animal sacrifices were

established a.in. Didn't he die in vain? Well he must have if you have to have

animal sacrifices in order to survive, in order to be saved. Well, was anybody ever
? ()

saved through animal sacrifices. Animal sacrifices never had any effect, except to

look forward to the death of Christ. That is the only am emphasis it could ever have.

And we in this age, look back to the death of (hrist, to the Lord's coming, which

reminds us of what he did. Supposing in the millenium that it should be God's will to

reestablish animal sacrifices that look back to Uhrist's coming, to Christ's death, as

they looked forward, would that be making his death in vain? It seems to me that it is

an argument that has nothing to do xh whatever with the basic question, are the

prophecies th of the time of external peace and safety, when Jesus Christ literally

reigns upon this earth here I'm not sure of how to interpret that passage. But if

we interpret it in the most literal way, it still does not mean that these animal

sacrifices are going to save, and it in no way makes his death to be of no effect.
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(question: I myself (1) that there is ranch to

that, tit is most pro'oablp that rather than make animal sacrifices being actually
figuarative

ain, there will be - it is a dmie m tha presentation of the fact for that for which

the animal sacrifices were presented will be at the very center. I'm inclined to believe

that. On the other hand, we have christ in our hearts today. He is in us. The hope of

glory. He promised to be with us to the age of the age. And yet we have bread and wine

to remind us of him as he told us to, and so it would not be so impossible that it might

be (14:75) the ereny should be whether you

are carrying it forward with communion or something else, even though he would

(). I d.ozt think that it is much of an argument

but it is one that is greatly stressed, and so it is important that we be familiar with

it.




Small .. Objection th Reardir Presence Kinds Pop1e i.. I4illen&um

This is referred to by Berkhof in his Eschatology, where he refers to this - He

says, E. The pre-millenial theory ai tha entangles itself in all kinds of insuperable

difficulties with its doctrine of the millenium. It is impossible to understand hm
and

how a tart of the old earth/of sinful humanity can exist along side of a part of the

new earth, and the humanity that is glorified. How can perfect Saints in glorified

bodies have communion with sinners in their flesht How can glorified Saints live in

this sin laden atmosphere, and the scene of death and decayt How can the Lord of Glory

the Glorified. Christ establish his throne on earth, as long as it has not yet been

removed. The 21st chapter of Revelation informs us that God and the church (6

will take p on earth after heaven and earth have been removed. How then

can it be maintained that Christ and the angels will rule a thousand years before this

How will sinners and saints in the flesh be able to stand in

the presence of the glorified Christ, seeing even that Paul and John were completely

overwhealmed. with the vision of him. We can

not conceive, mingled together on the same planet, some who have yet to die, and others

who have passed through death, and will die no more. Such confusion of the present age

through the age to come, is in the last degree unlikely. And Brown , what
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a mongre state is this, what an abhorrent mixture thmifl isth of things t$otally

inconsistent with each other." iow that is Berkhofts presentation of . The objection

regarding the presence of two kinds of people in the milleniuin. And the answer to all

that is surely the simply statement. It doesn't natter what we can conceive of, or what

seems natural to us, what natters is what ib does the Bible teach? And to say that because

it seems unnatural to somebody and he can't conceive it, that people a who are not

getting glorified bodies, and people who were, should be together on the earth at the

same time; therefore Jesus can't reign on earth a thousand years, as the Bible says he

will. Why, that is purely human philosophy, and human speculation. The Bible clearly

teaches that Jesus Christ is coming back to set up His kingdom upon this earth. It

clearly teaches that it is going to be a time of external peace and safety, when he

reigns upon this earth. It clearly teaches that. And the question of whether all the

people on this earth, will then have glorified bodies, a or whether there will be some

who will not have glorified bodies, is one that is determined by examination of the

Bible. And 1rthi2 !mthin try to point out what the Bible teaches. Not to say, those who
2 kinds of

hold this view, generally admit there will be people here, and therefore the view is

impossible. Maybe they're wrong in stating that, but the essentials of the view, are

based on clear teaching of Scripture, and cannot be brushed aside with saying th this
is an

seems inconceivable, but this/argument (8:75) and of course

the question on it is an exegetical . Oh, before mentioning

that, Berkhof refers to Revelation 21.

It's interesting, that Zahn , one of the great historians of the last

century, is even recognized by great respect by Barth. And. of Harnack's book of one of

Zahn's work, as something that was hard to find anything to compare ft with, and Ze.hn

was a thorough gone Christian, a very earnest loyal conserva!{tive man, and. Zahn

in his Commentary on Revelation strongly takes the pre-millenial view,as what Revelation

clearly teaches, but when it comes to 21, he says 21 is describing the situation in the
its

niillenium, which has been described in/general progress in chapter 20. Now that's what

iiMm Zahn points out. Personally, Zahu's arguments convincedme, but when it did about

12 years ago, I got together two other men of the faculty at that time, who were much
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interested in prophecy and told them, wi-at I thought, and both of them were quite shocked.

And both strongly differed with Zahn on this point. They may be right, but at least it is
that

not an open and shut matter,, Revelation 21 follows Revelation 20. And if it does, even

so, what seems to us in but what the

Bible says. But on this matter of whether there are going to be people in the physical

body on this earth during the xnillenium, therm are two passages which seem to me to

establish ti-at there will be. The first of these is Revelation 20, which says at the end

of the inillenium when Satan is released for a little season, he gathers a great

multitude, which comes with him, and attacks the camp of the Saints. And Christ overcoms

them, and then comes the great white throne judgment. And, that seems to me, to require
that there will be

that IbIimm people upon this earth, who are giving visible allegiance to Christ, because

he is judging among the nations, he is sending out the commands, he esta1lishes peace,

and safety upon this earth. But they are not giving allegiance in their hearts, and this
them

gives him a chance to make that evident, when they have a chance to revolt, and do. And

ti-at is . o that seems to me to require this - this fact in
- that

Revelation 20. ifi But the other thing/seems to me to require it is Isaiah 65, which by

the way is to my notion, a pretty good evidence that God is righteous.

Does somebody have a Scofield, Bible handy? Would you please read. the heading which

is over chapter 6, verse 17. The statement Which is made here, is one which I'M going

to suggest that we change in the next edition, but I'm not sure yet that it will be,

because there might be definite opinion on this particular point. You notice the

heading is "The eternal blessing of Israel in the new earth. (Cf. Rev. 21,, 22.) But

then there is a foot note. And the foot note says, "Verse 17 looks beyond the kingdom

age to the new heavens and the new earth, but verses 18-25 describe the kingdom-age

itself. Longevity is restored, bt death, the"last enemy", is not destroyed till after

Satan's rebellion at the end of the thousand years." I think the foot note is very

excellent. But to say in verse 17 he describes the new heaven and the new earth, and

then comes back thm thm in 18 to the kingdom preceding, it seems to me that it is much

more probable that 17 is introducing 18. And if so, the words a new heaven and a new
17

earth, are a description of the kingdom, and that fits exactly into the prophecy.
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iow that is a comparatively minor point, but it does seem to me that of that point,

it is a pretty good evidence for that. Wins view there. But the heading is misleading

as presented. I think the heading should either be clanged or a new heading should be

put in here. But starting with verse 18, from verse 18 to 25, we have what is very

clearly a picture of the znilienil]xn. It even has a verbal similarity in connection with

the statement in Isaiah 11. Look at 25. "The wolf and the lamb shall feed together,

and the lion shall eat straw like the bullock: and dust shall be the serpent's meat.

They shall not hurt nor destroy in all my holy mountain, saith the Lord." Surely this is
and

a picture of the millenium. Verses 18-25, personally I believe that 17 belongs with it

as Zahn says. But you notice what it says in verse 20. "There shall be no more thence

an infant of days, nor an old man that bath not filled his days: for the child shall diet

an hundred years old; but the sinner being an hundred years old shall be accursed." That

does not show a time when death has been removed. The last enemy that shall be destroyed

is death and I don't think that that comes until the end of the millenium. I think that

death is destroyed already as far as the believer. The Christian is given his glorified
there

body at the beginning of the millenium. But ft would seem to be others in the millenium,

who are there, who would have, I would think, largely are giving most of them real

allegiance from their hearts to Christ at the beginning of the millenium, but time goes

on, and these people who have not the glorified body have shown, some of them do not

accept the Lord, though going through the outward form.

S-131-

- shall be accursed, surely suggests the fact that there is great longevity, but

still a snail amount of death during the period, and it fits in with Revelation 20. So

that does not seem to be to be essential to the view, of the great Old Testament

teaching of the kingdom, the time of external safety is clear, the fact that Christ is

coming back, and setting up his throne is clear, but these two passages suggest that it

will (1) to people, the resurrection body

We shall reign with Christ. Who will we reign over. There will be

Surely T)4 'S the most reasonable
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interpreMtion. 131t that is a detail of the matter which we find on the basis of

exegesis to see what the Scripture teaches. It is not an essential feature of the

matter, upon which the whole believer can stand..on. That is one of the points which

is very, very strongly attached, by those who oppose pre-millenialiszn.

Small L Objection rerdj alleged general resurrection

I hold very strongly to the pre-millenial view on this matter, but the justified

are raised in the beginning of the xnillenium, the lost are raised at the end. of the

milleniurn, I know of no place in Scripture, where the great general resurrection occurs.

And I thought thi* personally that it was poor taste, that being my view and the view

of all pre-niillenialists, I thought that it was rather poor taste that as Dr. Machen's

view, when hés body was presented, the man who was performing the service, should in

his prayer refer to his being raised up in the general resurrection. . Inserting a that

word specifically at a point like that, as if (2*

general resurrection. I do not find any general resurrection in the scripture. Low

Berkhof has a half a page on which he man= didn't evidence on

General Rafam Resurrection. Look at the terms. The day of judgment, that day, etc, but

you look at the passages, I looked at them in the last half hour at most of the -passages

he refers to. They are referring to the resurrection of the just or the resurrection of

the unbeliever. For it says, there will be a resurrection of both the just and of the

unjust. That does not say it will be (2175). And I think that

Revelation 20 makes it very clear that they will be at different times. The rest of

the daad live till the thousand years is finished. It explicitly states that. And

of course they speak of the general judgment, and Berkhof gives us an evidence of the

judgment, the Great White Throne judgment, the end of Revelation 20. But if you read it,

there is not a suggestion of any body being saved. The reat White Throne judgment is

the judgment of the lost, to show them they are lost, to show their deserving to be lost,

and the books are opened, and they are judged, but there is no evidence anywhere, whatever,

that it is general.

3*(uestion: It is an objection raised by those who oppose pre-millenialism.

That pre-millenialism is these two resurrections.
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That is there objection to the millenium. And I

am saying that - I am not giving these points as the objections I have to pre-millenialism.

But objections that others have raised, which I don't Ia think are just. And in this

case, I believe the Bible clearly teaches that there will be two resurrections. Not one.

But this is a point which they talk about a great deal. The alleged general resurrection,

I should say and general judgment. The only passages in scripture I know that seems to

teach a general judgment is Matthew 25, where he speaks of the goats and to the sheep.

On the other hand you have clear statements on "He that believeth on me shall not come

into the judgment, but is already passed from death unto life.' We have many such

statements, that the one who is saved, does not come into judgment, for ()
meets in the air

Jesus has been judged. on this earth. But he is raised with the body, with Christ imm,

and comes back with him to participate in the judging of the lost,

Number Conclusion Rerdj Variant Views of the Kingdom

And the conclusion regarding variant views of the kingdom, is the conclusion exactly

which Dr. Machen gave in tint paragraph, I read to you. I believe tint the vital thing is

that we believe Christ is coming back in bodily, visible .mm form. That we have the

great hope, that we say, so come Lord Jesus." That is the great hope on this matter.

I believe the vital thing is we stress knowledge of salvation through Christ. I think

that is a hundred times more important to win someone who is loved to being saved, then

it is to change an a-millenialist, or a post-millenialist, into a premillenialist. I

don't think it In compares in importance. I do not think it is a matter for salvation,

but gm a thrn a matter for accomplishment and encouraging the believer. But I

feel there is tremendous harm in the method of interpretation, which the a-millenialist

uses. I think the method that is used, is far worse, than the false hope that the

post-millenialist gets from his interpretation that the whole world is to be won by the

Gospel. Therefore, I think, a-millenialism is so much nearer to pre-millenialism than the
but

-oost-millenialist view,/is a far more dangerous in its effect because it means the

introduction of some very, very harmful methods of interpreting a large portion of the

Bible, and. how are you going to restrict them there, and make absolutely sure they don't

fit into those passages which you think are important. I think it is important tint
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we must accept not merely the didactic portions of the New Testament, which the

a-millenialists are always talking about, but that we accept the whole :Bible, old and.

new. I think that is very, very important. I think it is most important that as to

the doctrine that we have the great hope of the blessed return of Christ, which might

mmm dmp come very soon, that the a-millenialist can have. But I think it is also

right that we get the great blessing of the teaching of the millenium, which the

Old Testament contains.

Record 131. (12/18).
8?

We were on H, last time, 'Various views of the Kingdom of Christ." At the end

of the hour we spoke about number six, Conclusions rerding variant views of the
it

kingdom. And I stressed the fact that/is extremely important that we believe in the

visible, bodily return of Christ, but that it is not absolutely essential, that we use

the same terminology about the kingdom. It is vital that we realize that he is our king,

and. it is our duty to obey him. It is very vital that we obey him, and recognize him

as king in our lives. The difference between pre-millenialism, and. post-millenialism,

and a-millenialism is in my opinion, very important as regards our attitude towards the

Scripture. I think that an attitude which does away with the definite promises of a

coming universal kingdom of peace and safety, external freedom from danger, if you do

away with that, you could just as well get rid of the Deity of Christ, and the atonement.

And so I think that th it is a very important thing as to principles of interpretation of

Scripture. But I do think that the points we have in agreement with those who really

believe in a personal wtzhMa visible bodily return of Christ, and really believe in the

great essentials of the gospel, but differ on these points, is far less, the difference
points

is far less than our human wisdom. i do not believe they should. be of

sharp lines of separation, but points of mutual help and trying to beefit

not have this great truth, that God wants us to.
who

those nun

I cannot understand why some people should have such a hatred, for pre-millenialism.

There are some people who have just an utter detestation of it, and it seems to be the

primary desire of their life, to attack pre-millenialism in every popular place. I see

no reason for this except one. And that is for which the people cannot personally
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judge . But it is my personal belief that Satan hates this doctrine

worse than any other, except the atonement. That is the doctrine of the end of the world.

If he can turn people away from that doctrine, that is what he wants. But next to that

I think, tha fact about this very earth where he is to day Prince, and accomplishing so

much, the fact that upon this very earth, his power is to be at a full and Christ is to

reign while he is bound not able to deceive the nations anymore. It is worse than anything

else. He tries to convince the people that it is not actual. And I think that he in

someways succeeds in filling the minds of many very fervent true Christians with a hatered.

of this doctrine for which there is no conceivable reason. Because, suppose the

doctrine is wrong. It doesn't have any harm in it to warrant the great hate which some

have against it. I believe it is right. I believe it is a deed of comfort, encouragement,

of what (12), and I believe that if one does not hold

it, he either ignores parts of the Scripture, or he interprets them in very wrong ways.

Therefore, I am very happy to spread the knowledge of this truth as much as I can, but I

do not make it in any way a test of fellowship. I think it is wrong to consider a man

as any way less of a brother in Christ if his this particular

matter the great essentials of the faith.

j The time of the beginning of the coming great kingdom And we must not get

bogged down on this point because it is incidental to our present study.

(13), therefore I want to go very rapidly.
7

13 (Question: Why do many of the Covenant people believe in the A-Millenial

position? Answer. I believe that if you take the great expositors of the
(13)

Bible, The great Youtll find that most hold to

I have a statement here by Berkhof, in which he refers to certain points he is trying

to prove, He says, this is admitted even by and Alford, though both of them

ate pre-millenialists. I think you1ll find that both of them

Now Calvin did not go into that matter. Calvin concerned himself

with the great matter of soteriology at the time. And he did. not go into that. And

Calvin was -very much interested in the idea that some people had to say that the kingdom

of Christ, he is to reign over the earth, and is to be brought in by the Christian
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forcibly and establish the kingdom of

righteousness on the earth. Re thought the ana-baotist minister taking over that thing

and taking absolute control over it, and trying to establish the kingdom of God on earth,

in that mth ti1,mi city -

5-132.

a dislike for all of the earth, and. eventually destroyed by the Romans,

after a long war. And that sort of thing, there were many who said, some of Cromwell's

men called themselves the Monarch, with the idea that , who

came and destroyed the image was to be a human army, which would establish the kingdom

of God. on earth. Calvin was very much against that view. But Calvin did. not go into

nrophecy very much. He mt''ln doesn1t touch it to any great extent. But if you

look at his commentary on Isaiah 11, you will find that in that commentary, he explicitly
to be

states that this Dassage teaches that upon this earth, the curse is tuft removed, and.
1.

there will be a neriod when both will no 1ongr the lamb,

because the lion , because things will be restored to

their redemptive position. Now that , and that . is what he stresses

in His corning, in that particular passage, because the Scripture passage teaches it, but

he didn't go on to (1*).

So the great exegetes have held it, but the Theologians who were busy with

studying theology and relating theological matters, one to another, in the time of the

ancient church, were interested in the person of Christ. That was the great subject of

theology. Then, since the Reformation, soterlology became the great subject of theology,

and the Theologians devoted themselves to that. The great reformed theologians put their
(1:75)

emphasis on that. Now they had. not been " And the people paid attention

to those who were advancing in the study of eschatology aiim were largely people who were

not greatly trained in theology. And some of these people went to excesses on their

interpretations. And some of the great theologians had. simply out this

teaching trained, and paid very little attention
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their
And in more recent years, some of ±x followers

are simply inrnressed. by their names and their standing. But I dontt think that there is

any connection between Covenant Theology and the question of what

I don't think there is any. Now, it is true that there are some who have brought

illogical conclusions from their belief in some point, and draw these conclusions from

that, that there was a different method of salvation before, and that there was a different

method of salvation before the coming of Christ, than there is now. That is a conclusion

that is absolutely unwarranted. And it is a conclusion which deals with another subject

altogether, and has no real relationship to the " But some

people who have strongly held to a view of His kingdom, have expressed themselves in

such a way, as to give the impression that they held that RD people were saved in

other ways than the blood of Christ in ancient times.

3(Q uestion: There are two phrases which are used in so many different ways

that they should be defined before they are ever used. One of them is dis'penstionalism.

xthmM Dispensationalisin to some people mean the (Li.) view, that says that

only the prison epistles, about three epistles in the New Testament, are for us in this

age. The gospels were for another dispensation, the other eDistles for another,

Revelation for another age, only these three epistles are all that we have left of the

Bible. They divide the Bible up into many little sections. Now mmpi comparatively

few people follow this Ohairite attitude, but the few who do are very, very convincing.

They are constantly writing our Scofield committee telling us we should put their ideas

into the Reference Bible. No one on the committee will believe it. But that is what

some call extreme dispensationalism. Now there are other people to whom any belief in

dispensationalism means a belief that there is any such thing as a dispensation. And

the millenium is a dispensation, and. therefore that is dispensationn.lism. But everybody

who studies the Bible at all, knows there are dispensations. Hodge has a section on

the various dispensations. Certainly there are at least two. The dispensation before

the coming of Christ and the dispensation after the coming of Christ. There are at least

two.anybody must recognize &3 at least two dispensations. This does not mean two periods

in which there were two m different methods of salvation, but it means two periods in which
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the covenant of grace was administered in a different form. And there are at least two.

Now you take the system that say there are seven. Seven is a beautiful perfect

number so there ought to be seven. In order to get seven there are two or three different

methods of doing it, and two or three of those are so (5?-), that they are

really nonsense. There are at least two. In view in the Scripture about the teaching of

the Millenium, there is certainly a third. If some one w.nts to extend it to make it

seven, then they may very well , but you can't be sure about the

But this word d.ispensationalism is used in so many different senses, I

don't like it. I know some people who if you are a dispensationalist, you are just

unnatural, you are terrible, I know other people to whom you are no good unless you are

a dispensationalist. And yet they use the word in about ten different senses.

Well, now, the word Covenant Theology, unfortunately is half as bad as that as

dispensationalism. Because there are some who use the term, Covenant, well, let's take

covenant theology as any thing that has a covenant involved. And of course there are

covenants involved in many points in theology. The people at Westminster insisted that

when we formed Faith, that we were absolutely contrary to Covenant Theology, because

said we shouldntt use alcoholic beverages, because that was contrary to Covenant Theology.

Well, thatts utter nonsense. It has nothing to do with Covenant Theology, one way or

the other. If by covenant theology, you mean the fact that God the Father, and God the

Son, make a covenant before the foundation of the world, to save some out of this lost

world. Well, that's a true scriptural teaching, and why should anybody be opposed to it.

If on the other hand by covenant theology you mean that there are some people who God has

covenanted to save, regardless of anything else, and there is no reason in the world they

should have faith, or (7) about it, because they are saved and that1s that.
7

Well, no body accepts the Bible in that way.

Now there are other people who take this term Covenant Theology, and relate it to the

fact that God makes a covenant with a parent regarding children. That's an entirely

different matter. And. yet some people use the term

Certainly it is very true in scripture, that the parent can covenant with God

.(7) We don't have to say, well, our little children will-
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may come to the world as little heathen. Let's hope and pray that in ten or fifteen years,

that some evangelist will convert them. And in the meantime they are just heathen. We have

a right to bring up our children in the admonition of the Lord, and to teach them about the

Mriiiu1ii Lord, and we know that if we fulfill our part he will fulfill his. And some

people consider that to be (8). So, what sense

uses both of these terms in, precise terms I don't know. My guess is that

each of these can be used in many, many different ways.

At Westminster, I came to the conclusion from the attitude of most of the faculty

before I left there,

but the attitude of the majority of the faculty that their attitude was - Here is the

Reformed Faith. Its got a thousand points. And. if you disagree on anyone of these,

logically you will come to disagree all. And you are outside the (8'-) if

you disagree on one. Now that, more than anything else

because I believe that its utterly false, and I believe that the Bible makes some things

absolutely clear that is Godts word, it is absolutely true, that Jesus Christ is God's sop,

the second oerson of the Trinity, that he died for our sins, as our substitute, he was

raised for our justification, that he comes again, personally, visiably, bodily. These

things are so clear in the Scripture, that anyone who will honestly read. the Scripture,
(9)

to see what , and. it is so clear in Christian History,

that anybody who will honestly examine Christian history, must admit that is what

Christianity has stood for through he ages. Then I believe there are certain matters,
you

which are less clearly taught in Scripture, but if will study the ripture carefully,
thyou
we will finally believe. And then I believe there are matters which if you study very

carefully, you can pat gather ideas, but many people have not studied this carefully
7

enough, to get them, and many people have studied sufficiently to get
7

but they are less important. Then I believe there are matters on which God may cause us

to see the truth and to get new light from His word, that nobody has ever seen. I believe
7 approach to it

there is a variation in ScriDture, and I believe that is the only reasonable aawirame, and.

when we try to take everything (10), and this is the reformed faith,
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this we believe on everything. Or this is covenant theology, this we must believe on,

or this% is dispensationalism. This we believe or. It just doesntt work. Because

God has not given . But it is the tendency of te human mind to

want system , and. I remember my last year teaching at

Westminster, that I asked one of the boys. I asked him, what Is the hiphil of - what is

the 2nd masculine plural imperative hiphil of, I think it was , or something

that refers to " And. this person gave an incorrect answer. And the person

next to him said, That's the pre-inillenialist view . They thought it was a very

good fair observation , to think that everything fits into one

particular system, and that you have to hold to that system. That's not the way the

Lord has given (11). He has given us a book of data. We study the
that's clear

data and. we find a great deal ithiI m, and thrmiin1rmQIitrtth the two fit together.

They are related. But the relation is not such that we can built up all

by a few




Calvin always said, I will take this truth and take this

truth, and take this truth, and identify the relation together, and draw a conclusion

from it. I will not take this inference from the Scripture, which is not specifically

stated in the Scripture, and draw it, and then say, this is God's truth. I will

draw the inferences, and then I will hunt through the Scripture, and see if I can find

any Scripture that specifically tells upon it, and if I do I will stand. on it. But if

I don't, I will merely say this is my inference, and I believe that this is what these

things 'out together mean, but I will not be dogmatic, as that matter which I have a

c1earI definite statement. I believe that is the true attitude to Scrioture.

So we have to use terms (12*), We have to
&

But I wish the two terms, Dispensationalism , because I do not think

there are enough people either of them , to make

them useful to

Well now, number j is the time of the beginning of God's kingdom. And this, I do

not wish to get into at length, because we have much of great importance to cover this

year, and I do think though that this is too important to oass by without giving the
main facts about it.
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And in another section of this Eschatology, we will have time to go further into

this articu1ar question. In fact this is a matter where we want more definite area

here. And so I want to very briefly touch the main toints.

Number one It need not be an event without various stages But I think that it

is necessary that we realize the time of the beginning of dithm th inr'p the coming of

the kingdom. t*thm Is there one or two returns of Christ?

Record S-133 (0)

whether it is spread over ten or more years is a matter which can only be established.

by Scriptural evidence, to make a test of whether

What does the Scripture teach

Number two God has chosen not to reveal tb us when the time will be. I spoke

yesterday about this very imortant verse in Acts 1: 6. They said, Lord. wilt thou at
did

this time restore again the kingdom to Israel. He matã not say I am not going to

restore it to Israel. He did. not say to them it's a false view. He m said, it is not

for you to know the time or the seasor which the Father has put in his own power. Mat

in ft mapun didn't he say that to the apostles, and yet mean for us to know about it.

Or when he said to the disciples, it is not for you to know the times or the seasons,

which the Father hath put in his own power., did he mean, I'm going to give you a meter,

whereby you can know that it hasn't come yet, but you can keep on (i)

until the time when it is within ten years, and then you just won1t know what

This certainly has nothing to do with the matter of kmm± people knowing

what is within ten years or not knowing. This is a statement that God. chooses that we

should not know. And there are many other statements, in the New Testament, at least

a dozen statements, Now, some of them are parallel statements.
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But there are at least a dozen times in the New Testament, where it

is stated, or stressed, it is not for us to know the times or the seasons of the return of

Christ. The Father bath put in his own power. Therefore we can say, that God has chosen

not to reveal to us when the time will be. Dr. R. A. Torrey told us of how one time, 25

years ago, when he was speaking at a Bible conference. And another noted Bible teacher

was to sneak at this conference, and this man was a great student of prophecy. And. he

said to someone, in charge of the program where Dr. Torrey was to speak at, and in the

afternoon he was to speak there. He said, Dr. Torrey will give his message, but he said

the Lord's return precedes the time when I will give mine. Now that was 25 years ago,

and I believe he was wrong.

A man said to me about 23 years ago that a very noted teacher had said, that after

his careful study of the Old and New Testament, he said, the whole basis of prophecy is

nroven wrong, if sometime within the next eight months, the lord does not come. People

all through the ages, have set times when the Lord is coming back, but God said., it is

not for you to know the times or seasons, which the Father bath put within his own nower.

And when somebody says to me, He will not come for another thousand years, I say, How do

you know that? He said, theFather has put itj in his own power, and. he said, in such an

hour as ye think not - and. when somebody else says the Lord is coming within these next

fifty years, I will say, How do you know that? He said, it is not for you to know the

times or seasons, which the Lord. has put in his own power, but we do not know when he is
? !,

coining. And that is why.
they not

L(Q,uestion: I think that should not say that I know the Lord is/coming.

I think they should. say, the Lord might come to day. I think they should say, We should

be ready. And he may come very soon, and I may see things in the general ways which are

going, which makes me think that it must be soon, but that is only my feeling, and my

inference, and it may be wrong. It may be another three hundred years. No body has any

right to say that it must be within another three hundred years, because the Scripture

says, it is not for you to know the times or the seasons. But it is vital that we say

that it may be very soon. And. if we find many things that look a if it is very soon,

how important it is that we be sure that when he comes that we are ready. But there is
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no time in history when it is right for us to say he is coming now, neither is there no

it is right
time 'in history when say It that he is not coming now.

51-,(question: Why is it? Let me tell you something. All men are affected by

the results. The mind of no man . nd the greatest

I know a man who is one of the great authorities in the

Christian field of archaeology in the world. And he told. me that he wrote an article, I

think it was in 1938, in which he dealt with the problems of archaeology, and he said

that he worked, and. worked, and worked. He said, I'm going to make this article so

accurate that nobody possibly can find a mistake. Every thing he quoted from ancient

doctrine, which he checked over and over and over. He checked everything so accurately.

He said, this is an article which is going to stand. You won't find anything wrong in it.

And another w great work had been written by another man on the subject in 1898. And he

began his article and came out in the publication, and will

stand there as long as the United States . This great

article which has received great fame all over the world, from those who are very

interested in this specialized subject. But it begins with the words, "It is exactly 50

years since the last serious effort was made to solve this problem." And it was Mawtko

actually exactly LiO years. And he was 10 years off, in his statement, which any student

of 5th grade should. have been able to see " In the first sentence of

his article on which he had worked so hard and so long to be sure that it was absolutely

accurate, and free from error. And. no matter how great a man is, he

may make some of the silliest mistakes. And when some one comes to me, and he says, this

great Theologian believes this, or this great Thiar professor believes this, or this

great scholar thinks this, , he says, I'm not the least bit . You can

count up 500 authorities. That's what they do in a great many seminaries today. They

count " What does this verse mean? They'll find 50 commentaries

that say it means this, and 38 that say it means that, and 25 that says it means that.

And they'll count the commentaries, to try to see what these preponderants that believed

this, when 3/LiP of them just copied (8). I'm not the

least bit interested in the fact that any body has a certain idea of. But I'm tremandously
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reason
interested in the ground . And his may

be good or they may be bad. And. the very fact that Professor Milligen was one of the

great scholars in the field of Physics, winner of the Nobel prize, a great, earnest

man, does not mean that when he came into Occidental College, to chapel, when I was a

student, and gave a talk on religion. And he talked on intellectual dishonesty, and I

made the remark to the professor of botany who was a strong liberal that I thought

Milligen was intellectually dishonest. Then the professor of English who was an

atheist told me that he thought that, and. he said to this botany professor that he

thought Milligen was intellectually dishonest. The botony professor said. that's what

this student MacRae said, only he expressed it better. But Milligen was one of the

great scholars in physics, and therefore he thought he could lecture us on fundamental

Christianity. And he was intellectually dishonest in what he said. Whether it was

intentionally so, I don't know. And the greatest thinker whose work is wonderful

in certain fields, will make the silliest mistakes in other fields. The man who is

today the president of the great general dynamic corporation was secretary of the army

in Washington, when I attended the conference on chaplain, in Washington, of religions

leaders from all over the world. We had the secretary of the army, and. the navy, and.

the air force, and the generals and. admirals ahead of us addressing us. And this man
his

addressed us, the Secretary of the Army. He told how little girl had. asked him about

a problem in arithmetic, and he said the next night she came home, and she said, you

know, the teacher said what you gave me was wrong. And he said, thatts nonsense. But,

she said, you shouldntt feel too bad daddy cause the teacher said these are really

fourth grade problems. Hets president of ii one of the great corporations of the

United States today, and was head of our whole army, and was very excellent in that,

probably, but his mind slipped a little cog when he was helping his daughter with a little

arithmetic problem. And those things happen. When I hear that 98% of all the great

scholars of the world, all of the great scientists believe in evolttion, I say out of

those who believe in evolution, 98% of them have never gone into

.(ii), And the humblest of

them may make discoveries of tremendous importance
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]jut the greatest of them is of no importance whatever in the matter, if he is

repeating simply what others have said. This professor of botony, he was a strong

evolutionalist. He was driving it down our throats every chance he could. I said

to him one day, (he lacked only the thesis of his doctorate), Mr. Herman , I gather

you1ve done a great deal of research

(ii). He said, I1ve been working on the internal

physiology, and. what1s that got to do with evolution? What warrant did it give him

to talk any more positively than any one of us in this matter, &nmr whether

evolution is true or not. None whatever. But he was trained in the general area

of science and so people thought he

The man who does great careful study is deceived by

And. he's got to either give up being a great

specialist in one field, and brpithmti spending tremendous amounts of time trying

to be equally familiar with all, or he is either trying to deal with all kinds of

things . Dr. B. Schuyler

English said in an article on "Verbal Inspiration". In this article he inserts
proof
thrmt1a of verbal inspiration. I wrote him a letter and. I said, Dr. English, I liked

your article. It was fine. But I said, you give this proof from Galatians, and. it

does not fit at all. If you examine the Greek and. the Hebrew as referred to in the
13

Old Testament, and it doesnt prove this. And I wish you would leave this out.

Dr. English wrote back and. he thanked me for it, and. he said, he would leave it

out of it, But he said.,

I might find. that this had. already been given in many others, by many

great men, and that I did not realize. I found it In Hod.ge's theology. I found it

given in Warfield.. I found. it given in James M. Grays book. I found in book after

book they g&ve this argument, which anybody who knows any Hebrew at all, knows

there is absolutely nothing to it, and these writers knew enough Hebrew aa to know

that it is absolute nonsense. But they took it from somebody else, and they put it

down without




And so I dofltt care

because it really may prove it and. it may not.
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rnber three, God has revealed certain events that will nroceed Christ's coming

in judgment

Record S-l3L'.

that A ntiChrist will be rammwtmit revealed, and he will destroy those who

There are certain things going to happen before he comes to this

earth. Then all we have to do is wait and see these hapoen, and then we know he

is coming. Why be concerned about it now? Wait till you see the temple built in

Jerusalem. How can the Anti-Christ put uo a statue of himself in the temple, if
deize

there is no tenrole Wait until the Jews mm Jordan, and. take over the area of the

temple. Wait till they rebuild the temple. We've got at least ham twenty years

before all that takes place. So why figure the return of Christ now. All this has

to happen before he returns. Well, all these things are prophecies that will

precede his corning unto this earth, and yet we find, number four

number four is Christian s have been told always to be ready for Christ's Return

And we have not merely been told, but this has been stressed in the Scripture, over

and over and over. Matthew 2L1., the disciples asked Jesus, what shall be the sign

of thy coming, and. of the end. of the world. And Jesus said., Don't let any body

deceive you, and tell you that it is right here, because you don't know when he

is coming. He said, if anybody says, here is Christ, or there, believe him not,

because there shall arise false Christs, and false prophets, they'll be great

signs and great wonders, so much that if it were nossible, they should deceive the
he's ft

very elect. He said, if they say to you/in the desert, go not forth, for as the

lightning comes out of the west, and shines in the East, out of the east and shines

in the west, so shall the coming of the Son of Man be. A sudden thing that you

can't prove it. It is going to come like that, and. you cant say when it is going

to happen. And then he said, on verse 36, of that day and hour knoweth no man,

no not the angels of heaven, but my Father only. And then over in verse 32, he said,

Watch therefore for you know not what hour your Lord is going to come, and. this word.
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watch is not a good translation. In Old. English watch meant be wide awake,

be vigilant. Took, this doesn1t mean run to the window all the time to see

the signs of his coming. It means to be on the job, actively serving the

Lord, so that when he comes he finds you faithful. "Watch therefore for you

know not what hour your Lord doth come." Verse LiL" "Therefore be ye also

ready: for in such an hour as ye think not the Son of man And there

are several other verses in Matthew. Many of them repeated in Mark. Some of

them repeated in Luke. And in I Thessalonians the verse is given again.

In such an hour as ye think not the Son of Man cometh. Be ye ready for you know

not the day nor the hour. And. Itve had good friends, fine Christians who said,

well, that means that after the temple is built in Jerusalem, the Anti-Christ

puts up his statue there, and. all these things happen. Then we don't know what

day or hour it is going to happen. Then we can't tell when it is going to be.

That's not what Jesus said to the disciples. He said to them, you watch, because

you don't know the day or hour when he is coming. And I quoted to them six

different statements in Matthew 24 and 25 and they say, Oh, but that is

eschatalogical discourse. He's talking about the great events at the end of the

age, and so even though he said to the disciples, Wathh for ye know not the

day or the hour when he comes. In such an hour be ye also ready for in such an

hour as ye think not the Son of Man cometh. He was speaking with an eschatological

concept in mind. And this means after the temple is rebuilt, after the

Anti-Christ has been revealed, then you should begin watching for you know

not the day nor the hour. That's what they say. And if that is what he meant,

I don't think he would. have repeated it six times over in Matthew 24 and 25

and address it simply to (4). I don't think so, That's

my inference.

But now I go beyond inference. I go into fact. The fact is that in Luke

12 there is no eschatalogical context whatever. In Luke 12 he talks to the

disciples and tells them what kind of people they are to be, and. how they are to
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live. He is not saying anything about events connected with the return of

Christ, but what kind of people they are to be. He says in verse 31, Rather

seek ye the kingdom of God and all these shall be added. unto you, and he's

not giving something to apply to people at the end of the age when there will

be a temple rebuilt in Jerusalem. He's giving something to those people then,

and he goes right on after that. He says, Fear not little flock, for it is

your father's good pleasure to give you the kingdom. He says in verse 35,

"Let your loins be girded about, and your lights burning; And ye yourselves

like unto men that wait for their lord, when he will return from the wedding;

that when he cometh and knocketh, they may open unto him mm immediately.

Blessed are those servants, whom the lord when he cometh shall find watching.

Verily I say unto you, that he shall gird himself, and make them to sit down

to meat, and will come forth and serve them. And if he shall come in the

second watch, or come in the third watch, and find them so, blessed are

those servants. And this know, that if the goodman of the house had known

what hour the thief would come, he would have watched, and. not have suffered

his house to be broken tabs through. Be ye therefore ready also, for the Son

of man cometh at an hour when ye think not."

And good. friends of mine, even men who actually have taught in this

seminary, have maintained that this means the end of the age, people are to

begin watching and be ready. That before that you can't know when it will

happen until the temple is rebuilt. But that1 not what it says here. There

is no eschatalogical complex. He says secifically, Be ye therefore ready also,

for the son of man comes at an hour when ye think not. And then did Peter say

now this is wonderful. He's given us this advice for the people in the distant

time, at the end of the age. They'll know what to do when they see this sign.

That's not what he said. The next verse says, "Then Peter said unto him.

Lord, speakest thou this parable unto us, or even to all?" Peter say

are you telling this to people at the end, or does it include people further

kaki back. He said, Is it just to us, or ft is it to everybody? Peter
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believed that he was included in this statement. And Jesus answer s, "Who

then is that faithful and wise steward, whom his lord whall make ruler over

his household, to give them their i portion of meat in due season? Blessed.

is that servant, whom his lord when he cometh shall find so doing." Jesus

went right on to apply this to the disciples there that they were supposed to

so live that they were vigilant and serving the Lord and ready if he should

come at any moment. That this was to be a vital force in their lives and of

course people say, well that can't be, because actually Jesus said in the end.

of John that Peter was going to be crucified. And if gas Peter knew he was

going to be crucified, he could know the Lord wouldn't come before he was

mrm crucified. Well, that's true. Peter couldn't. But how mm many others

could? Well, anybody that was with Peter. I'm right here with Peter and.

Peter hasnt been crucified yet, so the Lord can't come. Thats right. But

how many years was it before Peter was crucified? And supposing I was with

Peter here today. And then supoose Peter went over to another province. He
they

moved over there, a hundred miles away from me, and ffi had. no telegrams, no

radio, no air planes in those days. How could I know if I hadn't seen Peter

for three days that he hadn't been crucified. I could not tell. And once

Peter was crucified no body could tell. And. of course in Matthew he gives the

suggestion, maybe a long time, there will be wars and rumors of wars etc. But

within 50 years they had. wars around them. And the command. was given to the

PeoDle. They couldn't tell how soon that was filled up, (8).

They were given the suggestion of a long war before he comes

So Christians have been told mfth

always ii to be ready for Christ's return. This is stressed in the New Testament

over and over, that it is like the lightning that flashes from the east to the

west. And you tell when he is coming.

81 (question: Dr. MacRae do you think it is beneficial to determine what

is meant by being ready? Are we to be ready for his rapture or his return in

glory? Answer. I think the Lord answers that question, here in verse £12. The
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Lord said, "Who then is that faithful and wise steward, whom his lord shall make

ruler over his household, to give them their portion of meat in due season?

Blessed is that servant, whom his lord when he cometh shall find so doing." I

think, being ready means ainrmmth studying the word, giving it out, serving the

Lord diligently, so that you won't be embarrassed if he should come.

9+(Q uestion: Are we to look for the rapture of the saints, or to look

for when he comes in glory. Answer. Certainly I would look for the one when

we are taken. In Matthew he tells about his coming glory. He tells about

certain other things too. But as far as the Christian is concerned, the vital

thing for us is to be ready whenever the Lord comes. Now that doesn't say

whenever he comes in glory, and I Thessalonians makes it very clear. I Thessalonians

Li tells us that when the Lord comes. I Thessalonians LiP: 16 says, Lord

himself shall descend from heaven with a shout, with the voice of the archangel,

and with the trump of God, and the dead in Christ shall rise first. Then we

which are alive and remain shall be caught up together with them in the clouds,

to meet the Lord in the air, and so shall we ever be with the Lord." That makes

it clear enough. We are to look forward to that day when we will be taken up

to be with him. And it is also told us that this world of misery will - He will

bring an end to the misery, but he does not say that at one single instance he

takes us to be with him and puts an end to all the misery and destroys all the

wicked and does all that in one instance. It no where says that. But it does

say that the first thing that we know about it is our (ii).

11-!-,(Question: Well, we aren't to look for anything in the sense of being

out watching. Welre to look for his return in the sense of being faithful, so

that when he comes he'll find us actively serving him. But as we look forward

we can learn something about what is going to happen and we can learn that he is

going to take us up from this earth to meet him. We can learn that he is going

to come to this earth, to destroy the forces of evil. That he is going to set

up his throne here, and reign upon the earth. We can learn that all these things
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are going to happen and anything t'nnt we can learn about what he is going to do

and what is going to happen is to the good. But we are not told that we are to

fasten our affection on wm one Darticular aspect of it or

.(12)

12(Q,uestion: The blessed hope of his glorious coining. At the glorious

appearance we are going to be with him. That is, he an-nears to us in glory.

We go to be with him. Then he appears to this earth (12)

He cones to this earth. But this is a thought greatly stressed in Scripture.

Christians have been always told to be ready for Christ's return.
data

Number 5. The only wap suggestion that fits the Biblical bauft

that assumes a lapse of time between the rapture of the saints , and ChristIg

visible signs over the '/ (l3). As far as the unbeliever

is concerned his coming is sudden, because if they really believed he was going

to come they would . It is sudden and

unexected. Whenever it hax,r)ens and . But as far as

the believer is concerned the whole point of Matthew 24 and 25 is - you see

this thing happen. Don't think that means that Christ is coming back. When

you hear this, don't think that means he is coming. You don't know when he

is coining. And it is a completely unexpected thing as far as we are concerned.

to this extent, that in such an hour as you think not, he is coming back. And

there is no moment since the death of kixihti Peter at which we can say the
condemnation of

Lord can't come back. Many people wax eloquent in their! any-moment rapture

idea. Well if you can't mama teach an any-moment rapture, I don know what

you can teach at all. It certainly is stressed that in such an hour as ye think

not, be ye also ready. And. I know of no why you can tell, except

that we could recognize takes place after the Lord comes

back.
suggested by

Number six This fact is strongly quD1a& ñui Isaiah . Why do I say

suggested. Because I never heard. anybody else -
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Verse 12. Isaiah 26. "Lord, thou wilt ordain peace for us, for thou

also hast wrought all our works in us." Is not those who are saved through

Christ realize that inspite of the work that he was willing to do, he is to

say, "Lord, thou b hast wrought all our works in us." Are we not people

who have been won to the Lord through heathenism. We say, Lord our God, "other

lords beside thee have had. dominion over us, but by thee only will we make
of

mention mmmii thy name.11 o it is the church of this age. And we say to

the Lord, we are frustrated. Fifty years ago we said, the evangelization of

thth the world in this generation, and today there are more heathen tan there

were fifty years ago. We see modernism rising. We say, "Lord, in trouble

have they visited thee.- Like as a woman with child, that d.raweth near the

time of her delivery, is in pain, and crieth out in her pangs. So have we

been in thy sight, 0 Lord. We have been with child, we have been in pain,

we have as it were brought forth wind. We have not wrought any deliverance

in the earth. Neither have the inhabitants of the world fallen." What is

that, if it is not the church. Those who previously served other lords, but

now serve Christ. Those who have recognized. that he works in us both to will

and to do, confessing our frustrations as we have not been able to bring

(i-), We are witnesses, we are winning them to the Lord, but the

world as a whole is pagan and the answer in verse 19, the resurrection.

"Thy dead men shall live, together with my dead body shall they inhi arise.

Awake, and sing, ye that dwell in dust, for thy dew is as the dew of herbs,

and the earth shall cast out the dead." The resurrection of the just, when

we are raised. up to heaven with him, and then what happens? Verse 20. "Come,

my people, enter thou into thy chambers, and shut thy doors about thee. Hide

thyself as it were for a little moment, until the indignation be overnast.

For, behold, the Lord cometh out of his place to punish the inhabitants of the

earth for their iniquity. The earth also shall disclose her blood and shall
no more cover her slain.
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That is a erfectly simple clear passage to show the church frustrated

in this age answer not in what we do but in Christ's

sudden with the resurrection of the just, raising

us up to be with him, saying, "Come my people, enter into thy chambers", while

the Lord goes out of his place to punish the earth and to pour out his wrath

upon the earth, and the tribulation following the Saints being taken up into

heaven. I don't say Isaiah 26 proves that, because mil none of the terminology

is used, but if it mean that, what does it mean? a selection of

isolated unrelated verses or it is a presentation of (2:75)-

Number Objections to a So-Called Pre-Tribulation Ranture

a. Rocking Chair Theology A little tract was published by a friend of

mine, Rocking Chair Theology. This idea that the Church doesn't have to go into

the Tribulation. People are just locking forward to an easy time. It's

rediculous " The Christian t - Does the Church have an easy time? Jesus

said, in the world ye shall have tribulations. We may have great tribulations

and terrible tribulations. We may have many tribulations, yet before the Lord

comes. But the Tribulation which comes after the Church is taken up, does not

come before (3'). In the last Tribulation the Church

does not take part. So rocking chair theology is an absurd method of attack,

but the most widely used one against this teaching of the Word of God.

1/2/58.

You have to see these signs come first before these verses take affect. He
brother

said, now I hear that my this was ten years ago, his brother was in

the army in Korea. He said, I hear my brother is coming home. The war is over

and he is coming home. Therefore I begin watching for him, but I dontt know

when he is going to get here. Well, he said, its imminent. It may come at any

time, and you don't know when it will be. Well, certainly when his brother went

to Korea, he didn't start expecting him to come back, he didn't while the war

was on. He didnt as long as he had no reason to think that something special

had taken place. He got a special word that he was on the way. Then he didntt
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know much about it. Luke 12 says here that right then at that time they were
as

to so live that those who are looking for the coming. And of course there would

be the exception to it that he did tell Peter that he would be crucified.

Therefore you could know that it wouldn1t happen while Peter was living. And he

told them there would be 'wars and rumors of wars so

told them that it wouldntt begin immediately. But it wouldn't he many years

before most people should begin to notice the many, many statements in the

Gospels and in the Epistles, that we should be ready and watch for we know not

the day nor the hour. This is so stressed, so much stressed in the New

Testament, that it is just hard to believe that there have been Godly Bible

believing Christians, true servants of the Lord who have not even known.

There have been great commentators who have written comments on the New

Testament who come to one of these verses and give you a beautiful rage on the

importance of watching for the Lord's return and being ready, and then never

make any reference to a it anywhere else. It doesn't affect their life or

their teaching or anything in their theology. And it is stranto see Whit

how people can be so illoglcal.iha th'i thaaii And yet we are all under the
7

effects of sin, it and our mind can be illogical in our thinking. But when

something is stressed in the Scripture as this is, there may be much about we

do not understand but what we do understand we should stand by, and this is

stressed in the New Testament greatly that we are to watch. It doesntt mean

to be looking for signs to try to figure when, but it means to he vigilant,

wide awake, actively serving the Lord. We are to watch because we do not know

the day nor the hour when he is coming. This began with his departure.

Four is definite, absolute, itar positive, clear teaching of Scripture.

Five is an attempt to make an inference from this clear so it is very

vital that five is not in the same category as four. We must not make any

interoretation which does away with this clear Biblical teaching that the

return of Christ will come in such an hour as we think not, and that we to

constantly be expecting to be ready. But five is the matter of trying to fit
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in a -program with the future. And that is a matter where God has not revealed

the time and therefore any program that is made, may have errors. But there is

one big point which is pretty hard to escape.

Number five. The only suggestion that fits the Biblical data is one that
of

assumes a lapse of time between the rapture ama the saints and Christ's visible
over

sign the ungodly. There is sufficient detail about the visible signs over

the ungodly, and to make it seem pretty strange if a Bible believer, studying the

Bible and believing in it, could see these things come to past, and still not know

when the Lord will come. Even more, if one should see these things come to pasb,

and know they are coming to past, that he could before they begin to come to past,

not know but that the Lord might come then. And so I don't ma personally see any

possible way this fits together, except to say there are two steps. That the

coming for the Saints can come at any time, the coming with the Saints comes at a

definite length of time after the coming for the Saints. Now, that much every body

must agree with, because the Scripture clearly teaches Jesus will come to this earth

acconroanied by his Saints, and it (9) teaches that the Saints will

go to meet him as he comes. That is clearly taught. And. so there is no question

that there is an interval between, but whether that interval is five minutes or

whether it is a year, that is where the general opinion

(9':). And I would say the interval must be long for the fulfillment of

this matter clearly

10 (question: I would say the coming of the Lord is imminent for every

individual. That is to say as far as the believer is concerned the Lord might come

at any time. We are always to be ready for his coining. Now as far as the unbeliever

is concerned, the unbeliever does not believe he comes. He thinks this is a whole

lot of (10'). There's nothing to it. Or at least he delays his

coming, and if there is sometime he is going to take time to

look into this thing. But he doesn't really believe that the Lord might come today.

So that when he comes to this earth the lost are going to be tremendously surprised.
Its going to be something they did not expect. As far as they are concerned, it is
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going to be an in an hour when they think not. But that it is to be the same for

the lost as for the saved would require that all the events that lead to it would

be unrecognized by the saved. That they would not realize that these are the signs.

Because we are told in the Scripture that we will not know when Christ is coming

back. And so what I would say is that all the recongizable events must come between

the first and the coming for the

.(ll). Now there may be all kinds of things happening in the world today

which when the Lord comes back, he'll be on the look and we'll say all this was in

preparation. But I would say that none of them are of the fact

that we could say from the Scripture this must happen before he comes, this has not

ham, ened, therefore he can not come. I would say that that would. be a way
12.




Now there are those who lay great

stress uoon the teaching of the 70 weeks of Daniel. And. we say Daniel teaches

70 weeks. 60 of those were before Christ. After the 70th is post'ooned, the 70th

begins with the rapture, ends with his coming. Therefore there are exactly 7

weeks between the rapture and his coming to the earth. That may be true. But I

do not think that anybody can dogmatically say it is true. The whole business of

70 weeks rests on one verse, and. on a very, very difficult verse. Personally, the

best thterpretation that I believe to be found of that verse is that the 69 weeks
13.
and that the 70th week is to

happen between the rapture and the Lord's coming. But its only one verse. It1s a

difficult verse. I do not think we ought to build a lot on one verse. In addition

to that while I think it is altogether possible that the 70th week is exactly a

matter of 7 weeks. I do not think that we can prove that. As far as I'm concerned

it could be a hundred years. I would personally not say that there's anything in
by

the Scripture/which we could dogmatically say that when Christ comes for the saints,

there could not be a lapse of time to His coning with the Saints. My guess is that

it will be so.

1Ll(Question: The Bible says that the Saints live and reign with Christ

It says that the rest of the dead live not until the
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thousand. years . It says that after the coming, the rest of the dead

are raised. I do not insist that the thousand years be a literal thousand years.

I think it does. But what I insist upon is that it is a long period of time. If you

should say that it is 400 years, I would not say that the Bible teaches you're wrong.

If it would be 10,000 years, I wouldn't say it is wrong. I would say that I think it

(1L4.:75.) But of this, I'm sure that it means a specific definite

period of time.

S-136.

The thousand years is mentioned as a period between the resurrection of the

just and the resurrection of the unjust. Of the 70 weeks there is no place where

it says there is a week between the rapture and the coming to the earth. There is

no place. In fact, the rapture is not specifically mentioned in the context of the

seventy weeks at all. It's purely an inference (1.) Now, it

may be a good. inference, but it is only an inference, altogether different from

stecific statements that the rest of the dead live not till the thousand years is

over. . And so I would say that I

but not certain, that the 70th week is the period between the rapture

and the second coming, the return to earth. And. there are those who say, of this

70th week, the rapture takes place in the middle of the week. After a 3- smak year

period. Well, the Bible doesn't mention the rapture

Dersonally thing that that is very unlikely. The reason I think it is unlikely

is because those who hold that view think that during the first 3 years, there's

got to be a building of the temple of Jerusalem. There's got to be a lot of things

done like that, which anybody could say, well, Christ, can't come now, because that

temple isn't built yet. But Jesus said, Be ye ready, to the disciples, for in such
You think

an hour as ye think not, the Son of Man comes. Em ñiiI, the temple has got to be

built, im In such an hour that ye think not he is coming. I don't believe that

we have any right to say that he can't come until the temple is built. If the

temple must be built in the first place than I think that
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I
This j think is solved, that the

coming of Christ for his saints is a matter which we can not xaiti say. And we can

not say this cannot happen until that haiens. We cannot say that. We must say,

it can happen now. personally feel that it is very important that we put things

in different levels. Where it says that Christ is coming back, it's certain. Where

it says he is coming back in ersonal, visible bodily form, it is absolutely certain.

Where it says he is coming back to put an end to the wickedness of this present evil

age, it is absolutely certain. That's clear. But as to when he is coming. We don't

know. We just haven't been told. So that is absolutely uncertain as far as hunian

beings are concerned. We can't tell. fflih

That certain things will happen on earth before he comes back,

(3:75). That there's nothing that we can say - that's got to happen

before he can come, that for his saints. I think that's definite. How

long it takes these things to haw-ien, I think thInifl




(14.)

But seven years seems a reasonable guuess.

but it no where says. The saints go to him and then after seven years he comes back,

it no where says. Exdept that it tells that certain things will happen in the seven

year period. But no one of them mentioned. But I do think that as a fact
interval ?

there is a sizable thfirt between his returning for his saints, and his return

with his saints. It is clearly taught. Now that is often called a pre-tribulation

rapture. I think that's a very bad name for it. But then I think that a pre

millenial coming is also a bad name. Because the important thing is that we believe

there is a illenium after his coming. It isn't that we believe the coming is

before the milleniuin, Deoole argue about the

milleniuin. We believe in his coming and it's followed with a milleniuyn. I don't

think that it is a good name for it. But I think that the pre-tribulation rapture

is a much worse name. But the fact that it stands for I think is clearly taught

in Scripture. That is that the great tribulation which we can recognize as such,

comes after the coming to earth.
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umber 7. Objections to a so-called ore-tribulation ral)ture. a I called

rocking chair theology. I think that's a silly thing, but since it is

we'll have to note it. Objections to a pre-tribulation wai rapture. I know a

Godly man who issued a little booklet that he called Rocking Chair Theology. He

says these people that claim that they follow Christ and want to serve him, and

then believe in a pre-tribulation ia rapture. They're just looking for rocking

chair theology. They're looking for a way to get out of the tribulation. That's

rocking chair theology, that don't think the Christian will go through the

tribulation. Well, that's utterly silly. Utterly silly, because who said Christians

won't go through tribulation. Jesus said, in the world you shall have tribulation.

What do you think the people th when Nero was burning them, light up his Dalace and

courtyard would say, if someone would say you folks believe in rocking chair

theology. You believe the church won't go through the tfibulation. They were

going through tribulation. What do you think the reformation saints would say?

When their lives were being crushed out of them and the most devilish torture

that anybody could think of. What do you think they would have said, if somebody

said, do you believe in rocking chair theology? That the church won't go through

the tribulation? It isn1t a question of going through tribulation. The Church

goes through tribulation. The Church has gone through tribulation. The Church may

yet go through tribulation. We may yet have a tribulation in thee country, worse

yet than anything that Rome, Pagan Rome, or Papist Rome ever thought of. We may

have it. We cannot tell what may come. If with all the efforts we can do, we can't

get a six pound satellite into the air, but the Russians can shoot a 185 pound one

up at their first - no, the first was 18, the second was th 100 or 200 or something

like that, if they can do that, 2 of them, and we can't get a 6 pound one up, they

can shoot it up 1200 miles into the air, and ours goes up 4 feet and exolodes, well,

if that's the present situation, it is not at all impossible that they would shoot

one over and destroy everything in the state of Arizona. And after they've done

that the other 47 states would surrender and say come and take us. mJ For

certainly almost anyone would say come and take us rather than iiat get burned up with
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shells, too. And if they were to do that, we would have tribulation, we've never

dreamed of. Such as they have had in the communist nations. And. we hear men

talking very beautifully about freedom of religion. And then in a year or two

"(9). And it is not impossible

but it may be . We don1 t know. But if it should be

and if that should come, that would not prove that the pre-tribulation rapture was

wrong. It would simply prove that that was not the great Tribulation. That's all

it would prove. Because we cannot take the clear statements of the Lord, in such

an hour as ye think not, he is coming. And. interpret them in such a way that the
There

tribulation has got to come, before the rapture comes. t may be a hundred

tribulations. But the one that comes, just before he returns to earth, the Tribulation,

cannot come before the coming for His saints. So they call it rocking chair

theology. It shows an utter than ignorance of what the real thing is. It's a silly

argument, but some good Deo-ple can make mighty silly arguments.
b.

Number two A second objection is Suggested Problems about the Rapture I
10

picked up a book by a man, who said ±*i in it, why he said, all those

who believe in Christ are supposed to be taken up in the rapture. Yet, but he says

those who believe in a pre-tribulation rapture believe that people will be converted

during the tribulation. What happens to them? Well, are they taken up? Well, if

they are there is another raDture. And if they aren't taken up during it, they are

taken u at the end. That's a third rapture. And he goes on and says there are all

these different raptures. and they get so complex and. therefore there isn't any

It would be very easy for someone to have stood u in the course

and not merely say that this person should sail to the end
the other side he'll fallof the world he'll certainly fall off, and if it is round when he gets to ,,t,

he could

have made all kinds of difficulties, and problems about it ic and. shown that it is
'

utterly impossible and I thought of that someone took

the laws of physics and dynamics and proved absolutely that

breaks all the laws, can't read, so he doesn't

know about the laws, and so he keeps right on going. And the fact is that a law is not
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like a law of the government that people are supDosed. to obey. It's an observation.

And our observations are partial. And our observations may be so

And there are all kinds of things we can't understand about how

Jesus can be God and mane both at the same time, and yet the two natures

We can't possibly understand it. But what the Scripture says is true,

and we must believe it.

And there are all sorts of things we don't know about the Millenium. But any-

thing the Scri-oture clearly says about it, we must

And when it comes to the rapture the problems are far than the problem

about the deity of Christ, or about his nature.




Some of these arguments are like the

argument that we used to hear so much where a man would say, you throw a ball, and
here.

at any instance, at this instance it is. At no instance is it

moving, therefore the ball doesn't move. And therefore the idea that the ball

moves is foblish. Because every thing is still. Just a little bit of consideration

shows how utterly illogical the whole thing is, and yet some very fine mathematical

And the Bible says Jesus Christ is coming, and

we are to be ready when he comes, and we don't know when he is going to come, and.

we can't believe that, and believe that he can't come until, the temple is built in

Jerusalem. One many that I talked to, said, well, the temple might be built so

fast in Jerusalem, that we in America won't even know about it. Well, they might

build one fast, but they don't build temples that fast. You would know about it,

if you were looking for it, and. you knew that Christ

The arguments of that type.

S-137-

It's a rediculous , and yet how many people take it. There are

probably several hundreds books on theology which make the statement, the return

of Christ is one event. It is one event, and so everything has to a happen at

once, which of course is utter nonsense. The Bible never says it is that way. The
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Bible says this harmens, and that haprens, and the other thing hapnens, at the

return of Christ. So whether the return of Christ means one split second, or

whether it means one hour, or whether it means a complex of events which will take
from

a hundred years, the Bible doesn't state. We must draw an inference btnt what is

said about it, and our inference can be false, because there is no specific

statement whatever. So, it is something that almost happens at once is one of the

argument you hear over and over and over which really has no bearing on the subject.

Small d. This is the one real argument against it. II Thessalonians 2. That's

the only argument I know. There are some people who try to find an obscure verse

in Revelation which they say indicates the rapture. And then they say, if this

indicates the rapture, there are other things described before it, therefore the

rapture can't come before the tribulation. But there are several different verses

in Revelation which some body things are the ranture. There is no clear statements

in Revelation on this specific matter. But there are clear statements in the gospels

and in the epistles, that he comes at an hour when ye think not. And we are always

to be ready, because we don't know when he is coming. But II Thessalonians 2 at

first sight denies this whole business. And this is a vital matter because the only

way to prove anything on these subjects is by seeing what the Bible says. And this

is a question, not of whether somebody thinks it is rocking chair theology, or

mmm makes some kind of inference , but what does

the Bible say? So it is a real argument worth looking at. And it is vital. And

we can1t take much time on that, because we are only touching upon it, to get your
2:75

attention to such , but I just want to say that at first

sight, II Thessalonians 2 contradicts the idea of a pre-tribulation rapture, but if

you take what is the absolutely obvious first sight interpretation of the English

here, you find something that doesn't fit in with any " You have to

Ib interpret this passage in any " And. you don't have to internret it

in such a way that it contradicts all these other passages.

He says, "Now we beseech you, brethren, by the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ,

and by our gathering together unto him, that ye be not soon shaken in mind, or be
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troubled, neither l)y spirit, no, letter as from us, as that the

day of Christ is at hand." And immediately you say, what does he mean? Don't be

troubled by a letter that seems to be from Paul saying the day of Christ is at hand,

and then you turn to the Gospels, and Paul's other writings, and you read, Be ready,

for you know not when he is coming. And now he says, don't be troubled, by a letter

saying he is at hand. Well, of course, if we know when it is, we shouldn't

be troubled by somebody who says he is coming tomorrow. Put on some white gowns,

and go up on a hill and wait for him. Because we know that in such an hour as ye

think not, and we have no right to say that he is coming tomorrow, We have no right

to say that it is coming this century. It might not come for another hundred years.

We can not say when he is coming, because that the Father has kept in his own power.

So we should not be troubled by a letter from anybody saying he is coming right now,

but neither should be troubled by a statement by somebody saying he can't come now.

We know when he is coming.

When he says they should not be troubled, by letter of by sr,irit, nor by word,

by letter from him, saying the day of Christ is at hand, and the English at hand

simply means that it is coming in the near future. And we are told so often that we

are to live as though he is coming in the very near future, it seems a rather silly

thing for him to write and say don't be troubled. may come in the

Ii near future. And the fact of the matter is that this word which is here

translated at hand is the word which is regularly used. in the papyrus fragments

of this time to indicate the time at which something happens. If they refer to

the present day they use this word. And if I recall correctly the Revised Version

says it is now present. Does it? Or am I wrong or right? At any rate, that is what

is the papyrus word "at hand", when the Revised Version was made. But I believe you

have sufficient evidence even without the papyrus that this phrase can equally well

be translated as 1hi3m now present instead of "at hand". And the papyrus shows that

that was its common usuage at the time of Christ. And so it is clear that what they

were troubled at was not, maybe the Lord is coming next week, and we are bothered

about it. Paul says, no, he can't come for a long time. not it. But they
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thought the Lord had already come. That it was that the day of Christ was already

here.




Now this ohrase day of Christ some people try to make a specific argument as to

exactly what it is. I think that the day of the Lord

But does it mean the millenium? Or what à exactly does it mean There could be a

big argument over it. But I don1t think too much of the precise

wording of it. But the thing that it doesn't make sense to say Paul was saying, don't

think the Lord's coming soon, because he said repeatedly he may come very soon and he

may not, We don't know. But that what these men were bothered about was Christ is

already here. We just don't see him, like the Russelites have felt. They

oredicted in mm a certain date Christ would come back, and then when he didn't come,

they said that he had come but we don't wee him. He's invisible. And these people

thought he was somewhere in the world, but not in their section, and they were

worried because they hadn't been informed, and maybe they really weren't members of

his kingdom, and maybe they were going to be destroyed. They didn't know what was
in italts

going to haooen. And Paul said, Let no man deceive you. And then we have am mmtiit

"for that day shall not come mmmm a fuñ*, The italics is of course fit

in to make sense out of It the sentence. "Let no man deceive you a mmmnmi

because - except something else happen first. Don't you think that the Lord is

already here and set up his kingdomt Until certain things happen. What must they

be? First there must be a falling away. Thessalonians, don't you get worried because

Christ may be already back, and the kingdom set up here. Because that can1t happen

until there is an apostasy So you shouldn't worry about it. There

haven't been an apostasy yet? Hadn't there been any aoostasy by that time? Hadn't

any group fallen away yet by that time? That's strange if there hadn't. Very

strange. But if they didn1t they did mighty soon. I'm sure that if there hadn't

been any apostasy when he wrote this, within the next ten years there certainly was.

Certainly in the days of the apostles there was come real apostasy. And the Lord

cant come back until there is an apostasy first. Well, there have been many and

many of them. And it is not much help to people to know that you shouldn't be
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worried because the Lord may come soon, because there has got to be an apostasy
first, because very, very soon that

But it doesn't say an apostasy, The Apostasy. Does it mean there is going to be

the particular apostasy, and you shouldn't be worried until you see that this the

rarticular apostasy is here. Well, how is anybody going to recognize that it is
the particular aostasy. It doesn't make a great deal of sense, as a

of the word apostasy. And as a matter of fact the word apostasy ft here
is a Greek word, not an English one. The Greek word. is apostasia. And this word,
this Greek word, aDostaSja, is not translated, falling away, any where else that I
know of. And actually it means a departure. It doesn't mean a falling away at all.
It means a denarture. And of course an anostasia is a departure from the faith.

So a falling away may be a departure from the faith.

The same word (9) is used. when Pff Peter came out

of prison and. the angel came with him out of prison, and they come to the garden and.

the angel apostasizes. Our English translates the angel denarts. It doesn't mean

a change of mind. It means simply a change of place. It is a departure. That is

what this Greek word apostasia means. From it is thmi'ith derived our English word

apostasy, which means a departure in faith. Among the ancient Greeks, the word. is

very commonly used to mean a transfer of allegiance when there is a rebellion. They

very often call in an aostasy. A departure. It is very often used in a figurative

sense. Rarely, but sometimes in a literal sense. A departure. So when he says,

let no one deceive you, because first will be the departure will come, and the man

of sin be revealed, the son of perdition. man of sin be revealed - who

oposeth and exalteth himself above all that is called God, or that he is worshipped.

So that he km as God sitteth in the temple of God, shewing himself that he is God."

They wrote that's exactly what the emperor Lithdl did.

shortly after Paul wrote this. 1ii He went into the temple of Jupiter and he

said 11m Jupiter. And he told people to worship him. The Romans did for about

two years, and. then they killed him. But he thought he was God. He told everybody

he was God. Today . If this is a sign, than the
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Thessalonians shouldn't be worried for fear that the Lord is coming right soon,

because they hadn't yet had an apostasy, and they hac1n t as yet had anybody who

claimed he was God, but within ten years after

. You see that obvious interpretation

doesn't make sense. But what it does mean is, Don't think that the kingdom of God,

that Jesus is here and you don't know about it yet. You're in a different part of

the world. Don't think that because his kingdom must be set up here, until there is

first a departure, that is the rapture of the saints, and the man of sin is revealed,

who will, the Anti-Christ who will be revealed before He comes back with his saints,

but after His coming back for His saints. And so the Anti-Christ may be webl-known

to the world before the rapture but they will not know then.

He will not be revealed as Anti-Christ, until after

the Saints are gone. Otherwise a dozen other passages which say, Always be ready for

in such an hour as ye think not, he1s coming, are all done away with by these

interpretations by one assage here, which says, don't believe he coming until

the Anti-Christ is revealed. Now we could spend a couple of hours ôn this passage

but we don't dare take the time because we have much ground to cover. I just want

to point out briefly that if the one passage contradicts a dozen others, there is

ontradiction in Scripture, but I don't think it does. I think that a reasonable

interpretation of the passage makes no promises, and it tells about things that
12

take place . Well, that's

II Thessalonians 2.

8. Conclusion reardin the Rature It is a fact. I Thessalonians L,

clearly teaches that we shall be caught up to meet the Lord in the air. If we

have died, we will be resurrected in our bodies. If we are living, we will be

caught up bodily. The rapture is a fact. It is clearly predicted. The time of

the rapture is unknown. We are always to be ready for we don't know when it will

haDpen. How long an interval there is between the rapture and the return of Christ

to this earth, is a matter

.(l3). And, it is not a point on which a break in fellowship should
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be made. It is definitely not. " But

there is no reason in the world to do , that they should

at least negotiate themselves to carrying on a decent Christian work, if they want

Deoole in this group that 'believe in a ore-tribulation rapture. It is -erfectly

legitimate. We have the perfect right to say we only want peonle in this group who

believe that Christ was crucified Wednesday instead of Friday. Or a perfect right

to say we don't want people in this group who believe the correct method of baptism

is to go forward two times into the water, or backwards two times. Or various ways.

There are various groups that have been formed. with a particular method. There is

no reason why a particular group should not associate together if they

to follow this Darticular .(iLi) But we have no right to

break with oeo-nle who didn't. No right to mmrørz not recognize them as wholly

Christians. I question whether we can cettainly say a 'nerson is very unintelligent

and doesn't believe in a ra'nture. He should be able to look at the evidence

and see that there is going to be a rapture, but as to when the rapture is, ;; An its
the

relation to latm coming of Christ, I don't see any other reasonable interpretation

about the ranture. But that's no reason to break fellowship.

5-138.

Capital K. Conclusion regarding the Kingly Office of Christ

I think it is helpful to distinguish between the three offices. And many a

book of theology says that Christ is reigning now. He is sitting at the right

hand of God. He is controlling the universe. He is the king. God is controlling

the universe, but Christ in his office as king, is yet to be manifest at his return.

He now is our prophet. He tells us what he wants us to do. He is our oriest, who

makes us right with God. He has the right to be our king, and we should take what

he tells us as prophet and try to carry it out, and to recognize him as king. But

his actual acting as king with force, seems to imply for us is a matter for the

kingdom. I think that that is important, but it is not a thing to break fellowship
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if it ?

But it is a thing that helps us in the understanding of Scripture, making the

kingshio of Christ a iresent

Roman X. The Humiliation and Exaltation of Christ

This we will have to barely touch on.

2(Question:Exam" You mean the conclusions of the World Council at

Evanston. Yes, the theme was the second coming. Much to the disgust of most of

the American leaders. A lot of the European leaders wanted that theme. A lot of

Americans thought that when there were great vital subjects such as Social Justice,

and doing away with war, that it was silly to talk about such a matter as this. But

that was the theme that was taken, and the differences among the people was so great,

and the conclusion they tried to work out to please everybody. And I doubt if it

really settled it. Certainly there are people who are abundant in evidence who have

make statements that this one. This idea of a man coming down from the sky must

not " There were other people there who thoroughly knew

But to get a conclusion, you just won't.

Sheller Matthews, the dean of the University of Chicago Divinity School, some years

ago wrote a little anrnhlet on Pre-Millenialism, which he tore into. But what he

tore into wasn't Dre-millenialism, but what he tore into was the Biblical teaching

of the return of Christ. He said this idea of a man coming out of the sky is

utter nonsense. He said. what we need is an improvement of relations of men who are

here upon earth. And he said, people talk about plucking brands from the burning,

but what we need to do is out out the fire, by rn doing away with aft bad social

conditions. Improving the slums. And all this sort of thing. Of course, it is

miles away from Christianity. But there are true Christians who do not have the

understanding , but if they read their Bible they can

get it. It is too bad that this social gospel business has so confused some

Deoule's minds, with partial views about the lord's coming, by those who tim really

do believe in an actual Lord, returning back.

I heard a sermon about it. In a church there was a godly young minister

preaching wonderful Christian sermons, and there was an elderly minister in the town.
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It was a resort town. And he invited this man as a mart courtesy to come and

preach in his church. And I guess that the man had come and heard him onee and

twice, preaching about the return of Christ. Well, I heard the man's sermon. He

said, what is the return of Christ? He said, it is not the coming of a man from the

sky? He said, it is the return is when prohibition was adopted. That was the return

of Christ. He said, when the league of nations was founded. That was the return of

Christ. And he went on. And he gave one another, and he was enhatic for LO minutes
a physical

on all the solutions which are returns of Christ. And this idea of am th ñiat11n man

returning back. The man who invited him, didntt invite that particular minister

again to his ulpit. Because he was a real Christian believer.)

51-(question: There are very Godly people who ho'd that view. But I do not

think that you will find it in the New Testament. That is, you find constant stress

in the epistles of His priestly work, and our coming through him, and of Christ

living in our hearts. Constant stress on that. And. you find a great deal of stress

on the fact that he is going to come in His kingdom. He is a king, yes. But that

he exercises to any great extent now, I don't think you find. But only two or three

verses on which such a belief could be hung and it would be an inference in that

regard. While you find. dozens of verses stressing his present work and. intercession

and his priestly function, and his dying in our stead, and you find at least 25 or

30 scriptures which point to (6-). So I personally feel

that it is an erroneous view, that he is not exercising his kingly function. I think

king for us , and I think that he is going to

for us, but I think that now he has chosen to give us now a time first of the

oersuasions , before the coming.

7-(Question: You would have to know the particular case. It is bard to

judge in , because there is great confusion in the
world, and there are mam very, very godly true Christians who have been left in some

seemed
part of the world. where they have *iaa practically alone in their preaching. And all

around them people are denying the truth, and then they hear neo-orthodoxy and. it

sounds so much like what they are teaching that it gives them new hope and
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encouragement and they adopt what they have found . They are real Christians

f . But there are not a great many. For every

one of them I would say there are tee, who are using the neo-orthodox eschatology

and are not anything at all like . And then, too, there

is 12 this at about it, that most people who are in active Christian work, at some time,

had somethiu of a real belief in the Bible. They may have lost it in their

Seminary days, they may have been taught in such a way as to deny it all, and give
8

it up, but somewhere they had the belief in . And

there is a tendency to revert somewhat if they haven't been tba thoroughly

indoctrinated in the unbelief. And so you find great uJfi confusion of ideas, but

you don't find - you can't draw a sharp line, and say, all those on this side,

believe nothing, and all on this side belief this. There are all kinds of shades.

And only the Lord knows which ones are actually saved. But the Lord wants us to

make a clear cut testimony which can attract to it those who will

and bring us to an understanding

S-139. 1/7/58.

We want to get over the rest of this course, because we are at a particular

thath disadvantage that instead of getting Systematic Theology I, TI, III, and IV,

we are going in reverse order. And as a result, you can't finish one semester in

the next semester. You have to start another area. Consequently we must finish

all that we can cover of this subject. Now I had intended to take as number 10,

the exaltation and humiliation of Christ, but I'm going to skip that. Most of the
8:9

material in it are - You know IT Corinthians 8.niaindun*, and Philipians 2: 6-il, speak

of his being and of his being exalted. And many books of theology,

a good. bit of thaterial about Christ under these two heads. His

humiliation and his exaltation. Most of the material that would go under it, would

be covered under other heads. So there won't be a great loss in losing this

section, in number 10. But the one thing that I was intending to go into more at

length in this was the matter of the descent into hell. He descended into hades.

That I intend to go into at length, but I don't dare now. So I'll simply state that
there are many who interpret that he &escended into hell as meaning that he went to
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the place of dei,arted sirits, and so it adds nothing to the statement that he died.

and was buried. And it is not in the earliest anyway,

but in a later edition. There are others, which must have something other in m

mind. And there are others who think that it means that Christ went to the place

of derted spirits in order to preach to them. Well if he went there to preach to

them a way to be saved, that is the second change, and the Bible says that there is

no chance after death. It says that everyone is going to die, and after that the
a

judgment. There is no ground in the Bible, for tha hope of a mmm±n aatn second

chance for any (3), or for purgatory which will enable one who is not

fit for heaven at his death, to become so after death. And consequently it is pretty

hard to interpret it from a Protestant view point, as meaning any second chance. Well,

then, there are those who say it means he went to the spirits of the blessed dead.

and told them what he had done, and how they were now to go to heaven. 31T

but in Hades, like Lazarus in Abraham's bosom. Well, we are getting

into areas we know very little about. And I think that it is best to

in eschatology . There is no amiflitintnmib sufficient ground in Scripture to say,

that Christ went and preached to departed Spirits. There is no sufficient evidence.

But there are certain phrases that look sufficiently in that direction, that if some

one wants to say as some very good commentaries do, that he went and gave a message

to some derarted spirits, we can't say they are wrong. We just say you can1t prove

it. But it is pretty hard. in Tfl any case to believe that what he gave them was a

second change. Now that1s very brief touching on this, and if there should be any

of you who were Jim particularly interested in this or would like to look at the

verses, and go into it further simply as a matter of your own desire, why if there

were such, if they would give me a request in writing, I would sometime next semester,

rig a long period hour, and we could get together, and I would look into the

references, in connection with it, though I have quite a bit already and be ready to

make the hour worthwhile, but that would be a purely a matter of whether you are

interested in going further into it. I think that what I said is all that is

necessary on that. And we will skip over Roman Numb= Numeral 10, and instead we

will call what would otherwise be called 11, we will call 10.
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Number 10, The application of Christ's work to his peoDle salvation fait

You see up to this point we have been speaking about the work of Christ. And now we

speak of the application of Christ's work to his people. Hodge calls the whole

subject soteriology. The study of salvation. And under that he starts in with the

coming of redemption, the covenant of grace, then goes on to describe the work of

Christ, and then goes on to describe the application of it to the people. Berkhof

divides it into two sections. He takes Christology as a separate section, the work

of Christ, and then soteriology as a se-oarate section, the application to the

people. It is a matter of convenience of presentation, which we use, and in fact

all matters of theology are so interrelated, that they cannot be put into water

tight compartments. There are many inter-relations between them. But I have

followed Berkhof's suestion on this point, and. up to here I have discussed

Christology, and now we go on to soteriology which also covers most of Systematic

Theology IV. Half of you have had that last year.Justification by faith. But

the portion of it that we don't cover in Systematic Theology IV, we want to summarize

in these four hours. And. I am placing at the beginning of it, what is not usually

placed at the beginning of it, but it seems to me that it is the key, the vital

point of the whole thing, and so I am calling salvation by faith as this point, in

number 10. This is A. The distinction between soteriolop,y and. Christology.

It is Durely a distinction which makes it convenient for to see, and yet there

is much we want to know about Christ, that doesn't necessarily go under soteriology,

and so for that reason I think the division . There is so much

of soteriology that is the work of the Holy Spirit, rather than specifically the work

of Christ. But I am not making a separate new part out of the course which has only

a week left.

B. T Importance of Faith Salvation by faith. I think that the usual course

will start soterio1y with the covenants, which are very important, or the new birth

which is very important, or with the calling of God, or the order of salvation, and
all these other important subjects. But there is more said in the Bible, about faith
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than about all of these put together. And so I think that it is the central teaching

and the right place to take ahold. B. The importance of faith.

So under that, Number one. Its importance in the Protestant Reformation This is

the keynote of the protestant reformation. Salvation by faith. That does not mean

to say that it is a new discovery. It has been central in Christianity from the very

beginning. But it was a rediscovery of Martin Luther and Jacques LeFevre and others.

I mentioned LeFevre specifically because he discovered it even before Luther. The

importance of faith you aib saw in the movie picture the other day. You saw Luther

write in his Bible the word sola The Latin word, alone. The Roman Catholics

today say they believe in salvation by faith, but that it is a heretical doctrine to

believe in salvation by faith alone. Now it is a fact that the Bible does not say

they are saved by faith alone. It says that we are saved by faith. And. of course

Luther does not mean that we are saved by faith alone. It is the work of Christ

that saves us. There is much that enters into it. But he means faith in distinction

from any thing that is not faith. Faith in distinction from works. The importance

of faith in salvation was the great positive theme of the reformation, along with the

great stress on the Bible as the source. The Roman Catholic bhurch stresses faith and

talks about faith. And the Roman Catholic Church claims that its teachings are based

uon the Bible. And so ( 9:75) a complete departure

from the Roman Catholic Church. But it is the point of emphasis which is central to

Protestantism. The emphasis on salvation by faith.

Number two. Its frequeny the Bible Its frequenty in the Bible and we will

divide the Bible into two parts, a will be the New Testament Small a, in the New

Testament. Now what does the frequency see to the reference to faith in the New

Testament. It Well, we can look at a number of different words on this subject, but

the two outstanding ones are believe and faith In the New Testament the words

elis which is normally translated hope is once translated faith. So I think we
can disregard that

man . "Hold fast the profession of our faith. It

should be of our hope. The word elpis would mean hope. But tha leaving that out
we find that all the other cases where the New Testament in our English translation
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uses the word faith, it represents the Greek word nistos And this Greek word pistos

which is the Greek back of every instance of faith, in our King James Bible, this word
239

-oistos is translated in the New Testament 930 times




So you can say that practically

all cases in the New Testament this word -oistos is translated faith, and there are

more than 239 t±ma . 239 af them are actually

where it is translated faith. Now that is a great many references. I don't know of

any other doctrine of where you find a key word. that is used. as many times as that.

But now you take the word believe. We know that sometimes the word pistos is

translated believe. But take the verb, to believe. And this verb, to believe speaks

in the New Testament. It is the translation of 3 times. But

ordinarily it is L a translation of teuo, the connate verb to this noun pistos

And pisteuo we find in the New Testament is translated believe 233 times. So when

you add that together you are getting up near 500. The others are

etc. (13)

In the New T'stament we read that he that believeth on him is not condemned but

hath eternal life. Those say believe in God you just run your eye over it,

and pick them at random, and you pick any number of verses. "He that believeth on

the Son of

Nmu *ni ±aza*zthji thai th*i iiá Testament In the New Testament, the word. believe

x its use, we said 233 times, and t

-lLo.

Now this is just a brief indication of the tremendous importance_f.faith in the

New Testament. Its great stress, and to look at the particular verses that makes this
receives

even stronger, "he that ñith amib the son and believeth on him", "He that believeth

on me has everlasting life." Not merely he that believes me. He that-assumes I am
sneaking truth. But he that believes on me. He that puts his trust on me.
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uses the word faith, it represents the Greek word pistos And this Greek word pistos

which is the Greek back of every instance of faith, In our King James Bible. "his

word istos is translated in the New Testament 239 times.

So you can say that practically

all cases in the New Testament this word nistos is translated faith, and there are

more than 239 . 239 of them are actually

where it is translated faith. Now that is a great many references. I don't know of

any other doctine of where you find a key word that is used as many times as that.

But now you take the word believe. We know that sometimes the word istos is

translated believe. But take the verb, to believe. And this verb, to believe speaks

in the New Testament. It is the translation of 3 times. But

ordinarily it is a translation of pisteuo the cognate verb to this noun pistos

And nisteuo we find in the New Testament is translated believe 233 times. So when

you add that together you are getting up near 500. The others are

etc. (13)

In the New Testament we read he that believeth on him is not condemned but

hath eternal life. Those say believe in God you just run your eye over it,

and pick them at random, and you pick any number of verses. "He that believeth on

the Son of Man."

S_lLs0.

Now this is just a brief indication of the tremendous importance of faith in the

New Testament. Its great stress, and to look at the particular verses that makes this

even stronger, "he that receives the son and believeth on He that believeth

on me has everlasting life." Not merely he that believes me. He that assumes I am

speaking truth. But he that beliees on me. He that puts his trust on me.

Now b. Situation in the Old Testament. In the New Testament, the word believe

in its use, we said 233 times and that makes up practically 2 full columns of Young's

Concordance. All usuage of the word believe in the Old Testament together xt make much
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less than half a page. Much less than a fourth, in frequency; the word believe in

the Old Testament. I'm speaking of course of the nglish word. And the word believe

in the New Testament, Far less than 1/4th as frequent in a book that is 3 times as

long. So you see you have the word believe only used about 1/12th as frequently, and

many of the usuages are like - 6 of them are in the book of Exodus, in the 4th chapter

where Moses said they will not believe in their heart, and the Lord said, they will

believe the voice of the .(2) And. then the people believed

when they heard that Moses as Godts representative. And that is to say that a great

many of these cases have nothing to do with faith, as the usual word believe having

to do with saving faith. And the situation is even more so when you look at the word,

faith. Because the word faith we notice is used 239 times in the New Testament, and.

in the Old Testament, Young's Concordance, gives only two instances of the use in the

English Bible of the word faith. It gives only two instances. One of them is in

Deuteronomy 32 where he speaks of them as very froward, children in whom there is no

faith. And then the one in Habakkuk 2: L" The just shall live by his faith. Two

instances of the word faith, in our English version of the Old. Testament. Now these

two represent two Hebrew words, but they are closely related. One is emun, the

other is emunah

This word emun is translated once faith, once truth, and. three times faithful.

And emunah is once faith, and. 18 times faithful. So you see the idea of faith t which

is so tram stressed in the words of the New Testament is hardly touched upon in s'ecific

teaching in the Old Testament. But though the word, and the specific teaching is not

there,the fact is. Hebrews 11 for instance, how even though the Old. Testament does

not state this, it illustrates it. It illustrates it and it demonstrates it. And the

princi'&.es which the New Testament discusses and. expound at such great lengths, are
? most

illustrated over and over, in m mminb of the Old Testament so

specifically explained, arid even though the art1cu1ar words is hardly used.

The word eEunah as we noticed, in l cases is used faithful, and in the one
faith. There are 19 instances of it, as against 239 in the New Testament. And. 18

are translated faithful. So you see how much less it is stressed in clear teaching.
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But the fact is there. The New Testament does not say, I'm bringing you something

new. The New Testament says, as Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness, so

must the Son of Man be lifted up that whosoever believeth on him. ft

As the serpent in the wilderness. It gives you an illustration from the old Testament.

Paul says, Abraham was saved by Faith. Hebrews 11 goes through the Old Testament,
7 7

and. records the Hebrews who had faith. The fact is common in the Old

Testament, but the understanding of that

5.1'-(Question: Yes, the word trust is very, very close. Not identical but very

close, and I look here in Young's Concordance, and I find that the word to trust, the

commonest Hebrew word is . Trust. And that is used a good many times.

And of many of those in the Psalms would be very similar to the teaching of faith.

But it is not used a great deal in this sense outside of the Psalms. Take in

Isaiah, "Thou trust uon the staff of this broken reed." Egypt Pharaoh

to all who trust in him. Put not ibaL tr trust in Egypt. Thou hast trusted in thy

wickedness. Deuternomony 28: 52, "thy walls come down, wherein thou trusteth."

There are a few cases where it sneaks of the trust in the Lord. But what I'm pointing
7

out mainly here, that in the New Testament, the world. and the teaching is very clear

and very in the Old Testament the fact

though it is not so clear. You don1t have A2n quite the number of verses

anything at all, though you have the idea, you have the activity.

The fact is.

Number three The instrument of salvation That is of course the great

reformation teaching. We are saved by faith. It is the instrument of salvation.

Without faith, no one can olease the Lord. The just shall live by his faith. It is

the instrument of salvation. Now that is important, to mention it under the importance

of faith. But as to exactly what it means, it could be put under another head. So

we won't take more time on it, but simply to stress that that is something that is

stressed. over and over and over in these verses in the New Testament that refers to

faith. That we are saved by faith, and that faith - "He that believeth bath life."
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It is very, very vital to salvation. I'm perhaps going ahead of our discussion

simply to call in the instrument. But that is what we later find, is the New Testament

teaching on the point.

c. Definition of faith What is faith? Ordinarily it is a very good thing

if you can know exactly what a thing is, and. then procede to find out about it. But

in a case like this where you have much told about a thing, sometimes there are other

a'DlDroaches that are necessary before you can really give a satifactory definition of

it. And this is particularly true of anything involving words. Because words change

their meaning. Words become broader, and sometimes narrower in their sense. We see

that there is something called faith, or belief, which is of tremendous

to salvation. Now what At Am is it? Well, I have a number of heads under this.

Number one Faith is not simply a name for a lower type of knowledge I ask you how

many rooms are there in the house in which you live. And you say there are ten rooms

in the house. And I say do you know there are ten rooms? You say, no, I haven't

counted them, but I believe there are ten rooms. That is to say in modern English,

believe is used. for a lower state of knowledge than to know. You are not sure. You

don't know it, you just believe it. Well, that's not what we mean by faith, in the

Biblical sense. A knowledge that is incomplete or . You ask me

in the morning if you're - You ask me yesterday morning at 9: 30, when I was not here,

you say is your secretary in the office? And I say, I believe she is. You say, do

you know it? I say, well I dontt know, because I haven't been in the office yet, and

I haven't phoned in. But I believe that she is there. Then I get here, and I find

that her son was ill, and she wasn't able to come. So that she wasn't here. I int

know it. I merely believed it. Well, that's not the Biblical belief at all. It is

common in our English language. To believe something with less certainty than to know.

But that's not Biblical belief. Biblical belief is not just a guess. It's not just

something that seems probable to you. It is not simDly a name for a lower form of

knowledge.
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Number two. It is not simply a voluntary act of the will And. here I think

there is somewhat of a Roman Catholic error1 which j perhaps quite common today.
must

If you are going to be saved, you Mg, Mmtsg th believe. All right, what ever the

priest says, I am going to believe. I must believe. Also in certain healing cults.

We had a very excellent address here, about a year ago, on

And I remember the illustrations which were given, in which, among many illustrations,

one of them given was of a man somewhere in, I think in the west coast who had gone to

a healing meeting and he had a cancer on his face, and he was a told if you have

sufficient faith, you will be healed. And someone had gone to investigate, and he

had gone forward, and then was told he would be healed, if his faith was sufficient.

And someone went and. called on him, and they found that this was getting larger and

larger, but he said, oh, I must believe if it is going to work

He said, I must believe, and. so he is forcing himself to believe

something the opposite of his senses, and thinks that after all he is doing he is going

to get the results . I heard some Christian

Scientists say, You keep your mind fixed on this, and you believe it is going to be

this way, and you don't let any doubts enter into your mind. That is not the

Biblical sense to force your will so that it is contrary to reason and so that it is
13

contrary to the evidence. There is faith involved in the will, but it is not

simply an act of the will.

Number three It Is not simlya matter of feeling That is a very common idea

of faith. You fEel this. Therefore you have faith. Some people have this feeling.

Some people don't have this feeling. It's not a matter of feeling. If you are truly

saved, the robabi1ities are that you will have wonderful feelings. But if you don't

in this life, you can be absolutely sure that you will in the next. But the feeling

does not roduce faith, it is not faith. It is a result of faith.

Number four. It is not a blind acceptance of authority

A man told me that he was at medical school, and he told me that there was a
number of Roman Catholic students there. And he told me there were brilliant people
amon them, doing excellent work, and they would often dêscuss religion, but when he
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would bring up some point they would. say, Well, that's what the church says.

S-.1L.1.

confused ideas about this. They try to tell you that at the foundation of science

there must be faith because the scntist has assumed a regularity in the universe,

and that he assumes this and that that is faith. I don't think that is true. I

don1t think that it is true science. But I think on the basis of having observed

a certain amount of regularity and hearing others saying there is regularity, he

assumes this. He puts a certain amount of confidence on it as a basis on which to

go forward. It is certainly not a blind faith. But when somebody says to me, Is

the door of that place open? I say yes, I can see that it is open. I know it is

o-oen. But when somebody says to me, Is the door open, I say go and. look, and. he

comes back, and. says yes, it is open. I have faith that it is open. I do not have

knowledge, because I have not seen it, but I have confidence in him, that what he

says is true, and on the basis of evidence I have faith. I have an account of God

that he is the creator of the universe, that he knows all things, and he declares

something. We can have faith that what he says is true because of who he is.

Some folks told me out in the west in the mountains of a group of men there

who were hunters, miners, etc, and they said an Englishman came there, who was quite
7

a dude, and he was dressed very jauntily, and they were rather amused at his clothes.

He came out with his gun. He was going hunting. He came down into the gully and he

slat said, to them, "Can you tell me where I can find a deer?" And they said, if they

were looking for a deer, they would go off here, or this wilderness, or this wilderness,

these different places. They thought they would. play a joke on this man, and they
said, "Do you see this mountain here? You go right up to the too of that, and. up there
you will find a deer." And this fellow put faith in them, He had confidence in their

wisdom. He oroceeded to make that long, ardulous trip up the face of that mountain.
It was a pretty long distance to go un the mountain. And he pushed forward u there
because he had faith in the testimony of these men that there was a deer on top of
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the mountain. But of course they had utterly no way to know if there was a deer

on top of the mountain. And this particular story, as I heard it, when he got to

the too, he did find a deer there, and shot it, and their faces were pretty red, when

he came and thanked them for telling him where thitm r to find, the deer. His faith

was completely misplaced in that case, but he proceded on the faith and he got his
7

deer. Now there are people are who procede on misplaced faith, and false faith,

and who get results. But it is iti not the common thing.

I gave a talk at Westchester Teachers College to a group of students on a book

they were always finding hard to study, "The History of Civilization." A book which

tries to tear Christianity to 'nieces. And I just went through it, and showed, point

after ooint, where the statements were absolutely unhistorical and absolutely did not

fit the sources that they claimed for it. And when I got through, one of the girls

came up to me and said, "You have certainly completely destroyed our faith in this

book." And I think if I did that I think it was worth going there, to destroy all

faith in a book which was not a reliable book. We are all too ready to put faith

in any book. What the book says is true. The question is, who wrote the book, and

what does he know, and if we have a book written by the Creator of the universe, we

do not know the facts in that we have not been there, We never saw Abraham. We never

saw Isaac. We were not present when Christ was crucified. But we believe that the

one who cannot lie, and who has access to the fact, and knows them, he is telling us

the truth. And so it would be impossible for any line of knowledge to procede at a

distance without faith, simply because no one of us has access to all the knowledge.

We have to take the word of others, and we have to put faith in their word, in what

they say. We are constantly putting faith in others. It is a common factor of life,

but it is not a dependable factor in ordinary life because those in whom we put faith,

are not dependable. They are only deoendable up to a certain point.

But there is one who is completely dependable. So as far as knowledge is
concerned, faith is not a guess. It is not a leap in the dark. It is not a fa act

of the will. It is not an attitude that we take, in the hope that it will do us go.
But it is knowledge based on evidence on the one who wrote the Bible. And so we read
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in Hebrews, that they endured rhm seeing him who is d3 invisible. They believed

on the basis of the testimony of God and. of his son. That is true today. Faith

in the general sense is ath belief oil anybody's . And it may be good.

or bad depending on whether the one is dependable in whose testimony we nut the

faith. And so true faith must be based on the one who is true. And there is only

one who is completely true, and that is God. And so the ma attitude of the

Roman Catholic Church, of faith in his church, would be a correct attitude ifi the

Church were infalliable and free from sin (6-). There is only

one thing from which we can derive our faith, and that is the Bible because it is

the Word of God.

And so this is only a partial explanation, a partial definition. Yet it is

a very vital part of the definition, of faith. And. used in the intellectual sense,

this is what faith 5e

Number 6. Scriptural faith is not simply a matter of the intellect. This may

be so mià called dead. faith, or dead works. It involves the whole personality.

But it must involve the intellect. Dead faith, we are never told. in the Bible, that

dead faith will ever do anybody any good.. But dead. faith is far better than living

heresy. But neither one .(7:75). If it is only the

intellect it is dead faith, and there are those who know all the doctrines in the

Scripture and can expound them beautifully. But they have a dead faith. You question

whether it is a real faith, because if they really believed, you would expect them to

act accordingly.

Number Saving faith is not merely assent to certain propositions, but

involves trust in every This is brought out by the great number of instances

in the Old Testament, where we have the word trust used, that is pretty much

parallel to our word belief in the New Testamant, And James using the word faith

in the general sense, shows how faith alone is valueless, because true faith must be
living faith and must involve trust as well. A boy is in the door on the second

floor of a barn which is afire. And it is pitch dark. And if he jums out, he is
sure he will land on the hard pavement, and will be seriously injured. He would

rather stay there with the fire then jump out. But he hears his father's voice there,
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and his father says, jump, I'm right here. Now he has faith. Not simDly, he's not

going to be saved because he has faith of a peculiar cuality that deserves merit, that

saves him. But he has knowledge of his father. He has experience with his father,

and he knows his father is dependable. He knows his father is strong. He cannot

see his father, but he knows his father loves him. And he hears the voice. And his

father says jump, and he trusts the father, and he jumps into his father's arms.
boy's

It is not the f bm*i faith that saves him. It is the father's strength. But the

boys trust is the instrument which enables the father's strength to save him.

And the boy on basis of evidence of the voice of his father, and evidence of his

cast knowledge, procedes to make the jump. And so whether faith is reliable or not

depends on whether . Jesus said if you

have faith as the grain of a mustard seed, you can move a mountain. That is not

because your faith, but because the one in whom you have faith.

l2(Question: He had trust in God. God said

It is a belief in the dark, but it is belief in the dark into the arms of one whose

voice . It is not simply here is a man in a burning building. Now I

must have faith that somebody will save me, so he jumps. He hears a voice, saying,

I will save you, and he has faith in the one who " He could say, 0

I've got perfect confidence in you. I know you could catch me. I know you would.

You wouldn't let me drop. But I'm going to stay here. Well, you wouldn't think he

had faith. He wouldn't if he didn't " The action on it, is the

evidence that he had faith. But it involves trust as well as the knowledge. It is

not just giving assent to certain propositions, but he is putting his trust upon.

It involves feeling. It involves will. It may not involve a great deal of trust, but

it involves some. It is not a leap simply in trust, but it is a leap in the dark into
the arms of one whose voice you hear. And he is confident that that one is there, and

rn lL (Question: He receives the testimony and expresses it. And that is the

meaning of the illustration of the child and the father. That the child has
con fidenc.e in the father. It is not just based on testimony. Some one told me about
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a man being initiated into some kind of a fraternity. And they took this man and, they

led him up stairs. And up and up and up and up.

S_lL2.

And they said to this fellow. Now Jump. Now they said, you are un here, jump.

And the question was, what faith did he have in them? If he had faith in them that

they would not allow him to be hurt

Actually there is nothing there to hurt him, but he can't

see it. As far as he is concerned, it is a leap in a they dark. For all he knows,

they are a bunch of who are anxious to kill him. He is very, very

foolish to jump. He has some evidence that those are people who are not going to

hurt him. And it being a human situation, he may very well accept the

He may very well " But if he didn't have some evidence, he was

very foolish to . Now a person has evidence that God is able to

save. He has evidence of God's work among his people. It is not the thing he sees,

but something that has God's word. And he endures in seeing him who is invisible.

He Droceeds to have the faith in God. And so it must have an element of thought in

it. But an element of knowledge, but the element of knowledge needs not be very

great. But if it is true faith it will be great

l:75(Question: If he has faith in God's word. and acts upon it, he is saved. If

he doesn't have faith, why he isn't. But if he knew, it wouldn't be faith. If he

saw it, as I see the door there. I see it with my own eyes. Then it is not faith.

But if you tell me , and I put confidence in you, that is faith. It is something

that is a testimony, not a . Well, how do you attain

to knowledge . Well, that another story - how to get there. But at present, our

subject is - what is faith? And faith is knowledge based upon evidence. And it involves
and element of trust.

Number Saving faith must be faith in Christ The Bible tells us that there

is no other name under heaven, whereby a man may be saved. It says, he that believeth
not the son, hath not life. He that believeth in him, is not condemned. Faith alone
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can never save anybody. It must be faith in Christ. So saving faith must be faith

in Christ.

Number nine Saving faith receives Christ not merely as Saviour but in all His

person and work He that believeth on Him. Not merely the one who believes that

Jesus died, but the one that believes on him, and. puts his trust in him for eternal

life. It is not an easy thing to put into words. But it is something that is greatly

stressed, Anth zm man in the New Testament. And we can gather together the different

evidences and I think the summary that I've given, pretty well gives a summary of what

"(L). That it is faith in Christ, in

every asoect of His person and work. And it is trust, but involves a certain amount

of knowledge.

L(Question: Galatiang 2: 20. "I am crucified with Christ." Now that's

hard to tell whether it is my faith in the son of God, or the faithfulness that the

Son of God shows me. And it is hard which of the two ways we should take it in that

case. Because it could be e&ther way. And as a matter of fact, both

are true. It is His faith, and it is my faith. And the word amunah in the Old.

Testament, 18 times translated faithful, once translated faith. And the two ideas are

very, very close together. My part in faith, his part in faith. The one word covers

both.

(Afternoon class).

He says that admitting that Christ is the immediate and special object of those

acts of faith which secures salvation. It is asked whether it is Christ in all of

his offices, or Christ in his priestly office especially, is the object of justifying

faith. This seems an unnecessary question. It is not raised in the Bible, nor does

it suggest itself to the believer. He receives Christ. He does not ask himself of

what special function of his saving work, he must accept him. He takes him as a
Saviour, and as the deliverer from the guilt and power of sin, and from the dominion

of Satan, and from all the evil of his apostasy from God, He takes him as his wisdom

righteousness, sanctification, and. redemption. He takes him as his God and Saviour.

As the full, complete, satisfying, life-giving portion of his soul. If this complex
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of aTrnrehension and surrender were analyzed. It would doubtless be found to include

submission to all his teaching, reliance on his righteousness and intercession.

Subjection to his will. Confidence in his perfection, and devotion to his service.

As he is offered to us as a prophet, pr&est and king, as such he is accepted. And

as he is offered to us as source of life and glory and blessedness, of supreme

object of adoration and love, as such he is joyfully accepted. Now of course that

does not mean to say that one understands all this when he accepts Christ. That we

cannot expect. But it does mean that as one sincerely receives Christ, he's not

just taking a part and that's all. He is taking Christ. He is taking Christ,

not only as his saviour, but as his Lord. He is taking Christ as his life. How

much of it he understands, may vary from instance to instance. But he certainly

will be anxious to understand more. And he will not be taking him with limitations,

in his desire, in which he is taking him If he is truly saved. I think there is

much harm done by all these illustrations where somebody gets up, and says, Does

somebody want fifty dollars. Here it is. Take it. Now is it yours. Now will

you accept deliverance through Christ. Take it, it is yours. It is not simple

at all. The illustrations are excellent to bring out the fact that we can't earn

it. It is a gift. It is an th excellent illustration. And in irticular cases

where peo1e have difficulty in understanding this, they are tremendously useful.

But as used too generally, they can give an utterly false impression, that a person

just as he is, can simply receive fil pardon and that's that. It is nothing of the

kind. One has to take Christ for everything that he is. One must depart entirely

from his former life, and receive the new life and be a new creation. And so

it takes Christ in all his aspects. That is true saving faith.

Now you may ask, how do you know then, whose got true faith. The answer

is, we don't know. You know who has got it. You can know in your own self,

as to whether you accepted Christ. But as far as anyone else is concerned, the

Lord says, by their confession you shall judge them. By their fruits you shall

know them. And their fruits do not give you a sufficient ground to make a conclusion
that satisfies. You will find you were greatly mistakened in some cases. You will

find people who you thought were hippocrites, or who you thought were simply
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pretending to be Christians for the advantage they would get out of it, /who were

completely wrong in their idea about Christianity, you will find as those who are

truly saved. Then you will find those who you thought were real genuine Christians,

who were hypocrites. You can't tell for certain who is a real Christian. The Lord

knows. The Lord can see the heart. But true faith does not require a great deal

of knowledge. And true faith will be seeking more, and more knowledge. It won't

think, now this is all the knowledge I need.

The illustration was given of the man who went across Niagara Falls on a

tight rooe, and everybody saw him go back and forth two or three times, and they

thought it is wonderful how he can walk that tight rope.

(11k)" Everybody ran. Finally one person said, sure,

all right. . Then he had real faith. The

others didn't have real faith in him. They thought he was pretty good. Re did it

several times. He could probably do it some more.

.Now that's the kind of faith, we ought to have

in all human beings, is the faith that has . But faith

in Christ . Taking him in all of his oerson,

and in all of his characteristics.

D. Saving faith is not a work. We are told in the Scripture that we are not

saved through works. Romans 14: Li and . "Now to him that worketh is the reward not

reckoned of grace, but of debt." Of debt. He has done this work, and God owes us

something for it. Well, does that mean the work has to be a physical thing to have

that aspect. I've done a good thing and there got to be a reward for it. That's

work. But it doesn't have to be a physical thing. There's a story about the man

who had a machine that wouldn't go, and he couldn't get it fixed and he mzJgm found.

a man who he thought could fix it. He said, Can you fix this for me? He said, Yes.
In about a minute. And he took five minutes. And he said that will be $25.25.
He said, all right. I'm glad to pay it, but will you explain. And he said the
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25 is for the cost. The 2 dollars is for the knowledge. e deserved the pay.

It was the work

S_lLi3.

There is something good in me that deserves your favor. There is something good

in me for which you must save. Paul. goes on, "But to him that worketh not, but

believeth on him that justifieth the ungodly, his faith is counted for righteousness."

This does not mean that we dontt get saved because God sees what good people we are,

in performing the good works and the law. That we ont get saved because we go to

Church, but we do get saved because we have this good thing faith that deserves his

faith. That makes faith a work. And Paul is contrasting anything good in us, that

we could say deserves God's favor, with the pure unmerited grace of God. And faith

is the means of receiving the pure unmerited grace of God. So it is to him that

worketh not but believeth. Believing is not a work. It is not something that is a

good thing in us, that it deserves credit of God. To him that worketh not but

believeth on him that justifieth the ungodly, his faith is counted for righteousness.

Saving faith is not a work.

Philippians Li-: 5, that is Romans L:5. Also Galatians 2: 16. " Knowing that a

man is not justified by the works of the law, but by the faith of Jesus Christ, even

we have believed in Jesus Christ, that we might be justified by the faith of Christ,

and not by the works of the law, for by the works of the law shall no flesh be

justified." It is what Christ has done. It is his unmerited favor, his grace which

saves us. And not a lovely quality called faith that we have that requires aporobation

or credit from him. It is nothing good in us, but purely his grace. Saving faith is

not a work.

Similarly Galatia.as 3: 5. "He therefore that ministereth to you the SDirit, and
worketh miracles among you, doeth he rim it by the works of the law, or by the hearing
of faith?" Faith is a matter than of our hearing what he has done. It is not a work,
it is not something which deserves or receives credit from God, but it is merely the
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means of receiving the free grace.

Capital . Faith is not the ground of our salvation but is its instrument

Now the books of theology usually say, Faith is the instrumental cause, but I think

that word cause can be easily misunderstood. I think that it is better to just

say instrument. It is the instrument. It is not the ground. God looks upon this

man. He's got faith. Therefore I must reward him. That makes faith a work. God.

gives a man his free grace. And the instrument by which he gives his free grace is

this thing of favor, this thing of the man simply resting upon the promises of God.

Simply leaning upon God, and letting God do it all. Nothing in my hand I bring,

simply to thy cross I cling. It is the trust in the word of God, and knowing that

that word is and receiving that which Christ has done. It

iS the instrument of salvation, not its ground. We took even less time on E, than

on D, but perhaps we will make up for it by taking a little more time on F.

Capital F. How do we get faith (How is faith received) How do we secure

faith? Number one. How does the unbeliever g faith You come down from your

hunting, and you come to this group of men, and you see them, and you ask them where

you will find a deer, and. they tell you. And you may have the intelligence to know
where

that no one can tell you bmm to find a deer, and yet you may think-that maybe they

had found one there so many times, they have good. evidence for it. You may think

they are dependable people. You may think they are undependable people. Very much

in life depends upon who we put faith in. We can make very serious mistakes in

putting faith in the wrong peoplès life, and yet if we don't put faith in anybody in

life, we can't get any where at all. You have to rut faith in people in life, because

you can1 t possibly do everything yourself. NOw how is one to know that he can put

faith in God. How can he know this is God's work? How can he know? How can he be

sure,? That he can trust God? And the answer to that we find in the Scripture.
Small a. Faith is a gift from God. Faith is a gift of God. You find. some very
learned people, who do not have it. We find some people k who have studied for

years, who have tried to interpret the mystery of the universe, who have done everything
they can to try to find the answer to the rrrblem of life and they have not found it.
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We find some very simple people, to whom God has given the gift of faith. I dotilt

mean to say that it is only the simple who have it and those who are intelligent

do not have. There are both types who do not have it, There are both types who

do have it. Faith is a gift of God.

I'll call your attention to two verses here. Romans 12: 3. In Romans 12: 3

we read, "For I say, through the grace given unto me, to every man that is among

you, not to think of himself more highly than he ought to think; but to think

soberly, according as God hath dealt to every man the measure of faith." It is

a gift of God. And I Corinthians 2: "And my speech arid. my preaching was not

thu tiu ±aitmm with enticing words of mans wisdom, ut in demonstration of the

Spirit and of power. That your faith should not stand in the wisdom of men, but

in the Dower of God." Faith is a gift of God.. God gives it to some, and does not

give it to others. You may question whether that is fair. You may question whether

it is right, for God to give it to some and not to others. That is a matter we

could study through, and yet find. that we have no right to accuse God of unfairness.

That we cannot. That God is just and God is fair. But aside altogether from the

question of whether God is just and fair in what he does, it is a fact that he does

this. It is a fact that he gives faith to some and. that he does not give faith to

others. And that there are some who have humanly speaking every opportunity in the

world. who do not have faith. And there are some who humanly sneaking ftthm have

no opportunity to speak of, and yet you find them with a most wonderful ftth faith.

There is an inequality. It is a fact. And the fact does not mean that God is unfair.

That is a different subject, that we are not dealing with now. I'm merely stating UT

the situation. But whether it means that God is unfair or not, does not mean that

we can say that It is not so. We have to recognize the fact that is that there is an

qiaa thiaqi inequality.

If you were to stand. everybody up on a line here, and you were to say, now, all

the people in the world, stand here on the right, and. when the sun goes down you run,

and all of you who in five minutes have passed a certain mark will be saved, and. those

who don't get to that, will be lost. You might say that is ahsolutely fair, as
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everyone would be Derfectly equal in it, and those who reach that point would be

saved and those who didn't would be lost. There would be no inequality. No unfairness.

Nobody can say that the matter of salvation is earned. Because there is an infinite
difference

amount of dith bamm between the amount of that people have. Between

the affinity that people have to understand. Between the way they grasp things.

Between the actions of things. Between the circumstances round about them, tends to

make them responsive or unresoonsive. There is infinite difference, between all the

peoule of the world. And to say that this has got to be a matter, of God seeing who

deserves it, and gives it to them, and doesntt give it to those who don't deserve it.

It is not so.
l0.
Well, that than

is the first fact about it, how the unbeliever gets faith.
Small b.
=1t2=. Faith g is the work of the Holy SDirit Now this is perhaps

used in a little different sense than our ordinary English word, work, to say that

is what he does. We mean the getting of it is iG1n worked by the Holy Spirit. That

it is won by the work of the Holy Spirit. The giving of faith is a work of the

Holy Spirit. Galatians 5: 22. "But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace,

longsuffering, gentleness, goodness, faith." The Holy Spirit gives it. Does that

mean that the middle of the Godhead gives the faith, and the other two do not?

No, we turn to Hebrews 12: 2. And we 1,ead, "Looking unto Jesus, the author and

finisher of our faith." Jesus is the author of our faith. It is a gift of God.

It is the fruit of the Spirit. It is something of which Jesus is the author. And so

the unbeliever receives faith as the result of the activity of the Holy Spirit, as

the result of the activity of Jesus Christ, who is the author of our faith, as the

result of the activity of the Father.

Small d Cc). Faith is imoarted through hearing the word of God.

Romans 101 17. "So then faith cometh by hearing, and hearing by the Word of God."
Acts 1+: "Howbeit many of them which heard the word believed, and the number ofthe men was about five thousand." We have then, four ways in which the unbeliever
± gets faith. There are four asoects of the way in which the unbeliever gets faith.
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Thimber two. Discussion of our part in the conversion of others

What is our part? God. gives us faith. We can't give them faith. We cantt

produce this fruit. But it is a fact that faith is imparted through hearing the

Word of God. And God has given us a vital part to play in bringing the Word of

God to the unbeliever, in order that he may use the Word of God. in giving faith to

them.

S_lL4.

and he will r declare and he will present and. he will talk and he will never get

him saved. And there are many a one to whom you will simply present the Word of

God and they will gladly believe. And there is many a one to whom you will present

the Word of God, and you will present it, and present it, and present it, and seemingly

get no where, and then suddenly the light dawns, and they will come out to a glorious

faith, because God gives it to them.

And so we have a part and a very precious part to do in presenting the Word of

God., and also, in chopping away obstacles, that Satan and other people have planted

and placed before them, in order to keep them from seeing the truth of God. But the

actual giving of faith, is not simply something which we can produce by any argument.

It is not something which we can implant like any sweet influence of Music, or by

the giving of any drug, or by the strength of our personality, am or in any other

way. It is something that God can give, and who only can give. It is a gift of God.

I referred a you to the verse in Corinthians, in I CorinthUns 2 where he said. that

his teaching and preaching was not with enticing words of wisdom but in deinonstmation

of Spirit and of power, that your faith should not stand in the wisdom of men, but in

the power of God. Because there is a faith that stands in the wisdom of men, that is

only temporal, and does not lost.

I Corinthians 3 5-7, "Who then is Paul, and who is Apollos, but ministers by
'whará;bbbteved, even as the Lord gave to every man? I have planted, Apollos
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watered, but God gave the increase. So then neither is he that p1aneth anything,

neither he that watereth, but God that giveth the increase." It is a gift of God.

It is the act of God in giving faith to those who he has given Christ before the

foundation of the world. And a part of the method of which be uses, in giving faith,

is using us as his instruments in bringing the word of God to them. And he raised

us up for that purpose, and he sends us for the purpose. And it is part of his work,

but the fact that the Word of God comes to some and does not come to others, and many

to whom it comes it produces no effect whatever, and to others it produces tremendous

faith, because it is God who gives the faith.

3-(Question: It's not that God. looks at the people on the world, and says

now all those who have a certain quality are going to be saved. Or all those who

have a certain quality are going to respond at the hearing of the Word. But it is
belief

in connection with that of hearing the Word, he implants Us *M to those whom he

chooses,)
pilot

14(Question: There is the faith that I have in the am of an airplane,

which I ride. If I don't have faith in him, I wonlt get in the plane. And I drive

a car, and somebody with me yells, look out, here comes an auto. Look at that

corner there. What's going to happen? I say to him, if you have faith in me as a

driver, be quiett You dontt need to talk that way. And if you don't have faith in

me as a driver, you shouldn't ride with me. We have faith in human beings, but

the saving faith, the faith that this is God's word, and we must trust it, and follow

it. That is a different (5), which we can't produce. But he does it.

(Question: It seems to me, that it is running into some detail, because

remember in our discussion last year of justification and regeneration and we didn't

know which came first, but if there was chaos do you think by regeneration coming

first, regeneration produces the faith, in other words then they can1t even have

faith, yet God produces the faith in them, ft $egeneration, therefore

justification. Answer. Yes, God gives the gift of faith. Now whether that giving
of the gift of faith s to be called a part of regenerating
man, or whether it is to be called the key factor of our belief, is a matter of
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But it is the gift of God. And the word of God is

proclaimed and. people immediately rejoice and. take it, and other people don't.

And some people have heard the word and have not given any signs of responding,

and then years later it blossens out in their lives. God can regenerate when and

where be chooses, certainly. But it is extremely unreasonable, if ever, that he

gives faith apart from the definite work of grace. He sonietimes.gives it in

response to a very small amount of faith. I heard to stories about the people

in the war. I heard of one group of men who were in a boat, who were in a plane,

and the plane came down in the ocean. And they were in the boat for about 10

days. And they didn't know whether they would ever be rescued. And among those

people there was one man who had a Testament. And. he read it to them, and told.

luim them about it, and they all sang together, and. prayed. to God, and prayed. that

they would. be delivered, and after the war was over, those men tried to change, and

several of them came back actively serving the Lord.

I heard of another case where a plane came down and they were about 10 people.

And they didn't know whether they would. be rescued. or not. And they sat in that

boat and they were scared. to death, and they were saying what they would do if they

ever get out of there. And. there was no reading of the Word. of God. And somebody

saw those same people two weeks later, and they were in a saloon in a drunken brawl,

and. had evidently forgotten about it. The Word. of God. is the instrument in giving

of faith. I don't think there is any Scriptural teaching, for that which is part of

the . (8). That along with the word there

is a sort of magical effect which it has. That the Word itself is going to

I don't believe that " But I believe

that in connection with the Word, the Spirit works, and

Definitely, the New Birth is a miracle.

8--(uestion: Dr. MacRae, then you say you cannot separate the will from faith.
Answer. I question if you can, if the will can work without faith.)

9(uestion: I dont know if we know enough about psychology, actually to
say that. I would say this that the Lord gives faith, and the man who has faith acts
upon it. I don't think that he could act upon faith before he has it. He trusts God.
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that at the moment of receiving beginning faith is an act. But is an act that

A man has faith. A man doesn't become a

iiiiaiàa Christian by standing up, and saying, I'm going to take Christ. Hets already

believed, but he is giving evidence that he believes. He doesn't understand it
it is God's gift.

But all we can do is take the Scripture teaching that iith aa g*s'i ft.And the only

objection to its being God's gift, is that to our human mind it seems unfair, that

some people should have the gift and some people should not. But the fact of the

matter is that if you are going to demand fairness in the universe on this line,

you are going to have to demand a universe o(lo) I

think there is fairness, but I don't mean fairness in that sense. The Bible teaches

that all have sinned and fallen short. That all the earth deserves punishment. That

God is not obligatd. to save anybody. That he would be perfectly just if we all

(10, but that his pure grace . And he

chooses and he chooses

ll(uestion: I think that1s the kind, of psychology that is taught in

Ireland. Most psychologists today laugh




Now they say that is

That holds here's feeling, and herels thought, and here's will, and here's freedom.

And they say nothing of the kind. They say a man thinks, a man feels, a manwills.

But there is no . . And they

are functions rather than " I think it is quite extended

But I'm not sure that it centers " I'm aftaid

that most people would.

l2(Question: I think that 95% ofi the books do feel " And you

take the acts that you have and see how many of them were

because that was the way . Natural response. How many of them
were the result of your will. I think that the Lord wants us to increase the power of
the will a great deal, but I think that actually you will find that it is a very weak
Will.
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(Q uestion I don't think that's the Scriptural teaching. It is his gift

rather than out belief.)
131,




(Question: That's right.When God gives us the faith we choose to do the

will of God. We act as a result of the faith that he's given to us. "The natural

man recèiveth not the things of God." The natural man - sin is in every part of his

being, and his whole mind., his whole will, is turned toward. that which is evil. But

God. implants the gift. God gives the gift which turns him from that which is natural

to him, to that which (14*) and brings our will in line with his. And

he does not save us because we do something good, or because we will to do something

good., or because we have some good quality. But he saves us by means of the

instrument - faith, which he gives to us.)

lL(Question: Well, that is more of next semester's course. Next semester

we discuss anthropology - man and sin.

S-145-

And od is perfectly just1if he () us all. And then as to whether

it is just for God to choose some to be saved, you might say Jesus dealt with that

with a parable in which he told about the man who hired people to work in his vineyard,

and he said, I'll give each of you a d.enarius. Unfortunately, our English word is

penny " But the Greek word is a denarius.

He says I'll give you a denarius, to work through the day, in my vineyard. And. after

about two or three hours he goes out and hires some more people. And then two or

three hours later he hires some more, until at the last hour of the day he hires

still more. And then at the end he gives them all, each one, a denarius. And then

of course, the people at the end thought it was wonderful. I did an hours week and

yet he gave me a whole d.enarius. But the people who worked all day were pretty angry.

They said., Look here, you've only given us a denarius, and we worked all day. He said,
what's wrong with that. That's what you agreed to work for. That's What I told you in

give you a denarius.the first place. It was perfectly fair to &a At Em ftnt mapim If I

why, that's not unfair to you. And as Paul said, The wages of sin is death,
and death is what in we deserve, for our serves. But it is the Gift that God gives
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The gift of eternal life, which he chooses to give to a great many. And we donit

know who the ones are who he chooses to give it to. But he wants us to

to whom he chooses. And we may work

and work and work for years for someone and then they may accept. And someone else

may accept immediately. But it is not his will that we should take two or three

people and spend our whole life in trying to save them, instead of reaching out to

as aany others as we possibly can. Because we don't know who is to be saved. I mean

that's just the teaching.




We don't

deserveGod's mercy, but we do deserve God's wrath. The wages - but the gift of

God is eternal life. And. he wants us to rejoice in the gift, rather than to




.

A few little

things along the way. The interrelation

of mind and body

But God. has revealed certain things and the best thin that we can do is to try to

gather what they are, and to make them known, and show them how

And he does clearly state it in words that whosoever will may come.

And that every man is without excuse for his sin, but noman has the right to say I

can not come, because the very fact that you desire to come, is evidence of the fact

that he gives you the gift that he wants you to come.

. .

Number three How does the believer get an increase of faith You notice I

said, How does the believer get faith? How does the believer get an increase of

faith? Because the unbeliever has all sorts of faith, and you will find that

actually, actually they call this an age of doubt, but you will find more people having
faith in things that don't deserve faith, then ever before in history. I sat in the

street car one day and saw the person next to me reading a little book on astrology,
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which told. him what the stock market would do on each day of next week. He figured

out that it was in the stars. He put faith in that. He probably lost his money a

lot quicker that way than he would have otherwise. But people are putting faith in

every-thing under the sun. But saving faith, the unbeliever does not have, until God

gives it to him. But the believer has it. And so our question is, How does the

believer get an increase of faith? And this, there are certain of the same points

that we looked a at and additional ones. The same ones I'm going to give again,

we can rush thm over them rapidly.

Small a. It is the gift of God There's this difference. We can not tell

whether God. chooses to give the gift of faith to any particular believer now. But

any believer who has faith we know that it is God1s will to give then an increase in

faith. But it is God's act, the gift. These same verses illustrate this, and I'll

add one additional one. Romans 10: 17, we already looked at, - no, it is Romans

12: 3. "-according as God bath dealt to every man the measure of faith." God has

given faith, but God will continue to give faith. And we must pray that he will

give it more rapidly, and to utilize the faith he has given. I Corinthians 2:14-5,

"My Ii speech and my preaching was not with enticing words - but in demonstration

of the Spirit and of power, that your faith should not stand in the wisdom of men,

but in the power of God." And then I Corinthians 12: 14., 8-9. "There are diversities

of gifts, - to one is given by the Spirit the word of wisdom; to another the word. of

knowledge by the same Spirit: to another faith by the same Spirit." Faith is a gift

of God..

Small b. The fruit of the Holy Spirit The fruit of the Spirit is love, joy,

peace, longsuffering, gentleness, goodness faith." It is the faith that we have when

we are converted. It is the faith that is increased as we go on in the Christian life,

from faith to faith.

Small C. Jesus is the finisher as__well as the author. Hebrews 12: 2. "Looking
unto Jesus, the author and finisher of our faith." Jesus, the finisher of our faith.
But there is another part in that, which is good that we will look under as e.
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Small d. It is imparted through hearin& the Word of God. Romans 10:17.

"Faith cometh by hearing and. hearing by the Word of God." We go out to the unbeliever

and. we give him the Word. of God. And. we hope that God will give him faith. And we

pray that God. will give him faith. And we present the word of God, in order to try

to bring faith to him. But the believer who has faith needs more faith, and. if he

is going to get it, faith cometh by hearing and. hearing by the Word of God. And the

believer should never neglect the Word of God, which is God's instrument to the

increase of our faith, through the word of God, - through hearing the Word of God..

So this, d, as far as the unbeliever is concerned, it is our

(8), but as far as the believer is concerned, it is

God's demand to us, that we use the means to increase our faith that he has provided.

The Word. of God..

Small e. If we desire more faith we should fix our eyes on the promises of God.

Romans L: 19-20. Abraham did not stagger at difficulties, but looking to the

promises of God, he wavered not through mthalia unbelief, but waxed strong through faith,

giving glory to God." Faith is not something in us. It is the grace of God. We look

to the grace of God. We look to his grace. We look unto Jesus, the author and

finisher of our faith. He is the finisher, but we should be looking unto him.

Thereby we receive more faith.

Small 1. We should pray for faith for ourselves and. for others

Luke 9: 11 and 13. I won1t take time now to read those verses. But they end

with how much more will the thp heavenly Father give the Holy Spirit to them that

ask him. We are to ask for the best gift. We should pray for faith for ourselves.

Mark 9: 24. "And straightway the father of the child cried out, and said with

tears, Lord, I believe; help thou mine unbelief." He bad faith as a grain of mustard

seed.. And. he prayed the Lord to give him more faith. Luke 22: 32. Jesus prayed
for Peter. "But I have prayed for thee, that thy faith fail not." We should pray
for faith for ourselves and for others. Faith is

Small . Faith is strengthened through Christian fellowship and through

observation of God's goodness to others And maybe this should have been included
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even under, it also relates to the unbeliever. Because there is many an unbeliever,

who has heard the Word of God, and has not seemed to be interested, but has been

finally reached through watching the life of the one who gave the Word. and seeing

that the life fits with the message. Through Christian fellowship, and. through

observation of God's goodness to others, determines how we live, It a1k in

ie speaks in terms a lot louder than what we said. But if we don't say anything,

than the way we live is not pushing God1s word. We say the word and then live the

life.




Capital G. The Results of Faith that this would be worth our

Number one. All the bleasinRs of the gospel come through a true faith

We could number them one by one, and go through them, and point them out. But we

just don't have the time to put them all together. Salvation is by faith. Sanctification

is by faith. Glorification is by faith. All of God's blessings to us are by faith.
are by

We read in I Peter 1: 5, "Who 'ana kept the power of £Ma God. through

faith unto salvation ready to be revelaed in the last time." In other words, not

merely the salvation that we have, but the fully worked out salvation which is to be

eventually ours.

Number two, It is faith that unites us to Christ I mention this because it is

the heart of the matter. Faith is the (13) which unites us to Christ.

That Christ may dwell in your heart by faith. Faith is the instrument but Christ is

the doer. It is his that saves us. Not our faith. Our faith is

simply the instrument, but a mighty important one. That Christ may dwell in youf

heart through faith.

Number three Through faith we can remove mountains Matthew 17: 22.

If we are not accomplishing , if we are not stepping forward

it shows us that we are not growing as we should. There are mountains in the way,

which need. to be moved, and with faith we can remove them. It is the instrument
that God has given us. Matthew 17: 22.
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Small a. Faith moves forward energetically when God's will is known

A man who is in a group of 15 soldiers who are facing a group of a thousand,

unless he wants to commit suicide, he will not move forward energetically too fast.

But if he knows there is a group of 10,000 attacking from the other side, he is in

a different situation, altogether. And a man who has faith, is not simply someone

who is making a leap in the dark. I mean a Christian of course now. He's not a

man who is making a leap in the dark, but he is seeing that in the dark which is

vital. He is seeing God. there. He is knowing that God. is there. Without faith it

is impossible to please him, for he who comes to God must believe that he is, and

that he is a rewarder of them that diligently seek him. And so the one who has faith,

and knows that God wants a certain mountain removed can step forward energetically,

and can move that wmbn mountain. A 50th cousin of mine left Scotland in 1745

after the rebellion of 1745 and went to Germany. His descendent who I guess would

be the 53rd cousin of mine, was a Lieutenant in the German army in 1871, when they

marched into France, and defeated the French army, and were marching forward. And

this young lieutenant with two soldiers with him marched boldly up th to the gates

of Versaille which had a strong fortification, and. 35,000 troops in it, and he marched

boldly up to it, and demanded its surrender. And the commandant thinking the

Lieutenant must have great forces behind him, when he just takes such an action m1 as

that, immediately surrendered. That was during world war I when the Germans were

occupying Belgium. Someone in Belgium made a reference to that act of great heroism

on the part of this German. And the Belgium's replied, It wasn't a German at all.

But a Sootchman, who had. done it. Well, whatever the facts be on that, this man

marched up there, not with the strength of three men, but with the knowledge of the

large army which was, not immediately behind him, but was in existence there, and

had defeated the great mass of the Frendh army. And the French forces in Versaille
a knew about it. It wasn't simply his act, which under some certain couldhave been an extremely silly act, but it was an act which put into recognition forces
which were not visible nor immediately present. And, that is the situation of the
Christian. He knows that if God wants a mountain removed, God has the power to remove
that mountain, and it may be God's will that a simple weak human instrument be the force
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that will remove that mountain. John Knox cried, "Lord, give me Scotland, or I

And. Knox stepped out in faith, and won a whole nation for the Lord doing that which

was in accordance with the Lord's will. Hudson Taylor went into China, and. China was

closed. Foreigners were not allowed in. But he prayed. He knew that it was God's

will that the Gospel should come to all the earth, and he prayed the prayer of faith

that God would open the way, and gather the forces that he could to do it, and.

entered into China, when other agencies were along the sea coast. He went clear into

the interior, with the establishment of the China SnaM Inland. Mission. Faith moves

forward energetically, when God's will is known.

Small b. Faith seeks to win God's beLp when his will is not known

There are certain things that we know. It is God's will that nations be won

for Christ. It is God's will that many be brought to the knowledge of 0hrist. There

are many things that we know that are God's will. There are matters in our lives

however that we dont know whether they are God's will or not. But we know that God.

is all wise, and. God. is all loving. And that we have two phases of God.. We seek

to win his .arEip help, and to bring ourselves into such conformity to his purposes

that he can safely give us the thing that we desire. True faith, that is, takes

God into account, at every step.

Small c. Faith is content and. happy when it is clear that somethin is not

Godts will The human being without faith in God desires to attain a goal and. he

fails and. he is miserable, and. his life seems absolutely worthless, and. he is just

disgusted and ready to turn against everything. But the man who has true faith knows

that if he does his very best, and steps forward as strongly as possible, to attain

something and it is clear that it is not going to be attained, he knows that God

has a different plan. And. he knows that God's plan is best. And he is not upset

or disturbed, because he endures as seeing him who is invisible, and. knows that

Godts way is best, and that God. has a purpose in it, which is better than he himself

would. make.

Hebrews 11 takes a whole catalog of Old Testament and in connection

with hardly any of them is the word faith teed in the Old Testament. But Hebrews 11
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shows how faith was the very essence of their lives. paith was the principle that

ran all through it, and Hebrews 11 tells us that without faith it is impossible to

please God.

11. Repentance

A. Its Importance.

If you look up the word, be converted, to convert a sinner, or the one to be

converted in the New Testament, you find that it is used nine times in accordance

to Young's Concordance. If you will look at the phrase to be born again or to be

born of God, you find, that it is used. 14 times in the New Testament. But you find

that the noun, repentance, metanol4 . The Greek word metanoia which is always

translated repentance, is used 24 times in the New Testament. More than converted

and being born again put together. And that in addition to that, the verb repbnt,

metanoeo is used 34 times, in the New Testament. 11m not saying that repent is

more iinportanb than being born again, or being converted, not at all. But I am

saying that there is great stress on repentance in the New Testament. 24 times, the

noun, 3)4 times the verb is used.

B. It is much stressed in the Old Testament

You are arm all aware of the great part the Old Testament plays in the

preaching of the Gospel. And I don't think it is necessary that I read. you references,

but I'll give you two or three to write down. Deuternomony 13: 10. II Kings 17: 13.

Jeremiah 8: 6. Ezekiel 14: 6 and l: 30. These are of course only a few out of a

great many references you know about.

C. It is frequent in New Testament Preachin.

Small a. In the preaching of John the Baptist Matthew 3: 2 and Mark 1: 15.

Small b. In the preaching of Christ Matthew 4: 17. The Lord said - "Thorn

that time Jesus began to preach, and to say, Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is at

hand." I believe that is a message that he said, not merely for people then, but which

he wants unbelievers today to hear. Repent for the kingdom of heaven is at hand.

And which I believe he wants believers to hear. Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is

at hand. And in Luke 13 we have a very interesting passage, in the beginning of
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Luke 13. "There were present at that season some that told, him of the Qalilaeans,

whose blood Pilate had mingled with their sacrifices." In other words, Pilate had.

massacred these Galilaeans. RAnd aa Jesus answered said unto them, Suppose ye that

these Galilaeans were sinners above all the Galilaeans, because they suffered such

things? I tell you, Nay, but, except ye repent, ye shall all likewise perish. Or

those eighteen, upon whom the tower in Siloam fell, and slew them, think ye that they

were sinners above all men that dwelt in Jerusalem? I tell you, Nay, but, except

ye repent, ye shall all likewise perish." The stress which our Lord lays upon

repentance, is extremely great.

Small c. In the 'preaching of the apostles when speaking to the Jews.

The apostles, when speaking to the Jews, stressed the note of repentance.

Peter at the day of Pentacoste, "Repent and be baptised., everyone of you, in the

name of Jesus Christ for the remission of sins, and ye shall receive the gift of

the Holy Ghost." And in Acts 3: 19, he said, after healing the lame man, "Repent

ye therefore, and be converted, that your sins may be blotted out, when the times

of refreshing shall come from the presence of the Lord.1' We find Paul a?aii over in

Acts 20: 21, he testifies to the Jews, "repentance toward God, and faith toward our

Lord Jesus Christ." And in Acts 26 - no that comes under the next head. We wont

put it here. Acts 20: 21, shows Paul preaching to Jews, the repentance.

Small 5. In the 'preaching Qf the apostles when speaking to the Gentiles

You will sometimes hear the statement made, that the message to the Jews, was

repent, and the message to the Gentiles was believe. But we have noticed that to

the Jews, there was the message repent, yes, but surely, also, believe. No Jew

was ever saved without believing. And as far as the Gentiles are concerned, I

only read, you part of Acts 20: 21. Paul said that he was testifying both to the

Jews, and also to the Greeks, repentance toward God,, and faith toward our Lord

Jesus Christ. Well, we won't build too much on that. In Acts 26: 20, we read,

Paul says, "Whereupon, 0 king Agrippa, I was not disobedient u to the heavenly

vision, but shewed first unto them of Damascus, and at Jerusalem, and throughout

all the coasts of Judaea, and. then to the Gentiles, that they should repent and
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do works for repenMnce." jets 17, 20, we find paul speaking to the Creeks on

Mars Hill, about as far as from a Jewish background a person could be. They brought

him to the areophilus and they said. may we know of this new doctrine where of thou

speakest. These philosophers, the epicureans and. stoics. Definitely he is speaking

to the Gentiles. They said what will this babbler say?

S-lL$7.

Certainly it is clear that repentance was frequent in New Testament preaching and not

only to the Jews, but also in preaching to the Gentiles. In fact I think we can

say as a number Li, - 3 was frequency in New Testament preaching.

Number Li. Repentance is absolutely necessary to salvation Hebrews 6: 1.

"Therefore leaving the principles of the doctrine of Christ, let us go on unto

perfection: not laying again the foundation of repentance from dead works, and. of

faith toward God." Repentance and faith. Both are essential to salvation. And.

then in Luke 13: 2-5, in the passage we just read, Jesus said, "Except ye repent,

ye shall all likewise perish." Now it is true, that in speaking to Cornelius, there

is no eidence of any stress on repentance, on that particular occasion.

Here's a matter of methodology. Let me say this. Ordinarily when we start

talking about a subject, the first thing to do is to define the subject, and know

what you are talking about. That is ordinarily the first thing to do. But, it

depends somewhat on the nature of the material, with IbI which you are dealing,

what is the right course. You pick out something that is mum mentioned twice in

the Bible. You in pick out a word that is mentioned two times in the Bible. And.

you ask me what it means. Now thatts one thing. But when you take a subject like

repentance, that is mentioned over and over and. over, we have an importan reason

to find out what it means, by seeing how much is stressed. But what we are dealing

with is certain new Testament words. And we may know that repentance is tremendously

importance, from the stress laid on it, and yet we may not know what it means. We

can gather all the instances of it, and then we get to work to define it. Well, I

think the same thing is true of dealing with something in the natural world. Somebody
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says, What is a mmM1 horse? T donit know how many of you here could define a horse.

I know that when I was in high school I asked a friend to define a horse, and he gave

me a description of it, and I immediately said, why wouldn't that fit a

Why wouldn't it fit a cat? How are you going to define a horse, to make it plain

that it is not a cow, or a zebra, or a gireffe or something else that you are talking

about. When I was a student everybody could recognize a horse without a question.

We knew a horse when we saw it. But to give a definition of a horse, that would

distinguish it r to someone who didn't know what a horse was from another sort of a

thing is difficult. Well now, you set out to give a clear definition of a horse,

and you look at that particular horse, and. you describe it. Well, you say what is

the color of the horse, and you compare it to see how you can tell. Well, in order

to be sure of the color, you have got to see a lot of horses. You cannot necessarily

define a horse, in advance, and. then proceed to force the material into your definition.

It is often good to look at the material, before you make the definition. If there is

something that puts that material into one category, like in looking at a horse, people

will universally recognize horses.

(I4-). And you take those, and look at them together, and to
what's

see what they have in common, and tiin i* different. It isn't size that makes a

horse, it isn't color that makes a horse. What is it that makes a horse distinct.

Well, you get and. study them, and. see what the common factors are.

And when you have a word in the bible, it is very easy to take one verse, in which a

word is used, and proceed to make a definition of the word, and. then go on to study

it and then find it doesn't fit other cases. So for that reason though there is a

definite methodological subjection to discussion the thing before we know what it is,

It is profitable to do, when you have something to put them in one category by themselves.

Like the use of a word in the Bible for a certain type of object. That you pick up

and study. For as you study it, you may find reasons for

that does not fit into a category.

B. The nature of repentance

And here I have the Systematic Theology by the late Dr. Thiessen, formerly of
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j(heaton College, and be has a section which he calls, The Meaning of Repentance,

and here is what he says. He says, the standard dictionary defines repentance as,

"A sincere and tinme thorough changing of the mind, and disposition in regard to sin,

involving the sense of personal guilt and help!essness, apprehension of God's mercy,

a strong desire to s escape or be saved from,it, and .6.

Then he says, except for a cumbersomeless, this is a fairly good definition. But I

think that it As indicates the fact that it isn't just a simple thing, that you can

just define in one instance, but I think that most of us have a fair idea of what it

is. a Repentance is, certainly I think, you must include all the others in this

definition. "A sincere and thorough changing of the mind, and disposition in regard

to sin." Repentance literally is just a t.rn, to change the mind. But it isn't

repentance when I intended to have lemon pie for dessert, and decide to have apple

pie instead, that1s not repentance. It is a change of mind. There is more involved
Greek

as Hebrews 1 - now the Rubman word, metanoia just means a change. But as used in the

Bible we find these elements enter. I think that this th definition is really - just

about all of it is necessary for that which I think any readpr of the Bible will

recognize is meant by, a sincere and changing of the mind and disposition in regard

to sin, involving a sense of personal guilt and helplessness, apprehension 6f God's

word, a strong desire to escape or to be saved from sin, and voluntary abandonment

of it. Now that I think is - I think gives you an idea of what repentance is.

Number one was its defint ion

Number two. It involves the whole personality. The word metanoia can simply

mean a change of mind. But repentance as taught in the Scripture involves the whole
You

personality. It involves the mind. W can't repent without your mind changing your

view of sin, God .(8). This is a very vital part of repentance, is a change

of intellectual attitude, but there is also an emotional, attitude. Repent does not

simply mean you look at things differently than this. We think of repentance as

connected with tears. We think of it as attended with real genuine sorrow. There is

a real intellectual - There is a real emotional aspect of any true repentance.

Sorrow for sin, and desire for pardon are aspects of repentance. The great pentitance
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psalm. Psalm 51. The great psalm of pentitance of David. And. when Saint Augustine

was dying, the last month of his life, he had the pentitant Psalm in the Old Testament,

written in large printed type of letters, and placed up on the ceiling of his room,

so that as he lay in bed, his eyes could wander over them, and so that he could read

over and over these pentitant statements of " And when Calvin

7
Because the emotional eiement of repentance is as strong as we know there. We know

it. It's intellectual. We know it. Its done. Yes. But God wants us to have a

genuine and deep sorrow for the sin that besets us. For the sin of rebellion

against God, and turning against him, and fighting against him, which is common to

all unbelievers. . The sin of

repeated and frequent doing that which we know is contrary to his will. He wants us

constantly to be repentant for the sin that is upon us. And so there is an emotional

element in it.

But there is also a volitional element in it. You sometimes meet somebody who
7

has a long face and rays no attention to you, steps on your toe, rubs against you,

and hits you, and almost knocks you over, and says, Oh, I'm sorry. And the way, they

say I'm sorry is a (io) expression. If you have no feeling that there is

any reality and certainly no evidence of any intent to avoid a tri it. A true

repentance involves an effort to turn. An effort to avoid it. There is a volitional

aspect. There is an element of will involved in the act. We read in the book of

Hebrews, "You have not yet resisted unto blood striuing against ." There is an

element of thought, and element of feeling, and a very definite element of will. And

yet when we say this, we should say number 3 -

Number three Repentance is not a work The Roman Catholic Church teaches that

repentance is a work. A young man who lives across the street here, told me, the first

year when we were here. Several of them came and went through the Seminary, and after

they did, I had a nice chat with them, and I learned a little bit about their life over

there. Now he didn't use the word repentance but I think he used the word. attrition.

I remember what he told me. He said, every Saturday morning at ten we do a work
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of attrition. nthifi thats what required. Every Saturday morning at 10

o'clock they have to repent. That is a work that is required at that time. Now

of course, there is a real value in that if said differently, for we should stop,

and examine our lives, and see what is wrong, and pray the Lord. to give us true

pentitance for what is wrong, but the way he said that, whether he meant it or not,

I don't know, but the way he said it could be interpreted, as I have certain works

to do. (12+) I

do the work

12?.(Q,uestion: Although I didntt gather, I think what he said was attrition,

instead of repentance, 1irnij1nm I think he was speaking in that instance, not of

the performing of pentitance which would be related to a particular

but of the matter of rm± performing an act of regret for the

But it is very interesting that in the Greek,

the word *" repentance is very clear, change of mind. But that in the Latin, to

repent and to do penince is the same Latin word. It can be translated either way.

Just as in English, many words are ambiguous. One word has two possible meanings,

and you must learn by context which one to use. It is also in Latin, and in Latin,

the -ohrase that Saint Jerome renders for repent is the proper Latin rendering of

repent, but it also could be rendered do penance. And in the translation, the

Do3&ay version, in each case they render it do penance. Except you do penance you
that case.

shall all . Well, of course, that is very clear in minds in! Berhaps an

argument might be made. " But

that does give weight to this idea of works. Here I do something wrong, and so I

can do penance, and I

There is no teaching in Scripture, that repentance atones for sins. That

repentance secures God's favor. That it is the work which

But repentance is something that is absolutely necessary - oh that's under the 4th

point.

Number four. Repentance does not produce salvation, but is absolutely

necessary. to it. Thiessen has a very good statement here. He says, we are not
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saved for repenting, but if we repent. Repentance is not a satisfaction rendered to

c.oci, but a condition of the heart, necessary before we can believe unto salvation.

S_lLi8.

So that repentance is absolutely necessary to salvation. Repentance before

conversion, and repentance is something the Lord wants us to constantly to have as

a part of our life, afterwards, but it is not a work that secures God's favor. It

is not a means of getting faith. It merely .

-- (Question: Would you read that statement from Thiessen again? That last

one. "Yes, he said, we are not saved for repenting, hut if we repent. He said,

repentance is not a satisfaction rendered to God, but a condition of the heart,

necessary before we can believe unto salvation. He said, furthermore true repentance

never existed apart from faith.

C. The means to repentance How do we get repentance? On this Thiessen states

the first most vital factor. It is a gift of God.. How do we get repentance?

Number one It is a Rift . And here Thiessen quotes from William Evans.

William Evans says, How then is man £ responsible for bad. habits. We are called upon

to repent in order that we may feel our own inability to do so, and consequently to

be thrown upon God, and to petition him to perform this work of grace in our hearts.

We are commanded to repentance, so we can't

But we praise God for giving us to enable us to repent. You have done wrong, and you

know you have done wrong, but you don't feel sorry for it. You will probably do the

same thing over again. But you can pray the Lord. to make you .

You can pray the Lord to enable you to truly repent. Certainly repentance unto life,

is a gift of God. There is a repentance that everyone who makes a mistake is sorry

that he made it up. At least he is sorry for the effects of it. Everyone who does

wrong is effected by it. He is sorry that he did. it.

There was a lawyer in Philadelphia, who in the last few years bought a plot of

ground. for $140,000. And, then he persuaded. a township to promise to pay him $140,000

a year as rent for the thing that the total cost him. And they promised to pay it to
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him for UO years. So he would get a million 600 thousand dollars for this for which

he paid 0,000 within the last two years. Now somebody reported it to the inquirer,

or they found it out, and they wrohe it up in big letters, in the Inquirer, and. now the

township of Upper Darby has fired the official who made the '(3) Now,

has the official repented that he has made the agreement. Has the lawyer repented that

he made the agreement to give him such a wonderful profit on his $40,000. I think they

are both sore that they got adverse publicity for it. They are both very sorry

.(3). But whether there was true repentance. We just donit

know. And there are many cases where people are sorry that a thing was done.

ut true repentance is something more than that,
of

It is a recognition tka the sin that is in us. A recognition of the wrong that is

in our hearts, and it takes the Spirit of God to give us true repentance. It is some

thing that we must seek. It is something that we must have to be saved.

Now there are individuals who acknowledge their wickedness and their need of a

saviour, is that which immediately proceded their coming to Christ. And there are

other individuals who do not give any evidence of a i.i'' strong feeling of this

type until after they have professed faith. But everyone, Cornelius, there is no

evidence of it in the account. But everyone who believes in Christ, who truly

believes, at sometime/ had true repentance, whether it preceded the evidence of his
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turning, or whether it comes after. There are various attitudes by which

But we must some time.m' m Except ye repent, ye wh1ii shall all likewise perish.

Number two. There are human elements which m help It is just like in the

case of faith. Faith is a gift of God. But we who already believed, can look to

Jesus, and thus find our faith in . And we should look to him, to

increase our faith. And fix our eyes upon him, and think of him. This helps to

increase our faith. Thinking of the evidences of God's power, helps to increase our

faith. There are many ways that we can. And then on the human side, we find that there

are those things that are useful to produce repentance, but that none of them alone do.

Jesus said that miracles would not produce repentance in Matthew 11. He said that even

if one came from the dead they would not repent, in Luke 16: 30-31. But the Word of God
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is an instrument used of God to produce repentance, the preaching of the gospel,

often has its effect, thinking of the goodness of God for his creatures, the

chastisement of the Lord. And I believe that we should pray as Christians that

when we do wrong, the Lord will bring us to the knowledge of our error, and. hlp

us to repent, and if we don't then he will chastise, and will lead us through the

chastisement to come to saving faith, because I believe that he does it, for those

who he loves he chastises. And the chastisement is not necessary, if we reach the

objective he wants us to have, apart from the chastisement. But how better off we

are to have the chastisement than not to reach the objective that he has for us.

And so chastisement may be a means to bring repentance to the sinner.

Thinking of God and what he is, and his goodness, and all that he has done for us.

All of these may be used in reaching for repentance, but it is after all a gift of

God..




Number 12. Regeneration

. Its necessity. The necessity of regeneration. John 3 makes it very, very

plain to see the necessity of regeneration. God is speaking there to a pious Jew,

and Jesus says to this man, Exdept a man be born again, he cannot see the kingdom

of God, in verse 2. And In verse 5, he says again to Nicodemus, Except a man be

born of water and. of the Spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom 0±' God. And in

verse 7 he says, Marvel not that I said unto you, ye must be born again. Thus,

3 times in John 3, Jesus stresses the absolute necessity of regeneration. In Luke 13,

there's stress on it, and Romans L, But these three, and John 3 are so vital that I

think that they surely establish the fact. The absolute necessity of regeneration.

B. What it is. What is regeneration? Regeneration is the Latin for a new
7

birth. A new birth refers to the above (8), being born of God. These are phrases

for it. What is this regeneration which is taught in the Bible that it is absolutely

neceesary? Well, regeneration is number one the Communication of divine life to the

soul We find this expression in John 3: 5, we've just looked at. And John 10: 10.

"1 am come that they might have life, and. that they might have it more abundantly."
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And in the same chapter verse 28, ttAnd I give unto them eternal life,"am e says

in the verse before, I)T sheep hear my voice, and. I give unto them eternal life, and

they shall never perish." I John 5: 11-12. "This is the record that God bath given

to us eternal life, and this life is in His son. He that bath the Son bath life, and.

he that bath not the Son of God bath not life. The communication of divine life

to the soul.

Number two, It is imvrtat ion of new nature. or heart. You might make

that two heads. The impartation of a new nature, and. the impartation of a new heart.

But I don1t think it is necessary, because the term heart, means a man. It means the

one who thinks, feels, and acts. And so the regeneration is, as we are told in

Jeremiah 24:1±m7. 'I will take away the heart of stone, and. will give you a heart of

(10). We are told in II Peter 1: Li. We are told. that 'lye might be

partakers of the divine nature Partakers of the divine nature, given a heart of
projection 7

stone, a heart of flesh instead of a heart of stone. It's called the !mimIw*uIimt of

a new creation. Thats mallind a very strong phrase. The projection of a new creation.

II Corinthians 5: 17. "Therefore if any man be in Christ, he is a new creation.

Old things are passed away, behold all things are become new." Bphesians 2: 10.

"For we are his workmanship, created. in Christ Jesus unto good. works," We are a

new creation, if we have been regenerated. And. Ephesians Lij: 214. That ye put on

the new man, which after God is created in righteousness and. true holiness." A

new creation. Only God can make a creation.

Number four is a very important stage of warning here.

Number four. It is not a change in the substance of the soul That is very

important. God does not take away our soul and give us a new one. It is not a

change in the substance of the soul. Hodge says in Volume 3, page 35. "As the

change is neither in the substance nor in the mere exercise of the soul, it is the
7

most intimate disposition, principles, taste or habit, which undermine all points

of exercises, and determine the character of the man and all his " N

It is not a change in the substance of the soul. These phrases we use in the Bible

are very, very strong. We have to give this word of warning, especially if you are
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going beyond what the " But surely this demonstrates clearly, C -

Capital C. Regeneration is an immediate act of God. It is rather different

to us from faith, and from (13).

We are active in faith. We believe. We request and we believe. But no man could

regenerate himself. No human being could possibly make a new creation. This is an

immediate act of God. We are told in the Scripture, that we are born of the will of

God, in John 1: 13. James says in James 1: 18, by his own will he brought us forth,

by the word of truth. It is an immediate act of God. It is an act of God which is

usually in connection with the word, but not necessarily. But it is an immediate

act of God and the (li4) of regeneration is

the Holy Spirit. We are born of the Spirit. John 3: 5-6 brings this out, and Titus

3: 5. You might look at both of those verses. In John 3: -6, we've already looked

at the context. He says, Except a man be born of water and of the Spirit, he cannot

enter into the Kingdom of God. That which is born of the flesh is flesh and that

which is born of the Spirit is spirit." And in Titu8 3: 5. "Not by works of

righteousness which we have done, but according to his mercy he saved us, by the

washing of regeneration and. renewing of the Holy Ghost."

S_1!49.




So regeneration is an immediate act of God. but the efficient agent of regeneration

is the Holy Spirit.

Capital D. The distinction between Regeneration and Justification

Now justification does not belong here. Justification is in Systematics IV.

And there we discussed it last year. This is an important review for those who have

had. it, but also important for those who have not. Regeneration and justification

are two parallel lines, both of which enter into salvation. They are two parallel

lines which differ strikingly. You never have one without the other. But they are

clearly distinct aspects. Regeneration is a change in us. Justification is a

change in our legal position. Thus, regeneration relates to state, and justification

to standing. Regeneration relates to what we are, and justication to how we are

considered before Christ. They are very, very different. Justification is immediately

" ' £.L" £ "J %,ø,U " , nave
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sanctification unless you have first been regenerated, and no one is regenerated,

but that the process of sanctification begins then and continues until it is completed.

1/9/58.

It is necessary to finish out this material on soteriology, and. so as an

assignment for six lessons I will sign a 160 pages in Hodge. That's only 27 pages

a lesson, about an hours reading, a lesson. It Is Hodge, vol. 2, page 313 - 38,

and page 639 to the end of the volume.

XIII Conclusion of the Semester's Work and Partial Summary 21 Soteriology.

The reason I am doing that is because our semester has closed on us too soon. We

need a little more time and I think that we can get it at the end of next semester

all right. But I must round out the work. And I have dealt with those matters that

I thought were most important, for this semester, but there are some others which

must at least be touched. upon. So this is a sort of a catch all subject here, but

we will have some material of considerable importance in it.

A. The effects of Sin. Any consideration of soteriology must start with a

consideration of what sin is. If we don't know what we are being saved from than

salvation means very little to us. I heard a story once of a boy who was standing

beside his father on a pier, and the boy stepped back, and slipped, and fell over

into the deep water, and he went down and he came up again, and went down again.
a

And kia man there jumped into the water and saved the boy's life, and carried him

back, and brought him to the father, and he said, here is your son. And the father

looked at they boy. He said, Yes, but where is his cap. And the boy's cap had been

lost in the water. And. the man's attitude there was very clear evidence that he had.

no conception whatever of what the boy had been saved from. He had no re&lization

of the fact that he might have lost the boy, or the cap would not have been at least

mentioned in this matter. And. I fear that there are many of us who hold. the

understanding of salvation is incomplete, very incomplete, because we do not

understand that from which we have been saved. And there are many who spend great

amounts of time arguing over details of the plan of salvation in ways which seem to

me to reveal a lack of realization of what salvation really is, and how vital is that

from which we are saved.
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So in this concluding number on soteriolor I want to put A, to stress that

again, that the effects of sin is number one - Eternal death And how you would

describe it is difficult to say because I do not thing ii. k that you have the

factors with which you can understand it " But the

Scripture certainly stresses it, that it is a terrible death. Eternal death which

is deserved and necessary result of sin, and from which we are saved.

Number two. The loss of all ability to do good The very (iii), of
n?

the wickedness of sin. That is not to say that the coming grace of God may not

enable wicked people to produce many things that are beautiful and. lovely and fine

accomplishments. But the mind of a man in sin is always toward evil, and towards

that which is destructive, towards that which is to tear down. And it is so oriented

that he cannot understand it or realize it. Ephesians says that he that lives in sin

is sin. One has loss his ability to properly understand Aft the things of God. There

is nothing in himself that is good. And. after we are saved, we still, though we are

justified, we have the new birth yet our constitution is still under the effects of

sin. And it takes the whole process of sanctification before we are entirely removed

from the effects of sin, which affects our understanding, which affects our readiness

to iii seek the things of God., and you will find that there is a rare person who is not

tempted to turn away from the things of God after that which he may not consider to

be wrong but which he will recognize as an utter waste of time. There is no point

in it, there is no advantage in it. I am not thinking of that which is wicked, but

to abandon the great things of God. The effects of sin, and the utter inability to

do anything that is good, and. the pit into which we have fallen

S-150.

Because our hope of salvation is not in anything that we do, but is in him.
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And what he did. for our sins, on the cross, paid. the penalty for our sins, and

not only entirely paid. the penalty, but obeyed the law for us and. won for us not

only release from the penalty but eternal life. Won for us the uion with him, the

life for those in whose stead he suffered and died.

C. Ultimate Soterioioy. This is some thing that we often do not think so

much about. Ultimate soteriology, of which is so very clearly taught in the Scripture.

Ultimate soteriology. There is a,{ misunderstanding of this, the failure to know about

this often leads to an utterly false impression of God the Father as a righteous

judge, anxious to destroy us, for our sins. And Jesus Christ coming between and

showing us his wonderful love, and rescuing us from God who would. destroy us. And.

of course, the Scripture very clearly teaches something entirely different.

Number one. The covenant of redemption The term which is used in theology

to represent the agreement between the father and the son for our redemption. Jesus

Christ is spoken of as the last sacrafice, before the foundation of the world. He

was not sacrificed before the foundation of the world, but it is clear in Scripture,

that the plan that he should. die, and suffer, was made before the foundation of the

world. In the 40th 8 Psalm which the Øpostie expounded referring to him, he said,

La, I come, in the volume of the book it is written of me. I delight to do t- will.

John 3: 16 does not say that Jesus loved us so much that he got in the way of the

Father's wrath and pimrmth protected us from the father's wrath, but it said, that

"God. so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten son, that whosoever believeth

on him, might not perish but have eternal life." We read that when the fulness of

time was come - we read in Galatians Li.: U, God sent forth his son, made of a woman.

There are maxw other verses, which might be quoted, which makes it very clear, that

it was God the Father who sent the Son, to be the Saviour of the world. Jesus Christ,

just before his actual crucifixion said in John 17: U, "I have finished the work which

thou gayest me to do." While at the very beginning of his ministry in Luke 2: 19,

before his actual ministry, he said to his parents, 1'Wist ye not that I must be

about Father's business?" There was a plan, there was a covenant, there was an

arrangement before the Father and the Son before the Foundation of the world, by
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which the Son a would come to this earth, and. was here verifying him, the sin of

those whom the Father gave him, and. the to deliver through his wonderful work. So

the covenant of redemption is a term which is used to represent a fact of Scripture.

I call it ultimate soteriology because it is foundational, it is basic. It defines

the work of God.

Number . covenant trace The term covenant theology is (L.)

about it a bit. I don't think it refers to these covenants. I think it refers to

other covenants. There is so much teaching in the Bible about the New Covenant etc,

but the term here is a meaningless term for many different people in many different

ys. I don't think for reference,

because all true Christians believe in the covenant of grace, whether they use the

erminology. But the covenant of grace, is a covenant m between God and. man. That

he will save all who believe on the Lord Jesus. That he delivers us through what

Christ has done, that he accepts Christ's work on the cross in our behalf, and. this

covenant of grace, is the means of salvation of all those who are saved. at any time.

Hodge has a section, beginning on page 366, which he entitles the "Identity of the

Covenant of Grace under u all Dispensations." And some years ago I was in a meeting

of a group of faculty in an institution in which I was then connected, at which some

one was very severely castigating the Scofleld Bible, in which he said that the

Scofield. Bible taught that salvation was different in different dispensations.

(6). One of the men present there

immediately turned to the preface of the Scofield Bible and read the statement about

the dispensations which made perfectly clear that the teaching of the book was that

there were different methods of testing them, in different dispensations, but that

salvation is always through the death of Christ. No one has ever been saved In any

other way, or ever will be saved in any other way, than by the covenant of grace.

It is unfortunate that there are some (6) in the Scofield. Bible,

which taken alone give an opposite impression. It gives the impression that one is

saved some other way. But these are false impressions though because others show clear,

definitely that only through Christ was anyone ever saved. or will ever be saved.
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i believe that all true Christians really believe this, even though some have made

statements which suggest that if you push the fact, you would find that practically

every one will agree that , because it is so

clearly taught in the Scripture, that the Covenant of Grace was applied, as Hod.ge says,

under all dispensations. (7) whenever any one is

saved, he is saved because Christ died. on the cross for him. And so this covenant of
between

God's grace is the covenant mf God, and those who are saved.

Now just for completeness here, I've mentioned the third of these great covenants,

but it doesn't go under this head.. But is often mentioned with these, because the

three sort of form a unity, and. that it the covenant of works, and you know the

covenant of works is the covenant that God. made with Adam.

ff The covenant of works

The covenant of works is the covenant whereby Adam would continue in his

eternal life, and. Adam had one simple thing to do. One simple test that would be

taken as such. And of course the Scripture teaches that in Adam all die, but we

don't need to stress that, , because
in ?

there is plenty of evidence to each one of us that we have sinned, and come short

of the glory of God. Romans 7 describes our , describes the

sin which , to anyone who is not completely , the

evidence is sufficient to show that he deserves eternal punishment for his own sin.

I should. take that we often look at it the other

way. In connection with what was said this morning, C. S. Lewis has an excellent

statement. He says, Supposing that people were to gather together, pay admission,

and get together in a place and there was a great stage

that it was opened up, and the lights were shone upon a beast there. You would say

that ths aàmxam something was wrong with the appetite of when

the normal appetite is so distorted, that people would sit back, and feast their eyes

on the beast there, and would feel that it was necessary to go to a special meeting

for that kind of purpose. Yet that is exactly in and what mankind has done

There is a distortion there. There is a
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twisting there, which is certainly contrary to mankind. There is certainly a testing

which I think the Lord has allowed to remain through this age as evidence of

of the distortion.

Well the covenant of redemption then, and the covenant of grace are two vital matters

with ultimate superiority.

Number three Divine Election And. the term election simply means choice.

The divine choice, but that there has been a divine choice, is something which can

hardly be dnied. Jesus said. unto thee, woe unto thee, Chorazin, and woe unto thee
that

Capernauin, if the miracles/had, been done in thee, a had been done in Sodom and

Gomorrah, they would have repented in dust and ashes. They would have repented in

dust and ashes. Sodom and Gomorrah. I tell you it will be more tolerable for Sodom

and Gomorrah than for you in the day of judgment. Maybe it would be more tolerable

for Sodom than Capernaum, but our Lord. did not say that Sodom and. Gomorrah would be

saved.. He did. not say that they would. be treated. as if they had 1ia repented. They

are outstanding instances of terrible sin, to represent the grossest and. violence.

We think of Sodom and Gomorrah as cities in which mmmth, morality had reached such

a low point, that God had to wipe them off from the face of the earth, yet Jesus




(12)
that if the miracles had been done in Sodom and. Gomorrah they would have repented.

God. did not choose.




Why did He give the people of

Capernaum and Chorazin a chance to repent and. believe and be saved, and not give a

similar chance to the people of Sodom and Gomorrah. We can't get away from it. It

just is a fact that people do not have an equal chance. And. if you are going to say

that God is going to deal with everyody according to his just desserts

You cannot

The fact of the matter is that all have sinned, and all deserve eternal punishment.

And God. does not , and. there is no reason why

. If were just, he would. be

but God chooses to elect , and on what basis he
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we are not told., but this we do know, that God is loving, and God is

and therefore . It is not a basis of

" It is not because we are so good that we are willing to believe

" It is not because we have some good. quality in us. But it is

because




And we cannot

S-151.

And some will hear it only once. And. Jesus said, if the signs given in mm Ohorazin

and Capernaum had been given in Sodom and Gomorrah they would have repented..th But

the signs weren't given. So we have to admit the fact that there is an

but we can believe that God is loving and kind, Ii and he treats us not according to

our decisions, but

1 (question: Matthew ii.) Divine election is not a fact of observation which

this verse brings out about Sodom and Gomorrah, but it is a clear teaching of the

Scripture. The divine election. The fact that those - as many as believed, we read

in Acts, were ordained unto everlasting life. The fact that Jesus said, of those whom

thou hast given me, I have lost none. He said that all that the Father has given me,

will come under me. There are many verses about it. We won1t have time to go Al into

them today. We'll try next semester to look at them, although election is not so

much of soteriology as it is Systematics I. But all theology fits together. And I
won't tha go into references on this because our time is short. I have one or two
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other things that am very anxious to get into today, which I think are vital.

So we will go into number four. "Calling or Vocation.

And here is a strange thing. The word call, those to as many are called, is

used. many times in Scripture. It is those who he foreordained, those who he also
whom are

called, and. biara he called he justified them. The gift and calling of God ft not

repented of. We preach Christ crucified, to the Jews a stumbling block and. to the

Gentiles foolishness, but to them that are called both Jews and Greeks, Christ the

power of God and the wiRnm wisdom of God. Behold your calling brethren, that not

many wise after the flesh, not many mighty, not many noble are called. Many other

instances. Holy brethren, partakers of a heavenly calling. The word calling is

used a great deal in the New Testament for those who believe. Now it is not much

(3), but it is a word. that is used. a great

deal in the New Testament. The fact that God calls, and it is usual for Theologians

to divide the call of God into two parts. We'll make it a and b under this.

a. The enera1 call The general call of God. to all men through his providence,

his word, and his spirit. He said, Come unto me all ye that labor, and are heavy

laden, and. I will give you rest. Look unto me and be ye saved all the ends of the
for

earth, ima I am God and. there is none under. Behold I stand at the door and

knock, if any man hears my voice, and. opens the door, I will come in with him and

sup with him, and he with me. He sent forth his servants to call them that were

bidden to the marriage feast, and they would not come. He said, Go ye into all the

world and preach the gospel to every creature. There is then a general call which

God gives. Which is given through m the writing of the Word, which is given through

his common grace, which is given through the preaching of the gospel. There is a

general call like the call jnñbnj that was sent out to those who were bidden to the

feast, who were called. and they would not come. There is the general call of God

to all men, and the statement that whosoever will may come, and. many people have

argued over, Is God ,ll sincere, and it is cetainly a silly argument. Of course

the call is sincere. Of course he is thoroughly sincere in his calling, and. it i

thoroughly sincere, that the call is to everybody and. anyone who will come, will

come. But it is also true, that e, that each one of us have , and do
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reject him, that all have sinned and. come short of the glory of God. That without

a special payment, a special , there is none righteous, no not one.

There is no one who answers the call, except as God. gives a special calling to them.

And. so we have in the New Testament in addition the teaching, a. The general call.

b. The .special call £ And. some people like to call this the irresistable call.
7

I think that perhaps effication 40 is a better word. The effication. The

specific call that God gives that reaches its goal and accomplishes that which is his
ti

purpose. He said, My word. will not but it will

accomplish its purpose and in the parable I referred to a few minutes aw, he said,

Go and call them that are bidden to the feast, and. they would not come. Then he said,

go into the highways and M hedges and compel them to come in.

There is an effication call which is t referred to in the verses that
not

I read to you a few minutes ago. "Behold your calling, that/many after the flesh,

that ma not many mighty, that not many noble, are called. But that ye might know

what is the hope of his calling, and what the riches of the glory of his inheritance

in the ." Whom he foreordained, them he also called. God who saved us and

called tht1i us with the holy calling, not according to our works, but according to his

own purpose, and the grace which is given in Christ Jesus before km time and eternity.

There are many verses which bring out this special call, this efficacious call. This

call of the Holy Spirit, which calls to us the to come and enter in a way that cannot

be " Now of course, these are " 8

It's a figure of speech. It may be called a calling, it may be referred. to as

regeneration. It may be referred to as
7

It may be referred to as the granting to us of regeneration. There are various ways
elected.

in which it can be referred. to. But that the Lord. acts to call those whom he has bi*
that

and/n? one of those to whom he has given the calling will in the end be lost. It is a
7 fair
clear teaching of the Scripture. So this is called calling if you want to use the

English, if you want to use the Latin, some people like to call it vocation. And of
so

course, I don't think it is a good in a way, because the modern use of vocation, is

(8-) and we call that your calling. It is quite a bit different.
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But it is scriptural. n a theological sense, vocation is the calling. The general

vocation to all men. The specific vocation, the efficacious vocation which God gives

to those to whom he has chosen before the foundation of the world.

Number five Conversion It doesn't really belong under ultimate soteriology,

but I wanted to discuss conversion o let's say, Discussion of Conversion. I just

want to discuss it briefly here. The word. conversion is a word. that is not used in

the Scripture a fraction of the time at maim am repentance, or regeneration. But

it is a word which is used. And it is a word which seems to stress

And there is the tend.ancy of those who had a wonderful conversion

and they were suddenly turned from darkness to light, as Paul was

but the Scripture does not teach us that, nor does our observation of

life. It is wonderful to have . I was raised in a

Christian home. I never had it. I had times when I realized I was drifting into

things of my own desires, and purposes instead. of those of God. And a time came after

I finished college, when I received my first master's degree, when I went to the

Bible Institute, and pretty soon those folks were getting up and. telling what day

they were converted, and at this hour on this day, they were converted.

(iO?t). And then we got a series of very

fine evangelistic speakers, men who had. been very excellent in their testimony, and

very effective began going forward one by one, and declaring they had never been

mk Christians before now, and now they were converted. This was their conversion.

Well, if they had. never given evidence of conversion before, I would never have

thought of it for an instance. And one night I was on my bed, and. I thought, have I

ever been converted? Have I ever believed? And I thought back and I know that

I have just as much evidence on many occasions previously, 81 having been

a true believer.

And I thought, well, now, have I been. I have never been

And I said this, I said, Lord if I have never ben saved,




the saviour
And from that moment I was never troubled. For all that I know that I have g
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But I didntt believe that when I first . I don't

believe it is, but I ont " It is wonderful when a person

has a remarkable sudden conversion. And the fact of conversion is certainly a true
to

fact, to turn from darkness aadi light, and the turning from the power of Satan to the

power of God.. It certainly is a fact in every regard. And in some cases there has been

a sudden vital experience; in other cases you can't tell when it happened. But you

can know that definitely it did. happen. And. so I think it is a great thing to put

stress on conversion but I don't think that it should lead us to a misunderstanding

on the importance of these other terms which we find much more in the Scripture than

it is.




3, Man's part in salvation And manta part in salvation, I think I should

have brought in conversion, rather than to put it under this previous head of election

and calling. Man's part in salvation, number one. We are to sow beside all waters
may

not knowing to whom God iii1 grant repentance and faith That's quoted. from Isaiah,

we are to sow beside all waters. That's the general call. It is our part to be

effective in giving the general call, but there is more than that.

Number two. We are to * strive tb bring the knowledge of God s grace

to as many as possible as effectively as possible for we do not know whether it

may not be our efforts that God has ordained to save the particular jd.ls.

S-152.

God expects you to get up and work. Because God. has ordained all things to work

together for good for you and. for me, and he has ordained that

He's going to take care of me. Why should. I do anything? Well, my doing may be the

means that he ordained to take care of me. And. you, I get disgusted when I hear some

one say. Oh, those people are just gospel hardened.. They've heard the gospel so

many times. Why waste time on them? How do you know that but what you may be the
means ?

one that God needs to win that person. It may be that God's intention is that this

person who has heard it over and over and. utterly rejected it, will hear it a different

way from you, that will get the thought across, and they wiul4 accept it. You do not
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know whom you will labor with, for years, and. finally accept. And. on the other band.

you have no , because if God has ordained khem

to eternal life they will be saved, and if you are his instrument, why, he may use you

with a little or he may use you with a lot. But he wants you to

l(Question:What I'm trying to say is everything is pre-determined. by God.,

but our effort is a part of what he pre-determines. And what we're here for is not

to solve the mysteries of the universe, but to do what he wants us to do, in winning

the people that he wants us to win. And that's one of the definite things that I want

to stress. I know of a school to which a man 'want, who talked about working among the

students, and after th msriinñ, he had finished, the students jumped all over

him, and. they said, what right M do you have to do that. You are not ordained
and. witness

What right do you have to go out/and try to win them to the Lord.

God. said, Go ye into the world and preach the gospel. And. he is a hundred. more times

rim Interested in our doing that, than he is interested in our understanding of ibi±a

the mysteries of the universe. And. if we can know all the theolog and. if we are not
2

actively working to do his mark will , but when we act

hard and. do our best, and we don't get results, we don't need to feel that we ama have

*1uii,ThI1 fallen down because if we have done our best,




I think there is a great deal of

a wrong emphesis on these doctrines, and. I think it is very harmful, and personally

I think a person is better off, not knowing doctrines, than using them in the wrong
places 7
way. I don't think there are any excuses for arguing. The Mohammedan gets in his

car and. drives around. the corner, 50 miles an hour, and here and there, because when

I die it is foreordained , That's not the

Bible emphesis at all. It is the Bible teaching that man has responsibilities, and

that is just as true a fact as the fact that God has ordained ,(3-) and.

we are resoonsible for what we do, and the results flow from what we do. But it is also

a Bible teaching that God has ordained maw this. They both are true. And. we don't

understand. how they fit together, but we cannot explain a way either one. And. I think
one side

that putting all this emphasis on tht, is wrong, and if you are going to put it on one
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side, I think it is better to put tt on the human side than on the divine side, simply

because , but I think that the understanding of the

divine side is " We know that

God works all things together for good. to them that are called according to his -purpose.

Even our mistakes he works according to his plan, but be wants us to do our best to

avoid them. We are responsible, but he is just and Holy, and. God didn't call us to

iiii explain the mystery of the universe, but he called us to go out and preach the
41,

Gospel and to give the call and to . And so this is man's part

in salvation, is to stress a general message, but not just this statement, no 'body has

a right to hear the gospel twise, before somebody else in the world has heard it once.

It is utter nonsense. It is God's will t that we reach as many as possible, but that

we work to reach individuals effectively. And. there will some who

will be saved after hearing the gospel a hundred times. And, we don't know who they

are. It is God's will that we work extensively, and effectively, and, we don't know

how much we can do to " He has ordained it. It is God

aiim that

There is an ultimate problem there that we don't understand, but both elements are

clearly taught in Scripture. And both are right.

Number three We are to use the means of grace striving, to arih turn from

sin, and constantly look to Jesus That is to say, we are not shadow boxers. We are

fighting a real battle. *m We are responsible and it really matters what we do.

That's a clear teaching of Scripture. But it also teaches that God is sovereign. And

God has called. us into his kingdom. He wants us to work and. strive for it, and above

At all, to keep our eyes upon Christ. This is mants part m in salvation. You say,

God. gives a general call. Come unto me all ye who - whosoever will let him come. You1who
say, he is insincere. This man can't will. Well, no man wants to will, will

God gives any man that desires to be saved,and there are evidences one after

another, evidences that he is one, that God is putting the desire into him. There is

no one to be held back, and there is no reason for on the part of

anyone of us, because we are to be God's instruments,to reach souls for his kingdom,
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and in our own a1vation, we are to work out our salvation with fear and trembling.

But that doesntt mean that we can get the salvation by our own acts, but it means

that what God put there we are to work out. We are to press forward for the prize

of t1fe high calling.

7-(Question: It is our fault and we should be very, very sorry for it. We

should repent of it. We should pray the Lord. to help us not to do it again. But

we should realize that it was known before the foundation of the world, that it was

under the blood. We don't have to go on worrying about it. We go on and know that

it is forgiven and r11Rth th " And he

doesn't want us to feel that our mistakes are causes for just worrying and fretting.

Number four. Above all, we are to learn to rest upon his grace., and to receive

all our salvation as a free gift from his hand And after all, that's what faith 1*,

It is not something good in us, but it is simply resting on his goodness. It is

resting on his grace. And the secret of what is known as the imô
Victorious

n±mm life. We strive and we struggle and. we don't get, but if we rest on

Christ, we can. Because he gives it to us freely, in response to our faith. It is

his grace. It is all of his grace. Thatts the secret of salvation by faith. It's

resting upon what he did. And resting upon it, and utilizing it, and knowing that in

all our problems, it is his enabling that .(9) And so that

is the great secret is learning to rest upon it. Now I ii am not going to have time

to deal with Z. definitely, the order of salvation, but I must mention it. I must

mention the order of salvation. I wish I had. time to deal with it, but anyone in




9.
the class next semester, will certainly study it thoroughly in

Those who are "

B. The Order of Salvation

The order of salvation is much argued and. much discussed. Did. God first
come

decided Is logically the decision to save some/before the decision to

or did. it come after. And it seems to me, that it is a shame to waste a lot of time

arguing over things we don't know. It seems to me that it is clearly taught that God

has elected us before the foundation of the world. It is clearly taught. But
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I am inclined to believe that God foreordained the salvation even before

I don't think that is a vital matter. To me it seems more logical in

any way. But this matter of the order of salvation.th There is an order of certainty.

God 1?a careful workman who moves in a " But the covenant

of redemption and. the covenant of grace are means whereby he works. I won't be able

to discuss the order of salvation.
Our
._Attitudej toward these questions That I've already stated. I think it

is vital that we understand these doctrines for the blessing they give us in our lives,

for the renewed dependance on Christ, for the encouragement, for the failure to become

discouraged when .(i&). I think they are a blessing, but I

think when they become a means of argument, and when it becomes more important to

convince somebody of these doctrines, then to tell them about the saviour, I think

At An we are becoming a stench in the nostrils of the Lord.

Dr. Robert Dick Wilson used to say, God didn't say to you, go out and preach the

mysteries of the universe. He said to go out and preach the gospel. And. our part is

to preach the gospel, and to tell people how they may be saved, and to pray God that

he will grant them the faith to be saved, and to know that he will

,(ii), but to know that in the end., he has

and even our mistakes of which we repent and for which

we are sorry, are a part of his plan

Well we will have to stop there.
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E. The nature of His nronhetic works. Page 153

1. Before His incarnation. Page 13
2. In His earthly life. Page 157

a. His life and examole. Page 1
1. He showed us what God is like. Page 159
2. He whowed how we should live. Page l9
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b. his teaching. Page 161.
c. His predictions. Page 161.
d. his miracles. Page 163
e. his Post-Resurrection Teaching. Page 163.

3. his prophetic Ministry between His departure and. His return. Page 163-
a. The "iestion". of his Descent into ifades. Page 163.
b. his work through the Holy Spirit. Page 169.

4. his future prophetic ministry. Page 171.
P. The Importance of the Prophetic Work of Christ, Page 172.

1. It is necessary and. vital. Page 172.
2. It is not sufficient by itself. Page 172.

VI. The second of Christ's Three Offices - Priest. Page 174.
A. Definition. Page 174.

1. The distinction of priest from prophet. Page 174.
2. Old. Testament Uses. Page 175.
3. Definition in Hebrews. Page 178.
4. Theories of the meaning of sacrifice. Page 178.

a. The gift theory. Page 178.
b. The Sacramental Communion Theory. Page 179.
c. The .donage theory. Page 179,
d. The Symbol theory. Page 179.
e. The Expiation theory. Page 179.

5. Proof that Sacrifice in the Bible is primarily for the
purpose of expiation. Page 181.
a. We must admit that before the Mosaic system is

established, we do not have a clear statement of
the purpose of sacrifice. Page 181.

6. Summary of our definition of priest. Page 186.
B. The Old Testament Predictions of the Coming Priest. Page 190.

1. These are not nearly as nuerous as those of the Coming
prince. Page 190.

2. Yet the idea of a great coming priest seems forcibly to have
caught the imagination of the Jews. Page 191.
a. The evidence alone from the testaments of the twelve

patriarchs. Page 194.
b. The Qumran Material. Page 194.

C. Prefigura.tions and. Predictions of the Coming Sacrifice1 Page 199.
1. The Old. Testament Sacrificial system. Page 199.

a. The Institution of Sacrifice after the promise of a
coming deliverer. Page 199.

b. The sacrifice from Adam to Moses. Page 200.
c. The promise of sacrifice in the tabernacle. Page 200.
d. The day of atonement. Page 200.
e. The continual sacrifices. Page 201.
f. The special sacrifice. Page 201.
g. Restriction of sacrifice to one place. Page 201.
h. Prophetic objections to Abuse of the idea of Sacrifice. Page 202.

2. The brazen serpent. Page 204.
3. Predictions of the Coming Vicarious Sufferer. Page 208.

, Jesus' Activity as Priest. Page 214.
M±m am thip The Perfect Sacrifice. Page 221.

-. f
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VII. Erroneous or Incomplete Theories of the Atonement. Page 233.
A. The Theories of the Early Church. Page 236.

1. The Ransom to Satan Theory. Page 236.
a. Elements of truth in the theory. Page 2110.

(1). The Bible calls Satan the prince of thisworld
and attributes to him supernatural powerto
injure mankind and to lead mankind into slavery
to sin. Page 240.

(2). The Bible states that Jesus was manifested to
destroy the works of Satan. Page 2140.

b. Errors in the view.
(1). Destruction of the works of Satan is an

important secondary purpose of the work of
Christ, but would never by itself make the

atonement necessary. Page 2140
(2). The theory attributes to Satan a right over

mankind which God bad to buy off. Page 2140
(3). Satan's very continuance is only because God.

chooses, for his own purposes to allow him to
continue for a time. Page 240

(4). It i because man has broken God's law that he
is subject to some extent, to Satan. Page 241

(5). The idea of a ransom to an enemy implies two
more or less equal forces. The Bible teaches
that God alone is sovereign. Page 241

(6). The idea that God deceived Satan, which is
involved in most forms of the theory, is
without Scriptural foundation. Page 243

2. The recapitulation theory of Iraneus. Page245
a. This view is largely speculative and is not supported

by Scripture. Page 2147
b. Jesus is indeed, called the second Adam, but the

major emphasis in the Scripture is on kits earning
life for us. Page 247

c. The view has no relationship to the frequent Biblical
references to Christ as a sacrifice. Page 24?

3. It is important to note that these theories do not fully
represent the attitude of the early church. Page 247

B. The Satisfaction Theory of Anseim. Page 249
1. This view is a great advance over the ransom to Satan

view, because it recognizes that the effect of the
atonement relates primarily to God rather than to Satan. Page 251

2. It marks an advance in thought by its recognition of the
grounding of the atonement in the relationship of two of
God's attributes. Page 251

3. It is an objective view holding to a real atonement. Page 252
4. It erred in grounding the necessity of the atonement in

the honor of God instead of in his justice. Page 254
5. It consequently fails o stress properly the fact that

Christ by suffering endured the penalty of sin. Page 256
6. It provides some slight foundation for the Roman Catholic

error of works of superarrotion. Page 256
7. It is too external without sufficient emphasis on the

unity of Christ and. his teaching. Page 257
8. It fails to give proper place to the active obedience of

Christ. Page 259

C. The moral influence theory. Page 260
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1. The love of God causes the sinner to repent when$he page 262.
sees that love in what Jesus did

2. This theory points out an important result of the Page 263.
atonement which should, however, be distinguished from
the atonement itself.

3. The theory denies any real objectivity to the Page 2611
atonement

Li. It fails to realize that if there is no objective reason Page 2614.
for the atonement. Its moral influence inevitably must
cease.

D. The Example Theory. (Sociniazi). Page 268.
1. This view actually gives up all ideas of a real atonement Page 269.
2. The Socinian view is bound up with various unscriptural andPage 269.

heretical doctrines.
3. It is not based on Scripture which nowhere represents Page 269.

Christ as an example for unbelievining sinners, but only
for Christians.

4. Like the moral influence theory, the emple theory gives Page 271.
no ground on which Old Testament believers could be saved,
since they could not possibly benefit by Christ as an
example.

E. The Mystical Theory. Page 272.
1. It is purely speculative and not in any sense a summary Page 272.

of Scriptural teaching.
2. This theory is wrong in thinking of sin simply as Page 272,

pollution, and ignoring the fact of guilt.
3. It has no answer to the question of how those who lived. Page 273.

before the incarnation can share in the redemption of
Jesus Christ.

F. The Theory of Vicarious Repentance. Page 273.
1. This theory is somewhat better than the last mentioned, Page 273.

in that it recognizes the retributive justice of God and.
the demerit of sin, but it also lacks any proper Scriptural
foundation.

2. The Bible presents a sinless Christ. Therefore be could. Page 2714..
hardly repent for sin.

3. While the Bible declares that Christ shares our humanity Page 275.
and is able to sympathize with our afflictions and.
temptations, this sympathy is certainly not represented
as being the whole, or even the most important part of
his redemptive work.

21.. While one say bear another's penalty, it is hardly reasonable
to think that one could perform another's repentance. Page 275

G. The Governmental Theory. Page 276
1. This theory is far superior to the other just examples, Page 277

in that it recognizes God's place as the moral ruler of
the universe.

2. It falls far short however in that it makes God's Page 277
punishment of sin merely arbitrary, instead of a necessary
revelation of his righteousness, as is taught in Scripture.

3. Like the moral influence theory, it fails to explain how Page 278
the Old Testament saints were saved.

Li. Like the moral influence theory, it fails to accomplish Page 278
its purpose.

ti. Summary and conclusion regarding erroneous and incomplete Page 278
Theories of the atonement.
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VIII. Biblical Teaching regarding the nature of the Atonement. Page 284.
A. It is objective. Page 284.

1. This is indicated by the analogy of the sacrifice. Page 284.
2. It is definitely taught in the Bible that it is an Page 285.

objective thing.
B, The Scripture teaches that the atonement is a satisfaction Page 287.

to the justice of God..
1. Justice is a vital attribute of God. Page 289.
2. God cannot fail to carry out the demands of his justice.Page 290.

C. The atonement is necessary if man's sin is to be forgiven. Page 291.
1. The Bible teaches the terrible nature of the pollution Page 292.

of sin.
2. The Bible teaches It" the terrible nature of the Guilt Page 293.

and necessary penalty of sin.
3. Only an unscriptural idea of the results of sin can Page 293.

support the thought that .n could be forgiven without
satisfaction being made.

4. Consideration of an objection to the necessity of the Page 297.
atonement - that this makes God inferior to good. men
who love and freely forgive those who do them wrong.
a. This objection fails to discern that God, cannot Page 297.

simply be compared to a private individual.
b. God. is the judge of all the earth. His justice Page 298.

requires equal treatment for all.
5. Consideration of a second objection to the necessity Page 304.

of the atonement - that it makes a schism in the Trinity.
a. This objection rests on a misunderstanding of the Page 304.

nature of the triune God,
b. Page 305.

c. The love of God the Father is clearly taught in Page 305.
the Bible as well as his justice.

d. The justice of God. the Son is clearly taught in Page 305.
the Bible as well as his love.

e. The difference in attitudes toward sinners is not Page 307.
between two persons of the Godhead but between two
attributed of the Triune God.

6. Conclusion regarding the necessity of the atonement, Page 311.
if man is to be saved.

D. The moving cause of the atonement. Page 318.
1. The Bible teaches that the atonement is a result of Page 318.

the good pleasure of God.
2. The atonement is not a result of mere abbitrary will Page 318.

on God's part.
3. It results from the widom of God in displaying both Page 319.

his love and his justice.
B. The Bible teaches a Substitutionary atonement. Page 319-

1. Its substitutionary nature is indicated by the fact Page 323.
that it is presented as a fulfillment of Old Testament
sacrifices.

2. The substitutionary character of the death of Christ Is Page 324.
clearly taught in the great Old Testament$ prediction of
x±is work in Isaiah 52: 12 to the end of 52.

3. The New Testament teaches that Jesus died in our place. Page 326.
a. There are many verses in the i4T. that state that Page 326.

Jesus Christ died. for sinners.
b. The substitutionary nature of His death is partic- Page 329.

ularlv clear in certain verses in which the
repOstiOfl&i is useci.
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c. Certain other passages which do not use the preppsition Page 333.
anti bring out the idea of substitution particularly clear.

4. An objection has been raised based on the fact that the most Page 334.
common preposition used i statements that Jesus did for
sinners, is not anti but t,per.
a. The most common meaning of this preposition is not "In the Page 335.

place of" but "for the benefit of".
b. however, huDer also my be used to mean "in the place of". Page 335.

(1). kiuper is often used. in the Greek classics to signify Page 335.
dying instead of a person.

(2). It is used in this sense in other contexts in the Page 335.
New Testament.

c. n some passages where huDer is used the context very Page 336.
clearly brings out the idea of substitution.

d. The reason that buter is used. more frequently than anti. Page 337.
in this connection, is that it brings out both ideas
that of benefit and that of substitution.
(1). The primary idea is benefit but the substitution is Page 338.

the method by which the benefit comes.
(2). He takes our sins on himself, thus he benefits us by Page 338.

dying in our stead.
5. The 4ew Testament clearly teaches that Christ died to pay the Page 338.

penalty of our sins.
a. This was clearly predicted in Isaiah 53: 5 and 8. Page 338.
b. It is clearly taught in Romans 4: 25. Page 339.
c. In I Corinthians 15: 3. Page 339.
ci. In II Corinthians 5: 21. Page 339.
e. In Ga].atlans 1: 4. Page 339.
f. In I Peter 3: 18. Page 339.
.mmmmiaE

6. An objection has been raised, questioning the possibility that Page 339.
one should bear the penalty of another.
a. The fact is clearly taught in the Scripture as we have Page 339.

seen it.
b. Also human analogies will not necessarily determine divine Page 341.

truth.
1. Superhatural natters my entail factors not present in Page 343.

earthly counterparts.
c. This is particularly true in the question of justice, since Page 3)44.

earthly courts, in the nature of things, cannot fully
administer justice.
(1). Human judges cannot see the heart. Page 34)4.
(2). Human judges must look at results rather than Page 344.

attitudes.
(3). Hunan judges, being limited in knowledge, cannot Page 3)45.

deal in absolute justice.
(4). kiunan judges are hampered by the universality of sin. Page 345.
(5). liun judges must quite generally think of the Page 3)46.

welfare of the body of citizens as an end in itself
rather than of the principles of true justice.

(6). Principles of human Justice are constantly changing. Page 348.
ci. Yet human courts do have to a limited degree the idea of a Page 348.

penalty being paid by someone else.
(1). Four types of punishment are found. in human courts. Page 348.

(a). Pines. (b). Deprivation of liberty.
(c). Infliction of pain. (ci). Death. Page 350.

(2). Only the first m two of these are at all common today.
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(3). The first of these is regularly admissible to Page 350.
payment by a third party, even though often it
is to some extent interchangeable with the second,
whicn is not thus transferrae.
fflth Also our courts recognize to some extent a liability
of a parent for a child's misdeeds. Page 353.

e. It is vital, however, to note that the atonement of Christ Page 353.
is in some regard very different from any earthly situation.
(1). it th fii Mmi,mi imthm tir

God knows all of thkait and is able to methe out true Page 353.
justice. /the facts

(2). Man's sin against God, deserves eternal suffering. Page 3514..
(3). God, the righteous governor of the universe, agrees Page 3514..

to permit the transfer of the penalty in this case.
(14.). Christ's bearing of the penalty is entirely voluntary.Page 359.
(5). Christ has assumed a unity with his people, Page 360.

entitling him to represent them, though not
implicating him in any responsibility for their sins.

. his incarnation makes him one with humanity. Page 360.
J. he has assumed a federal headship over all who Page 360.

follow Him.
,. He is intimately united with his people. Page 360.

(6). Since Christ is a Divine person the value of the Page 361.
suffering is infinite.

(7). It is readily admitted that human justice cannot Page 361.
permit a transfer of penalty where it is felt that
this would result in an attitude of indifference or
hostility to law.
,. It should also be noted that reception of the Part 366.

benefits of Christ's death is inseparable from
true repentance on our art.

7. Consideration of the objection that to allow our penalty to be Part 366.
borne by another is bound to result in disregard of God's law.
a. As a natter of fact it has not had this result. Page 3'7.
b. Paul answers this objection in Romans 6. Page 370.

1. The death of Christ delivers us not only from the Page 370.
penalty of sin but also from its power.

2. God promises t victory over sin to those who are Page 370.
saved through Christ.

c. The fact that Christ bore our penalty does not lower God's Page 371.
standard of righteousness, rather it exalts his justice and
his righteousness.

1. The atonement does not free us from obligation to keep God's Page 371
law, but rather assures our ultimate success in reaching God's
standard of Holiness through His grace.

e. The atonement provides the very strongest motive for Page 372
righteousness - Gratitude and love to him who has borne
the penalty that we deserve.

f. The atonement brings us not only relief from the penalty of Page 3714
sin, but also a new nature, growth in grace, and eventual
perfection in holiness.
1. God. gave his son, not merely for the negative purpose Page 3714

of delivering us from the guilt, but to win eternal
life for us.

2. All the activities of the holy Spirit in us are the Page 375
result of what Christ has done.

3, Christ's death secured our sanctification as well as Page 375
out release from penalty.
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14. We are not saved because we live righteously - we live Page 376
rignteously because we are saved.

g. The atonement (that is,the Priestly work of Christ) Page 377.
includes not only his passive obedience but also his
active obedience.
1. As we have seen, Christ came not only to deliver us Page 377,

from the penalty of sin, but also to give us eternal
life, and bestow His own righteousness upon us.

2. The first Adam brought death upon the race by his sin; Page 377.
the second Adam brought life by His righteousness.

3. Our righteousness is rooted in His rightenusness; Page 378.
His entire work is involved in our salvation though
it centers in His death.

h. The work of Christ not only makes our salvation possible, Page 379,
it actually saves us,

j. The extent of the atonement. Page 380.
1. Discussion of the phrase "Limited. Atonement'! Page 381.
2. As we have seen, the work of Christ secured justifica. Page 381.

tion, sanctification, and eternal life for his people.
(a). It is never stated that it merely makes these Page 381.

blessings possible; it actually secures them.
(b). If he died as my substitute, His death effectually

provides for my salvation. Page 382.
3. There are many passages which clearly point out the Page 382.

specific and definite purposes of the Work of Christ.
14" Passages which use terms which seem all-inclusive must Page 383.

be interpreted in the light of these passages with
more specific terminology.

(a). Some passages use the word "all". Page 383.
(1). If this meant that He provided. salvation Page 384.

for every individual then all would be saved.Page 3814..
(2). Sometimes "all" means "all who are in Christ"

as in Romans 5:18 and I Cor. 15: 22.
(3). Sometimes the "all" means "all classes of Page 394.

men" as in Tjt11s 2: 11.
(b). Some passages use the word "world". Page 394.

(1). The word. "world" has a variety of meanings Page 395.
and when used of men does not always include
all men,

(2). If it did mean all men in the most literal Page 397.
sense, then all would be saved and this the
Bible does not teach.

(3). Sometimes it probably means the world. of Page 398.
believers.

(4). Sometimes it means some out of all nations. Page 398.
(5). Sometimes it may be used to point forward Page 399.

to a time when all living on earth will
belong to Christ.

(6). It should also be noticed that even Page 400.
unbelievers benefit by the better condition
wbèh the atonement produced in thee world.

5. An objection to the particularity of the atonement Page 400.
has been drawn from Romans 14: 15 and the parallel
passage in I Corinthians 8: 11.
(a). However, these are better explained as showing Page 401.

a tendency rather than a possible result. Page 401.
6. The particularity of the atonement gives us comfort Page 402.

and encouragement in our Christian life, for we know
that those for whom Christ died n never perish but
are bound to reach their destined goal for perfect holiness.
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7. When properly understood, the particularity of the ?age 1+03.
atonement can never lea to any slackening of zeal
in evangelism or personal work.
(a). The atonement is sufficient for all though Page 1+04.

efficient only for the elect.
(b). We have no way of knowing who is chosen before Page 14.011

the foundation of the world.
(1). We may work for years with no apparent Page 4014.

success and then suddenly God may give it
to us.

(2). b cannot know that we will succeed with Page 405.
any particular one except in two cases.

. ':he prayer of faith. Page 1405.
b. Children of the covenant. Page 405.

(c). God calls on all to repent and offers the water Page 407.
of life freely.

(ci). Our part is not to seek to understand the secret Page 407.
will of God, but to bring the knowledge of
salvation to as many as possible.

I. Christ's Work of Intercession. Page 409.
1. The New Testament teaches that Jesus is not making Page 409.

intercession for us.
2. This work was prefigured in connection with the Page 1412.

sacrifices of the Old Testament.
3. The intercessory work of Christ is based on ate work Page 412.

of redemption.
i. The intercessory work of Christ is limited to those Page 1+14.

whom the Father has given him.
5, The intercession of Christ is constant. rPage 414.
6. The intercession of Christ is effective. Page 414.

a. He is the Lord of Lords. Page 4114.
b, It is based on his finished work and help. It is Page 1114.

an application of that which has been done.
1. Conclusion regarding the atonement. Page 415.

1. It is the heart of the Gospel. Page 1+15.
2. It does not change the character of God. Page 1+16.
3. It shows the love of God. Page 1+16.
4. It is based on the good pleasure of God Page +l6.
5. It is the key to all the blessings of the Gospel. Page 1417.
6. It is the most important single doctrine as far as Page 1+17.

the practical work of the ministry is concerned.

IX. The Kingly Work of Christ. Page 419.
A. Its relation to the other two offices. Page 1+19.

1. A brief comparison of the three works. Page 1+19.
a. Comparison to prophecy. Page 419.
b. Comparison to the work of priest. Page 419.

2. God as creator is sovereign from all eternity. Page 419.
3. As a result of sin man has fallen under the dominion of Satan Page 1+20.

who is now the prince of this world.
4. From early times God, predicted the coming of a holy ruler who Page 1+20.

would forcibly put an end to Satan's dominion.
B. Old Testament predictions of the coming king. Page 420,

1. The original command to Adam to subdue the earth. Page 420.
2. The Shiloh prophecy. Gen. 149L 10. Page 421.
3. The Balaam Prophecy. Nu. 21+: i6. Page 422.
4. The Promise to David. II Sam. 7. I Chr. 17: 11-15. Page 423.
5. Psalms. Page 1+28.
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a. Psalm 2. Page 429,
b. Psalm 24. Page 429.
C. Paalm 45. Page 430.
d. Psalm 72. Page 430.
e. Psalm 110. Page 430.
f. Psalm 145. Page 432,

6. Isaiah's prediction of the coming king. Page 234,
a. Isaiah 2: 1 - 5. Page 434.
b. Isaiah 7: 13-14. Page 1436.
c, Isaiah 9: 6-7. Page 437.
d. Isaiah 11. Page 438.
e. Isaiah 32. Page 4140,
f. Isaiah 55: 3.ir4. Page 14-40,

7. Prophecies by Jeremiah. Page 440.
a. Jeremiah 23i.5. Page 4140.
b. Jeremiah 30: 8-9. Page 441.
c " Jeremiah 33: 15-26. Page 4146.

8. Prophecies by Ezekiel. Page 1414.7,
a, Ezekiel 34: 23-25. Page 414-7.
b. .1zekie1 37: 21-28. Page 449.

9. Prophecies by Daniel. Page 2450,
a. Daniel 2: 31-45. Page 450.
b. Daniel 7 Page 45.
c. Dnaiel 9: 25-27. Page 456.

10. Prophecies by sea. Page 457.
a. Hosea 3: L15. Page 457.

11. Prophecies by Amos. Page 458.
a. Amos. 9: 11-15. Page 458.

12. Prophecies by Micah. Page 1+59.
a. l4icah 4: 1-4 (is almost identical 'v/Isaiah 2: 1-5). Page 459.
b. Micah 5: 2-4. Page 1+61.

13. Prophecies by Zechariah. Page 461.
a. Zechariah 9:9. Page 461.
b. Zechariah 12: 10. Page 462,
c. Zechariah 14: 9. Page 462.

C, Jesus' Actions as King. Page 465.
1. This side of his activity is brought out particularly clear Page 46.

in the Gospel of Matthew.
a. The royal genealogy of the Son of David. Page 465.
b. The fulfillment of the prophecy to Ahab of a miraculous Page 465.

birth of the Divine King. 1-22.
c. Fulfillment of prediction of birth of a king in Bethie- Page 466,

hem, 2: 6.
d. Matthew shows us that wise men came seeking one to be Page 466,

king of the Jews and brought Kim royal presents
e. lierod seeks to kill a royal king. Page 466,
f. Continuation of the general structure of Matthew's Gospel. Page 466.
g. Jesus speaks with authority. Page 466.
h. A centurion recognized Jesus powerful authority. Page 467,
j. Even the forces of nature obeyed Him. 8:27. Page 467,
k. Jesus declared that the Son of Man had. a kingdom and Page 1+67,

that be can command the angels to do his bidding.
1. Jesus declared that He would come in his kingdom. Page 1+67.
m, Jesus entered Jerusalem as a king. 21:5. Page 467,
n. e said that He would come in the clouds of heaven with Page 468.

power and great glory as a king, 21+.
a. y this statement, repeated to the high Priest in 26:24 Page 469.

he identifies Himself as the one predicted in Daniel 7.
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p. Jesus' Accusers said. that he called Himself the King, 27:11-42,
2. Mark - The Gospel of Mark stresses His miraculous Power and ?age 1470.

elements in His kingship.
a. Mark says that Jesus preached the Gospel of the kingdom Page 1470.

of God
b. Mark makes many statements already noted in Matthew. Page 470.

3. Luke - Luke, though stressing his perfect humanity clearly Page 1470.
brings out his kingship.
a. Luke 1: 32-33. Page 470.
b. Luke 17: 20-24. Page 470.
c, Luke 19: 37. Page 471.
d Luke 19: 38. Page 471.
e " Luke 23: 3. Page 471.

14, John showed him as one with the right to command his people. Page 14'2.
a. John 1: 49. Page 472.
b. John 3: 3 & 5. Page 472,
c. Jesus said, "Ye shall obey this command." Page 473.
dI Jesus said that his kingdom was not of this world. 18:35. Page 14.714,

5. Summary. Page 1477.
a. Jesus' first comming was announced as that of a king. Page 477.
b. Jesus always - Page 477,
c. Jesus spoke with authority. Page 477.
d. Jesus commanded-Page1477.
e. Jesus commanded the elements of nature - Page 477.
f. Jesus suffered for calling himself a king. Page 477.
g. Jesus said. His kingdom was already present. Page 1477.
h. Jesus said. his kingdom was not of this world. Page 482.
1. Jesus said that he would fulfill Daniel's prediction that Page 1482.

the Son of Man would come on the clouds of heaven to
receive his kingdom.

D. Statements in the rest of the New Testament about Jesus1 kingdom. Page 1483.
,& summary of the General New Testament teaching as to the nature
of Christ's kingly offices. Page 1497.
1 " As God he has been king from all eternity but this is not what

is meant by Christ's kingly offices. Page 1497.
2. he came to be king but the full activity of king was not

immediately - Page 497.
3. be was a real king while here on earth, but during his Page 497.

earthly life be performed the functions of this office only
to a limited extent.

14. There is very little evidence in the New Testament of Page 501.
manifestation of kingly activity by Christ during this present
age,
a. I know of no evidence that lie exerts kingly authority Page 503.

over the ungodly world. in this age.
b. he rarely, if ever, in this age, gives/commands about Page 504.

specific situations. his followers
C " lie is pleased when we willingly acknowledge his son and Page 506.

seek to do his commands.
5. Triere are many statements in the New Testament which refer to Page 506.

his future coming in his kingdom.
6. Both Old and i4ew Testaments stress the fact tnat his kingdom Page 509;

can never be destroyed - it lasts forever and ever - and. yet
it is clearly stated. that eventually he will hand. it over to
God the Father that God may be all in all.

P. The time of the Kingdom of Christ. Page 509.
1. To a limited extent during his earthly life. Page 510.
2. To a very limited extent during the present age. Page 510.
3. Mainly subsequent to his second coming. Page 511.
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G. Characteristics of the coming kingdom of Christ. Page 512.
1. It can never be destroyed. Page 512.
2. ingsnip relates to force, not persuasion, which is a part Page 512.

of prophetic activities.
3. It is an earthly kingdom. Page 513,
Li. It covers every portion of the earth - in this sense it is

universal. Page 513.
5. It is a time of external peace and safety. Page 513.
6. It is a time when the curse will be removed from the earth. Page 513.

Ii. Various views of the kingdom of Christ. Page 515.
1. Wide prevelance of certain non-Christian views. Page 515.

a. Social gospel. Page 515
b. iieo-Orthodox views. Page 517.

2. Definition of three widespread Christian views. Page 518.
a. Pre-Mi1ennialism. Page 519.
b. Post-Millennialism. Page 525.
c. A-Millennialism Views. Page 526.

3. A brief consideration of Post-Millennialism. Page 527.
a. Its good. points. Page 527.

(1). It recognizes the universality of the coming Page 527.
earthly kingdom.

(2). It gives proper stress to the Old Testament Page 528.
prediction of a coming period of external peace and
safety.

b. Its errors. Page 528.
(1). It misses the teaching of removal of the curse from Page 528.

this earth.
(2). It pushes the promised return of Christ too far Page 528,

into the future.
(3). A Post-Millennial view must twist Revelation 20 Page 529.

beyond reason.
Li. A brief consideration of the most typical A-Millennial position.ge 546.

a. Its good. points. Page 547.
(1). The a-millennial view can hold to the immanent, Page 54'i.

glorious return of Christ.
b. Its errors. n Page 547.

(1). A-millennialism must explain away the O.T. Page 547.
predictions of an earthly kingdom.

(2). It misses the teaching of the removal of the curse Page 548.
from the earth.

(3). It must twist Revelation 20 beyond reason. Page 548.
(4). It introudoes very destructive principles of

interpretation of Scripture. Page 550.
5. Brief consideration of Pre-Millenialism. Page 553.

a. Its good points. Page 553.
(1). It accepts all the Biblical statements w/o Page 553.

explaining any away.
(2). It retains both the great .LJ.T. emphasis on the Page 553.

return of Christ, and the great O.T. emphasis on
the coming glorious kingdom.

b. Brief consideration of objections to pre-millenialism. Page 553.
k). Said to undervalue the power of the Holy Spirit. Page 555
(2). Pre-millennlalism is said to est upon Jewish inyth.Page 556.
(3). It is said. to be too earthly. Page 557.
(4). Objection re.rding alleged restoration of Page 558.

sacrifices.
(5). Objection regarding presence of 2 kinds of people Page 561.

in the Millenium.
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(6. Objection regarding alleged general resurrection. Page 565,
6. Conclusion regarding variant views of the kingdom. Page 566.

J. The time of the beginning of the coming great kingdom. Page 568.
1. It need not be an event without 'various stages. Page 5724.
2. God has chosen not to reveal to us when the time will be. Page 574.
3. God. ±s revealed certain events that will proceed Christ's Page 579.

coming in judgment.
4. Christians have been told always to be ready for Christ's rettzrn,Page 579.
5, The only suggestion that fits the Biblical data is one that Page 5821,

assumes a lapse of time between the rapture of the saints, and.
Christ's visible signs over the ungodly.

6. This fact is strongly suggested by IsaIah 27. Page 584.
7. Objection to a so-called pre-trihu]Ation rapture. Page 586,

a. Rocking chair theology, Page 586.
b. Suggested problems about the rapture. Page 593,
C.
c. This is the one real argument against it. II Thess, 2. Page 595.

8, Conclusion regarding the rapture. Page 599.
K. Conclusion regarding the kingly office of Christ. Page 600.

7 X. The Humiliation and. Exaltation of Christ. Page 601.
I. The application of Christ's work to his people, salvation by faith. Page 605.

,, The distinction between soteriology and. Christology. Page 605.
13, The importance of faith. Page 605.

1. Its importance in the protestant reformation. Page 606.
2. Its frequency in the Bible. Page 606.

a. Situation in the New Testament. Page 606.
b. Situation in the Old Testament. Page 607.

3. The instrument of salvation. Page 609.
C. Definition of faith. Page 6].o.

1. Faith is not simply a name for a lower type of knowledge. Page 610.
2. It is not simply a voluntary act of the will. Page 611.
3. It is not simply a natter of feeling. Page 611.
Li It is not a blind acceptance of authority. Page 611,
5.
6. Scriptural faith is not simply a natter of the intellect. Page 614.
7. Saving faith is not merely assent to certain propositions, but Page 1Li..

involves trust in every way.
8. Saving faith must be faith in Christ. Page 616.
9. Saving faith receives Christ not merely as Saviour but in all Page 617.

his person and work.
D. Saving faith is not a work. Page 619.
E. Faith is not the ground of our salvation, but is its instrument. Page 621.
F, how do we get faith? Page 621.

1, How does the unbeliever get faith? Page 621.
a. Faith is a gift from God Page 621,
b. Faith is the work of the Holy Spirit. Page 623.
c. Faith is imparted through hearing the word of God Page 623.

2. Discussion of our part in the conversion of others. Page 624.
3. how does the believer get an increase of faith? Page 629.

a. It is the gift of God. Page 630.
b. The fruit of the holy Spirit. Page 630.
c. Jesus is the finisher as well as the author. Page 630.
d. It is imparted through hearing the word of God. Page 631.
e. If we desire more faith, we should. fix our eyes on the page 631.

promises of God
f. We should pray for faith, for ourselves and for others. Page 631.
g. Faith is strengthened through Christian fellowhkp and Page 631.

through observation of God's goodness to others.
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C. The results of faith that would-be worth our - Pa e 632.
1. All the blessings of the gospel come through a true faith. Page 632.
2. It is faith that unites us to Christ. Page 632.
3. Through faith we can remove mountains. Page 632.

a. Faith moves forward energetically when God's will is known.Page 633
b. Faith seeks to win God's help when his will is not known. Page 6314.
C. Faith is content and happy when it is clear that something Page 634.

is not God's will.

XI. Repentance. Page 635.
A. Its importance. Page 635.
B. It is much stressed in the Old Testament. Page 635.
C, It is frequent in New Testament preaching. Page 635.

a. In the preaching of John the Baptist. Page 635.
b. In the preaching of Christ. Page 635.
c. In the preaching of the apostles, when speaking to the Jews. Page 636.
d. In the preaching of the apostles, when speaking to the GentilesPage 636.

D. Repentance is absolutely necessary to salvation. Page 637.
B, The nature of repentance. Page 638,

1. Its definition. Page 639.
2. It involves the whole personality. Page 639.
3. Repentance is not a work. Page 6140.
4. Repentance does not produce salvation, but is absolutely Page 641.

necessary to it.
, The means to repentance. Page 642.

1. It is a gift of God. Page 642.
2. There are human elements which may help. Page 643.

XII Regeneration. Page 644.
A, Its necessity. Page 644.
B, What it is. Page 6144.

1. The communication of divine life to the soul. Page 644.
2. It is the impartation of a new nature or heart. Page 645.
3.
4. It is not a change in the substance of the soul. Page 645.

C. Regeneration is an immediate act of God. Page 646.
1). The distinction between regeneration and justification. Page 646.

XIII. Conclusion of the Semester's Work and Partial Summary of Soteriolor.Page 648.
A. The effect of sin. Page 648.

1. Xternal death. Page 649.
2. The loss of all ability to do good. Page 649.

B,
C. Ultimate Soteriolor. Page 650.

1. The covenant of redemption. Page 650.
2. The covenant of grace. Page 651.
3. The divine election. Page 653.
4. Calling or vocation. Page 655.

a. The general call. Page 65.
b. The special call. Page 656.

5. Conversion. Page 657.
D" Man's part in salvation. Page 658.

1. We are to sow beside all waters not knowing to whom God may Page 58.
grant repentance and faith.

2. We are to strive to bring the knowledge of God's grace to as Page 658.
many as possible, and as effectively as possible, for we do
not know whether it may not be our efforts that God has
ordained to save the particular individuals.

3. We are to use the means of grace striving to turn from sin, Page 660.
and constantly look to Jesus.

4. Above all, we are to learn to rest upon his grace, and to Page 661.
receive all our salvation as a free gift from his hand. Page 661.

See back.
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